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Project Tektite l, under the overall cognizance and management of the Chief of Naval lie-
search, involved the Departments of the Navy and Interior, the National Aeronautics and Space

Admir, istratlor,, the General Electric Company, and other government, industry, and academic
organizatlon,_. An ocean floor habitat at a 49-Ioot depth and the supporting facilities were ea-
tabl._shed and evaluated for 60 days at a carefully selected, isolated site in the Virgin Islands
from FebrxmzT 15 to April 15, 1969. Four marine scientists lived in and worked out ef the

habitat for the 00-day period, during which their research emphasized marine biology and ge-

ology. This was twice as long as men had previously lived under saturated diving conditions and
the only e,uch experiment to use a controlled nitrogen/oxygen atmosphere with a normal 0.2-
atmosphere oxygen partial pressure. Through continual television and auditory monitoring,

medical doctors, psychologists, and diving engineers studied the aquanauts' biomedical re-
sponses to the 60-day ,_aturation dive and their behavioral and other psychological responses
to each other, to their ,york, and to their isolated, hostile environment.

TI:c Tektite I experiment was completed with a perfect safety record within minutes of tim

time sohcduled many month_ previously. The successful operation demonstrated that men can
live together and perform safely and effectively on the ocean floor for extended periods and

provi¢ed specific psychological, physiological, and marine scientific results which can be ap-
plied ':o future space and undersea missions, u, ..,,.,_,.., ,,v
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FOREWORD

Tektite I was tiffs country's first multiagency program to exploit man's ability
n_t only to live on the bottom of the sea but to perform meaningful scientific v:ork.
l°re_ous man-in-the-seaprograms have concentrated on the advancement of under-
sea technology, where_ the mission oi' Tektite empha._ized existing technology as
a means for obtaining scientific results.

The national Interest in future use of the sea, and the significance of Tektite I
of furthering tlds interest, is sum mar lze d in President Nlxon's message to the
aqu_,auts at the end of their historic mission:

=Your record breaking venture into inner space is another mile-
stone in human achievements. The aqu,-mauts join the astronauts
a6 space pioneers. Congratulations!"

The success of Tektite I constitutes a major step in using man in the sea for
the scientific exploration of the nation's continental shelf. The Navy, ,as the Tektite I
lead agency and cosponsor with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
ti_e Department of the Interior, and the General Electric Company, is pleased to
present this Tektite I finial report.

Chief of Naval Research
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ABSTRACT

Project Tektite I, under the overall cognizance and management of
tile Chief of Naval Research, involved the Departments of the Navy a'_d
Interior, the National Aeronautics ,_nd Space Administration, the Gen-
eral Electric Company, and other government, industry, and academic
organizations. An ocean floor habitat at a 49-foot depth and the supporting
facilities were e s tab 1 i s h e d and ewluated for 60 days at a carefully
selected, isolated site in the Virgin Island._ from Fehru,'u'y 15 to April
15, 1969. Four marine scientists lived in and worked out of the habitat
for the 60-day period, during which their research emphasized marine
biology and geology. This was twice as long as men had previously lived
under saturated diving conditions and tile only such experiment to use
a controlled nitrogen/oxygen atmosphere with a normal 0.2-atmosphere

ozygen partial pressure. Through continual t e 1e vi s i o n ;rod auditory
monitoring, medical doctors, psychologists, and divingengineers studied
the aqu:mauts' biomedical responses to the 60-day saturation dive and
their behavioral and other psychological r e s p o n s e s to each other, to
their work, and to their isolated, hostile environment.

The Tektite I e x p e r i m e n t was completed with a perfect safety
record within n'inutes of the time scheduled many months previously.
The sucees_;u_ operation demonstrated that men can live together and
perform s ffel) and effectively on the ocean floor for extended periods
m_d provi_edspecffic psychological, physiologic,n1, ,'rod marine scientific
results _vhtch can be applied to future space and unde rse a missions.
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Chapter 1

HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES

"If, instead of sending the observations of
se:tmen to able mathematicians on land, the
land would send able mathematicians to sea,
it would signify much more to the improve-
ment of navigation and to the safety of men's
liveb and estates on that element."

Sir Isaac Newton, 1692

z_

t

INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Navy, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, the Department
of the Interior, the General Electric Company, and many other participating organizations
were brought together in project Tektite I with very much the same theme as that given
in Sir Isaac Newton's statement of 1692, but with a variety of professions involved. In
Tektite I the marine scientist removed himself from his shore laboratory and home and
became an in-situ partner with the tn-vivo marine life. The behavioral psychologist
directly observed this marine scientist removed from his normal environment to deter-
mine his responses to the real isolation, stresses, and hazards that were part of his new
environment.

The synergistic use of saturation* diving from a habitat to conduct marine science
and the observation of the habitat occupants as subjects for behavioral studies evolved
from the U.S. Navy's Sealab 1I man-in-the-sea project.t Two of the conclusions of that
project, conducted by the Office of Naval Research in August-September 1965, were:

"In situ living offers a new and important methodology to scientific, biological, and
geological ocean-floor investigations._

"Saturation* refers to the state of the dissolved gases in the tissues of the diver.
Under a saturated tissue condition, the diver works out of a habitat whose atmosphere

is maintained at approximately the same pressure as that of the water in which he will
be working. His habitat may be an ocean floor installation maintained at the ambient
outside water pressure or may be a pressurized deck decompression chamber on
board a s_lrface vessel from which he travels to his work location in a pressur-
ized personnel transfer capsule. In either case he does not undergo decompression
between working dives; he is decompressed only after his total dive sequence. Whether
a series of conventional, nonsaturated, short dives are used or a saturated dive is used

depends on many factors (even a_suming that the equipments necessary for each are
available). The prim_.ry factors, however, are the time required to accomplish the
diving tasks, the number of divers available who are qualified for the specific tasks,
and the depths of water of the task.

_D. C. Pauli and G. P. Clappcr, "An Experimental 45-Day Undersea Saturation Dive at
205 Feet, _ ONI1 Report ACP,-IZ4, March 8, 1967.



2 PROJECT TEKTITE I

"Based on the analysis of the overall performance of the _uanants, criteria can be
developed to assist in the selection of future aquanauts."

Analysis of the Sealab II behavioral observations yielded significant information for
understanding the behavior of small groups of men conducting real work while isolated
in a hazardous environment.

To the behavioral psychologist the undersea laboratory becomes an exciting obser-
vallonal situation. Closed-circuit television provides one of the usual modes for opera-
tional and engineering monitoring of the habitat as well as a vital communication link
between the occupants and the surface support personnel. By simple remote extensions
these closed-clrcult links can be used at observational stations. The behaviorist thus

is enabled to collect voluminous, valid data on a real situation. The subjects are engaged
in real work in a hazardous environmental situation which involves stress and isolation.

To .he marine scientist the habitat-laboratory affords the opportunity to investigate
biological and ecological processes unencumbered by the need to return to the surface.
Thus, by not being encumbered by the restrictions of repetitive surface dives, he can
return to the site of his investigations as many times during the day and night that his
life support systems will permit. He is no longer physiologically restricted; he is
limited only by life-support equipment and human endurance. This becomes a very impor-
tant factor in considering the applicability of saturated diving to the research to be under-
taken. Thu_, in Tektite I the study of the behavior o.r lobsters, for example, was integrated
with many other scientific dives which occurred at variour, times during both day and
night. In this manner a cohesive 2-month marine science program became a reality for
four scientists to conduct.

!

HISTORY

The similarity between crew behavior_1 r.qpe_s of a long-duration operational satur-
ation dive and a space mission was suggested in November 1966, in a side discussion
between Office of Naval Research and National Aeronautics and Space Administration
psychologists at a NASA Symposium on Isolation and Confinement. This suggestion led
to ON'R/NASA meetings, later in 1966 and early in 1967, to develop a rationale for the
validation of a hypothesis that behavioral, habitability, and crew effectiveness data
obtained in observations of undersea teams could be used to predict and understand similar
problems involving space teams.

Based on these early meetings NASA in June 1967 awarded two study contracts
concerning the validation of extrapolating marine mission data to space missions. Tech-
nical progress under these contracts was jointly watched and monitored by NASA and
Navy technical and management personnel. The results of these study contracts strongly
supported what had been suggested in the original NASA/Navy discussions - that behav-
ioral, crew effectiveness, and habitability data could be obtained in underseas operations.

During the concluding months of the contracted studies it became evident that missions
involving real work were required to obtain valid extrapolative data. The Department of

Interior, who over the course of 1967 had come to an agreement with the Navy for "cooper-
ative study of problems of mutual interest," was invited to participate in monitoring the
NASA sponsored studies and formally became the third member in November 1967.

In December 1967 the General Electric Company formally submitted to the Office

of Naval Research, lead agency for the government, an unsolicited proposal to conduct the
undersea space/marine mission recommended in the concluding studies. The mission
would be of 60 days duration and would study the ability of a small group of saturated

t
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HISTORY AND OBJECTIVES 3

divers to successfully carry out a scientific mission under h_ardous, isolated conditions.
The project title Tektite comes from the name for small par,_.icles of space-born matter
which survive the fiery plunge through the earth's atmosphere and come to rest on the
ocean's floor. Tektite I would be Jointly sponsored by the Navy, NASA, and Interior
Dvpartment. In addition the basic Tektite I habitat would be furnished by General Elec-

tric, financed primarily by company Industrial Research and Development funds.

AGENCY INTERESTS

The interests in Tektite of the three agencies - Navy, NASA, and the Department of
the Interior - relate to their national responsibilities. Generally the Navy's interests

were the study of diving physiology and small-crew psychology, for future submersible
and saturated diving missions and advances that could be made _n ocean technology.
NASA's interests of small-crew psychology and behavior wel'e oriented toward long-dura-

tion space flight, as in orbiting laboratory or post-Apollo missions. The Interior Depart-
ment's interest was the use of saturated diving to broaden man's capability to conduct
scientific work in the sea. A closer look at the roles of each agency shows the areas of

inter_.st and responsibility of each.

"4
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Navy interests

The Navy interests in Tektite I were reflected in overall project coordination and
management, development of techniques for accomplishing the behavioral and biomedical
scientific mission objectives, en_neering evaluation of the shallow-water Tektite I habitat,

a,-,d operational and technological procedures, including safety.

The Navy was the "lead agency _ of the three agencies supporting Tektite I. Through
the Office of Naval Research, the Navy had the responsibility for overall program and
scientific management and for administration of the General Electric Tektite I contract.
An additional Navy responsibility in Tektite I, and perhaps the most important, was
mission safety, both in the operational av:l scientific conduct of the program.

The Office of Naval Research was responsible for the overall planning of the behav-
ioral and biomedical programs and integration and coordination of the overall Tektite I
scientific program. The Navy, during the Sealab II program, developed basic field obser-
vation techniques for the behavioral studies of small crews living in undersea habitats.

Tektite I presented opportunity for further development of these techniques and ,_cqnisttion
of additional data. The key scientists from the Sealab II program developed the Tektite I

behavioral program in conjunction with NASA and Interior. The Tektite I biomedical
program, likewise, was developed by Navy medical personnel and by contract research
scientists of ONR (such as the University of Pennsylvania) workin_ with Navy and NASA

biomedical personnel. In addition to the stated scientific goals in the mission objectives,
Tektite I also provided the Navy the opportunity for exploration in related areas of under-
water technology, such as saturation diver safety, ocean engineering, and construction.

The Navy provided the operational direction for implementation of the Tektite I
program. Naval command experience provided the operational experience necessary to
supper', the scientific program. Transportation, logistics, communication, and support
construction and facility requirements operation were supplied by various naval

organizations.
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NASAInterests

NASA'sprimaryinterestinTektiteI wasthestudyoftheperformanceof highly
qualifiedscientistsunderconditionsofstressfor usein understanding and predicting
man's behavior on long-duration space flights.

The four Tektite I aquanauts experienced true locked-in isolation due to their sat-
urated diving condition, which prohibited vertical ascents to the water's surface. Reac-

tions to their living, working, and recreation environments were recorded by systematic
observation, by automatic event recording, and by subjective opinion. Measures were
made of group cohesiveness and the adjustment of each crew member to the others, to

his environment, and to his assigned duties. The marine scientific mission plan provided
the scientific crew the goals necessary for maintaining a continuous high level of motiva-
tion required for meaningful extrapolation of the behavioral data to space flight. The
ability of the crew to conduct their own mission and their willingness to attempt tasks
not directly related to their scientific training were evaluated as well as the extent of
their dependence on an outside technical crew. Biomedical measures were made to

assure crew safety and to evaluate tY_ psychological effects of activities inside and out-
side the habitat on the measurable physiological functions of the crew.

The NASA scientific responsibilities were reflected in the hematology portion of the
biomedical research program and in the sleep and psychomoter studies in the behavior
program. The Tektite I data collection program, developed under NASA contract, was
the primary means of accumulating daffy the crew behavior, biomedical, and habitability
and engineering datarequired by each investigator. NASA management responsibilities
were in the development of the behavioral program and in overall program management
in concert with the other agencies.

Department of the Interior Interests

The Department of the Interior's fu::_-.mental interest in Tektite I was to accomplish
a diversified research program with a small group of marine scientists using saturated
diving techniques. The two primary objectives were: evaluate saturated diving as a
research technique for marine science studies, and conduct an operational research pro-
gram on the ocean floor to demonstrate that scientists can live and work effectively on
the ocean floor.

For years marine scientists have recognized the advantages of having direct access
to the undersea environment for extended periods of time. To this end, self-contained
underwater breathing apparatus (scuba) equipment and research submersibles have pro-
vided only partial solutions to depth, time, and mobility limitations. Manned habitats,
such as the Tektite I habitat, itging saturated diving have offered a research tool which

• appears to have many advantages for prolonged studies of the ocean floor.

INTERAGENCY COOPERATION

ARhough Tektite I was preceded by several underwater living experiments, some at
greater depths, several distinguishing features set it apart from these earlier experi-
ments. Primary among these is that Tektite I was the first major venture undertaken
whose objectives were primarily scientific rather than technological. Close liaison and
communication between participating members from all organizations involved was
necessary to accomplish a cohesive program. For example, the behavioral and biomed-
ical studies conducted by the Navy and NASA, concurrent with Interior's ocean floor
program, were designed for the minimum interference with the marine research activities
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of the crew. The mutual Navy and NASA interests in the bohavioral and biomedical por-
tions of Tektite I required a high degree of interaction between scientists of both agen-
cies for optimization of efforts and results. General Electric integrated the program
needs into a habitat system that could satisfy the divergent requirements pla_ed on it.
The success of Tektite I was due largely to the spirit of cooperation thai prevailed
throughout the entire project, from conception through execution,

The major participating activities and their primary responsibilities and contri-
butions were:

NAVY

Office of Naval Research

Headquarters: Overall project management, scientific _rogram coordination,
direction of on-site operations, funding support, logistic coordirLttion, overall safety
responsibility.

Naval Biological Laboratory: Planning and execution of the TektRe I micro-
biological studies.

Naval Research Laboratory: Laboratory analysis of habitat atmosphere, logistic
support throughout operation.

Naval FacilitiesEngineering Command

Headquarters: Design of habitat installation methods, design habitatsurface
support Ammi barge facility, on-site installation and retrieval of hal.itat and other equip-
ment, operational responsibility for emplacement and retrieval of habitat and support
systems.

U.S. Atlantic Fleet

Amphibious Construction Battalion Two: Implementation of habitat install_tior_

methods and equipment, assembly of support Ammi barge, design and construction of base
camp, operation and maintenance of habitat support system.

Amphibious Force, Atlantic Fleet: Transportation of habitat system, base camp
equipment and materials, and project personnel to the Tektite ! site and return.

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery

Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery: Review and approval of medical and
safety plans, assignment of medical personnel to project.

Naval Submarine Medical Center: Development of Tektite I decompression
schedule, participation in biomedical program, aquanaut physical and psychiatric exam-
inat,ons, medical personnel on site.

Naval Medical Research Institute: Planning and execution of behavioral program,
equipment and technical assistance for behavioral program, on-site monitors and super-
visors, data reduction.

Naval Medical Neuropsych,atric lqescarch Unit: Planning and execution of Navy
sleep studies.
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NavalShipSystomsCommand

Supervisorof Salvage:Decompressionfacilitiesandpersonnel,divingpersonnel
assistance, small boat and equipment support,

Experimental Diving Unit: Atmospheric monitoring equipment and operators_
diving officers and personnel.

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard: Assembly of Tektite habitat, services for assombly
of habitat support barge, dock facilities for loading and unloading of Tektite I hardware at
beginning and end of project.

Supervisor of Shipbuilding, Conversion, and Repair, Tenth Naval District: Critical
repair facilities for boats and electronic equipments, logistic support.

Submarine Acquisition Project Office: Material safety review of habitat ._nd

support systems.

DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR

Planning and management of marine science program, program management,
funding support, aquanaut crew and two backup crew meml_ers, surface scientific and
diving support, for marine science program, scientific and diving equipment for aquanaut
crew, operational site in the Virgin IBlands National Park.

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION

Headquarters: Program man;tgement, funding support, data management pro-

gram, behavioral program support.

Manned Spacecraft Center: Planning and execution of NASA sleep studies, devel-
opment of hematology program, develop emergency decompression tables.

Marshall Spaceflight Center: Crew habitability program.

Langley Research Center: Furnish, install and maintain mass spectrometer
atmosphere analyzer, implementation of psychomotor experiment.

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

Missile and Space Division: Habitat design and fabrication, scientific program
integration assistance, preparation of scientific program planning documents, personnel
and technical support for on-site operations.

i:

COAST GUARD

Safety diver support personnel, diving watch officer on-slte, support in imple-
mentation and assessment of s_fety program.
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ASSOCIATED SUPPORT

University of Pennsylvania: Biomedical program coordination and support,
biomedical predlve base-line data. postdive biomedical diver assessment.

College of the Virgin Islands: Marine science program support, site survey
support, backup aquanaut.

Battelle Memorial Institute: Engt1_eering support to the Office of Naval Research,
engineering review of Tektite I program.

Particular mention is made of the Navy Seabees' extensive and energetic work in

Tektite I. The Seabee force was comprised of officers and men from Amphibious Con-
otructlon Battalion Two, with additional Seabee divers from both the Atlantic and Pacific
fleets. The Seabees were active through the project, both in implementing the Navy's
engineering program and In supplying construction and maintenance services lor all on-
site Tektite facilities.
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Chapter 2

SYNOPSIS

MISSION

The missions of Tektite I were threefold: (a) to study the behavior and effectiveness
of a small gronp of highly trained men to real work under stressed, isolated conditions,
(b) to study biomedical responses of men living under high-nitrogen-partial-pressure
saturated conditions in the marine environment for an extended period, and (c) for the
men under study in (a) and (b) to conduct meaningful marine science research from an

undersea habitat under the advantageous and disadvantageous boundary conditions imposed
by saturation diving. Since the three missions are interdependent, equal emphasis had
to be placed on each. Coincident with those three scientific missions was a Navy ocean
engineering program to advance the scientific utilization of underwater habitats.

The selected mission duration was 2 months, from February 15 to April 15, 1969.
During this time the aquanaut scientists were saturated to a water depth of 43 feet. At
the end of the mission a decompression schedule approximately 20 hours long was
required to return the aquanauts safely to the surface.

SITE

The site selected for Tektite I was Lameshur Bay, St. John Island, U.S. Virgin Islands
(Fig. 1). This site is in the southeast quadrant of the island and within the boundaries of
the Virgin Islands NationaI Park, which includes two-thirds of St. John lslund and most
of the offshore waters. Because Lameshar Bay is within the park, a sp_'cial _use permit"
was required from the National Park Service to conduct the project. Tie site selection
was based on five primzry factors:

1. Shallow water. The acceptable depth range of the habitat for conducting the satur-
ation dive on a mixture ofO 2 and N2 over the 60-day period was set at 40 to 60 feet.

2. Biological activity. The biological activity of the area selected had to be abundant
to assure the ability to develop a valid continuous, long-duration marine science program.
There wa._ a great biological diversity of marine plant and animal species in Lameshur
Bay enhanced by the presence of extensive coral reefs. Since the waters of Lameshur
are characteristic of the tropical waters of the Caribbean, South Pacific, and Indian Oceans,
marLne research conducted there would be applicable to many parts of the world.

3. Shelter from storm. In the January-to-May period required for the total Tektite I
st_rtwp, operation, and withdrawal the Lameshur Bay area was historically expected to
be extremely sheltered from the sea. Wlth the exception of one unseasonable storm the
predicted weather conditions prevailed.

4. Low mtbsurface water currents. Subsurface current conditions were less than

0.25 knot except during the tr5easonable southerly sea condition experienced, when surge
currents were estimated to be of the order of 0.5 knot.
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Fig. I - Location of Lameshur Bay, Virgin
Islands, the Tektite I site

5. Logistics supportabURy. Logistics is a major problem to a project conducted

in a remote location. This was a contributing factor in selecting the Virgin Islands site

over other islands in the vicinity. Even so logistics were considerably more difficult

than was envisaged. While nearby St. Thomas was the source of most operating supplies

that were not originally brought in the installation phase, many components and services

unique to this type of operation had to be obtained from the mainland and Puerto Rico,

which entailed detailed expediting to minimize time and in-translt loss of materials.

CREW

Four marine scientists from the Department of the Interior were the Tektite I
aquanauts (Fig. 2):

Richard A. Waller - Oceanographer, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

Conrad V. W. Mahnken - Oceanographer, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

John G. Van Derwaiker - Fishery Biologist, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries.

H. Edward Clifton - Ge_ologist, U.S. Geological Survey.
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]?ig. Z - Tektite I crew: left to right are aquanauts
Clifton, Mahnken, Waller, and Van Derwalker

HABITAT

The Tektite I habitat (Fig. 3) was designed and constructed by the General Electric
Company and was furnished to the Navy under a bailment agreement. The habitat wss
installed on the bottom of Lameshur Bay at a depth of 49 feet. The habitat hatch, 6 feet
above the bottom, established the saturation depth of 43 feet.

BASE CAMP

To conduct the total Tektite I scientific mission, approximately 35 scientists and
65 support personnel were required. A base camp was constructed adjacent to Lameshur
Bay (Fig. 4). Thi.q camp functioned as the living qu_ters for all Tektite I personnel,
military _:nd clvllipn, except the four aquanauts.

PROJECT ORGANIZATION

Although the Tektite I mission was 60 days in duration, the total time required to
plan, execute, and evaluate the project was in excess of a year and a half. Project activ-
ities during this time were divided into five phases which describc the evolution of
Tektite I.

Phase I: Detailed program plans, equipment design and fabrication, and base camp
construction. During phase I, begun in early 1968, the habitat and its supporting systems
were designed and built, and the project's scientific programs were planned and coordi-
nated. The facilities required for support at Lameshur Bay were designed and constructed.
Base-line biomedical and psychological data were obtained. This phase ran through Jan-
uary 8, 1969, when the Tektite I habitat was loaded abo:trd the US$ Hermitage for ship-
ment to the Virgin Islands.
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Fig. 3 - Artist's rendering of the Tektite I habitat. At
the left are the bridge and the crew's quarters, and at
the right are the machinery room and the wet room,
with a cupola on top which allows a 360-degree view.

SURFAC[ SUPPORT HABITAT

FACILLTY SIT[

tNOT VISIBLF" I

Fig. 4 - Tektite I experzment site, Lameshur Bay,
St. John, Virgin Islands
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Phase II: On-site preparation, equipment installation, and checkout. The major
work during phase II began tn January 1969, when the Tektite I habitat and its supporting
equipment ,and personnel arrived at Lameshur Bay. The habitat and supporting equip-
ment were installed. The marine science equipments were readied. The major remain-
ing supporting logistics problems were solved. Upon final approval of the results of the
systems checkout of the habitat/surface control complex, phase M was Initiated.

Phase M: Major experiment phase. Phase M was, essentially, the 60-day mission.
Phase I!I began when the Tektite I habitat became operational and ended when the four
aquanauts completed their decompression on April 16, 1969.

Phase IV: Equipment withdrawal and dispersal. Phase IV was, essentially, the
inverse of phase 1"I. Phase 4 began on April 16, 1969, and was completed on June 10, 1969,
when the last of the Tektite I material was removed from Lameshur Bay.

Phase V: Reduction, analysis, and distribution of data and results. Efforts during
phase V were primarily directed toward the preparation and distribution of this Tektite I
final report.

The Tektite I Program Plan and Operation Plan documented the scientific and oper-
ational organization and conduct of the project. The Tektite I Program Plan was prepared
by General Electric as a part of their contract task, ,and contained four parts: Scientific
Mission Requirements Plan, S,_ety Plan, Transportation and Assembly Plan, and Emplace-
ment Plan.

The Tektite I Operation Plan was promulgated by the Chief of Naval Research. The
Operation Pl,'m impicmented the on-site portions of the project, designated command

structures, and delineated _;tandard and emergency billn. A primary fur:ciion of the Oper-
ation Pl,'m wa,_ tim establishment and implementation of project safety standards and
procedures.

The Operation Plan ider, tified t_vo distinct organizational authorities: administrative
and operation,'d (Fig. 5). The administrative at, thority (Fig. 5a) was primarily concerned
with the scientific management of Tek'titc I and remained constant throughout all of the

"project's five phases. The operational authority was in effect oJfly during the three
operationai phases (i.e.. Phases lI, Ill, and IV). The operational authority for Phases 1I
and IV (Fig. 5b) reflects the requirement for engineering responsibility during these
phases. The operational organization for the 60-day major experiment phase, Phase III,
is shown in Figure 5c.
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Time foremost consideration throughout Tektite I was the safety of the personnel
involved, particularly the aquanauts. The impact of extensive safety consciousness is
evident in all aspects of Tektite I.

Because tile aquanauts were saturated to a depth of 43 feet, the biggest potential
hazard was decompression sickness {bends} resulting from inadvertent surfacing. As
part of the biomedical research program, emergency decompression schedules were
prepared as treatment for aecidential surfacing. In addition, particular emphasis was
placed on preventing situations that might cause the aquanauts to surface.

Tile situations considerecl most likely to cause aquanaut surfacing (other than a
habitat disaster) were an aqu,'maut's becoming lost or his losing or expiring his air
supply. Way stations, equipped with ,an air supply and sound-powered phones linked to
the habitat, were located near to the habitat. When the aquanauts made excursions from
tile habitat, they would be accompanied by a surface craft manned by divers ready to
offer immediate assistance. The aquanauts carried colored floats which they would
release to signal that assistance was required. On routine aquanaut swims near the habi-

tat, lookouts stationed on the support barge replaced the surface boat crews.

The TektiteI aquanaut safetyprogram was highlyorganized. The operation plan
designated the individualsresponsiblefor sMety, and these persons organized watch
schedules, safetyprocedui-es,and emergency bills.In additionto the di_d.ngboat crews

which accompanied the aquanauts on theirexcursions, watch crews m,-mned the surface

decompression facility,the watch director'spost ,andmedical watch post,and support

barge equipment arc,and the clock. Training drillswere conducted frequentlyto minimize
tiletime required to recover ,andtreatn surfaced aquanaut.

No on-site project accident._ involvhtg personnel injury, were experienced during the
entire Tektite I operation. Thus it was shown that saturation dives of the Tektite
type can be conducted safe!y, provided that a rigorous safety program is implemented.
As further experience is gained, the safety factor aoded for uncertainty can be reduced
to a degree, and the advantages of saturation diving may be more fully exploited.
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Chapter 3

SCIENTIFIC AND ENGINEERING PROGRAMS

IN TROD UC TION

The major program elements of Tektite I were marine science, life sciences, and
ocean engineering. The goals and known accomplishments of each of these program ele-
ments are given in the following paragraphs.

!-/._

1:3̧

MARINE SCIENCE PROGRAM

The goal of the marine science program as planned was twofold: (a) a number of
individual marine ecological, biological, and geological studies integrated into a 60-day

time p_riod, and (b) an evaluation of the use of saturation diving techniques from an
undersea habitat to accomplish the studies planned in (a). The wide variety of planned

experiments and observations are summarized in Table 1.

The marine science program was developed to explore the wide range of potential
research made possible by undersea habitation. More research was planned than could
be accomplished during the mission so the aquanauts could select those areas best suited
to the situation. Thus several of the experiments shown in Table 1 were not carried out
because the aquanauts decided to use their time in studies resulting from their explor-
atory surveys of the ocean floor. The aquanauts' decisions to exclude :ertain planned
studies in favor of unplanned studies were based on their assessments of the relative
importance of the particular work. In addition, time available ,o ca_'ry out scientific
work was limited by a variety of other reasons, such as equipment malfunction and other
unforeseen circumstances. For example, habitat operational problems at the beginning

of the mission consumed a great deal of the aquanauts' time.

During the 60-day mission the aquanauts spent 432 man-hours outside of their
habitat. Toward the end of the mission individual aquanauts were spending as much as

5 hours per day in the water. The limiting factor on this time and on the range of oper-
ations was the endurance capability of the equipment and the time required for recharging
the scuba tanks.

The aquanauts were assisted in their marine research tasks by a surface diving
scientific support team. Thi._ team, composed of three alternates for the aquavauts in
the habitat, complemented the studies conducted from the habitat by extending the marine
research into areas beyond the horizontal range or vertical limits of the aquanauts. This
surface team was augmented during the mission by visiting scientists from the Depart-
ment of the Interior.

LIFE SCIENCES BEHAVIORAl PROGRAM

The behavioral program was planned to provide data on the characteristics of crew
behavior which could be extrapolated to future manned missions in space and undersea
research. The emphases of the behavior study were: crew size and selection criteria,

quarters size and habitability, and use of time in mission performance. The restraint of

15
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isolation (saturated diving) and the reality of the crew's mission (marine science) both
contributed to the significance of the study. A qualitative summary of the behavioral
program is given in Table 2.

Experiment

Table 1
Tektite I Marine Science Program

Objective

Oceanography

Environmental factors

Plankton analysis

Acous_cs

Record water temperature, salinity, pressure, cur-
rent vectors, surface and internal waves, and bio-
luminescence at the habitat and remote locations.
Determine the types and relative abundance of plank-
tonic organisms in the water column, their fluctua-
tions in time, arid the extent of their vertical migra-
tions (Fig. 6).
Evaluate a side-scanning sonar for signatures of
separate fish species, for animal and diver tracking,
and for the effects of environmental variations on
sonar performance. (This experiment was not ini-
tiated due to equipment difficulties.)

Ecology

Spiny lobster behavioz

Spiny lo._._ter population
Lobstering and fishing

Day-night periodicity

Effects of the habitat

Light attraction

Az'_ictal reefs

Validate tagging techniques for general marine pop-
ulation studies (Figs. 7 and 8).
Understand population size, growth, and mortality.
Compare effectiveness and selectivity of different
gear for catching lobsters and reef fish.
Understand foraging, mating, and predatory activ-
ities during the full diurnal cycle.
Calibrate the influence of the habitat on the local
fauna and flora.
Evaluate multicolored underwater lights an a_fficial
attractants.

Evaluate through periodic sampling the population on
prepositioned artificial reefs.

Geology

Geological bottom mapping
Biogenous sand

Reef diagenesis and
lithffication

Effects of organisms on
sedimentation

Storm modifications

Carbonate mud

Bottom rock weathering
8cdimentology techniques

Obtain control data for geological experiments.
l_elate biogenous sand to the source organfsnzs and
study reef growth and destruction.
Study the reef structure and history.

Study the mechanisms and rates of the reworking of
sediments by organisms.
Study the degree of modification of bottom sediments
by storms.
Determine the rate and type of changes in the com-
position of carbonate mud as the result of organ!c
decay.

Compare submarine and suhaerial weathering of rocks.
Develop habitat-based sedimentology experimental
techniques and evaluate surface-operated instruments.
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Fig. 6 - Aquanaut adjusting a standpipe in an exper-
iment to measure plankton in the water column at
various heights above the ocean floor

Fig. 7 - Aquanauts engaged in spiny lobster
studies. The lobsters were captured and
tagged with idcntifying metal tags or tiny
acoustic transmitte:s, and released. They
could then be observed and identified to study
their migratory habits.
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Table 2

Tektite [ Behavior Program

Experiment

Crew beh;wior measures: general activity,

task performance effieicmcy, social relations,
operatio,m! and interpersonal co|nmttnic_..

tions, personal habits, emotional adjustment.
psychological traits, psychomotor perfor-
mance, and sleer {elcctroencephalog_phy)

Crew sele,Jtiop, study

l|Um;t;_...... f'"_"_'_)_,'_'Stt)(]%'

Habilabilily,_;tttdy

Data collection._tudy

O})j,_ctives

Evaluate long-term work per-
formam'e undPr hazardous,
isolated conditions. Relate
observed crew behavior to
physiological antl medical
indices.

Obtain crew selection, compo-
sition, and training data for use
in later space and undersea
missions.

Determine human pcrformance
criteria for application to long-
du ration, hi(.Oi-stress situations.

Measure individual and crew

response to features of working
and living facilities.

Develop and refine data collec-
tion methods in an operational
environment.
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Paramount to the success of the behavioral program was the accurate identification
and collection of data which could be used as a measure of behavior functions. Data col-
lection was automated to the maximum extent. For example the times that the divers were
out of the habitat were automatically recorded. Data based on the observation of the aqua-
nauts were also recorded in real time. Teams of observers monitored the crew for up to
18 hours per day and recorded the visual (television) and audio (open microphone) obser-
vations of parameters such as mood, status, and preferences directly on computer cards
using predetermined formats (Figs. 9 and 10). Daring the 60-day mission over 400,000
individual observations were made and recorded for subsequent evaluation (Fig. 11). In
addition to observation by television and open microphones, behavioral and habitability
data were obtained from records, logs, and cuestionnaires completed before, during, and
after the operation by the aquanauts.

Another source of behavioral data was sleep research to evaluate the quality and
quantity of the aquanauts' sleep for possible correlation with observed behavior. Of par-
ttcular interest were the possible effect of hyperbaric conditions upon sleep and the rela-
tionship of sleep patterns to waking activities. Sleep logs and electrophyslological (EEG)
recordings were used for sleep evaluation. Sleep logs •were maintained by all four aqua-
nauts, and EEG recordings were obtained from aquanauts Clifton and Van Derwalker using
somewhat standard electrodes. Electrodes were fitted to make contact with aquanaut
Waller's cranium via a newly developed skull cap, developed by NASA, which incorporated
contact electrodes. Brain wave data were recorded on both magnetic tape and paper.

Electronic, real-time, partial processing on-site by NASA neuropsychophysiologists
of the sleep log and other EEG data indicated that the aquanauts did not have major sleep
difficulties. They slept longer (3-plus hours) and stayed in deeper sleep (slow sleep
wave) for a longer time as the mission progressed. The Tektite I sleep data indicate
that man can adapt to nitrogen saturation and live on the ocean floor for productive work
without suffering from sleep deprivation.

/,

LIFE SCIENCES BICMEDICAL PROGRAM

The biomedical program had as its twofold purpose the aquanauts' medical safety and
the evaluation of possible physiological effects of long-term saturated diving on the aqua-
nauts. Throughout mission planning and execut"m the safety of the aquanauts was always
foremost. Prior to the mission each aquanaut was given a detailed medical examination.
During the mission daily and weekly medical status assessments of each of the aquanauts
were made to assure their continuing health. Upon decompression a detailed postdive
examination was made of each of the divers to ascertain any changes in the aquanauts'
physiological condition.

Because of the exploratory nature of a saturated dive using a nitrogen/oxygen mix-
ture, a major objective of the biomedical program was to obtain physiological data on the
possible effects of this type of saturation under closely controlled conditions. The aqua-
nauts were saturated at a depth of 43 feet on a habitat gas mixture of 92%nitrogen, g_/o
oxygen. Their scuba tanks, used for excursions from the habitat, contained compressed
air with a composition of 80% nitrogen, 20//0 oxygen. Particular attention was given to the
func_.tonivg of the pulmonary, blood, and nervous systems of the aquanauts. A week of
detailed medical examinations was administered prior to the missio, at the University of
Pennsylvania Hospital Research Center by a select group of medical specialists, which
provided base-line measurements for each aquanaut. _. ,_ummary of the biomedical areas
of tnvestl@tion is given in Table 3.
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Table 3
Tektite I Biomedical Program

/

i:

f

Experiment J Ol_Jective

Special Medical Examinations

General medical exams, opthalmology,
dermatology, neurology, and audio-
vest_'_ular studies

Determine the physical status of the
aquanauts as a health safeguard.
Obtain physiological data to assess
possible effects of the hyperbaric
nitrogen/oxygen environment and
prolonged immersion on vision,
hearing acuity, skin, etc.

Hematology

Physical characterization of red-blood-
cell populations, studies of red cell
rf_etabolism, red-blood-cell radioiso-
tope studies, immune-hematology, and
microtrauma and antigen induced
inflammation

Determine the effects of pressure and
gas mixture on blood composition and
cell production.

Microbiology

Bacteriology, virology, mycology, [ Determine t_e effect of prolonged

aerobiology, and marine microbiology [ immersion on man's natural orga-nism balance.

, Respiratory/Pulmonary

Respiratory control, pulmonary dif- Determine the effects of pressure and
fusion, ventilatory function, and pulmo- gas on lung ventilation, respiratory
nary resistance and compliance response, and carbon monoxide dif-

fusion into the diver's system.

Diver Safety Studies

Decompression

Health assessment

Develop standard and emergency
decompression tables for a high-
nitrogen, hyperbaric atmosphere.
Determine vertical excursion limits
within which the divers can operate.
Monitor diver healtl_ and possible
effects of hyperbaric environment.

General Observations

Data correlation

I Correlate monitored physiological
and medical data to observed crew

behavior and performance.

Certain functions were monitored during the mission by weekly examinations and
samples. In addition, a round-the-clock medical watch maintained close observation of
the aquanauts via television. The primary medical difficulty of the aquanauts during
their 60-day stay was ear infection, and the primary organism that caused the divers'
ear infections w_s Pseudo_onas. Fungi did not appear to be involved.

The extensive postdive medical examination conducted on-site was not able to deter-
mine any significant variations in life functions which possibly could be attributed to the
hyi_erbaric environn'ent. The postdive examination revealed only one posslbledetrlmental
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facit--the discovery of a small occlusion in the right eye lens of aquanaut Clifton. This
occlusion was off axis and did not interfere with Dr. Clifton's visual acuity. Dr. Clifton
was the only aquanaut of the four having high-normal intraocular tension. Whether or
not this occlusion was due to the 2-month saturation dive is not known. There has been
no known similar occurrence of occlusions in over 50 divers who have been saturated in

the Navy's man-In-the-sea program. Examination several months after the postdive
examination indicated the size of the occlusion had diminished considerably, making it
difficult for the ophthalmologists to find it.

A closely related portion of the biomedical program was a microbiology study in
which water, air, and swab samples were taken regularly in and around the habitat to
ascertain the presence and relative occurrence of various types of microorganisms
(Fig. 12). A number of questions had been raised with respect to prolonged isolated
saturation diving, such as: (a) would the microbial population build up, (b) what changes
would occur within the normal microflora of the aquanauts, and (c) would organisms

indigenous to the aquanauts and their marine environment present a health problem?

|

Fig. I_ I Mobile laboratory in a van at the bast. canq_

being _ts_.d for on-site pt'occssitlg o. ¢ microbiology'

samples taken in and arotmd tht. habitat

The microbial carrier slate of the aquanaut did not play a part in the transmission
of disease in the Tektite I program. This is borne out by a Staphylococcus carrier study
and the evidence that Candida and Proteus rem_,incd associated with a single individual

throughout the entire program.

The microbial population did not Imild up on the walls of the habitat during the 59
days of the study. The sample sites had not been mvabbed prior to obtaining the sample;
thus the sample represented the tnicroflora of the wall over an increasingly longer period
of time. This microfloz,'a was in a state of flux with new organisms continually becoming
associated with the wall surface while the older organisms were dying.
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The level of coliform organisms from the disposal cC sewage into the environment
did not attain a level sufficient to become a health hazard to the aquanauts.

Conditions imposed in maintaining the habitat did not induce a latent virus lr_ectiont
nor did the aquanauts acquire any demonstrable virus infection from the marine environment.

The answers to the questions posed at the beginning of the program show that the pro-
longed application of the environmental conditions and aquanaut interactions, as carried
out in the Tektite I program, did not result in any unusual microbiological hazard. The
possible intrusion of a marine organism (Ac_etobacter phenon 4-1_ into the habitat and
its establishment was of interest and may present a problem in future iota-term studies

of this type. Ear infections are common to this type of program and will probably remain

so unless adequate prophylactics are used.

The development of normal and emergency decompression schedules was ano_er
area of sigutficant biomedical research. The tables developed are shown in Table 4.
Although the normal decompression schedule developed for Tektite was prepared for an
operational program, it became evident that the controlling tissue for nitrogen saturation
decompression is far beyond the 240-minute level suggested by Workman.* The data col-
lected during this series of dives supports the much longer controlling tissue described
by Buhlmann._ Preparation of the emergency decompression tables by NASA subcon-
tract? indicated that, should a nitrogen-saturated aquanaut inadvertently surface (explo-

sively decompress from a saturation depth of 43 feet), a 1S-minute period was available
for safe recompression. The emergency decompression table used an overpressure
return and early oxygen decompression for treatment of explosive decompression.

INTEGRATED OCEAN FLOOR PROGRAM

The Tektite I project required a detailed intermeshing of the scientific programs.
A daily scenario covering the full 60 days was prepared prior to the project's start,
scheduling the scientific programs i, train with appropriate operational and administra-
tive tasks. Sample scenarios for the f_rst and last days of the mission as well as typical
days during the mission are shown in ]F_:_. 13. The biomedical and psychological events
were to the maximum possible extent concentrated on one day per week (Wednesday).
This allowed the aquanauts maximum uninterrupted time for their own research on the
other days of the week. ,a typical biomedical examination day is sho_n in Fig. 13 as
day 5. Day 17 is typical of the week's remaining days.

The biomedical and psychological programs closely followed the scenario. Although
the biomo.dical sampttngs on the first such days took longer than planned, the aquanauts
and surface personnel soon established smooth routines for taking samples and for

promptly transferring them to the surface. The behavioral program was primarily con-
ducted by monitoring from the surface, with minimum interference to the aquanaut crew.

_ql. D. Workman, "Calculation of Decompression Schedules for Nitrogen-Oxygen and
Helium-Oxygen Dives, _ U.S. Navy Experimental Diving Unit Research Report 6-65, 1965.

TA. A. Buhtmann, P. Frei, and N. Keller, "Saturation and Desaturation with N 2 and He at
4 Atmospheres," J. AppI. Physiol. 23:458-462 (1967).

$P. O. Edel, "Delineation of Emergency Surface Decompression and Treatment Proce-
dures for Project Tektite Aquanauts, _ J and 3 Marine Diving Co., Inc., Pasadena, Texas,
Apr. 20, 196_J.
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Table 4
Tektite I Decompression Schedules

l)ecom|_rc, ssion Time

Depth Time at Stop (rain) ........

(ft} (rain} ..... 1-- iJreatmstg ztzi*m;I
Total 1 oxy_e,,

Schedule
Normal D_conll)rt.ssJun

42"

121 12
30 120 132

s zs_
25 200 337

5 342

20 170 512
20 30 542

5 _47
15 20 567

15 30 597

15 20 017

15 30 647
15 20 667

15 30 697 125

15 20 717 125

15 30 747 1_5

5 752 160
10 60 RI2 tO0

10 30 g42 190

!0 20 862 190
10 30 892 220

I0 20 912 =20

I0 40 952 260

5 957 265

5 200 1157 265

5 I 162 265119 hr (4 hr
22 mln_ 25 rain)

Surface

Emer_'ncy Recomprt.ssion and I_,con'
Follo_'lng an Explosive I')/*c,mlpression

O

0

0

0

0

0

30

35

35

65
65

95

95

Air

Air

Air
Air

Air

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen
Air

Oxyg_,,_
Air

Oxyk, en
Air

Oxygen
Air

Oxygen

Oxygen
Air

Oxyl_'n
Air

Oxyl_cn
Air

Oxyl',en

Oxygen
Air

Air

tr(_8.qion

([zzadvertent Surfacln¢;

"-_?-I 20 _o5 25

V] ,o5 50

'° '°'5 75

5 I00

:°i ,0 ,,o15 135

_5 / 605 200195

20 _ 90 290
30 320

5 3."5

i _5 / ._o 415

i _s / 60 4755 480

19 60 660

5 665
150 815

60 875

5 880

It4 hr
40mln:

[ suHact. J
_'Aq'.lan.s_st_ wl|l h_' tran.tferred via th,"

20 Oxygen

25 Oxygen

25 Air

25 Air

4 5 Oxygen

50 Oxygen

50 Air
50 Air

70 Oxyt:en
70 Air

70 Air

70 A|r

70 A, r

lO0 OX:,'|:cp

105 Oxyt:t, tl
105 Air

165 OXYltt.n
165 Air

165 Air

225 Oxygcl|

_30 Oxygen

230 Alr

290 Oxyl:_.m_

290 Air

(4 hr

50 rain:

_,'rl,)nn,'l tran_(,'r _',lp*_t:.l¢' 10 th.'
d,.ck d,.compr*._*zon chanth,,r ,tr.d h*,Id at a depth of 4Z f t.t until all are
transferred and topside cr,.w *,* ready for d,.rompres_ion.

IAIl dep°.h change, d_trlng th," d,.cmnpr,._i,)n will be' nhtdt, at ._ r._t,, of I
fool per ¢lzintllt.. In the ,.vent t_.e d..pth t-h.|nl_el; oc('ur _lo_t...r ti_e tim,.

wzl[ be url.J_d Ont,_ Iot_ZJ d_.<'o,stpr,.l_ion.
_An ovt'rpre_e_:trr I_* ap|)lll*d¢.n rerolltpretq_lon w|l**n an aqnandtll in._tdv.'rl-

entlv n.irface _.
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Fig. 15 - Typical days from the Tektite I integrated ocean floor prog,:am scenario

Postmission analysis has shown that the aquanauts were able to spend almost a third
of their bottom time conducting mission-oriented work. The total bottom time was cata-
gorized hate sLx major activities ,and average daily times, in hours per aquanaut, were
fo,_.-.l for each activity: Scientific work (5.5 hours), habitat maintenance (1.9), self main-
tenance f2.7), recreation (3.0), rest and relaxation (10.7), and transit (0.2).

ENGINEERING PROGRAM

The Tektite I engineering program had a twofold objective: (a) to provide a hab-
itat system within which the Tektite I scientific programs could be conducted, and
(b) to gain experience in ocean engineerL, ag r.nd in the conduct of underwater programs
that would be of future benefit to others. This entailed designing and fabricating the
habitat and its supporthag systems, transporting the imbitat to the project site ha the
Virgin Islands and emplacing it in Lameshur Bay, maintaining the habitat during the
2-month mission, evaluating its performance during this period, and recovering and
returning the habitat and its supporting systems.

General Electric Company was tasked, under Office of Naval Research Contract
N00014-68C-0356,_vithfurnishtng the Tektite I Imbitat, in_egrating the program scientific
equipment into the habitat, defhaing the support service (power, air, water) requirements
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for the habitat, assisting in the integration of the habitat with its support systems, and
maintaining the habihat for the duration of the mission.

The Navy had project responsibility for designing and constructing support systems
to meet the habitat service requirements, integrating the habitat service requirement%
integrating the habitat with its support systems, transporting the entire assemblage to
the Virgh_ Islands site and returning it, preparing the ocean floor at the experiment site,
and empL_eing the habitat and its supporting systems at the experiment site.

Habitat and Support Systems Assembly

The Tektite I habitat was designed and constructed by the General Electric Company
at the Missile and Space Division, Valley Forge, Pennsylvania. The habitat was fabricated
in three sections: the hvo habitat cylinders and the base (Fig. 3). The two cylinders were
assembled and tested as components in Valley Forge. The base was fabricated under
General Electric subcontract in Philadelphia. A more complete description of the habitat
will be given in Chapter 4.

The habitat support systems were designed by the Naval Facilities Engineering Com-
mand to meet habitat service specifications provided by General Electric. Fabrication of
these systems on the support barge (to be described in Chapter 4) was by Aml:hibious
Construction Battalion Two. Fabrication was initiated at the Amphibious Construction
Battalion Two facility in Norfolk, and completed at the Tektite I embarkatio'=, point, the
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard.

The three major habitat components were individually transported to the Philadelphia
Naval Shipyard, where the habitat was totally assembled for the first time. After assembly
of the bye cylinders on the base, the base was ballasted and the assembled habitat pneumo-
statically tested to 28 pslg. After completion of the pressure test, each habitat subsystem
was operationally tested.

Ilabitat Tran:'portation

The Tektite I habitat was assembled on a Navy Ammi barge (Fig. 14), and for trans-
portation to the Virgin Islands the barge and habitat were floated into the well-deck o[ a
ballasted-down landing ship dock (LSD) (Fig. 15). Upon loading, the LSD was deballasted,
leaving the habitat/barge on the dry floor of the LSD well for the open-sea trip to the site.
Upon arrival in Lameshur Bay the LSD was again ballasted down, and the habitat and barge
were floated to the habitat launch site. There the habitat and the support systems were
fully integrated and checked. The habitat was "lammhed" by controlled sinking of the
Ammi barge from under the habitat (using pilings driven into the Bay bottom as guides)
until the habitat floated (Fig. 16). The habitat was towed to the experiment site, and
winched to the bottom and the floodable ballast tanks flooded.

Newly developed Nay) Ammi barges were selected for the habitat launch barge and
the support barge. The Amml barge, in addition to floating like an ordinary barge, may
also be jacked up out of the water on pilings which act as stilt_. The Ammi barge is also

compartmented, which with only minor modification allows it to be progressively floodod
for controlled s!nking.

The Tektite I habitat could not be floated directly into the LSD well-deck because the
24-ioot dr.fit of the ballasted and assembled habitat (310,000 lb) was deeper than the maxi-
mum water depth in a fully-ballasted-down LSD well-deck. Therefore, a shallow-dr,fit
barge was required to carry the habitat and to launch it, since high-capacity crane service
was not available in Lameshur Bay. The use of the Ammi barge to transport and launch
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the Tektite I habitat demonstrated the capability of the Ammi to handle deep-draft, heav.v
loads, such as habitats and submersibles. It must be recognized, however, that the Ammi
launch system is limited to shallow water, since guide pilings to assist in controlling
descent must be driven into the bottom. Also, the Ammi launch system is sensitive to
sea motions and requires calm water such as found in Lameshur Bay.

Engineering Evaluation

An englneering evaluation was made of how well the habitat and the supporting systems
met the requirements of the scientific users. It is generally agreed that the habitat as a
whole provided a comfortable and livable home for the Tektite I long-duration, shallow-

water, saturated dive. As a laboratory it was not optimum, but it was adequate. Although
smaq problems did occur, the majority of the habitat and support systems equipment
functioned as desi6med, and this contributed significantly to the safe completion of the
project.

Fig. 14 - Tektite I habitat being assembled on

a Navy Amnli barge at the. Philadell_lfia Naval

Shipya,'d. At thv right is the support I,arg,.

wi.h habitat support systems.

A serious problem was in the CO2 scrubber system. About 36 hours after the aqua-
nauts entered the habitat the CO2 level rose to I0.2 torr (1.34% surface equix,alent by vol-
ume), higher than the generally aeccl_ted upper limit of 1% surface cqt, ivalent in closed

hyperbaric environments and higher than the design value of 2 torr. Corrective action,
including removal of CO2 fire extinguishers and use of a makeshift scrubber, lowered the

CO: to an acceptable level. For the next 2 weeks the baralyme absorbent was changed
every 4 hours to keep the CO., at a no,ninal level of 6 to 7 torr. A portable scrubber in-
stalled on March 1 allowed 8 hours Imtween baralyme changes. Under actual ,nission con-
ditions, the scrubber efficiency was conside2,nbly lower than during prior tests. The re-
moval of CO2 from a closed hyperbaric environmen! re,uains a critical problem in ocean
habitation.
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FiR. 15 -Habitat (just entering photograph at left) on

an Ammi barge being floated aboard the USS llermilage
at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard for transportation

to the VirRin islands.

Fig. 1 6 - Habitat being launched by sinking the Ammi

barge out from under it. The four pilings at the barge

corners guided and ,=ontrollcd the descent of the

flooded barge.

Other lesser engineering problems were encountered. Initially it was planned to
place two underwater television cameras outside the habitat. One of these malfunctioned

prior to the mission and was not used. The other camera functioned only part of the time
during the mission and was of little real value. The sound-powered phones in the way
stations were susceptible to water seepage through their protective cases, and were
seldom used by the aquanauts.

In general, the initial stabilization of the habitat systems, _d subsequent maintenance,
required more time than planned. This resulted in a reduction of time available for
scientific work by the aqu:mauts. This situation could be alleviated by including an engineer
or techniei.'m as an aquanaut in future scientific missions where crew isolation is a
criterion. Otherwise, m:dnten.'mce and repairs could be accomplished in diving visits by
a surface-based engineer or technician.



Chapter 4

FACILmES

INTRODUC_ON

The Tektite I facilities, shown in Fig. 17, consisted of the Tektite I habitat, a support
barge, a crane barge (with decompression facilities), a c ausewa_ pier, and a base camp.
In addition to these major facilities, transportation, communications, and logistics systems
were vital supporting functions provided. These facilities provided support for the four
aquanauts in their undersea research mission, support for ran'face personnel involved in
the collection and analysis of marine science, life science, and engineering data, ard
support for all other personnel direcUy associated with the project.

t

,il

r,

f

I?

CABRITTI[ POINT

Fig. 17 - Tektite I site at St. John,

Virgin Islands

HABITAT

A cutaway view of the habitat was shown in Fig. 3. Elevation and plan views of the
habitat are shown in Figs. 18 and 19. The habitat consisted of two pressure hulls attached

3O
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Clq[w WIlT ROOM

SUPPOIW LEGS

ENTRY

SUPPORT BASE

Fig. 18 - Side view o[ the Tektite I habitat

TUNNE L

Fl_EZleR
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Fig. 19 - Plan views in the hauitat of the habitat compartment
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to a rigid base. connected by a pressurized crossover tunnel. The two cylinders were
divided into two compartments each: bridge, crew qu_ters, equipment room, and wet
room. SLx hemispherical viewing ports and a cupola were provided for crew observation
and s_ety nlonltoring purposes.

The bridge served a dual purpose: as control center for the habitat system and as
a dry laboratory for the aqu,'mauts (Figs. 20 through 22). The crew quarters (Fig. 23)
cont.'fined four bunks, a small galley, stor,_e space for personal gear, and entertainment
facilities (radio :rod television). In addition, an emergency exit hatch was located in the
crew qu_ters (Fig. 24). The equipment room (Figs. 25 and 26) contained the environ-
mental control system, the prim,try electrical tr_sformers and switches, the frozen
food locker, ,'rod the crew toilet facilities. The cupola was mounted above the equipment
room. The wet room (Figs. 27 ,'rod 28) served a dual role: a place for the aquanauts to
don. doff, ,'rod store their scuba gear and a wet laboratory for specimen preparation.

Fig. _0 - Aquanauts Van Derwalkcr and Waller checking the
habitat syste1_ls on the bridge of the habitat. Nob' fiat. psy-
chomolcr Ivst dcvicc ;it Ihc Lower righl and the cnwrgc.acy
escape botth.s ,ride." [ht, t il'cillar port to the Ivft

The atmospheric pressure inside the habitat was malnt,'fined at water pressure in
the entry trunk, which w_ left open to provide an air-sea interface for diver entry and
exit. Because the habitat w,_q secured and pressurized during emplacement the pressure
hull of the habitat w,'_q desit_med in accordance with the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) Boiler ,'rod Pressure Vessel Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels,

The base of the habitat rested directly on the oce,'m floor. When emplaced, the tot,'d
negative buoyancy of the habitat was I0 tons to assure stability under normal sea condi-
tions. Jetted and clump anchors, to which the habitat was tied, constituted a redund,'mt
bottom moor for additional holdin._ force to meet unusual sea conditions.
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Fig. 21 - Habitat bridge (during construction)

Fig. 22 . Crossover tunnel from the bridge to the
eqt, ipment room (during construction)
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Fig. 23 . Crew quarters (prior to launching) with

sleeping, cooking, and entertainment facilities

Fig. 24 - Crew quarters (prior to launching) with the emer-
gency escape hatch shown open). Note the storage spaces
behind the two bunks and the TV camera at the vpper right.
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Fig. 25 - Equipment room and crossover tunnel to the
bridge (during construction). On the left is air condi-
tioning equipment, and on the right is a ladder to the
cupola.

Fig. 26 - Equipment room (d u r i n g construction). Left to
right are emergency air bottles, the entrance from the wet
room, the ladder to the cupola, and the freezer.
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Air Supply, Pressure, and Atmospheric Control

The habitat was initially pressurized on the surface to the emplacement depth pressure
of approximately 2.3 atmospheres by compressed air. The operational habitat nominal
oxygen partial pressure (i)O2) of 160 torr (ram Hg) was obtained by displacing air with
nitrogen after the habitat was secured to the ocean floor. This resulted in a mixture of 92%
nitrogen, 8% oxygen.

During the operation, compressed air was continu,'dly supplied to the habitat via an
umbilical by low-pressure air compressors on the support barge to provide metabolic
oxygen to the habitants and to maintain thepO2 between 151 and 165 torr. The required
flow rate of inlet air to the habitat was 16 to 24 SCF/hr (standard cubic feet per hour).
The flow rate was manually controlled but was based on measuredpO2 levels. A con-
tinual stream of the habitat atmosphere was dumped through vents in the entrance trunk
to the sea, thus maintaining the habitat pressure at the sea pressure at these trunk vents.

Carbon dioxide (CO2) generated by the crew was removed by a baralyme scrubber.
The scrubber system consisted of two blowers (one redundant), a baralyme canister,
and associated valves and piping. Habitat air was forced by the blower through the
baralyme, where CO2 was absorbed, and the air then was directed in proportional parts
to each of the four compartments. The habitat baralyme system was designed to operate
12 hours on a chemical charge. However, to maintain an acceptable CO2 level (8 torr or
less) during the mission, it became r,ecessary for the crew to change the chemical approx-
imately every 4 hours. An additional CO2 scrubber was subsequently used; this reduced
the _requency of baralyme chanv._ to once every 12 hours. Baralyme resupply from the
surface was necessary because of lack of storage space.

Atmosphere Monitoring System

The habitat atmospheric monitoring equipment, the monitored parameters, and the
acceptable parameter limits are shown in Table 5. Early in the mission, the mass spec-
trometer (NASA atmosphere analyzer) in the habitat failed, requiring additional surface
monitoring equipment. After removal by the aquanauts and transfer topside, the mass
spectrometer was repaired, retransferred below, and put back into operation. After mal-
function again on day 46 of the mission, the unit was no longer used.

Thermal Control

The thermal control system maintained the habitat air temperature and humidity,
removing heat and excess moisture from the air. Four heat exchangers were used, one
per compartment. Connected to each heat exchanger were a blower for air circulation, a
charcoal filter for odor removal, and an electrical reheater. The air was dehumidified
by condensing water vapor on the heat exchanger coils, thus requiring reheating the air
to the desired temperature. Relative humidity was maintained between 42% and 60%.

Emergency Air Systems

Emergency air ._ystems provided were a surface air supply system, a purge system,
a habltat emergency air supply system, a built-in breathing (BIB) system, and escape air
bottles. Upon the first fall_n-e of the mass spectrometer, the emergency BIB was used,
since the carbon dioxide levels rose abruptly.

The surface emergency air supply was aboard the support barge and consisted of
two 8000-SCF (at 2200 psi) compressed air cylinders. This system served as a backup
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Table 5
Tektite I Atmosphere Monitoring Parameters and Equipment

Constituent

02

COj

H20

CO

Hydrocarbons

Freon 12
and 22

Particulates

Equipment
Monitoring

Range

0.450 torr

0.15 torr

0.100% RH

;-2000 tort

0-3000 ppm

1-5 times
acceptable

0-2000 ppm

0-I00 mg/m J

bccept_le
Operating

Range

151-165 torr

0-8 tort

30 -_P_ RX

15VO-l(iO0torl

0-15 ppm

See ,_ec.
TEK 17-5001

0-1500 ppm

0-25 mg/m j

Equlpme_

_)meter I

zeter

Surface

$ervomex AOIS0
O_ analyzer
Perldn-Eimer 810
gu chromatograph

PerkJn-glmer SI0
gas chromatograph

Perkin-Elmer 810
gaJ chromatograph

Perkln-Etmer 810
gas chromatograph

Perkin-Elmer 810
g_s chromatograph

Perkin-Elmer 810
gas chromatograph

BackupF..qufpment

Habitat

Mass

Mass

Mass sr

Mass

Detector tube

Detector tube

Detector tube

Air Sampler

MSA O=me_r

Detectortube

RHgage

Preasure gage

8tlrfane

Beekm_mF3
O2 analyzer
BeckmanlR-21$
tnfrared

CO2 analyzer

Detector tube

Sample to
Puerto Rico

Detector tu_

to the support barge air compressors. In the event of compressor failure, compressed
air would have been supplied automatically from these tubes.

The purge system was designed to change 90% of the air within the habitat within
4 hours in the event of major contamination of the habitat atmosphere and return the
habitat atmosphere to 8%O_, 92_c N 2. The system used a 125-SCF/min, 100-psi diesel-
driven air compressor and nitrogen storage cylinders located on the support barge to
supply gas to the habitat via the air supply umbilical. In operation, air from the com-
pressor would replace habitat air until gas sampling indicated a satisfactory atmosphere
had been attained. Nitrogen would then be introduced to the system to reduce the pO2 to
within allowable limits. If practical, normal operation of the habitat would then have been
resumed.

The habitat emergency air supply consisted of 23 240-SCF compressed air cylinders
in the habitat base. This emergency air supply could be activated by the crew in the
event of normal air supply failure. This system was designed such that the emergency
air would be introduced into the normal habitat air distribution system in the event of
topside compressor or umbilical failure. In the event of atmospheric contamination within
the habitat, this emergency air could be supplied to the BIB sy.:.-',_.

The BIB system provided 12 breathing stations within the habitat to be used in the
event of atmospheric contamination. In this mode, air was available for 12 hours dura-
tion. The line pressure to each BIB station was maintained at 100 psi, and demand
regulator/hose assemblies and face masks were attached at each station. Of the 12
BIB stations, four were in the crew quarters, four were in the wet room, and two each
were in the bridge and equipment rooms. Each BIB had a hose long enough to reach to
adjacent compartments.

Eight escape air bottleswith regulators, hoses, and mouthpieces were available to
provide capability to move about inside the habitat under conditions requiring BIB breath-
Jag, and to escape from the habitat to the personnel transfer capsule. Each bottle had
an 18-SCF capacity, sufficient for approximately 7 minutes breathing. Four bottles were
in the crew quarters, and two each were in the bridge and equipment room. None were
required in the wet room, since scuba gear stored there could serve the same purpose.
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Comm,_-n!caH_on, E!e_riea!, and Ssnltary Systems

The communication systems (Table 6) provided aural and visual communication
between the habitat and the support barge. The bridge, which was the habitat communi-
cation center, was connected to the surface command facility via intercom, sound-powered
phones, and voice sonar. Each compartment was equipped with an intercom station
connecting it with the other compartments and the surface, an open mike and closed-
circuit television camera for the behavioral program, and audible and vis/ble alarms.
The bridge could monitor the open mikes and the closed.circuit television cameras. In
the wet room was a timer/or recording the times that each diver left and entered the
habitat, for the behavioral program.

Pmvose

Behavioral data

acquisition

Normal or

emergency
communication
to shore

Diver -to -diver
communications

Entertainment

Biomedical data

acquisition

Table 6

Tektite I Communication Systems

Quantity

4

4
1
1

1
1
1
2

Habitat Equipment

TV cameras in habitat
TV monitors in habitat
Open microphones in l_bitat
Diver-in/out panel in wet room
Crew activity monitoring switch set
in crew quarters

Sound-powered phone link in bridge
Intercom system in habitat
Emergency alarm panel in bridge
Warning bells and horn in bridge

Hardwlre communication to
way stations

Commercial TV monitor
Commercial radio

EEG electrodes and amplifiers in
crew quarters

bridge

Electrical power was furnisbed to the habitat via an umbilical from two 100-kitowatt
generators (one redundant) mounted on the support barge. The habitat electrical system
was a three-wire grounded system. The habitat and all equipment cases and chassis
were thus grounded. Flooding sensors were provided to shut off surface power in the
event of major habitat flooding. Each compartment was lighted by two separate circuits,
and emergency battery-powered lights were available in each compartment.

Potable water was pumped from the support barge to the habitat via a hose. The
toilet facilities were of marine type, and waste was chemically treated prior to discharge
to the sea through a 1000-foot drain hose laid out along the ocean floor away from the
habitat.

$
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Alarm System

The alarm sensors used to monitor the habitat life support systems and the displays
triggered by these alarms are summarized in Table 7. Difficulty was exper_.enced with
the entry-trunk-water-level alarm, which was replaced.

Table 7

Tektite I Alarm System

Sensor

102 partial pressure

_2partial pressure

r2 partial pressure

[20 partial pressure

20-V power loss

',ntry trunk water level

ret roonl flooding t

Habitat-Bric_geAlarm

Visual Audible

Surface-Control-Center Alarm

Visual Audible

Meter/light

Meter/light

Meter

Meter

Light

Light

Light

Buzzer*

Buzzer*

Buzzer*

Buzzer*

Horn_

Meter

Meter

Meter

Meter

TV

TV

TV

m

m

Speaker

Speaker

Horn§

::'The buzzer could be manually activated in the bridge.

tThe wet-room-flooding alarm automatically turned offpower to)the habitat at the

shore cad.

_'rhe habitat horn could be manually activated from the bridge only.

§The control-center horn could be manually activated from the van only.

SUPPORT BARGE

The support barge (Fig. 29) was located at the nearest shore point adjacent to the
habitat location. This barge was a Navy Amml pontoon jacked up above the water sur-
face on driven piles to minimize reactions with waves and to minimize machinery noise
being *ransmitted into the water, The barge was the shore terminus for all habitat
umbllicals and provided the platform upon which were mounted the surface-control-center
van and all habitat life support equipment. Access to this barge was by boat from the
causeway pier adjacent to the base camp. The facilities located aboard this barge were
the surface control-center van, the environmental control and supply system, the elec-
trical generation and distribution system, and the water storage and distribution system.

Surface Control-Center Van

The surface control-center van (Fig. 30)was an air-conditioned instrumentation
van divided into two compartments: the behavioral monitoring station and the watch
director's station.

The behavioral monitoring station, effectively isolated from the watch director's
station by a folding partition, accommodated three behavioral d)servers and the behavioral
scientist supervisor. Displayed before the observers were six television monitors, four
of which continuously covered televised input from each of the four habitat compartments
and two of which were available for external habitat cameras. A video tape recorder was

available for recording significant events. Audio monitoring of the open microphones
in the habitat's compartments could be recorded on two audio tape recorders. Automatic
data recording equipment monitored important behavior,'d parameters such as time out
of habitat, sleep time, stove and oven usage, and entertainment facility usage (Fig. 31).
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Fig. _9 - Tektit(. I SUl)l_t_rt b,_rge, whilh p_o_l(ll.d all utilz-

ties and s(.rvic¢¢s for the habita[. The. t:atch direr:tot's

stallon al_d the behavioral monitor3ng .t;_tion _-,,r,, in the,
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The. bart4_' i_ _UplJort(*d on lOlll" l_ilil_gs for l;oi._. IO1_._I'(II,

Irit]. 30 - Surfat:,. COl_Irol-_:_.i,t_.r _.;In on tli_. suppo,'l barl,¢..

Tht. p:_rtitJou l)_.lw, ,.it lh¢. b_'h_,vioral i_o_itori_ I, slilliOl_ ill

the leftand lh¢.w_Ichdir_,ctor's slatio_ al lh_. riuhl p]'ovid_.d

prixacy and quit-t for the l_,.havioral protqra:_.
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Fig. 31 - Recording equipment used incollecting
EEG data from the aquanauts. This equipment
is in the behavioralmonitoring station,with the
foldingpartition{Fig.30) at the left.

The watch director'sstationwas the command center for the TektRe I operation. A

control panel,atwhich the watch directorand the medical watch officerwere stationed,
provided audio,video,and environmental monitoring capabilityfor these two officers

(Fig. 32). The habitatalarm system displayswere locatedatthe watch director'ss_atlon,

which also served as the controlpoint for allcommunications tothe hal)Rat,base camp.

mainland, and _c immediate surface area.

Environmental Control and Supply System

The environmental control and supply system: aboard the support barge, provided

the habitatallnormal and emergency surface gas supplies(Figs. 33 and 34). This system
included: an on-llneand a backup habRat supply air compressor (3.1SCF/mln at50 psi),

a purge compressor (125 SCF/mln at 100 psi)with air aftercoolerand moisture trap,a

surface emergency air supply (two tubes,each 3000 SCF at2200 psi),a nitrogen habitat

charging and purge gas supply (fo_,rtubes,each 8000 SCF at 2200 psi),a pneumatic con-
trol console {Fig.35) at which o',eman could monRor and controlthe totalgas supply io

the habitat,and allnecessary v'_Ives,regulators,and piping.

In addition, the compressors for charging the aquanauts' scuba tanks were located
on the support barge, and the hlgh-pressure charging air was sent to the habitat via the
umb_l!cal for storage in volume tanks in the habitat base.
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Fig. _." - Watch director's station _n tl_e 8t;rtact.

control-center van. The two TV ;aonitors could be

switched to any of the six signa|o from the habitat.

The intercom provided for audio monito-'ing of each
of the habitat's rooms, and mt-asur_'ments ot the

habitat atmosphere were also pres(mted on the con-

sole. In theforegrmmdaregasanalysisvqu_pments.

Fil_. 33 - ,'-h_rfact. control-center van and gas

SUl+l+lit..,+ for tht' haL)liar
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Electrical O_.n_1'_tlnr..._n_o_.,.i_,,H_, o....................•_,, ,_,,_,,,,, _ys,em

The electrical generation and distribution system provided electrical power for the
support barge and the habitat. Two 100-kilowatt diesel-powered generators (one redundant)
furnished all reo._red power for the habitat, environmental compressors, water pumps,
and lighting.

water Storsge and Distribution System

Pot_le water for the habitat was stored on the support barge in a 3000-gallon pillow
tank and was pumped to the habitat via the water umbilical. The pillow tank was refilled
from a tank truck, aboard a Navy LCM boat, when required.

CRANE BARGE

The crane barge (Fig. 36), moored adjacent to the support barge, was the platform
on which was located the Tektite I decompression system and a 35-ton-capacity crane
for handling this system.

The decompression system (Fig. 37) was an Ocean Systems, Inc., ADS IV system
consisting of a double-lock deck decompression chamber with its environmental support
unit and personnel transfer capsule. This ADS IV system was man-rated to a depth of
600 feet. The decompression mode was that of ventilation, with occasional periods when
the aquanauts were on pure oxygen supplied through a mask/reguiator breathing system
(the decompression schedule used was given in Table 4).

Personnel for the operation of the decompression facility, handling crane, and small
boat support were mainlined on a 24-1_our alert watch, with frequent drills so that if
necessary an aquanaut could have been moved from the water into decompression in less
than 5 minutes.

CAUSEWAY PIER

The causeway pier (Fig. 38) was the sea/shore interface between the support barge
and the base camp. The draft at the end of this pier was such that most craft transporting
personnel and supplies from St. Thomas could tie up. This pier was the terminus of the
shuttle boat service between the support barge and the shore.

J

t

BASE CAMP

The Tektite I base camp (Fig. 5) was a semipermanent facility to house and mess
the scientific and support personnel who were on site throughout the mission. Because
of the remoteness of the Tektite I site, the base camp was required to be self-supporting.
Additionally, because the camp was located in a National Park, great care was required
to preserve the beauty and nature of the park. The camp was set back from the Lameshur
Bay beach and beach road to maintain the unspoiled beauty of the beach area.

The camp consisted of 13 wooden tropical huts, 16 by 32 feet (Fig. 39), and one por-
table, prefabricated aluminum building. 20 by 48 feet, with supporting utility services.
Eleven tropical huts were used as barracks, one as the command (OOD) hut. and one as
the galley. The framing was treated timber, and the siding was redwood. All were
screened for venttlzalion except for the OOD hut, which was enclosed and air conditioned.
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Fig. 36 - Crane barge, moored alongsith_ the support barge

with a hand-powered ferry barge between

Fig. 37 - ADS IV deckdecompres-
sion chamber {center}, personnel
transfer capsule {left}, and lifting
crane for the personnel transfer
capsule

The aluminum building (Fig. 40) was partitioned into three compartments: dispensary,
marine science laboratory, ,and recreation area. During the postdive medical debrief-
ings, this building housed the medical examination facilities. The tropical huts of the
base camp will be used in the future by the College of the Virgin Islands, for use as a
laboratory and dormitory facility ira con]unction with their Marine Ecological Station,
a:_o on Lameshur Bay ,and partly visible at the far right center in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 38 - Pier, consisting of causeway sections tied end to
end, serving as the offloadlng point for personnel and
supplies arriving at Lameshur Bay. The small craft left
of the pier shuttled personnel between the base camp and
the support barge adjacent to the habitat.

Fig. 39 - Base camp which housed the approximately 60
support and 35 scientific pezqonncl at the site
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Fig. 40 - Aluminum building in the base camp which
,vas partitionedinto the infirmary, m a r in e science
laboratory,and recreation room

Potablewater for the camp was stored in two 10,000-gallonunderground tanks.
Water for these t_mks was pumped from a _;aterbarge alongside the causeway pier to

the camp via ainvaslonpiping"over a distance of approximately I/4 mile. Water was

pumped from the storagetanks intoa camp distributionsystem. A well adjacent tothe

base camp had been outfittedwith a pump and plumbing for shower water supply,but
thiswell proved too unreli_le for use.

Human waste was burnt on a dailybasisinhalf-drums (55 gallons)by covering the

waste with fuel-oiland igniting.This system was quRe efficient.Waste water from the

showers, galley,and dispensary was drained intothe ground via a grease trap and drain
field.

Electricpower was generated inthe camp by two 100-kilowattgenerators (one

redundant) and distributed,where possible,by underground cables.

LOGISTICS, TRANSPORTATION, AND COMMUNICATIONS

The remoteness of the TektRe I siterequired some degree of resourcefulness and

a wide varietyof militaryand civilianresources inthe coordinationof logistics,trans-
portatlon,and communication.

Logistics requirements were primarily in the areas of food, water, and petroleum.
For the most part, sufficient dry food was landed with the Tektite I party in Janu_y 1969.

Resupply of dry foods, and continuing resupply of frozen foods, was obtained •from visiting
Navy ships. Fresh provisions, such as bread and milk, were procured from local vendors
on St. Thomas. Water was delivered to the Lameshur Bay site on a weekly basis by the
government of the Virgin Islands via water barge. Petroleum was purchased under
Defense Contract in St. Thomas. Diesel fuel and gasoline were loadvd into 55-gallon
drums at Red Hook (St. Thomas) and transported by a Tektite I LCM boat to the stte on
a weekly basis.

Transportation to the Tektite I site was by two routes: via water over an open 8-mile
unmarked and unlighted course from Ned Hook H,'u'bor. St. Thomas, and a torturous over-
land route from Cruz Bay (Fig. 41). The water route was the more desirable of the two.
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Fig. 41 - Transportation to the Tektit,:I site

and all supplies and most personnel were transported via this mode. The Tektite I fleet
consisted of two LCM-class cargo boats, three LCPL-class personnel boats, and two
18-foot outboard runabouts (primarily for s,_fety diver use). Land transportation on the
base camp consisted of one 6 by 6 truck and two 4 by 4 ordnance carrier£. One 4 by 4
ordnance carrier was stationed on St. Thomas. These vehicles were furnished and oper-

ated by Amphibious Construction Battalion Two.

External communications were by radio,telephone,and commercial marlne-operator

service. Internalcommmlications (withinthe b_e camp area) were by radio, fieldphones,

and sound-powered phones. Mail service was handled through the U.S. Post Office,St.
Thomas.

External radio communication using ANIPRC-47 single-sideb,'mdradios was on local

NORAT8 frequency 2114 kHz. on which contactwas maintained with the St.Thomas Coast
Guard Stationand with Ft. Allen,Puerto Rico. Telephone service (two lines)intothe

base camp was furnishedby VITELCO. Commercial marine-operator service,which

w_ patched intothe VITELCO system inSt.Thomas, was leasedby General Electric.
Telephone service was approximately 60'_,reliable.

Internalcommunication was used to exercise command controlover the base camp

and adjacent axeas. AdditionalAN/PRC-47 radios,located in vehicles,boats, the base
,'amp,and the surface controlcenter operated on the upper sideb,'mdon 4073 kHz. Con-

tactbetween the watch directorand the divingand safetywatches w,_ maintained on the

39-MHz band using Motorola PT-200 FM transceivers. Field phones linkedthe cause-

way pier to the base camp and were a backup tothe PT-200 transceiversbetween the
crane barge and the support barge. Sound-powered phones provided ,'inemergency com-
munication linkbetween the watch director <,rodthe habitat.

!

r
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REPAIRS

Repairs to boats, electronic equipment, and vehicles which required facilities or

personnel not available in the base camp were accommodated by the Supervisor of Ship-
building: Conversion and Rep,'dr, Tenth Nav,'fl District in S,'m Juan, Puerto Rico (Fig. 1).

HABITAT AND AQUANAUT SUPPORT EQUIPMENT

Additional equipments available for aquanaut use included a series of underwater way
stations and a navigational grid system. Five way stations were located around the habitat
to provide the aquanauts a series of landmarks and places of refuge. Each way station
consisted of a clear-plastic hemispherical shell mounted on a cylindrical steel cage. A
charged set of scuba bottles and sound-powered phones linked to the habitat were located
in each way station. The main use of the way stations was in the transfer of air bottles
between the aquanauts and the surface, although they did serve as reassuring landmarks
to the aquanauts.

The navigational grid system was installed on the Lameshur Bay floor prior to the
beginning of the project. However, bcz_msc of the clarity of the water and the rapidity
with which the aquanauts could visually familiarize themselves with their surroundings,
the navigation system was not used to any great extent.

The aquanauts used standard twin-t,'mk scuba rigs. Each 72-cubic-foot-capacity tank
had its own reserve valve and single hose regulator. This double-tank combination had
a little over an hour's air capacity at a 50-foot depth. For longer excursions, extra
tanks were pre-positioned by surface divers along the excursion route. Before the
mission it was anticipated that newly developed, Navy-procured closed-circuit rigs,

with approximately a 6-hour capacity, would be available for aquanaut use. These,
however, were not delivered to the Navy in time for completion of evaluation and certi-
fication, and thus were net used in Tektite I.

The Tektite I aquanauts had available, in addition to standard scuba equipment, hookah
masks with built-in communications equipment. A hookah system is one in which breathing
gas is supplied to the diver via an umbilical. In the case of Tektite I the gas was supplied
from a low-pressure source in the habitat through a 200-foot hookah hose. Thus the aqua-
nauts could swim up to 200 feet from the habitat without having to suit-up in full scuba
gear. The hookah mask contained communications equipment, linked to the habitat via
hardwire cables along the hookah hose. The hool_'th was used for 41 m,_,n-hours of diving,
about 1/10 of the total man-hours in the water.

Inadditionto the tethered hookah communications, the TektiteI aquanauts had two

sets ofuntethered underwater communications equipment. These included two tender and

three diver units. These unitswere seldom used due to range aad reliabilitylimitations.

A dumbwaiter system was provided for the dry transfer t_tween the habitat and the

surface of items such as food, CO2 absorbent, mail, and garbage. The system consisted
of a floating platform with an A-frame and winch which could raise and lower a series of
pressure and waterproof canisters. The canisters were vented for pressure equalization
after each transit. Two sizes of transfer pots were use,./during the Tektite I project.
The larger size was capable of moving 300 pounds, but the size and weight of the pot made
it awkward to handle. The smaller sized pots, of which there were two, were of 30-pound
capacity, and these canisters saw considerable service before and during the project.



Chapter 5

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Tektite I project personnel were able to achieve their primary missions of (a) keep-
ing an undersea habitat in operation for a continuous 2-month period, (b) safely conducting
a sustained 2-month series of marine science studies from the habitat, and (c) coilectL-_
a voluminous quantity of consistent data on the behavior of a small team of men isolated
and working in a continuously hazardous environment.

Tektite I was the third major program in this country (preceded by Sealabs I and ID
to study the responses of men to the isolated, hazardous, quasi-operationsl environment
of extended undersea habitation. For this reason, certain of the Tektite I conclusions and
recommendations may be recognized as having been identified in these earlier programs.
To the maximum possible extent, recommendations from these previous programs were
incorporated into Tektite I, but schedule and budget limitations precluded Inclusion of
specifically recognized desirable considerations. Consequently, certain of the conclusions
and recommendations to follow indicate areas in the Tektite I program where desirable
features were sacrificed. It is emphasized that in no respect was the safety of the aquanaut
crew or other project personnel compromised where schedule/budget tradeoffs occurred.

CONCLUSIGNS

1. Saturation dives of the Tektite type can be conducted safely, providedthatarigorons
safety program is implemented. As further experience is gained, the safety factor added
for uncertainty c_ be reduced to a degree, while freedom from restraints may be more
fully exploited.

2. Saturated diving offers great advantages to investigations of marine science. The
most impressive feature was the wide range of studies during the project. The applica-
tion of undersea habitation to studies of marine geological processes, to exploration and
exploitation of mineral and other marine resources, and to studies of the sea floor are
potentially unlimited.

3. Long excursions by aquanauts from undersea habitats appear feasible and would
be applicable to civilian and military needs. The Tektite I aquanauts, swimming in warm
tropical water, were physiologically bound only by vertical limits imposed by decom-
pression. Their horizontal ranging from the habitat increased throughout the mission.
The horizontal excursion limit on time in the water limit became a function of equipment,
not aquanaut, endurance. It should be realized, however, that a similar mission in cold
water would have the additional requirements of adequate diver heating.

4. Studies to prepare the Tektite I normal decompression schedule indicated that
the controlling tissue for nitrogen saturation is beyond the 240-minute limit. The prepara-
tion and experimental validation of the emergency decompression (treatment) schedules
indicated that a surface time of 15 minutes was safely available to a diver nitrogen sat-

urated at the Tektite I depth (43 feet) before emergency recompression and decompression
treatment was requlred.
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5. Divers can safely live and work in a hyperbaric nitrogen atmosphere saturated
at 43 feet with excursions to 22 and 85 feet, Thus, for these depths, which are of con°
siderable interest to the scientific community, expensive three,ps helium-oxygen-
nP.rogen life support systems are not required to support saturated scientific diving.

6. Man can adapt to the stresses that accompany undersea habitation at 43 feet and

the various behavioral interactions involved therein. TI_ aquanauts experienced no
severe sleep loss or disruption of sleep cycles. Instead of obtaining less sleep as the
mission progressed, the aquanauts appear to have slept longer and deeper,

7. The prolonged application of the env_romuental conditions and aquanaut inter-
actions, as carried in the Tektite I program, did not result in any unusual microbiological
hazard to the aquanauts.

8. The use of mass spectrometer instrumentation in a hyperbaric environment is a
technological advance in undersea exploration, where monitoring and control of the life
support atmosphere is essential.

9. The aquanauts spent 432.15 man-hours in the water during the mission. This
represented an average of 7.2 man-hours per day. Maximum range (horizontal) from the
habitat exceeded 1800 feet in the latter stages of the mission. This range was limited
by the available gas in the aquanauts' scuba bottles.

10. The Tektite I hookah hose and masks allow the aquanauts ready access to an
area within 200 feet of the habitat without requiring them to suit-up in full scuba gear.
The masks and communication system allowed the aquanauts to communicate with the
habitat bridge while they were out on the hookah. The aquanauts used the hookah system
for more than 41 diving hours, about 1/10 of the total diving time.

RECOMME_DATIONS

1. Crew composition for future extended underwater missions should include a

diver-engineer to assume responsibility for equipment maintenance and habitaf upkeep
and resupply. This would allow the marine investigators more diving time and would
minimize training and familiarization problems.

2. A longer aquanaut training program in habitat operation than that of Tektite I is
recommended if a trained diver/engineer is not part of the crew. The training period
should provide the aquanauts a more detailed famlliariz_ion with the habitat systems
and hardware as well as with aquanaut support equipment. Training should be conducted
under conditions simulating as nearly as possible actual mission conditions, and an in-
water training exercise is highly recommended.

3. Long-duration (closed-circuit or semiclosed-ctrcuit) breathing equipments,
operational swimmer delivery vehicles, and free-swimmer communication units should
be developed for use of scientific divers operating from undersea habitats. This would
enable them to take fuller advantage of their saturated condition by allowing them longer
excursions from their habitat.

4. Medical preparations for future missions should emphasize thorough usage of
preventive measures to curb aquanaut ear infections common to this type of program.

5. Design of habitats for future missions should reflect the need for work areas
compatible with the needs of the aquanaut users. Where possible, storage space should

not encroach upon scientific work space, and maximum effort should be made to make
storage spaces in otherwise wasted spaces.
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6. Provisions should be incorporated in the design of future habitats to allo_v level-
ing of the habitat after it has been secured to the ocean floor.

7. Habitats for future undersea projects should be designed with consideration for
transportation and launch in less-than-favorable seas. The use of the Ammi barge/LSD
transportation and launch system, while _uccessful in the calm water of Lameshur Bay,
would not be as successful in deep or heavy se_.

8. Although Tektite I proved that saturated diving can be a useful tool for marine
research, other modes of saturated diving should be considered for scientific work. These
include mobile habitats, PTC (personnel transfer capsule) diving from deck chambers to
the sea bottom for work, and a habitat in which the aquanauts are compressed and decom-
pressed enroute to and from the working site.

9. Based on the demonstrated capability of construction-battalion divers in Tektite I,
these personnel should be included in future Navy experimental/research activities where
applicable.

10. Further development of mass spectrometer instrumentation for undersea appli-
cation is recommended. Instrument design should provide for simplified calibration
techniques. Speci,'tl emphasis is requh'ed in designing a sturdy instrument package that
will withstand the operational rigors of an undersea mission. Modular component design
would enable aquanauts to make module replacements without specialized training.

11. Special emphasis in future missions should be placed on establishing fully ade-
quate surface and free-swimmer communication systems.

12. Hookah masks, with communication capability bet_,een divers and back to the
habitat, should be provided in subsequent programs. Adequate, convenient space should
be provided outside the habitat for stowage of the long hookah hoses while not in use.
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS

A1 MARINE SCIENCE PROGRAM

AI.1 Introduction

Richard Wailer, Bureau of Commercial Plshcries, Department of the Interior,
Washington, D.C.

The sea becomes increasingly important as a source d man's vital resources, par-
ticularly food and minerals. The successful exploitation of these resources requires

careful preliminary research that in many cases can be done effectively only within the
marine environment itself. Project Tektite I was designed to test the research capability
of a small team of scientists over an extended saturation dive. The project afforded the
first opportunity for a primarily scientific team to live under water in a man-in-the-sea
program. The project successfully terminated on April 15, 1969, after the scientific

team, composed of two biological oceanographers, a fisheries biologist, and a marine
geologist, had spent 2 months nearly 50 feet beneath the surface of the sea.

The experiment took place in Greater Lameshur Bay on the south side of St. John,
U.S. Virgin Islands (Fig. 1 on p. 9). Location here minimized the potential problems of
poor visibility and cold, common to the sea in more temperate areas. Visibility gener-
ally ranged from 60 to 80 feet in the morning, but diminished to 30 to 50 feet by later
afternoon. Temperature of the water outside the habitat was about 77 degrees throughout
the dive; exposure suits, however, were required for extended periods of underwater
work.

The habitat was situated in a reentrant in a coral reef (Fig. 17 on p. 30). A wide
variety of coral composes the reef, which has a relief of 10 to 15 feet above adjacent
sand fiats. It is crossed by several linear sets of grooves partly filled with carbonate
sand. Landward from the reef is an extensive patch-reef area of isolated coral heads on
sandy bottom. The patch-reef area is bordered in turn on the landward side by a zone of
slightly-coral-encrusted bedrock cobbles and boulders which locally adjoins submerged
outcrops of bedrock, largely volcanic rock of possible Lower Cretaceous age. On the
seaward side of the reef lie extensive sand flats either barren or vegetated by grass
(Tizalassia) or by algae (largely Udo/ea) and sprinkled with sporadic patches of Pe_icillus.
An unvegetated sand strip 30 to 50 feet wide along the reef separates it from the grass
and algal flats.

The aquanauts were assisted in their tasks by a surface scientific support team.
This team was composed of alternates for the scientists In the habitat (R. L. Phillips,
U.S. Geological Survey, G. Davis, National Park Service, and Ian Kobliek, College of the
Virgin Islands) and the surface scientific coordinator (R. Clark, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries). This team complemented the studies conducted from the habitat by extending
the research into areas beyond swimming range from the habitat or into water shallower
than 20 feet, from which the habitat-based divers were excluded because of the hazard of
decompression sickness. The surface team was assisted by visiting scientists from the
Bureau of Commercial Fisheries and the Geological Survey and other pzoject personnel
during off-duty periods.

A1
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AI.2 SpinyLobsterStudy

JohnG. Van Derwalker,Bureau ofCommercial Fisheries,
DepartmentoftheInterior,Seattle,Washington

A1.2.1 Primary Objectives of the Spiny Lobster Study

The primary objectives of the spiny lobster study were to describe the diurnal ac-

tivity of the lobster, to ascertain the movement of individual lobsters during the 60-day
period, to describe molting and reproductive activity, and to estimate the spiny lobster
population of Lameehur Bay.

A1.2.2 StudyArea and Methods

An area from White Cliff,, east to Grootpan Bay, designated as the lobster study
area, was divided into 12 sections (Fig. A1). Sections 8 and 9 were the areas in which
the seientist-.ac_lanauts conducted their phase of the lobster study. The remaining sec-
tions were studied by the surface scientific support personnel.
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Fig. AI - Map of Lameshur Bay area
showing the lobster study area divided
into sections

To meet the stated objectives it was necessary to mark a large percentage of the
lobsters in the area. Two kinds of markers were used: sphyrion tags and so.tic pingers.
The sphyrion tag as described by Scarrett* was modified to provide a color-coded ele-
ment in place of the printed element. Each sphyrton tag used had R unique color code
(four segments of different colors) which could be used to identify an individual lobster.
These tags were easily read underwater without divtu,.btng the lobster. When a lobster
was tagged wtth a sphyrion tag, the following data were recorded: the section in which
the lobster was caught, the tag color code, the date and time o! capture, the method of

_D. 3. Scarrett and P. F. Elson, "Preliminary Trial of a Tag for Salmon and Lobsters,"
J. Fish Res. Bd. Canada 22(2), 421-424 (1965).
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capture, the habitat description, the depth of capture, the sex and sexual condition, the
shell condition (soft, hard, encrusted), the carapace length, the number of lobsters in the

associated group, and the description of any injuries. When a previously tagged lobster
was resighted, his location, the tag code and any data that could be obtained without han-

dling the lobster were recorded. These data were used to fulfill the first two primary
objectives.

A second tagging program using a pinger which emits a sonic signal aided the study
of the diurnal activity of lobsters. This ptnger and a variety el receivers were developed
by the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries laboratory in Seattle, Washington. The primary
use for these pi_;gers has been the study of adult salmon migrations in the Columbia
River,* although they have been used for tracking other animals including sharks, turtles,
and lobsters. The pinger used during this study was a two-transistor oscillator driving
a disk-shaped lead zirconate crystal. The electronic components were contained in a
plastic cylinder 19 mm in diameter and 73 mm long with rounded ends. The pinger had
a signal strength of 45 dB above 1 mtcrobar at 1 meter and a life of 1500 hours.

The pinger was attached to the dorsal surface of the lobster along the midiine of the
e_apace. This was done by attaching a piece of 3/16-inch-thick rubber to the side of
the plnger and tben gluing the rubber to the carapace. This cushion between the tag and
carapace took up the mismatch between the surfaces. Eastman 910 adhesive was used to
cement these surfaces together because of its 60-second drying time and initial strength.

Two kinds of receivers were used to monitor the signals emitted by the sonic pinger.
Both were solid-state tuned radio-frequency receivers with a beat frequency oscillator
to develop an audio output. The surface receiver was separated into two parts: the mon-

itor, which contained the electronic components and loudspeaker (earphones were also
available), and the hydrophone. The hydrophone was designed to give maximum output
when pointed directly toward the pinger. Its viewing window was cone shaped, providing
a 10-dB attenuation at 5 degrees. An omnidirect:onal hydrophone wzs also _,ailable.

The second type of receiver used was a diver-held receiver in which the receiver

and hydrophone were contained in a stainless steel cylinder 50 mm in diameter and 312
mm long. A pistol*grip handle was mounted on the cylinder along with an on-off switch.
The switch had low and high gain positions in the on mode. The dynamic range of the re-
ceivers was 0.3 microvolt to 3 millivolts. A modified bone-conducting hearing-aid trans-
ducer was connected to the receiver by a coaxial cable. By placing this unit behind the
_ar under the face-plate strap the diver could hear a signal when the unit was pointed
toward the pingers. The diver-held receiver-hydrophone had the same direcUonal re-
ceiving characteristics as the surface unit.

The aquanauts were ab!e to relocate lobsters carrying these pingers and carefully
monitor their movement. Larger and more powerful pingers were used along with the
diver-held receiver as a navigation aid. These were particularly valuable at night or
when working out on the sand-algal plains adjacent to the reefs.

A total of 137 lobsters were tagged with sphyrion tags, 39 by the ccientist-aquan_.uts
and 98 by the surface scientific svpport personnel. Forty-two of these sphyrion-tagged
lobsters were resighted; one lobster was resighted six times over a 20-day period. The
aquanauts recorded 40 resightings, and the surface personnel recorded 31. Of the 39
lobsters tagged by the aquanauts, 18 were resighted at least once; of the 98 lobsters
tagged by the surlace support personnel, 24 were _esighted.

":James H. Jr_}:,so1_. "Sonic "Iracking of Adult Salmon at Bonneville Dam, 1957," U.S. Fish
al,¢! Wil,h'_f,_ S¢.rvicc, Fish _ullctin 17(_, 471-485 (1960).
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Eight lobsters were tagged with sonic ! ,,Jrs by the aquanauts. Two of these eight
were never relocated. One lobster was relocated periodically over a 24-day period; the
remaining five were relocated periodically over periods of 2 to 10 days.

AI.2.3 Observations on Diurnal Behavior

Spiny lobsters normally spend the daylight hours on the reef in a den. The lobsters
observed during tilts study showed definite preferences for particular areas on the reef
and for particular dens. In the two sections studied by the aquanauts (sections 8 and 9 in
Fig. A1) no lobsters were ever found in the patch reef area northeast of the habitat.
Within the reef area south of the habitat 17 lobster dens were found. Nine of these dens

frequently contained two or more lobsters; the largest group found in one den was 20.
The eight remaining dens would accommodate only one lobster. The lobsters found in
these dens were usually large males or females with eggs. Although certain eaves and
holes were preferred by the lobsters, the aquanauts could not describe why they were
selected instead of others.

It is generally accepted that by staying in a den during the daylight hours the lobster
will be protected from predators. The lobsters observed usually had their entire body
hidden from view, but had their antennae projecting out through the opening of the den.
As an aquanaut approached, they wouiJ generally point their antennae toward him and try
to whip him with them. If he approached slowly, the larger males would frequently come
out of the den toward him in a threatening manner; however, if he approached more rap-
idly, they would retreat, always keering the antennae pointed toward him. If he put a hand
into the den, the lobster would try to catch it between the antennae and hold it. Occasion-
ally when the lobster had a hand between the antennae, it would push or jump forward and
drive the spines that ring the antennae into the hand. If the aquanaut continued to threaten
the lobster, it would push up with its legs and press the spines on its back into the roof
of the cave, thus firmly anchoring himself inside. Once in this position it was not possi-
ble to pull the lobster out of the den without damaging it. Lindberg* has noted that a
denned lobster would come out of its den and move to another den soon after the antago-
nist had left. The aquanauts also saw this happen on one or two occasions.

When a cave or hole contains lobsters,itis seldom inhabitatedby any other large

animals. Although almost every niche contained spiny set.urchins, they were seldom

found in a den occupied by lobsters. The aquanauts did not see lobstersactivelyremov-

ing sea urchins from a den or preventingthem from entering. Their studiesshow that

the lobsters move intothe dens well before the firstlightof morning; thismay resuR in
theiroccupying the dens first.Ifso, itwould be quiteeasy for them to keep the spiny

sea urchins out by using theirantennae. The aquanauts observed fishtryingtoenter oc-

cupied dens on various occasions, and the fishwere always repelled. The lobsters were

extremely aggressive toward the fish,lashingthem with theirantennae. Lobsters and
fish,includingmoray eels,were never seen occupying the same den.

Most of the lobsterdens south ofthe habitatwere so limRed in size,particularlyin

the verticaldimension, that a large predator such as a grouper or shark would be unable

to enter the den; however, offthe tipofCabritte Horn Point (nearthe boundary of sections

9 and 10) a group oflarge lobsters were discovered livingunder ledges several feetlong,
two ofthem 3 feetdeep and one 2 feetdeep. Shortlyafterthe aquanauts discovered this

population,a group of seven nurse sharks, 8 to 12 feetlong,moved intothe area and _.c-
cupied these ledges along with the lobsters. Even afterthe sharks had been inthe area

;'q(ohcrt G. Lindbcrg, "Growth,
Lobstcr, _Pantdirus int_rr_up.tus
z4a (_955}.

Population Dynamics, and Field Behavior in the Spiny

(Randall}," Univ. of Calif. publication Zool. 59{6)0 157-

i i i i
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over 24 hours, the lobsters were still remaining under these ledges. Three days later
the sharks had left and no lobsters were in the area. None of the three lobsters of this

group that had been sphyrion tagged were ever resighted. The act of entering a confined
area during the daylight hours certainly must have survival value, but the factors that
stimulate the lobsters to respond in this way must be quite variable or this group of lob-
sters would not have selected such open ledges (unless there were no other dens avail-

able). No effort was made to observe these lobsters at night, but if they left their dens,
the sharks probably could have caught them quite easily.

The question of what causes the lobsters to select particular dens and particular
areas of the reef warrants study. Few lobsters were found living in complete isolation;
even those that occupied solitary dens, including berried females, usually were within a
few feet of other lobsters.

Very few small lobsters were found on the reef, and those were in very shallow wa-
ter. However, several small lobsters were seen living within a colony of spiny sea ur-
chins out on the sand-algal plains. This commensal relationship, observed several
times, apparently affords the young lobster a mobile shield from predators, with the
shield continuously moving onto new feeding grounds. When these lobsters were removed
from the colony and released, they immediately returned to the colony. The dark purple
spiny sea urchin colony is easily seen on the gray sand-algal plains, and it must provide
a strong visual stimulus to the small lobster. The ecology of this association should be
studied to determine if immature lobsters seek these colonies as their first home on the

bottom and to determine what stimulates them to enter the colony.

Soon after the sun sets, the lobsters begin to move out into the entrances of their
dens. They are sometimes very aggressive during this time of day and may come out of
the den waving their antennae toward an approaching diver. As the diver comes in closer,

the lobster will begin to back up and seek refuge. Many times they wig move across the
reef to a new shelter instead of returning to their former den. Although the lobsters ap-
peared to be more active during this period, they did not move out onto the sand-algal
plains until 2 or 3 hours after sunset. The lobster is capable of walking very fast across
the plains and were found moving as far as 300 feet from the reef. One walked over 800
feet in 3 hours and 45 minutes. Observations of lobsters feeding on the plains were not
made, but feeding is assumed the primary reason for their migration into that area.
While the lobster is out on the plains, it does not display the aggressive behavior it does
on tile reef. When approached it either walks away very fast or stops and lays its anten-
nae over its body and remains very still. This response to divers, working without lights,
indicates it would be extremely easy for a predator to catch a lobster once it had found

it. One of the pinger-tagged lobsters was killed and eaten out on the plains. Its carapace
was crushed and the majority of the tissue was removed from the cephlothonax and ab-
domen, but neither the skeletal parts of the legs nor the abdomen were badly damaged.

.e

p.

!

The lobster's migration out onto the plains and his subsequent return to the reef
seem to be well-directedmovements. One female carrying eggs was followed as she
returned to the reef about 4:30 a,m. Her walking carried her around the tipof the reef

west ofthe habitatand directlyto_ den 225 feeteast of the habitat. The followingmorn-

ing thissame lobsterwas found returningto the same den along the same route. This

incidentalong with several others observed during the 60-day period indicatesthe lobster

has a well-developed navigationalability.

A1.2.4 Range o._ Lobsters during the 60-Day Period

Two methods of describing the range of the lobste,'s was attempted during the 60-day
mission; one was to plot the movement of sphyrion-tagged lobsters using the resighting
data. O,_ the 137 lobsters tagged, 42 were resighted. Only four of these were found in a
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1SO0 feet frnm the place they were initially tagged.

The second method of determining the range and possible migration was the tracking
of the lobsters tagged with sonic pingers. None of these lobsters were found to move out

of the sections they were tagged in, and generally stayed within a few hundred feet of the
place they were found initially.

Both of these methods indicate the lobsters stayed within a limited area of the reef
during this 60-day period; however, our inability to locate more of the spbyrion-tegged
lobsters and the loss of two of the lobsters tagged with sonic pingers leaves this state-
ment open to question.

A1.2.5 Molting and Reproduction

Seebee divers reported seeing many lobsters cut in half and lying on the bottom dur-
ing the period they were emplacing the habitat. Upon examination, however, these were
found to be exuvtae. The aquanauts continued to find recently cast e_uviae during the
first half of the mission, hut no exuviae were found in the latter half. Only one soft-
shelled lobster was found daring the dive. Most of the lobsters found during the first
part of the mission had very clean exoskeletons. Toward the end of the 60 days some
lobsters were found with encrusting organisms growing on them, particularly on the car-
apace close to the base of the fifth legs.

Thirteen of the 57 females tagged with sphyrion tags had eggs; an additional ten had
been plastered with sperm. Twenty-two had short eroded setae, which indicates they
would not be receptive to breeding. Although an increase in the percentage of berried
females was expected as the 60-day period progressed, the data did not indicate this.
One reason may be the tendency of the berried female to isolate herself in a well-
concealed burrow. One lobster that was tagged with a sonic pinger when carrying sperm
deposited eggs a few days later and moved inshore to a well-concealed burrow; without
the sonic tag the aquanauts would not have relocated her. Another berried lobster carry-
ing a sonic tag also moved inshore shortly after being tagged. Because of the 20-foot
upward depth limfl the aquanauts were not able to follow this animal.

A1.2.6 Population Estimation

During the Tektite I mission the aquanauts attempted to estimate the lobster popula-
tion in eight of the 12 study sections by surveying transects. The number of lobsters
counted, both tagged and untagged, was small. No conclusions have been drawn from
these data, but it is doubtful that this is a satisfactory method to use in future studies of
this type unless more and longer transects are used. This method along with two other
methods that should be considered for future studies are described in the following
paragraphs.

Before the transects were laid out, each section was inspected, and the different
types (sand-algal plains, patch reef, coral reef, rock reef, s_nd thallassia) were described.
Transects 300 feet long were then laid out in the different _ypes by placing two anchors
on the bottom at each end of the transect and stretching a polypropyiene line between
them. All the area within 9.0 feet of this line was inspected each time the transect was

surveyed. To help the surveyor keep within the prescribed width, a 20ofoot lint that had
one end attached to a sliding ring on the transect line was carried by the surveyor.

Theoretically this kept him within 20 feet of a straight line between the two anchors, but
it was found that the surveyor might pull on thfs rope, thus pulling the transect line off
center, and survey a larger area than intended.

ii
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Transect survey6 are used frequently ab a method of estimating populations, and the
statistical methods for analysis are available. In spite o! this advantage it appears that
this method will not be satisfactory for lobster surveys unless a much larger area is
surveyed.

Another method of estimating the population may be to search an entire section and
record tagged and untagged individuals. On April 12 the four aquanauts spent the day
searching the reef from the habitat, south 700 feet, and front f_*. 20-foot depth contour to
the western margin of the reef. A total of 38 lobsters, inclutung 14 tagged individuals,
were found. By scheduling a series of tagging dives with a survey of this type following
each one, a satisfactory number of individuals would be counted to make a good popula-
tion estimate.

A third method of estimating the population may be built around the habit of lobsters
selecting particular dens on the reef. Of the 38 lobsters found on the April 12 survey 25
were in previously recognized dens. The advantage of a method like this would be the
short time it takes to inspect a series of known dens on a reef as opposed to searching
the entire reef. On the reef area mentioned it takes about 1-1/2 swimmer-hours to in-

spect all the dens identified. The search of the entire area took 14 swimmer-hours. The
disadvantage of this method is that the berried females and some solitary males may
avoid these dens and therefore be excluded from the estimate. This method as well as

the first two would exclude from the estimate the immature individuals living in the spiny
sea urchin colony.

Before a comprehensive method of estimating the population of lobsters can be de-
veloped, it is necessary to describe the behavior of the animal from the time he settles
to the bottom to adulthood. Because of the many different niches the lobster occupies
during its life cycle, it may be necessary to develop different techniques of population
estimation for each mode.

A1.3 Cleaner Shrimp Ecology and Plankton Studies

Conrad Mahnken, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

Department ofthe Interior,Seattle,Washington

A1.3.1 Cleaner Shrimp Ecology

An interestingsymbiotic cleaning behavior existsbetween certainbrightlycolored
shrimp and cooperatingreef fishes. The shrimp, which are almost invariablyassociated

With an anemone, have been observed to pick and eat parasites,injuredtissue,and other

undesirable particlesfrom a large varietyof reef fishes and probably axe the primary

agent in the controlof gill,oral,and externalparasites. This seemingly unusual activity
may play a major role in maintaining localconcentrationsof many species ofreef and

pelagicfishes. Indeed,the abundance ofsuch fishesmay be directlyrelatedto the abund-
ance of the anemone, Bavtholomca anmdala, to which cling the two most abundant clean-
ers, the Pederson cleaning shrimp Periclimenes pcdersoni and the spotted cleaning

shrimp P. yucatanicus.

Ecological studies were carried out during Tektite I on the distribution of cleaner
shrimp and anemones with relation to various reef environments. To this end, five topo-
graphic features on the reef and sand fiats south of the habitat were chosen as represent-
ing the major ecological zones. Anemones and shrimp were completely enumerated
within each zone at least once during the study. In addition, shrimp populations on 26
anemones in the sand strip at the reef base were monitored each week. The shrimp
were found to be rather fearless and could easily be enticed to browse along the back of
a diver's hand, where they assiduously picked at hairs. It therefore became a matter of
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routine for a diver to measure the length of living shrimp either on the anemone or on
the back of his hand.

It was found that the anemones were equally abundant in all five of the habitat types,
but the abundance of shrimp varied. P. pederso,i was most abundant along the sand
strip, an area at the reef base grazed clean of algae by fishes to about 10 meters from
the cover of the reef. The sand strip is the major corridor for fish movement along the
reef and therefore supports larger numbers of cleaning stations. One of the most fre-
quented stations contained 26 P. pederso_ti. P. y,cala_zic, s on the other hand was most
abundant on the sand fiat beyond the limit of grazing, an area of scattered coral rubble
and heavy algal growth.

Additional observations were made on preclea_.tng behavior, intraspeclfic size domi-
nance, lnterspecific competition, shrimp-host anemone dependence, shrimp repopulation
studies, and the relationship between anemones and other caridean associates. One spe-
cie, and possibly two species, of Periclime_ws collected from anemones during Tektite I
may be new to science.

AI.3.2 Plankton Studies

Diel (24-hour) variations in the vertical distribution of zooplankton were studied with
the aid of a plankton pump. A nonmetallic pump of 50-gal/min capacity was used to pump
water from a vertical standpipe about 10 meters from the habitat. The base of the poly-
vinyl chloride standpipe was anchored to a 2500-pound cement clump, and the upper end
was attached to a surface buoy. Hydraulic-pressure-operated valves were arranged
along the pipe at ten depths and could be operated one at a time from the habitat. The
pipe entered the habitat through a 10-inch floor trunk in the wet room, and water was
pumped into a filtration barrel containing a set of nested nitex nets.

A1.4 Marine Geology
H. Edward Clifton, U.S. Geological Survey,
Department of the Interior, Menlo Park, California

The specific objectives for the marine geology program in Tektite I included: the
evaluation of saturation diving and s..,a-II.oor habitation in geological research, compila-
tion of a detailed map of the sea floor delineating the various types of substrate in the
vicinity ol the habitat, and research on .specific geological problems as found feasible.

The area surrounding the habitat was mapped using large-scale colored aerial
photographs and infrared images, which delineated the geometric relationships among
the larger features such as sand fiat, bedrock, bedrock rubble, coral reef, and major
groove or canyon systems. Details were added underwater by tape and compass proce-
dures or by sketching. The completed map provided a basis for further geologic inves-
tigations and for bio!ogic rese.'u'ch.

An interesting aspect of the sea-floor map is the presence of two sets of linear
_.ves (or canyons) tltrough the coral reef proper. The most distinctive trends N25°E;
the other set, which appears to be less well defined but consists of larger grooves,
trends N45°E. Both sets presumably formed in response to the direction of wave ap-
proach but possibly at different times or under different conditions. Gorgonians (sea
fans) and platy mllliporids (fire coral) dominantly grow normal t9 the present-day aver-
age of wave approach. The orientation pattern of these organisms in and adjacent to the
grooves trends about NI5°E, suggesting that both sets of grooves may either be relic
features formed when wave approach followed a different pattern or result from unusual

large-scale wave conditions.
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Other geological research dealt largely with the interaction of organisms with the
bottom sediment. The Tektite I project afforded an excellent opportunity to study the
modification of the sand floor by crawling and burrowing creatures in the absev.ce of sand

transport by waves or currents. Black sand (composed largely of the mineral magnetite}
was artificially layered with light-colored indigenous carbonate sand, and the effect of
organisms on the layering was observed daily or hi-daily by coring the layered sand.
These observations revealed a rapid x'ate of bioturbation. The uppermost 5 mm of sand
in some areas was totally reworked in 4 days. Manually constructed sand ripples 1.5 cm
high and 15 cm long similar to those produced by waves on the sea floor were obliterated

within a week. The rate of lateral transport of sediment by organic reworking was
checked using fluorescent tracer sands. During the time span of the experiment lateral
transport proved to be negligible. The burial of solid objects by undermining organisms
was also noted. One of the metal plates defining a Ideational grid intersection was buried
2 to 3 cm during the course of Tektite I.

Examination of more than 2300 empty pelecypod valves showed marked tendency for
the valves to lie concave-up on the sea floor (in contrast to the generally accepted notion
in geology that concave-convex particles lie dominantly concave-down). The orientation
pattern seemed largely independent of the nature of the substrate. The percentage of
concave-up shells rose with increasing shell size. Under the influence of waves or cur-
rents this relationship is reversed, suggesting that determination of the sheLl orientation
pattern in relation to shell size constitutes a useful tool for identifying ancient environ-
ments. In an experiment 200 valves of different sizes were placed concave-up in a small
area and 200 matching valves were placed concave-down nearby. Over a period of 2
weeks bottom dwelling organisms rotated shells of all sizes, but turned more concave-up
than concave-down. Predators of the pelecypods and attendant scavengers probably also
contribute to the observed orientation.

A joint study by aquanauts Clifton and Mnhnken provided data on the amount of fine
calcium carbonate (aragonite needles) contributed to the sediment by the calcareous al-
gae Pemcillus and Udolea. Immature specimens of these algae were tagged with
carbon-14 and harvested 24 days later to determine the volume added. In addition, re-
population rates were determined for a totally depopulated 2-square-meter area. These
observations indicate that the abundant Udotea in particular has a very rapid growth rate
and may contribute substantially to the carbonate sediment.

Other joint geological-biological investigations centered on the origin of the unvege-
tated strip of sand that borders the reefs and on the influence of the sand tilefish on the
bottom sediment. Textural analysis showed the sand from most of the sandstrip contains
less material finer than 0.062 mm than does the sand from the vegetated areas beyond
the strip. This difference may be due to entrapment of fine material by the algae or
grass or result from winnowing of the fine material from the strip by reef-based fish
who stir the sand while feeding on small organisms in it. Sand at the very edge of the
reef contains abundant fine material, which appears to be "dust" produced by organisms
that feed in and on the reef coral. The absence of vegetation from the sand strip seems
not to result from inhibition of plant growth caused b7 chemical or bioiogical agents in
the sand near the reef. Experiments indicated that algae seemed, if anything, to grow
more rapidly wVen growing through a cover of fine material from the reef edge. To test
_he effect of grazing by herbivorous fish, mature Udolea was transplanted at I0 foot in-
tervals across the sand strip. Half of each transplant was covered with transparent
screening, and half was left unprotected. In a matter of hours the unprotected algae
nearer the reef was devoured by parrot fish, and the unprotected algae at the outer edge
of the strip disappeared wtthin a few days. The covered algae in contrast continued to
grow luxuriantly for 2 weeks, when the experiment was ended.
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These observations support the conclusion that the unvegetated sand strip is produced
by grazing of fish that live on the reef. Interestingly, the sharpness of the seaward bor-
der of the st.rip depends more on the vegetation present than on z'eef characteristics.

Where turtle or epl grass borders the reef _he outer edge is far more sharply drawn than
where Udotea or other algae is the dominant vegetation. This situation is probably due
to the denser growth of the grass compared to the algae.

The sand tllefish is an interesting geological agent in the distribution of coarse shell
and coral fragments on the flats adjacent to the reef. The fish builds nests by depositing
shells and coral around large dead coral heads exposed on the sand fiat. GeologtcaUy it
is important to know if the fish concentrates the shells from the substrate where the nest
is built (a sorting process) or by carrying them in from the flats adjacent to the nest
(transport and deposition). Observation of one fish via an underwater TV camera for

several days indicated that most of the material is transported to the nest. This conclu-
sion was supported by incorporation into the nests of fresh Acropora ce_icotnis frag-
ments that were placed on the sand near the nests. The fish seems to construct his nest
by sweeping the sand clear with his belly and tail and building a roof by dropping shells
and coral over the top. The shells in a sand ttlefish nest nearby all lie concave-up. A
single fish seems to continuously build and abandon a nest within a matter of days. Over
_. period of time these fish obviously can greatly modify the distribution of coarse frag-
ments on the flats near the reefs.

Other geologic studies pertained to the history of sea-level changes in the Virgin
Islands. Standby aquanaut R. _. Phillips of the Geological Survey identified and mapped
an extensive beachrock submerged about 20 feet below the present sea level. Rounded
pebbles of the volcanic bedrock, generally restricted to the beach, were abundant in about
400 feet of water around 400 feet north of the habitat. This observation not only indicates
a previous stand of the sea some 40 feet below the present surface but also suggests that
limited subsequent deposition in Lameshur Bay, a conclusion supported by the presence
of coral pebbles and cobbles 60 to 65 feet benesth the surface about 1000 feet south of the
habitat in an area where present-day sediment should be much finer. Acoustical sub-
bottom profiles taken across Larneshur Bay under the direction of L. E. Garrison of the
U.S. Geological Survey 1:. for to the dive show a flat bedrock platform, probably an ancient
wave-cut platform underlying greater Lameshur Bay. Recent marine fossils were found
and collected from about 65 feet above sea level at While Point, attesting also to higher
stands than at present.

A complex recent history o! Lameshur Bay is indicated by the three-dimensional
relationship bet,seen coral reef and carbonate sand. Near the habitat the living coral of
the reef is growing laterally over the sand floor, suggesting that reef _rowth presently
exceeds reef destruction. Similarly, in the patch reef area northeast of the habitat, iso-
lated living coral heads are expanding laterally over the sand substrate. The sand, how-
ever, forms but a veneer over a solid mass of buried dead reef. These observations sug-
gest a complex history of reef growth and destruction. T_Je reef on the southeastern s!de
of Lameshur Bay originally extended much farther than at present. North of the habitat
the original reef was largely killed and covered with a veneer of sand. Renewed present
coral growth is indicated by the lateral growth of living coral heads over the sand and by
the coalescing of the larger heads in the eastern part of the r.atch reef into crude spurt.
parallel to the present direction of wave approach.

Of very recent origin are blocks of volcanic bedrock that lie scattered atop the coral
reef proper. The blocks are of similar size, roughl) 10 to 20 inches long, 6 to 12 inches
wide and 2 to 6 inches thick. Most are crudely rectangular and have unfounded edges
and corners. Each is cemented into place and is i0 to 50 percent covered by totalise
gro_h. The blocks show no obvious variation in size with distance from the nearest

outcropping bedrock, and grooves or topographic lows lie bet'seen the blocks and the
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outcrops. Rubble obviously derived from the outcrops, in contrast, grades into sub-
rounded pebbles a short distance from the source and show no evidence of upslope trans-
port. These data suggest the blocks were artificialiy emplaced; perhaps they are ballast
stones dropped separately from vessels in the days when Lameshur was an active plan-
tation, or possibly they were weights for native fish traps.

Tektite I demonstrated that underwater habitation offers great advantages to inves-
tigations of marine geology. Perhaps the most impressive feature was the wide range of
geological studies that could be made during the project. Only a small number of these
could be attempted, and fewer still could be completed within the time of the underwater
habitation. The possibility of nearly continuous observation offers tremendous advantage

to the marine geologist. The application to studies of marine geological processes, to
underwater exploration of mineral resources, and to geologic studies of the relationship
of the underzvate_" sea floor to man's environment (such as earthquake hazards) are
manifold.

Several persons contributed to the geological program. The rote of R. L. Phillips
deserves particular mention. In addition to discovering the submerged beachrock, he
mapped the bottom types over a wide portion of the southeast coast of St. John. He also
supported the habitat-based program by conducting necessary analytical and preparatory
work. Two other geologists from the Geological Survey visited the project site. Joshua I.
Tracey helped greatly in the establishment of an offshore 1000-foot grid system used for
navigation and location and in preparation o.r a bathymetric chart of the area, and Gil
Corwin examined the bedrock in the area of the experiment and contributed to the bathy-
metric chart by photogrammetric techniques.

A2 PSYCHOLOGICAL SCIENCES

A2.1 Overview of the Program
G. C. Tolhurst, Physiological Psychology Branch, Office of
Naval Research, Washington, D.C.

A2.1.1 Introduction

Historically,Project Tektite I was conceived because of speculationconcerning the
behavior of small groups of highlymotivated,scientificallyoriented individualswho must

liveand work togetherover a prolonged time (60 days) In a real, "hostile"environment
from which they cannot be extricatedeasily. The crew would be occupied with real tasks

which would be almost entirelyself-generatedand with minimal external direction(in-

terference)except for safetyconsiderations.

Data relating to the total psychological sciences program were collected in three
phases: predive, during the 60-day saturation dive, and postdive. The types of data can
be categorized broadly into four general subprograms (to be discussed in sections A2.2,
A2.3, A2.4, and A2.5 respectively): behavioral program, sleep electroeneephalographic
(EEG) records on two of the crew on magnetic tape and on paper (ink-wrReout), sleep
EEG records on a third crew member using an electrode cap and an automatic sleep-
stage analyzer, and psychomotor testing using a device that presented complex visual-
motor-cognitive tasks.

A2.1.2 Predive Tests

A2.1.2.1 Behavioral Program

The major portionofthe predlve testingconsisted ofa detailedand in-depth inter-
view toobtaindemographic information to serve as a base for all subsequent observations.
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The predive testing was done during the base-line biomedical data collecttan period at the
University of Pennsylvania hospital. Also, this period was used for indoctrination of the
divers concerning what measures would be taken, the noninterfering anonymity, and the
reasons for each and all observations.

Base-line mood scDles were obtained each day during this 10-day period. The ra-
tionale for these pencil and paper tests were given and their importance to the program
stressed in order that each diver would complete one each day of the dive.

Additionally, a Rorschach protocol was administered to each diver and backup diver
in the same way as given in the space program to each astronaut. The results showed no

indications which would compromise the 60-day mission. Incidentally, no further discus-
sion will be made of these data.

A2.1.2.2 Sleep EEG (Navy)

One set of EEG data were obtained from two of the divers (designated divers I and 3).
Base-line recordings were made at the U.S. Navy Neuropsychiatrlc Research Unit in San
Diego. Personnel from this laboratory designed and assembled the instrumentation,
collected the data, and made the analysis. Six channels of data include two of EEG data,
two of EOG data, one of EKG data and one of muscle potential. During the acquisition of
the base-llne data both divers obtained instruction on electrode positioning and emplace-
ment. The adequacy of the instruction and the learning was demonstrated in the quality
and high consistency of the recordings.

A2.1.2.3 Sleep EEG (NASA)

The second set of sleep EEG data was obtained by a system designed for space appli-
cation. Base-line recordings on diver 2 were made in Houston atthe Baylor University

hospitalusing an electrode cap developed for NASA and feedingrecording devices and an
automatic sleep-stageznalyzer which Baylor scientistshad designed and assembled for

NASA. The analyzer provides a directreadout ofthe sleep stage an individualisin dur-
ing any period of his totalsleep cycle. The stages are labeled1 through 4.

A2.1.2.4 Psychomotor Test

The divers were ind:_ctrinated on a psychomotor device during the biomedical base-
line testing at the Univerzity of Pennsylvania hospital. The device, designed and built by
NASA Langley scientists and called the complex coordinator, presents complex psycho-
motor tasks involving the matching of a sequence of lights by the manipulation of four
controls (one for each extremity). The display of lights is programmed to be adaptive;

i.e., when the patterns are rapidly matched by the individual, the sequences become more
difficult, and if the tasks become too difficult, the patterns become easier. The device is
portable and sell.contained, lni_.ial measures were obtained during this period, and a
suggested, but not rigid, schedule was agreed on.

A2.1.3 TestingDuring Operations

A2.1.3.1 Behavioral Program

The data collectionsystem was designed to obtainobjectivebehavioral observations

(records) capable ofsufficientdetailthatanalyses could reveal consistenciesand varia-

tionsof the llfeand work ofthe four crew members, over time, across men, subgroups,

and the totalgroup during the 60-day mission. Highly detailed,noninterferingobserva-
tions were made each 15 minutes during the totalmission on general activity,task per-

formance, socialrelations,communications, personal habits,and emotional adjustments.
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Section A2.2 will give the preliminary findings and projections for the complete analysis
of the 500,000 ladi-idual data points.

A2.1.3.2 Sleep EEG (Navy)

The sleep EEG data obtained by the Navy system on two of the divers yielded 52
man-nights of sleep records. Recordings were made on each man each night during the
first I0 days, then were made every third night during the midperiod of the mission and
each night during the last 10 days. The records, with the exception of a single channel
(out of six channels) which became noisy for a couple of nights, were of exceptional clar-

ity and quality. This was in spite of sel_-apptied electrodes, 1000 feet of cable underwa-
ter from the habitat to the recording site in the control van, and the frequency and dura-
tion of the recordings. Exhaustive analyses will not be accomplished, even using
computer reduction, for some time.

A2.1.3,3 Sleep EEG (NASA)

The NASA sleep EEG system obtained data on diver 2 on the same schedule of nights
el recording as outlined above for divers I and 3. Data accumulating to 24 man-nights of
sleep were collected from diver 2. As with the Nav_ system the NASA system yielded
records of exceptional quality. One minor difficulty was that the cap containing the elec-
trodes was not as comfortable at the normal gravity state of the habitat as it would be in
a zero-gravity state. However, in spite of the comfort factor, the quality of the x'ecord-
ings remained excellent.

A2.1.3.4 Psychomotor Test

The psychomotor testseries can partlybe considered nonscheduled inthatthere was

no set time for each aquanaut to testhimself on the device but partlyconsidered sched-

uled in thateach was recommended to devote some time per day to match his skillwith
the instrument.

A2,1.4 General Comments

Each ofthe major sections of the behavioral program were designed tobe Male, upon

analysis, to interrelate with each other. Because of the computer-oriented data-handling
capabilities provided to the project, intercorrelations of almost infinite permutations are
possible. Many will be made in subsequent publications planned by each major investi-
gator. It will also be possible to relate behavioral data to biomedical data and each_ or
both, to the various aspects of operational data. The results given in this overall Tektite
I report are general and broad in scope. They will serve to identify areas of interest
and the scientistswho will ultimately provide the complete analyses.

:f.

/t_9

Dep,_rtment, Naval Medical Research Institute, Bethesda, Marylan(l

The purpose of the bel_vioral program must be understood in the context of the pur-
poses of other programs on Project TektiteI,whose goals are outlinedbrieflyas follows:

• Collection of marine scientific data from an ocean floor habitat employing satura-
tion divers.
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• ,_monsh-atlon of the capabilities of saturation diving techniques.

• Study o1"the physiological reactions of man to long-term exposure to a shallow-
depth nitrogen-enriched atmosphere.

• Testing of an underwater habitat and support facilities.

• Demonstrahon m,d test of the capabilities of Navy personnel in a diving operation
at a remote site.

• Collection of electroencephalographic data on sleep during long periods of isola-
tion and confinement in an unusual environment.

• Collection of microbiological data on a closed environment over a relatively long
period of time.

• Study of the behavioral reactions of individuals and a group to long-term isolation
and confinement in a real setting. In addition the results of the behavioral program were
intended to provide an understanding of the reactions of men to undersea and space envi-
ronments.

Because of the multiple purposes of Tektite I, the behavioral program was potentially
subject to interferences from and compromises with other goals and requirements. Rec*
ognition of and accommodation to other requirements of the program was an essential
part of pl_,nning data collection for the behavioral program.

Tronically, however, the great_.st difficulties grew out of misconceptions of the psy-
chological concepts of isolation and confinement and of the ways in which Tektite I data
were applicable to space flight and other extreme environments. The problems stem-
ming from inadequate understanding or misinterpretation of the purposes of the behav-
ioral program are simple and yet profouvd. These problems were pervasive in the ex-
treme, affecting almost every other aspect c,' the program.

What is meant by saying that the purposes of the behavioral program themselves had
the greatest potential for interfering with the success of that program ? This question
has many facets, and complete and detailed consideration of it is not appropriate to this
report. However, it is necessary in understanding the execution of the behavioral pro-
gram to discuss some illustrative aspects of the question.

Let us consider what is meant by isolation. To someone not interested in studying
the effects of isolation, this may seem to be a simple question. A brief analysis will
demonstrate that it is highly complex. The phrase "the lonely crowd" implies that per-
sons may be isolated even though they are physically close to large numbers of their
fellow human beings. Psychological isolation is difficult if not impossible to define as a
concept, since it is subject to individual and experiential definition. Physical isolation,
on the other hand, is quite easy to define; and it is relatively easy to design a situation
which will produce phy.qical isolation. However, physical isolation cannot define, even
though it will affect significantly, the individual definitions of psychological isolation.
Furthermore, there is potentially a vast difference in psychological reaction to physical
isolation produced artificially as compared to naturally occurring physical isolation.
Lack of understanding of this and a number of other factors by various persons in Project
Tektite I were potentially very disrupting to the behavioral data collection program.

When studying isolation as a variable in a real setting, the only way of cutting
through the confusing dilemmas posed by attempting to define isolation in the abstract is
to accept the natural influences on the phenomenon produced by considerations other than

!

i
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those of a behavioral science program. The principle here is a variation of the Heisen-

berg principle, that the act of measurement interferes with the phenomenon being mea_.
ured. With psychological variables, Heisenberglike effects are more pervasive than tht _¢"
are with physical variables. In many instances, artificial attempts to produce a varie_._'
of phenomena in real life settings for the purpose of studying them will have self-
defeating effects on the phenomena under study.

Tile camel has been described as a horse designed by a committee. In some re-
spects Project Tektite I was such a creature. The multiple purposes of the project pro-
duced minor anomalies in all phases of the program. Since we are interested here in the
behavioral program, let us consider an example which will illustrate how the major pur-
pose of the behavioral program was in danger of subversion by the muRiple purposes of
Project Tektite I. The illustrative exam. pie is crew composition.

At one point in the proposal for Project Tektite I, the following crew composition
was entertained: one marine scientist, one scientist assistant who was also an astronaut
trainee and a diver, a habitat engineer-diver, and a physician-diver. This crew compo-
sition was proposed in an attempt to simulate the composition of a space flight crew.
The consideration of such a crew illustrates a basic misunderstanding of the purposes of
the behavioral program. Since one of the purposes of the behavioral program was to
generalize conclusions regarding crew productivity, interaction, and adjustment to outer
space crews, it might seem reasonable that the best way to do this would be to simulate
a space crew in composition, and so it did seem to many persons.

llowever, the simulation of a space crew by artificial composition overlooks one
fundamental class of variables, intrinsic attractions to the environment. It seems rela-
tively easy for most persons to understand that simulations lack the realistic stresses of
natural environments. However, the fact that simulations also lack the realistic attrac-
tions of natural environments is quite frequently overlooked. It is a mistake to suppose
that overall realism can be achieved if only the stresses or the attractions are permitted
to vary naturally. If either factor (stresses or attractions) is artificially manipulated, a
simulation rather than a natural environment is the result. It is clear hat a saturation

diving environment contains some real stres._es which are of interest to I ersons wishing
to make a generalization to outer space envir,mn:ents. Furthermore these real stresses

are very difficult if not impossible to produce in a simulation both because of ethical and
practical considerations. By the same logic the intrinsic attractions of a saturation div-
ing environment are difficult if not impossible to simulate. Her.ce intrinsic attractions
as well as intrinsic stresses both must be permitted natural variation, since the validity
of reactions to a natural situation depends upon the presence of both.

The basic position here is that the undersea environment is analogous to outer space
but cannot be a siJmdaliwz of a space environment. Understanding the behavior of men
and crews in exotic environments will be severely degraded if an attempt i8 made to
create a simulation of an outer-space environment under the sea. This has proved to be
a very difficult concept to grasp; however, its appreciation is important, not only in un-
derstanding the present sttidy but in planning future programs. Therefore let us examine
it a bit further by use of an analogy.

Suppose thata researcher was interestedin investigatingsuccess or failureof

basketball teams. Suppose further that for some reason, it was impossible to study bas-
ketball teams directly to develop predictive information on elfectiveness but that it was
possible to study hockey teams. Hockey teams might appear to be a reasonably analo-
gous group to study in order to better understand the general variables influencing the
success of basketball teams. Both games are played indoors, basketball teams have five
players and hockey teams have sLx, offensive and defensive strategies are roughly simi-
lar, both sports are fast paced and have time-limited periods, and so on. Further
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examinations of alternative approaches might indicate that hockey teams are more eimi-
lar on relevant variables to basketball teams than are either football or baseball teams.

By studying hockey teams as hockey teams, we could investigate influences on suc-
cess in areas such as team cohesiveness, coaching, morale, group interaction outside of
the game, rate and kinds of substitutions during the game (bench strength), ability of
players, variability in ability, and a variety of variables conceptually similar to those
influencing the success of basketball teams. If hockey teams were to be studied to de-
velop information predictive of the success of basketball teams, it is unlikely that anyone
would propose that basketball players be inserted into the hockey teams under study. It
should be clear that such a move would undermine the purpose of developing information
on influences predictive of the success of hockey teams specifically and of athletic teams
in general. The situation would be degraded even further if, in the interests of studying
extreme variations in team compo,ltion, football and baseball as well as basketball play-
ers were added to a hockey team.

The foregoing analogy is incomplete and may be inaccurate in some respects, as all
analogies are. However, it may serve to illustrate the point that the value of Project
Tektite I for generalization to outer space is its similarity in coneegtual rather than in
purely physical dimensions. Variations in crew composition or any other variables of
operational significance in natural settings must be dictated by and consistent with the
operational requirements of the situation. Crews should be composed of persons whose
background, interest, and training are appropriate for the environment in which they
work. Furthermore, in natural environments, crew members must have roles which are
essent!al to their participation in the program. Fortunately, such was the case in Project
Tektite I. There was natural rather than artificial crew composition.

Considerable time has been spent in discussing a point which may appear to many to
be quite esoteric and beside the central purpose of the behavioral program. It is impor-
tant to an understanding the behavioral program that there is a full appreciation of the
centrality of this point. Behavioral scientists felt that throughout the program there was
an inadequate understanding, or in some cases a complete misunderstanding, of the pur-
pose of the behavioral program on Project Tektite I. These misunderstandings resulted
in inevitable compromises for the behavioral program. The points at issue are so cen-
tral and pervasive and at tl_e same time so subtle and seemingly contradictory that a full
appreciation of them i_, unlikely. Their understanding is especially crucial to follow-on
programs. There is a distinct danger that follow-on programs will err in the direction
vf greater simulation of physically real but psychologies.ally unreal approximations of
outer space environment._. The result would be not only inefficient and inadequate ma-
rine science but also invalid or meaningless results for generalization to the space pro-

gram.

Crew composition was onl_ one of the many areas in which misunderstanding of the
behavioral program produced p:_eudo-problems and compromises in the conduct of Proj-
ect Tektite L In numerous other areas the behavioral program _vas inappropriately
asked to carry the bu:'dea of a decision either in whole or in part. In some instances
decisions were made, and in others decisions remained i,; limbo; and there was no clear-
cut policy.

For example, regarding food questions were raised as to the type of meals and [re-
qu_'ncy of resupply. These questions should have been decided on the basis of convenience
to the crew, :ost, storage facilities, crew preferences, time r_quired of support person-
nel, the overall impact on the marine scieree program, or sin tt._r considerations. If
nutritionists or physiologists wished to learn of the adequacy cf various diets from the
standpoint of supplying energy or of palatability or similar inttrests, the studies could
have been designed with those purposes in mind, and they would have had a minimal
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Impact on the behavioral program. Such studies should be designed by specialists in the
areas of nutrRlon or physiology. As in the case of crew composition, however, lood
should not be viewed as something on which global behavioral reactions can be studied by
manipulating various aiets or methods of preparation for the purpose of studying psycho-
logical reactions to such variations.

Similar questions arose concerning communications, how much to permit and what
restrictions to impose. Com,.-aunicatlons should not be viewed as an aspect of the I_hav-
loral program. Whatever communications were economically feasible and necessary for
the marine science program, for health and safety monitoring, and for like intereats,
should have been included with no question of restriction to produce feelings of isolation.
Resupply of the capsule also raised inappropriate questions in the b,havioral area. Some
initial suggestions were made that the habitat have no resupply from the surface to in-
crease the feeling of isolation. When it was noted that _uch a restriction would necessi-

tate stocking the capsule wltl_ supplies of dry towels and baralyme to the extent that the
structure would be buzstlng at the seams, the proposal was dropped. Once again, how-
ever, it is instructive to note that such a restriction was proposed on the basis of false
assumptions about the behavioral program. Questions of entertainment facilities and
equipment, which cot, ld and should have been answered on the basis of space and reason-
able needs of the occupants also became confused by misunderstanding of the concept of
isolation. Issues such as whether the aquanauts should communicate with family, have
visitors to the habitat, and have discussions with scientific colleagues, some issues being
trivial but some important aa,I some ludicrous but some serious, were needlessly con-
sidered and discussed as to their impact on the behavioral program.

Not all artificial manipulative interventions t.n the name of producing this or that
psychological state are equally disturbing; and there appear to have been no serious In..
terventions in Project Tektite I. However, the sheer number of questions raised in con-
sidering the study of reactions to long..term isolation and confinement meant that crete
members reacted unnaturally to perceived or actual attempts to produce certain psycl:o-
logical variables. Fortunately it seems that naturally existing influences inherent in
Project Tektite I were of sufficient strength to minimize the participants _ reactions to
extraneous pseudo-psychological variables.

In summary, in studying psychological reactions to phenomena in real settings, it is
imperative that thc manipulation of variables not be instituted lot the sole or even the
primary purpose of producing an intended psychological effect. This is so because the
artificial manipulation of psychomimetic variables in natural environments creates the
danger that reactions will be Influenced less by the variable which has beet, manipulated
than by the fact of the manipulation of the variable Itself-- a Heisenberg etfect in spades!
This position does not mean that variables cannot be zaanlpulated. It means simply that
such Interventions must be effeeted for other than academic psychological interest.
Planned interventions will be most _tecessful when they are demonstrably consistent
with the primary goals of the person vt,mse behavior ts being studied. The proper pos-
ture for a behavioral program in a natural environment is pig_-,yback not monkey-on-the-
back.

Tile preceding orientation guiding the conduct of the behavioral program can be cor-
rectly perceived as radlcM and uncompromising. It is probably also relevant and correct
to note that this orientation is a minority position within the field of psychology. Most
research psycholo_sts are trained and practice in the laboratory. The orientation o!
laboratory training and practice is toward manipulation and control of variables. There
iz no conflict between the m:tnl0ulatlon and control orientation, which is appropriate for
laboratory studies, and a hands-off naturalistic observational approach, which is appro-
priate for most field settings. (There are studies which are true field experiments, but
they arc so rare and the conditions el their execution are so involved that it would only
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confuse the present discussion to consider such studies in detail :,ere. We do recognize
the existence of field experiments but maintain that the orientation guiding such studies
is inappropriate to the studies of saturation diving.) The approach guiding the behavioral
program of Project Tektite I maintains only that radically different methods are neces-
sitated by the different environments of the laboratory and the field. Maintainlng the
need for different approaches in the l',tboratory ,'rodthe field does not imply that one ap-

proach is better than the other. The use of either approach wilt depend upon the goals of
the reseaxch project. Since in Project Tektite I the objective was to observe the behavior
of a natural group in a real setting, the approsch employed followed naturally from that
objective. Many of the specific decisions and actions taken by persons connected with the
behavioral program may have seemed to others to be illogical and arbitrary. The above
discussion is intended to expl_dn the way in which they followed naturally from the basic
guiding orientation of the program.

This detailed discussion of potential pitfalls should not obscure the fact that the basic
goals of the behavioral program were fully realized. Although the orientation expounded
here may not have been fully understood, it was sufficiently appreciated and practiced
that the basic purpose of the behavioral program was realized beyond the most optimistic
expectations of the investigators. A major contribution to the success of the behavioral
program was the understanding by the four crew members themselves of the purposes of
the program. In the final analysis we were able to study the behavioral reactions of indi-
viduals and a group to long-term isolation and confinement in a real setting.

A2.2.2 Conceptual Orientation of the Behavioral Program

Considerable attention has been devoted to explaining the "why" of the behavioral
program. "What" was done was rather simple and straightforward. Just as the design
phase of a field study requires natural rather than :|rtificial production of the effects un-
der study, so also does measurement of the variables require a reliance on unobtrusive
or nonreactive me'_sures of real events. Operations of the data collection phase of the
program involved the collection of simple, objective records of ongoing behavior in a
regular systematic fashion. The conceptual orientation guiding data collection _as ini-

tially developed on Antarctic wintering-over p_ties studied by Gunderson and Nelson;*
it was applied to the study of Project Sealab II;_ and its use in Project Tektite I repre-
sents a refinement of concepts and methods used in the Sealab II research, taking into
consideration the similarities and differences in the Sealab and Tektite I environments

and the data collection facilities available. Maximum reliance was plzced on observa-
tions of ongoing behavior, with minimum reliance on measures involving subjective self-

report such as responses to checldi#.s, di_tries, and the like. When behavior can be
observed, there is no need to ask the paxticipants to record and interpret their own ac-
tions. Similarly, responsev were measured on real rather than artificial tasks. If par-
ticipants have mean!_gful work to perform of intrinsic interest to themselves, there is no
need to insert artificial tasks to obtain measures of pe_'formance. The key concept be-
hind the behavioral observation wa_ nonintervention or unobtrusive measurement. This

approach c_n perhaps be best appreciated by conceiving of the behaviora} data collection
on Project Tektite I as similar '_o keeping a score c,_.,'d on _ team in an athletic contest.

Tektite I pro,vialed unexcelled opportunities fer collection of on-line data from an
operational group in the real world. The d,_ta collection program was designed to take
.,n,n:_!mum advantage of these opport_mities. Continuous TV and audio access to all

':'H. K. H. Gundersml and P. D. Nq.l_on, "Criterion Mvastlr4.s for Extremely l._.lated

_.Group_," Pc._sonn,_ Psychology 19, (,7-_0 (19h6).

,.. l_adloff and 1(. I,. H_-Imro_ch, "Gro_ps Uwlc.r Strcs._: IJ:;ycl,ologic;ll Re_ear(h il.

_;ealab II," New Yorl% Appleton°Centt:rv-Crofts, 1968, ch_tpter 5.
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sections of the capsule were available. Tektite I provided an opportunity to collect data
of laboratory quality in a field setting. Another way of stating the goal of data collection
was that it was designed to observe and record data in sufficient detail so that analysis
could reveal consistencies and variations over time and across men, subgroups, and the
total group and reveal responses to significant environmental events. In brief the system

was designed to obtain objective behavioral records capable of describing and explaining
the life and work of the four-man crew of Project Tektite I over the 60 days of their
mission.

A2.2.3 Psychologically Distinctive Features of Project Tektite I

Psychologists were interested in studying Project Tektite I because the opportunity
to study any group is of interest to psychologists. However, Project Tektite I had some
distinctive features of especial interest to psychologists.

Of primary interest was that Prcject Tektite I was a saturation diving project. This
meant that the men were subject to naturally existing conditions of interest to psycholo-
gists desiring to study humans under stress. There is no question that the saturation
divers were under stress; furthermore those stresses were not imposed or contrived by

psychologists. Since they were saturation divers, tile Tektite I aquanauts lived in at_
exotic environment. They were separated by 19 hours from a return to the normal worl.d.
Their extended temporal separation was, of course, due to the long and careful decom-
pression required after their body tissues became saturated with gas under press,:re.
They were subject to danger h-ore equipment failure or human error which could have
resulted in fatal or disabling accidents. They breathed an exotic gas mixture under
pressure. Although the divers in Project Tektite I were not subject to the severe thermal
stresses characteristic oI many diving ventures, passage through the b_nthic barrier into
tl_e world of water occurred daily for them. Tektite I divers, as all ._aturation divers,
depended highly on each other and on surface support personnel. Although the stresses
in Project Tektite I were not as severe as they have been in other saturation diving
groups, the novelty of the situation, the isolation from family and normal society, the
dangers involved in saturation diving, and the temporal sr_paration of 19 hours from nor-
mal society required by decompression were interestir, g naturally existing variables in
their environment.

On the other side of the coin were the attractions of Project Tektite I for the aqua-
nauts. Marine scientists are interested in using saturation diving techniques primarily
for their own purposes. While previous saturation diving programs had included prelects
designed to collect some marine science data, this was the first project specifically de-
signed to collect marine science data as the major purpose of the project. This meant
that the divers in Project Tektite I were eager volunteers whose mot!vaUon was high,
and there was assurance that their motivation would be sust,'ttned by tasks of intrinsic
interest to them. Such motivation may be contrasted for example with the reluctant par-
ticipation of volunteers in labc.ratory and simulation studies of isolation and confinement.
Such men p_rtorm, for the most p,_t, tasks of little interest or meaning to them person-
ally. Project Tektite I represented the fulfillment of long-standing ambitions of the
participants.

The opportunity to collect real data by unobtrusive means was another attractive
feature of Project Tektite I. Si,ce safety and medical monitoring necessitated TV and

audio coverage of the habitat, psychologists could observe the behavior with a minimum
likelihood of reactions to their observations. The divers realized that the watchful eye

of big brother was there for their safety. It is true the Tektite I aquanauts knew that
they were being observed by psychologists and that records of their reactions were being
made, but it is also true that they would have been observed had psychologists not been
there at:.d that their reactions would have bee, noted, although not on a systematic basis.
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Thus observations are, in a sense, normal features of saturation diving environments,
and the presence of psychologists can be expected to a/fec_ the reactions minimally.

A2.2.4 Data Collection System

A2.2A.1 On-Site Punching of Direct Observations on Data Cards

The system of collecting behavioral observation data was designed to demonstrate
that simple, objective observational measures can produce a rich, meaningful picture of
human behavior in a field setting, provided that the number and frequency of these meas-
ures is large enough to do justice to the complexity of the situation. This prototype sys-
tem was an engineered gamble for expanded capability over more conventional collection
procedures. A direct observational approach was employed, an extension of the method
used by ethologiFts and anthropologists. The gullding philosophy is: given a field, natu°
ralistic _etting wherein exercising of controls is difficult if not impossible, the re-
searcher builds his study not around controlled experimentation but around measures
which make sense in describing the natural, on-golr, g behavior willd_ the constraints of
the particular territory, area, or situation being investigated. The hope is that reduced
reliability due to lack of experimental control is more than compensated for by the ro-
bustness or validity of the observed behavior. Methodological difficulties appear not in
designing the conditions of the research but in developing and implementing measures
which preserve the naturalness of behavior by not intruding or manipulating in any way
the object of observation in his domain yet get inside what is goi._lg on through a decep-
tively simple, descriptive procedure.

Within the Tektite I project were a number of built-i:k elements challenging the ob-
servation program in general and the data collection program in particular. Some
strictly operational aspects were very early defined, and others arose from the investi-
gators' particular orientation tempered by the cowext of those operations. This array of
factors served to shape the boundaries within v_hich the collection system had to evolve
and operate. Briefly they were as follows:

• The entire undersea mission _vould actually take place just off an island remote
from :_ny civilization center. This assured a relatively pure, stable, marine ecology for
scientific inquiry .but also insured a plethora of logistical difficulties inherent to such a
remo'¢ed site.

• The aquanauts would live exclusively under the sea for a considerable duration,
be generally isolated from the topside world, and be physically separated from the be-
havioral investigators.

• A large pool of attractive, descriptive behavioral measures unusual and often
unique to conventional psychological assessment was available, as a result of prior re-
search m_d continued development, for further validation as well as initial testing.

• The measures would be collected through systematic direct observation and, for
certain indicators, with high frequency so as to emphasize a comprehensive view of
behavior.

m The beimvioral program policy was to employ an unobtrusive, nor, interference
collection methodology such that the natur-'.l, on-going activity of the aquanauts 9,_ the
habitat would not be disturbed. Signals from the closed-circuit TV cameras and open
microphones in the habitat would furnish the majority cf the observational data.

• An experimental instrumentation package aestga.ed to electronically monitor and

automatically record certain activities in the habitat :yc.uld be implemented.
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• Slated for concentrated training in a highly synchronized, involved data collection
procedure as behavioral observers were enlisted seamen of predominantly untested and
thus unknown quality.

• Program pc _y dictated that almost all behavioral data leaving the site would be
on punched corer,,' .' 2ards to eliminate time-consuming off-line reduction, speed Infor-
mation feedback fJ'om the computer to the site, and maximize use of observer time.

• Sizable time and cost constraints would prevent implementing elaborate instru-
mentation and procedures for data collection but instead would foster an elegantly simple,
inexpensive, easily imitated system.

Within the context of these major considerations then tile collection system was de-
signed, developed, and finally implemented The following description of the system will
become more meaningfu: when integrated with the description of the data management
prograr: m section A4. Dt, ta flow from the project reached Washington once a week to
be sorted and analyzed by aiready existent computer programs and promptly returned to
the site. Access to analytic and storage computer facilities played an integral part in
the construction of the collection system.

The heart of the data acquisition system was the recording of directly observed
events by a trained observer using an IBM information recorder. Although described in
detail in section A4, the information recorder can briefly be char_cterized here as a
small, portable, plastic unit which allowed different Information-filled templates to be
superimposed over partially preperforated data cards. These cards could be punched
on-line, with the resultant record being fully compatible with the specially composed
read programs of the Washington computer. The device was untried, but its potential
advantages over the gathering of the more conventional paper and pencil records were
convincing. Dealing with the quantity of behavioral information under active considera-
tion during the planning phase made handling of the projected mountains of paper unde-
sirable. Loc:.':2on of the one appropriate checklist in 25 during a frantic recording ses-
sion is time consuming. Trying to maintain a reasonable ordering of checklists during
recording sessions and a cataloging procedure which allows relocating any specific piece
of information would have been virtually impossible. Finally the reduction of huge
amounts of paper and pencil data to a format compatible '_th computer de.;lces is such a
formidable task ,as to have surely been delayed until after the active co!tecUon phase,
preventing any comprehensive feedback of analyzed data during the mission.

The information recorder solved most of those premieres. As will be detallt=d in
section A4 the different templates required design and setting-up procedures far more
detailed than a paper and pencil checklist, because of the necessity to optimize the use of
available space on the compact template field. Beyond this was a complicated, time-
consuming procedure in the manufacture of each separate template. These two factors
in turn operated on two aspects in the c_)nceptual stages of behavior measure develop-
ment. First, the rationale concerning which measures would finally be used and how
elaborate each would be demanded continued scrutiny throughout their development to
prevent wasting valuable time on measures that would never be used. In short, the in-
vestigators were forced intotlgorous, well-reviewed decisions about measures. Second,

checklistswould have allowed flexibilityfor change rightatthe site,in the midst of the
collectionphase ifneed be. The prepared template did not. Flexibilityis usually desir-
able,but not atthe expense of puttingoffdecisions which should be made prior to the

data collectionphase. The researcher, with the promise ofeasy modifiability,oftenex-

cuses himself from the difficulttask Itwolved in making a commitment to his finalfamily
of mea,_urc 5,
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The standardized format across templates cut down on search time for the observer

recording any pa_'ticular event and permitted a data acqgisition rate (recording speed)
commensurate with the more familiar medium of paper and pencil. Error rate proved to
be low. Recorders were always reloaded with blank earda after use, and templates that
were frequently used remained in their respective recorders, saving the time otherwise
spent changing templates. Storzge of the punched cards was simple. Data punched on
site were partially reduced, eliminating the usual reductive steps of reordering and key
punching the data before analysis. Deciding on the content of the measures and design of
the templates well in advance of the mission's commencement allowed for an early start
to the writing and debugging of computer programs ::_r data sorting and analysis. As a
result analyzed data could be returned to the site during the mission. These data pro-
vided insight into on-going individual and group processes and permitted evaluation of,
and corrective feedback to, observer personnel through a variety of checks built into the
measures.

A2.2.4.2 Choice of the Objective Measures

The majority of measures finallysettledon for TektiteI were extensions ofthose

used in research on Sealab IIand were based on directlyobservable, objectiveevents.

The major focus ofthe measures was direr:tedat assessing task performance, socialin-
teraction,and emotional adjustment. Inf_t, six general categoriesof information were

collected: time coding of a varietyof eventseitherin t.=rmsof time of occurrence or
time toaccomplish; performance evalu_tionusing both quantitativeand more subjective,

qualitativemeasures; descriptionofaquanaut disposalin terms ofhabitatlocation,gen-

eral activity,and communication status;aquanauts'conversations withinthe habitatand

with topside;a simple frequency covnt ofcertalr,prespeclfledevents; and aquanaut mood.

These measures were carefullyde,/elopcdto insure redundancy on some crucialindica-

tors by partiallyoverlappingcert,.inofthem. During development, stress was placed on

simplicityand directness of meaning for the eventual observer. This face validitymade
intuitivesense to our observers and theirwork allthe more meaningful to them.

A2.2.4.3 The Observers and their Training

The behavioral program had six observers available at all times to support the col-
lection phase and from one: to three supervisors on-site maintaining the program. Six
Navy seamen apprentices just out of a training command in Orlando, Florida, had been
selected through regula: channels on the basis of a minimum Gener,"J Classification Test
score of 60 (placing th,_m intellectually in the top 10 to 15 percent of the general popula-
tion), a clerical tntergst, and strong motivation toward and interest in the project.*

The observers arrived at the base camp 2-1/2 days before the mission's sta_'t.

Their training be_an immediately, with reading of a detailed 44-page manual which de-
fined every behavioral indicator, described use of the equipment, and contained a glos-
sary of terms _md an overview of the project. During the first full day at the b'.se camp,
except for a short trip to view the behavioral station, the men concentrated on the manual.
On the '._econd day, as fragments of understanding fell into place, possible collection situ-
ations were simulated in a base camp classroom, since the behavioral _taUon was much
too small for simultaneous use by the six observe,'s. The manu_ was in frequent use
during the first few days of the mission, then, as the observers' understanding matured,
served as a handy c!arifier of the finer points of collection.

i

_ccause of their rxcdlcnt contrib_;tions as obscrvrrs as well as their valuable and in-

genious suggestions which furthered the technical efficiency of the overall collection

prod, ram we take pleasure in cRing the names of the six obscrvcrs: Thomas Boyd,

Robert Holston, William Ouintard, Joseph Ivlayberry, Dan Friar, and Robert Littlewood.
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Since the quality of the men could hardly be known 4 to 6 months in advance, a con-
certed effort had been made to create collection procedures as simple as was reasonable
without Jeopardizing the main thrust of the program. Such emphasis proved to be fortu-
nate in that the complete procedure proved somewhat difficult to learn within the short

time allotted. The observer was asked to consider himself the scorer of a ball game,
being sensitive to recording certain important event8 while disregarding others. He was
to serve as a chronicler of on-going activities, answering who, what, when, and where
kinds of questions.

As the mission started with but 2 days of instruction and simulation behind them,
further team training was accomplished on-line with each pair of observers, particularly
during the first 2 days of the mission. With the supervisors providing extensive support
the quality of the data was not seriously affected during that time, although frenzy
abounded within the behavioral station those first few days.

In retrospect the actual training phase went very quickly. After the first few days of
the mission the observers were thoroughly competent to deal with every operational as-
pect and general maintenance of the topside instrumentation complex. In general they
were highly motivated, had excellent esprit de corps, and attacked the challenge with
relish. This competence was such that later in the mission the major supervisory prob-
lem was dealing with the boredom of the observers and Its ramlflcat!ons for degradations
in vigilance and ensuing reduction in 'data quality.

A2.2.4.4 Active Phase

Although both the behavioral station and its monitoring and recor.'tlng equipment will
be described in detail in Appendix B (section B5.2), brief coverage is warranted here.
The behavioral station was one of two sections of a van mounted on a barge winched above

the surface of Lameshur Bay on pilings (Figs. 29 and 30, page 41). The watch director's
section provided safety personnel with instrumented monitoring of the atmosphere and
visual monitoring of the aquanauts in the habitat plus a centralized communication system
with the habitat, crane barge, safety boats, and base camp. Aquanaut behavior within the
habitat was monitored and recorded in the behavioral station.

General Electricpersonnel responsible for equipping the support van received sub-

stanti_ inputsconcerning overall design and equipment placement withinthe stationfrom
the Naval Medical Research Institute.Such personalized decisionsabout floorplan lay-

outs and design ofthe centralequipment controlconsoles and switches inthe habitatal-
lowed a configurationofthe stationbest suitingthe peculiardemands of the collection

program. The Naval Medical Research InstitutersBehavioral Sciences Department in-
strumentation laboratorymeanwhile was developing the fundamental equipment package

for the van. Installationtook place in General Electric'sValley Forge facility,in the

Philadelph_.aNavy Yard, and on sitein Lameshur Bay. Premission hookup and compre-
hensive checkout were accomplished on site. Detailed maintenance instructionsand

criticalspare parts '#ereavailableas precautionary measures.

Once the stationwas fullyoperational,itwas literallypacked with equipment and

support instrumentation. Beh:tvioralobservers manned six closed-circuitTV monitoring

screens and audio inputsfrom habitatcompartment cameras and open microphones as

well as audio tape recorders for recording conversation and a video tape recorder for
visualrecords. They operated this array ofequipment from centralizedcontrol con-

soles,employing the information recorders and checklistsin theircollection.

Men_while an equipment package automating the monitoring and recording of the use
of certainhabitatfacilitiesunobtrusively collecteditsinformation at the rear of the sta-

tion. This electronicmonitoring was certainlythe exempl,-u-of the behavicr program's
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,,,,v,,,, uo_v_ g-_Ideliaes garnering performance indicators, use of timep and use of enter-
tainment facilities. It provided a backup account of diving time when aquanauts punched
"in" and "oat" buttons on a dive panel near the rim of the ingress-egress hatchway.
On-off piggyback switches on the habitat's entertainment TV, AM-FM radio, and stove
switches supplied information illustrating the patterns of use of facilities and gave pos-
sible indication of the well-being of the crew and its individual members. Finally,
microswltches on each aquanaut's bunk headphone signaled disclosures of the private use

• of entertainment facilities. In short the system allowed thorough monitoring of highly
_peclfled units of behavior, some of which occurred almost instantaneously and others of
which were screened from observer view by the location of the operator aquanaut between
the particular facility and the TV camera.

A2.2.4.5 Collection

On occasion the aquanauts were continuously monitored around the clock, but over
the greater part of the mission data were collected continuously from 6:15 a.m. until
11:45 p.m., 17-1/2 hours per day. This period was found to cover about 97_ of the aqua-
naut's waking hours. The observer work shlRs, between 2 and 6 hours long, depended on
the evolving boat transportation and chow schedules. Observer performance depended
not only on personal motivation and competence but on the capacity to maintain consider-
able vigilance over prolonged periods of time. Early in the mission it was obvious that
watch periods 2-1/2 to 3-1/2 hours long appeared to optimize the tradeoff between con-
st,'mtly shifting the observers, causing a loss in continuity of recording, and the overly
long periods where the likelihood of poor-quality data is increased because of a reduction
in observer vigilance.

Watch schedules and thus boat transportation to and from the support barge were
designed by the command for the convenience of the watch-director contingent. This
schedule, because of an acute boat shortage, was changed repeatedly over the first few
weeks of the mission along with accommodating changes in chow schedules. The behav-
ioral watch schedule had to be adjusted continually to fit these permutations. As a result
protracted observer watches had to be maintained. Later in the mission a special early
morning shuttle was instituted for the observers to accommodate the needs of the behav-
ioral program. It was pointed out that a late night shuttle would prevent the loss of valu-
able data being generated by the aquanauts, who were staying up beyond the midnight
Change of the topside watch, the point at which the observers had to return to the base
camp or be left on the support barge overnight. For the ubiquitous and convenient reason
of "safety" this request was unacceptable to the command. Such a lack of appreciation
for what doing science involves interfered with the on-going scientific endeavor.

The information recorder, a small number of backup checklists, the audio recorders,
and the electronic monitoring system were employed as primary devices for gathering
information either as It materialized (on line) or sometime after its occurrence (off line).
Checklist data were punched off-line onto cards as were the paper-tape records generated
by the digital printer of the automated monitoring system and the crew responses on the
mood adjective checklists. Two primary behavior sampling procedures were employed
during the collection. Event sampling required the recording of prespecified activities
as they occurred in the context of on-going behavior and time sampling noted certain
standard components of aquanaut behavior at prespe.cified intervals. These intervals,
generated on a random basis to prevent introduction of a sampling bias, were short
enough to insure that the data collected were representative of the continuity of the on-
going behavior within those intervals.

The flavor of the actual collection situation can best be conveyed by describing a few
moments of activity within the behavior station. Both observers are seated at the work-

ing table monitoring the TV screens. It appears the four aquanauts are just finishing

_p
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their lunch in the crew quarters. One of the observers is busy punching information de-
scribing various aspects of the meal. He is also punching intermittently a "communica-
tion with topside" record, since an aquanaut is talking with topside personnel through the
intercom. The second observer has Just finished a time-locked sampling of the location,
activity, and communicative status of all the aquanauts and is preparing to obtain a con-
versatton record, since the three men left at the lunch table are talking. A crew member
has Just climbed the ladder into the bridge, so our second _,bserver punches this as a
transit for that man on the transit record. Operating the remoted switching of his control
console, the first monitor starts the audio tape recorder, records his idenUfying_com-
ments, and begins taping the conversation. At the same time, he operates a multiple-
tone-generating device which codes the duration and sequences of the conversational
inputs of each aquanaut on a parallel track of the tape. The habitat conversation suddenly
breaks up, with two of the men transiting around to the wet lab (more transit records are
punched) to retrieve a large pressure pot from the surface_ The first observer notes the
use of the winch, size of the pot, and its contents on a checklist. The only man left in the
crew quarters brings to a close the meat recordhl_ a_ he begins picking up the dishes
and tidying the cooking area. He turns off both the stove and the radio_ triggering sepa-
rate pulses topside which are translated and then printed out by the electronic monitoring
and recording system onto paper tape. This information will later be punched onto com-
puter cards.

A new template is brought into play as the wet lab pair, now finished with the pres-
sure pot, don their scuba equipment for an excursion around the reef. The second ob-
server has assisted the first during the recent flurry of activity but must now return to
the location record according to his list of sampling times. Next he moves to the rear of
the station, changing the spent audio tape reel, then identifying, boxing, and storing it for
shipment. In checking the various cue lights indicating the on-off status of different habi-
tat facilities, be notes two JuSt blinking on, ind_ating divers 2 and 3 pur_htng "out" Or,
the dive panel as they enter the roving tru.,_k, lie also finds tl..e p,aper..tape record of f_-
cilities usage in good order.

It should be fairly evident from the preceding description that the realm of duties of
each man of the monitoring team was welt structured. One was locked into s time sam-
piing procedure but would assist his fellow with event and frequency sampling during pe-
riods of heavy activity in the habitat. Teamwork within each observer pair was encour-

_ed, _Ince a _mooth back-and-lorth flow of zesponnlblllty proved to be a necessity. The

periodically for accuracy/n, the recording ofobjective d_ta, wiierea_ for more"sobj_-'ctlVe
data continued _5_eement between monitor and supervisor was the desired criterion.
Although close supervision was demanded as a prerequisite to good data early in the mis-
sion, the observers were gradually allotted differing levels of responsibility and assumed
comparable degrees of autonom7.

T_e promise held._tdn ffzv system, was rexzizL_ Over the 60 days o[ the

obn_rve_'_, tim! thu _y_,hm_ thuy 9pvz'_tc0d) i_|tor_u:ud _mg_thZy ,-_vKI__, _ 4zmt_tl4tmlt_,tl
program. Major goals _et were accomptl_hed. _J'l_e Ilz,_t pdstnfiN_|bn tfik_ iio_w"layln "
reviewing the robustness, accuracy, and power of the data --performing the necessary
error checking and editing before launching into comprehensive analysis.

A2.2.5 Backg_'ovnd Information on the Aquanauts

A2.2.5.1 Sources of the Information

Background information was collected on ea,_.h of the aquanauts at the University of

Pennsylvania in January 1969. Two standard ps_ chol0gical inventories, the Allport
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Vernon Lindzey Scale oZ Values and the Edwards Personal Preference Inventory were
administered. Team members completed two other questionnaires, a biographical in-

ventory, derived from research on Antarctic groups, and a swimming questionnaire, re-
cently developed for divers. The information from these questionnaires is intended for

use in a data bank for comparison with other groups of men in similar environments,
including other diving groups. The information is largely technical and will not be re-

ported here. Descriptive information obtained from a structured biographical interview
which was administered at the same time, will be reported. Brief, preliminary, and
tentative interpretations of the biographical information will be made to indicate its pos-
sible use in predicting behavior.

The structured biographical interview was a 1-1/Z-hour interview with broad ques-
tior, s followed by specific probes depending upon the answers given. It investigated such
areas as education, employment (including work as a child), family, finances, hobbies,
and sports. The in. rmation will be re_ _rted For the group as a whole with indications of
similarities and differences given for specific responses.

A2.2.5.2 Age

The Tektite aquanauts were all in their middle and early thirties. The senior man
of the group was 35 and the others were 34, 32, and 31. Thus, the group was quite homo-

geneous in age. Furthermore their ages are similar to those of other groups of men en-
tering unusual environments for first-of-type ventures, such as Project Merc,_ry astro-
nauts, the American Mount Everest climbing team, and the aqu_iauts of Sealabs I and II.
It is quite likely that in all the instances cited the age of the men was a highly influential
factor in their selection. That is, in selecting men for unusual environments, it is nec-
essary to have men who have sufficient experience such that their potential is known, yet
who are young enough that they have sufficient stamina and resilience to withstand the

rigors of unusual environments. It can therefore be expected that most of men entering
such envirouments will be in {he age range of the Tektite I aqua;muts.

A2.2.5.3 Education

One of the men held a Ph.D. degree, two others held Master's degrees, and the fourth
held a Bachelor's degree. Their education from their earliest years through college was
comparatively smooth and regular. As can be expected of college graduates, they all did

quite well tn their early years of schooling, with the exception of one of the men, who was
a high school dropout. However, his intellectual ability enabled him to qualify for his
high school degree in the Navy through general education courses. Upon leaving the Navy
he entered college and continued in a smooth course toward his degree. None of the other
men had had _my difficulties while in school, and the man who had earned a Ph.D. had
been an outstanding student throughout his educational career. The others were in the

top 1/4 to 1/3 of their classes as a general rule from high school years on. Thus in the
area of eaucatton we have a group with a history of comparatively regular and even prog-
ress toward degrees.

While the attainment of advanced education was desired by their parents, the men
were required for the _.ost pkrt _o finance their education by themselves. Only one of
the men did not work during the school years while in college, and he earned a portion of
his college expenses through summer employment. The rest of the men financed their
education through a variety of part-time jobs, scholarships, and asststantships. Thus
they are a compPratively highly educated group, who worked for what they attained. Only
two of the men had their education interrupted by military service, and in both cases the
military service was not exactly an interruption. One of the men learned diving while he
was a Navy enlisted man, and this sk_ll proved to be highly consistent with and helpful in
his later education as a marine biolo{,,ist. The other man served as an officer in the
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chemical corps of the army. Hence there was some professional involvement in his mili-
tary service. All the men attended large public coeducational colleges as undergraduates.
The entire education.".l experience of all these men was in public sehools_ with the excep-
tion nf one of the men who attended a private school for his graduate degree.

A2.2.5.4 Employment

All four of the men have worked for the Department of the Interior since completing
their education. One is a stall oceanographer, another is a marine geologist, and the
other two axe marine biologists. It is interesting to note that even though the four men
as a group had a wide variety of part-time jobs during their college years, including
summer work, and several of them during their high school years, that their only em-
ployment since completing their education has been with the Department of tim Interior.

A2.2.G.5 Present Family

four of the aquanauts are married. Two of them have three children_ one has
two children, and the fourth has no children. Two of the men were married at a fairly
young age, one at age 20 and the other at age 21. The other two men were married at

ages 24 and 26. The men who are fathers were ages 23_ 25, and 27 at the birth of their
first child. In all cases their first child was born niter they had finished their Bachelor's
degree. This situation may indicate the ability to plan rationally and to delay gratifica-
tion, since these men found it necessary to finance most of their undergraduate education,
which would have been much more difficult had they been family men at the time. The
marital and family status of these men is quite similar to the status of other men entering
unusual environments such as the Mercury astronauts, the Mount Everest climbing team,
and the Sealab II divers.

A2.2.5.6 Childhood Experience and Adult Interests

_dl four of the men were born during the middle or late depression. Although they
were raised in different areas of the nation, many of their childhood experiences were
quite si|nflar. They were raised !n Florida, Ohio, the state of Washington, and Colorado.
Each of the four men spent his entire childhood and youth in a relatively small geographic
area, with one minor exception of a long-distance m ave in infancy for one of the men.
Even though two of the men were raised in or near medium-sized cities, the childhood
experieuces had an outdoors, semirural quality for three of the men. Three of the men
were earning regular incomes by the age of 11, two of them by paper routes and one by
working in a store. After that age _hey held a wide variety of part-time Jobs during the
school years and during the summers. They were all given some regular household
chores at the age of 6 or 7, including chores such as taking care of the family garden,
mowln_ the lawn, and feedingchickens. Hence learningthe responsibilitiesand discipline

of work began at a comparatively early age for allfour ofthe men, especi_dlyfor the

three who began earning regular incomes at a young age. All four ofthe men attended
church regularly Inchildhood and through adolescence, and allfour were quiteactivein

the Boy Scout_.

Interest in outdoor ac'i_ ,ties has carried over into adulthood. They also have in
common an inte.':est in wor ring with their hands. All four of the men share wood working
as a hobby *.n one form or a.,other, ranging from constructing buildings as a hobby to re-
finishing antique furniture. T_.'o of the men were avid collectors as children; one of them
specialized in rock and lea_ colle"tions, and the other maintained as many as 3G aquaria.
One of the men was a gourmet cook, a fact that was greatly appreciated by his team
mates. All of the men were quite healthy during childhood with the exception of one rela-
tively long term respiratory illness for one man. All four were quite active in sports in
their youth, participating in athletic activities much more for the personal enjoyment or

_ . r
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satisfaction and camaraderie involved than for status enhancement or recognition of out-
standing performance.

A2.2.5.7 P_trents

Tile parents of all four of the men are living and living together. This objective in-
dication of stable family background is supported by many of the comments of the men.
For all four men the father appeared to be the strong figure in the family. The ages of
their fathers at the birth of each man were 26, 29, 34, and 36. All four of the men are
the first-born males in their families; one man has an older sister. Each of the men has

exceeded his father in education, income, and job status. However, since this upward
mobility was achieved with the support and encouragement of their parents, each man
spoke of his father with respect and warm affection. They all recognized that economic
cenditions in the depression set limits on their fathers j achievements. Thus the fact that
they have been able to achieve a higher status than their fathers has made them grateful
for and respectful of their parents' efforts and encouragement.

A2.2.5.8 Summary

This brief global description of these four men presents far from a complete picture
of the path which ended in their participation in Project Tektite L Nevertheless some
indications of the major influences in their lives emerge from this description. Each of

the men came from a relatively stable, secure family back,s, round. They all had records
of quite steady and smooth achievement, educationally and vocationally, not exceptionally
brilliant or outstanding in any case but in all cases successful and leading them to higher
stages of development and accomplishment. Their fathers especially seemed to have
been strong and positive models -companions but yet distant enough to provide authority

and guidance during their formative years. Stability, solid accomplishment, and an even
development are the major themes in all cases, beginning with early childhood and con-
tinuing from adolescence. Experiences in their families of origin are seen again in their
present families and in their stable work situations. While it may be a slight deviation
from scientilic objectivity, it is relevant to observe that these men are easy to know, to
like, and to respect.

A2.2.6 Results

A2.2.6.1 Location of the Total Crew

Where did the men spend their time ? The data presented in this section are taken
from the location record. This was a record of the location of each man taken on a ran-
dom basis once within every 15-minute period throughout the course of the mission,
17-1/2 hours per day. The data in Fig. A2 give the percentage of time spent in each of
t_e major compartments, or in t;_e water, each day. Superimposed on these percent_ is a
7-day moving average to smooth out variations in proportions in time spent in various
areas. It excludes a small proportion of time spent In the tunnel and in the cupola.

There are several interestin_ trends in these several graphs. Note first of all the
decrease in the amount of time sl_;nt in the" bridge area, which _.s compensated for by an
increase in the amount of time in the wet laboratory and in the water over the course of
the mission. The men became increasingly efficient in their biomedical measurement
tasks, which were conducted in the bridge, as the mission progressed, and less time was
spent for habitat maintenance and repair, allowing them more time for diving and related
activities in the wet laboratory. Note that the two curves representing time in the wet
laboratory and in the water are almost identical. This is not surprising, since the more
time the men spent diving, the more time they spent preparing for and securing from

dives and processing specimens brought in from dives.
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Perhaps the most interesting feature of the data on the crew quarters graph is the
sharp rise followed by an equally sharp decline Just prior to and after the beginning of
the last third of the mission. This feature of the graph was accc,mted for by ear infec-
tions, which afflicted several of the melJ simultaneously. After recovery the crew en-
tered the water with renewed vigor. Other than this one striking excursion in this line
graph, consistency is remarkable over the period of the mission in the time spent in the
crcw quarters compared with the decline in the amount of time spent in the bridge area
and the rise in time in the wet laboratory and water. Use of the engine room was quite
stable over the mission. This was a very noisy area, and few activities relevant to the
mission were carried out in this space. The major work done in the engine room was to
change the baxalyme canisters. The other principal reason for entering the wet room
was to use the toilet facilities.

A2.2.6.2 Crew Activities

How did the men spend their time ? Figure A3 shows a comparison between the
amounts of time devoted to various work and personal activities by the average Tektite I
crewman on a mean mission day with similar data on an average day for a aattonal sam-
ple of American men and women. The latter information was derived from a survey*
conducted for the Mutual Broadcasting System. It is based on self-report diaries from
more than 1500 individuals (20 to 59 years of age) covering every quarter-hour period
from 6 a.m. to midnight during March and April I954. Both the Tektite I and the average-
American hours are for an average day, incorporating both weekdays and weekends.

The activity status of the Tektite crewmen was sampled in conjunction with the loca-
P.on records described above: four times an hour from approximately 6:15 a.m. to 11:45
p.m. the behavior observers, guided by a randomized schedule, would record in one of
ten categories the activity in which each aquanaut _eemed to be engaged. Thus these data
are the combined re_lts of some 4300 records t_ken during the mission.

The activity categories presented are those used in collecting the Tektite I data.
The data from the Ward study were regrouped to be roughly comparable to the Tektite I
categories. The top four categories represeat time spent working, which for the Ameri-
can male generally encompasses his work at qle office or shop plus labor expended in
maintenance, repair, and modification of his domicile. The work category for the aver-
age American retry represents "at work," and as such is an overestimate of time spent
actually working. In fact, in data frorc, a work sampling of scientists and engineers at a
government research and development installation,_ approximately 25% of this "at work"
time was spent in personal activity at the office cr absent from the office. The average
American female, many of whom do not work outside the home, shows much less "at
work" time, but much more habitat/house maintenance time than the male or, for that
matter, any individual Tektite I crew member.

L'_the category breakdown for the aquanauts, included as work _xe directmarine re-

search, marine science support activities,biomedical and behavio._ self-monitoring,
and habitatmaintenance and repair. "directmarine research" involved working (prl-

ma.rilyinthe water) on trigginglobsters,observing lobsterand fishbehavior, taking

measurements for a geologicalmap, etc. "Marine science support" encompassed activi-
tieslikefillingtanks,preparing for and securing from dives,reading reference material,

and handling eqaipment logisticswith topside. Particzpationin the biomedical monitorlng

tasks,mood _djectivechecklistcompletion,or testingwiththe psychomotor device

_:3. A. Ward. !r,c., "A Nath 3wide Study of Living Habits," New York, I #54; data published
in S. de Grazia, "Of Timt., Work, and Leisure," r_ew York. The Twentieth Century F-rod,

Inc.. 196_ pp. 4ZZ-423.'P. S. Strauss, "Psychology of the Scientist: XXIV - Perceptt_al Distortion of Job Ac-
tivities a_l_ong Engineers and gciontists," Perceptual and Motor Skill_ 25, I?-tiO (1q67).
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comprised the "biomedica!-behavioral science" activities, the predominant percentage of
this time being biomedical. Flintily, gage reading, standing watch, repairing equipment,
and changing the baralyme are representative of the "habitat maintenance" category.

The "don't know" category simply indicates the percentage of times the behavioral
observers were not aware of, or could not decide on, what the aquanauts were doing. The
"In-transit" category for the crew includes only those sampled times during which the
aquanauts were walking or climbing about the habitat. It does not include the swimming

outside the habitat. For the average Americans, "in transit" includes walking to the
store, tr_.veling to and from work, and Sunday driving.

The remaining three categories, "self maintenance," "recreation," and "resting and
sleeping," conceptually hang together as personal time, contrasting with work time.
"Self maintenance" in the habitat included cooking and eating meals, handling and trans-
porting foodstuffs, and personal hygiene. "Recreation" meant social conversation after
dinner, playing cards or a guitar, reading for pleasure, etc. "Resting and sleeping" in
the Tektite I data includes passive daytime relaxing. In the Ward diary study, some of
this relaxing time falls within the recreation category, which encompasses a variety of
leisure activities. Note a!so that because of the sampling times the bulk of the night's
sleep is not included in the graphs.

The first point to note in these comparisons is the basic similarity between the av-
erage day of the Tektite I crew member and that of the average American man in terms
of work and personal time distribution. OVerall, life in the habitat was clearly compar-
able to the day-to-day life of the normal,: dry American male, despite the fact that the
crew had to carry housekeeping burden._ as well as perform marine science. For the
mission as a whole the habitat maintenance worMoad of the Tektit_ T crew members av-
eraged twice that of the American man but only t_alf that of the American woman. How-
ever, much of this maintenance and repair occurred e_'..ly in the mission, so the mean
figure is somewhat misleading. This is illustrated in _'ig. A4, which presents the per-
centages of time allocated to each of the activity catef;ories by the average crewman on
each day of the ntission To emphasize tre,.tds 7-day tuoving averages have been super-
intposed on the daily |>ercentages. Note that _ter the first third of the mission the repair
and maintenance tiv:.,e ex_dnditure becomes much mor_ comparable to that for the Amer-

ican -hale. In terms of hours per day for the average aquanaut, habitat maintenance time
weal from 2.5 hours in the first third of the mission to 1.1 hours in the last tMrd.

A more thorough premission checkout of the habitat could very likely have lessened
Vats initial maintenance and repair load, which exerted a profound negative effect on crew
productivity. As time spent in habitat maintenance decreased over the mission, mar, in?
_cience diving and support activity times rose. Because of ear infection t_roblems dur!ug
the second third of the mission, which afflicted all of the crewmen to varying degrees,
the increase was dampened during that period. The dip in time in the water during the
period el simultaneous ear infections, the postinfection peak, and the subsequent leveling-
eli which was seen in the "water" curve of the location data (Fig. A2) appears as well in
the "direct marine science" curve of the present figure. Likewise parallels can be seen
t_etween the "marine science support" curve of Fig. A4 and the "wet laboratory" usage
curve of Fig. A2.

Another aspect of the maintenance and repair problem were the all-night watches

which the Crew stood on a 3-hour rotating schedule during the first third of the mtssioii,
until confidence in the reliability of habitat systems could be established. (War :l:-
standing time is shown separately in Fig. A4. In the other figures it has been incorpo-
x-::ted into the habit.at m.,.Intenance category.) This watch standing reflects itself in the
large fraction of the day spent in resting and sleeping during the first third of the mis-
_ttm. Thi_ disruption of circadian rhythms, the hectic pace of premission preparations,
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and the continual confrontation with one malfunction alter another _11 served to get the
mission off to a decidedly lethargic start. The nature and timing of these occurrences
may well have set a tone for the entire mission. As the habitat systems settled down and
watches were discontinued, daytime resting and sleeping decreased, although remaining
at a level above that of the American male norm. Because of increases in recreation
and self-maintenance time, the total personal time showed a net increase over the course
of the mission. Again, the fluctuations in recreation and resting and sleeping over days
35 Ihrough 45 reflect the effects of ear lnlections. Not app_ent from the present graphs
is a gradual s.hift which occurred over the course of the mission toward later arising and
retiring times. This worked against the increasing diving trend, since it meant the loss
of some prime daylight diving hours.

However, in comparison with the average American male, the Tektite I crew's
greater number of resting and sleeping hours is counterbalanced by the lesser time spent
in recreational pursuits. Only during the ear infection periods of the middle third of the
mission did the Tektite I total of resting and sleeping plus recreation time exceed the

same total for the American male. Self-maintenance time in Tektite I was consistently
higher th._ for the average male, primarily because the crew had to cook and clean up
alter its own meals.

A2.2.6.3 Individual Differences in Time Utilization

Table A1 presents the individual aquanaut's time utilization on an average mission
day. Note that there is nearly an hour's difference per day between the total work time of
the highest and lowest aquanaut. The aquanaut who showed the highest total work time
•also spent strflkflngly less time than the others in restl.-.g and sleeping. His higher self-
ma!ntenanee time reflects the fact that he prepm'ed more meals than others.

The aquanaut who was lowest in marine science time was highest in time devoted to
habitat maintenance and to the conduct of the biomedical tests. In terms of time spent he
functioned more as an engineer-technician than as a marine scientist. The other three
aquanauts show _.milar patterns of worktime allocations, in which marine science preo
dominates. In postmission dvbrieflngs the aquanauts all expressed the suggestion that an
actual habitat _.,n_neer would be desirable on future missions, pa:'_!cularly if he could
also provide diving support. In line with this a slightly larger cr:-.,' size (five or six) was
thovght to be adv'.sable. Again, however, these opinions may wel_ z effect the unreliability
of these particular habitat systems during the first third of the mission.

In comparing the time util|zati,,n of the different aquanauts one should bear in mind
the dif!erences in the number of days on which each aquanaut was medically restricted
h'um diving because of ear Lnfection_ or, In one case, a sore arm. Aquanauts 1 through 4
were medically restricted from diving on 12, 1, 3, and 7 days respectively. The data
presented here have not been corrected for these differences. Partly because of inade-
quate contingency plantflng, these were e_sentially lost days as far as the individual's
marine science work was concerned.

A2.2.6.4 Day of the Week Patterns

As explained the data thus lax have de_Jt with an "averp_e" day, both for the Tektite I
crew and for the Ward study comparisons. As shown in TaJie A2 the Tektite I crew did
not follow the American pattern of taking the weekends off from work. There was leas
tot_ worktime on Sundays, but not atrikingly so. During the concentrated diving activity
in the Iast third of the mission, mo_'e diving was actually done on Sundays than on the
_urroundlng days.
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A much more distinct difference from tile daily pattern occurred on Wednesdays; on
these biomedical monitoring days the structure of the monitoring schedule was imposed
cn the crew's activities. Note that although these medical procedures did cut into ma-
rine research and marine support time, the overall work time was higher on Wednesday,
than on the other days of the week. Resting and sleeping was les, on Wednesdays, again
reflecting the scheduled arising time enforced by topside on these biomedical days.

A2.2.6.5 Activity and Location

The preceding two eect!ons discussed the location of the men and some of the:r ac-
tivities. This section will examine the influence of activities on the location of the men

and the crew. The capsule was divided into four compartments. The compartments were
further subdivided for purposes of data collection such that 30 total sections, most with
functionally distinct characteristics, were identified on the location record. Since the
men were in t¢.e capsule approximately 90% of their waldng hours, each compartment
would have been used 22.5% had they been occupied equally. Further, if each of the 30
areas for which data were collected had been occupied an equal proportion of the time,
each area would have been occupied 3_ of the time. There are obvious reasons to expect
scale compartments m_d s_me areas within those compartments to have been used more
than others.

Th_s was the case. We have seen in the location data for the total crew that the crew

quarters and the bridge were occupied more than other areas. The men were in the crew
quarters almost 45% of their waking hours and 51_o of the _ime they were in the capsule.
The bridge was occupied 21% of the total waking hours during the mission and approxi-
mately 23% of the time the men were in the capsule. Thus the men were in either the
crew quarters or the bridge 66% of their waking hours and 74% of the time they were in
the capsule. Since most of the time "#as spent in the crew quarters and in the bridge, we
,_'111examine representative data from these two compartments to illustrate the manner
in which the functional configuration of the space and the use of that space by individuals

an.d the group determinr;d its occupancy.

Tables A3 and A4 present data on the average time spent in the crew quarters and
the bridge as well af_ occupation of the most heavily used space in each. The man spend-
ing the greatest amount of time in each compartment and its most heavily used section is
compared with aw-rage occupancy of that compartment and that particular section by the
otlmr crew members. That is, this detailed analysis will focus on the comp_tment and

the space within the compartment most utilized.

T._ble A3 give- _, the average amount of time spent in the bridge a,_ the mission ex-
periment area (section 4) of the bridge for diver 2 and the other crew men,hers. The
following interpretation of these data demoastr,.-tes a situation approaching the establish-
ment of territoriM dominance, ever the cr_ursc of the mission, of the most desirable
space by the man appearing to have b'_ most need of that space.

For the total mission diver 2 vras in the bridge 1 hour more per day ._ the average
than were the other three men, who were fairly equal i:, their occupancy. This additional
hour per day was spent by diver 2 in the mission experiment area of the bridge (Fig. A5).
This area w,_ by far, the most preferred sttdown area i1: "':htch to work within the cap-
sulc. Its average usage by the crew was 9% of the total time in the habitat, three times
tt_.a_ of the use of that space expected irom a random distributinn cf usage. Diver 2 had a
particular ta_k which required his frequent use of this ._.cea. Week 1 data in Table A3
show that during the first week diver 2 was not in the bridge or in section 4 of the brtdge
more than wcre the other inca. However, in the second wee_ he had begun to use both
the bridge and mission experiment area more than the other men. By the third week of
the mission his nddlti_uM occvtmncy of the bridge and experiment area had reached its

m
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mission mean level of 1 hour. During weeks 4, 5, and 6 his dominance in use of that
particular section was quite marked; he spent as much time in section 4 during these
three weeks as did all other men in the crew combined. During weeks 7 and 8 diver 2
devoted less timc to the task requiring his use of section 4 in the bridge. During these
last two weeks his use of this space fell off considerably over his heavy use during the
middle of the mission. However, the other men did not increase occupancy of this space
as he turned to other activities.

Table A3
Average Daily Time in the Bridge Compartment and Section 4 of the Bridge

(Mission Experiment Area) for Diver 2 Versus the Other Divers

Time in Bridge Time in Section 4

Week (hr)
,.

Diver 2 Diver 2 I Others
l

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Total

Mean

4.29
4.29
4.32
5.46
3.64
4.61
3.14
3.57

233

4.17

(hr)

Others

._

4.47
3.63
3.24
2.80
3.00

2.74
2.94
2.52

532

3.17

1.64
1.89
2.14
3.50
2.14
2.42
1.61
1.93

121

2.16

1.66
1.26
1.02
1.12
0.69
0.92

1.06
0.81

180

1.07

Itshould be pointedout thatin describing the occupancy ofthe most desirable work-

ing space in the bridge by diver 2 there is no implicationthatthe other men were shoved
out ofthis area. Rather tt.ereseemed to have been a general recognition,eitherimplicit

or explicit,concerning the specialrequirements of dive,'2 for this working space. The

way in which he acquired thisprerogative tothe mission experiment area was quiteclear
to the behavioralobservers. After the evening meal had been finished,he frequently

would leave the tablebefore the other men and go to work _nthe bridge. R is quitelikely

thatthls fairlyregular use ofthe space vms recognized as a "right"to thatspace by rite
other men.

The nextmost heavilyused m-ea of the capsule was section 5 inthe crew quarters

(Fig.AS). This area was used with almost the same overallfrequency as was section4

h"the bridge. Itis not s,,rprislugthatsection5 ofthe crow quarters was heavilyused,
u:l,ceitcontained the stove,counter, sink,freczer-refriRerator,and telephone for com-

munJcating wltbtopside. The multipurpose nature of thisurea could explainwhy the man

who used itmost frequentlydid not dominate thisarea n__ly to the extentdiver 2 domi-
nated the _nissionexperiment area inthe bridge.

Tl_edatafor the use ofthe crew quarters and of section5 inthe crew quarters are

shown in Table A4. Tl_e mean time spent inthe crew quarters as a whole both for the
man most frequentlyoccupying those quarters and for the other three men as well ,#as

appro:dmately double the time spent inthe bridge area. Furthermore the time spent in

section5 ofthe crew quarters was a far smMler proportion ofthe totaltime spent in the

crew quarters th:m was the time spent in section4 of the bridge as a proportion ofthe
totaltime spent inthe bridge. The extra time spent in section5 of the crew quarters by
diver I was spent largelyint_Lklngtotopside. Others inthe crew spent as much or more
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time in section5 eitherpreparing for or cleaning up aftermeals as did diver I. This

diver I aid not establishanything approaching territorialdominance eitherexplicitor
implicitover vectlonNo. 5. While diver 1 spent the greatest amount oftime in this

heavily traffickedarea, the additionaltime which he spent there was very nearly the
same during each of the eightweeks ofthe mission. That is,diver 1's time in section5

of the crew quarters did not increase, as did diver 2's time insection4 ofthe bridge.

Table A4

Average Daily Time inthe Crew Quarters and in Section5 of the Crew Quarters
(Food and Topside Telephone) for Diver Versus the Other Divers

Time in Crew Quarters Time in Section 5

Week (hr) (hr)

Diver 1 Others j Diver 1 Others

1
2

3

4
5

6
7

8

Total

Mean

7.36
8.25
7.82
9.57
8.43
8.18
8.21
8.46

464

8.29

7.64
7.39
6.45
7.53
7.70
6.86
7.04
6.67

1205

7.18

1.46
1.50
1._1
1.71
1.46
1.64
1.29
1.61

87

1.55

1.16
1.13
1.27
1.19
1.20
1.13
1.13
1.21

195

1.16

In tlrlsanalysis we have attempted to indicatethe complex interrelat_onshlpsbetween
fur_ctionalcharacteristicsof two areas of the capsule, particularrequireme,',s for the

use of these spaces, and trends over time in t_.eiruse. Similar analyses appliedto other
areas of the capsule will round out the pictureof lifeand work in TektiteI,

A2.2.6.6 Social Interaction

Previously we have examined where the men were and what they did in general
terms. This was followed by a detailed analysis of two of the most frequently used areas
o_"the capsule. In this section we will consider another important aspect of behavior in
Project Tektite I, social interaction.

The men did not act as iudtviduals in a vacuum. Life and work were importantly in-
fluenced by their fellow team members. While at times the men worked and spent time
alone, the majority of their time was spent _W.th all four of the men together or in one of
t!m :,m:_y possible subgroups. Eleven possible group combinations were possible among
the four men in the capsule: a tetrad (the group as a whole), four triads (any three men
together, one man by himself), and six dyads (any two men together !n one area; the other
two men could be together in another area or separate in two other areas). In consider-
ing the Tektite I team as potential subgroups, it is apparent that even though we are deal-
ing with a group of only four men, the total situation is highly complex.

An appreciation of the complexity inherent in the Tektite I team may be conveyed by
p.ot!ng th:tt in ,any group of four men there exists 65 possible individual and group influ-
ences to be considered to describe the behavior oI the men and the groups. We will not
list all such combinations but cite examples to clarify what we mean. First, there are
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tile personpl influences on behavior in which each of the four men is considered as an in-
dividual. Next in level of complexity are dyadic influences, the effects of man A oil B

and of man B on A for all six pairs. In the four possible triads, it is necessary to con-
sider the effects of individual A on pair BC and the effects of pair BC on individual A for
all possible combina'Aons. Finally, for the tetrad there exists the possibility of the in-
fluence of all fcl'r individuals on the four possible triads within the tetrad and their re-
ciprocals plus the influences of all possible dyads on the other possible dyads. Add to
this formidable array of within-group influences social interaction with persons outside
the group and th-_ situation appears to be one of bewildering complexity. The human so-
cial group may well be the most complex subject which science can aspire to analyze an_'
understand.

This explanation of the complexity of social interaction may clarify several impor-
tant aspects of the behavioral program. First, with regard to group composition, it
should now be clear that the insertion of one group member into a crew, say a less-
qualified or less-essential member for a more-qualified or a more-essential member,

means far more than the addition or substitution of one crew member. It means a ,-h'-nge
in each and all of the subgroups of which the new person is a member, and it change:, in-
fhences within those subgroups. This will be the case either if a member is subttl':ated

for another one in the group or if he is added to an already existing group.

Second, the above explauatlonmay help to clarifythe reliance on simple obje:tive

measures in the behavioral program. Itwould be impossible for _ singleobserwr, no
matter how expert,to take in the group situationon a global level,to simultanec_,slyper-

ceive,comprehend, compare and syntheslze the variety ofinteractionstakingpD.ce at
_ay one time, much less todo so over a long period of time. Thu:3,itwas nece'Jsaryto
im.Jemany observers, allof whom collectedsimilar data with a common frame ofrefer-

ence. Since these observers were of necessity relativelyunskilledin collectingand in-

terpretingbehavioral data,itwas necess;u'yto use the s_mple straightforwardobjective

measures. These systematically collected,quantitativemeasure:_ ofindividualand group
bchavlor then enable the researcher tounderstand the dynamics ofthe group by recon-

structingitin the analysis phase of the study. Itwas tLe centralthesisof the behavioral

program orientationof Project TektiteI thatthe understanding o:isuch group dynamics

arc best achieved by tllecollectingobjectivedata relatingto ongoSng behavior ofthe
group.

Third (a point of special relevance to this section of the re[.ort), not all subgroups
or interactions are of equal importance. A systematic analysis of the data, guided by
broad concepts regarding social interaction and understanding of the specific situation,
will direct the attention of tile investigator toward those relatively few relationships, out
of the ma_y possible relationships, which fit to_ether iv a meaningful fashion. One crab-
not study everything in an overwhelmingly complex situation. In the area of social inter-
action it is especially important to select carefully the behavior to be studlpd. R is also
necess,'u'y to select carefully the behavior to be analyzed. At the time of writing this ap-
pendix the process of analysis had just begun for social interaction data on Project Tek-
tite I. Therefore, this report will present only a few representative examples to illus-
trate the lav,'ful relationships governing social interaction. The next section will be

concerned mainly with dyadic interaction, examining the in':errelations of various aspects
of social interaction over time within the six dyads.

A2.2.6.7 Dyadic Interaction

The data iaTable A5 present illustrative informat:on on three aspects of dyadic in-
teraction on Project Tektite I: time spent diving together, time spent together in the
habitat, and the amount of time talking when men were together in the habitat as pairs.
For our l._urpo._cs a dyad is defined a.'; two men together in the same compartment of the
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Dyad
or

Pair

Table A5
Correspondence of Dyadic Activities from 6:15 a.m. to 11:45 _.m.

Diving
Together

Time
(rain) Rank

In Habitat

Together
Total

Together Together

Talking
Together

Relative to
Time in
Habitat

Together

Time Time Time
(rain) Rank (rain) Rank (mtn) Rank

A 8 5 66 5 74 6 15 6 2S 5
B 5 6 69 4 74 5 16 5 23 4
C 43 2 127 2 170 1 39 2 $1 3
D 53 1 110 $ 163 2 49 1 45 1
E 31 3 63 6 94 4 25 3 40 2
F 18 4 130 1 146 3 22 4 17 6

Av 26 -- 91 -- 117 -- i 28 -- 31 --
I

Per- Rank
cent

habitat or in the water with the other two men elsewhere.

formed simultaneously in different parts of the habitat, or
and one could be in the habitat, or one dyad could be in the
other two men each off by himself.

Thus, two dyads could be
one dyad could be in the water
water or the capsv_le with the

There v-as a close correspondence between diving together, talking together, and be-
ing together in the capsule as dyads. This is especially true of the amount of time spent
diving together and Talking. Table A5 presents the time spent in each of these categories
on an average mission day, The average amount of time spent talking together and diving
together for the total group over the entire mission are very nearly the same, 26 minutes
for diving and 28 minutes for talking. For each dyad the amount of time spent talking to-
gether sho_ a close correspondence to the amount of time spent diving. This relation-
ship is seen by comparing the rank numbers. Although the range of the div.tribution for
time spent talking is less than for time spent diving, the ordering of the dyads is in al-
most exact correspondence, as is illustrated in Fig. A6. The ratios of time di'dn_ to-
gether are greater than 10 to 1 for the highest compared to the lowest pair.

The correspondence between the amount of time spent together in the habitat (Table
A5) and the amount of time spent together diving _s dyads is much lower than it is be-
tween diving and talking. Even though members _r -. dyad could sp_ud considerable time
in each other's company in the habitat, if they d'.u not often dive tog :ther, they may have
had relatively little to talk about. This situation could _ccu _" in a - -uber of ways. If one
pair were diving together, the other would be left in *.he .,_blt _ _o_other and _ght be in
the same space. Similarly if one pair had work to do toget'_cr .., the habitat: they l.dght
go to one compartment, leaving the other pair together _. ano*'_:: - compartment. Hc;c_-
ever, the pair left together, almost by default as it we_ .,, _,,s in a less than opttmz, m so-
cial interaction situation. This appears to have h_PT_' _ in the case of dyad F. Note
that although this pair is below average on Qv_g time, they spent a greater a_.-.ou:_t of

time together in the habitat than any other pair. However, the amount of time they sper:
talking is nearly equal in absolute amount to the time they spent diving. Furthermore,
compared to other dyads on diving and talking, the two figures are in an equal relation-
ship, both rank_£g fourth among the s_ dyads. As a result, the percent of time this pair
spent conversing when they were together was the lowest of any dyad.

le_er_a-_ ------- ......

I
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minutes
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RANK OnDF.nlNG OF DY_,DS

Fig. A6 - Consistency of the crew dyads
in time diving together and talking together

The other major discrepancy between diving time and being together In the habitat is
seen in the case of dyad E. This pair was above average In diving time, but they were
the lowest in time together in the habitat. However, they ranked third in the amount of
talking. Note that they spent more absolute time talking than did pair F_ although they
spent less than half as much time together. For dypd E, then, it appears that social in-
teraction was vol.untary. They got together as much as was required by their work to-
gether in the ,water and permitted by their activities in the habitat.

Thus we see in the d_a in Table A5 a strikingly close correspondence between diving
time and conversation- a highly consistent relationship between work and social inter-
action. The apparent exceptions to the lawful relationship prove the rule. Two pairs,
whose amount of time spent together as a dyad in the capsule was discrepant from the
time they spent together In the water_ used their social interaction opportunities in the
capsule in a manner consistent with their work time L_ the water. In one case the amount
of talking was markedly suppressed, and tn the other It was enhanced.

Other data, not show_ in tnbular form here. document the formation and stability of
dyadic interactions over the course of the mission. During the first 2 weeks of the mis-
sion there was little correspondence between diving and talking. Men who dived together
most and least did not talk together most and least during this period. Furthermore, for
both diving and talking the rank order of dyads on both variables shows little relationship
to the rank order for the dyads for the total mission. That is, the men did not show clear
preferences In either diving or talking during the first 9 weeks of the mission. Intra-
group preferences were not clearly cstablinhed until the third week. From the third
week on, with minor ex-.eptions, the patterns of interaction characterizing the total mis-
sion held steady until the end of the mission.
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In this report the conception and execution of the behavioral program on Project
Tektite I has been presented along with illustrative examples of the results. We feel that
the present report gives the most detailed objective account of the behavior of a group in
a natural en_._Lronment to date. Yet in two w_ys this report is only a beginning. First,
extensive work remains to be done to complete the analysis of the present data. Second,
this approach must be extended and applied to more as wel! as different natural groups to
solidify and establish the psychological principles emerging from this work.

Further analyses of Project Tektite I data will extend and elaborate on the analyses
presented here. Some other types of data not reported here will be added to the analysis.
These other data include things such as times of arising and retiring, timos of sleep,
meal behavior, times of communications with topside, and data from the m_..od adjective
checklist. Also, an analysis of interactions in the total group and in triads along with a
great deal of additional work on dyads remains to be done. Much of the information in the
present report, and the additional data to be analyzed, has yet to be synthesized and ln-
tercorrelated. Correlations and factor analyses are being applied _o quantify the dynamic
relationships between different aspects of the same man's behavior from day to day. The
data obtained from Project Tektite I are capable of providing an account containing "clin-
ical richness" hitherto available only on a global and impressionistic level. The ndvan-
tags of the data from Project Tektite I is that the methods by which this rich account has
been achieved are objective and scientific. That is, the data s-d analyses on Project
Tektite I are independent of the unique ¢.xperiences of the observers and interpreters,

which is the opposite of the subject:re clinical approach, where observations and inter-
pretations are unique to the observer.

The second sense in which this report is only a beginning is in its report of the be-
havior of only a single group of four men. In response to this or even a more compre-
hensive report of the data on Pro: ._ct Tektite I a "so what" reaction is not unexpected.
So we have data on the behavior of one group of men for 60 days. In response to such a
reaction the authors would like to make two observations. First, this report presents
m_rc detailed behavioral data than has previously been available on any natural group.
Second, the present methods can be applied to other groups to realize their potenti._l. To
know how specific men _,nd groups spend their days, weeks, and months tngether, and to
know it in detail, is a necessary first step toward a general understanding of adjustments
to the environment in which their time is spent. The present methods, ff used repeatedly,
are capzble of providing increasingly precise and lawful explanations of individual and

group behavior. While it is important to collect information on other diving groups using
the present techniques, it is even more important to extend the methods employed here
to the measurement of behavior in other groups. An ideal opporhmity for such an exten-
sion is the space program's proposed orbital workshop crews. While the exact opportu-
nities and facilities are not available for studying space crews, the basic techniques can
be adapted to that situation. _ighly compa_'able data can be gathered on future undersea
and outer space missions. Some advantages of this Joint opportunity are the similarities
of the men, crews, duration of mi'_sions, and psychological characteristics of the envi-
ronments. Thus a number of v_iables affecting behavior are under natural control in
that they are relatively equal. A common conceptual and methodological approach to data
collection in the two environments will greatly accelerate the understanding of adjustment
to and performance in both environments. Further, it is not necessary to limit the em-
ployment of the present methods to exotic environments. Many features of the methods
developed on Project Tektite I can be used in the investigations of prosaic earthbcund

groups.

A topic of interest both to the present report and its extension to the future is the
impact of the methods of measurement on the behavior being measured. That is, how

i
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reactive on Tektite I behavior were the measurement techniques used and what problems
might be encountered in other environments ? This is a question of considerable magni-
tude and will not be dealt with in detail here. However, a few relevant comments a_-e
appropriate.

In Project Tektite I, problems of reactivity were minimlz_d in the collection methods
employed, and reactions to the data collection method_ were _accessfully controlled.
This opinion is substantiated by subjective impressions based on observations and on
objective data and comments from the aquanauts themselves.

The Tektite I crew appears to have adjusted quickly to being under constant survefl-
lance. There were overt reactions to behavioral Gbse_vation during the first few days in
the form of hand-lettered signs and comments. Such overt reactions rapidly decreased,
and throughout the bulk of the mission there were only occasional and universally good-
natured verbal references to the "shrinks." These reactions stand in contrast to some

pointedly negative reactions to actions that the crew regarded as unjust intrusions by op-
erating personnel. These impressions gained during the mission were substantiated by
postmission comments from the aquanauts themselves.

Objective indications of reactions to observation are provided by the number of times
the TV cameras and the microphones were manipulated. Television was turned off on six
different occasions, most of them relatively brief, less than 1 hour, to obtain privacy.
The microphones, on the other hand, were turned off 54 times. These manip_la:ions in-

volved only one microphone each, with one exception, and again most of the interruptions
were relatively brief. While in some cases there was a desire for privacy to discuss in-
timate personal topics, many of the manipulations of the microphones were directed to-
_trd operating personnel and net toward the behavioral program. Crew members wanted
to discuss in critical vein their reactions to topside events without being overheard by
the persons who were subject of the discussion. Thus the evidence indicates that micro-
phones are more intrusive than is TV, the probable reason being that conversations are
regarded as more private than is overt behavior.

Special efforts were taken to secure the cooperation of the Tektite I crew _td to
minimize their reactions to the behavioral observation program. Detailed explanations
of the types of data recorded and the reasons for it were given to the crew prior to the
mission. The men were all scientists and understood the importance of the behavioral
program. Furthermore, it is likely that the objective nature of behavioral data made its
collectionacceptableto the men.

Since only four men were in the TektiteI crew, itwas possible for the investigators

to get to know them and to establishconfidence and trust inthe behavioral program and
the way inwhich the data would be used. However, infutureprograms involvingmore

men inwhich operations might become more routine,investigatorsmay not be able to
establishsimilar levelsof confidence. Ifsuch isthe case, the fact remains that some

method of surveillanceisnecessary for the safety and the healthof the crew. R is

possible for behavioral observers to tap intosuch facilRies. R is not necessary, though,
to rely completely on f_cilltlesused for other purposes. There are a number of state_f-

tbe-artmethods ofincreasing the automation and decreasing the intrusiveness ofbehav-
loraldata collection.Only insight,imagination,and money are required to make such

methods operational.The possibilitiesinautomating data collectioncan be appreciated
by consideringthe sophisticationwhich has been achieved in sensing and transmitting

psychophyslologicalinformation. Surely,ifitis possible to sense and transmit minute

signalsemanating from neurologicalor fine muscular responses, itshould be a relatively

simple matter to sense and transmit signalsproduced by gross muscular or whole body
responses. Thus, for example, itshould be feasiblethrough the use of a variety ofauto-

mated sensors to obtainrecords oflocationand activitysimilar to those obtained by
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observations on Project Tektite L Such an application should be of special interest to
the space program. The potential for increased automation indicates the final sense in
which the behavioral program on Project Tektite I was only a first step in new directions.

A2.3 Sleep Patterns
Paul Naltoh, L2verne Johnson, and Mar/on Austin, Navy Medical
Neuropaydilatrlc Research Unit, San Diego, California

A2.3.1 Lntroduction

Loss of sleep and dishwbed sleep have been observed in many studies which involved
confinement of human subjects in hostile environments.* Althougk practical operational
significance of sleep loss and disturbed sleep in field co_litions is not clearly determined
with respect to human reliability _md efficiency, altered sleep patterns have resulted in
performance decrement and undesirable psychological changes during the waking period
under laboratory conditior, R.t

The primary purpose of the sleep research in Tektite I was to evaluate the quantity
and quality of sleep of the aquanante. Ot particular interest was the possible effect of
hyperbaric conditions on sleep and the relation of sleep patterns to waking activities.

A2.3.2 Procedure and Instrumentation

The sleep log of Hartman and Cantrell$ was modified for use In this study. From
the sleep log, which was scheduled to be distributed each day to alI four aq'_ututs, the
following infornmtion was obtained: duration of daytime nap, time of retiring and aris-
ing, trouble in going to sleep (on a fol_r-point scale), how rtsted on awakening (on a

*W. R. Adey, R. T. Kado, and D. O. Walter, "Computer .A.nalysis of EEG Data From

Gemini Flight GT-7," Aerospace Med. 38, 345-359 (1967); E. K. E. Gunderson, "Adap,
ration to Extreme Environments: Prediction of Performance." Navy Medical Neuropsy-
chiatric Research Unit Report 66-17, 19_6; R, W. Hamilton, J. B. Maclrmis, A,D. Noble,
and H, R. Schreiner, "Saturation Diving at 650 Feet," Ocean Systems, Inc.. Tech. Memo,
B-41 I, Mar. 1966; L. C. 3ohnson and Iv[. T. Long, "Neurological, EEG, and Psychophysi-
ological Findings Before and After Sealab II," Navy Medical Neuropeychiatrlc Research
Unit Report 66-19, 1966_ H. E. Lewis and J. P. Masterson, "Sleep and Wakefulness in
the Arctic," Lancet I., 1262-1266 (1957); G. C. Luce and 5. Segal, "Sleep," New York,
Coward-McCann, 1966_ P. Naitoh, "Sleep Loss and Its Effects on Performance; Com-

mentary and Bibliography," Navy Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit Report 68-5,
1969; P. Naltoh, R. Townsend, and M. Greenwood, "Sleep Requirements of Man-ln-the-

Sea," Navy Medical Neuropsycbiatric Research Unit Report 68-22, 1969; 3. T. Shurley,
I_. Natani, and C. M. Pierce, "Sleep Stage Patterns at South Pole," paper presented at
APSS meeting, Boston, 1969; R. L. Maulsby, "Electroencephalogram During Orbital
Flight," Aerospace Meal. 37, I022-I026 (1966); H. L. Williams, "Sleep Starvation and
You," Army Information Digest. pp. 11-18, 5une 1964; E. S. Williams, "Sleep and Wake-

_ulness at High Altitudes," British Med. 3. I, 197-198 (1959).
TN. Kleitman. "Sleep and Wakefulness," revised edition, University of Chicago Press,

1963: E. J. Murray, "Sleep, Dreams an(] Arousal," New York. AI:pleton-Century-Crofts,
1965; P. Naitoh, "Sleep Los_ and Its Effects ._n Performance; Commentary and Bibliog-
raphy," Navy Medical Neu:L, psychiat-.'ir. Research Unit Report 68-5, 1969_ R. P. Tucker,
"A Review of the Effects cA Sleep Deprivation," Univ. Michigan Med. Center J. 34, 161-
164 (1968); R. T, Wilkinson. "Sleep Deprivation." pp. 399-430 in "The Physiology of

Hun_an Survival," O. G. Edholm and A. L. Bacharach, editors, New Yo_k, Academic
Press, 1965; H. L. Williams, A. Lubin, and 3. Goodnow, "Impaired Performance With

Acute Sleep Loss," Psychol. Monogr. 7_3, No. 14 (whole No. 484) (1959).
_B. O. Hartman and G. K. Cantrell, "Sustained Pilot Performance Requires More Than

Skill," Aerospace Med. 38, 801-803 (1962); "MOL: Crew Performance on Demanding
Work/Rest Schedule Co_pounded by Sleep Deprivation," USAF School of Aerospace
Medicine Report SAM-TR-67-99, Nov. 1967.
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four-point scale), today's mood (on a three-pelnt scale), number of awakenings during
the previous night, and need for more sleep (yes or no).

An electrophysiologtcal recording syatezv was assembled.* This uniquely stable and
yet sensitive data acquisition system recorded two channels of EEG (left and right cen-
tral deriwttions referenced to right and left mastoids), two channels of EOG (for moni-
toring eye-movements --left and right lateral casthi of eyes referenced to the right and
left mastoids) and one channel for an electrocardiogram (EKG) (a sternal derivation).

The sleep data acquisition system consisted of two subsystems: one system was
in the Tektite habitat, and the other was in the control van secured on the support barge.
A harness electrode array with a quick-discennect terminal was developed to lessen
problems associated with attaching electrodes. The signals were amplified in the Tektite
I habitat with Tektronix differential amplifiers, Type 2A61. The amplified single-ended
biological signals were transmitted out of the habitat through a 1000-foot communication
umbilical to the van. The Tektronix differential amplifiers were kept continuously on for
60 consecutive days and nights. In the control van two Beckman Type R dynographs (with
six channels of Type 9806A dc/ac couplers and dual amplifiers Type 482M8 for each of
Beckman recorders)' received the transmitted biological signals and reconditioned and
routed them to two folded vertical chart drives for ink recording on paper and to two
Hewlett-Packard seven-channel FM instrumentation magnetic tape recorders, Model
3917B.

To synchronize paper and magnetic tape recordings and also to make computer re-
trieval of sleep data possible an IRIG compatible time code was generated by an Astro-
data Model 5400 and recorded on both tape and paper. A Wavetek function generator,
Model 11013, was left on in the Tektite I habitat and plugged into the amplifiers continu-
ously, except the time when the aquanauts were using the amplifiers. A Wavetek function
generator was set to feed calibrated 100-#V sinusoidal waves at I0 Hz into the data

acquisition system, thus pro_.ding checks on electronic characteristics of the recording
sy.-tem. The shorted channel was added to the data acquisition system, so that any
noises caused by ac power fluctuation and magnetic tape wow and flutter can be removed
from the EEG recordings.

All-night recordings on two aquanauts, Edward Clifton and John Van Derwalker,
were ob -t_Ined as follows: every night for the first 10 days of underwater habitation
(February 15 to February 24), every night for the last 8 days of under_'ater habitation
(April 6 to April 13), and every Sunday and Thursday during the remaining period of un-
derwater habitation. All-night recording was arbitrarily cut off at 7 a.m. The two
aquanauts applied the electrodes to each other before retiring.

Two nights of sleep recording were obtained before and after Tektite L The facili-

ties _f the sleep laboratory at the Navy Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit, San
Diego, California, were used to obtain pre- and pest-Tektite I sleep records.

A2.3.3 Results

A2.3.3.1 Sleep Log

The 60-day dive was divided into four 2-week periods: February 15-28, March 1-14,
NL_rch 15-28, and March 29-April 15. The sleep log was not completed each ,-lay; the
number of logs completed decreased for all aquanauts during the second half of ,'he dive.

*The assistance of Dr. Ralph Rltchle in deml|nln a this recordinff system is grat,;fully
acknowledged.
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Table A6
Selected Data from the Sleep Log

Subject

Clifton

Manken

Van Derwalker

Waller

2-Week
Period*

Feb. 15-28
Mar. 1-14
Mar. 15-28
Mar. 29-Apr. 15

Feb. 15-28
Mar. 1-14
Mar. 15-28
Mar. 29-Apr. 15

Feb. 15-28
Max. 1-14
Mar. 15-28
Mar. 29-Apr. 15

Feb. 15-28
Mar. 1-14
Mar. 15-28
M_r. 29-Apr. 15

Trouble

in Gotn_,
toSteep?

3.46
3.00
3.14
3.33

3.50
3.46
3.86
3.33

3.90
3.18
3.00
3.00

2.17
3.64
3.00
3.00

Re,_ed?t

2.91
2.83
3.00
3.00

3.13
3.09
3.29
3.67

3.00
3.55
3.20
2.75

2.67
3.18
3.00
3.00

Need
More

Sieep?
Percent
"Yes"

100
100
I00
100

63
91
43

100

50
13
0

75

IO0
82

100
IO0

Mood:t

2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.3
2.0
2.0
2.0

2.3
2.0
2.0
2.0

m,

Number
of

Sleep
Cards
Used

11
12

7
6

8
11
7
3

10
11

5
4

2.8 6
2.7 11
3.0 2
3.0 1

*4 {none); 3 (slight); 2 {moderate); {considerable).
_4 (well rested}; 3 (moderately rested}; 2 (slightly rested}; I (not at all).
_3 (good); 2 (average}; I (poor}.

I

TableA6 shows the subjectiveevaluationofsleepas reflectedfrom thesleeplogs.The
fouraquanautsreportedsRtlsfactorysleepdurln_themission,experiencingno severe
difficultyingoingtosleepand wakingup moderatelyrested.One oftheaquar_mtscon-
ststentlyreportedhe couldhaveusedmore sleep,buthe gavesimilarreportson pre-
and pOst=TektlteIsleepnights.The first2 weeks was theperiodinwhichone aquanaut
reportedmore troublegoingtosleepand allreportedfeelinglessrestedrelativetothe
remainder ofthedixe. The factthatthiswas theperiodwhen watchschedulesledtoin-
terruptedsleepwas probablya factor.

Table A7 presents a summary of data for "time of retiring" and "time of arising."
These dater were collected by the behavioral observation team.* To evaluate the degree
of agreement between the sleep logs and the data obtained by the behavioral observation
team, product-moment correlation coefficients were computed between times of retiring
and arising as recorded by the behavioral tc_,m and times of retiring and arising as
shown on the sleep logs for each of four aquanauts. Correlation coefficients ranged from
0.994 to 0.997. A separate statistical test (t test) indicated no significant differences
between the sleep Io_s and the report by the behavioral team with respect to times of
retiring and arising. These findings suggest that the sleep log, when completed_ was
adequate for recording time of returning and arising and in estimating hours of sleep.

*We appreciated the excellent cooperation of Dr. Roland Radloff and his staff during the
dive and for providing these data.
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TableA?
Summaryof Timeof RetiringandArisingandTotalSleepTime

asObtainedbythe BehavioralObservation Team

Period

Mean Time

of Retiring

Time Std
of Dev

Night (hr)

Mean Time
of Arising

Time
of Std

Dev
Morn- (hr)
ing

Total Sleep Number of
Sleep Cards

Nap

Dura- .Std Time
tion Dev Otr) Retir- Aria- Total
(hr) (hr) ing ing Sleep

Richard Waller

I
_ Feb _ 15-28 11:05 1.757 6:57 1.903 7.426 1.326 -- 10 [ 8 14
Mar. 1-14 11:06 0.950 7:49 0.469 8.735 1.012 -- 14 ' 13 14
Mar. 15-28 11:56 1.307 8:14 0.762 8.076 1.222 -- 13 11 13
Mar. 29-Apr. 15 12:08 1.606 9:00 1.244 8.576 1.555 -- 14 14 14
Eight weeks .... 8.205 1.363 %1 -- -- 55

Edward Clifton

Feb. 15-28 !11:25 1.447 6:50 1.738 j 7.161 1.473 -- 11 11 14
Mar. 1-14 110:46 0.895 ?:15 1.063 8.365 0.966 -. 13 13 14
Mar. 15-28 11:40 0.731 7:53 1.014 8.256 0.919 -- 14 14 14
Mar. 29-Apr. 15 12:10 1.170 8:01 1.108 7.877 1.259 -- 15 15 15
Eight weeks .... 7.914 1.239 0 -- -- 57

b,,

Conrad Mahnken

Feb. 15-28 11:19 1.740 7:14 1.701 8.015 1.640 -- I 10 9 14
Mar. 1-14 10:16 1.122 ?:17 1.111 9.005 1.294 -- 13 13 13
Mar. 15-28 11:09 1.125 7:52 1.385 8.655 1.236 -- 13 12 13
Mar. 29-Apr. 15 12:01 1.341 8:43 0.890 8.741 1.146 -- 15 14 15

Eight weeks ] .... 8.598 1.354 4.6 -- -- 55

John Van Derwalker

Feb. 15-28 10:40 1.809 6:01 1.745 7.369 1.684 -- II 11 14
Mar. 1-14 10:18 1.175 7:09 0.867 8.?13 1.179 -- 14 12 14
Mar. 15-28 10:45 1.105 7:38 1.263 8.346 0.686 -- 12 8 12
Mar. 29-Apr. 15 11:46 1.106 8:06 1.008 8.288 1.145 -- 15 14 15
Etght weeks .... 8.175 1.306 2.3 -- -- 55

Table A? shows that the aquanauts averaged roughly 8 hours of sleep. Total sleep
time during the first 2-week period was sl_rter than that during theremaining weeks.
One of the aquanauts, Edward Clifton, on whom sleep records were collected pre- and
postsaturation dive, sle_ longer hours during the dive.

The aquanauts went to bed progressively at a later hour. Analysis of data in Table
A? showed that the average retiring and arising times for the first 2-week period were
11:07 p.m. and 6:45 a.m. with a mean total sleep time of 7.5 hours. During the last 2
weeks the average retiring and arising times were 12:02 a.m. and 8:27 a.m., with mean
total sleep time of 8.4 hours. The nap time varied for each aquanaut, with a high of ?.1
hours and a low of 0 hours over the 60-<lay period.
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A2.3.$.2 Electrophysiological Patterns of Sleep

A2.3.3.2.1 Hand Scoring of Sleep Stages

The EEG sleep records of aquanauts Edward Clifton and John Van Derwalker were
scored according to the sleep scoring manual of Rechtschnffen and Kales.* Twenty-two
nights of scorable records were obtained from John Van Derwalkert and 32 nights of
sleep records were obtained from Edward Clifton. Table A8 shows the summary of
some of the critical sleep parameters, together with normative sleep data obtained by
Webb and Agnew._

The data shown in Table A8 indicate no dramatic changes in the proportion of time
spent in the various sleep stages during hyperbaric nitrogen saturation, except perhaps
_at the aquanauts spent more time in slow-wave sleep (the sum of sleep stages 3 and 4).

A2.3.3.2.2 Analog Computer Analysis of Sleep EEG Data

In visual scoring of sleep stages, all 2-Hz or slower brain waves which exceed 75 #V
are bandied identically, regardless of actual amplitudes. Visual inspection of sleep rec-
ords during the dive suggested that the delta waves during slow-wave sleep were very
high in amplitude, indicating some possible alteration of "intensity" of slow-wave sleep.
To obtain absolute intensity of the delta EEG activity during sleep, an analog computer
(Systron-Donner 10/20) was programmed to compute the envelope of squared voltage of
bandpassed brain waves of I t¢__ Hz with an electronic filter.; Details of the analog
computer analysis and the results will be made available in a separate report. The
rhythmicity of the REM-non-RE_ cycles wfl! also be obta_-_edfrom this analysis.

A2.3.3.2.3 Digital Computer Analysis

Under an Office of Naval Research contract, S. Viglione of Astropower Laboratories,
McD_nnell-Dooglas, will apply his pattern recog_titi_n technique to the tape=recorded
sleep data to obtain automatic EEG staging of sleep. _ The details of methods and results
will also be made available in a separate report.

A2.3.3.2.4 Analysis of EKG Data

The EKG data obtained during Tektite I habitation writ be ar_tyzed by generating fre-
quency histograms of .heart rate (sleep stage 2 only) with a Computer of Average Tran-
sients (CAT 400C) plus additional hard-wired instrumentation. The details of method and
results will be made available in a separate report.

'_A. Rechtschaffen and A. Kales, editors, "A Manual of Standardized Terminology, Tech-
niques and Scoring System for Sleep Stages of Human Subjects,"U.S, Government Print-

_ing Office, Washington, D.C., 1968 (NIH Publication Z04).
W. Webb and H. W, Agnew, Jr., "Measurement and Characteristics of Nocturnal Sleep,"
pp. F.-Z7, i_ L. E. Abt and B. F. Riess, editors, "Progress in Clinical Psychology," Vol.
8, New York, Grune and Stratton, 1968.

_D. F. C=,ldwell, "Differential Levels of Stage IV Sleep _" a Group of Clinically Similar
Chronic Schizophrenic Patients,'* paper presented at the ?._rd meeting of the Society of

Biological Psychiatry, Washir, gton, D.C., Jun_. 16, 1968.D. B. Drane, W. B. Martin, _md S. S. Vigliov,, "The Application of Pattern Recognition

Techniques to the Scoring of EEG Sleep Patterns," paper presented at ._SS meeting,
Boston. 1969.
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Table A8 I
Comparisonof Sleep Stages of John Van Derwalker and of Edward C|if_n
with a Base,-Line Sample of 12 Adult Males, 30-39 Years Old, Obtained by
Webb and Agnew

Time Period Sleep Wake 1 REM
Time

• J ,

Stage.Stage Stage Time to Num-
2 $ 4 First berof

Sleep REM Nights

Predive
Feb. 15-19
Feb. 20-24
Mar. 23, 27, 31
Apr. 8-9
Apr. 10-13
Postdive

420 1
390* 1
399* 2
373* 2
474* 0
368* 1
394 2

• . J,

Predive 384 10
Feb. 15-19 366* 1
Feb. 20-24 360* 2
Feb. 27; Mar.
6, 9, 13,16 437* 1
Mar. 20,23,27,
31; Apr. $ 426* 1
Apr. 6-9 390* 1
Apt. 10-13 3?6* 1
Postdive 351 0

John VanDerwalker

98 7 25 52 4 9 82 2
99 4 26 48 10 11 52 5
98 4 27 44 10 12 57 5
97 4 24 46 10 13 126 $
99 2 25 53 12 8 119 2
98 5 28 45 10 10 73 3
98 $ I 32 44 7 12 46 2

I

98

Base-Line Sample

Edward Clifton

89 5 21 45 7 10
98 4 22 43 13 17
96 5 19 4S 12 15

97 3 22 54 7 12

97 5 20 50 10 15
98 4 24 4? 12 11
99 3 19 56 7 14
98 6 21 43 9 19

100

129
106
139

82

101
73
93

.*From retiring to 7:00 a.m.

A2.3.3.2.5 Relation to Waking Behavior

To enable a correlational study between sleep quality and efficiency in waking activi-
ties, a quantitative index of "goodness" of sleep was developed. The details of this analy-
sis will be made available to the behavioral team after it is completed.*

A2.3.4 Discussion

Preliminary analyses of sleep data from both the sleep logs and electrophysiolog_cal
recordings indic;tied that the aquanauts experienced no severe sleep loss or disruption
of sleep cycles during Tektite I. Instead of obtaining less sleep the aquanauts appeared

*EEG sleep recordings were made on Richard Waller during the first 10 days and last 8

days of the clive by a NASA research team headed by Milton DeLucchi. These data will
be reported in a separate paper.
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to have slept longer and deeper. Even though their sleep _s longer, they generally de-
sired more sleep, suggesting that more than their usual amount of sleep was required.
The reasons for this increased sleep need are not clear; it could have been caused by the
vigorous excursion divest* by the effect of hyperbaric nltrcgen saturation, or as a result
of the absence of rigid time schedules for retiring and aristngT and probably by other un-
determined factors.

Time of retiring shifted progressively toward a later hour with a consequent shift in
time of arising. The aquanauts were aware of the altered _ne of retiring and arising,
and they attempted to go to bed earlier so that they could _ke up earlier and use the
early morning hours for excursion dives. Yet they persisted in retiring later despite
their manifest wish to do otherwise. Similar shift in timel_ of retiring and arising was

reported by Wcbb and his associates under a condition of eensory isolation (personal
communication).

The two aquanauts who were electrophyaiologically monitored for sleep gave EEG
evidence of longer and deeper sleep. Since electrophysioi:ogical sleep recordings were
cut off roughly at 7:00 a.m., and the aquanauts continued to sleep on occasions 1 hour or
more, we do not have recordings of complete sleep. Usu',tlly this morning sleep consists
of sleep stages REM s 2, or 1. Thus, our computed values of proportions for each sleep
sta_e (Table AS) would tend to underestimate proportions of REM, 9 and 1 and to over-
estimate somewhat the proportion of slow-wave sleep. For this reason, and because of
the limited number of recordings, we must regard our ._nding of increased slow-wave
sleep in these two aquanauts as tentative.

The finding that the aquanauts slept longer and t'_sired more sleep during Tektite I
poses some logistical problem in planning future urderwater habitation. First, there is
increasing evidence indicating that excessive slee_ may be detrimental to waking per-
formance. Subjects generally tend to feel gro_ wh£._ sleeping in excess of their usual
amounts.$ Thus excessive sleep rather than sleep loss may be a major problem. Sec-

ond, with the increased time asleep, work efficiency will have to Increase to compensate
for the shorter work hours. Third, research should be undertaken to determine whether

the hours of sleep are crucial and, if so_ whether the sleep could be shortened by imposi-
tion of a more rigid schedule of retiring or arising or whether the efficiency of sleep can
be increased. How and if the _ttter can be achieved is a question for study on its own.

The absence of sleep difficulties contrasted with the majority of reports on sleep
under hostile environments, which have reported sleep loss and disturbed sleep. Tektite
I was the first long-term confinement experiment under hostile environment in which the
subjects showed no significant sleep problems. Reasons for the absence of sleep difficul-
ties could be many. The fact that the aquanauts maintained an ad lib type of work/rest

schedule, the fact that the habitat design excluded excessive noise in the crew quarters,
and the motivation and emotional stab'.ltty of the aquanauts were probably important
factors.

*F. Baekeland and R. Lasky, "Exercise and Sleep Patterns in College Athletes,"Percept.
Motor Skills Z._3,I_03-1207 (1966); G. A. Leinert and E. Othmer, "Objective Correlates
of the Refreshing Effects of Sleep," Prog. Brain Res. 188, 170-174 (1956); _. A. Hobson,

_"S1eep After Exercise," Science 162, 1503-1505 (196_).
E. A. Aluisi, W. D. Chiles, and R-_P. Smith, "Human Performance in Military Systems:
Some Situational Factors Influencing Individual Performance," Performance Research
Laboratory, Department of Psychology, University of Louisville, Louisville, _':entucky,

_Aug. 1964.
G. G. Globus, "Sleep Duration and Feeling State," in E. Hartman, editor, "Interuational
Psychiatric Clinics," Boston, Little Brown; _. M. Taub and R. _. Berger, "Extended
Sleep and Performance: the Rip Van Winkle Effect," Psychonomic Science 166, _O4-_05
(1_69).



Theabsenceofsleepdifficultiesencouragesustotakeacloserlookat thesubjec-
tively reporteddifficultiesin sleepencounteredin deeperoceanfloorexcursionunder
helium-oxygensaturation dives.* The findings from Tektite I suggest that sleep disturb-
ances and sleep loss under helium-c0_ygen saturation dives may not be caused by living
under water per se. Tektite I sleep data suggest that man can adapt to nitrogen satura-
tion and live on the ocean floor for productive work.

A2.3.5 Summary

Sleep logs and electrophysiologlcal recordings were used to evaluate the sleep pat-
terns of the aquanauts in Tektite I. Sleep logs were completed by all four aquanauts; all-
night EEG recordings were obtained from two aquanauts. Comparison with the data made
available by the behavioral observation team indicated that the sleep log was accurate in
reporting times of retiring and arising and in estimating the hours of sleep. Analyses of
sleep log and electrophysiological data indicated that the aquanauts did not have major
sleep difficulties. They slept for longer hours (8 plus hours) and stayed in deeper sleep
(slow-wave sleep) for a longer time during the dive period. The absence of sleep diffi-
culties and increased need for sleep have implications in terms of future dives under
nitrogen or helium saturation.

A2.4 Automatic EEG Acquisition and Data Analysis System
M. R. DeLucchi, National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas, and J. D. Frost, Jr.,
and P. Kellaway, Baylor College of Medicine and the Methodist
Hospital, Houston, Texas

A2.4.1 General Description

A2.4.1.1 Introduction

In the last 3 years a number of component assemblies have been developed, under
NASA contracts, which are retated to acquisition and analysis of EEG data. Specific in-
terest in the EEG focuses upon its critical role in the evaluation of neurophysiological
alterations associated with sleep/wake states. Examination of the biomedical results of
the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo series indicates that sleep and sleep/work cycles are
significant factors in manned spaceflight. It may be anticipated that increase in flight
duration and lunar surface exploration will perpetuate the importance of the phenomenon
of sleep and may well accentuate its role in successful mission accomplishmen¢.

Tektite I provided an opportunity to operationally test a prototype system specifically
directed toward the task of monitoring and evaluating sleep during manned spaceflight.
Because of potential future development as flight-qualified items, it was required that
the prototype components be significantly reduced in size from those conventionally uti-
lized in the clinical laboratory. It was decid__d to attempt to record, and analyze on-line,
the steep patterns of one member of the Tektite I crew during the initial 10 days and
again during the final 10 days of the 60-day mission.

Three basic subassemblies were to be evaluated: an EEG-EOG-EMG electrode cap,
preamplifiet_'7,tnd tape-recorder systems, and an automatic EEG sleep analyzer. The

'_P,. J. Hock, G. F. Bond, and W. F. _azzone, "Physiological Evaluation of Sealab II: Ef-

fects of Two Weeks Exposure to an Undersea 7-Atmosphere He)lure-Oxygen Environ°

merit," Deep Submergence Systems Project, U.S. Navy, Dec. 19t_',; R. Radloff and R.

Heimr_:ich, "Group Under Stress: Psychological Research in Sealab II, _' New York,

Appleton-Century-Croft s, 19_8.
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answers to a number of specific and practical questions were sought with respect to each
subassembly, but with particular regard to the way in which the components performed
as part of the complete system.

A2.4.1.2 Electrode Cap

The electrode cap assembly was designed to permit detection of EEG, EOG, and
EMG activtty from the head of the subject. Recording of such electrical activity in pro-
longed extralabor_tory situations, especiall 7 when the observer cannot have direct physi-
cal contact with the subject, requires several modifications of the usual methodology.
The electrodes must be easily applied by the subject himself and with little loss of time.
They should be accurately but automatically positioned to ensure reliability of data. The
electrodes must be durable and not easily dislodged by pulling, motion, or scraping.
They should not be susceptible to movement artifact. Damage, irritation, or maceration
of the skin cannot be tolerated because of the risk of infection. Finally, the array must
be comfortable, even while the subject is sleeping or attempting to fall asleep. Evalua-
tion of the electrode cap with respect to these requirements during the Tektite I project
will provide useful insight into the proper directions for further development.

A2.4.1.3 Preamplifier and Tape-Recorder Assemblies

The Gemini series EEG preamplifiers had been extensively tested In laboratory

situations and were known to perform well even with the relative!y high interelectrode
impedances presented by the electrode cap. The susceptibility to extraneous electrical
interference was not so well known, however, and the conditions of the Tektite I experi-
ment, where recording was to be carried out in the subject's unshielded bunk in close
proximity to other equipment, would provide a good test of this aspect.

A new series of EEG preamplifiers, developed for the Apollo program, were also
included in the system to allow comparison and evaluation of improvements in noise re-
jection as well as any adverse effects of the environmental situation (increased atmos-
pheric pressure) upon the electrical characteristics.

The reliability of the long-term magnetic-tape-recording system developed during
the Gemini program would aJso be evaluated, as would the quality of the recorded data.

A2.4.1.4 Automatic Sleep Analyzer

The automatic sleep analyzer has been developed to permit continuous, automatic,
on-line evaluation of a subject's state of consciousness. Its use during Project Tektite I
wilt permit an evaluation of its reliability under circumstances when the sleep periods
might be expected to be altered because of unusual stresses and working conditions. The
influence of unsuspected artifacts or environments/conditions will also be of importance
in further development of the system.

A2.4.2 Equipment

A2.4.2.1 Electrode Cap

The electrode cap developed by W. R. Adey* and tested by P. Kellawayt was used
with only minor modifications during the initial 10-day recording period. Further
changes which became necessary in the electrode system will be detailed in section
A2.4.3.

_'W. R. A_dey, "Development of an Electrode-Amplifier-Harness System for Physiological
_Data Acquisition," final report, NASA contract NAS 9-7_82.

P. Kellaway, Development of an Electr°de'Amplifier'Harness System for Physiological
Data Acquisition°" NASA contract NAS 9-7237.
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As illustrated in Figs. A7 and A8 the electrode cap contained six conventional EEG
electrodes (FI, F2, Cs, C4, Of, O2), two EOG electrodes (left outer canthus and central
forehead), and two neck EMG electrodes, in addition to a ground located near the vertex.
Also visible in Fig. A7 are foam-rubber pads, which were added in the posterior region
of the head to increase comfort.

The scalp side of the electrode-cap assembly is demonstrated in Fig. Ag, and the
silicone-rubber sponge contacts are visible. These foam-rubber contacts were presatu-
rated with an electrolyte gel, and, as indicated in Fig. A10, were easily replaced by the
subject. An exploded view of one of the cap electrodes is shown in Fig. All beside an
assemb_.ed electrode. An Ag/AgCI pellet is contained in the clear plastic plug, which
also supports the amplifier lead c_le. This component fits into the silicone-rubber
housing molded into the fabric of the cap. The housing also accepts the foam-rubber
sponge as illustrated in Fig. A10. The complete electrode assembly is approximately
3 cm long. The material of the cap itself is elastic (Lycra), and thus a constant light
pressure is exerted on the electrodes, maintaining contact between the foam-rubber
sponges and the scalp.

Fig. A7 - Electrode cap worn by aquanaut
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Fig. A9 - Scalp view of electrode cap
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Fig. AIO .- Two electrodes on the cap: one is shown

with the sponge contact removed

Fig. AI I - Exploded view (left) and assembled view (right) of

a single electrode. The clear plastic plug (upper left) con-

tained an Ag/AgCI pellet, and the foam rubber contact (lower

left) was presaturated with an electrolytic gel before each

sleep period.
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To prepare the assembly for use before each sleep period, the subject removes and
discards the old sponge contact (Fig. A10), injects 1 ml of electrolyte gel into the housing,
and reinserts a new, presaturated sponge. This procedure requires approximately 10
minutes for the electrode montage (Fig. AS). The cap is then positioned on the bead and
secured with a padded chin strap.

An isotonic electxolyte gel is used in order to minimize the possibility of skin irrita-
tion and infection. This gel also reduces the contact potential between body fluids and
electrolyte and thus diminish_s the magnitude of electrical artifacts associated with
movements of the head. Interelectrode resistance is usually around 100,000 ohms when
the cap is first donned, hut this drops to around 30,000 ohms within a few minutes. How-
ever, even after 8 to 12 hours of continuous wear, the resistance is usually still 9.0,000
ohms, _ndicating preservation of the usual skin resistance.

A2.4.9..9. Automatic SLeep Analyzer

The automatic sleep analyzer was initially developed under NASA grant NGR-44-
003-09.5, and a detailed description of the principles of oper_tion is contained in the final
report submitted to NASA.* Further development is underwayf to adapt this system for
on-board EEG analysis and evaluation of sleep/waking cycles during manned spaceflight.

The general approach has been to determine the minimum amount of EEG and EOG
information actually needed to make a proper decision and to determine the most direct
way in which this information can be automatically extracted from the total EEG. The
system tested in this operational situation is a laboratory prototype which uses conven-
tional transistorized circuitry, occupies about 1-1/2 cubic feet of space, and provides an
output in terms of the standardized clinical stages of sleep (awake, stages 1 through 4,
and ITEM). The system is essentially an amplitude-weighted, domtnant-_requency meter
for the EEG bandwidth (0.7 to 14 Hz), with the output restricted to six distinct voltage
levels. Since the device considers essentially the same criteria as those used in visual
scoring (a combination of dominant frequency and amplitude), the results are in very
close agreement with those of expert visual interpretation. An example of the output is
provided in Fig. A12, which shows the sleep pattern for the aquanaut during project night
50.

A2.4.2.3 General 8theme of the Operational Situation

The physical locations and interconnections of the data acquisition, recording, and
analysts equipment are indicated in Fig. A13. Within the Tektite I undersea habitat, the
EEG, EOG, and EMG activity was detected with the electrodes of the cap assembly, and
the signals were led to preamplifiers. Seven channels (five EEG, one EMG, and one
EOG ch_._nel) were amplified by the Gemini series NASA preamplifiers (Beckman) and
recorded on a miniature magnetic-tape recorder (Cook/NASA) located near the subject's
bunk. Four channels (three EEG and one EOG channel) were alao led from the cap to
Apollo series preamplifiers (Spacelabs) and transmitted to the surface monitoring van.
Within the monftoring van the data were displayed at selected paper speeds on a four-
channel Brush graphic recorder and simultaneously recorded on a conventional magnetic-
tape recorder (Ampex SP300) at 1-7/8 inches per second (this served as a backup system
to the recorder in the undersea habitat). One EEG channel and one EOG cham_el entered
_.he automatic sleep analyzer, and the results of the electronic analysis were displayed
on the two-channel graphic recorder (Brush) as illustrated in Fig. ALP..

'_P. Kellaway, "An E!ectronic EEG Sleep Analyzer," NASA Grant NGR-44-003-025.

_J. D. Frost, 3r., "Development of a Prototype Onboard :.EG Analysis System, _: NASA

contract NA3 9-9418.
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Fig. AS2 - Output of the automatic sleep analyzer (night 50)
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Fig. A13 - Automatic EEG acquisition and
data*analysis equipment used during the
Tektite I project

The performance of the automatic analyzer was constantly evaluated throughout the
sleep period by a human electroencephalographer who observed the EEG and EOG on the
four-channel graphic recorder and noted any areas of disagreement or any type of arU-
factual activity wluch might influence the results.

A2.4.3 Results

A2.4.3.1 General

In general all components of the system performed well, and no problems were en-
countered which could be attributed to specific environmental conditions. In spite of the
fact that recording was carried out in an unshielded bunk in close proximity to other
electrical apparatus, electrical interkrence was never serious. Data were lost through
equipment failure during only one recording period, recording night 51, when both the
habitat recorder and surface equipment detected only random-appearing electrical noise.
Although the reason could not be established with certainty, a transient fault in the pre-
amplifier power supply is suspected. Approximately 1-1/2 hours of recording were lost
during the initial portion of night 58, when the subject retired for the night (unobserved
by surface monitors) and neglected to turn on his power switch. This was corrected later
by another crew member when the situation was recognized. As will be discussed, no
recording was attempted on days $ and 7.

The quality of the recordings is illustrated in Fig. A14, which recordings were made

by playing the tape-recorded data from the habitat recorder back through a conventional

..... : • -- :-.L- - ............................
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Grass EEG machine. The s_nple at the upper left in Fig. A14 shows the EEG pattern
with the subject awake, reading in bed. The EOG channel demonstrates the typical
acanning-type eye movements associated with reading. Occipital alpha activity is present
intermittently in this eyes-open recording. The sample at left center show_ a high-
amplitude burst of alpha waYes which occurs when the subject closes his eyes, and the
sample at the lower left is from a long segment daring which time the eyes were con-
stantly closed. The sample at the top of the middle column in Fig. A14 illustrates the
change with onset of sleep, showing the slower background activity and occasional vertex

(C3 and C4) transient forms and lack of alpha _ctlvity. Stage 9 (center of middle column
of Fig. AI4) is characterized by the appearance of 14-Hz spindle activity, and stage $ by
increasing amounts of intermittent delta activity. During stage 4 almost continuous delta
activity is evident. The last sample is from a period of RE,M sleep, showing the stage 1
EEG _nd occasional abrupt eye movements in the EOG channel.

ire

C4o_

Fig. At5 - Sample of da_-a from the _raphic recorder in monitoring van
(r.ight 2, stage 2 sleep)

Figure A15, from the same recording night, demonstrates the way in which the data
were displaye_ on-line in the monitoring van (by a four-_.hannel Brush recorder) for in-
te_-pretation by the electroencephalographer. The output of the automatic sleep analyzer
was shown in Fig. A12.

A2.4.3.2 Problems Encountered

A2.4.3.2.1 Recording Cap

During the first recording night the EMt_ electrodes, low in the occipital region,
were found to be quite uncomfortable by the subject in spite of the foam-rubber padding
in this area. The discomfort was severe enough to require the subject to remove the cap
before the end of the sleep periods of the first and second nights. Consequently, record-
ing was suspended for the third night, and the caps were modified by removal of the EMG
electrodes.

This only slightly improved the comfort, and the occipital electrodes were now the
most bothersome, although the quality of the recordings continued to be good on nights 4,
5, and 6. Because the subject began to notice discomfort persisting on throughout the day
in the area where the occipital electrodes contacted the scalp at night, recording was not
carried out on night 7. The cap was tried again on night 8, but since discomfort persisted,
conventional chlorided silver-disk electrodes (Grass) were substituted for the cap on the
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last two nights (9 and 10) Of the first 10-day recurding period. These electrodes were
applied by other crew members who had previously been trained in the technique of

application.

Between the first and second 10-day recording periods, an extensive redesign of the

electrode-cap assembly was made in an attempt to improve the comfort while still main-
taining the prime requirements of durability, nonlrritability, and satisfactory data acqui-
sition. The major change was made in the electrode itself by reducing its size to 1/3 of
the original length and removing all rigid plastic components. Figure A16 compares the
original electrode (model 1) with the redesigned (model 2) version. The large plastic
assembly incorporating the Ag/AgC1 pellet electrode was eliminated, and a flatter Ag/
AgC1 electrode disk was molded into a flexible silicone-rubber housing. The sponge was
reduced in size and permanently attached to the housing. This electrode thus compro-
mised the separation of body fluids and electrode -- a feature of the original model -- in
favor of a flatter, more comfortable shape.

.-L

M, - ; ,. 2:' ...:_..'i_._'_t_,,e'_

• ,, , % e::,; 7,,._,kh _ _.f,_,.; ._:

Fig. A15 - Con_pari._on of the original electrode._ (n_odel 1) and the
modlfied ve_'si_' (model Z) _sed during the final series of recordings

Figure A17 shows the new cap on a subject in the laboratory. In preparing this sys-
tem for use before a sleep period, the electrolyte gel is injected through a hypodermic
needle inserted into the center of the foam rubber until the entire sponge is saturated.

Figure A18 shows the modified montage used in the model 2 cap for the final 10-day re-
cording period. The frontal electrodes have been eliminated, since they were unneces-
sary for the evaluation of sleep recordings. The model 2 cap was worn by the subject
during recording nights 50 through 58.

A considerable improvement in comfort was reported by the subject ("80% better"),
although he did continue to experience some discomfort in the scalp areas contacted by
the electrodes. D_ring the last day he also reported the presence of swellings or bumps
in the occipital areas which he felt were related to the electrodes. The quality of the re-
cordings continued to be good, and the increased comfort permitted uninterrupted records
during this final period of the project.
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Fig. A17 - Model 2 electrode cap

Fig. AI8 - Modified montage used
in the model 2 electrode cap during

the final ten-day period
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(Since completion of the Tektite I project, further modification has been made in the
electrode-cap system to increase the comfort, and the revised model was used success-
fully in the Gulf Stream drift mission aboard the submerged research vessel BenJumin
Frw_lin. A crew member wore this cap assembly during 15 preselected nights of the
30-day mission and did not experience either discomfort or scalp bumps.)

A2.4.3.2.2 Electrodermal Artifacts

Figure A19 illustrates a phenomenon often seen during stages 3 and 4 of sleep, oc-
casionally during stage 2, but never in stage 1 at the onset of sleep or during REM.
These high-amplitude, slow transients often occurred in long runs, becoming almost con-
tinuous, and lasting up to an hour in some cases

IIS[C. _ "

C3-01

C4-0;'

Fig. A19 - Sample showing electrodermal artifacts in the EEG recording {night Z)

Although the galvanic skin resistance was not monitored in I_hts subject, these events
are probably related electrodermal responses similar to those described by Burch* and
studied in detail by Johnson and Lubin.T They were not seen in the two base-line studies
of this subject; however, these two laboratory recordings were made using conventional
EEG electrodes and routine skin preparation which results in low interelectrode resist-
ance and destruction of the skin's ability to produce electrodermal responses. In con-
tryst, the electrode cap preserves the integrity of the skin and presumably its ability to
producetheresponses.

A2.4.3.3EvaluationofSleepRecordings

A2.4.3.3.1 Introduction

Although the significance of alterations in sleep patterns was not the primary goal of
our participation in the Tektite I project, several points are worthy of mention and further

_'N. Burch, "Data Processing of Psychophysiological Recordings," pp. 165-180 in "Sym-

posium on the Analysis o¢ Central Nervous System and Cardiovascular Data Using

Computer Methods," L. D. Proctor and W. R. Adey, editors, Washington, D.C., NASA,

1965.

_L. C. Johnson and A. Lubin, *'Spontaneous Electrodermal Activity During Waking and

Sleeping," Psychophysiology 3, 8-17 (1966).

i
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Fig. A20.. Comparisons of selected aspects

of subject's sleep during base-line nights
(Bl and B2), the first ten-day recording

series {nights l through 10), and the final
ten-day recording series (nights 50 through
58). (Split bars during the first ten nights

indicate two sleep periods bccause ofwatch
schedules.)

considaratlon. Figure A20 compares selectedaspects ofthe subject'ssleep during the
first,and lastrecording sessions with the findingsduring the two base-line nights(BI

and B2) spent in the laboratory.
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A2.4.3.3.2 Time to Fall Asleep

Figure A20a shows the amount of time which the subject spent in bed before falling
asleep for the first time. This time was measured from the point at which he was ob-
served to get into the bunk until the first EEG signs of stage 2 sleep (vertex transients
and spinf_Aes). Thus, for this measure, brief periods of drowsiness (stage 1) were In-
cluded in the cumulative time.

,3.-_

if'

o/,

(

The subject thus experienced no difficulty going to sleep during the first 10-day peo
riod_ although the time does _tot appear to be significantly shorter than the base-line
times. IYaring the final days of recording, however (nights 56 and 57), there was a
marked increase in the time before sleep onset--In both cases, exceeding an hour. This
same information is also shown In Fig. A20b, which indicates the time required to reach
stage 4. It might be postulated that perhaps this increase in time before sleep onset was
related to the anticipation of events associated with the end of the mission.

A2.4.3.3.3 Total Sleep Time

Although the data are incomplete for the first ten nights because of the problem en-
countered with the recording cap, In general the subject's sleep time was considerably
reduced below the base-line values during the first ten nights; the sleep time during the
final ten-day period was generally normal or more than normal (Fig. A20c). This situa-
tion reflects the workload of the subject, which was heavy during the initial part of the
project, when a number of minor difficulties were present and night watches were re-
quired, and which was relatively light during the final phases, when most systems were
running smoothly.

A2.4.3.3.4 REM Time

Although the total sleep time was generally reduced below normal during the first
ten days, as indicated in Fig. A20d there was a definite tendency for the total REM time
to approach the base-line values. This effect is seen more clearly in Fig. A20e, which
shows the percentage of total sleep time occupied by the REM stage. It is obvious from
this figure that there was a marked increase above the base-line values in the percent
REM time during many of the nights in the Iirst 1G-day session. Durin_ _he final 10 days,
the percent REM time was similar to or slightly below base-line value_ The significance
of this finding is t,.nknown, but again it could be related to the increased workload, and
perhaps stress, of the initial portion of the project.

A2.4.4 Co.'mlusions

The operational testing situation provided by the Tektite I project led to three major
conclusions or accomplishments:

1. The compatibility of all phases of the EEG acquisition and analysis system was
assured, and ,xo significant problems were encountered with respect to extraneous elec-
trical interference.

2. The problems encountered with the electrode-cap assembly in the early phases of
the missic,',_ led to extensive redesign and miniaturization of this unit. Further improve-
mcnt since the end of Project Tektite I has resulted in a much more satisfactory record-
ing cap with respect to wearer comfort and ease of application.

3. The performance of the automatic analysis system demonstrated the ability to
obtain rel_.ablc information concerning the subject's quantity and quality of sleep. Be.-
cause of the immediate availability of the results, this information could theoretically be
used to optitually regulate the subject's next work/rest period.
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A2.5 Psychomotor Performance

Rayford Saucer and Stanley Deutsch, National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia

A2.5.1 Introduction

Man, with his rapidly advancing technology, will venture farther and longer into the
hostile and semihostlle environment of inner and outer space to perform useful tasks.
One of the major objectives of Project Tektite I was to study the ability of aquanauts to
adapt to the environment and eonfinemevt in an undersea habitat and the effects on their
capabilities for completing complex psychomotor tasks. The factors of c( "Jinement and
isolation were assumed to be analogous to conditions that may exist in f,:_ re manned
space flight of similar duration.

A2.5.2 Development oi Psychomotor Performance Tester

Complex psychomotor coordinationwas measured on the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration complex coordinator developed at the Langley Research Center

(LRC) by Jim Scow. The LRC complex coordinator isa human performance measure-

ment device originallydeveloped to measure small changes in psychophyslologicalfunco

tionsin drug and environment studies. This testdevice was based on a concept developed
!n 1939 at the University of California for the selection of aviation cadets and studies of
anoxemia.

While searching for a psychomotor test instrument that could be used in closed en-
vironments, such as space cablr, simulators, it was decided to determine whether this

device could provide sufficiently sensitive differences to measure slight decrements in
performance as an indication of stress. The LRC complex coordinator was initially used
in a 28-day chamber run in which an integrated life support system was being tested.

The LRC complex coordinator was deemed to be sufficiently reliable to warrant its
use on the 60-day Tektite I mission and on the 30-day Gulf Stream mission aboard the
Botjamin Franklin. To meet the opei'ational requirements of these two underwater

studies the test device had to have the capability for self-administration and seN-scoring,
requiring a built-in programmer, counters, and chronoscope.

A2.5.3 Use of the L,'mgley Complex Coordinator in Tektite I

The test equipment (Fig. A21) can be programmed to require the subject to respond

by matching lights on the display. The response can require one or two hands, one or
two feet, or any combination of hands and feet, either concurrently or sequentially. In
Te!_iteI al!four banks of stimvlus lightswere used, requiring concurrent alignment of

the response lights.During any one trialitwas necessary tohold the controls steady
wh*.lehuntingfor any remaining responses tocomplete the set of four. The displaypanel

contains 45 lights,40 of which are used to match pairs. The other fivelightsare used to

provide information tothe operator or to add complexity tothe response required. There

are four ba_s of cclored lights,each of wlzichpresents a positionstimulus, and parallel

totimm are four banks ofmatching color lightsactivatedby the responding operator.

In addition there is an interval timer tha i can be set for varying periods up to 15
second_. Ti:e timer auh_matically returns to zero when each trial is successfully con-
cluded. A red light goes on if this interval is exceeded by the operator. The operator
can reduce or increase this time period as desired, Urns pacing his effnrts. The tes t
progr_._n is preset o:, a revolving drum attached to an eleciromechantcal timer (Fig. A22).
The operator received immediate knowledge of this performance on each trial and for
the complete cycle of 50 trials.
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Fig, A21 - Operator in position to use
the Langley Research Center complex
coordinator

Fig. A22 - Orogramming d_'um and electro1:ic
_eaturcs of the LRC complex coordinator
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A2.5.4 Preliminary Results

It was pl'*,umed that each of the four aquanauts in the Tektite I habitat and the three
backup aquanauts at the base camp would perform the series of psychomotor tests daily.
The backup aquanauts acted as a control group for the underwater divers. Due to the ear

infection of the aquanauts and other overriding factors the tests were not performed as
frequently as scheduled. The act'aal days during which the L_Jagley complex coordinator
was used is shown in Fig. A23. The dates on which the underwater crew, composed of
Clifton, Mab.-Lken, Van De'-owalker, and Waller (not in that order}, performed on the psy-
chomotor tester, during the actual dive, are slmwn in Fig. A24.

The frequency of perfornmnce and number of cycles attempted are shown in Table
A9 for each aquanaut. A cycle consists of a series of 50 trials and represents one rota-
tion of the programmer drum. A trial is the solution to one problem, i.e., the matching
of one group of four lights concurrently. For analysis purposes the data for the trials
and cycles were gathered on the data cards shown in Fig. A25. The testing series was
introduced during the orientation and training phases starting on December 11, 1968, and
continuing up to a few days prior to the 60-day dive.

Table A9

Total Use of the Langley Research Center Complex Coordinator

i

Diving

VII

III

Aquanaut

Backup

V

VI

IV

I

II

Total
Number

of

Cycles*

Training
Cycles

C,'cles During
the Test

Diving
Aquanauts

134

Backup
Aquanauts

22

9

151

50

38

73

_9

72

15

17

28

29

15

20

18

9

58

54

6

29

*A cycle is 50 trials of matching one group of four lights concurrently.

Days
Used

During
the

Test

14

7

5

7

4

10

5

In almost all cases the aquanauts achieved a plateau (asymptote) on the performance
curves shown in Fig. A26. In every case, performance on the complex coordinator by
the surface aquanauts deteriorated during the 60-day mission. In one case, one of these
backup aquanauts no longer used the test device after the second week of the dive. On
the other hand the four aquanauts living in the habitat continued to show improving per-
formance throughout the mission, although frequency of self-testing varied greatly among
them. This improving performance, in contrast to that of the surface crew, probably in-
dicates a higher level of motivation.

The possibility that the habitat crew had more time to devote to this task has oeen
discounted by an analyses of the mutual activities of the two crews. If anything, the habi-
tat crew had less time available for this peripheral task than the surface group. The
undersea crew continually expressed their willingness and desire to use the complex
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Fig. AZ,I- Days the complex coordinatorwas used by tl:e
four aquartatlt,5 while underwater in the TektiteI habitat

coordinator. Infacttwo of the aquanauts competed with each other by tryingto beat the

score ofthe other diver. At the end of the 60-day dive their scores were comparable

and stillimproving at a slow rate.

A2.5.5 Conclusions

R can be concluded that the experience in the Tektite I habitat did not affect per-

refinance on a complex psychomotor task as measured by the Langley complex coordina-
tor. These tests were made prior to ,'rodafter swimming excursions. Therefore, it may
be assumed that the scores were not directly affected by fatigue caused by the submerged

swimming. In fact several of the aquanauts felt that the complex coordinator presented
interesting and challenging activity tlmt tended to provide relaxation and a unique

c.hnnge in activity.
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Fig. A25 - Data analysis card used with the comple), I : ""
coordinator. The columns identified in this figure by .... I
the superscripts are (I) s_quence of cycle, _Z) inter-
val tirrez setting in secr nds, (3) red iight frequency .... "
count (number of times the interval time was ex- .

ceed_1), and (4) total ti_._eto do 50 trials (one cycle) ......

in minutes and seconds. ] :

1 :

1

9

2

OAY OF TEST CrCk_.. (_0 TRJMLS)

Fig. A26 - Performance :)f the four diving
aquanauts and _he three backup aquanauts
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Tlds is a preliminary analysis prepared for this overall Tektite I report. Additional
analyses are tmderway to compare periods of activity and test scores with other obser-

vations, time spent in the water, mood adjective checklist data, and other performance
measures for a more detailed evaluation. More detailed analysis comparing scores
across cycles, preceding tasks, and times of the day, is planned.

The Langley complex coordinator worked well throughout the mission. Data from

additional testing with the six-man crew of the Benjamin FYanklin are still being ana-
lyzed. It is also planned to use this psychomotor tester in the long-term test and evalu-
ation of integrated life support equipment in which four subjects will be confined in a
chamber for 90 days.

A3 BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE3

A3.1 Introduction

C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for Environmental Medicine,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
3. Kronheim, Physiology Branch, Office of Naval Research,
Washington, D.C.

Project Tektite I, while ultimately applied to marine sciences programs, had its ori-
gins in two interrelated fields of human bioscience. U.S. Navy psychologists proposed to
the National Aeronautics and Space Ad_ninistration that open-water, undersea habitats
should provide more realistic restriction of subjects than have simulated l:tboratory
confinement studies to date, to aid in appraisal of tbe effects of the prolonged, enforced
restriction in isolated compartments to be encountered in future space flights.

Extension ofthissuggestion was made by physiologistsofthe University of Pennsyl-
vania'sInstitutefor Environmental Medicine, who recommended study and use ofexpo-

sur_ to nitrogen with normal oxygen pressure at 4 atmospheres ambient pressure to

provide a true "physiologicalentrapment" of the subjects. R was predicted thatsatura-

tionexposure tothispressure of nitrogenwould absolutelynecessitateprogrammed de-

conoression for any subjectwishing to leave the submerged habitatfor the surface (hence

"'physiologicaJentrapment"). R would also represent a borderline statefor study ofthe
effectsofthe sustained increases inrespiratorywork associated with elevated gas den-

sityand would simultaneously represent a borderline between tolerableand disadvanta-

geous centralnervous influencesofnitrongen narcosis.

Since all of these physiological influences represent phenomena of extreme impor-
tance to the advance of manned undersea activity, it was urged that detailed biomedical
study of sustained exposure to high nitrogen partial pressure be carried out. While the
overall project plan for Tektite I deviated Item the Institute's proposal for the nitrogen-
oxygen saturation exposure at a depth of about 100 feet of sea water, it was clear that
even the secondarily planned 60-day exposure to nearly 50 feet of sea water required
detailed biomedical study.

#

A3.1.1 Purposes

The purposes of the biomedical program for Tektite I included:

1. Stimulation of interest in detailed physiological study of nitrogen as a diluent for
oxygen in prolonged, shallow-water diving.

2. Performance of the specific medical, physiological, hematological, and microbi-
o!ogical examinations and measurements required to (a) assure qualification of the
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subjects to serve as aquanauts, (b) obtain the detailed base-line measures required to
assess the importance of any pathological or physiological changes which might develop
over the course of the 60-day exposure and (c) obtain clues to possible physiological or
p-tthological alterations which might be encountered in future exposures of greater depth
or greater duration.

It was expected from the beginning that, regardless of whether a particular may.ned
open sea project such as Tektite I or Sealab were to continue, the full biomedical explo-
ration of nitrogen-oxygen and nitrogen-helium-oxygen atmospheres will remain impor-
taut to the extension of general undersea activity.

A_.l.2 Selection of the Program

A biomedical experiments/medical safety planning group was recommended and
formed to devise the experiment program, to assure safe diving and decompression pro-
cedures, and to anticipate potential risks to the health and safety of the aquanauts and

support personnel. This group, representing the several major participating organiza-
tie]m, was comprised of: C.J. Lambertsen (Institute for Environmental Medicine, Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania), biomedical/medical safety program coordination; S. Kronheim
(Physiology Branch, Office of Naval Research), biomedical experiments program coordi-
nation; Cdr. T. N. Markham (Naval Medical Research Laboratory), on-site medical mon-
iio:ing; Capt. E. L. Beckman (Manned Spacecraft Cel_ter, NASA), NASA liaison; and S.
Gottlieb (Ge,mral Electric Company), human engineering liaison.

Conceptual and practical planning of the biomedical experiments/medmal safety

program for the 50-foot exposure was based on the following:

• It was c_nsidered that the degree of inert gas narcosis to be expected at a depth
of 50 feet or less would be undetectable and not dangerous. Therefore, no physiological
or performance studies specifically directed toward inert gas narcosis were included.

• It was considered unlikely that major circulatory derangements would resuit from
the moderate increase in ambient m_d nitrogen pressure. Therefore. ::o extensive circu-

latory studies were included.

• It was considered that the increased atmospheric density would be the primary

physiolo_cal stress, but would be of small degree. Respiratory control and detailed
pulmonary function measurements were planned as the most sensitive indices of such
stress, and selected respiratory measurements were followed throughout the exlx_sure.

• Clmages in red blood cell formation or destruction or in blood chemical composi-
tion were not expected, since the inspired oxygen pressure was kept near a normal sea-
level value and nitrogen has previously not been found to produce changes in formed or
chemical constituents. Complete blood cell and chemical studies were nevertheless con-
ducted to provide a part of a multifaceted study of abnormal atmospheres ranging from
a_rospace to deep undersea exposures. In particular it was conaidered that, since n_,trous
o.'¢: ',_ induces suppression of white cell formation, study of the effects of chronic expo-
sure to nitrogen on white cell formation was essential.

® Study of microbiological alterations of the habitat interior surfaces, the respired
atmosphere, ,-rodespecially the skin, upper respiratory tract, gastrointestinal tract, and
auditory canals of the subjects was considered desirable. This interest stemmed from
the conditions of closely confined residence and repeated wetting of the skin and included
the potential for exchange of organisms with the surrounding environment.

J
z
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• Detailed dermatological studies with quantitative microbiological counts were
included to assess the reasonable possibility ti,_t skin softening, chronic skin wetting,
and bacterial or mold infections of the skin might prove a major limiting factor m pro-
longed submergence.

• Study of sensory functions, including vision, hearing, and vestibular function, was
prompted not only by concern for any neurological influences of nitrogen at increased
partial pressure but out of concern fer subtle influences of bubble formation.

• Study of special decompression requirements was considered essential, since no
evaluation of decompression procedure for nitrogen saturation diving at depths greater
t_n 30 feet had previously been carried out.

Responsibilities for execution of studies in each major area were assigned by the
biomedical experiment/medical safety group to individual investigators who carried out
the detailed planning, supervision, and measurement.

A3.1.3 Facilities and Personnel

Successful conduct of the biomedical experiments/medical safety program depended
on several organizations and a large number of dedicated investigators.

General medical and medical specialty examinations depended on the following in-
vestigators from the University of Pennsylvania: C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for Ervt-
ronmental Medicine; H. M. Rawnsley and C. Shute, Clinical Research Center; T. w.
Clark, Diagnostic Cli_lic; W. S. Masland, Electroencephalography Unit; A. M. !_ligman
and R. R. Marples, Department of Dermatology; M. Reivich, Department of Neurology;
C. W. Nichols, Department of Ophthalmology; W. K. H. Sundmaker, Department of
Otolaryngolog_; and R. H. Chamberlain, Department of Radiology.

Decompression studieswere by the Medical Research Laboratory, U.S. Naval Sub-
marine Medical Center, New London, Connecticut (Cdr. T. N. Markham,_; National Aero°
n_utics and Space Administration, Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas (Capt. E. L.
Beckman); and J and J Marine Diving Company, Inc., Pas_iena, Texas (Peter O. Edel).

On-site medical mcnitoring was by Cdr. T. N. Markham, U.S. Naval Submarine Med-
ical Center; Lt. P. V. Van Tassel, Bureau cf Medicine and Surgery; J. G. Dickson and
C..J. Knight, Institute for Environmental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania Medical
Center; Cdr. M. E. Bradley and Lt. Cdr. J. Vorosmarti, Deep Submergence Systems
Project, San Diego; and Cdr. J. C. Rivera, 10th Naval District, San Juan.

Hematology studieswere by C. L. Fischer, Manned Spacecraft Center, NASA, and
P. C. Jolmson, College of Medicine, Baylor University.

Microbiological studies were by Lt. A. B. Cobet, Naval Biological Laboratory, Oak-
land.

Respiratory/pulmonary and physiologicalstudieswere by investigatorsfrom the In-

stitutefor Environmental Medicine and Department of Physiology, University ofPennsyl-
vania Medical Center: J. G. Dickson, A. B. DuBois, A. B. Fisher, R. Gelfand, R. W.
Hyde, C. J. Knight,and C. J.Lambertsen.
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AS.2 General and Special Medical Examinations

A3.2.1 General Objectives, Rationale, and Procedures
C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for Environmental Medicine,

University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and
Cdr. T. N. Markham, Naval Submarine Medical Center,
New London, Connecticut

A3.2.1.1 General Objectives

A dominant purpose of Tektite I was to establish the general safety and operational
usefulness of prolonged undersea exposure to high nitrogen pressures. To make real de-
termin._.tion of physiological or medical risk it was necessary to design and execute ex-
ceptionally detailed and comprehensive biomedical studies of both a clinical and funda-
mental nature. These correlated evaluations of the aquanaut subject group were
conducted in full detail prior to acceptance of a subject for the submerged exposure and
again during the 9 days immediately following ascent to the surface. During the period
of exposure a more limited, but still extensive, appraisal was conducted.

Because of the extent of the special clinical and physiological examinations em-
ployed, these preexposure studies were carried out by a combined staff of the University
of Pennsylvania's Institute for Environmental Medicine and Clinical Research Center. In
all of these special examinations the individual specialists who performed the initial, pre-
exposure evaluation also performed the same special examination for the postexposm_e
period at the diving site. Medical monitoring at the diving site was c_trried out by a team
of physicians representing the U.S. Navy and the University of Pennsylvania.

A3._..I.2Preexposure _ud Postexposure ClinicalStudies

The biomedical experiments/medical safety committee considered that, aside from
the general clinical appraisal, respiratory and pulmonary measurements, microbiological
studies, and hematological monitoring that were part of the overall program, several
clinical specialty examinations deserved to be included in the aquanaut assessment.
These were: ophthalmological, to involve complete study of ophthalmological and visual
status; dermatological, to include detailed quantitative study of skin flora and skin per°
meability characteristics, as well as development of skin disease; neurological, to in-
clude complete neurological examination and clinical electroencephalograms; audio-
vestibular, to involve quantitative measurement of hearing and determination of vestibular
function; and radiological, to include examination of the lungs, skull, and gastrointestinal
system.

A3.2.1.3 StatusAssessment Exalnlnatlons Durlng Submergence

Because overall design of _e Tektite I project required nearly complete isolation of
the aquanauts during submergence, medical status examinations were performed by the
aquanauts themselves. They were trained to use simple diagnostic equipment such as the
aneroid sphygmomanometer and stethoscope for blood pressure measurement, otoscope,
oral probe for a telethermometer, and electrocardiographic leads. A medical question-
naire was devised ',o permit systematic review and reporting of any positive responses.

A3.2.2 General Medical Examinations

A3.2.2.1 Preexposure Examinations

T. W. Clark, Diagnostic Clinic,University of Pennsylvania

The genersl medical appraisal examlnattons prior to exposure were conducted at the

Diagnostic Clinicof the Universityof Pennsylvania hospital. They included: medical

!
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history; physical examination; electrocardiogram, both resting and double Masters exer-
cise recordings; ballistocardiogram; radtological examination of the skull (as part of
neurological examination), chest (anterior-posterior and lateral), and upper gastroin-
testinal tract; laboratory examinations of blood elements (hemoglobin concentration, red
cell count, white cell count, differential white cell count, and platelet count); blood
chemistry (urea nitrogen, creatinene, protein-bound iodine, cholesterol, and glucose
2-hour postprandial concentration); blood serology; urinalysis; and stool-occult blood.

Results of these examinations, stored as part of the Tektite I program record, indi-
cated that no limiting abnormalities were present in the subject group. As normal pre-
cautionary measures each aquanaut was brought to current immunization against small-
pox, typhoid fever, tetanus, poliomyelitis, and Hong Kong influenza.

A3.2.2.2 Examinations During Submergence and Immediately Postexposure
Cdr. T. N. Marldlam, Naval Submarine Medical Center

Initially the medical status was reviewed by the subject_ daily, to include a report to
the surface medical watch of body weight, oral temperature, blood pressure, pulse fre-
quency, dermatological inspection, and auditory canal, drum, and throat inspection.
After the first 2 weeks these reports were made only every 2 days. Once weekly each
subject had an electrocardiogram (six leads weekly, 12 leads once per month); these
tracings were sent to the surface for interpretation. Throughout the exposure any spe-
cific complaints or symptoms were reported and investigated when they arose. Weekly
the pulmonary-function information was made available to the medical monitors, as was
complete blood-coun _. information from the hematologT study. Bacterial culture results
were available immediately following incubation and isolation at the site. On decom-
pression, general medical appraisal was made immediately, then followed over the suc-
ceeding 2 days by detailed clinical examination.

The general medical monitoring throughout the exposure, together with the postex-
posurc examinations uncovered no limiting abnormalities. The only significant medical
conditions arising during the saturation exposure included the following:

• Aquanaut I reported paresthesias and weakness of his right hand and wrist during
the first week on a day following extensive manual labor with his right arm. During this
manual labor his arm had been in an abnormal position. The condition was diagnosed as
radial nerve palsy and gradually cleared over the following 10 days. The subject was
restricted from diving for 1 day.

a During the saturation phase beAween March 3 aud March 23, 1969, all four sub-
jects developed otitis externa; aquanauts 1 and 4 had bilateral infections with each ear

infection separated by 5 to 7 days. Planned prophylactic use of ethanol cleaning and dry-
ing of the ear canal was not routinely carried out at the beginning of the exposure. The
infections responded poorly to chemotherapy with corticosporin otic drops, possibly be-
cause of the presence of the corticosteroid. They responded rapidly to systemic tetra-
cycline and coly mycin otic drops. Following the infections each aquanaut instilled a

mixture of ethanol and boric acid in each ear after each dive. This procedure appeared
to prevent further recurrence.

Table A10 summarizes the average values of general vital signs over the period of
submergence.

,i
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A3.2.3 Auditory-Vestibular Examination

W. K. H. Sundmaker, Department of OtGlaryngology,
University of Pennsylvania

A3.2.3.1 General Objectives

The purpose of the complete ear, nose, and throat examination was to detect pre-
existing abnormalities which would limit performance during or be exacerbated by pro-
longed submergence. The scope of the special examination was expanded to include
auJiometric survey and study of vestibular function by neurological and caloric metho_.

A3.2.3.2 Results

Full documentation of pre- and postexposuro examinations is stored with the Tektite
I records. No limiting defects were fotmd on preexposure examination. Postexposure
examinations were made between 13 and 20 hours after the end of decompression. No
subject showed any sign of vestibular dysfunction, and there were no subjective changes
in hearing or other signs of auditory disturbance. For technical reasons a postexposure
audiogram couM not be done at the test site. Although no permanent threshold shift
should have restdted from the exposure, all subjects wore advised to hav_ a repeat
audiogram within 2 months.

The labyrinthineresponses to cold caloriz,4tionwere generallyd_prc_ed inallsub-

jects as compared tothe preexposurc tests. This is inagreement with the ¢.bservation
made by others thatvestib:_l._rnystagmus isenhanced by arousalaz,ddiminished by

htigtm.

Although all subjectshad h_d external otitisduring the early period of sub_uergence

inthe habitat,thishad subsided at the time of the post exposure examination. O_ly aqua-
naut 3 had traces ofgrayish-green pigmented debris inhis ear canals,presumably
re_idua of Pseudomo_as infection.

A3.2.3.3 Conclusion

Within the limitsof thisexamination and in the absence of subjectivecomplaints that

would have calledfor more specializedtests,none of the subjectsappeared tohave sus-

t_ncd any damage tothe vestibularapparatus or conductiveauditory system, and no per-
m:ment chnnges in neurosensory auditory function'.,reto be expected.

A3.2.4 Dermatological Examinations

A. M. Klign_ and R. R. Marples, Department of

Dermatology, University of Pennsylvania

A3.2.4.1 General Objectives

Itwa._;considered probable thatrepeated and prolonged wettingof the skin could lead

to deteriorationof cutaneous funcUon, susceptibilitytotrauma, and increased likelihood

of infection.CompS.ere dermatological examination was used as a preexposure base line
for determining the nature and degree of any alterationswhich might be produced by the

prolonged submergencr. General inspectionthroughout the exposure was performed by
the subjects. The det'Aledpostexposure examinations were conducted withinthe first

mor".ing _fftercomp_-etingdecompression.
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A3.2.4.2 Qualitative Aspects

The four participants had no noteworthy dermatologtc disorders prior to immersion.
They even lacked signs ot athlete's foot, which is common in ycung men. After surfacing,
each wa_ in a state of excellent dermatologic health. Careful search failed to disclose
even dandruff or an occasional folliculitis of the beard hairs. Obviously the habitat pro-
vided excellent opportunities for prophylactic care of the skin. Cleanliness and especially
drying out between dives and at night are deemed to be tt.e crucial factors which enabled
the aquanauts to emerge with fewer skin conditions thav they would have developed in the
base camp for the same period.

Two subjective features should be mentioned. Three of the four subjects thought that
there was slower growUz of scalp and beard hair. This is inexplicable and may or may
not be a reliable observation. Secondly all reported softer nails which were easily torn.
The subjects did not have to cut their nails, but this may reflect the work they performed,
which probably wore away the free edge of the nail plates. The softer naris doubtless
resulted from hydration and not from internal factors which might result in defective
nail formation.

Skin biopsy was taken from the velar surface of the forearm before immersion, but
repetition of biopsy was eliminated from possibility after decompression.

A3._a-_ Prr._n_-posure and Pos_,exl_sure Quantitative Tests

A3.2._.3.1 Introduction

Scrub samples fox' corneocyte counting and quantitative bacteriology were taken using
the methods of McGiW.ey, Maxples, and Plewig* and Willtamson m_d KligmanT from. each
side of the forehead and each velar forearm. These studies were intended to provide
quantitative meam-res of changes in flora to supplement the qualitative studies compris-
ing the microbiology program. Swab samples from the fourth interspace of each foot
were taken by ten full strokes of a Triton X-100 moistened swab which was returned to

1 ml of wasb fluid. The samples obtained at the diving site were transported in a vacuum
flask contv_ninz ice and were plated the same evening in Philadelphia.

A3.2.4 3.2 Corneocytes

On the forearm the geometric mean corneocyte ceunt fellfrom 168,500 to 139,500.

This is of borderline significance.No nucleated cellswere seen.

On the forehead the geometric mean count rose from 61,200 to 79,200. This rise is
not significant. The level of nucleated corneocyt_s decreased slightly.

Inthe toeweb samples the geometric mean count fellmarkedly from 315,000 to

54,200 (p < 0.01). However, the initialsamples w_re taken in Philadelphia,where the

subjects had been wearing shoes, and inthe submerged habitatthis was not the case.

:,#r
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*K. J. k4cGinley,R. R. Marples, and G. Plewig, "A Method for Visualizing and Quantitat-
ing the Desquamating Portion of the Human Stratum Corneum," J. Invest.Dermatol. 5...330
107-111 {1969).

_P. Williarnsonand A. M. Kligrnan,"A New Method for the QuantitativeInvestigationof

Cutaneous Bacteria,"J. Invest.Dermatol. 4_550498-503 (1965).
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A3.2.4.3.3 Bacterial Densities

The scrub samples taken for corneocyte counts were also examined by techniques of
quantitative bacteriology.

On the forearm the aerobic bacterial density rose from a geometric mean of 223 to

558. The flora included more aerobic spore formers and fewer cocci in the postimmer-
sion samples. The density of C. aches on the forearm fell from 3560 to 670.

On the forehead the aerobic density rose slightly from 14,300 to 54,600. However,
the density of C. aclws fell sharply from 42.3x10 o to 4.07x106. This fall is highly sig-
nificant. Perhaps this is due to the prolonged and motivated use of hexachlorophene
antibacterial soap, although the rise in aerobic density does not confirm this hypothesis.

A3.2.4.3.4 Conclusions

The four participants had no noteworthy dermatologic disorders prior to immersion.
The postulated occurrence of severe dermatologic disorders was not encountered.

It is probable that the maintenance of normal skin condition was related to the com-

bination of relatively low humidity in the habitat, avoidance of excessive temperature in
the habitat, relatively short periods of work in the water as compared with time spent in
the gaseous environment, the ready availability of fresh water for washing of skin mid
clothing, and the use of a bacteriocidal soap/or the frequent showers. The major derma-
tologic failure can be considered the infections which occurred in the skin of the ear

canal. These sites were initially allowed to remain wet instead of being dried and had
instillations of water-holding glycerine instead of the more rational water-removing and
bacteriocidal ethanol.

R should be recognized that, from a dermatologic standpoint, conditions in the habitat
were nearly ideal -- certainly superior to conditions in the base camp. While no problems
developed in the aquanaut-subjects, it can be expected that warmer climate, higher hu-
midity, poorer hygiene, and increased daily duration of diving will lead to dermatological
changes including infection and physical breakdown.

A3.2.5 Neurological Examinatiop

M. Reivich, department of Neurology, and W. S. Masland,
Electroenceph_lography Unit, University of Permsylvania

Since exposure to increased nitrogenpressuro insaturationdivingor the :me ofoxy-
gen at high pressure inbends therapy couldinduce centralnervous syr,*_emeffects,com-

plete neurologic.'dexamination was performed as part ofthe base-llne selectionappraisal
of each subject. The objectiveofthese clinicalneurologicalexamin_,tionswas todetect
preexistingneurologicalabnormalities,whether limitingor not.

The precxl_osure studies included skull x-rays, electroencephalograms, and detailed
neurological examinations. The latter consisted of an assessment of each subject's
mental status, station and g_it, cranial nerves, cerebellar function, motor function,
sensory function, and reflexes and an examination of the extracranial cerebral vessels.
No limiting abnormaiR_es were found in the preexposure examination.

Following decompression a second complete neurological examination was carried

out within 48 hours by the same neurologist who had performed the preexposure exami-
notions. No changes from the preexposurc examination were found.
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A3.2.6 Ophthalmological Examinations

C. W. Nichols, Department of Ophthalmology, University of Pennsylvania

A3.2.6.1 General Objectives

The initial examination was devised to assure that all individuals taking part in the
Tektite I Project had not had or did not have any significant ocular disease such that a

recurrence or exacerbation would threaten their vision. This examination, additionally,
provided an extensive base line so that any deviation from the individual's ocular norm
could be adequately investigated. The major investigative task of the ophthalmologic
program was to determine if any changes in visual function ,_ccurred during the satura-
tion dive and to evaluate the eye for structural changes that might occur during diving
and subsequent decompression.

A3.2.6.2 Content of the Examination

The ir.itial examination was carried out in the eye clinic of the University of Penn-
sylvania hospital. The tests used were those which constituted part of the routine workup
of all patients as well as certain specialized examinations so chosen that conceivably
they could be repeated in a field situation. The requirew_nt to be able to repeat the test
at the project site eliminated certain electrophysiological measurements (electroretino-
gram measurements), which although possibly desirable have not proved of significance
in past inves_.igations. An outline of the initial examination follows.

• OculaJ" history with emphasis on: history of injury to the eye or adnexa; previous
visual difficulty, particularly if associated with diving or other hyperbaric exposure; and
recu1:ent infections of cornea, conjunctiva, or lids.

• Visual acuitywith and without correction atdistance (20 feet)and near (14feet)

and measurement of accommodative ability.

• External examination: notations made of lids, lashes, fissures, conjunctiva,
cornea, and lacrimal system.

• Pupillary responses to light and accommodation.

• Evaluation of extraocular muscle balance to include: primary position and ver-
sions, measurement of near and distant phorias (tropias if indicated), and vertical and
horizontal fusional amplitudes.

• Central visualfieldsby tangent scrcen with white and colored testobjects.

• Slit-lamp examination of the undilatedpupil.*

• Shiotzand/or applanation tonometry*.

• Slit-lampexamination ofthe dilatedpupil.*

• Refraction--cycloplegic(Mydriacyl).

• Photography ofdisk and m'tcular areas.*

'::Could _.ot be don(, at the project site.

!
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• Finorescein angiography (arm to eye circulation time) and photography of the
mR.cular pattern (to be repeated at project site ff indicated).

• K_amtnation of tile fundus and ocular media by direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy.

A3.2.6.3 Summary of Significant Findings

Inallcases the preexposure findingswere typicalofthose found inyoung healthyin-

dividuals.No ocular abnormalities ofany type were noted in the subjectsexcept for a
moderate myopic a_Igmatism correctlbleby lenses inaquanaut 3 and a higher than nor-

realintraoculartensionin aquanaut 2. Neither of these was feltto have significancein
terms of the planned saturationdivlngexposure.

There was no postdecompression alteration in the visual function of any of the sub-
Jects as evaluated by the parameters measured. Three alterations were detected, how-
ever. In aq'danaut 1 marked injection and mild chemosis of the conjunctivae were present.
This was attxlbuted to a sensitivity to environmental contaminants in the habitat. This
subject found that the condition was exacerbated while changing the baralyme canisters,
and presumably chemical dust produced in this activity was a cause of much of his prob-
lem. It was in no wry incapacitating.

Aquanaut 3 was found to have a decrease in his convergence amplitude. He was ac-

cnstomed to using stereoscopic equipment in his work before the dive and "crossing his
eyes" to obtain a stereoscopic effect. He did not do this during his period in the habitat,
and presumably lack of practice accounted for his decreased total convergence amplitude.

During the preexposure examination of aquanaut 2 no abnormalities were noted in
his lens by either direct ophtl_moscopy or slit-lamp examination. However, after de-
compression a small spherical l.egion approximately 0.5 mm in diameter was easily
noticed by taro observers by means of a direct ophthalmoscope to be present in the lens
of the right eye. This was at about 10 o'clock peripherally and did not affect vision. He
was referred upon returning home to an ophthalmologist, who reported only a very small
peripher_ spherical defect in the right eye at about 12:30 seen with gre_t difficulty with
the slit lamp. The originally detected spherical area wa_ at that time not present. Fol-
lowup examination by the original observers 6 months after exposure also showed only
the unrelated minute defect seen at 12:30 by the consultant ophthalmologist. This was
extremely small and difficult to see; it was not in the area of the defect noted immedi-
ately postdecompression. From the stl_cture and normal progression of lens chants,
it can be surmised that the defect observed on return to the surface was related :o de-

compression and was most probably a gas bubble which went on to complete r_,solution.

The unfortunateinabilityto followup thisobservation on a continuous,day-Lyoday basis
was due to scatteringof personnel from the divingsRe followingcomplettdn ofthe

operation.

A3.3 Hematology

A3.3.1 General Objectives
C. L. Fischer, Preventive Medicine Division,
NASA Manned Sp:lcecraft Center, Houston, Tex_s

The general objectives of the hematology progr'_m were to describe the hematologic,
immunologic, and biochemical implications incident to 60 days of continuous submersion,
exposure to a nitrogen/oxygen _tmosphere at increased pressure, 'and confinement in a
semiclosed environment and the hazards of prolonged sat-ration diving. Specifically the

studies were designed to provide the following:
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• Documentation of participating crew members' physical qualifications, related to
the dive, and detection of problems which would require remedial or preventive action.

• Inform_.tion relative to the etiology, time course and extent of any alterations in
red ceU mass and/or leukocyte function.

• Information referable to the Immoral and cellular components of tmmuntty from
crew members exposed to the rigors of long-term saturation diving.

• Data referable to any alterations in fluid and electrolyte balance and musculo-
skeletal metabolism as reflected by selected biochemical constituents of blood.

• Information about the endocrine system required to objectively quantttate the
"physiological costs" or "stresses" incurred by long-term saturation diving.

A3.3.2 Hematology and Radioisotope Studies
P. C. Johnson, Division of Nuclear Medicine,
B_ylor University Cortege of Medicine, Houston, Texas

A3.3.2.1 Objectives, Me:inurements, and Methods

The specific objectives of the radioisotope studies were to study the time course,
extent, and etiology of any alterations in circulating red cell mass, red cell survival, and
pl_ma volume incurxed by the Tektite I environment.

The followln_ measurements were made (wtth the methods in parentheses): hemato-
crit (micromethod), hemoglobin (cyanomethemaglobin), red cell indices (calculation),
rc*.tculocyte count (wet and dry methods), white cell count (Coulter counter Model F),
differential and morphology (routine methods), photomicroscopy as required (Carl Zeiss
Ultraphot), platelet counts (ph_e microscopy), red cell mass (s_ Cr in vitro tag), red
ceR survival ( Cr hail-life; glycine _4 t_ in vivo tag), and plasma volume (z_s I-HSA).

A3.3.2.2 Results

The resultsare givenin TablesA11,A12, and A13.

A3.3.2.3 Discussion

A3.3.2.3.1 Hemetology Studies

The routinehematologlcpar-'-mcters(TableAll)demonstratedan unexpectedstabil-
ity,withveryfew significanttrendsor isolatedfindings.An InitIRlintradlvedecreasein
ritehematocritvaluesefJohn Van Derwalkerand increasestolevelsaboveprediveval-
ues fora coupleofthediverswas seen;however,thepostdivehematocrltswere slightly
b_low precUvenorms. The s_.b'nlflcanceoftheseIntradivetrendsistenuous;however,
thepostdlvedecreaseinhemo_'lobinand hematocritisrelztedtoincreasesinplasn_
volume :atherthandecreasesinred cellmass, An asymptomatlc,transienteoslno-
philteroccurredinRichardWallerduringthedive,thesignificanceofwhichisnotobvious
at this tirno_

#

?
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Table AI2
Radioisotope Results

r7 V--I V-7
R-cl Cell P|a_m_, Blood Ratio ,of

p.--_e /.'_/ .. I elasn,.I VolumeI lilo_ I Volume[ Body[_ml [ Tolil Body

incrcmer'l= "rot" I ] (rot) [ I too'fit I ¢o,:dl/ to rerlpher*l
(roll) !" ( Xemntoedt

Dlve(D) _..__J_ e,ii-- rct Pc,
..... - - ,,,,, --

Clifton (Divei)

D-l| 119,1 [ -|19 I 6 I 3322 1,267/9 I 5243/')'148 / 3 I 37 I 40 I 0.92

i)÷60(e,,,,,,,,:[2131 ] .|so i |s [ 3s./s I +zs3 I s I 57061 +463 | 9 I 3"I I 44 I 0.84
+2_9 13 3370 ÷ S_] 2 5550 +307 / 6 ] 39 l 42 ] 0.93

e.t_._nk.en (Diver)

D-I] I 24¢18 ] "" |1 < z I 3587 1,210 1 6J a)so [+210 I 4| 41 42 0.98

D'i6O(bottom) ] 2377] - 91 ] 4 | 3624 ] * 37 I it 6001 I - 49 I I| 40 43 0.93

23[23i'.0 I -- 1_8 6 3619 ÷ 32 I 5939 - Ill 2 39 44 0.89_+_o<o_o._o).i I I :i91""__1! "°/:"'_L__L.,,
_/en I)erweJker (Dh'_r)

...... v:-v-T ! l-I I I,-3o 11-_i - I - I 2_,_9 _ _ _ 4, 4, ,.93
D-|I | 19921_ 171< I I 30"79 I+390|151 506g ')4_34 "7 39 42 0.93

D+g0(_fface) [ 1886 i -106 I 5 I 3752 [ *673 I 22 I 5638 ÷570 II 33 43 0.77
I .... L_ ! J.... L___/____L .L____J___L___-_J _, !

Wallrr (Dk'ci)

............. ,,--I----I-:-I-_1" I
_ _ 46 0.96,_-_ I..,_I V T 2_,_-Tm---T:-I4./

ill 1--11 I 'llf',,5 ] -_ 77 J < 1/ 2./.5; It-37 i I I 4911 14'114 [ 2 ] 44 I 47 0.94

I,,.6o(bo,,,::.)1|9_.._1-lef,[ 91 332._ ]+6o._12-'. I s32¢, 1.415 I "] 3_ 143 o.)_s

iD ,o_,-.,o_ 9 3._ ,_,, _"l _,,972o.I _I39 I 43 0.91
"°°('"<'-">I_"__L._L___L_I_2_

Dnvh ( ii_lCkllp I

+_O(b..,.o:,)219_.I - 4_ l 2 / 3_ 1+._,o31 i_] s./ssl+3S9 1 ./I 3_ ,l: 0.90
2210 - 26 _ / 373£, + 573 18 $_46 ÷ 547 10 I 37 0.8ll+_°(""<_)____1_.....Ll__a22_._J2"_L__L'_4__]__'.LI...

i

I',:o'blk!l (I]:lcl, up)

D+<o(_,<o-..,,/_,_- _I < , I :,4,..:I.,,,,_l4i <._,,,I÷,o,I _-I "_ / '_- I o.0,o
I lo9_ I Sll i_---.<i [ "49) I ÷ 479I is I ss<, I * 474I 9 i 3s / 4; I 0.90
I L.___J__:___L_.__L__._-L--..J- . I. . ) i_ •

PhLIlip'iII_:ck,ap)

........ T:YT-7_. 1--_-1--,3--I o.93
'>'"('_:"".'.'>i'°" i +" i "_'1''" 1+'23141 ,2.. I+,,, i 4 1 40 I - I o._
'>"_°<'_"::<<').___l"__i+" i '1.": .L___L_I.'..,9,| ,o, ,63o__1__'+'92,,_.___,__l3,.__,_14,,,I o."

ill:: D * 60 (b:lt_2r,, _lld lJ * _,Q |_llyf_'e) i_._ercine'iils _'.-f bolh will: fel',"rt'Rce Io tee O-J I values.

tU'_ i:lfdt.",'tell lhe pl.'i_+_volume. i
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Table A13
Red Cell Survival

Date
Relative

to
Dive
(D)

D - 30
D - 1I
D-5
D4. 14
D+ 21
D+ 28
D+35
D* 42
D+ 49
D+ G6

÷ 60 (bottom)+ 60 (surface)

Predive
lntradive

""Plotted in Fie,. A27.

CitRon

5.0
6.4
6.6
6.0
6.6
6.2
6.0
6.4
5.6
5.8
5.7
6.1

28
28

14C _ Glyelne*
(disintegrations/aria per mg hemoglot:ta}

Van Der-Mahnket_ wafl;er

6.2
%0
7.0
7.1
6.9
6.6
6.0
6.1
6.0
6.0
6.0
5.8

6.2
6.3

6.0

I s:7 e.3
5,8
6.1

5.6 _

4.9
4.9
5._
5.1
4.9
4.8
5.0
G.3
L2
'L2
4.4
4.'_

Half Life -- s sCr in Vitro
(days)

27 I 28

Kobllek Phillips

5.9 7.8
6.4 8.9
6,5 8.3
6.4 8.3
6.4 8.0
6.0 7.2
5.9 6.3
6.2 6.2
6.7 6.3
6.3 6.4
5.6 6.4

28 28

4

..!
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A3.3.2.3.2 RadioisotopeStudies

Red cell mass, plasma volume, and red cell s:,rvival studies were performed on
four occasions: twice during the predlve control period, on the last day 5f the dive pr_or
to the decompression, and after surfacing and decompression. The radioisotope method-
elegy used in these s.tudies has been demonstrated sensitive to changes in red ceil mass
of 2% or more. After consideration of the normal biologic variance and problems en-

ccunte"_d by field operations, a v_lance of 6% is equal to two standard deviations.
Plasma• volume measurement accuracy is inherently greater; however, the biologic vt,rl-
ante of tMs parameter is considerably larger than that of me red cell mas_. This lability
is due to the fact that plasma volume responds to certain environmental factors, particu-

l__,'ly increased arab!eat temperatures.

Three of the four diverslostred cellmass (Mahnken, Waller, and Van Derwalker),
whereas the fourthindividual(Clifton)actuallygained red cellmass (Table A12), The

control group showed essentiallyno change in thisparameter, aRhough the red cell
mass losses exhibitedby three ofthe divers were atthe margin of significance,itmust

be noted thatthey are distinctlyseparable from the controlpopulation. The one diver

(Clifton)may have had an abnormal transientreduction in his red cellmass at the time
of the D - 11 examination;when his D - 30 value is compared to bis postdive results,he

fallsin llnewiththe other drCers (+91 m! or 4%). Nc significantchanges in red cell

mass were observed as a resuR ofthe decompression.

All divers showed alterations in their plasma volumes at some time during the pre-

dive, intradlve, or postdive intervals. Three of the four exhibited a significant elevation
in plasma volume between the D - 30 and D - 11 examinations. The fourth diver (Waller_
showed essentially no change during this period. It is probable that the alterations in
plasma volumes seen during the predive control period were secondary to the concurrent
change in climate experienced by the dive team. During the dive one individual showed
essentially no change in plasma volume (Mahnken); whereas, the other divers showed
significant increases. It is interesting to note that the diver showing the least loss of
red cell mass (Mahnker.) was also the man who exhibited the least plasma volume in-
crease. The centre', group showed similar increases in plasma volume during the pre-
dive and tntradiv," periods as did the majority of the dive team.

The S_Cr red cell survival (Table A13) showed no changes throaghout the study. The
14C in rive cohort tag studies showed no differences between the divers and controls,
and all values were within the range of normal. It is noteworthy, however, that Mr.
Phillips showed (Fig. A27) a very different curve from the other men measured, although
his curee is still within the limit of normal.

A3.3.2.4 Conclusions

o Nc :.Katistically significant changes in red cell mass or red cell survival were
detected as a result of the Tektite I dive exposure.

Plasma volumes increased over the predive and dive intervals in both the control

and diver population. This is a probable result of increased ambient temperatures expe-
rim,ted by these personnel after moving to the Tektite I site.

• No s;t-mificant clmttge in any routine hematologic parameter occurred, with the

_mgle exception of a transient eosinophilia in one diver.
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A3.3.3 Immunohematclogy

S. Rltzman and W. Levin, Divib"m of Immunohematoiogy,
University of Texas, Galveston, '1,,.+-m,+

A3.3.3.1 Objectives, Measurements, and Metho_q

Specific objectives of the immunohematology _tudtes were to determino the time
courme, extent, and etiology of any changes in the humm "t and/or cellular immune status
of divers exposed to conditions of prolonged saturation di_ "_g. T|ds effort will provide
the needed data for the safe committal of man to extended di, _s, particularly those in
which prolonged contact with the ocean and ocean floor may be :,wolved.

The following measurements were made (with the methods in p rentheses): total
serum protein (Goldberg, temperature compensated refractometer), _..rum electrophoo
resis (cellulose acetate), immunnglobin quantitation including IgG, IgA, : _d IgM (single

radial imrr, unodlffusion), lymphocyte blastoid transformation (phytohemagL:tin stimula-
tion), lymphocyte RNA-DNA synthesis rates (in vitro, 14C and SH tagging), n,_,.ramidase
(turbidometrlc method), a2M-g_)ulin (single radial immunodiffusion), transfez.'tn (single
radial immunodiffusion), and C'3- compliment (single radial immunodiffusion).

A3.3.3.2 Results

The results are given in Table A14.

A3.3.3.3 Discussion

No evidence of significant trends is recognized in the immunohematology data, re-
fernb!e to the dive interval. Three of the four divers have consistently abnormal values
specifically with respect to )'M-globulin (Vanderwalker and Mahnken) and a2M=globulin
(CHiton) fractions. The significance of these values is not known.

The significant flndin_s, referable to the cellular tmmunohematology system, con-
ccrn.q John Van Derwalker, who exhibited a significant reduction in RNA synthesis to
PItA stimulation postdive. Since rids w-as not a common finding within the dive group, no
overall significance is associated with this event.

A3.3.3.4 Conclusions

The followingarc the conclusions regarding the divers.

For John Van Derv_dker, elevated gamma-globulin levels were recorded during

pre'.3dve intervals, with transient return to normal range on the occasion of the D+ 60
(bottom) sample. The subsequent D÷ 60 (surface) sampling showed return to the elevated
predive levels. This elevated gamma-globulin level was due to a markedly lnv.reased
TM-globulin level. A transient decrease in lymphocyte RNA synthesis subsequent to
PHA sUmulation was seen postdive. The significance of this latter finding is unknown.

For Conrad Mahrflcen, a significantly decreased _M-globulin level was present on all
sampling occasions. No sl_lnific._nce, referable to the dive, is inferred.

For l'ichardWaller, no significantabnormalities or changes were noted throughout

the ex,_nitlingperiod.

For Edward Clifton,significantelevationsin the a2M-globulin proteinfractionwas

seen ttn'oughoutthe predive and postdive intervals. No proteinchanges, referabletothe

dive, were observed.
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The following are the conclusions regarding the controls.

For Lawrence Phillips, predive values on tlwee occasions showed elevations of total

gamma globulin associated wifll concomitant increases in V G-globulin, _A-globulin, and
_'M-globulin. On one occasion (D-30) a reduced transferrtn value was obtained. These
find]ngs are compatible with an acute infectious disease on or about the D-30 examina-
tion. No signlficrmt postdive abnormalities were observed.

For Inn Koblick and Gary Davis, no abnormalities were observed in any parameters
throughout the observed perioda.

No significant changes in any humeral or cellular immunologic parameters were
identified relative to the dive interval.

A3.3.4 Blood Chemistries

C. L. Fischer and C. Leach liuntoon, NASA Manned Spacecraft Center,
Biomedical Resem'ch Office, Houston, Texas

A3.3.4.1 Objectives, Measurements, and Methods

Specific objectives of the blood chemistry studies were (a) to determine the extent
and time course of alterations in fluid and electrolyte balance and metabolism as re-
flected in selected biochemical constituents of blood and (b) to document the physical
qualifications of the ere.. -nembers for the mission and to detect problems which could
require remedial or pre,_entive action, thereby insuring optimum performance and
comfort.

The following measurements were made (_th the methods in parentheses): true
serum glucese :(autoanalyzer); blood urea nitrogen (autoanalyzer); creatine (auto-
analyzer); Na, K, Mg, Ca, al_a CI (flame photometry and atomic absorption spectrometer);
phosphorus (autoanalyzer); SGOT (Babson method); alkaline phosphatase (Babson and
Phillips method}; creatlnc phosghatase (Nuttal and Wedin method); uric acid (autoana-
lyzer); bi!irubin, total and direct (Dlazzo method); serum and/or plasma osmolarity
(freezing point osmoter); total red blood cell (RBC) and plasma lipid content* (gravimetric
,'malysis); neutral lipid fractionation to include RBC and plasma: cholesterol, cholesterol
e._ter,* free fatty acids,* monoglycerides,* diglycerides,* and triglycerides (thin-layer
chromatography and gas-liquid chromatography); pho_pholipid fractionation to include
I1BC and plasma: phosphatidic acid, pho:_phatidyl serine, phosphatidyl ethanolamine,
phosphatidyl choline, phosphatidyl lno_iti:ie, spingomyelin, and lysolecithtn (column
chromatography, thin-layer chromatography, and gas-liquid chromatography); RBC and
plasma steroid_:* tocophero!, i.e., vitamin E, and vitamin A (fatty acid pattern on all
neutr,_J and gas-liquid chromatography phospholipids, RBC, and plasma listed above);
and hydrocortisone (corttso!-binding globulin).

A3.3.4.2 _'esults

The reaults are given in Tables A15, A16, mid A17.

A3.3.4.3 Diacusalon of Results

The c)inical bmchemical parameters sampled showed no diagnostic abnormalities;
hov,'cvcr, several significant trends are evident.

'Thc te_t wa:_ still in progress when this was written, and the results will be reported in
.-',:Iw: dccun_ents.
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Tab!e A15
Serum/Chemistry Results

_ ! Imo_ AIkn-I
. .Dale Glu-I Urea hill- Crea- Udc line J
I_eia,v.eto icosc!Nitro- robin tinine Acid Pho_ I

D(Dive.. )_=_ ]_Ben .___.__phatmseJl

.-3o 9,_! 17 o,T" I.--Ts-7 24
D-II 7815 0.2 1.0 5.6 28

D--5 78 150.6 0.9 5.2 26
D+I4 78 19 i 0.4 !.i 5.1 32

i
D-?I 80 ',5 0.9 1.0 5.5 32

28 8." Ig I 0.6 1.0 5.5 31D 4"

D*'t5 82 18 I 0.9 I.I 5.9 29
D+42 _4 16 ' 0.3 I.I 5.0 19
D+49 86 22 I 0.6 I.I 6.1 30

D+56 93 21 : 0.7 1.0 5.3 29
D+60(Bottom} 76 19 ! 0.6 I.I 5.3 27

D+60(Sudace) 82 19 i 0.7 1.0 5.1 25

D-30 81 17 ] 0.9 1.0 4.9 29

D-I! 71 17 4 0.9 1.0 6.6 33

D-5 131 16 [ 0.5 1.0 7.2 31
D+! 104 19 ! 0.8 1.0 5.4 32
D* 14 74 17 ! 0.5 1.0 5.3 40

D+21 79 17 i 0.8 i.0 S.5 36

19+28 87 18 ! 0.7 1.0 53 : 39

D+35 75 19 i 0.8 1.1 5.7 35
D+42 g2 16 i 0.6 1.1 5.4 2.
D+49 83 21 !0.8 1.I 5.6 32

D'. 56 9320 0.6 1.0 5.1 3J

D+60lBottom} 69 i 17 0.5 1.0 4.6 I 31

D+60lSl,rfuce) g5 i 20 i 0.9 1.0 5.4 [ 29

D-30 _I IS
D- I I I01 [ 16

D-5 82 i !0
D+I 971 21

D + 14 94 i 18
D+2: Bl! !7

I) 4" ,,_._ 82 rt 19

D + 35 74 I 18

I)+47 74j 17

1_,49 181 I 20

+56 9-t L22I D + 60 {_ottcm) I 76 19D + 60(Surfatt)lg_O - 18

r) - ;tO _-'[-14-"
D-!1 s.+I 13
D--5 67 l I_'
D ÷ I ';,7! 17

D * 14 96 21

D+2! ft01 14
D + 21.1 E;4 I i8

D + 35 "/5 _ I9

[D+42 _.9 I 15
]I)+49 8.g I 18
ID+'_6 18-1', 22

ID_,_0(Bot!cm 781 18t[l)+60(Surf::ce E8 I 16

r¢_-

me LDIIISGOTI Na
Io$.

atase

Clifton (D'n,er)

41 n7 1141.0

!8 52 24 1142.5

!8 54 29 1140.5

14 54 28 ] 141.0

10 61 30 ] 141.5

!6 55 31 1143.0
!6 25 32 1143.5

!8 50 29 1139.5
!0 55 31 1143.0

!2 53 27 1144.0
i2 45 28 ] 140.5

18 51 38 1140.0

Mahnken (Diver)

'1.9 51 23;
ND 61 32

*.I 65
;3 53 391
IS 57 31 I
15 12 3oi
17 49 33 I

12 56 331

17 53 33!!5 I 54 35
ND I 50 311

20 I 60 25 I

19 I 55 41 i
i

Van Iknvalker (Diver)

i12:I.!15.6
!.5 I.I I 5.7

0.8 1.0 ] 5.4
I.I !.1 I 5.4

1.4 1.1 5.3
!.5 1.0 5.7

!.2 1.0 6.¢}

1.9 11.226.41.0 5.9

0.9 !.1 i_.1

u,o i l.n]6.0

0.81 1"115"7i.7, !.±i5._Z7

-E-( I.I 5.2
0.8 I,I 5J;

0.3 1.0 5.5

!.0 I.I b.0
ND |.! 4.9

0.7 1.0 5.9
0.6, 1,0 5.8

I O_Tl !.1 5.8
r0.31 I.I 5.3

, .or I.O 6.1
1 0.7 1.0 5.7
I 0.5 1.0 5.5

I .°'3t I. 5.7_

I
14

! 18

16

17
16

I_I____

isis
,7 11_,
17 16

15 8
8 12

17 I0
16 7

16 16
20 14

I_ 12

18 20
16 18

17 8

140.0
143.0

143.5
138.0

143.0

la3.0
144.0

144.0

143.5
I_,0

145.0

! 39.5
140.0

3 43 16 I141.o
ND 46 29 i 138.G

19 52 23 i 141.5

5 46 31 1137.5
13 65 35 141.5
18 4R 24 142.0

Zl 53 30 142.5

14 49 26 142.5

14 46 30 139.0

11 ,51 , 35 141.0
12 149 32 1445
6 ;4_ 31 138.5

5 I 47 35 139.0
i

Waller (Diver)

[40 ! "22"-'- 142.0

37 '23 140,0

44 28 ! 36.5
45 29 143.0
75 55 143.0

35 143.0

158 35 142.5
43 26 142.566 36 142.5

48 39 144.5
50 26 138.0

47 22 1140.5

I

K ¸

4.Q '

4.4

3.9

4.0

4.2

3.8
4.1

4.3
4.5

4A
3.8

4.4

4.4
3.9

3.8
4.4

4.2

4.2
4.4

4.4

4.5
4.6

4.5

4.0

4.0

14.0

I17

!3.6
!3.8
i3.1_

14.1

_4.0
!4.0

[4.1

[4.2
14.2

i3.6
14.0

5.0

4.0
3.9

!3.8
3.8
4.4

!4.0

i4,0

i4.0
14.2

14.0

13.3
_3.8

z.419.6 I:0
L61 9.6 109

L61 9.2 104

!.51 9.1 102

1.51 9.8 104

L41 9.5 104
L5110.2 104

L41 9.7 104
L5110.0 105

L51 9.7 i09
L51 9.2 104

LSI 9.0 102

Z.4 9.7 108
Z.3 10.5 I10

2.6! 9.9 105

2 3 9.4 !05
Z.51I0.0 103

Z.3 9.8 104
2.4 10.1 106

2.4_110.1 105
9.5 10.I 105
2.6 10.3 103

2.6!i0.1 112
2.3i 92 101

2.5 i V.5 IOA

z.,_I1o.o1o4
2.21 9.8 105

2.2! 9.8 103
2.31 9.5 99

2.4! 9.4 102

2.1j 9.2 101
2.3110.0 103
2.21 9.8 102

2.2 9.8 100

2.3 9.6 103

2.4 9.8 108
2.3 9.3 102

2.4 9.6 103

2.5 9.9 II0

2.5 9.8106

2._ 9.5:1o8
2._ 9.6 100
_l] 9.41105

2.4 9.7 106

2.'; 9.7 10.1
2.4 1,3.2 il03

2.4 9.61!05
2.4 !0.0 riO5

2._ 9.91108
2._ 9.4 i I00

2._ 9.4 [106

" ' u

Choles- gly-IO,mo.
PO,t terol td_ ladty

4.5 223 I si_ 1 289 1
3.8 223 1 82 I 288
3.0 206 1 22 I 309

3.9 187 I 55 I 286 I

 31 861
3.4 210 I 88 I 290

3.8 247 I 26 I 288
3.9 205 I 38 I 282
3.2 235 I 15 I 295

3.6 222 ] 98 I 308
3.4 205 I 43 I 287

3.4 205 I 85 I 284

i"
3.4 155 125 . 292

3.2 168 50 I 290
3.1 _
2.91_ 145 <10 I 302200 _7 1 280

3.6 148 39 1 293

3.0 197 94 I 2E2

3.6 175 75 I 296

3.6 1751 951 2891
3.2 153 901291!

3.2 162 124 I 299 1
3.7 153 113 J 248 [

3.2 151 I 59 I 234 !

3.2 153 j 50 I 234

4.7 144 28 288i

2.8 145 34 2831

2.8 i 35 37 280
3.3 171 72 280

2.8 138 38 283

2.91 ,64 oi 2S_l
3.2 204 30 294 I
3.6 175 72 28_ I
3.7 153 47 282 I
3.1 175 39 293 I
3.2 175 70 310 }
2.9 163 61 : 284 I

3.0 I 146 32128±1

4.2 195 1" 2oI 28,,

2.9 194 [ 40 [ 28o
2.8 2051Nr,! 2_6
3.1 142 I 80 I 274
ND 200 I 73 I 284

3.3 231 I 101 284
3.2 240 I'ND 297

4.1 236 I 26 1255

4.4 2|5 [ ,'t I 287

3.4 225 39 I295

3., 19s 8512-t
2.9 20_ 4Sl2821
3.4 203 m 12_oj

ITablc continucsl
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APPENDIX A -- SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS A99

Date

Relatke to

D (D_e)

Table A15 (Continued)

- I F 'I
_hata.__._

D-30

o-n I 741I_ I O.S
D-S I_411_10.8
D+ 14 I 82121 I 0.4

r_+21 I 04116 I 0.9
D4zs i921lJ 10.7
D-35 18zl' 10.7
D442 I 8Sl17 I o.s
D, 49 I 77116 I 0.6
,')+16 l gSl18 I o.s
D460(n°u°m)l"1,6 I 0.4

Davis (Control)

e.__6.__ 2o I 23 I S_I 32 114e.o14.0F
I.o Is.7I 21 I 53 I 17 I 24 1140.513.61:
1.3_6.0_ 24 I so 157 I 26 I144.014.31:
I,I 16.01 24 [ 30 ]69 I 43 1_42.014.61:

1.216._I 25 1 ._s I S_l _ 1!4!.s13_1:
!.1 16.2 1 19 I 23 I SS I 38 1143.014.21:
t.a_s.9, _i I _ IS41_ ImO14.Ol'
I.I 15.0 I 20 I 24 l 17 I _4 1141.113.81',
I.I is.7 I 24 I 20 171 I 35 1139.514.41',

,.2,6.,_ 25 I 19 I" I _ 1'43"sl:_Jsl:

Kobltck (Conlrol)

12.91 181 1 411293
13.01 176 I 10 1280
!3.21 153 I 39 1294
12.61161 I 791284
12.6 [ 168 lQN$ J
13.41 177 [ 101 1292

12.81 183 1121 12ss

D -30

D-ll
D-5

D+ 14
D't- 21

D4 2_1

D4. 35
D:42

D449D456

D+ 60)460

_-30 106 14 0_0 16 36 18 139.54.62.1 9.9__'-_

D-II I __71 24 li4o.01_12.01 9.6110112.711921 34 I 282
D-5 [ _,.. [ 32 _0_514.312.21 9.811041:3.61178[ 35 1_s
D414 [ _2.2J 9.7110413.3 1 193 J 24 [ 295

D+21 J _12,1[10.0 I1_13.4 1 1_4J 75 1282
D+28 J _6 2.0_10.3110213.01 204 [ 24 1285

n+35 I __2-119.9J1°°13.7l 21o I 96 [285
D+42 j _4.2p0.ll10313.S I 213 J !15 [ 284

I)449 I _2.2l 9.SII0314"Sl185 I 120 J 281

1")456 [_12.119.911o813.3[ _193 J i18 1299
D 4 60 ( Botto,n], 9.5 182 65 284

D 4 60 (Surface) 9.5 185 131 279

Phillips (Cnntml)

'-._1 20-_r-TT_20_o.o50. 2.4 9.9'09 3.4 109 280 QN$

t4 1061 0.91s.sl 2_ I _t ISo I tt 1t4tsl_.slto_l_.81 _'_612is 1289
14 [ ND ] 0.7 14.9 [ 26 [ 9 [59 [ 31 114_.61106D.41 I16 I 285 I 214
1'7 !0.9 [ 1.015.4 [ 28 I 1'7 156 I _... 9.7110214.1]140 1220 I 284

97 17 1.2 0.ill5.3 [ 2fi I 23 152 [ 28 1141) 5__8110613.4 I 164 [ 226 1284

15 16 07 0.915.3 [ 2_ ] 13 I 59 I _10313.81 178 I QNS] 293
79 14 0.9 [ 0.9 5.2 21 ] i8 156 ] _7[106_3.9J 167 [ 35`7 1286

?4 is o.s [ 0.9 4.7 26 [ _s [47 [ _10513.71 IS`71>210I 288
`7: _ o._I ,.o is._ 2_ I 6 I 14 I ._3 1,4_01_1.._.41_.s1_0414._!Iss I ,62 128'7
9_I_0 loslo.91s-_ _ I ,3 1691 33 Is_1,081_.91 _6_ 1121 1291

(no,o_l _sl _s I t.ol Lois.31 _0 I _s 149 I -_s Is_m'7i4.01 _4r I 141I_8'7
o.9 5.6

i_ s.

The bloodurea nitrogen(BUN) appe_s generallytoincreaseoverthelastweeks of
thecliveinterval,withreturntowardpredivecontrolvaluesafterdecompression(Table
A15). RisingBUN valuesare oftenassociatedwithprerenaldiversionofwater,In-
creasedproteincatabolism,and impairedrenalfunction.No evidenceofrenalimpair-
ment isfoundIntheassociatedchemistrydata,and dehydrationisnotindicated.In-
crcasedproteincatabolism,or dictaryfactorsare probablycontributory.

Serum glutamicoxalacetlctransaminase(SGOT) levelsshowed an unexplained
increaseduringthediveinterval(TableAiS). Sincetheseelevationswere notassociated
withotherenzyme shifts,thisisolatedfindingisofno diagnosticimportance.
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Dale
Relative

to

D (Dive)

Tnble AI6

Electrophoresis Results

Lip Pre LDH

D - 30

D- II

D-5

D+ 14
D + 21

D+ 28

D+ 35

D÷ 42

D+ 49
D+ 56

D ÷ 60 (bottom)

D ÷ 60 (surface)

27
30
26
ND
31
22
27 16
ND ND

28 I 13

27 18
ND ND

ND ND

22 I d3

24 47
17 59

ND ND
23 46
23 55

57
ND

6O
55
ND
ND

D - 30

+ 14
4.21.

D+ 28
D ÷ 35
D+ 42
D÷ 49
D+ 56

D + 60 (bottom)
D + 60 (surface)

26 _ 39

40 121 s7
39 119 44
mD t ND NV
ND INn ND
26 23 55

30 23 45
27 22 51
ND ND _ND
34 21 44
28 16 56

i - 30II
5

*D" 1

• ID+ ].4

ID + 21

35
D _ 42

D+ 49

D+ 56

D + 60 (bottom)

D- 60 (surface)

i

31
32

ND
36
27
32
ND
34
33

ND
ND

Clifton(Diver)

23 ,,,,,29 ''_" 3

35 19 134 7
26 [29 14

26 127 7
! 36 32 [20 4
:ND !ND ND

25 35 28 8

26 34 ND20 11ND ND ND

ND ND ND ND

Mahnken (Diver)

19 20 [21 3
28 39 128 6
22 30 138 5
ND ND!ND ND
27 39 26 4
25 36 19 10
34 38 21 3

ND _

1 6.8 4.1 10.2
4 7.4 4.5 I 0.1
4 6.9 4.2 I 0.1
4 7.3 4.4 10.1

12 7.71 4.6 10.2
7 7.3! 4.3 10.1

ND 7.7 4.4 10.1

I ND 7.4 4.6 10.1

5 7.7 4.6 10.4
9 7.8 5.2 I 0.1

ND 7.2 4.5 10.2
ND 7.0 4.5 10.2

...... .._ _____

7.0 4.3 0.2
ND 6.6 4.3 0.2

0.1
0.9.
0.1
0.1
0.2

1 6.9 4.3

4 17.0 4.3
ND 17.11 4.5

ND [7.0! 4.5
23 37 22

24 _9 2_
26 42
1_3 gD

Van Derwalker

45 22i35
28
28
ND
37
42
31

29
38

32
;ND

29
16
20

17
23 50 30
19 49 27

ND ND ND
ND ND 25

30 38 23
25 49 37

18 ' 50 ND ND[N_D
ND ll',,rD ND ND
19 ;46 2't 35 22 I

h_ 17 36 27

11, B[7.3 I
9+ S 17.11
9! 6 16"_I

ND _
:ND !6.5! 4.2

(Diver)

8 2[ ! 4.8

7.9
5 3 4.57.5
4 9 7.0 4.1

5 7..,!4.5
10 9 7.2 4.2
4 8 7.9 4.4

ND ND 7.8 4.5

ND ND 7.9] 4.8
9 10 7.8] 4.5

9 9 7.7 I 4.9

14 6 7.4 4.6

ND ND 7.3 4.4

4.7 0.4
4.8 0.1
4.4 0.2

0.2

0.6 0.8 1.1
0.6 0.8 1.3:
0.7 0.6+1.21
0.8 0.81.2
0.8 0.9 1.21
0.9 0.8 1.2_
0.7 0.7_ 1.7
0.6 0.6 1.3

0.7 0.8'1.3:

0.6 0.7 1.2
0.6 0.7 1.2
0.6 0.6 1.1

0.4 0.6 I0.8 1
0.5 0.8 11.0
0.7 0.711.1
0.5 0.6 11.0
0.6 0.710.9
0.6 i 0.8 11.0

0.710.8 I1.0
0.9 ',0.6 11.0
0.7 I 0.6 11.0
0.6 I 0.6 ! 1.0
0.7 10.5 11.0
0.4 06 ]II
0.5] 0.6 ] 1.0

• . ]

0.2 0.5 t 0.8 11.5
0.1 0.510.811.51
0.1 0.4 I 0.711.6 l
o.3 o.5 _0.611.e I
0.2 0.6,0.811.5 1
o.2o._,o.811._I
0.2 0.7 I0.9,1.7 ]

0.2 0.510.611.7 I
04 o.6,o.8,1.6_
0.2 o._,OS_l_
0.2o._,o._,1.6
o._ o._,o.61_.0

(Table continues)
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Date
Relotive

to
D (Dive)

Table AI6 (Continued)

'.°" . I
1 22L_1 I . , . ,

__ i I --

D - 30
D-II
D-5
D+I
D+ 14
D+21
D+ 28
D+35
D+ 42
D+49
D÷ 56

+ 60 (bottom)
DD+ 60 (surface),

D - 30
D-II
D-5
D+ 14
D+21
D+ 28

Dr 35÷ 42
D+40
D+ 56

÷co(bottom)+ 60 (surfa,,e)

D - 30
D-II
D-5
D+ 14
P_-21

D, 28+ 35
D÷ 42
D÷49
D4 56
D + 60 (bottom)
D + 60 (surface)

23 17 56 1 _I
26 21 53 1 )I
34 14 53 1 32

ND ND ,qDl]qD
ND ND ND I Z5
22 24 55 ! P.7
20 21 58 I 28
23 21 56 I_ID
ND KrD NDI iqI)
25 19 55 I 24
29 15 56 ! 22
ND ND NDI 18

25 £0
25 22
22 27
ND ND
28 3O
26 18
19 18

ND ND
20 19
29 22
ND ND
ND ND

31
45
29
ND
37
39
33
ND
41
37
ND
ND

D":3_'--- i 20 I 25 52I 141 32D-I_ 24 30 40 301 35
D-5 15 I 24 62 17 I 36
D+ 14 I ND [ NDI ND 27[ 37
D÷21 1 25 ] 61 ] 20 22] 38
D÷28 1 25 ] 44 I 30 261 31
D+35 I 18 1 13 I 69 NDI ND

D+4"9 I 27 1 13 1 60 1 21l 35
D+ 5_ / 2o I 3013_.122135
D_-60_ottorn | ND _ NDI NDI 25_ 39
D÷6o_,;rf_c_)L_p_L___1_ _I _z

Waller (Diver)

13122[ 4 -.

!81 34 ! 5 31

rD
_7 I :6
|3 I 24
_s 123

)6

.0 0 I
rD NDI
'7 5l
6 91
6 lO I

TD NDI
TD NDI
[0
[3 L0 '

3612'7. t41'_,__

Davis (Control)

551 1"/ 271 0 4

531 34 29 I :9 524 34 _3 II
26_ 35 _I 9

44 27 37 I _7 5

55 28 33l :2 '/
63 ND N'D ID _._
ND ND N'D _D ND
61 24 I 35 _,3 9

49 23 [ 33 _8 9
ND 22 42 ._4 11
ND hrD ND _D ND

Koblick Control)

-_-_-]-45l 27 24[ 23"--5-
_4 1 41 I 29 30 33
221 50] 35 31 24 5
NDIND[ 27 33 26 9
27 I 35[ 22 33 28 9
211 4ol31l 32 _.l 7
151 52 ItrDIND r,,"D
l'_ I ND l Z'rDI m:_ ND
2ol 30 22133 25 9
i'7 I 46 28 I 36 20 7

lqD_ NO 19[ 39 22 14.
ND

Phillips (Control)

22 e 2 _,7.:
24 7 _ 5 7.
25 I_! 5 '7.
21 8 6 7.
18 12 11 7.
32 6 5 7.
NE NT. N_ 7.
NE N_ NI 6.
25 I0 _ 7.
22 12 ¢. 7.
23 11 3 6.

5 t.5/0.21_"' ,8_,2
.1 1.5 / 0.21 _e, ,et_.1
.8 4.3|0.21;61 ,71],0
.2 _.'7/o.21c6_ 81(.9
.1 4.310.2/[ 71 ,811.0
.1 4.310.21( '7! .91_.0
.8 4.7|0.21(.8t .91:.2
.1 4.7 i0.1l(.61 .71:.0., .o
._ _.8 IO.Zl_ _1 _1: i._.2 4.7 /0.2 [,:6 :: .1

I .8 ] 4.1

4 '.0 1 4.5

6 i.7 4.4
9 ' 1 4.5
4112 4.6
II 1.7 I 4.3
_D 1.8 [ 4.4

ND L2 1 4.79 ;.8 4.0
8 1.4 5.0
9 ) 6' 4,2

--_T-_._ _._
41L2 4.7
5'7.1 4.cJ
5 7.3 4.7
8 7.1 4.2
9 7.2 4.2

ND 6.9 4.4
ND 7.7 5.0
11 6.7 4.1

7.6 5.0
6 7.3 4.6

ND 6.9 4.2

31o,li,I1.2 0.5 7 .C
1.110.6 [6 i.[
).210.6 I (_.8 [ .(

_).3 0.6 1_.81 )'
,).2 ,.6i'1.7 ).|,).2 _.6 1.7 ).!
).2 _.6I 1.6 L._

I ).8 L.().4 L6
).2 1.6 _).bl)J
).2 ).5 _).71tJ

).21).5 ).1 .'}'_

- i0.4 ).6 )J 1.I
0.2 ).5 _)J I.
0.1! }.5 D. 1.
0.1 ].5 _}. 1.
0.2 ].6 0."I.
0.2 _).8 1.011.
0.1 _).5 0,7 1.
0.1 D.4 0.8 1.
0.4 0.5 0.6 1.
0.2 0.5 0.8 1.
0.2 9.4 0.6 I.

o.__!o.so._ l,

3.7
4.9
4.6
4.9
4.7
4.6
4.6
4.2
4.3
5.3

0.3[0.I 0.7 1,
0.1:0., 0.9 1
o.] Io.' 0.8 1
o.2[o, o.8 l
0.1 I O. 0.8 1
0.210. 0.8 1
o.21o, o._ x
0.2 I O. 0.5 1
0.4|0. 0.7 1
o.l IO. o.7!1

4.5 . 0.110. 0.611

4.2.0.2_[0-- 0.__66_
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Table A17

Hydrocortisone Results

Date
Relative

to

D (Dive)

D - 30

D - 11

D-5

D+ 28

D+ 56

D ÷ 60 (bottom)
D + 60 (surface)
D÷61

Clifton

9.8
21.0

10.4
19.0

12.2
18.5
10.0
24.8

Mahnken

11.5

4.8

10.5

19.4

9.0

16.8
9.8

17.0

_Normal values ---I0 to 20 vg/100 ml;

Plasma Hydrocortisone*

(/Ig/100ml)

Van Der- Waller Davis
walker

11.2 9.5 10.8
24.6 8.5 14.6
13.0 15.9 10.2
19.8 19.0 9.4
15.5 14.5 10.1
12.8 16.0 10.8
11.0 6.2 11.8
23.5 30.8 6.8

standard deviation= 0.5.

Koblick Phillips

8.2 15.3

11.9 20.0

12.0 7.0

10.0 6.2

9.2 9.5
11.3 11.0
23.2 20.8
6.0 15.0

The plasma hydrocortlsone values (Table AIT) demonstrate considerableinterindi-
vidualvariability.Although there are no abnormal results,certaintrends are ofinterest

and merit furtherdiscussion _nd investigation.There isa suggestion ofa decrease in

values during the in-divephase (between the fourthand eighthweek) on allfour divers
wMch does not appear inthe controlvalues. The significanceofthisisnot apparent, al-

though one explanationcould be the operationof an adaptattveprocess. The apparent In-
crease subsequent to the eighth-week sample could be due to the "expectation"excitement

and anticipation of 1,_.aving the habitat.

_a_.other interesting trend is the slight decrease in values seen from the sample
drawn on the bottom and that drawn immediately after decompresaion. This same sort
of trend has been noted, but unexplained, in the Apollo flights subsequent to splashdown.
Further work is being planned to consider the control mechanisms involved in this neuro-
endocrine process.

A3.3.5 Instructionsto Aquanauts on Blood Drawing and Processing

The followingwere the instructionsgiven to the aquanauts concerning blood drawing
and processing:

A. Bmsic principles of blood _awing

1. Set the crewmmPs arm in a comfortable position, fully extended.

2. Place a tourniquet on the upper arm -- not too tight.

3. Have the crewman pump kis hand for several seconds or until a prominent
vein appears.

4. Cleanse the area around the vein selected.

5. Maintaining the sterility of the ne._dle, enter the vein through the area
cleansed and aspirate the syringe until blood freely flows. (If on two successive occa-

slons, the vein is not _r.tered, have another crewman perform the venapuncture.)

6. The-, RELEASE TOUrnIQUET and draw an appropriate sample into the sy-

rin_,e #,see the sample chart).



Indive
Week

APPENDIXA-. SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMS

S3mple Chart

Date
Volume
of Draw

(rot)

2/26/69

3/05/69

3/12/69

3/19/69

24

31

34

24

Indive
Week

6

7

8

Date

3/26/69

4/02/69

4/09/69

.................... 4, r_ _'- ,'__ ._ _," -_-.._ f"

AI03

Volume
of Draw

(ml)

31

24

34

7. When a sample has been acquired, place a clean dry sponge over the needle
puncture site and withdraw the needle quickly.

8. Distribute the blood into the tubes provided. Invert the tubes gently ten times
for adequate anticoagulation.

B. Blood Processings

All samples tubes are provided and prelabeled for each weekly sampling period.
Different _mounts are required on various weeks, with different anticoagulants. For
sample tube selection, each tube is color-coded. Select a set of color-coded tubes ac-

corc_ng to the sample chart. Fill each tube to the red mark, and gently oscillate it ten
times. Push a needle through each tube top, thereby providing a vent for decompression !

A3.4 Microbiology of the Aquanauts and Their Environment

A3.4.1 Introduction

Andre B. Cobet and John P. Hresko, Naval Biological Laboratory,
Cakland, California

The relationship between mar, and his environment is important in maintaining a
proper baL'mce among those microorganisms which comprise his indigenous microflora
and hence his health and well being. Slight changes i,_ the environment may reflect them-
selves as an alteration in this balance. The conditions necessary to sustain the Tektite I
habitat in the submerged state from an engineering standpoint, the confinement of the

aquanauts to the habitat and marine environment, and the interactions of the aquanauts,
both with each other and the environment are major factors, each with its myriad of
minor interacting elements, that can affect man's indigenous microflora. A study or the
effect of these conditions in prolonged submergence is necessary to define the effo_ts of
such an environment on the microorganisms associated with the aquanauts.

An _:xtensive study was carried out to determine the types, the numbers, and the
h-eq,_,, cy of occurrence of microorganisms in five body sites, two areao on the interior
surfac:, of the habitat, and the air witldn the habitat during the 59-day period of the Tek-
tite I p_-o_ram. Samples of microbiological analysis were taken before and during the
period of submergence. The continued sampling through the entire program allows for
evaluntion of the various experimental conditions in terms of their influence on the
mtcroflora.
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A3.4.2 General Senmltng Procedures

Andre B. Cobet and John P. Hresko,
Naval Biological Laboratory

A3.4.2.1 Aqu_auts

To determine changes in the bacterial and fungal flora associated with the aquanauts
samples were collected at varions body sites with the aid of saline-wetted, cotton-tipped
sterile swabs. The sites sampled were the forearm (approximately 9 sq in.), behind the

knee (approximateJy 5 sq in.), the throat, the ear, and the rectum (immediately after
defecation). The swab tips were broken off in 1-dram vials containing 1.2 ml of media
composed of bral,l-heart infusion broth (Dlfco) ccntaining 10% horse serum and 5% glyc-
erol. The sampling of each aquanaut was made twice weekly, on Wednesday and Saturday,
:n the morning before, entry into the water and not before 4 hours had elapsed since
showering.

Samples were also obtained from the throat and rectum of each aquanaut for viro-
logical analysis. The swab._ were collected as above, and for each sample one swab was
rtrxed in a 1-dram vial with 1.2 ml of veal infusion brotJt (Dlfco) containing 0.5% bovine
albumin and a second swab was placed in a test tube containing the charcoal viral trans-
port medium (CVTR) of Leibovitz.* Sampling was performed on a 10-day schedule to
coincide with the bacterial and fungal sampling.

Serum samples were obtained from each aquanaut before the start of the program
and on a weekly basis during the dive. The serum was collected as part of the hematol-
ogy program. The sera were maintained at -60°C and sent to the Naval Biological Labo-
ratory (NBL) with the virus samples.

A3.4.2.2 Habitat

To determine if ch.'mges in population or an accumulation of bacteria and fungi oc-
curred during the 59 days of the program the habitat walls were sampled _ intervals in
the crew quarters and in the wet lab. These sites were sampled on the same schedule
and handled in a similar manner as the samples obtained from the aquanauLs. The site
sampled had not previously been s_,abbed in order that an accumulation of bacteria could
be de.tected. Ti_e sites are depicted in Figs. A28 and A29 and represent an area of 8 sq
in.

At the completion of the program, small patches of rug were removed from the vari-
ous spaces in the habitat and sent to the surface for mycological examination.

The swabs and vialsfor aquanaut and habitatsampling were transferred to the aqua-

nauts on the afternoonof the day prior to sampling. In the event thatthe rectalsample

was collectedduring the day or nightbefore the sample day, the vialwas stored in the

refrigeratoruntilreturned to the surface,with those samples obtained atthe scheduled
time.

A3.4.2.3 Aerobio!opl

Habitat air was sampled four times weekly in the wet lab using two six-stage Ander-
sen s_nplers.t Half-strength tripticase soy agar (TSA), a general-purpose medium, was

*A. Leibovitz. _'A Transport Medium for Diagnostic Virology," Prec. Soc. Exptl.Biol.
._Med. 13._.I,127-130 (1969).
IA. Andersen, "A Ncv¢ Sampler for the Collection, Sizing and Enumeration of Viable Air-
bor_ , a.ttcl_s," J. l_actcriol. 76. 47i-484 (1958).
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Fig. A28 - Placement of sampling sites on the walls of the crew
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Fig. A29 - Pl_tcement of sampling sites o_ the walls in the

wet lab. The number in each square r_present_ the da b. of

the dive that the square was sampled,

used to obtain O_e background population at each sampling. The second sampler employed
a selective medium to include either Tergitol-7 (Difeo), BAGG (Dlfco), Staph 110 (Dtfco),
m,_rine agar (Difeo), mannotol salt (Difco), EblB (Dlfco), or modified Slerra's Pseudomo-
",:as medium* on a rotational basis. The Andersen samplers were loaded with the appro-
priate med_a on the surface and lowered to the aquanauts in sealed co.ntalners just prior
to the taking of the rdr sr, mple. They were taken by the aqum_auts for a predetermined
poricd of time, returned to the surface, and subsequently taken to the base camp for in-
cubation. The schedule for air sampling was on Tuesday and Friday evenings and

Wedue_dny and S_turday mornings.

A3.zJ.2.dMarine Microbiology

Sea-water samples were collectedfrom depths greater than 30 feetat four sitesin
the area ofthe habitatusing the Cobet water sampler (Hy_'o Products) (Fig.A30). The

_ea water was analyzed by the membrane filtertechnique as outlinedin "Standard Meth-
ods lot the Ex._min2tlono£ Water and Waste-Water"_ using m-Endo Medium (Difco)for
coliform enumer ntion.

:'A. II. Wahl:;t and .I. II. l)arr,.ql, "The Identification of Alypical Strains of I_s.._e_.dm_._o!_as

_.aerui,,ino,_a," J. Gen. idicrubiol. 3f_, 329-3.1L (1965).
;_5-i'a_dar-_ Methods for the Examination of Water ,-t'nd Waste-Water," 12th edition, Amer.

_.:ub. ItealthAssoc. Inc., New York. 1')65.
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_'_ MONITOR AND
,%

cot_'moL
UMBILICAL% _ FJ_C!LITY _

HAB_

_ CABRITTE POINT

Fig. A30 - Sampling sites of sea water

for the presPnce of coliform organisms

-A

Oysters were obtained for virological analysis from two locations (Fig. A31), one in
the area of the habitat in 47 feet of water and the second on the walls at the end of canyon
1 in ¢0 to 55 feet of water. The oysters, Pte'_a colymbtes and OsWeafvons, were associ-
ated with the sea whips in the shzded area_ depicted in Fig. A31.

The entire sampling schedule is presented according to microbiological discipline in
Table AIS.

/

Fig. A31 -Ccllection sites of _ysters for

virological analysis. A singl_ sample was
collected from one of tb? *',vo shaded ::teas

near the habitat, and a recond sample wac

collected from canyon _..
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Day

Table A18
Schedule of Microbiology Sampling of the Aquanauts and Environment:
Aerobiology (N), Bacteriology (B), Mycology (M), Virology (V), Marine
Microb)ology (P), Nasal Staphylococcus (N)

AIBI_I[V['PNN DaylA BIM VIPIN Day[AIBIMIVIPIN

x I

l x _2 x x x x 4s
X X X X

23 44 X
X 24 45

X 25 X 46 X
X X X 26 X X X 47 X X X X

27 X 48 X
X X 28 X 49 X
X X X X 29 X X X X 50 X X X

X 30 X 51 X
31 52

X 32 X 53 X
X X X 33 X X X 54 X X X X

X 34 55 X
X 35 X X 56 X
X X X 36 X X X X 57 X X X

X 37 X 58 X
38 59 X X X X X

X 39 X 60
X X X X 40 X X X X 61 X

X 41 X
X 42

A3.4.3 Sample Handling
Andre B. Cobet and John P. Hresko,

N_val Biological Laboratory

A3.4.3.1 Aerobiology

The two sets of agar platesin the Andersen samplers were removed and incubated
at30°C for 72 hours. The number of colonies of bacteria and fungiwere recorded using

a Quebec colony counter. Startingon day 35 and on each subsequent sampling day the
most common colony appearing on stage 4 ofthe TSA sample-set was subcuKured. The

subcultures were returned to NBL and identifiedusing standard bacteriologicaltech-

nlques.

A3.4.3.2 Mycology

The vialscontainingthe sample swabs were shaken vlcorously to suspend the bacte-

ria and lungiinthe holdingmedium. A 0.1-ml aliquotof the smnple was platedto the
surf_e o(the three media: Sabouraud's glucose agar (Difco)containingpenicillinand

streptomycin, mycosel agar (Difco),and malt agar (Dlfco). The inoculatedplates were

pieced inpl_tlc ba_s withunin,_culatedcontrolplates,packaged, and sent via air mail to

NBL.

On selectedoccasion_,sea _ater collectedinthe area of the habitatat siteI (Fig.

A30) wa_ membrane-flRered in 100-ml aliquots,and the fIRer was placed on the surface
of the three media a_,oveand sent to NBL.
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A3.4.3.3 Bacteriology

The above vials were shaken to resu_pend the material, and with a calibrated loop
0.01 ml was plated to the surfacz of a blood agar plate (BAP). The BAP w_s incubated at
37°C for 24 hours, and the resulting growth was quantitated and recorded for on-site
evaluation. The vial wit'._ the remaining material was frozen at -60°C in an NBL minia-
ture deepfreezer and held for shipment to NBL.

A3.4.3.4 Virology

Sample vials containing veal infusion broth were frozen to -60°C in an NBL miniature
deepfreezer. The swab placed in CVTR holding medium was returned to NBL by air mail
with the mycology samples.

The _als containing the bacteriology and virology samples were sealed in No. 10 tin
can9 and shipped on dry ice via air freight to !._L. On arrival the tins were distributed
to the respective investigators, who m_iatained the samples at -70°C until analysis was
started.

A3.4,4 Aeroblology
R. L. Dlmmick and Andre B. Cobet, Naval Biological Laboratory

A3.4.4.1 Introduction

The microbial flora of an individual is compo_ed of a variety of bacteria, viruses,

and fun_. This flora can be shed into the environment in quantity enough to be hazardous.
Fortunately the predominant types of microorganisms comprising the individuaPs flora
are harmless, enjoying a commensal existence with the host. A few microbial species
aye potential pathogens, eliciting infection when the hosts wdefense mechanisms decline.

One important method of transfer of mieroorgani_.ms from one person to another is
aero._olization. Tiffs may result from a variety of conditions including motion of objects,
both inanimate and human, or through coughing and sneezing. In a confined environment
such as that of Tektite I, the airborne microflora will depend on an interrelation between
the activity of the dlver_, input from external sources, effects of humidity and tempera-
ture, and removal by air filtration and settling. The assay of the air microflora in the
Tektite I habitat was an attempt to gain an understanding of the rate of dispersion and
equilibrium of the microbial population in the environment.

A3Jt.4.2 Results

Th_ number of airborne bacteria growing on the general purpose medium (TSA) in-
creased from 3.5,/ft 3 prior to the entry of the aquanauts on day 1 to over 100/it _ on three
occasions, days 19, 22, and 42 (Fig. A32). A best-fit line through the data points reveals
a continued increase in the number of organisms recovered to day 42 followed by a de-
crease. The v_ues range from a low of 7.7 orgalflsms/ft 3 after day 18 to a high of
189/ft 3 on day 42. The average count for the 59-day period was 44/ft 3 (standard error
of mean = 10.1). The air in the habitat 48 hours after the completion of the program con-
tained 0.3 organism/ft 3 . There was no activity in the habitat during this period, although

the en_neerinc systems remained in operation.

The number of organisms which grew on marine agar was steady atabout 10/fts

through day 33. An increp_e is notedon day 40, with a peak on day 46 at483/R 3and de-
cllneat day 57. These organisms are capable of growing ina low-nutrientmedium with

sea-water saltsincorporated inthe formulation. This does not mean these organisms

are necessarily marine organisms, butthey represent a differentpopulationth_n that
found on TSA.
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Fig. A32- Concentration of airborne
n:icrobes in the Tektite I habitat
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Fig. A33 - Particle. size of air-
bo:,-ne rliicrobe.q in the Tektite

h':b:lat. D,:l-fit lim.n ar,' ._illown.

The number of airborne fungi were in-
creased during six peak periods. The data
points in Fig. A32 are presented at 10
times the value found. The habitat had a

moderate level of fui,gl during the first 12
days followed by moderate peak_ from day
21 through day 25, at day 32, and at day 42,
a Jew peak at day 47, and a high level from
day 53 through day 59. The fun# count was
aiway_ less than 10/ft 3 on the TSA medium.

The average particle size was 4.6 vm
with a range from 7.0/*m on day 4 down to
1.5 vm on two occasion_ (Fig. A33). On 11
occasions the particlesize _as less than
5.0 prn. This is important, since ithas

been shown thatp'-urticlesless than 5.0 _m

are capable of penetraf.lngthe alveolar
spaces of the lung._'

The average percentage of bacteria
found on stage 5, compared with the total
:mmber of bacteria on all six stages of the
samples was 13%. These values ranged

from a low of 1_)on day 40 to a high of 43%
on day 35. The fifthstage ofthe Andersen

sampler ret,'dnsparticlesin the size range
1.9 to0.8 vm.t Here again the size is im-

portant as related to the capability of lung
penetration of the particle. The trend
showed an increase in percentage to day 35
followed by a decrease.

TI-_ first few days of sampling revealed
a wide variety of colony types but low num-
bers of organisms on the agar plates. As
the program progressed, the number of
colonies increased and the variety of colo-

nie_ decreased. No attempt was made to
identify the organizms p.ppearing on the
various stages. It was reasoned that with
the reduction _.tl variety there may be an
emergence of a single group or species of

bacteria. On day 35, and from day 39
through day 57, the most common colony

type was subcultured from stage 4 of the
sam01er and later identified. The 12 sam-

ples ,,:_ f_rther analysis produced 15

/

':'II. A. Druett, "The lidtalation and Retention of Particies Jr, the Human Respiratory Sys-

tem," ,n Ta. II. Gregory and a. L. Moi:teith, editors, "Airborne Microbes," University
}'lX','.'ts:, (]iliii]lrid_c, Engl0.ncl, !967.

_'A. Ande:"_on, "The Now .qari_pler for thv Colh'ctioi:, Sizing. a.d F.nur,'ioration of ViaL:de

Ai:'born<,Par:icl:,: " J. Daeteriol. 7_2, 471-'184 (1958).
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different isolates due to multiple impingement at the same loci. The results ar_ fre-
sented in Table A19. The most common organism is Acinetobacter, and its most common
phenon is 4-1.*

Table A19

Identification of Isolates from Stage 4 of the Andersen Samplers

IDay Orgardsm Day Organism

35
39
40
42
43 - 1

43 -2
46
47

Bacillus pulvifaciens
Aeromonas sp
Acinetobacter 4-1
Acinetobacter 4-1
Acinetobacter 4-1

Aeromo_ms sp
Enterobacteria sp
Acinetobacter 4-3

5O
53
54
56
57- 1

57-2
57 -3

Acinetobacter 4-1
Acinetobacter 4-1
Acinetobacter 4-2
Acinetobacter 4-3
Acinetobacter 4-2

Micrococci sp
Proteus rettgeri

On two occasions In the ccmrse of the study the general bacterial population may

have contained potentially pathogenic organisms. On day 15 there were 0.6 mannttol-
fermenting organlsm/ft 3 (as revealed on mannttol salt agar). On day 19 the green-
pigment-producing organi,_ms on the Pseudomonas medium were at a level of S/It 3.
(These organisms did not appear at any other time on these media daring the program.)
Definitive identification of the types of organisms was not made; however, the presump-
tion is that these organisms were Staphylococcus and Pseudomonas respectively.

A3.4.4.3 Discussion

The number of airborne bacteria in the Tektite I habitat was found to be higher than
that found in normal environmental air. A range of values from 7.3 to 29.4/ft "_were
found to be normal by Miller et al._ The peak levels in the habitat exceeded the upper
value by 3 to 6 times, and the levels frequently exceeded the upper value by 1 to 2 times.
The best-fit line of the general microbial population growing on TSA was higher than

30/R _ for 26 consecutive days.

The repeated isolation of Acinetobacter subcultured at random from the common
colony type appearing on stage 4 reveals a high incidence of that organism in the air. It
is unfortunate that the random isolation of the most common colony type was not instituted

_._xticr. Consequently it has been impossible to determine whether the group of Acineto-
bacter isolates from the air were present Initially or were intxoduccd during the first

half of the study.

During the latter hall of the program there was an increase in organisms capable of
gro_h on the marine agar. This increase was greater than that found on the tryptlcase
soy agar (ger.eral population) and represents the occurrence of a second, different micro-
bial population that required the marine media. However, this does not in itself neces-
sarily define that group as of marine origin.

r I

:_M. J. Thornley, "Properties of Acinetobaeter anti Related Genera," pp. 19-Z8 in B. M.

Gibbs and D. A. Shapton, editors, "Identification Methods for Microbiologists, Part B,':

Academic Press, London, 1968.

_R. i_. Miller, V/. E. Burton, andR. W. Spore, "Aerosols Produced by Dental Instrumen-

tation," pp. 97-1Z0 in "First International Symposium on Aerobiology," Naval Biological

._.aberatory, Naval Supply Center, Oakland, California, 1963.
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Some of the org_iams growing on the TSA may also have grown on the marine agar.
The Acromonas isolates may well be from the marine environment, as some Aeromonas
species have been found to be fish pathogens.* A number of genera were studied by
Thornley? who propoued a provisional genus Ior a group of similar organisms including
a number of Achromobacter species. The number of Achromobacter in sea water was
found to be 26% of the cultures examined by Wood._ On the surface of fish it has been
shovm to vary from 53.7% of cultures examined from salmon§ to 23_ on had_lock.1 Thus,

the incidence of Achromobacter, which are partially included in the group Acinetobactev,
has been shown to be quite common in the marine environment.

The high incidence of Acinetobacter on the "air samples and _e _.ncrease in numbers
of organisms growing on the marine medium may indicate an intrusion into the habitat by
an organism of marine origin.

The demonstration of the mannRol-fermenting organisms in the air on day 15 does
not correlate with any entries in the medical log during that period. However, the pres-
ence in air of organisms presumed to be Pseudomonas, at a level of 8/ft S on day 19, is
followed on the next day by complaints of ear infections in three divers. Three alterna-

tives seem evident: the Pstmdomonas in the air may have or tgi.nated from the infected
ears, the ears may have been infected by the organism from the air as a result of its
aeroso!ization from another source, or the infected ears and aerosol Pseudomo,zas may

be unrelated. Because of the low frequency of air sampling the particular alternative
could not be determined.

The actual numbers of bacteria per cubic foot may have been slightly higher than
those expressed. The mean relative humidity was between 50 and 55%, a moisture level
generally most detrimental for vegetative airborne bacteria. 8 The resulting growth from
the air sampled included only those that survived or were able to recover from the shock
of humidity exposure. The bacteria in the smaller particle sizes are more sensitive,
ag_n resulting m reduced counts.

A3.4.4.4 Conclusion

The level of airborne bacteria in the habitat was above normal by day 24 of the pro-
gram. TMs level stayed elevated for the following 26 days. On two occasions potentially
pathogenic organisms may have been present inthe air: on day 15 there were 0.6

m_nnitol-fermenting orgardsm/ft (Stapl_ylococci), and on day 19 Pse.domor.as-P.ke
organisms were present at a level of 8 organisms/R 3.

Aci_;etobacter phenon 4-1 was the most common organism occurring on stage 4 of
the Andersen sampler from day 35 to the completion of the program. This organism may
have had its origi, in the marine environment, establishing itself on the aqu,'mauts or in
the habitat during the latter half of the program.

_'I. W. Smith, "The Clascification of Bacterium salmonicida," J. Gen. Microbiol. 33, 263-
274 (1963).

4-.

,_p. cit,
_.E. _. F. Wocd° "Studies on the Marketin_ of Fresh Fish h_ Eastern Australia, Part 2 -

Th_ Bacteriology of Spoilage cf Marine Fish," Australia Council Sci. Ind. Res., Mel-
.._urne, Pa._..phh.t 100, 1-92, 1940
_J. E. S'.:o'_, and P. J. Beard, "Studies on Bacterial Flora of North Pacific Salmon," Food

Res. 4, 563..585{.'.939).
¶G. B. P,,e,Jat:dC. M. Spence, "The Intestinaland Slime Flora ol the lladdoek, A Pre-
]in_.in_t'_"B.epor%" Contr. Canad. Biol.Fish.,N.S.,4, 257-264 (1929).

6F. %','.Dunkl_.nand T. T. l°uck."The Le*hal Effect of Relative Humidity on Airborne
Bactcv;.a," 3..r:xptl. Med. 87, 87-_.01 (19aAO.
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A3.4.5 Bacteriology

D. N. Wright and Andre B. Cobet,
Naval BiologicalLaboratory

A3.4.5.1 Introduction

The health and welfare of the aquanauts was of prime importance tn achieving the
desired performance and effort in the underwater program. The microbial flora associ-
ated with the aquanaut can, under adverse circumstances, Impair the performance of the
divers to the point that they must be removed from the program. Itence it was necessary
to study the mleroflora of the aquanauts and determine the effects of the environmental
conditions in the submerged habitat on the aquanaut/bacteria relationship.

An extensive study was made of the type and numbers of bacteria presettt at five body
areas of the four aquanmtts and on the walls of two comp,'u'tments of the habitat. The fre-

quency of occurrence of the varlot:s bacteria at the start, during the 59-day program,
and at the termination of the underwater period was determined.

A3A.5.2 Procedure

The szmpies were received at the laboratory under dry Ice and were maintained at
-700C until the time of _atatysls. Prior to culture the sample was titawed at room tem-

perature and the swab expressed Into the vial. The contents of the vials were taken as a
10" 3 dilution. Tenfold dilutions were made of the contents, with a range of dilutions
plated on the surface of s,°_lected media; the type of media was determined by the source
of the s-_mple, as shown in Table A20. All media were procured commercially (Difco)
excepl blood agar, which was prepared locally, v,Rn 5% defibrlnated sheep red blood cells.

T3ble A20

Media Used inthe Microbial An_ysis of the Bacterial Samples

Site

Ear

Forca_m sklc,

Skin behind knee

Throat

Rectum

Ilab'tat

EMB

X

X

X

X

X

X

Blood

Ag_x

X

X

X

X

X

X

Medium

Mitis

X

X

X

X

Mannitol

Salt

Agar

X

X

X

X

X

Ti,e moca!ated media were incubated aerobically a' 37°C for 30 hours. No effort
was made to determine the anaerobic or mtcroaerophihe flora. Each bacterial colony
type" _.,'rowt"",._on the medl.", was enumerated and subcultured for identification.

IdentP.lca_._on of the organisms found on prim.try isolation was by standard baeterlo-
lo_cal prG_e.dures, based on selected growth requirements, biochemical reaetionz, and
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morphological characteristics as outlined in the "Manual of Microbiological Methods"*
and "Bergcy's Manual of Determinative Bacteriology"._ No attempt was made to identify
all organisms at the species lewl. When species were indicated as a result of differen-

tial procedures, they were recorded. The organisms listed, as Acinetobacter were gram-
negative, nonmotile: largely nonfermentattve coccobacllli._ Organisms reported as
Staphylococcus albus included all mannitol-n_.gatlve, gram-positive cocci with the ex-
ception of $lreptococcus and Sarci_. The de',erminaUon of Staphylococcus aureus was
made on the basis of mav.nito! fermpntatio::. No attempt was made to determine the

classification of the few yeast ..':rid fungal isolates, as a separate section of this report
cover3 their identification.

A3.4.5.3 Results

The scope of the work can be appreciated by observing a few figures: over 500 sam=
pies were t_mn from the body areas and the environment, which resulted in over 2500

different primary cultures to be identified, which in turn required over 4000 plates and
tubes of media for final identification.

The method of obtaining the samples by swabbing of surfaces on different occasions
places certain restrictions on the direct comparison of the data. Since the total area

• sv, abbed in one instance may not equal the area swabbed at another time, the resulting
quantitative populations will differ even though qu'_litatively they may have been the same.
Consequently some of the data have been assigned a numerical value base.t on the quanti-
tative standing of the microbe in relation to others from that same sample rather than as
an absolute value.

The recovery oi bacteria from the rectal samples of the aquanauts is presented in
Table A21. It is app.arent that there were no unexpected organisms recovered from these
specimens. No bacteria were recovered during the latter portion of the dive which were
not also seen in the early phases of the study. Common bowel organisms such as Esche-
r:_chio coli, Stal_hylococci, and Streptococci were found consistently during the entire pro=
gram. Proteus _'ulgs_s was recovered from aquanaut 1 periodically through the study
but not from other divers. Aerobacter ae_oogenes was r_covered durlnl; only the early
portion oi the dive. Whether this organism was lost completely or simply not recovered
is unknown.

The recovery ofbacteria from the ears during the firsttldrd oftl-,estudy was very
good. Antibiotictreatment was given to the aquanauts for external ear infectionsthrough-
out the lattertwo thirdsofthe dive;consequently many samples yieldedno growth
(Table A22).

Throughout the study Corynebacterium and Slapitylococcal species were consistently
isolated from all ears sampled. Aquanaut 4 may have entered the program with Pseu-
domon_ts ae_7_ginosa as [:art of the ear flora. The Psendomo_,as persisted until the anti-
biotic therapy was instituted for ear infection. It was found again ca day 33, followed by
a second ear infectio:l in that ear (Table A23). Pseudomonas aeru.ginosa was isolated
once from the ears of aquanaut 1, occurring between two episodes of ear infection. Pro-
teus was i:3olatcd from the ears of aquanaut 1 during periods of ear infection and before
antibacterial therapy, Corynebacterium was found only sporadically In the ear of

':'Mar..uv.l of Ivlicrohiological Methods,"Soe. of Amer. Bact., McGraw-Hill, New York, 1957.
_'R S Breed E G D M_rray, and N. R. Smith. edt!ors, "BergeyVs Manual of Determi-
native Bacteriology," 7th edition, Wi'liarns and WiJkins, Baltimore, 1957.

_;,_. J. Thorn_.y, "Propertic.', .of Acinetobacter and Related Genera," pp. 29-50 inB. M.
Gibb,; and D.A. Shapton, critters, 'ild_-_-if_-on Methods for Microbiologlsls,"Academic
l_res% New York, 1968.
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Table A22

Bacterial Flora in the Ear Samples Collected From the Tektite I Aquanauts

Organism

s..lbus
Cmg, nebactevium
Pzeudomonas
E. cell
Mima
Proteus
Neissevia

Aerobacter
2

3

4

S. albus
:Co_?ynebacteriu m
S. aureus
S. lutea
Bacillus
Actnetobacter

S. albus
Corynebacterium
Pseudomonas
iS. aureus
!E. coU
Proteus
Ae.robacte r
Acinetobacter

S, albus
¢orynebacterium
Pseudomonas
S. aitrelts
E. cell
Mima
S. lutea

iBaciUus

___r _ ___uantltatlve Ranking of Occurrence of Organism For Eaeb G

a Sample Was Taken 1

aquanaut 3. Pseudomonas aerugtnosa was isolated just prior t_ symptoms of ear Infec-
tion and before antibiotic therapy as in aquanaut 4. Corynebacterium and Staphylococci
were regularly le_!ated from aquanaut 9.. Ne gram-negative organisms were isolated
from his ear w_.:h the exception of a single isolation of Acinetobacter. However, this
aquanaut also experienced ear infection, even though no etiological organisms were
apparent.

There were no unexpected isolations from '.he throats of the aquanauts, with Strepto-

c6cci, Coi ynebacteria, and Neisseria being consistently recovered. Diplococcus lmeu-
won_ae was isolated from aquanaut 4 during only the first half of the dive (Table A24).

I

i
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Table A23
Medical Status of Aquanauts t Ears During the Tektite I Program
(Data Obtained From the Medical Stslus Reports in the Medical Log)

Day
of

Dive

7 -- -

9 " -

10 - -

12 - Squeeze
14 - -
15 - -
16 - Squeeze
18 Squeeze -
20 Infected -
22 - -
25 - o
27 IPJected -
29 Infected -
31 Infected L,ffected
33 - -
34 Infected -
36 Infected Infected
37 - Infected
38 - Inlected
39 - Infected
40 - Swollen
41 - -
42 o -
44 - -
46 o -
4g - -
52 - -
53 - -
54 - -
55 - o
57 - Squeeze
53 - Squeeze

Status of Ear

Aquanaut 1 Aquanaut 2 Aquanaut 3 Aquanaut 4

Right Left Right LeftRight Left Right LeR

Questionable -
_Questionable -

o

Squeeze

Squeeze
Squeeze

m

Infected
o

Swollen
Redness'
Infected
Infected
Swollen

o

Squeeze

Squeeze

°

m

Squeeze

m

i

- .Squeeze
m

Infected -
Infected -
Healing -
Healing -

- Squeeze

- Squeeze

m

o

i

Infected
Infected
Infected
Infected

m

Lzteeted
Infected
Infected
Redness
Redness

Squeeze

Squeeze
Sc,ueeze

Surge effect

i

Infected

Redness

IrJected
Infected
Infected
Infected
Infected
Redness

i

i

o

Squeeze

Squeeze

The greatest variety of microbial flora was found on the skin of the forearm and be-
hind the knee. The bacteria from these sample sites was simitar, both in types and num-
bers with the routine isolation of Staphylococcus, Corynebacterium, and some Strepto-
cocczcs (Tables A25 and A26). On occasion a number of organisms from the genera
Bacillus, Mires, Aerobacter, and Escherichia were isolated and may represent a transient
population associated with the skin. A third population was evident on the skin of aqua-
nauts 1, 2, and 4. This group, consisting of members from the genera 8arcina and
Acinetobacte_" were not found until the latter phase of the study. In contrast, these organ-
15ras were isolated with regularity during the entire study from the knee of aquanaut 3.
The_e two groups of organisms may represent a progressive change in the skin flora of

.i
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th_ oquanauto. A second change.._.a skit, flora is suggested by failure to recover mannitol-
fer,.n, enting Staphylococci during the last half of the study. The relationship, if any, be-
t.wren the los._ of this orga:_sm and the appe.rance of Acinetobacter and SarcirLa is not
known.

The samples collectedfrom the skin sites(forearm and behind the knee) before entry

c_ the aquanauts intothe habitatyielded noAciuetobacter isolates(Table A27). As the

study progressed, the frequency of is,Aatlonincreased, ultimatelyinvolvingallfour aqua-
nauts and the habitat.

Table A27

Frequency of Isolationof Acinetobactcr From the
Two SPin Site_ of the Aquanauts and in the Habitat

...................Day

Occurrence of Aciuetobacter Isolates

Aquanaut 4 .°

I

15
19
22
29 [ X

33 j X
36
40 [
4a i x

50
54 X

, 57 _ X

,I 59 j_ X

Arm

1 Aquanaut 2

,Knee Arm _ee
|

X

X
X

X X

X

X X

x

x Ix
X I X
X X !

X X

X

X
X

X

X
X

Aquanaut 3
!

Arm Knee _rm [ Knee

X

X

X

X

X X

x

Habitat

Wet Crew

Lab Quarters

X

X X

X X

The rcco-ery of organisms from the wall surfaces of tl:ewet lab was irregular. In

the crew quarters m_crobial flora was more apparent, as judged by the greater frequency
of isolation. Iu both roe:as the prcdomU_ant genera were Staphylococcus and Bacillus
(Table A28).

A3.4.5.4 D_eu,eslon

The aquanauts were active i_ two entirely different environments during the course
oi the Tel_iteI _regra:n. They each had marine science programs requiring theirpres-
ence in the wel m_-lne environment as well _q in-habitat chores required by both the
ma,-._ne science program and their daily living. The two environments and the introduc-
tion of new or reln_roduc_lonof fmnl!i.-u'organisms _,Ithfood m_d equipment by way of
the dailytransfers [ro:nthe sur[m:3 and the continuousinputof air via the umbilical

f:on',the surface remove_ the study ._romthe Isolated-environmentgroup. Thus itis not

surprising thata unityinthe type of floraof the divers did not occur. Itwas not expected,

however, th.',_tnormal flora would be isolated in the latter phase of the study which were
net preser,_ iu the early sarnp!es.
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In several instances some organisms were not found ineach sample ofa series. It

is possible thatthey were present but not recovered from the sample, althoughthisis
unlikely,since the isolationprocedures were adequate throughout most ofthe work. An-

other explanationmay be the existence ofa cycle wlth a succession oforganisms, as has
been demonstrated in the intestine.*There may have been periods during which the num..

ber of a particularorganism was low and was n:i recovered by thistechnique;alternately

itmay have been completely eliminated and reappeared only afterreinfectlon.This pheo

nomenon would explainthe disappearance ofA. a.;rogenesfrom the rectalsamples and

may also shed lightupon the dlsappearance of mannitol-fermenting Staphylococcifrom
the skin.

The transmission of bacteria between the men in tt ' h_bltat will be presented in
section A3.4.9 (on nasal Staphylococcus). Tracer organisms were not introduced into the

habitat, nor were the organisms recovered in this study phage or serotyped. However_
there were several isolates of P. ae77#ginosa from the ears of three aquanauts, although
_.t _..-_,'" _t,st this organism was present at the outset in only one aquanaut. Whether the
subsequent appearance of this organism from the ears, slain, and feces or the other
aquanaut5 represents man-to-man as opposed to environment-to-man transmisq_on is
unimown.

There was one organism which occurred consistentlyin one aquanaut only,that being
Proteus, which was isolatedfrom rectalsamples from vquanaut 1. This organism was

apparently not transmitted tothe other aquanauts,even _i_,mghallwere inintimate con-

tact. This supports the concepts thateach person has his own bacterialprofileand that

the establishment ofa new organism largelydepends on the organisms alreadypresent
withinthatenvironment.

An infectionofthe aquanauts by organisms from the ocean environment did not occur

Th,J organisms ofthe genus Adnctobacter are common in terrestialand water environ-

ments_ t and the_.re_tablishment on the skinof the aquanauts appears to have been a

commens,'flaasociation. Had the aquanauts been subjected to mechanical injuryor other
stress factors,itis possible thatthese organisms may have become involvedin a patho-

genic situation, staphylococct, s lutea increased as part of the skin flora; although ne"-
really found as part of this flora, it Is of interest primarily because of its emerging
dominance. What possible health Involvement could resuR from the continued high num-
bers of these two organisms ts as yet to be lc,x_:_d.

One of the most interesting findings is concerned with the isolation of P. ae_Ttginosa
from the ears of the aquanauts. External ear infections are of particular concern among
men who do a great de_. of marine diving or swimming. These ear infections respond to
antibiotic therapy wilh no unusual sequelae and are commonly thought to be due to P.
tte}Ttgi_losa. This organism may have been responsible for the external ear infections
suffered by aquanauts 3 and 4, It is unlikely, however, that the ear infections of aqua-

nauts 1 and 2 resulted from such an infection. Prole_ts, which was isolated from both
rectum and ears of aquanaut 1 may have been responsible for the infection in his ears,
but aquanaut 2 at no time demonstrated any unusual flora which would suggest the etiology
of ear infection. It is perhaps significant that this aquanaut had two ear infections and
that the longcst persisted for only 4 days. An explanation as to the e_cmse of such ear in-
feetions is not available. Ear samples were obtained trom swabs of the right ear only.
In aquanauts 1 and 4, the right ear was initially infected, and in aquanauts 2 and 3 only
tire right ears were invelvcd. It Is possible that swabbing improved the opportunity for
infection, a:though it wac not the sole predisposing factor.

'::R. J. Dubos andJ. G. Hxrsch: editors, "Bacterial and Mycotic Infections of Man," 4th
c.dition, Lippincot=, Philadelphia, 1958.

'_M. Ingrain and J. M. Shewan, "lntrodt_ctory Reflections on the Pseudomonas-Achrorno-
I);tcter Gro_ 12:" J. Appl. Bacteriol. 2._/3(3),373-37}t {1960}; M. J. Thornley, "A Taxonomic
.¢.'-:'t_.y::'" ._h.cj-.nr"oba_c:t,'..!r._o.d Related Gem.ra,'" J. Gcn. Microbiol, 4__9,21 !-?._7 (1967).
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No attempt was made to restrict medication to the divers during the program. While
the aquanauts suffered from these ear infections, they were restricted from diving and
were given a therapeutic regimen of cortisporin ear drops. On day 38 all aquanauts were
started on colymycin ear drops and oral achromycin. The achromycin thezapy was dis-
continued on day 43, but tile colymyein was used throughout the remainder of the dive.

This study suggests that no saprophytic species of bacteria were present in the Tek-
tite I environment which became pathogenic or which were predisposed to enhanced viru-
lence as a _esult of the environmental conditions surrounding the aquanauts. Other

studies, however, have shown numerous situations where changes in the normal flora
result i:l disease.* The ultimate effect of long-term changes of skin flora as noted above
are of course not lmown and subject to understanding only by prolonging such an experi-
men:al condition.

The use of systemic antibiotics may have resulted in possible alteration of oral and
intestinal flora. It is suggested that in future situations internal antibiotic therapy be re-
served until other procedures were deeraed ineffective. Of the external medications,
colymycln appeared to be most effective in reducing the otitis externa. However, this
antibiotic was used concomitantly with an alcohol-boric acid wash of the ear, so that a
true evaluation of effectiveness was not possible.

A3.4.5.6 Conclusions

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the data obtained during this study. The

most ob_ous result suggested by the data is that man can exist, live, and work under
conditions of this experiment relatively free from microbial hazards. The fact that there
was little or no change in the microbial flora of the oral cavity and intestinal tract sug-
gests that the imposed external environment had little or no effect on these body areas in
terms of their _ility to support microbial life.

The study also suggested thatthose areas of the body with the greatest exposure to
the environment were most readilyaffectedin terms oftheir microbial flora. The In-
crease inthe number and frequency ofisolationc.fAcinetobactc_"is evidence ofchange

in the normal floraofthese areas, and thisbui'.dupin the habitatand on the skin repre-

sents a significantalterationinthe environmental mieroflora ofunknown consequence.

The question as to whether or not thisconditionrepresents a hazard to men inthis envi-
ronment has not been answered.

Tile ear infections from microbial flora of the external ear canal represent the only
recorded incidences of microbial illness during the dive. However, these infections were

not significantly different from those ear infections seen in divers who were operating
under less severe environmental circumstances. Indeed, in view of the frequency of this
disease among divers, the occurrence of SO-he otitis was to be expected.

A3.4.5.7 Act'mowledgments

The authors acknowledge the assistance of Lt. Phyllis Warren, and HM3 Charles
Willlston.

::'1_. J. Dubos and J. G. }firsch, editors, "13_:cterial and Mycotic Infections of M,ln," 4th
edition, l.ippinco*.t, Philadelphia, 1958.
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A3.4.6 Mycology

IL B. Levine, James M. Cobb, and Andre B. Cobet,
Naval Biological Laboratory

A3.4.6.1 Introduction

The microflora associated with man, and his environment, plays an important role
in his well being. This association becomes quite important when man is restricted to

an environment of an unusual nature for an extended period. The mycological aspects of
file microflora were studied during the 59-day program.

R was not the intent of the survey to determine quantitahvely or qualitatively the
tot',d fungal and yeast flora of certain sites on aq, mnants and their environment but rather

to ascertain the predominant genera or types and their relative numbers and changes
during the program. In particular the early detection of dermatophytes was sought i¢
skin infections proved to be a problem.

A3.4.6.2 Procedures

The mycology media were prepared and inoculated at the base camp ._nd shipped by
air to the Naval Biological Laboratory, where total numbers of fungi and yeasts were de-
termined on arrival and after incubation at 37°C for 8, 14, 21, and 42 days. In most
cases each morphologically distinguishable colony type was isolated and characterized

generically in the case of iungi or _[th reference to tribe or section in the case of yeasts.
The systematic key of Wilson _nd Plunkett* was employed largely for fungai taxonomy,
bttt use was made also of crit_.ria outlined by Skinner, Emmons, and Tsuchiya_ and in the
National Communicable Diseases Cen',?r Manual._ The classification of yeasts followed
that described by Henrici.§

Predive samples were taken from ::ome of the aquanauts 38 days before the dive and
from all of them on the morning of the .live (day 0) shortly before entering the water.
The term numbers of fungi azi_ yeast from all media are reported. It w_._ believed that
this procedure provided the best available approximation of relative numbers. In those
instances where one of the three media showed too many colonies to be counted, a value
of 100 was assigned; to distinguish that the 100 was an approximate value the graph point
repTesenting it was drawn w!th an arrow through it. Where two or more plates were un-
countable, a value of 200 was assigned and _.he same symbol was used. The letters and

numbers alongside each point show the numbers of each category of fungus and/or yeast
(by code) represented by the point.

A3A.6.3 Remflts and Discussion

The mycofloral patternofthe aquanauts and ofthe walls inthe wet lab and crew

qum'ters of the TektiteI habitatare presented in Table A29 and Figs, A34 through A39.
T_le A30 shows the frequency with which the 53 fungM or yeast varietiesidentifieddur-
ing the study were recovered. Itshould be emphasized thatchanges inthe varietiesand

_'_l. W. Wil:,m and O. A. Plunk.:tt, "The Fungus Disea.';esof Man," Univ. of Calif. Press,
._Berl_.ele:,,, 1965.
iC, E. Skim,or, C. W. Emrnons, and H. M. Tsuchiya, "Henrici's Molds, Yeasts and Acti-

Wiley,No ,York,194 ._ . Ajel!o, L. K. Georg, W. Kaplan, and L. Kaufman, "Laboratory Manual foi" Medical
h.1?cology," U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare, Atlanta, Public Health Service
l_:_.,!ication 994, 1963.

_A. Y. Henr_ci, "The Yeast,_: Genetics, Cytology. Varlet,on, Clas_ificationand Id,:ntifi-
........ _n, B;_ct. Rev. 5, 97-179 {19,11).
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Table A29
Legend of Types of Fungi and Yeasts Recovered From Tektite I Aquanauts
and Their Environment as Presented in Figs, A35 through A39. (The absence
of a number implies that it is I or, if only 1 microbial type is presented, that
the number is as indicated on the ordinate.)

Abbre- Type (Spelled Out)
viation

A

AC
AL
AM
AP
AT

B

C
CE
CH
CL
CR
CY

D
DB
DE

E

F
FI

G
GL
GM

H
HT

K

M
MS

Aspergillus species
Acremonium species
Alternaria species
Amerosporae section
Aleurosporae tribe
Actinomyceteae tribe

Bot)Ttideae tribe

Camfida spectee
Cephalosporium species
Chaetomium species
Ctadosporium species
Cryplococcus species
Chrysosporium species

Dematium species
Debaryom yces species
Dendroslilbella species

Epicoccum species

Fusarium species
Fungus, unidentified

Geotrichnm species
Gliocladium species
Gymnoascaceae family

tlansemda species
Heterosporium species

Kloeckera species

Mucor species
Mycelia sterilata group

Abbre-
viatlon

N
ND

NE

OE
OS

P
PA
PC
PH
PI

PL
PP
PU
PZ

R

RZ

S
SC
SP
ST

T
TB
TD
TR

TU

V

YI
Z

Type (Spelled Out)

Nadsonieae tribe
No data

Neurospora species
Nigrospora species

Oedocephah+m species
Oosporeae tribe

Penicillium species
Paecilomyces species
Pichia species
Phoma species
Phialophora species
Pleospora species
Papularia species

Pullularia species

Plenozythia species

Rhodotonda species

Rhizopus species

$accharomyces species
$copulariopsis species
$porobolomycetaceae family
Stilbaceae family

To.nda nigra
Tuberculariaceae family
Trichoderma species
T_chosporon species
Torulopsis species

Verticillium species

Yeast, unidentified
Zygosaccharomyces species

numbers oforganisms may not be ascribed toinfluencesof what may at firstappear to
be a closed environment. The Tektite! habitatwas a very open environment: an unfil-

tered gas mixture was pumped intoitcontinuously;food,newspapers, and other items
were introduced on a dallybasis by transferpots;and the aquanauts themselves were
Ires to enter and return from the marine environment surrounding the habitatat frequent

intervals.

Thus the particularly high numbers of Aspergillus and Penicillium spores dominating
almost all samples of days 26 to 36 may not be referable necessarily to population
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Table A30

Frequency of Recovery of Fungi and Yeasts as a Function of
Submersion Time From all Loci of Aquanauts

Organism

Penicillium species
Aspergillus species
Cladosporium species
Ca_lida species
Plenozythia species
Phoma species
Geotri_hum species

Paeeilomyces species
Saccharomyces species

Scopulariopsis species
Rhodotorula species
Mucor species
Trichosporon species
To_dopsis species
Torula nigra
Otherst

Number of Times Recovered*

]

I Days 5, 8,
Total 12, 15

191

94
26
26
15
14
10
14

9
9
7
6
6
5
5

<,5

Days 19, 22,
26, 29

48

13

3

5
5

0
2

3

2
1
2

2
3

1

3

Days 33, 36,
40, 43

30 29
22 46

7 5
4 7
9

10
0
1
2
2
3
2
0
6
2

Days 47, 50, l Day
54, 57 I 59

67
10

9
8

0 1
4 0
0 8
8 2
1 3
3 3
0 2
0 1
2 1
0 4
0 0

17
3
2
2
0
0
0

0

1 l
0
0
1

0

0

0

'::Values show number of samples that were positive without regard for the number of or-
ganisms recovered from each positive sample.

tSee 'rab1_A_.9.

dynamics originatingwithinthe habitat. The organisms could have been introduced via

the air or, unknowingly,by the introductionoffood, such as fruit,that soon underwent

fungalspoilage. Inthis regard the high numbers thatwere detected in the livingquarters
on day 29 were detected in only the wet lab on the next sampling occasion, which was day

33 of the dive (Fig.A39).

Of considerable interestwas the consistency with which the elevated numbers of

Aspergillus and Penicillium of days 29 to 36 were recovered. The organisms were found
in allofthe aquanauts (atvirtuallyallof the sampling loci)and on the walls of the habitat.
This observationsuggests thatthe methods employed were adequate to detectgross pop-

ulationchanges and that any tendency for certainvarietiesoffungi or yeast to become

establi:_.edpreferentiallyin the habitatwould have been detected.

It was anticipated that the wet lab, through which the aquanauts and materl,'ds gained
entry into the habitat, would develop high humidity. This high humidity could then be ex-
pected to favor fungal growth. However, neither contingency occurred during the dive;
the air conditioning system performed well, and the wet lab, like the rest of the habitat,
showed mean temperatures of 25 to 27°C and mean relative humidity values of 52 to 54%.

A concern with possible mycologic consequences that also did not materializeper-
tainedto skin diseasc. The aquanauts showered frequentlyand washed with a soap con-

taininghexachlorophene; they were littlebothered with skin disease. On day 7 of the dive

aquanaut 2 showed skin irritationon the lower anterior portionof the neck. This was
attributedto a close fittingnylon collaron his underwater clothing.
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Irritation_ of the ear, however, did present a continuing problem beginning on day 11
of the _ve. The resulting otltis externa in all of the divers appears to have been entirely
of bzctcrial or'.gin, as no mycological basis was found for the infection.

On different occasions some of the aquanauts experienced sore throats and diarrhea.
Neither of these disorders was associated with remarkable changes in fungal or yeast
numbers or varieties. Aquanaut 2 yielded a Candida species from the throat or rectum
=.. -umerous occasions; however, he was not afflicted with either throat or bowel dis-

Aquanaut 2 first experienced ear symptoms (slight squeeze, left ear) on day 11 of the
dive, and both ears showed this symptom on day 15. He also showed slight inflammation
of the right canal on day 26, and his medical status report shows that both ears were
"infected" on day 33. He was treated with cortisporin and tetracycline beginning on day
36. Candida was first isolated from his throat on day 20 and, again, on days 26 and 36.
It does not appear to have been potentiated by the antibacterial treatment, and the data
are insufficient to ascribe an etiologic or commensal role to it in the ear infection.

At the completion of the program rug samples were removed from various localities
in the habitat and studied for the presence of fungi (Fig. A40). The results are not

o cK

_D ENGINE ROOM

DE O

HEATER

CREW LADDER_

,EMERGEN3Y

Fig. A40 ° Localities frum which rug samples were removed

and studied for fungi. The organisms found were Penicillium

(].5 _102 organisms /g at s-_te Aand 5.1 organisms/g at site F),

Rhodotorula (4.5 organisms/g at site G), and Mucor (6.9

organisms/g at mite C and 4.0x 10 7 at site D). No organisms

were recovered at sites B and E.
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remarkable with the exception of the high number of MucoY (a common bread mold) at
site D. This is in front of the galley area and most probably results from food and bread
crumbs dropped in that area. The fungi isolated from the sea-water samples were the
ubiquitous saprophytes typically found in nature.

A3.4.6.4 Conclusion

The varieties of organisms isolated from those aboard the habitat (Table A30) and
from the structure itself (Figs. A39 and A40) do not appear to be unusual. The absence
of fungus- or yeast-related disease among the divers also suggests that the habitat did
not present a mycologically stressful situation.

A3.4.7 Marine Microbiology

Andre B. Cobet, Naval Biological Laboratory

A3.4.7.1 Introduction

The sewage from the habitat was macerated, piped through 1000 feet of 4-inch hose,
and disposed into the marine environment. Due to the bottom contour and the desire not
to go over rises the end of the sewer line was about 850 feet from the habitat. To assess
the problem posed by placing untreated sewage in the proximity of the habitat, periodic
s_mp_Ang of the waters for coliform organisms at selected sites was undertaken (as was
described in section A3.4.2.4).

A3.4.7.2 Results and Discussion

The resuRs are presented in Table A31, with positiveisolationof coliform bacteria

obtained on three occasions. Day 7 showed a decreasing level a3 the habitatwas ap-

proached from the outfall,with negative resultson the shoreward side. The screen at

the end of the sewer llnehad been removed on day 6 due to overgrowth by algae,thus re-
leasingintothe environment accumulated wastes. The organisms isolatedon day 7 may

be residualfrom the heavy,load of sewage from the day before. At slte2 on day 20 and
sites2 and 4 on day 48, extremely low counts were found. The remaining ssmples were

negative forthe presence of coliform.

The numbers of colixorms considered safe in drinking water isless than 4/100 ml.*

For bathinginthe marine surf the safe levelvaries, but according to Stateregulationsit
is generallyabove 100/100 ml. Therefore, these low numbers ofeoliforms observed in

the waters around the habitatare well withinacceptable standards from the standpointof

publichealth.

A3.4.7.3 Conclusion

The disposal of the sewage from the habitat without an added disinfectant did not
produce a public health hazard to the aquanauts. The placement of the outfall was suffi-
ciently distant to disperse the organisms in water away from the habitat.

'_'Stand.ird Mcthod:_ for the Exan_ll_lt_.on of Water and Wastewatcr," _2th e_,ition, Arner.

Pub tlc_it_',A_cc'. Inc., New York, l-P. _b_;'_70, 1965.
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Table A31
Quantity of Coliform Organisms pc:r 100 ml of Sea
Water Collected at Four Sites* in the Area of the
Habitat

Quantity of Organisms
Day (count/100 ml)of
Dive Site 1 [ Site 2 Site 3 Site 4

i

I

0
3
7
9

13
16
20
23
30
35
41
48
55

Nt

N
2
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N N
N N
3 6
N N
N N
N N
I N
N N
N N

N N
3 N

N .__J N

_"Figure A30 shows the site
_Negative results.

N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
2
N

locations.

A3.4.8 Virology
H. M. S.Watkins,NavalBiolo_calLaboratory

A3.4.8.1 Introduction

The viral study was designed to detect any significant impact of human viral agents
exacerbated by the 59-day submergence. Onset of a viral infection was sought by regular
sampling of two sites, throat and rectum, and by collection of sera before and after sub-
mergence. In the event of disease outbreak it was planned to collect an additional acute
serum. In this manner it was hoped that we might detect: (a) onset of viral disease car-
ried into the habitat during incubation, (b) activation of a latent viral infection by environ-
n:ent,_J factors inherer2 in the submerged em_ronment (altered stress, pressure, gas
mixture, etc.), or (c) acquisition or transmission of viral infection between aquanauts.

A3.4.8.2 Procedures

The frozen samples from Tektite l, in veal infusion broth and the CRTV holding
media, were kept at -70°C until tim time of analysis. The thawed specimens were passed
twice at approximately 14-day intervals in (a) primary human embryonic kidney cells,
(b) estabUsl'.ed human embryonic lung, and (c) established monkey embryonic kidney cell
lines. The inoculated cell lines were observed for evidence of cytopathological effects
and tested for hemadsorption of human type O red blood cells. The samples obtained
during the stay of aquanauts at the University of Pennsylvania hospital, ihe oyster sam-
ples, and a throat sample from diver 7 collected during the onset of the first respiratory
infection following completion of the trial were passed three times as outlined.
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A3.4.8.3 Results and Discussion

The specimens collected in the base-lin_, studies at the University of Pennsylvania
and at the Tektite I site were all negative for cytopathological effects and hemadsorption.
No virus was demonstrated in the samples, and no cllnic,_] viral disease was reported
during the study.

A3.4.8.4 Conclusion

The conditions imposed by environmental charges inherent in the Tektite I submer-
gence did not activate a latent virus infection, no_ did the aquanauts acquire a demonstra-
ble virus infection from the marine environmenL

A$.4.9 Nasal Staphylococcus "Carrier"

Ar_Jce B. Cobet and John Hresko, Naval Biological Laboratory

A3.4.9.1 Introduction

The c_rrier of a'pathogenic organism living in close association with other people
presents a potential hazard to his aqsociates. The degree of hazard depends on such
conditions _ the type of organism, * degree of crowding, and number of susceptibles,_
on environmental factors such as r,:dative humidity and the degree and type of lightlng, t
on the temperature of the environment,§ and on other factors.

The association of the four aquanauts in the Tektite I environment provided an oppor-
tunity to stucly the transmission of a tracer organism. None of the aquanauts were car-

riers of l_eisseria meningitidis; however, both aquanauts 2 and 4 were nasal carriers of
coagulase-positive Stahhylococcus aureus.

A3.4.9.2 Procedure

The sample swab was obtained by the aquanaut placinga dry sterileswab high into
the nose. Isolationofnasal Staphylococcus aureus was made by streakingthe surface of

a plateofmannitol saltagar (Difco)with the nasal swab and incubatingthe inoculated

plateat 37°C for 24 hours. Colonies which fermented mannitol were subcultured and re-

turned to NBL for identificationby standard methods of identification.

Specimens were obtained from allaquanauts on days 22, 40, and 59.

A3.4.9.3 Resultsand Discussion

A carrier state was found to exist in aquanauts 2 and 4 at the _:,ling of the pro-
gram. Aquanaut 2 on subsequent analysis did not yield the n_'.sal ,¢taphylococcus. Aqua-
naut 4 was found to be a carrier through day 40 but not on day b_. The other two
aquanauts were not found to carry nasal Staphylococcus on the sampling days.

_:'P, H. Gregory and T. L. Monteith, editors,"Airborne Microbes." Cambridge University

_Press, England, 1967.
L. F. Miller, Acute Respiratory Infectionsin Naval Personnel," pp. 3-23 in"A Sym-
posium on Aerobiology," Naval Biological Laboratory, Naval Supply Center, Oakland,
Iq63.

_S. J. Wcbb, "Factors Affectingthe Viabilityof Airborne Bacteria, IV - The Inactivation
and Reactivationof Airborne Serratia rnarscescens by Ultravioletand Viable Light,_'
Can. J.Microbiol.7, 607-019 (1961).

§D. N. Wright,G. D_BAiley, and L. J.Gohlberg, "Effectof Temperature on Survival of

Airborne Mycoplasrna pncurnonio_,"j. Bacteriol.90. (1969).
O
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The close association of the aquanauts and environmental factors were not optimal
for the transmission of $1aphylococcus aureus from the two carriers to the two non..

carriers. At the completion of the 59=day program there were no nasal Staphylococcus
aur_s carriers remaining. The similar loss of the carrier state has been demonstrated
by other investigators.

A3.4.9.4 Conclusion

The two aquanauts who were nasal Staphylococcus carriers at the beginning of the

program had lost their carrier state when examined at intervals during the 59=day study.
The two noncarriers remained uninfected.

A3.4.10 Genaral Discussion of Res,_Rs and Conclusions

Andre B. Cobet and John P. Hresko, Naval Biological Laboratory

At the beginning of the Tektite I program _evcral questions were unanswered con-
cerning the microbiology associated with a prolonged saturation dive. These were ques-
tions such as: Would the microbial population in the environment build up during the
program and, if so, in what manner ? Would changes occur within the normal microflora

of the aquanauts ? Would organisms indigenous to the aquanauts and the environment,
both habitat and marine, present a he_flth problem ? Were the aquanauts healthy carriers
of potentially pathogenic o_-ganisms, and, if so, would transmiss_,on to other aquanauts
occur ? What degree of he_.:'.h hazard would be present from the disposal of untreated
sewsge into the marine environment ? Would the prolonged _,.pplication of the conditions
necessary to maintain the Tektite I .program (increased pressvre, altered atmosphere,
etc.) result in a change in t=:e ,ormal relationship betw(en the aquanaut and his micro°
flora ? Only a comprehensive study cot_ld give answers to these questions.

There were certain correlations in the data collected in the various sections, partic-
ularly between aerobiology, bacteriology, and mycology.

During the latter half of the program the Acinelobacter, which was frequently iso=
lated from the air samples and samples from the skins of the aquanauts, may have had
its origin from the marine environment. Thls is based on the following evidence. The
aquanauts appeared to have acquired the organism after the start of the program, as all
samples were negative ior this organism before entry in the habitat. Aquanauts 2 and 3
were first to demonstrate the organism in samples from the skin, followed on days 19
and 22, when the two other aquanauts demonstrated the organism. They could have ac-
quired the organism directly from the marine environment or from the aerosol resulting
from the activity of the other aquanauts. The marine agar showed a relatively constant
background of organisms until day 33, at which point the level rapidly increased. From
day 33 _o day 38 at least two of the aquanauts were restricted to the habitat at any one
time due to ear infections. During this period of restriction there was a reduction in
frequency of showering, which allowed for a buildup of population on the skin. An in-

crease in the in-house activity resulted in shedding of the organism and consequently
aerosolization. This would be reflected as an increase in frequency of isolation of the
particular organism from the air and skin samples which was found. The Aci;wtobacter
had established itself in the skin flora of all four aquanauts midway through the program.

That the organisms originated from the aquanauts and their activity is demonstrated by
the decrease in the number of organisms in the air 48 hours after the exit of the aqua-
nauts from the habitat to 0.3/ft "_. During this 48 hours there was no activity in the
habitat.

Potentially pathogenic organisms were isolated from the air during the program;
had they become established in the air in large numbers, the health of the aquanauts
could havc bee)) jeopardized.
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There were instances of inc:eased levels of fungi in the air wi:ich coincided with
peaks found associated with the aquanauts and the habitat walls. The peaks of fungi in
the air during days 0 through 12, 19 through 29, 29 through 35, 46 through 50, and 50
through 59 all coincided with at least five peaks occurring ai these same times in the my-
cological results. The peaks occurrin_ between days 39 through 43 coincided with the
results obtained from the wet lab wall, the location of the air sampler. Thus there was a
close association between the incidence of fungi in the air and on the personnel.

There were no major medical complaints from the aquanauts;thus revolutlon_u'y

changes inthe microbial populationwere not expected. The only medical problems of

consequence were the ear infections.Their frequency did not'seem aggravated by the

environmental conditionsimposed by the program. Such ear infectionsare common

among divers working in warm and humid conditions. The most common infectingorgan-
ism in the ears of the divers is PseudomoPas, the same organism found to produce infec-

tionin two aquanauts and possibly a third. Fungi did not appear to be involved inthe ear

infectionsinthe TektRe Iprogram.

There were no prominent changes in the indigenous microbial population of the aqua-
nauts. The only exception was the ear infection and skin as noted above.

The microbial carrier stateofthe aquanaut did not play a part in the transmission of

disease inthe TektiteI program. This isborne out by the Staphylococcus carrier study
and the evidence thatCandida and Proteus remained associated with a singleindividual

throughoutthe program.

The microbial population did not build up on the walls of the habitat during the 59
days of the study. The sample sites had not been swabbed prior to obtaining the sample;
thus the sample represented the microflora of the wall over an increasingly longer period
of time. This microflora was in a state of flux, with new organisms continually becoming

associated with the wall surface, while the older organisms were dying.

The levelofcoliform organisms from the disposal of sewage intothe environment

did not attaina levelsufficienttobecome a healthhazard tothe aquanauts.

Conditionsimposed in maintaining the habitatdid not induce a latentvirus infection,

nor did the aquanauts acquire any demonstrable virus infectionfrom the marine environ-
ment.

The answers to the questions posed atthe beginning of the program show thatthe

prolonged applicationof the environmental conditionsand aquanaut interactionsinthe

TektRe Iprogram did not resuR in any unusual microbiologicalhazard. The possible in-
trusionofa m,'u'ineorganism intothe habitatand itsestablishment "#'asof interestand

may present a problem in futurelong-term shldiesof thistype. Ear infectionsare com-
mon to thistype of program and willprobably remain so untilan adequate prophylactic

remedy isdeveloped.
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A3.5 Respiratory and Pulmonary Studies

A3.5.1 Objectives, Rationale, and Procedures
C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for Environmental Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Detailed and varied studies of pulmonary function and respiratory control were con-
ducted to determine the degree to which chronic exposure to a high-density atmosphere
with a high partial pressure of inspired nitrogen would modify the mechanical properties
of the lungs, the efficiency of pulmonary air movement, the exchange of gas across the

pulmonary capillary membrane, and the reactivity of the control system which regulates
respiration.

The lungs, the alveolar membrane, and the respiratory tract represent the interlaces
between man and his gaseous environment. Gases in an artificial atmosphere such as is

employed in diving can affect respiration through local or systemic physiological or toxic
effects of individual respired gases, through acute stresses such as respiratory resist-
ance due to increase in gas density at high pressure, and through adaptations or deterio-
rations resulting from prolonged exposure to any of these influences.

The experimental design for the biomedical studiesofTektiteI took intospecificac-
count the known and postulatedeffectsofexposure to a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere at

increased ambient pressure. Considerations which guided the choice of atmosphere and

the studiosto be performed were as follows:

• At the planned working depth of nearly 50 feet of sea water, respiration of air
(20.94% oxygen in nitrogen, with traces of rare gases) would be expected to induce pul-
monary and probably other forms of oxygen toxicity over the course of several days.

• By maintaining an oxygen percentage at the working depth low enough to provide
an inspired oxygen partial pressure equivalent to the natural oxygen pressure in air at
sea level, all forms of oxygen poisoning should be preventable.

• The increased gas density at the working depth would result in an increase in
pulmonary airway resistance and in work of respiration. The degree of, consequences of,
and adaptations to this respiratory stress were to be determined.

• Since nitrogenislargelyan inertgas, itisunlikelythateven high nitrogen pres-
sures should exert toxiceffectsupon the pulmonary capillarymembrane. However,

since increased airway resistancecan conceivably indirectlyaltergas exchange across

the pulmonary capillarymembrane by inducing pulmonary edema, studiesofgas diffusion
across the alveolarmembrane were inchde.d.

• Because the nitrogen inair has demonstrable narcoticproperties at high partial

pressures, sustainedexposure toincreased pN_ was conceived as potentiallydepressing
the respiratory controlmechanisms. This, together with the possibly additiveinfluences

of adaptationstoa sustainedincrease in work of breathing,led to measurement ofthe
overallreactivityofthe carbon dioxide-responsive components ofrespiratory control.

The control measurements, the pulmonary monitoring throughout the exposure, and
the detailed postexposure measurements were incorporated in the study to provide a
basis for evaluating whether the prolonged shallow exposure to high-density, high-
nitrogen pressure was in fact thereafter to be considered safe for practical operations.

The aquanauts were subjected to meticulous clinical evaluation in parallel with study
of respiratory and pulmonary functions. Since participation as physiological subjects
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required close familiarity with the measurement procedures to be employed, each aqua-

naut received preliminary indoctrination and training for his part in obtaining the desired
information.

For the specific studies that would be conducted repeatedly undersea during the ex-
posure period, the subjects were trained to perform the measurements required. These
included use of pulmonary-ventilation and intrathoracic-pressure recording apparatus
for determining ventilation, eeophageai pressure, pulmonary airway reslstance_ work of
breathing, vital capacity, and maximal ventilatory volume. This training made it possible
to provide for the periodic measurement needed to assure early detection of any abnor-
malities of function and to do so without imposing direct contact with other individuals.

For those studies done only before and after exposure a team of investigators con*
ducted control measurements at the University of Pennsyivania*s Institute for Environ°
mental Medicine. The same team thez_ transported the apparatus to the base camp for
postexposure studies.

The technique and quality of performance of respiratory and pulmonary measure-
ments during the undersea phase was monitored by having two of the investigators from
the Institute for Environmental Medicine also serve as medical monitors at the diving
site. Performance and recording by the subjects was observed in detail by closed-circuit

TV. Recordings m._de in the undersea habitat were transmitted to the Institute for analy°
sis, and the results were reported to the on-slte monitors.

A3.5.2 Respiratory Control Study

J. G. Dickson, R. Oelfand, and C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for
Environmental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

A3.5.2.1 Specific Objective

The specific objective of the respiratory control study was to determine whether the
combined effects of increased respiratory work and inert gas narcosis produced by con-
tinuous, prolonged respiration of a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere at more than twice nor-
mal atmospheric density leads to altered respiratory response to carbon dioxide. To
determine this, pre- and postexposure measurements were made of frequency, depth,
and minute volume of respiration during inhalation of 0, 2, 4, and 6% carbon dioxide in
21.% oxygen under resting, stable conditions.

A3.5.2.2 Methods

The apparrttus employed for the measurement of the respiratory parameters and for
gas administration in this study was functionally equivalent to that employed for studies
of respiratory depressant effects of narcotic drugs in man.* This apparatus was first
assembled in Philadelphia and employed there for the control measurements. Subse-
quently the entire apparatus was transported to the diving site for the postdive measure-
ments.

Inspired gas, supplied premixed from 2000-psi cylinders, was reduced to 50 psig by
two-stage regulators (Oxweld type R-65). A demand valve (Mine Safety Appliances 10-
81070) provided control of inspired gas to the subject via a low-dead-space (25-ce),
plastic, two-way valve. The volume of expired air was measured by a dry gasometer

*J. J. Downes, R. A. Kemp, and C. J. Lambcrtsen, "The Magnitude and Duration of Res-

piratory Depression Dt_e to Fentanyl and Meperidine in Man," J. l_harmacol. Exptl.

Therap. 15..._8, 416-420 []967).
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(Parklnson-Cowan type CD-4) with inlet and outlet gas temperatures monitored by bi-
metal dial thermometers. Respirations were manually registered 5;_ a digital counter,
and time was measured with a stopclock. End-tidal COs tension was measured and re-
corded for each breath (Beckman Model LB-1 infrared CO 2 analyzer; Esterline-Angus
Model AW recorder). Premtxed gases, accurate to *0.03% COs by analysis (Scholaader
0.5-cc analyzer) and stored in high-pressure cylinders, were used to calibrate the CO2
analyzer.

End-tidal gas samples were selectively trapped in the measuri,g cell of the COs
analyzer by causing the inapiratory pressure change to activate a pressure-sensitive
switch (Fairchild PSF 100)connected to an end-tidal alveolar gas sampler.* The switch
initiated a _cquence involving momentary activation of a solenoid valve, causing a sam-
ple of end-tidal gas (trapped distal to the expiratory valve in the two-way breathing
valve) to be drawn into the COs analyzer. Subsequent closure of the solenoid valve
caused the end-tidal sample to remain in the analyzer until the succeeding expiration
was completed.

Each subject was studied in duplicate on each of two days. The series therefore in-
cluded duplicate exposures to _, 2, 4, and 6% inspired COs. He was placed in a supine
position and made to rest for a 30-minute period prior to administering the succession
of gases for COs-response measurements. Rectal temperature v'as measured with a
thermistor thermometer. Each point on a respiratory CO2-response curve required a

15-minute period of gas administration which was composed of two periods; an initial
10-minute segment was used to permit the respiratory response to COs inhalation to
reach a new steady stat(:, and the data were collected in the succeeding 5 minutes. The
subject was allowed a brief respite (4 to 5 minutes) after each exposure to a CC _ mix-
ture and a 10-minute rest midway in the series of eight runs comprising the dup_cate

determination of CO_-ventilatory response.

After correction of the measured expired air volume to standard conditions, respi-
ratory 1-ndnute volume, tidal volume, and respiratory frequency were calculated as av-
erages for _e 5-minute periods of data measurement. The average enu-tidal CO2 tension
was obtained by planimetry from the strip chart recording, and a correction was made
for dead-space error as previously determined at the Institute for Environmental Medi-
cine? to obtain the values for alveolar pCO2 needed in plotting th._ alveolar pCO2-
ventilation response curves.

A3.5.2.3 ResuRs and Discussion

Mean values for duplicatemeasurements ofe,d.-tidalCC2 tension,respiratory

i-mlnute volume, tidalvolume_ and rvsplratory frequency for Individu._!subjects are

Won in Table A32. L-_vidual f:raphsfer respiratoryparameters plottedaga:nm CO2
teasion for pre- and postcxposure measurements are shown in Figs.._4!,A47. and A43.

Comparison of postexposure data with ,'antrol data reveals that three suLjects
_aquar,_uts 1, 3, and 4) showed a tenlency toward an increase in respir-.t_,: reactivity to
CO 2 ::_ higher levels, as ,'c:!_cted by respiratory rate and 1-minute vokume. The rein:lin-
ing subject (aquanaut 2), however, displayed a tendency toward a reduction in reactivity.

_"C. J. Lamberts-_ and J. M. Benjamin, Jr., "Breath-by-Breath Sampling of End-Expiratory
Gas," J. AppI. Physiol. 14, 711-716 (1959).
C. J. Larnbertscn, The Atmo_-phere and Gas Exchanges With the Lungs and Blood," p.
639, Fig. 36-6, in "Medical Physiology," V. B. Mount.castle, editor, St. Louis, Mosby,
196a.
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Since only foul subjects were studied,itwas known thateven Ifgross changes in
respiratory reactlvRy occurred, the observations would have to be extended in additional
subjects to determine statisticalsignificance.Since no evidentgross trend occurred in
these four subjects,itcan be predictedthatdemonstration of any obscure effectof this

relativelysmall increase in ambient pressure would require a number of subjects sev-
eral times larger than the group studied. Moreover, any effectthus uncovered would be

too small to h;,.vepracticalsignificancein divingsafety. However, itshould also be con-

sidered that,as depth ofchronic exposure is increased tothe pointof severe respiratory
work and narcosis, itis inevitablethat changes inrespiratory reactivityand regulation
willoccur.

A3.5.2.4 Conclusions

Inconclusion,chronic exposure to a hlgi_-nitrogen,normal-oxygen mlxtuce with a

density approximately 2 times thatof air at sea levelinduces no detectableincrease or

decrease inreactivitytothe respiratorystimulus, carbon dioxide. Ytremains likelythat

exposure tohigher densitiesand nitrogen pressures willinduce practicMly important

alterationsof respiratorycontrol.

A3.5.3 DiffusionCapacity of thePulmonary Membrane

R. W. Hyde, A. B. Fisher, and A. B. DuBois, Institutefor
Environmental Medicine, University ofPennsylvania

A3.5.3.1 SpecificObjective

The specific objective of studying the diffusion capacity of the pulmonary membranes
was to determine whether prolonged exposure to increased nitrogen pressure and in-
creased gas clensity affects the alveolar pulmonary capillary membrane and transmem-
branal diffusio_of ?,ases.

A3.5.3.2 Methods

Measurements included pulmonary diffusingcapacity,determined by the single-
breath carbon monoxide method, and functionalresidual capacity,determined by closed-

circuithelium equilibration._Vrom the primary measurements itispossit;letocalculate

the totallung capacity,the mixirg efficiencyofthe gas-contalningpulmonary compart-

ment, and the occurrence of any diffusionlimitationinthe passage ofoxygen from alveoli

tothe pulmonary capillaryblood.

Measurements were performed in duplicateduring the preexposure control week

and repeated induplicatewitltln2 days aRer ascent duringthe postexposure measure-

ment period atthe divingsRe. No attempt was made to perform the determinations
during the high-pressure exposure, since itwas judged thatthe pulmonary membrane

characteristicswere not likelytochange as a physiologicallimitation.

_C. M. Ogilvie, R. E. Forster, W. S. Blakemore, and T. W. Morton, "A Standardized
Breath-Holding Technique for the ClinicalMeasurement of the DiffusingCapacity of the

_.Lungfor Carbon Monoxide," J.Clin.Invest.3.6.1-17 (1957).C. D. Needham, M. C. rtogan,and i.McDonald, "Normal Staz..dardsfor Lung Volumes.
Intraputmonary Gas Mixing and Maximum Breathing Capacity," Thorax _9, 313-325
(195_).
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A3.5.3.3ResultsandDiscussion

Table A33 summarizes the actual determinations made in this phase of the study.
None of the parameters studied appeared to have been detrimentally or even detectably
affected by the 2-month undersea exposure.

Table A33
Pulmonary Diffusion Measured Before and After the 2-Month Saturation Dive

Aqua-
naut

Pulmonary
Diffusing
Capacity

(ml/min/torr)

Total

Lung
Capacity

(I)

Mixing
Efficiency

(%)

Predive* PostdiveT Predlve Postdive

87
89
93
90

2 30
3 36
4 27
1 28

Mean 30

Predive Postdive

7.9 7.8
8.3 8.7
'L5 8.3
6.3 7.1

7.5 8.0

29
35
32
35

93
100
89
93

':'Measurements made
_Mea._urements made

33 90 94

month prior to the start of the exposure.
day after tile end of the exposure,

With the nearly identical values found in control and postexposure periods, additional
studies under the same conditions using many more subjects would be unlikely to show
statistically significant changes. On this basis, and because there is no positive indica-
tion that membrane characteristics would change due to high nitrogen pressure or due to
the increase in gas density associated with residence at an ambient pressure of about 2
atmospheres absol._te, it is not considered that extension of this study is needed.

A3.5.3.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the capu:ity for exchange of gas by diffusion across the pulmonary
capilL'_ry membrane is not detectably modified by the chronic exposure to lfigh _fltrogen
pressure or the increased density ofthe respired gas.

A3.5.4 Pulmonary Mechanics

A. B. DuBois, A. B. Fisher, C. J. Knight,and C. J. Lambertsen,
Institutefor Environmental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

A3.5.4.1 SpecificObjectives

The specificobjectivescf studying pulmon.'u'ymechanics were todetermine whether

prolonged, continuousrespirationofgas ofincreased densitywillresultin hmctionally
important alterationsof the puhnonary mechanics through changes inpulmonary compli-

ance or airway :'esistanceand to determine whether, during the exposure, adaptationsto
increased ga.,,densitywillrestore respiratory resistance toward normal.
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A3.5.4.2 Methods

Airway resistance was determined bv simult:me osly and continuously measuring
transpulmonary pressure and ventilatory'flow. From measurement_ of the change in
transpulmonary pressure required to produce a change in lung volume, lung compliance
could be calculated. Transpulmonary pressure during spontaneous respiration wa_
measured _tha differelRial pressure transducer (Statham P23-2D-300) connected to a
tMn-w.'dled, 10-era-long latex balloon containing 0.2 to 0.5 ml of air and positioned ;a the
e:_ophagus 10 cm cephalad (i.e., upward) from the cardioesophageal junction. The refer-
ence port of the pressure transducer was connected to the subject's mouthpiece.

Both the t_anspulmon:try pressure and the charge in lung volume measured with the
Stead-Wells spirometer were recorded on a two-channel direct-writing recorder during
normal tidal respiration. Pressure-vs-volume curves were constructed from these d_._a,
and total lung resistance ,and lung compliance were calculated.* In aquanauts 3 and 4 the
pulmonary resistance was calculated as the mean of inspiratory and expiratory resist-

ances. However, aquanauts 1 and 2 had a high and variable expiratory resistance, and in
these subjects the pulmonary resistance _ calculated during inspiration only. The
esophageal pressure at full lung inflation was also recorded.

A3.5.4.3 Results and Discussion

No definite trend was observed in the lung compliance (Table A34 and Fig. A44).
Since the preceding phase of the study indicated no significant change in the mean pulmo-
nary diffusing capacity (section A3.5.3.4), there was no evidence that elevated nitrogen
pr,:ssure or resistance to brea_hing, alone or together, had deleterious effects on the
lungs or led to adaptive changes in the lung tissue. A slight trend toward a decrease in
pulmonary resistance from the moderately elevated value at the beginning of exposure to
increased ambient pressure occurred over the 60-day study period at diving depth (Table
A34 and Fig. A45). No evidence of this persisted after return to 1 atmosphere.

O
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:Z
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u

o

_o -1 !
C_ TRGL OUT

.._1 I ! I t I __. L.. I I II
"0 b t2 19 26 3_ 40 47 54 (61

DAY5 FOLI OWI,'JG START OF uNDERWATER EXPOSURE

Fig. A44 - Lung compliance during
the 60-day saturation dive

'::I(. Marshall, E. H. Imnphit, r, ,and A. B. DuBois, "Resistance to Breathing in Normal
Subjects During Simulated Dives," 3. Appl. Physiol. 9, 5-10 (19561.
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of
Dive Diver

2

I

Predive 0.28
,5 0.28

12 0.23
19 0.31
26 0.33
33 0,27
40 0.30
47 0.23
54 0.22

Postdtve 0.22

Diver[D-- ver
3 4 :

....

o.,.6
0.23 0.29
0.30 0.17
0.32 0.29
0.30 0.21
0.24 0.22
0.29 0.25
0.27 0.22
0.29 0.24
O.27 0.29

Table A34

Pulmonary Compliance and Resistance Before,
During, and After the 2-Month Saturation Dive

Lung Compliance PulmonPxy Resistance

(I/eraH20 ) (cm H20/(I/see))

"Dive-----r .........-I)i]"er T_;v]rT

.... .......Mean 2 _ 3 [ 4 J__

o-:;].....0.30

o._ / 0.24
o.19 / o.22
0.27 / 0.s0
0.19 ! 0.25
0.21 G.24
0.26 0.28
0.23 0.24
0.23 0.24
o.241o.26

I

2.4 / 3.3 2.4 /1

2.3 / 2.9 3.o /2
I.c, [ _.4 ' 2.7 14
2.2 / _._ 2.0 /_
1.4 / 3.0 2.0 / _
2.1 1 2.0 1.6 11
0.8 / 1.9 2.1 / 2
1.8 / 2._ 1.2 / 2
0.7 / 2.2 2.6L_L

;
,12.8
_1 2:R
'1 ;.2
_ ! 2.0

j 1.8

r I 1.9
1.8

u

_.,
e_

f

- ,_out,N_ur 3 ]/_ _OU"NAUI

.._._,i i i __1. L 1 i ,i i . _
0 b IZ I_ p(_ _:*, 40 47 _4 61

Fig. A45 - Pulmonary resistance during
the 60-day saturation dive

The moderate elevation of respiratory resistance due to increased gas density was
not expected to produce a major change in the compliance of the hmg. The Initial and
partially sustained increase in pulmonary resistance can be considered as reflecting
gas-density effects on airway resistance rather than changes in the lungs or bronchioles
themselves. When exposure to increasingly higher atmospheric densities occurs, it is
inevitable that sustained increases in airway resistance and work of breathing will induce
more gzoss alterations of the respiratory function.

A3.5.4.4 Conclusion

In conclusion, no effect on pulmonary mechanics was observed that should impose an
obstacle to full operational exploitation of undersea activity using nitrogen with a sea-
level-equivalent oxygen partial presn,_re at the depth employed for Tektite I.

I
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A3.5.5 Ventilatory Function
C. J Knight, C. J. Lambertsen, and A. B. DuBois, Institute for

Environmental Medicine, University of Pennsylvania

A3_5.5.1 Specific Objective

The specific objective of stud_ng the ventilatory function was to determine whether
continuous prolonged exposure to a re_',)iratory environment of increased density and
viscosity, represented by a nitrogen-oxygen mixture at about 2.15 atmospheres absolute,
would result in progressive changes in pulmonary ventilatory volume m,d function. Such
changes could result from respir,_tory exhaustion or from improvement in conditioning
of the respiratory muscles.

A3.5.5.2 Methods

An electrically driven Stead=Wells spirometer equipped with a recording drum was
employed for preexposure and postexposure examinations, and an identical unit was in=
stalled in the habitat for use during the undersea exposure phase. Full study of the pun

mon,'u'y ventilatory function prior to exposure to increased ambient pressure included
measurements of vital capacity, residual volume, maximum voluntary ventilation and
maximum expiratory and inspiratory flow rates, intrathoracic pressure, pulmonary air=

way resistance, work of breathing, and pulmonary compliance.

The subjects received extensive training in spirometric methods, so that each sub-
ject had the technical capabiliW of conducting the tests on his fellow subjects during the
underwater exposure. It was intended by this training to provide understanding of the
nature of these tests and to ensure continuing high motivation in personal performance

throughout the undersea exposure.

The investigators cor.ducted the entire series of measurements in the control period
at tile Institute for Environmental Medicine and in the postexposure period (within the

first day after decompression) using portable laboratory facilities especially designed
for the purpose and transported to the diving site. During the exposure phase In the
undersea habitat, two subjects worked together under the closed-c:rcuit=TV supervision
of an investigator, with one subject being studied and one conducting the actual tests.

All measurements were performed before and after the 60=day exposure. In addition
certain measurements were obtained at regular weekly intervals during submergence to
determine the rate of development of any changes in vital capacity, maximal ventilatory

capacity, transpulmonary pressure, flow rate, airway resistance, work of breathing, and
pulmonary compliance.

A3.5.5.3 Results and Discussion

The venti!atory function measurements obtained before, during, and after the 60-day
exposure are summarized in Table A35 and Figs. A46 through AS0.

Preexposure studies of the four subjects confirmed normal pulmonary function in
these individuals. On beginning the 2=month underwater period, maximal midexpiratory
rates and maximal voluntary ventilation decreased by about 25%. The initial changes .'u'e
compatible with the effects of an incre__sed a,:rway resistance due to the increased gas

denMty at the depth of the habitat.* These ear£est measure._ afte-" beginning the exposure

':'A. B. Fisher, A. I_. DuBois, R. W. Hyde, C. J. Knight, and C.J.I.arnbertsen, "Effect
of 2 Months' Undersea Exposurt. to N2-O at 2.2 atm on l.ung Funct.ion, '' J. Appl. Phys-
iol. 28, 70-74 {!970); R. Marshall, E. H. l.anphter, and A. B. DuBois, "Resistance to
13reathing in Normal Subjects D,rmg Simulated E,ives," J. Appl. Physiol. 9, 5-10 { 1956}.
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Table A35

Pulmonary Functions Before, During, and After the 2-Month Saturation Dive

Oay
of Dive

E'c,,:,atery ]mpkaton'Vital Rt.serve

Capacity V,_lume Capacity

(_) ('2) (_)

Predive 5.81 !.53

5.62 1.961 5.57 1.94

19 5.74 2.10
26 5.50 1.64

33 5.47 1.64

40 5.71 2.18
47 5.63 1.86

54 5.80 1.95

PosMive 5.72 2,02

4.29

3.66

3.63

3.64
3.87

3.84

3.53
3.76

3.86
3.70

_edive 6.18 1.77

5 6.52 1.79

12 6.17 2.14
19 6.21 2.80

26 b.31 1.69
33 6.47 1.67

40 6.44 2,67
47 6.61 2.25

54 6.50 2.66
Postdive 6.82 2.48

4.42

4,73
4.03

3.41
4.63

4.80
3.77

4.36

3.83
4.34

Predive 6.22 1.90

5 6.34 2.79

12 b.52 2.52

19 6.40 2.52

26 6.49 2.50
33 6.42 2.50
40 6.44 2.53

47 6,68 2.73

54 6.70 3.17
Pustdivc 6.50 2.65

3.54
4.00

3.87

3.99
3.92
3.90

3.96
3.52

3 $5

Predive 4.72

5 4.56
12 4.62

19 4.68
26 4.67

33 4.58

40 4.64

47 4.74
54 4.78

Postdiv¢ 4.79

s ] s.7_
12 I 5.7_

19 I s.7d
26 } 5.7,

33 I 5.7,
40 I 5.8
47 ( 5.91
54 I 5.%

Postd______e___-.5.?'

I

1.64 3.08

1.40 3.16
1.62 : 3.01

1.90 q 2.78
1.50 3.17

1.59 2.99

1.54 3.10

1.45 [ 3.29
I ,, ! 3.37

!.49 3.30

1.71 4.03
1.98 3.77

2.06 3.67

2.33 3.42
1.83 3.92

1.85 3.89

2.23 3.58
2.07 3.84

2.30 3.64
2.16 3.80

Forced Forced

Expu'cd Expired
Volume Volume

(_Isec)(._,13_)

Aquanaut 2

87.1 98.4
80.0 99.2

81.8 99.6

81.4 I00.0

79.8 99. I

82.0 100.0

82.2 99.4
78.9 99.6
83.5 99.6

82.4 99.1

Aquanaut 3

75.7 95.8

68.8 96 9

69.6 96.4

65.1 92.5
68.6 93.6

67.2 92.7
65.5 92.5

64.8 93.8
57.5 93.6

73.2 95.5

Aquanaut 4

84.5 96.9

73.6 96.3
75.7 96.9

70.8 96.3

69.0 96.5
75.0 97.4

75.9 96.'/
76.2 98.4

72.6 97.4
86.5 99.2

Aquauau! |

i 76.5 94.3

69.8 93.6

71.6 95.1
70.4 92.9

70A 93.4
70.5 91.8

71.5 92.7

70 2 94.0

67.7 90._
1

[ 73.7 90.3 I
m

Mean of the .':our A_uanauts

81.0 | 96.4
73.0 I 96.5

74.7 I 97.0

71 9 l 95.4
72.0 I 95.6

73.7 ! 9S.5
73.8 I 95.3
72.S i 96.4

70.3 1 95.4

Maximal Maximal ..... Maxim_

Midexpiratory Midlnspiratory Voluntary
Flow Rate Flow Rst¢ Ventilation

({)Isec) (l_llec) (t21mln)

5.92
4.60

4.62

4.42
4.16

4.20
4.45

4.35
4.86

5.00

5.63

5.82
6.10

5.98

6.20

5.69
5.90

6.66

I0.00

191.8

125.1

146.7
158A

151.1
154.0

149.0

I.$4.3
172A

233.0

3.80
3.05

3.14

2.80

3.10

3.11
2.96

3.13
2.93
3.90

6.65
5.32

4.26

4.54
4.62
4.76

4.78

5.12
4.61
7.09

168.7

104A
127A

125.7
122.5

120.2

128A
119.5

120.5
184.5

6.52

4.18
4.37

4.18

4.02
4.47

4.50
4.61

4.42
6.04

7.90

6.32

630

6.98
6.52

6.27
6.51

7.07
6.92

10.6

175.1

154.9

198.0
181.7

175.8

190.3
187.8

208.3
195.6

260.6

3.05 7.51

2.38 4.82
2A0 4.82

2.58 5.20

2.56 5.97
2.60 5.25

2.59 5.20

2.55 5.57

2.32 4.83

2 92 7.98

170.8

133.1

133.3
139.1

118.9
123.5

116.3

127.1

1.10.3

187.4

4.82 7.35 176;..
3.55

3.63
3.50

3.45

3.60
3.62

3.66

3.63
4A6

5.52 | 29.4
5A0 151A

5.70 151.2
5.77 142.1

5.62 147.0
5.54 145A

5.91 152.3
5.76 154.7
8,92 216.4
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.,rig. A50 - Maximal ,nidi,_spir:._tory
flov, rat,. during the saturation diw.
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can be considered as controls for the subsequent period of continuous exposure. After
the initial effect of entry into the posit:re pressure environment, maximal voluntary
ventilation in two of the subjects increased progressively during the underwater period,
suggesting increase in efficiency of the respiratory muscles as a result of physical
training.* Vital capacity during this time also showed a slight increase of about 10_o in
two subjects and remained unchanged in the other two. The small vital-capacity changes
,'u-e also consistent with the known effects of training and exercise on vital capacity.

Ventilatory-function tests were repeated in the immediate postexposure phase.
The results of these measurements are essentially unchanged [rom those obtained during
the control week 4 months previously. The small rise in vital capacity of two subjects
and the increase in maximal voluntary ventilation suggested by the measurements ob-

tained during the actual underwater phase were confirmed.

A3.5.5.4 Conclusions

The four aquanauts had normal lungs at the st,'u't of the study. During the under-
water exposure, resistance to breathing was increased approximately 259, compatible
with increase in gas density There is a suggestion that physical training, possibly due
to the sustained elevation of work of breathing, resulted in improved respiratory muscu-
lar performance and increased vital capacity of some subjects. The pulmonary function
returned to normal after the e_nosure.

There was no evidence of deleterious effect upon ventilatory function as a result of
a 2-month habitation at 2.15 atmospheres absolute in the nitrogen-oxygen mixture

employed.

:J, M,,ad, "M,:a.qurem,,pt of Inertia of t|u' Lungs at Increased Ambient Pres_,ure," J.
A[,p}. l_hysiol._9. 208-212 (1056).
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A3.6 Decompression

Cdr. T. N. Markham, Naval Submarine Medical Center,
New London, Connecticut

A3.6.1 Standard Decompression Schedule

The design of the biomedical program was based on an oxygen partial pressure of
153 _ 7 torr. Therefore, the initial desire was to develop a decompression schedule
which maintained this partial pressure throughout decompression. Further the decom-
pression facility was designated several months after schedule prepar_ion and testing
began at the Naval Submarine Medical Center. To accommodate both these restraint_ It
was elected to use a stage decompression. It was also determined that if any cases oi
decompression sicknees arose during the schedule testing, a revision of the sched::!e
would be required prior to Iurther testing.

After the first test, which maintained pO 2 at 158 • 7 torr during decompression, it
became evident such a tight control of oxygen would be very difficult in an operational
setting. Therefore the decompression media was changed to air. With this change four
more test dives were calculated by the method of Workman* and conducted until the

schedule had been extended to 19 hours and 25 minutes of decompression and only one
dive free of decompression sickness had been performed. It then appeared necessary to
incorporate some oxygen decnmpression within the schedule to prevent further prolonga-
tion. Following the addition of 4 hours and 25 minutes of oxygen breathing to the sched-
ule the two most susceptible subjects were safely decompressed after a 42-foot saturation
dive. The final decompres.cion schedule used in Tektite I is seen in Table A36. At the

conclusion of Tektite I the four aquanauts were decompressed using this schedule withouL
any development of decomt)resslon sictmess.

A3.6.2 Emergency Decompression Schedule

Under contract to NASA, J and J Marine Diving Company, Inc., Pasadena, Texas,
conducted a series of test dives to determine the safe surface interval between direct

surfacing from the 42-foot ._aturation depth and the onset of decompression sickness.
This s?ries of dives resulted in the shortest surface interval being 18 minutes. There-
fore a 15-minute safe period was considered possible in which to return a subject to
pressure._ During these test dives a decompression schedule was developed which used

an overpressure return and early oxygen decompression. This schedule was successful
in treating all their cases of decompression sickness and after slight modification was
employed as the Tektite I emergency decompression schedule (Table A37).

A3.G.3 Decompression Facilities and 9rocedures

The decompression complex us..d in Tektite I was the Advanced Diving System IV
(ADS IV) leased from Ocean Systems, Inc. This system consisted of a twin-lock deck
decompression chamber (DDC), a submersible decompression chamber (SDC), a control

console, an air compressor, an air conditioning unit for the deck chamber, and a bottled
_xygen supply. Each lock of the DDC measured 4-1/2 feet in diameter and was 7 feet
long. Carbon dioxide was controlled by ventilation with air whenever pCO2 values ap-
proached 4 torr. Oxygen was supplied to the DDC through masks via demand regulators.

*R. D. Workman. "Calculation of Decompression Schedules for NitrogenoOxygen and
Helium. Oxygen Di_,es,"U.S. Navy Experimental Diving Unit Research Report 6-65, 1965.
tp. O. E_lel, "Delineation of Emergency Surface Decom, pression and Treatment Proce-
dures for Project Tektite Aquan_.uts," J and J Marhze Diving Co., inc., Pasadena,
Apr. 20, 19(,9.
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Table A36

Regulm, Decompression Schedule for Tektite I

AISI

Depth
(it)

42

¢

3O

25

÷

2O

20

÷

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

15

10

I0

I0

I0

I0

I0

÷

5

Surface

Time

Breathing at
Media Stop

(min)

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Oxy_,en

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen

,Air

Air

Air

12_

120

5

200

5

170

30

5

20

30

20

30

2O

30

20

30

5

60

30

20

30

20

40

5

200

5

Decompression Time
(rain)

Total

0

12

132

137

337

342

512

542

547

567

597

617

647

667

697

717

747

752

812

842

8G2

892

912

952

957

1157

1162(19hr 22min)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

35

35

65

65

95

95

125

125

155

160

160

190

190

22O

22O

26O

265

2G5

265

m

Oxygen

(4 hr 25 min)

*Aquanauts will be tran,_ferred via the personnel transfer capsule to the dcckdecom-

pression chamber and held at a depth of 42 foot tmtil all are transferred and the to F-

side crew i5 ready for decompression.

fall depth changes during the decompression will be made at a rate of 1 foot per

minute. If the depth changes occur slower, the time will be added to the total decom-

pr,_-_ mien time.
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Table A37

Emergency Recompression and Decompression Following
an Explosive Decompression (Inadvertent Surlacing)

60'

55

50

45

$

4O

25

_'0

2O

15

15

10

10

}

5

5

Surface

Breathing
Media

Oxygen

Oxygen

Air

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen

Air

Air

Oxygen

Air

Air

Air

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Air

Oxygen

Oxygen

Air

Oxygen

Air

Air

!
Time _ Decompression Time

at ] (min)Stop

(min) L.... Total

20 20

5 25

20 45

5 50

20 70

5 75

20 95

5 100

20 120

15 135

60 195

5 200

90 290

30 320

5 325

90 415

60 475

5 480

120 600

60 660

5 665

150 815

60 875

5 880

.......-____].... -

(14 hr 40 rain)

2O

25

25

25

45

5O

5O

50

7O

7O

7O

7O

7O

100

105

105

165

165

165

225

23O

230

290

Oxygen

290 (4 hr 50 min)

*An overpre,qsu:'c is app!icdon reco:nprc._sion when anaqua,:aut xnadverlently surfaces.
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There we_e two masl,'ineachcompartment. Each lockoftheDDC and theSDC con-
' _]. talnedcommu:ticatio,:wlththecontroicot,sole.Allgas suprJiedtoor exhaustedfrom

_, eithertte DDC or SDC was conu-oliedattheconsole.The entiresystem couldbe l_re_- :_
.: _ sunzea to an equivalent depth of 600 feet of sea water and was provided with m;xed-gas ._

_: dl_ng capability,a2thoughmlxc_dgas was notavailableauringTektiteI.

_ _ Duringthedailyoperationthedecompressioncomplex was urglerthe directsuperv_- ,,
_' sionof theseniorenlisteddiveron watchand manned by eitheranotherdiveror an
_.: Ocean Systems representative.The crane was rearmedat",alltimes in hheeventan

_. emergercy habRat,evacuationwas required.Furtherdailydrillswere conductedby each
'_ :. watch sectionexercisingthechacoupressioncomplex,thecrane,or thesmall boatsused

:.;_ forsurlacesup@errintheeventof an inadvertentaquanautsurfacing.

%: A3.6.4 ExcursionDivingDecompresslcn Schedules

,, _$ Due to the nitrogen/oxygen mixture used i_ the habitat (pO2 158 $ _ tort) 9 the satura-
: _'. tlon depth of Tektite I was an air equivalent del:th of 49 feet. Therefore the vertical ex-

_- _; cta.sions on aiz scuba were calculated from that depth. This allowed a shallower excur-
/, _ s[on of approximately 30 feet without decompression.* This uvper limit was set a_. a +;

_-_ depth of 20 feet of sea water. Excursions shallower than this were not allowed due to theV _ - :,
_: hazardofdecompressionsicknessand thepossibilityofinadvertentsurfacing. ._

*)

-a,

_! No-decompresslonand decompression schedu_._swere establishedfordeeperexcur-
decompression" limit_ ard ,_sions by modaiying the U.S. Navy Standard Air Table 1-6_ "No

_, _f repetitive group designation table for "no decom:,ression" dives, and T_ble 1-5, U._. "

_ Nav_"Standard2:rDecompression Table (TablesA,?,8th;oughA41)._ The modifications :.
_" were made ina conservativedirection.These tablesare used i_accordancewithdirec- _
97: t_onsgivenintheU.S.Navy Di:ingManual forTable 1-5,I-6,I-7,and !-8 withthe ex- .
_ cepttonthatthesurfacei._tervalnotedinTable I-7 isconsideredtheintervaltakenin

, .,,."r_ thehabitat.Further,when followinga deep excursiooby a shallowexcursion(i.e.,above _.
,_. the42-footsaturationdepth)thedivermust havebeen inrepetitivegroup E or lowerto

_ ._. go to30 feetofsea water and ingroupB or lowertogo to 20 feetofsea water depth.
_ The aquanauts attempted to plan ""..,e.rdailydivingschechlesinordertomake any antici-
" patedshallcwexcursionspriorto deepexcursion.Duringtheentireoperationitwas _

_:,:: never t,ecessary for aquanauts to make decompression dives to return to the habitat from
•' ,,- depth. There were no eases of decompression sickness occurring under pressure during ,;

_. the saturation phase of Tekt_',e I. ._

A3.6,5 Summary of Decompression
k

Althoughthedecompressionscheduleprepaxat_enforTektiteIwas preparedforan x

o_erationalprogram, itbecame evidentaktringitspreparationthatthecontrollingLissue t
fornitrogensaturationdecompreqszoni_farbeyondthe240-minutelevelsuggestedby
Workman. The datacollectedduringthisseriesofdivessupportsthemuch longercon-
trollingtissuedescribedby Buhlmann etal,_ The schedulepreparedaa_dused forTek-
tit_ I is not an optimt, m schedule but does appear safe from an air saturation depth :_

$,
equivalent to 49 feet of sea water.

^B. D. Workman, "Calculation of Deco,npresston Schedules for Nitrogen-Oxygen and ,i'=
"Helium-Oxygen Divec," U.S. Navy Experi_-ntal Dzvz.ag fruit Research Report 6-65, 19o5. ?

_"U.S. Navy Pivzng Manual, General Prir'iples of Diving," NavShips 250-538, Navy De-.

partment, Washingtov, U.S. Government Pr_ntzng Office. 1963. _
_A. A. Buhlmann, P. Frei, and N. Keller, "Saturation and Desaturation with N 2 and He at

4 _trnospheres," 2. Appl. Physiol. Z_.33_458-462 (1767).
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Table A38

No-Decompression Limits and Repetitive Group Design.._C, ons for Aquanaut
Vertical Excursions (Downward) From a Saturated Depth of 42 Feet

Depth Limit of
From Time at

Surface(R) Depth(rain)'A B I C

60

65
70
75
80
85
90

100
120

I 140160

IDlE
300 60 120 200 300 --
300 30 60 100 150 200
300 20 40 60 90 120
300 15 30 40 60 90
300 10 20 30 50 60
300 5 10 20 30 40
180 5 10 20 25 30

Repetitive Group

90
40
25
10

,= ,,,

mm _ _ m _ m

300 ......
1150 200 300 .....
;110 145_180 2C5 300 ......

80 100 120 150 1801200 300 -- - --
50 70 90 100 1201140 180 ,200,240 300
40 50 70 90 100 110 130 ;150 180 --

-- 5 10 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 -- -- --
-- -- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 ......

--I- -- 5 10 15 20 25 .....5 10 .........

Table A39

Standard Decompression for Aquanauts Exceeding
file No-Decompression Limits of Table A38

Bottom
Depth Time

(it) (rain)

| 220
l  ,4o
/ 260

I00 I00
120

140

160

180
2O0

120 50
60
8O

100
120
150

I40 30
40
60
80

i60 20
4O
6O

Time to Fi.rst

Decompression
Stop
(rain)

1
1
I
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

1

I
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

2
2
2

Time at Stop
(mln)

80 R 170 ft, 160 fl

-. -- 11

- - 15

-- -- 12

-- - 25

-- -- 35
4O

_ 8

-- - 14

-- -- 24

-- 2 41
-- 6 52
- 13 72

-- -- 18
- 10 30
-- 20 50

I
-- -- 5 I
-- 10 30 I1 25 50

Total

Decompression
Time

(min)

3
8

12
16

4
8

13

Repetitive
Group

at Endof

Decompression

N
N

O

O

L
M

M

26
36
41

9
15
25
44
59
86

9
20
42
72

7
42
78

N
O
O

K
L
N
O
0
Z

J
L
N
O

H
M
O
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Table A41
Repetitive Dive Timetable: Influence of Repetitive Group

on the Allowable Time at a Given Depth

Repetitive Repetitive Dive Depth*

Group 90 fl 100 ft 160 ft

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O
Z

7
17
25
37
49
61
73
87

101
116
138
161
187
213
241
257

6
13
21
29
38
4'I
56
66
76
87
99

111
124
142
160
169

120 ft 140 ft

4 3
9 7

15 11
20 16
2_ 20
31 24
3"/ 29
43 33
50 38
57 43
64 47
72 53

80 j 58

7'7 64
96 70

100 73

::"/'he numbers in the columns are times in minutes

irnum allov.,able times at depth.

3
6

10
13
16
20
24
2'/
31
34
38
42
47
51
55
57

to be deducted from the max-

A3.6.6 Delineation of Emergency Surface Decompression and
Treatment Procedures for Project Tektite I Aquanauts
Peter O. Edel, J and J Marine Diving Co., Inc.,
Pasadena, Texas

A3.6.6.1 Summary

Project Tektite I required that four scientist-aquanauts were to live for 2 months in
a habitat at a depth of 43 feet in Lameshur Bay, St. John, Virgin Islands, during which
time their breathing mixture was to be 91% N2, 9% 02. A series of experiments was
therefore conducted to determine to what degree of safety the scientists could make a
no-decompression ascent to surface from the habitat and the maximum surface decom-
pression interral they could s,_ely undergo.

From these experiments it was determined that a 15-minute surface interval was
safe for six subjects and that one subject developed serious neurocirculatory sumptoms
after 19 minutes on the surface.

Recompression-decompression schedules were calculated for treatment of these
subjects after their exposure to surface intervals of various lengths of time. All subjects
were successfully treated according to these tables. A safe surface interval of 15 min-
utes and use of the recompression-decompression schedules that were developed as a
result of this experimentation are recommended for incorporation into the Project Tek-
tite I operational procedures.
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A3.6.6.2 Introduction

Projert Tektite I required four scientist/aquanauts to live 60 days in a habRat on the
sea floor at a depth of 43 feet. The scientists made frequent excursion dives from the
habitat, during the day and at night, to study the flora and the fauna of nearby coral reefs.
The excursion dives were made with standard scuba equipment, and two 71-cu-ft scuba
bottles provided the air supply. This supply of air p_.rmttted the sctentlr.ts to swim for
about 1 to 2 hours at this depth, or to travel about 1000 i_et from the habitat before re-
turning to it.

The possibility that equipment failure, injury, or shark attack might force the swim-
mers to surface had to be a_ticipated. Since their bodies were saturated with the inert
gas of their habitat breathing mixture (91% nitrogen, 9% oxygen) at the habitat pressure
of 43 feet of seawater (FSW), ascent to the surface would have constituted an emergency
situation requiring immediate pressurization.

To what degree of safety a diver, breathing air at a depth greater than 33 FSW (1 at-
mosphere), could make a no-decompression ascent to surface when his slowest tissues
are totally nitrogen saturated had never been established. Furthermore the length of
time that a diver can remain at surface pressure following such an ascent before experi-
encing the serious effects of decompression sickness had never been determined, and
this exposure ti,ne was critical to the safety of the Tektite I divers and will continue to
bc critical in future Tektite dives. There axe no valid decompression tables indicating
the appropriate procedures to bc followed in decompressing a diver from a state of total
nitrogen saturation. Neither are there any published tables indicating the appropriate
recompression and decompression procedures to be followed in the event of emergency
surfacing in the circumstances under which Tektite divers live and work.

A3.6.6.3 Purpose

The present experimentation was conducted (a) to determine the maximum safe sur-
fae" interval that the Tektite I divers could sustain without developing symptoms of de-
compression sickness _ter remaining at a depth of 42 FSW* in a habitat in which they
would be totally saturated with a breathing mixture of 160 torr O2 in nitrogen and (b} to
detcrmine sale recompression-decompression schedules that would permit the Tektite I
divers to return to their habitat after this maximum safe surface interval, or that would
allow their being brought to surface for emergency treatment, if such became necessary.

A3.6.6.4 Method

Six tests were performed involvingtwo subjectseach. All ofthe subjects were div-

ers whose ages varied from 20 to 52 years. The subjects were pressurized in a double-
lock pressure chamber thatwas 4 feetindiameter and 14 feet long,inaccordance with

the compression-decompression schedules described hereafter. The small chamber
limitedthe movements ofthe subjects;they were, however, instructedto engage in mild

physical activityfor 15 minutes prior to any scheduled r_duction in pressure.

The partial pressure of carbon dioxide in the chamber atmosphere was maintained
between 0.6 and 5 torr during periods of intermittent ventilation (with air) and at less
than 4 torr during continuous ventilation. In addition the pressure chamber's con_ent of
carbon dioxide was reduced through a more rapid ventilation with air to an even lower
level prior to any reduction in pressure. In each test, accuracy was held to within 1/2

:;:Deeompre._sion tables were based on a planned saturation depth of 42 FSW. The achlal
saturation dep|h x/as nominally 43 FSW, but the diff(.rencewas considered negligible.
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foot of the prescribed simulated depth. The 91% nitrogen, 9% oxygen gas mixture used in
the final 2 hours of compression at the 42-FSW level was purchased from commercial

suppliers and was tested to assure that accuracy was maintained to within 0.1% of the
p,'escribed ratio.

After a change in the partial pressure of nitrogen in a breatlflng mixture, the change
t,: .dtrogen saturation of bodily tissues occurs at an exponential rate that Is limited by
the slowest ttssuets half-saturation time. This half-saturation time, of course, varies

greatly among individuals, but the time selected-360 minutes- is widely accepted in
diving practices as accotl, modating the slowest tissues of the vast majority of the diving
population.

Three days at 42 FSW would be required to bring the 360-minute tissues to an almost
total state of nitrogen equilibrium with the proposed breathing atmosphere of the Tektite I
habitat. Because of ,the cost of doing so and the discomfort that the divers would have to
endure it would have bee_ impractical to saturate the Tektite I divers for such a length
of time in a chamber on a breathing mixture of 91% N2, 9_ 02. A shortened exposure
period at greater depth, based ut._on the following theoretical considerations, was there-
fore calculated: Breathing air at a pressure of 1 atmosphere (which equals 33 FSW ab=
solute) produces a partial pressure of _dtrogen in the tissues equal to that of 26 FSW
(absolute) pressure --79% of the total pressure of 1 atmosphere.

The Project Tektite I breathing atmosphe_,'e was to be a mixture of oxygen and nitro-

gen, the oxygen limited to 7 FSW (160 torr) partial pressure ,'rod the nitrogen to a partial
pressure of68 FSW. (The gage pressure of42 FSW is equal to 75 FSW absolutepres-
sure; i.e.,42 FSW plus 33 FSW (1 atmosphere) equals 75 FSW absolute.) The TektiteI
divers were therefore to undergo an increase innitrogen partialpressure upon changing

from breathing air on the surface tobreathingthe atmosphere in the Tektitehabitat- a

pressure of42 FSW (68 FSW minus 26FSW, or 42 FSW).

If the 42-FSW increase in nitrogen parUal pressure in the Tektite I breathing atmos-
phere were doubled, the nitrogen partial pressure in the slowest half-saturation time
tissue would, theoretically, be increased to 50% of the 84-FSW change in the atmospheric
nitrogen partial pressure during the period that the slowest tissues hall-saturate, namely,
360 minutes. Under a pressure of 139 FSW absolute (106 FSW gage pressure) air has a
nitrogen partial pressure of 110 FSW. The nil.'ogen pressure at 110 FSW is 84 FSW over
that of air at surface pressure (1 atmosphere); it is twice the difference between the ni-
trogen partial pressure of air at 1 atmosphere .and that of the atmosphere that was
planned for the Tektite I habitat. In 6 hours, therefore, it is theoretically possible to
brirg about total equilibrium between the nitrogen partial pressure in the slowest tissues
and that of the Te_ite I breathing atmosphere that would be approximated by a diver's
breathing the Tektite I atmosphere for 3 days (or mox e) at 42 FSW.

The tissues with a half-saturation time of less than 360 minutes will attain higher

levels of nitrogen tissue tension during the 360-minute pressurization at 106 FSW but
will eliminate nitrogen more rapidly when the pressure is decreased. In the present
experimentation :.t was necessary that the nitrogen partial pressure of all the tissues be
approximately equal to that in the Tektite I atmosphere (68 FSW); chamber pressure was
therefore decreased from 106 FSW to 53 FSW gage after 360 minutes to desaturate the
faster half-saturation-time tissues.

Breathing air at 53 FSW produces the same nitrogen partial pressu_ e in the tissues

as is produced by breathing a 91% N2, 9% O_ mixture at a depth of 42 r!._. The nitrogen
partial pressure is equal to the gage depth in the breathing mixture plus t;,e equivalent
absolute depth at sea level (33 feet) multiplied by the pezcentage of nitrogen in ',:e mix-
hire. For the Tek(ite I atmosphere the equation is as follows:
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(42 FSW + 33 FSW) x 0.91 N., = 68 FSWA.

Breathing air at53 FSW nitrogenpartialpressure is

(53 _SW + 33 FSW) x 0.79 N 2 = 68 FSW.

As far as the nitrogenpartialpressure isconcerned, therefore,both conditionsare equal.

Calculationsindicatethat 16 hours at 53 FSW pressure are required so thatthe tis-
sues with shorter half-saturationtimes desaturate to approximate the TektiteI tissue

nitrogenpartialpressure. Some of the slower tissueswillhave nitrogenpartialpres-
sures slightlyin excess ofthe TektiteI habitat'snitrogen contentatthe end ofthis time.

To prevent any possible contributoryeffectsresuRing from the increased partialpres-
sure ofoxygen, the final2 hours prior to testingthe surface intervalwere spent at 42

FSW, during which time the subjects breathed the specifiedmixture of91% N2, 9% 02 .

The followingschedule of pressure exposure was used to establishtot,_lequilibrium

between the nitrogensaturationin the bodilytissueshavinga half-saturationtime of360

minutes and the nitrogencontentof the Project TektiteI breathing atmosphere:

I. Breathing air at 106 FSW for 6 hours.

2. Breathing air at 53 FSW for 16 or 35 hours.

3. Breathing a 91% nitrogen,9% oxygen mixture at 42 FSW for 2 hours.

The firstthree testsused a minimum desaturationperiod ofonly 10 hours. This period
was increased to35 hours in the lastthree teststodetermine the validityof the shorter
desnturationinterval.The allowable safe surface intervalfollowingthe above schedule

was determined by decompressing the subjectsfrom 42 FSW to surface pressure in I
minute and then observing them for periods lasting10, 15, and 20 minutes.

Following the intervalat surface pressure, the subjects were recompressed in ac-
cordance with the schedule in Table A42. These decompression schedules were calcu-

latedso thatthe TektiteI scientistscould be safelyrecompressed and decompressed to
habitatdepth afterany emergency exposure thatthey might be forced toundergo.

Surface Decom

Surface
Schedule Interval

(rain)

A 0-I0

B 10-20

Table A42
)ression Treatment Schedules for Return to Habitat

60 ft

Decom _ression Stages

55 ft

20 rain

(02)

m

20 rain 20 rain

(02 ) (air)

50 ft 45 ft

20 min 20 rain

(air) (02)

20 rain 20 min

(02) (v.ir)

40 ft

20 rain

(o2)

Total
Time
(min)

6O

I00

Sa,e decc, mpression schedules are also needed so that the scientists could be further
decompressed from the habitat depth to surface should emergency medical treatment be
required. Two decompression procedures were therefore tested, one using air breathing
only, and the other using alternate periods of air and oxygen breathing (Table A43). Four
subjects were decompressed according to the air table, and six according to the air-
oxygen schedule. A typical dive profile is shown in Fig. AS1. The two decompression
schedules that were used in these tests are shown in Fig. A52.
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Table A43

Decompresslon Schedules for Return to Surface After Use of Table A42

Schedule

Air decompression

Air-oxygen
decompression

Decompression Stages

25 ft 20 ft

1 hr

(02)

2 hr

1 hr
(air)

15 ft 10 R

2 hr 2 hr

1 hr 1 hr

(0 2) (air)

3 hr

1 hr

(o2)

Total
Time
(hr)

5

QO

-7
I
I__

A O0_

i ,00

_. so

o 20

O 6 f2 IO 24 _0 ]6 42

TIME (HOUr5)

48 _4 60

Fig. A51 - Test profile for Tektite I with

approximately 35 hours at 5.t FSW

7O

°C÷

Fig. A52 - Troatme_.t and decompression

echedules after surfacing from total
saturation at 42 FSW
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An additional test, involving two Navy subjects, was carried out to compare the effi-
cacy of the emergency decompression schedules proposed herein with that of the regular
decompression schedule adopted for use in the Tektite I Program (Fig. A53 and Table
A36).

, _'2

70

60
w

40

_ _o

o8

-- AlP

......... OXYGEN

14 16 18 20

TIME. (MOURS)

Fig. A53 - R,'gular decompression
schedule for Tektite I

A3.6.6.5 Results

A schedule of the test procedures is shown in Table A44. One of the two subjects
exposed to the 10-minute simulated surface interval noticed a very mild pain (grade 1) in
his right shoulder. Complete relief was obtained upon recompression to a simulated

depth of 55 FSW. The other subject remained symptom-free. There were no symptoms
reported by the six subjects who were exposed to :he 15-minute surface interval.

Of the two subjects exposed to the 20-minute surface interval, one subject remained
symptom-free. The other subject experienced marked neuroclrculatory symptoms in
the 19th minute of his surface interval. He was immediately recompressed and reported
complete relic,* of symptoms upon arrival at a recompression depth of 60 FSW.

Two Navy volunteer subjects,both q,_ified divers, were compressed in accordance

with the previously testednitrogen satura_-m schedule and were then decompressed on
the prolonged air-oxygen schedule (Fig.A52 and Table A36). One ofthe two subjects

suffered grade 1 bends inthe right ankle upon surfacing. The symptom disappeared
withouttreatment after4 hours of breathing air at surface pressure.

The tablesused to recompress the subjectsfrom surface pressure to 55 or 60 FSW

and then to decompress them to the simulated habitatpressure (42 FSW) were apparently

safe and effectiveInthe treatment ofthe two cases (outof 10 subjects)of decompression
sickness thatoccurred during the surface interval. No incidence of decompression sick-

ness occurred during the phase in which the subjects were returned tosimulated habitat
pressure.

None of the four subjects who were decompressed from 42 FSW on the air decom-

pression table (Table A43) experienced decompression sickness. However, ol the six
subjects decompressed from 42 FSW on the air-oxygen decompression schedule, one
subject suffered very mild (grade 1) bends pain in his right ankle upon surfacing. This
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Table A44
Test Profiles

Test

No.

I

2 6

3 6

4 6

5 6

6 6

Time at
106 FSW Time at

on Air* 53 FSW

(hr) on Airt

6 16 hr

5 rain

15 hr

55 min

35 hr
25 mln

34 hr
25 rain

35 hr
24 min

35 hr
23 rain

Time at

42 FSW

on 91_N2j
9% O_

lhr

48 rain

2 hr

Surface
Interval§

(mln)

10

2O

2 hr

2 br

15

15

2 hr 15

2 hr None

_:'Compressionto I06 feet: 2 minutes.
tAscent from 10b feetto 53 fcet: 5 minutes.
_Ascent from 53 feet to 42 feet: 2 minutes.
§Ascent frorp 42 feet to ._urface: 2 minutes.

Treat-

ment

Sched-

ule

A

B

B

B

B

Individual

Decompression
Schedules

One diver on air;
one diver on air-

oxygen

One diver onair;
one diver on alr-

oxygen

Both divers on air

Both divers on air-

oxygen

Both divers on air-

oxygen

Decompressed on
schedule in
Table A36

symptom persisted and eventually involved the subject's right knee as well, requiring
compression to 60 FSW mad treatment according to the medilication of Table 6 of the U.S.
Navy Diving Manual shown in Fig. A54. This subject has an old injury to the ankle and
suffered similar bends symptoms when he was decompressed according to the standard
Project Tektite I decompression schedule (test 6, Table A44). He had also suffered pre-
vious attacks of bends in this ankle.. Shortly after his arrival at 30 FSW the subject com-
plained of "soreness in his chest" and mild substernal distress when he breathed, which
were interpreted as being caused by oxygen toxicity. He was then brought to 25 FSW and
remained at that pressure breathing air overnight, or 10 hours. In the morning he was
brought tc 20 FSW, where he remained for 50 minutes breathing air. He was given oxy-
gen for 60 minutes at the 20-FSW depth and remained on oxygen during his 20-minute
ascent to surface.

A3.6.6.6 Discussion

The test results indicate that after total saturation at 42 FSW with the proposed Tek-

tite I breathing mixture of 91% N_, 9%O2, a surface interval lasting no longer than 15
minutes is reasonably safe against an attack of decompression sickness. One subject in
the present investigationexperienced serious symptoms ofdecompression sickness 19
minutes afterbeing brought to surfacefollowingthe experimental saturationexposure.

His symptoms might well have proved fatalhad not immediate recompression been pos-
sible. A 20-mimlte surface intervaltherefore appears to be unsafe. The possibilitythat
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7O

60

_ 4o

_ 3o

_ _o
W

q

O 2 4 (_ 8 IO 12 14 16

TIME (H3UR5}

Fig. A54 - Treatment for decompression
sickness resulting from test 5

decompression sickness will occur in some subjects during a 15-minute surface interval
following saturation with the Tektite I habitat atmosphere cannot be ruled out, since only
si:: tests were made in the present experimentation using the same decompression sched-
ule._ as used in Project Tektite I.

Although symptoms did not manifest themselves in the other subjects who were ex-
posed to the 15- and 20-minute intervals, there was undoubtedly bubble formation in their
tissues which, had the surface interval been extended, would eventually have caused de-
compression sickness. When tissues are supersaturated with inert gas, the stage is set
for an attack of decompression sickness should any further reduction in pressure occur.
If supersaturation is great enough, the solution of the gas in the tissues becomes un-
stable, resulting in a separation into gas and liquid phases. The bubbles thus formed
continue growing and create sufficient pressure to cause tissue damage or symptoms of
decompression sickness or both.

Once a criticaireduction in ambient pressure has taken place,itis only a matter of

time before symptoms of decompression sickness become manifest. Itmust therefore

be assumed thatsome degree of bubble growth would have occurred during the surface

intervalfollowingany emergency _scent from the TektiteI habitat,whether or not tlle

subjectexperienced any symptoms ofit. The alr-oxygen treatment tablesshown in
Table A42 were calculatedto dissolve thisbubble formation during decompression to

habitatpressure.

By means ofa furth:'rpressure reduction,according to the schedule shown in Fig.

A53, from the equivalentofhabitatto surface pressure, the effectivenessolthe treatment
schedule outlinedin Table A43 was tested. _',nynitrogen bubbles that form during a sur-

face interval,even symptomatic ones, thatare not dissolved through treatment can be

expected to become aggravated by furtherpressure reduction. During decompression or
followinga diver'sreturn to sea-level pressm'e, symptom£ of previous silentbubble for-
mation may become evident,or symptoms thathad disappeared may reassert themselves.

One case of decompression sickness occurred during testing of the standard decom-
pression schedule and one also during the testing of the emergency decompression sched-
ule for Tektite I. As previously noted both instances involved the same individual, who
is believed to be unusually susceptible to decompression sickness in this type of pressure
exposure. All the other test subjects were .able to tolerate the programmed decompres-
sion schedules without difticulty.
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It is _nteresting to note that decompression time can be sharply reduced in emer-
gency decompression schedules through breathing air and oxygen alternatively. When air
alone was breathed in the present experimentation, a decompression time of 9 hours was

required, whereas the interval was reduced to 5 hours when pure oxygen and air were
breathed intermittently (Table A43). The effectiveness of denitrogenization via oxygen
breathing In Tektite I emergency procedures is obvious.

In tests requiring near-total saturation of tile tissues with nitrogen a major difficulty
li_:_ in the prolonged period of time required to achieve that saturation level. Because of
the exponential rate at which nitrogen is absorbed and discharged by bodily tissues the
process of attaining complete equilibrium between the inert gas in the inspired breathing
medium and in the bodily tissues is never completed with pressure exposure at a single
level. In the Tektite I experimentation the required level of nitrogen partial pressure in
the bodily tissues was 68 FSW (absolute). After a diver has remained three days at 42
FSW breathing the Tektite I atmosphere, his slowest half-time tissue (360 minutes) will
theoretically attain a nitrogen partial pressure of 67 to 68 FSW (absolute).

The method used in the present investigation to produce maximum nitrogen partial
pressure in the slowest tissue- i.e., doubling the nitrogen partial gradient of the breath-
ing atmosphere -- was apparently effective. After a diver spends 16 hours breathing air
at 53 FSW, his slower tissues --those having a faster half-saturation time than do the
360-minute tissues- has a nitrogen partial pressure of 68 to 69 FSW. This small excess
in nitrogen partial pressure over the Tektite I nitrogen pressure would have, at most, a
very sR_ht effect oi, the required Tektite I decompression, and if anything would impose
a slightly more rigid test of ".he decompression table to be followed.

There was no sigldficant difference between the test results involving 16 hours of
desaturation at 53 FSW _nd those involving 35 hours of desaturation at 53 FSW. Extend-

ing the period of time spent at 53FSW from 16 to 35 hours reduces the nitrogen partial
pressure in the slower tissues so negligibly that the extension of time beyond 16 hours
cannot be considered significant in the results of ,'my decompression schedule used.

A3.6.6.7 Conclusions and Recommendations

The followingconclusions and recommendations were made for Project TektiteIon

the basis ofthe preceding experimentation.

e In the even_, that Project Tektite I a_aal,auts m,tke a planned or accidental ascent
to surface ,-ffter m,_ximcm nitrogen saturation ':t t2 FSW, a surface interval not to exceed
15 minutes is considered safe. This surface iLterval is recommended for use in formu-

h'ting Project Tektite I emergency procedures.

• The emergency recompression and decompression schedules shown inTables
A42 and A43 were proven effectiveand are suggested for use in treatment of TektiteI

aquanauts afteremergency surfacing. R is also recommended that these schedules be

used to return TektiteIdivers totheirhabitato."tothe surface under nonemergency
circumstances.

• The decompression schedule formulated for the standard (as opposed to emer-
gency) decompression of Project TektiteIdivers atthe end oftheir 60-day submergence

was found to be satisfactory.Rs use istherefore recommended.

• Doubling the nitrogen partial pressure gradient for a period of time equal to that
of the half-saturation tir_e of the slowest tissue demonstrated empirically that a desired
tissue tension can be rea_,:ed by the end of th,_.t time period. The use of this technique is
recommended in experirf_entation involving total saturation of the tissues with nitrogen or
other inert gases.
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• The effectiveness o! the schedules for treatment (Table A42) and decompression
(Table A43) that were developed and tested was in part dependent on adherence to the es-
,*abllshed CO2 partial-pressure limits set. Effectiveness likewise depended on the sub-
jects doing mild exercise prior to each decompression phase, and also on the subjects not
deviatlng more than 1/2 foot from the prescribed pressure at any time.

• The decompression schedule set out in Table A36 was tested under the same con-

ditions as those in Tables A42 and A43. Its successful use also depends on the divers
following the decompression procedures detailed in it_ never deviating more than 1/2 foot
from the prescribed pressure. Its successful use furthermore depends on the divers

stayin_ within the CO 2 partial-pressure limits as well as on the divers doing mild exer-
cise during decompression.

A3.7 Biomedical Program Summary
C. J. Lambertsen, Institute for Environmental Medicine s University
of Permsylvania, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and S. Kronheim_
Physiology Branch, Office of Naval Resea.rch, Washington, D.C.

The composite of successfully concluded special clinical, physiological, hematologi-
cal, and microbiological studies is considered to represent the pattern of study required
for selection and monitoring in any coml arable exploration of unusual chronic _xposvre
to altered gaseous environment. By holding oxygen pressure at normal levels it was
possible to prevent all forms of oxyge,l toxicity. Since no practically importar.t devia-
tions from normal were detected during the prolonged but rather shallow exposare, it
can be censidered that neither the high nitrogen pressure nor the increased gas density
presented important stresses. It should therefore be possible to proceed with free em-
ployment of saturation diving under the conditions of Tektite I for operational purposes.
However, while the exposure itself induced no detrimental changes, the occurrence of
what appeared to be a bubble in the lens of one subject requires careful reappraisal of
the decompression requirements for ascent after nitrogen or other saturation diving.

It should be considered inevitable that, as deeper diving with nitrogen-oxygen mix-
tures is carried out, there will be progressive further increases in respiratory airway
resistance, increases in work of breathing, and also progressive increase in the degree
of nitrogen narcosis. These all will reduce exercise tolerance, performance, judgment,
and the safer," of diving operations. At elevated density and nitrogen partial pressure of
the gas breathed, the tolerable duration of exposure must be expected to become shorter.
Also to be anticipated is the likelihood of a composite of adaptative, compensatory and
decompensatory effects, none of which can be clearly predicted in quantitative terms in
t,Jvance of detailed and comprehensive laboratory experimentation.

A related pattern of conclusions can be derived from dermatological and microbio-
logical observations. While the skin, as a barrier between external and internal environ-
ment, was generally unaffected by the clean, usually dry, and only intermittently aqueous
overall exposure involved in Tektite I, the :;kin lining the external auditory canal promptly
became infected in each subject. This, act, rally representing a dermato!ogical rather
thm_ an ._uditory problem, illustrated the natural and well-kno_ni consequence of continued
wetness of skin difficult to keep clean and free of organic debris. It should be expected
that, under conditions of even intermittent diving, similar infections of the skin lining the
auditory canal will occur unless scrupulous cleanliness and drying, with avoidance of
txauma and erosstn[ection, are practiced. This circumstance of exceptional susceptibil-
ity to infection of the skin of the auditory canal is independent of depth but more likely to
be prominent in warmer than in colder environments. It should also be considered that,
in future circumstances where cleanliness and drying of skin and clothing are not prac-
ticed, where water is contaminated, and where ambient temperature is high enough to
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m.'lint.xtu high moisture content of skin, general dermatological breakdovm and infection
can be expected to be a frequent and severe potential complication of prolonged undersea
operations.

A4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND THE DIGITAL DATA BANK

A4.1 Introduction

Nicholas Zill, Bellcomm, Inc., Washington, D.C.

A4.1.1 The Data Bank Concept

an operation of the scope of Tektite I it seemed desirable to have a facility avail-
able which could function as a central repository for data generated by the various scien-
tific and engineering components of the operation. Such a facility could serve a number
of useful functions, such as Ca) organizing the data for rapid access and analysis at the

end of the mission, (b) reducing redundant collection of data of common interest to a
number of investigators, (c) providing for collection of secondary or background data
which individual investigators would not collect, (d) providing feedback during the mission
of quick-look analyses of key data for investigators and mission management, (e) encour-
aging and simplifying the process of correlating data from different investigators, and if)
providing a base for a systems-analysis overview of the operation for planning of and
compz_xison with similar operations in the future.

Naturally, such a facility had to be computer-based for real effectiveness in dealing
with the quantity of digital data anticipated. Although the term "data bank" is usually
reserved for much L'u'ger collections of data th,'u_ here discussed, the term seemed ap-
propriate for two reasons. First, like other data banks the facility was to have overall
cognizance of collection procedures as well as serving as a repository. Second, it was
hoped that the Tektite I effort would stimulate the development of much larger and more
sophisticated data bm_ks in the "-teas of marine ecology, human performance in extreme
environments, and the physiology and technology of man in the sea.

A4.1.2 Genesis of the Data System

Both conceptually and in Rs physical details tile Tektite I data system gre,," out of the
project's behavioral program. Tile predominant orientation of this program ,_as toward
the systematic collection of unobtrusive, ekj:_ctive measurements. At the same time the
go:tl was to collect a sufficient number of these measures to produce a full, multidimen-
sional picture of the men and their environment. Because of the anticipated large volume
of data that the behavioral observation program would generate, planning for that pro-
gram was .always computer oriented. When it became apparent that other programs would
require data mm}agement support, it was suggested and agreed that tim system being
devised for behavior study be extended to include data from those programs. Although
this decision was made rather late in the mission planning process (specifically in late
July 1968), the intent was not only to provide a means of collecting and handling data but
to set up a digital data bank for Tektite I. Those investigators from the other programs
who had already established their collection procedures would make their data available
for inclusion in the data bank after the mission, along with the measurements that were
generatcd within the system. Thus the behavioral records would form one set (albeit the
l'trv, est set) in a multicomponent file that also incorporated information from the bio-
medical, marine science, m:d habita_ en_neering programs of Tektite I.

The constraints operating on the development of the data system were severe, so the
re,zu!ting system could hardly be termed the latest word in data-processing sophistica-
tions. The short lead-time has already been mentioned. This time press was aggravated
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t_ydelaysin receiving measure specifications from various pm'ticipants. Budgetary re-
strictions were defiaitely a Iactor, but they proved far less limiting in equipment pur-
chase or computer time thml in the shortage of available programming man-hours. The
remote and primitive Tektite I site on St. John in the Virgin Islaads imposed its own
restrictions, such as cramped space, heat and humidity, fluctuating power, unreliable
telephone service, and reliable logistic nightmares. On-site transcription and reproduc-

tion services were minimal, as was available training time for those who wculd be re-
cording the data. Obviously the system had to be kept simple and robust in the face of
these afflictions.

A4.2 Description of the Data System

A4.2.1 Data Collection

Nicholas Zil/, Bellcomm, Inc., Washington, D.C., and
Lt. Richard Mach, Naval Medical Rc-zearch hastitute,
Bethesda, Maryland

A4.2.1.1 General Description

Machine-readable data were get, crated at the Tektite I site by manual punching of

special, preperforated IBM cards. The cards were punched in Ik_;,t 3000 information
recorder bo,'u'ds. The information recorder (Fig. A55) is a compact (10 by 9 by 1-I/2

I;'_. A56 - "['hv ,M,M_.I I iuforlnation rvco,-<h.r, with a stylus for punchillg,
.r)r_.pvrforal_'d c.,rd_, and _ s;impl,. It,topiary., nanw|y, the, I),.h,avior pro-
_1";1111 1.4 ]()_,';ItiOl| rl,cor,1
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inches) predominantly plastic unitwith a sliding tray for card insertion, an attached
stylus for punching holes, and a template which overlays the card and indicates where
and how the data should be entered.

Stock cards were used which contained 40 columns of 12 punch-positions each, the
equivalent of every other column on a standard 80-column IBM card. The templates are
exchmlgable sheets of plastic or treated cardboard which have the same configuration of
preperforated areas as the cards. However, in designing a template for a particular

series of measures, only those holes are punched in the template which expose meaning-
ful punch positions on the card below. The margins and unpunched areas of the template
permit the designer to include instructions and definitions of measure categories on the
overlay. Not exposing inappropriate punch positions also eliminates the possibility of
certain kinds of punching errors.

A standard template format was imposed to allow identification and sorting of each
data card: The first two columns contained a unique identification number indicating to
which program the data belonged and to which set of measurements within that program
the card contributed. The third column indicated the month, and the fourth and fifth col-
umns indicated the day of the month on which the data were collected. This format also
provided file basis for organization of the data bank files. The remaining 35 columns of
a card were used as specified by Me relevant investigators and varied from template to
template. However, most templates also included the time of day that the data were re-
corded. With only a few exceptions a procedural rule of only one punch per column was
al:_o tmpo.qed on template design. This cut down on the amount of information that could

be squeezed into a record, but it simplified user instructions and permitted the sorting
program to flag cards with multiple punches in a column as erroneous.

The principal measures in the behavior program were recorded by direct, on-line
punching of cards with the information recorders. For the remainder of the behavior

records, and for the records from the other programs, data were transferred on site but
off-line, from checklists, logs, or paper-and-pencil forms to IBM cards, again by means
of the information recorders. The source records for this off-line punching remained on
site until the end of the mission, for reference and as a safeguard against data loss in
transit. It had been pl.'mned to duplicate the on-line cards at a computer service facility
in the Caribbean to provide similar safety backups for these data. However, the nearest
available facility was in Puerto Rico, and since it was judged that the chance of data loss
in tr.o.nsit from St. John to Puerto Rico and in Puerto Rico was at least as great as the
same chance between St. John and Washington, this plan was dropped.

A4.2.1.2 Evaluation of the Collection Procedures

A4.2.1.2.1 Advantages

The advantages of the data collection procedures were:

1. Machine-readable data. The information recorder system produced machine-

readable data, thus eliminating the time and labor involved in data coding ,and keypunch-
ing. Moreover, and in contrast to a mark-sense system, no special machine w_ts required
to read the data; the card reader of Me Univac 1108 computer at Bellcomm accepted the
cards directly. The lack of intermediate steps created the poteutial for rapid turnaround
from receipt of the data to shipment of organized output and quick-look analyses back to
on-site mission personnel. Because of programming-time limitations, this potential was
not fully realized during the Tektite I mission.

2. Low cost. The total equipment cost for 11 information recorders, 30,000 stock
cards, 70 template cards (prime templates plus spares), c_.rd receptacles, and miscel-
laneous ancillary apparatus was approximately $1400. The bulk of this cost was for the
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•information recorders (approximately $I00 per unit).Substantialeffortwas involved in

design of the individualtemplates,but similar effortwould be required with practically

any system --ifnot in the design ofrecording forms, then in postrecording coding deci-

sions. Costs were held down by obtainingtreatedcardboard template blanks wltichwere

then prepared in-house at Bellcomm and atthe Naval Medical Research Institute,instead
of using the plastictemplates also availablefrom IBM, which require costlycomposition

and printing.The cardboard templates proved quitedurable under extensive use (e.g.,In

the case ofthe behavior program's locationrecord, 43,000 record completions).

3. Minimal training required. An adequately designed template provides extensive
guidance to the user while he is p,:nching the data. As was mentioned, this is achieved
through definitions and labels on the face of the template and through selective masking
of inappropriate punching areas on the card. Furthermore the perceptual motor skills
involved in punching with the stylus were relatively simple. Thus the training require-
ments for use of the information recorders ,-u'e not significantly greater than with paper-

and-pencil forms.

4. Speed of data entry. Tile speed of data entry attainable with the information re-
corder is less than but comparable '_o average keystroke rates of experienced keypunch

operators. It was certainly adequate for the Tektite I requirements. For example, one
of the behavior observers, after about 10 days of experience, punched out the location
record shown in Fig. A55 in 12 seconds.

5. Compactness. Because the template eliminates the necessity of repeating de-
scriptive information on each recording form or card, the sheer bulk of needed materials
is considerably reduced. Moreover a number of different templates can be used with the
same recorder bo,'u'd. Consequently organization of the recording station is simplified.

A4.2.1.2.2 Disadvantages

The disadv_tages of the data collection procedures were:

1. Self-checking and correction difficulties. Visual feedback to the user of whet has
been entered is substant'mlly less convenient with the punchboard than with pencil or key-

board entry systems. It is necessary to look down through the template at the card below
and to discriminate which holes have been punched. Once an error has been caught, cor-
rection is also more difficult. An entire new card must be punched, which, when one

makes an error in the 39th column, c,'m be frustrating. The behavior team developed
certain shortcuts, such as using the error-cor|taining card itself as a template for re-
punching the correct columns, but the process was still tedious.

2. Hanging chads. The tiny pieces of the preperforated cards that are punched out
do not always detach completely from the card. Unless these hanging chads are removed,

they can refill the punched holes and, when the card is machine read, cause jamming or
data loss. Fanning through the stack of punched cards eliminated most of these chads.

3. Format restrictions. The 40ocolumn limitation per card proved restrictive in

son, e of the Tektite I applications. Use of a Model II information recorder, in which two
cards are placed under a single larger template, permitted easing of this restriction.
However, this meant that at least the first five columns of card-identifying data had to be
punched out separately on both cards. Standard Hollerith coding of alphabetic information
is impractical with the information recorder because of the difficulty of presenting the
necessm'y instructions oz_ the template. However, it is possible to have meaningfui mul-
tiple punches in a stJ_gle column, if a program is written to properly interpret such
punching.

II!
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4. Reformatting d_rficulties. The capability of adding new types of data to a pre-
designed template to meet unforeseen possibilities depends on how full that template is
already. A template employing all 40 columns allows little improvtsation. However, a
template with unutilized columns can incorporate new data by punching out some of these
columns and typing or writing new labels on the template. Eve_. with 40 columns, catego-
ries can be added to an existing column by punching out an additional hole in the template.
However, such midstream changes, a small number of which were necessary in Tektite I,
caused hea0aches for the progranimer preparing programs to interpret these cards.

A4.2.1.2.3 Conclusion

In summon'y, balancing these advantages and disadvantages, the data collection pro-
cedures proved quite workable, particularly for the on-line behavior observations.

A4.2.2 Data Logistics

Nicholas Zill, Bellcomm, Inc.

The stock cards were stored in the air-conditioned support van at the Tektite I site
in Lameshur Bay. This is also where most of the data entry took place. The total num-

ber of cards required over all programs was 30,000 (including a 50% surplus margin).
The storage space required was less than 10 cubic feet.

Punched cards were shipped out approximately once a week. Cards from the various

programs were packed together (for minimum package size) in one box, which had also
been used for stock card storage. Because of the vagaries of Caribbean cargo handling,
cards were shipped out only when they could go as the personal luggage of an individual
returning to Washington from the mission site. Even then the courier was encouraged to
carry the box aboard the plane with him. The only data casualties sustained in-transit
occurred when an overzealous Pan Am clerk stapled a baggage check onto a card box,

mutilating the tops of a number of cards. Happily the data on those cards were saved,
but at a cost of repunchtng duplicate cards by hand.

hi Washington the cards _vere incorporated into the olgital data bank at Bellcomm.
When computer printouts were available, they were flown back to St. John with mission
personnel returning from Washington.

A4.2.3 Data Processing
Anita Cochran, l_ellcomm, Inc.

The computer installation at Bel!comm co,mists of a Univac 1108 with two Fastrand

drums, five 423H high-speed drum_, eight VII-C tape drives, one 758 high-speed printer,
and three Univac 1004's used primarily as peripheral devices for the computer. The
1108 is a 36-bit-word machine with an add speed of 750 nanoseconds. The Bellcomm in-
stallation has a core of 165,000 bits.

The first step in processing, reproduction of the manually punched cards into stand-
ard machine-punched cards, was attempted on the 1108. At the high speed required, how-
ever, many cards jammed, and the process of recovering the data was long and painful.
A 1004 computer was then taken off-line. With the resulting decrease in speed of the
c._rd reader the problems almost disappeared, and reproduction of the remaining data
cards was accomplished with relative ease. Less than 0.1% of the data cards were partly
or wholly lost due to mechanical di[ficulties. The card images were written on magnetic
tape from the reproduced cards.
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63_2_
63_27
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63J06
63J06
03_07
63508
65j09
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2330 21 1 t 1 1
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2200 21 1 I 1 1

2200 21 i 1 I 1
2015 21 1 1 1 I

2320 21 1 1 1 1
2200 21 1 1 I i

_300 21 1 1 I 1

2130 21 1 I 1 1

2320 21 1 1 1 1

2320 21 1 I 1 1
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_200 2 SS_ S2 78 9083 t31_7 _1950
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84147
8q1_0
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831_7
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BSlq7
88187

PA_

Fig. A56 - A sample page of output from TKSORT, the compnter progra'n

which sorted the card images by record identification number and date and

stored them on rnagnetic tape

A171

Two major programs were written to handle the raw data. The first of these, called
TKSORT (approximately 1.200 statements), was designed to read the card images from
tape, eliminate cards with obvious errors, sort the data according to measure xdentlfl-
cation number, put them in chronological order within the measure groups, and in some
cases sort again within the dated measure groups with respect to certain parameters.
The sorted data were then stored on magnetic tape. A sample of the output from TKSORT
is presented in Fig. A56.

The _ocond major prod, ram, calledTK_RNT (approximately 3000 statements)was

designed to printthe sorted data in appropriatelylabeledtables. Ithad been planned to
incorporate checks oferror in magnitude of certainentriesand include notationsof such
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error in the tables. However, the short time available mp_le it impractical to include
this capability. A sample of the output from TKPRNT is presented in Fig. A57.

Documentation is available from Bellcomm for both programs, including listings of
the programs.

The sorted Tektite I data have been stored in three files on tape. File 1 contains the
biomedical data. File 2 contains the behavioral data, and file 3 contains the habitat tech-
nology data. Within each file, aata are stored 32 records to a block, where each record
is the equivalent of one data card. Blocks are 256 words long, except that the last block
in the file may contain fewer records, hence fewer words. The data cards were punched
In even-numbered columns on 80-column cards. Each card image was packed into eight
words, with each word containing five characters and a blank as follows, where a is an
alphanumeric character, b is the blank, and a number is the number of the bit at the be-
ginning of the character:

0 6 12 18 24 30

I ° I ° I " I ° I ° [ b L....

Records are writtenillUnivac field-datacharacter codes. There are no extraneous

words on the records or in the record blocks. The tape is seven-track, writtenat556

bitsper inch with odd parity.

A4.3 Use of the Data System by Mission Programs

A4.3.1 Biomedical Data

Nicholas Zill,Bellcomm, Inc.

Two templates were designed atBellcomm incooperation withDr. T. Markham for

recording data on the general medical cor.dltionof the aquanauts. Template 11, the med-
ical statusassessment, is illustratedin Fig. A58. Tilesymptoms and treatment record
(template 12) made use of a page overlay assembly insteadofthe single-sheettemplates

used inthe other records. This isa bookletlikearrangement which opens toexpose a

limitednumber of punching columns. It.permits a great deal more descriptiveinforma-

tionto surround the columns and guide punching. Data for both ofthese records were

punched off-llneinthe support van frem information inthe medical log.

Microbiology data were punched postmission with _nformation recorder templates

designed by Lt. A Cobet. Respiratory parameter data from Dr. C. J. LamberLsen and
hematology measures from Dr. C. Fischer were entered intothe data bank postmission

via conventionalkeypunching.

A listing of the biomedical program records is presented in Table A45. All of these
records contain relevant values from .ire- and postmission medical examinations.
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Fig. A58 - 1.'he medical status assessment record, a sample template

from the biomedical program. (Aquanaut names have been deleted.)

Table A45
Medical Program Records (File1)inthe Data Bank Tape

Measure

Records

Identification

Number

11
12
13
14
15
1{3
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Record Name

Medical statusassessment

Symptoms and treatment record

Hematology record (1)

Hematology record (If)

Serum/chemistry record

Electropboresisrecord

Humoral and cellularimmune responses
Red cellmass and survival

Puhnonary functionrecord (1)

Pulmonary functionrecord (11)
Aerobiology record

Bacteriologyrecord
Interchangerecord

Mycology record
Pollutionrecord

Virology record

Responsible
Investigator

I Markham

Markham

Fischer

Fischer

Fischer

I Fischer
Fischer

FischerLambertsen
Lambertsen
Cobet
Cobet
Cobet

Cobet
!

j Cobet
Cobet
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A4.3.2 Behavioral Data

Lt. Richard Mach, Naval Medical Research Institute,
Bethesda, Maryland, and Nicholas Zill, Bellcomm, Inc.

A listing of the types of records employed tn the behavior program is presented in
Table A46. This table also indicates the input mode of each record. "On-line" indicates
behavioral data that were punched onto the preperforated cards as it was observed.
"Off-line" indicates data that were collected in checklists or logs and then transferred to
cards by manual punching at tJle mission site. The rest of the records were transferred
from data sheets by conventional keypunching alter the mission was over. Since a thor-
ough description of behavioral collection procedures was given in section A2.2, the pres-
ent consideration will be confined to design and fabrication of the behavioral templates.

In designing the formats of on-line observation templates the purpose was to organize
each different record in as simple and s_.raightforward a manner as possible. Most often
the chronology or strict time-sequence of particular events was employed in preparing
the format. The order on the template, from left to right, of the separate aspects of the
measure mimicked the actual order of occurrence of those aspects. This is illustrated
in the dive record (Fig. A59). Space on the card was saved by not repeating the hours
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FLg. A59 - The dive record, a sample of a double-card
t(,mpiate from the behavior program
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Table A46

Behavior Program Records (File 2) in the Data Bank Tape

Measure
Record

Identifi-

cation
Number

Record Name

27

29

3O

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

Input Mode
Responsible
Investigator

.... = ......... ; ..... _', , ,,

Maintenance and repair record

Psychomotor test record

Location record

Transit record

Meal behavior

Dive record

Audio-video disruptions record

Communication with topside

Time of arising

Time%f retiring

Electronically monitored
facilities usage

Maintenance of s_lf and habitat

Adherence to watch

Pressure-pot usage

Pieces-of-mail record

Mood adjective checklist record

Winch usage

Biomedical monitoring

Medical restriction record

EEG hookup record

EEG sleep staging record

Off-line

Keypunched from
data sheets

Sleep questionnaire data

ZiU

Saucer-Scow

On -line

On-line

On -line

On-line

Off-line

On-line

On-line

On-line

Off-line

Off-line

Off-line

Ofi-line

Off-line

Off-line

Off-line

Radloff, Mach, Ztll,
and Helmreich

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Mach

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Radloff, et al.

Off-line Radloff,

Keypunched from
medical log

On-line

Keypunched from
data sheets

Keypunched from
data sheets

et al.

Zill

I Radloff, etal.

Naitoh-Johnson,
DeLucchi-Frost

Naitoh-Johnson
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columns for time of occurrence when it could be anticipated that the hour designation
would be redundant, and the hours columns couM instead be filled in by card reading and
analysis programs. During the collection of records that involved the start and stop
times of lengthy actions (e.g., a dive) the observers found it convenient to leave the stylus
in tile last hole punched, as a reminder of where they were in the punching sequence when
data entry resumed.

The recording oi specific events when and only when they occurred was not the only
sampling technique employed. For instance the location, activity, and communicative
status of the individual aquanauts were noted and punched at certain prespecified times.
Chronology was no longer a factor here, since sampling of these d_.fferent considerations
was to be theoretically simultaneous. The question then was how to organize a tehlplate
that treated Iour men over a number of parameters. Although the observer procedure
was to be man locked, i.e., observing everything required about a given aquanaut before
proceeding to the next aquanaut, it proved more convenient to set up the template in an
event-locked format. As is shown in Fig. A55 this format had four columns for the four
aquanauts clustered together under the first parameter, then :our more columns for the
next parameter, etc. This allowed more descriptive information about the parameters to
be printed on the temp]ate and did not interfere significantly _th the observation proce-
dure. Note also in Fig. A55 the way in which punching fields can be staggered to maxi-
mize space for punching instructions.

The use of this on-line card punching system forced the investigators into hardheaded
decisions as to what was worthy of measurement and recording. These judgments had to
be made well before the mission start, since manufacture of the templates was time con-
suming ,and templates could not be designed until commitments had been made as to what
they would and would not contain. All the details of mission procedures could not be
l_mwn at that early stage, so there of course were regrets during the mission about
measures left out and others needlessly included. But the overall effect of the forced
decision-making was definitely salutary. A workable well-organized system was ready
at mission start. Given this solid framework, minor corrections and additional informa-
tion could be, and were, comfortably handled. Provisions for incorporating additional
data included video and audio tape recorders, slight template revisions, and an unusual-
events log, from which data were coded and punched both during and after the mission.

Once the vaxious aspects of each measure had been decided on, image overlay sheets,
twice tile final template's linear dimensions, were used in developing the orientation and
Linal organization of the descriptive material. This accomplished, a draftsman prepared
a final, legible copy which was photoreduced to 1/2 size and printed. The resultant pho-
tograph was glued to a stock cardboard template, and the appropriate recording holes
were punched through the finished product. For other, less frequently used, templates an
even simpler fabrication procedure was employed. The definitions, labels, and separat-
ing lines were typed directly on the blank template with an electric typewriter. The
template was coated with a protective spray, and the appropriate holes were punched out.
The results of this process were also highly satisfactory.

A4.3.3 Habitat Engineering Data
A. G. Mitchell, General Electric Apollo Systems Department,
Houston, Texas

The primary objective of data management was to provide the systems engineers
with adequate data to determine the habitat power profile, thermal systems perform:_rv-e,
atmospheric constituents, ambient noise and light levels, structural performance, mari,,e
corrosion and fouling, and equipment failure occurrence. The data management charters
stipulated that Bellcomm would be the program data managers and processing agency and
General Electric, Houston, would be the G.E. engineering data manager and the interface
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Table A47

Habitat Engineering Records (File 3) in the Data Bank Tape (Responsible
Investigators: A.G. Mitchell and B. P. Tenney of General Electric)

]_v_easure
Record

Identifi-

cation
Number

6O

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

68

69

7O

71

72

Hab}_at envir-nmental survey

Thermal adjus_ ments record

Emergency air measures

Alarms, Drills, ,'tad Emergencies

P,_xameters Contained

Temperature; humidity; noise levels

Thermostat resettings

Emergency air supply pressure and
breathing system pressure. Btbb line
pressures. Status of Bibb flow control
valve and emergency bottles.

Time; nature; time required to per!orm
or correct

Engine room measures

9aralyme change record

Conmmnication, appliances,
anomalies

Topside measures

Compressor pressures; condenser tem-
peratures; coolant temperatures, pres-
sures, flow rates, and level; oil level;
Freon liquid lir.e status

I

ihtercom supply voltage; communication

battery voltage; isolated ac voltage and
current; freezer temperature; nature
and correct;.on time of ar.omalies

Instantaneous 440-V power to habitat;
maximum power demand, total power
suppiied; water consumed; nitrogen
bottle and line pressures; nitrogen flow
rate

Atmosphere monitoring and mass
spectrometer status

Baclrap atmosphere monitoring

Diving systems and underwater
nmintenance

Maintenance and repair record

Daily weather report from
St.Thomas

Absolute pressure in habitat; partial
pressures of oxygen, carbon dioxide,
water vapor, and nitrogen. Flow rate
into habitat. Flowmeter discharge
pressure. Purge valve status; mass
spectrometer status; ion and anode
current; battery voltage.

Percent oxygen; carbon dioxide from

backup meters; hydrocarbons; carbon
monoxide; particulate matter; detector
tube readings

(Not recorded after mission start)

(Repeat of Record 27)
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thv h:+bitat engint.,.ring program. (Aquanattt name's haw bet.n dt,l,ted.)

from Belleomm according to a list provided by G.E. At a future date the data contained
within the Bellconnn data bank of a nonsensitive or nonprop:'ietary nature would be made
available to the oceanographic community.

Implementation of the data plan was not quite as anticipated. Data acquisition was

the prim.'u'y problem and ranged from ransoming the habitat data from the aquanauts with
an electric food blender to recording the instantaneous power levels with personal wrist
watches instead of the more accurate stopwatch provided. Prior to the mission the aqua-
nauts complained of the magnitude of habitat engineering data. t_ellcomm made a special
trip to the site to review, justify, and explain the requirements. A walk-through of the
measures was performed to demonstrate that tl,e lime required to record the,n was not
prohibitive. The aquan,_.uts reluctantly agreed to record the data. Once the mission _ms
in progress and the daily activities settled into routines, it became apparent that the
aquanauts were not recording habitat data as requested. When questioned they again
expresse:l their unhappiness with the magnitude of the data and time required to accom-
plisi- the task. A compromise was reached on March 15, 1969. between the aquanauts
and the G.E. program representative; the aquanauts agreed to record d,'fily the tempera-
ture and humidity in all I mr comp,'u'tments and certain cf the bridge :u_d engine-room
parameters.

The data recording on the surface was straightforward except for the habitat instan-
taneous power para,neter and the mass spectrometer correction factors. In approxi-
mate!y 10_,_of the instantaneous power recordiqgs the time required for 10 revolutions
of the watt-hour meter disk was measured with a wristwatch instead of with the stopwatch
provided in the van. Such readings were recorded in whole seconds instead of with Ihe
accuracy achievabD with the stopwatch, which was plus or minus 0.2 second.

The personnel who were the G.E. surface d::ta recorders were not adequately briefed
on the application of the mass spectrometer correcti-m factors. The accuracy of early
mass spectrometer data is therefore questionable. In some cases the correction factors
were correctly applied, in some cases completely ignored, and in other cases applted in
the wrong direction. To corapensate for this, additional, accurately corrected mass
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spectrometer data from the medical tog were entered into the data bank by Bellcomm
after the mission. These additional data are flagged with a "+" in the data-recorder
column. A calibration history of the mass spectrometer is also available from G.E. or
the data bank.

General Electric data management was also remiss in thoroughly checking out the
readability (for recording accuracy) of the habitat and surface instrumentation indicator_.
Consequently, the information-recorder overlays _id not, in several cases, allow for
tr.'msferring data onto IBM cards as accurate as was _vallable.

Early in tile mission it became apparent that the water-partiul-pressure indication
of the mass spectrometer was erroneous. The sensor was t,c culprit, and this reading
should be ignored. Additional habitat atmospheric instrumentation was added to the gas
chromatograph sample line (to the author's knowledge, the gas ch:omatograph never func-
tioned properly). For a period of time the habitat atmospheric mol:itor was provided with
tlu'ee oxygen and two carbon dioxide partial-pressure indications.

The information-recorder overlay provided very stringent data formats. Several
innovations were required to enter special-ca3e information into the data processing
system. For example it was not anticipated that additional CO2 scrubber5 would be re-
quired, so the template containing the baralyme change history (template 65) did not dif-
ferentiate between the prime or mLxiliary baralyme scrubbers (not to mentien the vacuum
cleaner). Therefore special flags were used to indicate prime, auxiliary, or both
baralyme scrubber changes.

Engineerinff, data output was reviewed at a meeting in Washington approximately mid-
way through the mission. This review provided a thorough analysis of the output proce-
dures and formats and allowed the recovery of several pieces of mispunched data. Be}l-
comm was in.qtructed to withhold distribution of these data and submit only the final

complete data listing, as the concerned G.E. data users were busily involved with missiol.
operation.

In summ,'u'y, sufficient Tektite I habitat and surface engineering data were obtained
to permit a generalized qualitative engineering evaluation of the habitat and the perform-
ante of its subsystems. A quantitive engineering evaluation of the electrical power sys-
tem can be accomplished. However, the accuracy of approximately 10% of the instanta-
neous power c_culations are questioned because of recording technique. The habitat
atmosphere and airflow data can bc quantitatively evaluated using the data compiled in
the computer printout. The evaluation of the remaining habitat systems should be gener-
alized due to the few rezorded data.

In future operations a greater commitment must be m-ade by program management

and habitat systems engineering to engineering data management services. These serv-
ices should provide a check and countercheck mechanism, through the instrumentation
system, to determine the adequacy of measurements and to provide an interface between
the data processing Iacillty and the design engineers. Data management persomml should

be participating parties of early program definiLioa meetings. Data management partici-
pation would: establish a data awareness, determine if existing instrumentation is ade-
quate, and provide ample data-programming lead time.

Data mma,'_ement must meet with all data rccording personnel, including the aqua-
nm,ts, to emphasize the importance of faithful and accurate data recording. Data

_nanagement should provide written data-recording instructions. Data-recording forms
should be formulated with both the data recorder and data tr,'mscriber in mind and be

simple to interpret and complete.
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A4.3.4 Marine Science Data

Nicholas Zill, Bellcomm, Inc.

A maior disappointment to aspirations for the data system was the limited attempt
to incorporate 'neasures from the marine sciences into the collection scheme and tile
subsequent failure to realize inputs of such information into the data bank. The potential
benefit to the marine science program ,and the project as a whole from coordination of
marine science with the data system was considerable, but that potential was not fulfilled.

For example, systematic observations from the habitat of underwater environment pa-
rameters and ecological censuses would have been quite compatible with the data proce-
dures described. Although such data were stated goals of the marine science endeavor,
appropriate procedures remained undefined at the start of the mission; consequently,
observations were not carried out systematically during the mission.

Two informat':on-recorder templates were prepared, ill cooperation with members of
the prime crew, for use by topside marine-science support personnel on site. Neither
was used successfully. The projected sequence saw the scientist-divers, in one case,
collecting sediment samples from various areas around the habitat and, in the other,
recordS.rig lobster population data on velum pads with crayon. The labeled samples and
the lobster data, transferred to prepared forms, would be regularly sent to topside in the
pressure pots. At the base camp, size and composition analysis would be performed on
the sed'ment; the lobster notations would be combined with parallel information collected
by the bacl_p aquanauts; both types of data would then be punched onto cards with the
prepared templates.

In both cases the difficulties that prevented the completion of this plan were changes
in the scientific programs as a result of conditions and experience in the habitat. Time
required for ether, more primary, geological work did not permit collection of a sub-
stantial number of sediment samples. For the lobster program the suitable descriptions
and important aspects of lobster kehavior were so extensively redefined due to the
knowledge gained in the habitat that thc template was no longer appropriate. Communi-
cation inadequacies prevented the necessary extensive revision of the template.

These difficulties were, however, only specific aspects of a more general and signif-
icm_t problem. The aquanauts were not allotted the sufficient premission time and as-
sistance by the Tektite I project in general, and by their agency in particular, necessary
to define and develop a well-integratcfl, systematic program of research. Coordination
between the crew members and data management personnel was hampered by geographi-

cal distance and the press of obligations.Conducting marine science from undersea

habitatsis,ofcourse, a new and evolvingendeavor. TektiteI was but a preliminary ex-

plorationof optimum ways to use such habitatsfor marine biological,geological,and

oceanographic research, llowevcr, lhose optimum ways willnot be found unless fnture
programs allow far Lhou_ht,preparation,and resources for data collectingand analysis

to match the con- :;:'.interrelationshipsofthe marine environment. Itisnot sufficient

toput scientists_m4c:'waterand sec what they come up with.

A4.4 Secondary Processing and Retrieval
Nicholas Zill,Bel!comm, talc.

hal initial postmission distribution to appropriate Tektite I participants was made of
copies of the data tape and computer-printed data tabulations. As of this writing, sec-
ondary processing of the data bank contents is nearing completion. This includes:

1. Editing of recoverable errors. Recoverable errors and omissions in the original
punching of data arc being corrected within a complete, sorted deck of cards punched
from the data tape. When correction is complete, the deck will form the basis for a new
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tape. Recovery is made possible througiJ reference to raw data sheets, mission logs,
and checking against data from other record types. Most errors involving missing
identificationnumbers or dates were caught and, when possible,corrected before tile

InRialdistributionoftapes and printouts.Unrecoverable but obviouslyerroneous data
are being deleted.

2. Insertionof additionaldata. The finaldata tape willcontainaddRional data which

consisteitherof analyzed resuli,_from the present raw data or new data coded from

mission logs, audio tape recordings, and otheranalog records. The logs of which there

are copies atBellcomm include: the watch director'slog,G.£. engineering logs,medi-
cal log, pressure pot log,decompression log,behavior observers' unusual-events log,
and the scientificcoordinator's log.

The contents of the data bank are available from Bellcom in the form of magnetic
tape, punched cards, or printout. Prior approval must be obtained, however, from the
investigator responsible for the particular records desired. A list of these investigators
is included in Tables A45, A46, and A47. Further documentation of the data system pro-
cedures, including reproductions of all the template formats, is also available from
Be!Icomm.

A4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

Nicholas Zill,Bellcomm, Inc.

Although originalconceptions were optimisticallyambitious,the goals of an inte-

grated data system and a digitaldata bank were substantiallyrealizedfor three ofthe
four technicalprograms in TektiteI. Of the usefulfunctionsthata data bank can serve,

listedin the introduction,allwere performed to at leasta limiteddegree by the TektRe I
system. Particularlygratifyinghas been thecrossreferenclng between biomedical, be-

havioral,and engineering data thathas ah.eady occurred for extensionand clarification

of various analyses. Certainly,more sophisticatedsystems than the present one can be

euvisaged and should be attempted in futureundersea habitatoperations. However, the

reader _th visionsof on-line computers anticathode-ray-tube dispiays should re:dize

that the cost of such a system would probably approach the totalcost of the TektiteI

project.

In conclusion the followingsuggestionsare offeredtothose who would attempt data

management of multidiscJplinaryfieldoperations in the future:

• An integrated data system and a digital data bank are desirable and achievable
goals Ior such projects.

® The achievement of these goals does not require a vast expenditure of funds but
does require realistic allotments of manpower and preparation time.

• The data collectionand processing systems should be kept simple and employ de-

vices and procedures thatdo actually,rather thm_ potentially,work.

• Programming elegance should be sacrificedfor flexibilityand ease in modifying

programs tomeet necessary changes in dataformats.

• The process ofeditingdata for errors and omissions shouldbe made as stream-

lined as possible.

• Finally, data management personnel should be prepared for an experience similar
to that of the Little Red Hen in the nursery tale. When the Little Red Hen asked, "Who
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will help me bake my bread?', she found few takers, But when the bre_lwu baked and
she asked_ 'q_/ho will help me eat my bread ?-, the helpers flocke_ in insistent alzmdance.
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Appendix B

ENGINEERING

BI DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITIES SYSTEM
Cdr. W. J. Eager, Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Washington, D.C.

BI.1 Introduction

The function of the Tektite I facilities system was: (a) to support four aqua.-muts in
their undersea research mission, (b) to support surface personnel in collection and anal-
ysis of enl_lneering and scientific data and, (c) to support personnel who constructed,
operated, and maintained the complete facilities system. The Office of Naval Research
(ONR) was the overall Tektite I project manager, and ONR managed development of the
habitat and way station systems. The Naval Facilities Engineering Command and Am-
phibious Construction Battalion Two developed the remainder of the facilities system.

B1. _- The System

The Tektite I facilities consisted of the several major subsystems shown schemati-
cally within Greater Lameshure Bay, St. John, Virgin Islands in Fig. B1. The base camp
provided hotel, medical, and administrative facilities for a maximum of 110 support and
scientific personnel. The base camp (with water and electrical systems) and the road
were designed, constructed, operated, and maintained by the Seabees of Amphibious Con-
struction Battalion Two. The causeway pier served as a terminal for transportation of
material and personnel between St. Thomas Island, the base camp, and the support barge.
The causeway sections, which are standard for Seabee-supported amphibious operations,
were used as barges for the original movement of material and personnel from the Land-
ing Ship Dock to the shore and then were formed into the floating pier.

The primary facilities for directly supporting the aquanauts and the project mission
were located in Beehive Cove as shown in Fig. B1. The support barge consisted of an
Ammi pontoon upon which the communication and scientific-data-collection systems and
the breathing-gas and utility-supply systems were assembled by Seabee personnel. The
communication and data-monitoring systems were preassembled in a trailer van (surface
control center van) by General Electric under project management by and contract with
ONR. The support barge was located adjacent to the shore and hoisted out of the water
on pile legs. Electrical power, generated and transformed on the support barge, was
conducted to the habitat by a 1000-foot armored submarine cable. Breathing gases and
potable water were carried to the habitat by hoses. Communication and data signals
were transmitted between the support barge and habitat by another 1000-foot armored
submarine cable. All umbiltcals were designed and manufactured or procured by Gen-
eral Electric and were installed by the Seabees.

The habitat provided the hotel and laboratory facilities for supporting the life and
work of the aquanauts. It was designed and fabricated by General Electric and was as-
sembled by personnel from General Electric and the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, all
under ONR project management.

i!

i!il
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Fig. BI - The Tektite I facilities system

Ranging out from the habitat and Interconnected by sound-powered phones were five
way-stations, designed and fabricated by General Electric under ONR contract. The way

stations (Fig. B2) consisted of a Plexigias, hemispherical shell mounted on a cylindrical

steel cage. The base of the cage was a steel plate I/2 inch thick and § feet square, the

weight of which prevented the assembly from rising to the surface when the plastic dome
was filled with air from a scuba bottle located in the way station. A valve oD the top of

the dome vented out the air niter each use. The way station provided a means for the

aquanauts to gain protection from a possible predator attack and to communicate with

aquanauts in the habitat or in another way station through the sound-powere,._ phones.

To resupply the habitat with such items as food and CO 2 absorbent and to dispose of

garbage, pressure- and waterproof canisters were provided, the largest of which was

capable of moving 300 pounds between the surface and the habitat (Fig. B3). The largest
canister was designed and fabricated by General Electric under ONR contract. The Sea-

bees fabricated a platform float with a center well from 55-gallon fuel drums and plank-

tug, and anchored it near the habitat. It was provided with an A-frame and hand winch to
lower the canisters to the bottom near the habitat entrance. Air-inflated lift bags were

used to swim the heavier canisters to a position under the habitat access trunk. An elec-
tric hoist in the habitat was used to raise the canister into the dry space for loading and

unloading.

Extending seaward from the habitat was a 1000-foot sewer outfall. It carried mas-

cerated, chemically treated sewage to a point where ocean currents would disperse it,

thereby eliminating shark attraction and biotic contamination from the region around the
habitat.
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Fig. BZ - Way stations prior to outfitting with
scuba tanks and sound-powered phones

FLg. B3 - Canister for dry transfer
between the surface and the habitat
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The possibility of accidental surfacing, decompression or other sickness, er drown-
lng was countered by use of a continuous safety diver watch. A moored barge between
the support barge and the habitat in approximately 26 feet of water was used as a bae_.
for the safety operations. It was called the crane barge, since it mounted a 35-ton mobile
crane used in construction operations. A depth of 26 feet was required since the upward
excuslon limit for aquanauts saturated at 43 feet was to a 20-foot depth. The safety cen-
ter consisted of the Ocean Systems, Inc., advanced diving system (ADS IV, provided under
the Supervisor of Salvage contract), the crane to handle the personnel transfer capsule,
storage facilities for safety diving equipment, and small boats to carry divers to the
rescue site. A float was provided to transport personnel between the support barge and
the crane bqrge.

The habitat and all other undersea and supporting facilities were installed and inte-
grated by Seabee construction divers and Seabee surface operations personnel. All con-
struction operations were performed by Seabee personnel under the direction of the
Naval Facilities Engineering Command.

A radio communication system was provided. It consisted of AN/PRC-47 sets in the
support van, the base camp, the Coast Guard station on St. Thomas Island, and personnel
boats used for lntertsland transportation. As an auxiliary system, Motorola PT/300 hand
sets were located in the support van, the base camp, the crane barge, the diving barge,
and the safety diving boats. A commercial marine radio-telephone set was provided in
the support van. Commercial telephones, with access to the U.S. mainland, were pro-
vided in the base camp and sometimes worked. A single-sideband transceiver was pro-
vided in the base camp for intermittent communications with ONR in Washington, D.C.
Emergency evacuation could be accomplished by a Navy or Coast Guard helicopter, with
the causeway pie:' serving as the landing pad.

BI.3 Engineering and Construction Activity

Site surveys to provide a basis for detailed facilities design were completed in early
September 1968, at which time facilities design commenced, except that the detailed de-
sign of the _mbitat was initiated in early 1968. Procurement of materials and prefabri-
cation of £_e base camp was completed in Norfolk in October 1966, and on-site construc-
tion was ccmplsted by late November. Site preparation of the habitat and launch sites
was completed by the advance party late in November.

Operational test of the prototype habitat launch system was completed in late Octo-
ber. The undersea construction systems, including the habitat launch system, were es-
sentially completed in late December. Assembly and testing of the habitat and support
barge were completed by the first week in January 1969. The landing ship dock, U88
He_'mitoge, departed the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard with all facilities components, con-
struction systems, and personnel on January 8 as scheduled. It arrived in Lameshure
Bay, St. John Island, the morning of January 12, 1969, at which time off-loading com-
menced. Construction activity commenced on January 13. The facilities construction

was essentially completed and the facilities system checked out by February 13 to per-
mit commencement of the Tektite I operations on February 15 as scheduled.
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B2 THE TEKTITE I HABITAT

B. P. Thompson and J. B. Tenney, General Electric Company,
Missile and Space Division, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

B2.1 Design

The design for the Tektite I habitat was the responsibility of the General Electric
Missile and Space Division, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. This task was begun in January
I968 and was completed except for necessary liaison and engineering development tests
by July 1968. For convenience in design the system was considered to consist of Seven
major subsystems: habitat structure and base structure, environmental control subsys-
tern, electrical subsystem, water and sanitation subsystem, communications subsystem,
atmospheric monitoring subsystem, and interior and furnishings.

In each area a responsible subsystem engineer was responsible for design, specifi-
cation writing, hardware selection, component and subsystem testing, and subsystem
startup in the field. This emphasis on total responsibility assured continuity of effort
and was responsible in part for the successful performance of the habitat in the field.
Each engineer was responsible for performing all component and subsystems tests nec-
essary to verify adequacy of design.

B2.2 Structure

B2.2.1 Pressure Hulls

The habitat structure consisted of two pressure hulls interconnected by a pressur-
ized crossover tunnel and attached to a rigid base. Each pressure vessel was a vertical
cylinder with torispherieal heads and had a maximum diameter of 12.5 feet and a maxi-
mum height of 18 feet.

The pressure hulls were designed for pressurization on the surface to a level equal
to the water pressure at the emplacement depth. The 1/2-inch-thick welded SA285-Grade
C steel hull was designed in accordance with the requirements for an internally pressur-
ized, tmflred pressure vessel as described in Section VIII of tize A_,,_ 9oiler and Pres-
sure Vessel Code for Unfired Pressure Vessels. Hull structures were deslg_c_ for a

maximum operating pressure cf 33 psig and hydrostatically tested to 50 pslg, or 1.5
times operating pressure.

B2.9-.2 Viewing Ports

The habitat contained six 2-foot-diameter Plexiglas hemispherical windows located
around the habitat to provide nearly full 360-degree visual coverage. The hemispherical
windows were for observational use for scientific, recreational, and diver safety pur-
poses. Hemispherical windows in addition to being structurally efficient provided a wide
field of view and a normal image which was neither greatly magnified nor distorted.
Each window was proof tested at 50 pstg. An observation cupola atop the equipment room
had eight fiat-plate, Plexiglas windows around its circumference providing a full 360-
degree visibility.

"7

B2.2.3 Access Openings

Normal entry into the habitat was provided by an open 4-foot-diameter entry trunk
in the wet room. A normally closed 3-foot-diameter hatch in the crew quarters was
provided for emergency underwater egress.
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B2.2.4 Shark Cage

At the main entry into the wet room a screened shark barrier and door were pro-
vided. This cage permitted the aquanauts to leave the base and survey the surrounding
area without exposure to attack by predators.

B2.2.5 Service Penetrations

Service penetrailons for feeding in the electrical, water, communication, and air
umbilicats were made in a removable plate bolted to a trunk in the lower head of the wet
room. All other hull penetrations were located low tnthe hull to minimize loss of at-
mosphere and flooding in the event of external line damage. Each hull penetration was
equipped with a manual shutoff valve inside the habitat.

B2.2.6 Support Structure and Base

Each pressure hull bad three support legs which bolted directly to the habitat base

structure. The base was a welded steel reinforced rectangular box weighing 68,000
pounds with approximate dimensions of 15 by $4by 6 feet serving as a structural inter-
connection of the two pressure vessels, a mounting platform for fixed and variable bal-

last, a mounting base for ancillary equipment such as emergency air bottles, and a pas-
sageway for diver entry and egress.

B2.2.7 Ballas[ Tanks

Incorporated in the base were buoyancy tanks which allowed adjustment of overall
system buoyancy from a positive 5000 pounds to a negative 5000 pounds. Fixed ballast in
the form of 133,000 pounds of scrap steel punchings was located in the base. The base
was designed to be placed directly on the leveled ocean bottom and securely moored to
clump anchors. Winches mounted on the base pulled it down to the anchors under a
5000-pound positive buoyancy. After the base was secured, the buoyancy tanks were

flooded to add to the overall negative buoyancy. A total net negative buoyancy of 20,000
pounds on the bottom assured stability in any normal sea conditions at the site. Ancillary
equipment mounted on the base included air storage bottles, external storage racks, tow-
ing bills, chocks, and cleats.

B2.2.8 Crossover Tunnel

The tunnel connecting the babRat cylinderswas a standard industrialexpansion gas-
ket designed for long service attemperatures and pressures in excess of the TektiteI

:_tce environment. The unit selectedwas designed for service at an internalpressure
of 33 psi.

B2.3 Equipment

B2.3.1 Introduction

Mechanical equipment and components selected for use in the Tektite I habitat were
of commercial quality. Each component was carefully evaluated by the engineer respon-
sible for its selection to determine its suitability. In cases where the ability to perform
under pressure was questionable the component was tested prior to the start of the mis-
sion. Very few equipment items required modifications as a result of increased pres-
sure. Control devices on both the refrigerator and the freezer were modified.

/!
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Fig. B4 - The plumbing system, which transmitted fresh,
potable water from the surface and provided sea water for
operation of the waste disposal facilities

The plumbing system (Fig. B4) transmitted fresh, potable water from the $000-gallon
pillow tank aboard the habitat support barge, provided personal hygiene facilities, and
provided a drain hose for waste disposal. It also provided sea water to operate the toilet.

B2.3.2 Fresh Water Supply

Fresh water entered the habitat through a penetration in the umbilical plate (wet
room). Water from the storage tank on the control barge provided water at 100 psig to
meet a maximum habitat demand of 10 gallons per minute and a total maximum usage of
280 gallons per day. The supply umbilical was clear, 3/4-inch nylon-braid-reinforced
PVC flexible hose with a minimum working pressure of 125 psi. Two-way-shutoff quick-

connecting fittings were installed on each end of the 1000-foot umbilical. A hose bib
allowed connection of a 25-foot garden hose in the wet room.

B2.3.3 Hot-Water Heater

Hot water was provided by a fully automatic 80-gallon heater (General Electric
Model WRW4 82). The automatic thermostat was adjustable from 120°F to 170°F and
was nominally set at 150°F.

B2.3.4 Sinks

The Tektite habitat was provided with three sinks. In the crew quarters the sink in

the galley area was a stainless steel basin in a Textolite countertop. In the engine room
a stainless steel basin was provided adjacent to the toilet area. In the wet room a large
single-basin stainless steel sink was built into a stainless steel counter top for use in
scientific work.

t
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B2.3.5 Drains

i
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All waste fresh water from tank 9. (Fig. B4) drained into a plastic sump tank under
the floor. A sump pump (Weft Co. Model SS-550 PH) in the tank automatically pumped
water out through the drain line when water in the sump tank reached a preset level,

The plastic tank had penetrations for venting and for electrical power to the sump
pump as well as for water entering and exiting. Waste (fresh water) from tank 1 drained
directly through a penetration in the tank dome.

B9.3.6 Bilge Pump

Rise of water in the lower wet room bilgewas sensed by increased pressure in the
air bell of the automatic bilge-level switch which turned on the bilge pump mounted under
the sink. Water waspumped from the bilge into the sump tank. The bilge pump and mo-
tor (Peters and Russell Model 6600) had a three-position switch permitting operation in
e_ther the manual or automatic mode. The output flow rate of the bilge pump was 9 gal-
lons per minute. The intake strainer was located directly below a grate in the wet room
floor, which permitted diving gear to be washed off with fresh water in the wet room.

B2.3.7 Condensate Tank

Condensed water from the environmental-control-system heat exchangers in tank 1
flowed into a small receiver tank. A pump unit (Hartell Centiflo Model A-I) rated at 9.
gallons per hour (10-fl head) pumped condensate through a check valve and into the fresh-
water drain line. In tank 9. condensate drained directly into the sump tank.

B9..3.8 Vent Lines

All internal plumbing lines were vented inside the habitat into charcoal filters (Mine
Safety Appliance Type N, Model SW), which eliminated many vent gas odors.

"4

B2.3.9 Toilet

A crown head marine toilet (Raritan Deep Draft Model, 110-190 volts, 60-Hz ac,

single phase) was located in the engine room. This toilet used sea water and was
equipped with a macerater and a chlorinator.

B2.3.10 Shower

A atall-type shower in the wet room was used to warm divers after each excursion.
The shower drained into the plastic sump tank.

Bg..$.U Refrigerator-Freezer

A refrigerator-freezer (General Electric Model CAF-13CD) with a capacity of ap-

preximately 13 cubic feet was located in the crew quarters. For storage of frozen food
and specimens such as blood and urine an upright freezer (General Electric Model TBF-
19.DD) with a capacity of approximately 19 cubic feet was located in the engine room.
Control elements of both units required slight modifications to operate at increased

pressure.

B2.3.12 Oven-Range

An electric oven-range in the crew quarters had four surface elements,

j
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B2.3.13 Other Subsystems

Details of the electrical, communications, and environmental-control subsystems
will be discussed in the next section; however, in general therequirements of these sub-
systems were Carefully integrated to provide+an _interior arrangement that was both func-
tional and comfortable. Interior furnishings included carpeting, acoustic ceiling tile,
selected color schemes, window curtains, individual bunk ventilation fans, and reCrea-
tional radio and TV.

+.

B3 HABITAT SUBSYSTEMS

D. Withey, B. Batutis, R. Swartley, A. Quinn, and R. Cockfield,
General Electric Company, Missile and Space Division,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

B3.1 Environmental Control Subsystem

The environmental control subsystem regulated the atmospheric pressure, composi-
tion, temperaturei and humidity within the Tektite I habitat. It also provided air for
charging scuba tanks and for a direct hookah connection to a diver outside the habitat.
The basic elements c _ the environmental control subsystem (Fig. BS) were functionally
divided into five subsystems: air-supply, pressure, and pC 2 control; CO2 scrubber;
thermal control; scuba tank charging subsystem; and emergency systems.
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Fig. B7 - Habitat air supply panel,
located in the habitat wet room.

The valve shown is the main air

shutof/valve /or the entire habitat.

BI1
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MAIN AIR
SHUTOFF VALVE

AIR PRESSURE GAGE WHICH MEASURED THE
ABSOLUTE PRESSURE IN THE HABITAT

• q 1
.II

THREE-WAY VALVE WHICH DIVERTED
INCOMING AIR INTO THE "NORMAL"
OR THE "PURGE" MODE

CHECK VALVE

FLOWMETER WHICH MEASURED THE

AMOUNT OF AIR FLOWING INTO THE
HABITAT FROM THE UMBiLiCAL

PRESSURE GAGE WHICH MEASURED
THE UMBILICAL AIR I:_ESSURE

Fig. B8 - Habitat air control panel, located on the habitat bridge

The pO 2 was regulated by controlling the flow rate of compressed air into the habi-
tat. Increasing the flow rate would increase the equilibrium pO2, and vice versa. The
flow control valves for this function were located on the support barge. Due to the large
free volume per man, the pO2 in the habitat would vary very slowly, and frequent adjust-
ments of the inlet air flow were therefore not required.

This small, continuous bleed of compressed air into the habitat was also sufficient
to maintain the atmosphere total pressure in equilibrium with the water depth pressure;
i.e., as the tide or barametric pressure increased, the habitat pressure also increased
due to the addition of inlet air. Pressure relief was provided by three side ports in the
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entry trunk. When the water level uncovered these ports due to increasing habitat pres-
sure, excess air simply bubbled out. Thus, during the mission there was a small rela-
tively continuous flow of air from the habitat.

B3.1.2 CO2 Scrubber

The scrubber removed COs produced in the habitat by chemical absorption with
baralyme. The system consisted of two blowers (one redundant), a baralyme canister,
and associated valves and piping. The blower provided forced circulation of the habitat

air through the baralyme, where CO2 was absorbed. The processed air was then di-
rected in equal parts to each of the four compartments. The baralyme canister (Fig. BP)
was sized to hold sufficient chemical for 8 hours of use, after which time it would re-

quire replenishment.

Fig. B9 - Baralyme canister,
located in the mechanical

equipment room

B3.1.3 Thermal Control

The thermal control system shown schematically in Fig. B10 regulated the habitat
air temperature and relative humidity. Since the water temperature surrounding the
habitat was 77 to 78°F, the walls of the habitat were essentially adiabatic; that is, heat
loss to the water was negligible. Thus heat generated by the men and equipment had to
be removed by an active cooling system. A cabin heat exchanger served each compart-
ment, although the output of the two heat exchangers in each cylinder were connected so
that additional capacity could be obtained for the peak loads. Each heat exchanger loop
included a blower for air circulation, a charcoal filter for odor and trace contaminant

control, and an electrical heater (Figs. Bll and B12). The blower forced air over cold
coils in the heat exchanger, removing sensible heat; exces_ water vapor condensed on
the coil surface, removing latent heat (dehumidification). The cool dehumidified air then

passed through the reheater (Fig. B13), where the air temperature was increased de-
pending on the desired room air temperature and the internal heat generation rate.
Therefore, this system provided dehumidification of the air, even during periods of low
sensible heat load. During periods of high internal heat generation, little or no reheat of
the air was necessary. Low heat generation conditions, however, required the maximum
reheater power to maintain comfortable air temperatures. The power applied to the re-
heaters was controlled by room air thermostats, which allowed selection of air tempera-
tures between 75 and 90°F.
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COOLANT FLOW

EXCHANGER CONTROL VALVE

Fig. BI 1 - Blower and heat exchanger (typical)

CHARCOAL FILTER

Fig. B12 - Charcoal ,._,c.¢:_"- (typical) Fig. BI3 - Reheatcr which heated
dehumidified air to thc desired

room tempe rature

Coolant for the heat exchangers was supplied by a liquid chiller in the engine room
(Fig. B14). Associated pmnp, valves, flowmeters, piping, etc., circulated 30_glycol/
water coolant to the four heat exchangers and.return. The liquid chiller itself was a
conventional Freon compressor refrigeration unit, with modifications to the controls to
allow operation at the high ambient pressure. Ultimate heat rejection from the system
was to the sea water via the sea-water condenser on the refrigerator unit.
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Fig. BI4 - Liquid chiller which cooled t_.le
coolant fluid in the thermal control system

B3.1.4 Scuba Charging Equipment

The scuba charging equipment, shown schematically in Fig. B15 consisted of two
high-pressure compressors on the support barge, a high-pressure umbilical from the
compressors to the habitat, three 2'/0-standard-cubic-foot accumulator tanks mounted
external to the habitat, and associated wtlves, piping, and charging lines within the habi-
tat. The air compressors maintained 2400 psi within the accumulator storage tanks.
The charging line consisted of a bleed valve, shutoff valve, pressure gage, and yoke for
attachment to the cylinder. When the _quanauts charged the tanks, the two compressors
on the support barge were operated. The output of the compressors plus the air stored
in the accumulator tanks was sufficient to maintain a satisfactory charge rate. A hookah
system also drew air from the scuba charging equipment, through a stepdown pressure
regulator. When an aquanaut was on the hookah, the compressors on the support barge
were also operated and maintained an adequate supply of air for this open cycle system.
Figure B1G shows the scuba charging and hookah panel in the wet room.

B3.1.5 Emergency Systems

The environmental control system provided several subsystems for use during pos-
sible emergencies: surface emer_._ncy air system, purge system, sell-contained emer-
gency air supply, emergency built-in breathing system, and escape air bottles. Thesur-
face emergency air system (Fig. BI5) consisted of a compressed air storzge tank at the
support barge. In case both normal air supply compressors failed, or there was a power
failure, air from the supply could be delivered to the habitat in the normal manner. The
air supply was more than sufficient to last the specified 24 hours. Its use was not re-
quired during the mission.

The purge system (Fig. B6) was designed to completely change the air within the
habitat should tt become contaminated. The system used an engine-driven compressor

and a compressed nitrogen gas storage tank on the support barge, supplying gas to the
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habitat via the air supply umbilical. In operation the air compressor flushed out the
habitat atmosphere and replaced it with compressed air (suitable filters were used to
remove any oil, CO, or other contaminants from theair that might be produced by'the
compressor). Then nitrogen was added to the habitat to reduce the pO 2 to a normal
level. The purge system was not required during the mission. However, Just prior to
beginning the mission, nitrogen was added to the atmosphere within the habitat to estab-
lish the proper mixture of O2 and N_, and after the mission the habitat was purged with
compressed air to allow a greater diving time for the support personnel. No problems
were encountered with either purge.

The habitat also had a self-contained emergency air supply consisting of twenty-
three 2'10-standurd-cubtc-foot compressed air cylinders in the base of the habitat (Fig.
B15). This air could be used instead of the normal air supply from the surface or for
supplying the emergency breathing system. This air supply was also crossconnected to
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Fig. BI6 - Scuba charging and
hookah panel in the habitat
wet room

the scuba charging system, so that it could be recharged or supplemented by the scuba
charging compressors.

The emergency built-in breathing system (Fig. B15) provided 12 breathing stations
within the habitat (four in the crew quarters, four in the wet room, two in the equipment
room, and two in the bridge) to be used in case of atmosphere contamination. Each
breathing station consisted of a hose of sufficient length to reach the stations in adjacent
compartments, terminating with a scuba type demand breathing regulator (Fig. B17).
Each breathing station, less the hose and demand regulator, is shown in Fig. B18. The
line pressure to each regulator was maintained at 100 psi. If used, the aquanauts woulu
breathe air directly from the self-contained emergency supply, which would last for 12
hours.

Fig. BIT - Hose and regulator

for built-in breathing ,.tations to

be used in case of atmosphere
contamination

Escape airbottles (Fig. B19) complete with regulators, hoses, and mouthpieces,
were located in all compartments except the wet room, where scuba equipment was
available. Four were in the crew quarters, and two were in the bridge, and two were
engine room. These bottles provided the capability to move about or escape from the
habitat in the case of a severe emergency, such as flooding. Each bottle contained 18
standard cubic feet of air, which would provide a useful life of 7 to 8 minutes.

il
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(a) Equipment room (b) Crew quarters

(c) Bridge quarters (d) Wet room

Fig. BI8 - Duilt-in breathing stations to bc used in case

of atmosphere contamination

!

(a) Crew quarters

Fig, BIg- Escape air bottles

(b) Bridge
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B3.2 Atmosphere Monitoring Subsystem

The atmosph,;_._ monitoring subsystem served two objectives: _lrstp _ most 4m-
portant, the Tektite I mission made it highly desirable to automatically and continuously
monitor the major life support gases with readout both in the habitat and on shore. _ec-
end, the more insidious buildup of any toxic, flammable, or obuo_tous gases, vapors, or
particulates had to be detected reliably and well within safety limits to the satisfaction of
all concer,led, especially to the isolated aquanauts. Other considerations such as logis-
tics, calibration, maintenance, simplicity, and cost were also necessary in the selection
of the instruments ultimately used in Tektite I. The subsequent sections will deal with
the details of the particular package of instruments selected for Tektite L Table 5 (chap-

ter 4, page 38) showed this list of instruments and the location and functional priority of
each in the analytical scheme.

Some discussion of analytical limit'; and safety limits will be presented in following
sections. These are included to also more clearly explain the basis for selection of the
various instruments.

Another important facet in the maintenance of a high-purity atmosphere involved
choice of materials used in the habitat. All materials and components, paints, insula-

tions, soundproofing, and various chemicals were screened to avoid contamination as
much as possible. All interior painting was completed well in advance of the mission (at
least 30 days). One possible source which was more difficult to control involved the sci-
entific and personal gear of the aquanauts, such as formaldehyde for specimen preserva-
tion and various paints for specimen marking. Minor amounts of these and other possi-
ble contaminants could be easily handled by the charcoal scrubbers and by ventilation of
the I_bit._t atmosphere. Major spills would be another matter_ so safety procedures al-
lowed only small quantities to be used at any one time. Another source of concern in-
volved the charcoal scrubbers, which could eventually be a source of contamination. This
could occur if some contaminant originally adsorbed early in the mission was displaced
by a more actively adsorbed contaminant generated later in the mission. This was
checked by removing part of the charcoal midway in the mission and analyzing It for
amounts and types of contaminants present in order to determine whether the charcoal
was near the end of its useful life.

A final point in this subsystem and the Tektite I mission involved the need for rapid
and precise measurement of contaminants not readily identified by the equipment avail-
able or due to equipment failure or malfunction. This was solved by arranging off-site
standby facilities _t Puerto Rico, where a complete analytical laboratory was available.
Mainland facilities were inappropriate because of the long turnaround time involved.

B3.2.9 Discussion

The major constituents of the atmosphere were nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, and

water vapor. These gases (vapors) were monitored onboard between the limits and with
the accuracies given in Table 5 (page 38). Suitable backup and standby equipment was

provided both on board and on shore.

Anticipated trace cor..,_iltuents of the atmosphere were carbon monoxide, varied hydro-
carbons, ozone, particulates, Freon, etc. These gases, solids, and aerosols were moni-
tored to insure that they did not exceed safety and comfort limits. The threshold limit
values for the more likely constituents are shown in Table B-1. A eon'.plete review of
all gases and compounds which were potentially harmful was made using the list provided
by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, 1966. Tektite I

i

!
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., Table B1
Acceptable Threshold Limit Values* (TLV) of Objectionable Constituents

in the Habitat Atmosphere

Constituent

Carbon dioxide

Carbon monoxide

Hydrocarbons (toxic)

Hydrocarbons (obnoxious)

Ozone

P.'trticulates (inert)

Particulates (toxic):
Lead

Mercury

Freon 12

Freon 22

Tektite Limit Value
During Operations _

3,000 to 15,000

15 to 80

1/4 to 5/4 of TLV

By smell

<0.06 to 0.30

5 to 25

0.06 to 0.30
0.01 to 0.05

1500 to 7500

1500 to 7500

Emergency Value_

>15,000

>80

>5/4 of TLV

NA

>0.30

>25

>0.30
>0.05

>7500

>7500

*These values were I/4 the threshold limit values set for a normal g-hour
working day by the American Conference of Governrr._r.cal Industrial Hygien-

tists, 1966.
If the contaminant level was detected in this range, sLeps were to be taken
to locate the source and initiate the appropriate corrective action.

_If this concentration wae detected, an immediate habiLat purge was to be
initiated with the crew on the built-in breathing system.

mission limits were set at 1.4 the values given in this list, since the aquanauts were ex-
posed on a full 24-hour day basis versus the 40-hour-week basis for the limits given.

B3.2.3 Monitorin_ Equipment

A single onboard instrument was used to continuously monitor the oxygen, carbon
dioxide, water vapor, and introgen content of the habitat atmosphere. This instrument
was a miniaturized mass spectrometer supplied by NASA (Langley Research Center)
which allowed simultaneous subsurface and onshore readout. The concentration levels
as noted onshore were logged at periodic intervals, and habitat readouts were logged by
the habitat crew. The instrument was calibrated by the crew as required. Each con-
stituent gas was indicated on an edge meter. The oxygen and carbon dioxide meters had
adjustable set points connected to audible and visual alarms.

Ooboard baclalp instruments monitored oxygen and carbon dioxide in the event of
power or prime equipment failure. These instruments used reliable chemical and physi-
cal principles to analyze O2 and CO2 and were simple to calibrate and read out. For
oxygen monitoring, a Mine Safety Appliance (/vISA)Model E oxygen indic_tor was used in
conjunction with two General Electric O2-parttal-pres_re sensors. An MSA detector
tube with a Universal Test hand pump was used for backup CO2 sensing. For probable
toxic gases, an MSA portable air-sampling test kit applying colorimetric chemical ana-
lytical techniques was used. The test kit was equipped with the chemical detector tubes

4
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for: ammonia, carbon monoxide, chlorine, phosgene, mercury vapor, organic nitrogen
compounds, nitrogen dioxide, hydrogen chloride, unsaturated hydrocarbons, sulphur di-
oxide, carbon dioxide, hydrogen sulphide, halogenated hydrocarbons (Groups A, B, C,
and D), hydrogen cyanide, aromatic hydrocarbon, ozone, alcohol, aldehyde, styrene, di-
methyldiethyl sulfate, carbon disulfide, hydrogen fluoride, and lead.

It was not expected that all of these tests would be required during mission opera-
tions. In addition, an air-particulate sampler w_s also provided. These particulate
samples were to be taken as required and placed in suitable dusttight polyethylene enve-
lopes and sent topside for analysis. The need for particulate sampling never arose, so
samples were taken only before and after the mission. A simple halide detector to be
used only in emergencies provided Freon leak-source detection.

On the surface both a Beckman and a Servomex oxygen meter fitted with suitable

valving and appropriate absorbents were used to monitor habitat 02 concentration via a
vent line. The vent line umbilical sampled the atmosphere near the CO 2 scrubber inlet
in the habitat. Later in the missions Beckman C02 analyzer was added to the onshore

instrumentation to monitor CO2. A gas chromatograph was also available for major gas
analysis as an additional backup and could also monitor carbon monoxide or any buildup
of hydrocarbon vapors whose concentrations were within detection limits of the instru-
ment. These analyses were to be c6nducted using batch bottle samples taken in the habi-
tat. Additional batch samples were taken and analyzed at the Naval Research Laboratory
in _Vashington, D.C., for trace compounds developed during the mission. In case of
equipment or power failure, a simple Orsat gas apparatus was also available in the
watch director's station on the sal_zn't barge to monitor e_v_en _nd e_og_. _-
meats were also made for emerge_-y _ services at the Puer_ _ Nuclear

Samples of particulate filtration were analyzed ashore using simple weight-change
measurements r.nd a microscope. Suitable chemicals also were available for spot tests
if required. Samples were also taken of the charcoal and filters used onboard to purify
the atmosphere. These samples were in airtight plastic containers for later analysis as
part of postoperation analyses. Finally, an occasional sniff test was conducted on the

gases from the oxygen sampling umbilical to qualitatively evaluate the habitat atmo-
sphere, since the aquanauts sense of smell could have boon deadened by constant expo-
sure to the habitat conditions.

B3.3 Electrical Power Distribution Subsystem

B3.3.1 General

The electrical power distribution subsystem depicted by a one-line diagram in Fig.
Bg0 was specifically defined as that which transmtted, transformed, controled and dis-
tributed power to all habitat electrical loads. The power subsystem derived its electri-
cal power from one of two identical 100-kW diesel generators mounted on the habitat
support barge, which a/so supplied power to the surface control center van and all other
barge loads. One of these generators operated while the other was on standby. The load
was transferred from one generator to another manually after the standby generator was
star_ed. Power from the operating generator was fed through a distribution circuit
breaker and was stepped up to 480 volts by transformers mounted on the surface support
barge. The power flow then interfaced with the power distribution subsystem. The total
power being transmitted to the habitat was monitored by a watt-hour demand meter be-
fcre being fed through a 1000-foot-long power umbilican cable.

i
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Fig. B20 - Single-line diagram of the Tektite electrical power
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B3._.2 Main Power Panel

The power umbilical cable entered the habitat through a penetration plate and was
fed directly to the main power panel, which controlled all power at three different voltage
levels (120, 240, and 480 volts) for electrical loads in the habitat. Power for the 480-volt
load was controlled directly at the main power panel. Power at 480 volts was distributed
on separate circuits to transformers which stepped down the voltage to 120 volts and 240
volts. Power was then transmitted at these voltage levels to the main distribution panel.
The main distribution panel provided centralized control and distribution of power to all
240-volt loads. It also provided control for and distributed all 120-volt power to four ino
divtdual compartment breaker panels, which provided centralized, local control and
power distribution to all 120-volt loads in the respective compartments.

B3.3.3 System Ground

The electric power distribution subsystem was a grounded system except for the
480-volt circuit, which was ungrounded. This provided selective, positive operation of a
circuit breaker to deenergtze and completely isolate any circuit or load on which a fault
had occurred. An equipment grounding system was also utilized to hold all electrical
equipment enclosures at hull ground potential to prevent dangerous electrical shock.
Each piece of electrical equipment had a grounding strap bolted to it for this purpose.
Grounding straps were also used to hold the floor structures, cabinets and bunk frames
at hull ground potential, since all of these structures had electrical equipment mounted
on them. Mechanical mounting interfaces were not relied on to assure proper grounding.

!
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_ii! B3.$.4 Power Umbilical Cable

The power umbilical cable, which transmitted 480-volt three-phase from the
power

surface support barge to the habitat, was armored between strain termination fittings,

;! with an tmarmored section beyond the strain termination fittings.
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The 1000-foot cable assembly was composed of three waterproof, insulated, size 1/0
copper conductors with No. 8BWG polyethylene-coa_.ed galvanized steel wires wound
around them. This outside armor protected the conductor insulation from abrasion and
provided strain relief by supporting the weight of the cable. At both ends of the cable the

armor wires were circumferentially clamped by a steel cable support fitting (O-Z Elec-
trical Mfg. Co. Part FS0830). This cable support was bolted to _e base structure of the
habitat at one end and the surface support barge on the other end. _

The waterproof connector plug a_.the habitat end (Burton Electrical Engineering Co.
Part 5801,3804) was a four-pin connector with the umbilical cable conductors moldedto
its shell. The connector was supplied with a protective cap, which when mated to the
connector provided a waterproof sealto 3000 psi. A mating cable and connector inside
the habitat carried power from the umbilical plate to the main breaker panel.

The bulkhead connector mounted to the umbilical plate under the cabinets in the wet
room. A nut screwed onto the connector shell from the water side secured the Connector
O-ring flange against the umbilical plate to provide a watertight seal. This connection
was done on the water side; however since it was required that connector_ be dry, it was
necessary to lift the umbilical plate when mating them. Although the connector fittings
were pressure resistant and watertight, after the connection was made the umbilical trunk
was blown dry and remained dry during the mission.

B3.3.5 Power DistributionSequence

All distribution panels in the power subsystem were of heavy-gauge steel construc-
tion and painted with a corrosion resistant nonflammable paint. Molded-case circuit
breakers provided control and overcurrent protection for all circuits in the subsystem.
A wiring shield prevented access tc all internal wiring when the front door was open,

The main power panel in the engine room contained four 480-volt, three-pole molded-
case circuit breakers and three current-limiting fuses. The main power panel provided
a door-on-door feature. The 125-ampere main breaker controlled all electrical power
being fed to the habitat by the power umbilical cable. It had an external operating lever
at the top of the full-front-panel door. This operating lever was interlocked such that the
main breaker had to be opened to secure all electrical power to the habitat before the
full door could be opened. Wired in series with each pole of the main breaker was a 600-
ampere current-limiting fuse. A voltage-sensing element wired across each fuse tripped
the three-pole main breaker to prevent damaging a three-phase load had any one fuse
burned out. The combination of the main breaker and the current-limiting fuses provided
adequate overcurrent protection and selectivity with the remaining three circuit breakers
tn the panel.

The main distribution panel in the engine room {upper right in Fig. B20) provided
overcurrent protection and distributed power for all the 120-volt and 240-volt circuits in
the habitat. Th ; main distribution panel obtained 120/208-volt power from the stepdown
transformer bank on a three-phase, four-wire circuit and 120/240-volt power from the
stepdown transformer on a single-phase, three-wire circuit. A simplified one-line
schematic of the main distribution panel is shown in Fig. B21.
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Fig. B21 - Single-line diagram of the main distribution

panel. "All IZ0ovolt power from this p_nel is distrib-
uted on multiple one-phase, three-wire circuits to the

individual compartment breaker panels. All Z40-volt

power from this panel is distributed on multiple one-

phase, three-wire circuits directly to Z40-volt loads.

A grounded neutral buss was provided to pick up the neutral and ground wire on all
120-volt and 240-volt circuits on both the line and load side• The system was grounded

to the hull by a ground strap fastened to the neutral buss.

The compartment breaker panels, one in each compartment, obtained 120-volt power
from the main distribution panel in the engine room on multiple, single-phase circuits
which were enclosed in conduit. Each compartment breaker panel was identical in con-
struction except for the number of circuit breakers which it contained. Table B2 indi-
cares the breakers and ratings for each compartment and indicates the types of I20-volt

sarvices provided to the habitat.

Four 25-kVA 120/240-43/450/460/480/500/510-volteingle-phase !,'ansformers

(General Electric Model 9T21Y9615) were mounted in a ventilated enclosure behind the
freezer in the engine room. Three of these transformers, wired in a delta-wye bank,

stepped down the three-phase, three-wire, 480-volt power obtained from the main power
panel to 120/208-volt power whi_ _ was transmitted on a three-phase, four-wire circuit
to the main distribution panel. The fourth transformer stepped down the one-phase, two-

wire, 480-volt power obtained from the main power panel to 120/240.volt power which
was transmitted on a one-phase, three-wire circuit to the main distribution panel.
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- Table _.132: ....
Breaker _Panel _.Circuits

• Breaker : BrI_e - Crew _larte_sI i [Ii,_|pmellt I ' R_ m _ _ _ _etRoom '

Number .... :.. j_,, ._ j , .i .. ,. ', ......... "',, ,'..: . ,:

....  ung '.:.Function, "a_n " Function. "m .... Function ,(amp): .(iLmp)
. • .,._..q . P). ,_..:..., , ( P) ... ._ .... .....

" ' :' Heater "2 , Gen. Outiet Heater _" I m 20 CO2 P ' Ik'" d d r' 1_
blower 1 L. blower _ blower4

" a

3 " 0 _ Heater': I"20 CO, , .1o Gen. 9.0'
• ' " blower 2( " blower _ " - ' ...... .

4. Commidnf-:15 C.,en:0utlet 20 Heater 20 Gen. outlet :20

cati-ons , , " i . ' ,, " blowers ':"i "
i .....

," 1 " , ,

puneV " ...... .. . ,, ,.,

5 Biomedi- 5 Gen. outlet 20 Gen. •outlet 20 Spare " --
•ca/" ' ,

panel "

6 Environ- 5 _spare - Gen. outlet 20 Exterior 20
mental lighting
control '.'

system
panel ,

7 Reheater 50 Spare -- Freezer/ 15 Exterior 20
• toilet lighting

blower

8 Spare -- Refrig. 10 Toilet 10 Exterior 20

lighting

9 Spare -- Stove 40 Spare -- Exterior 20
lighting

10 - -- Reheater 50 Reheater 50 Reheater 50

11 - - Conden- 5 Sump/ 15
sate bilge
pump pumps

12 -- -- Spare -- _Spare -
d 1

B3.3.6 Lighting and Assorted Fixtures

The interior lighting system contained i0ur ceiling fixtures in each compartment to

provide area illumination. These lighting fixtures could be continuously controlled from
maximum to zero intensity with a dimmer switch in each compartment.
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Supplementarylightingfixtureswere used to provide additional illumination over
countertope, ixmks, and winks. A shallow lighting fixture was mountedunder all the wall
cabinets to provide added illumination on the countertops. A swiveled lighting mixtm'e
was mounted at the head of all the bunks to provide individual lighting for each aqm_ut.

Three 500-watt quartz iodide external lighting fixtures (Hydro Products Part LQ,10)

were mounted on the habitat. The lighflngflxhtres were provided with ashort:three-wire
waterproof lead which Was terminated with an underwater connector. An extension Cord,
which was provided with a mating underwater connector on the water end, and a conven-
tional three-prong (b_'ounding) plugon the dry end carried power to each external lighting
fixture. The extension cord entered the wet room thrcngh a 12-inch-diameter trunk and

plugged into the special external-llght-receptacle panel. This panel provided seven,
three-prong (gronnding)single receptacles (Hubbel No. §261) rated for 15 amperes at 125
volts ac, each witha weatherproof lift co_er plate. The maximum power available on
any one circuit was 2000 watts.

Small rubber-bladed fans were mounted at the head of each bunk and in the cupola to
provide additional ventilation.

,!

[

Three-prong (grounding) duplex utility receptacles with a weatherproof lift cover
plate were provided in each comparbnent for general-purpose portable loads. These re-
ceptacles were rated for 15 amperes at 125 volts ac.

B3.3.'/ Alarms

An alarm was provided at the bridge alarm panel to provide visual and audible Indi-
cation ff power were lost on any one or more of the phases on the three-phase, 120/208-
volt line buss in the main distribution panel. A functional schematic diagram of this
alarm is shown in Fig. B22. If power were lost at the line buss, the amber alarm and
the bridge buzzer would be energized. The buzzer was secured during an alarm condi-
tion by moving switch SI to the "disable" position. Immediately the white dieable light
was energized. When the alarm condition was over, switch S1 would be reset to the "on"

I

| test" feature.
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position. A "test" position was provided on switch S1 to test the function of the buzzer.
Both the amber alarm light and the white disable light were provided with a "press to

Fig. B22 - Power loss alarm. Relay
KI is one of three identical relays,
each of which receives power Irom
one phase of the three-phase buss.
The normally closed K1 contacts of
these relays are wired in parallel.
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An alarm and control function was located i. the lmbitat and the surface control cen-

ter van to provide audible and visual indication and to secure all electrical power to the
habitat if major flooding occurred in the wet room. A functional schematic diagram of
this alarm and control function is shown in Fig. B23.

r IF

• i il

IV_N DISTRIBUTION PANEL

{_'_ SURFACE SUPPORT B_,RGE

Fig. BZ3 - Wet room flood alarm

The float switch for the wet room flood alarm was mounted on the pressure hull In
the wet room. Had the water leve! risen within tbe compartment to submer_e the float
switch, the following events would have taken place simultaneously:

• All power to the hnbltat would be secured through the operation of a trip device to
open the three-pole circuit breaker feeding the power umbilical cable.

• A red alarm light in the bridge alarm panel would be energized.

• The bridge t_orn would be energized.

• The horn in the surface control center van would be energized, indicating that the
habitat was flooding.
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B3.4 Comnmnications Subsystem

B3.4.1 General

Tile Tektite I communication plan required that voice communication be provided
between the following locations or activities. The safety-relevant links were:

Surface control center - habitat

Surface contrG1 center - base camp

Surface control center - safety boats

_¢hrface control center - crane barge

Personnel transfer capsule -- crane barge

Habitat - swimmer

Swimmer -- swimmer.

The Administrative or morale-relevant links were:

Surface control center -- commercial telephone facilities via
St. Thomas

Surface control center -- Naval administrative radio links via
the St. Thomas Coast Guard Station.

Elements of the various networks are shown in Fig. B24.

B3.4.2 Control Centcr-ltabitat Communications

The communications system provided voice and vi,:ml control communication be-
tween the surface control center van and the habitat. The communication link from the
van to the habitat was a 1000-foot high-quality submarine cable which contained 51
shielded twisted-pair and 12 triaxial video circuits. All audio, video, and data signals
flowed through this link, These elements are shown schematically in Fig. B25.

B3.4.3 Umbilical Communications Cable

The communications umbilical was an armored submarine cable containing 51
shielded 22-gauge twisted-pair and 12 tri,'_xial video cables which were RG 59/U eqviva-
lenis in electrical characteristics. Tl_e cable cross section is shown in Fig. B26. The
nominal air weight of the cable was 2.79 lb/ft, and the weight of the cable in water was
0.92 lb/ft. Both ends of the cable were terminated in multipin connectors for ease in
field deployment and recovery. The habitat end used three 51-pin, high-density, submini-
ature connectors to terminate the 51 shielded pairs [a a volume small enough to pass
tlu'ough the communication umbilical stuffing tube after being given a waterproof wrap-
ping. Each end of the cable was connected to a set oi mating connectors at a communica-
tion cable junction box.

B2.4.4 Communication Centers

The bridge functioned as the communication center for the habitat, and the watch di-
rector's station in the van functioned as the surface communications center.
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Fig. BZ4 - Tektite I communications

A technical control panel was provided at the bridge which featured a convenient
grouping of communication facilities as well as displays and readouts pertaining to envi-
ronmontal control and crew safety. Displayed information included pN 2, pH20, PO 2,
pCO,, water level in the entry trunk, flooding, and power loss. The partial pressures of
tile three impgrtartt atmospheric gases were displayed on meters. The pCO 2 and the pO 2

meters incorporated solid=state relays controlled by movable set points to permit crew
adjustment of alarm actuating values. Ti}e data essential to crew safety and for mission
control was displayed at and controlled from the habitat and from the watch director's
station of the van.

The behavioral observatmn station was located in a closed=off area of lhe van. Here

the televi#.on monitors, audio facilities, video and attdio recorders, and associated tech-
nical control consoles were conveniently and compactly arr,'mged for the behavioral staff.
The television monitors were six 1.4-inch studio-type monitors with video recording ca=

pability. The behavioral station could not communicate directly with the habitat.

B3.4.5 Communication Modes

B3.4.5.1 Open Microphones

One cardioid microphone centrally located in each of the four kal)itat compartments
fed one of a set of four audio amplifiers on the bridge which raised the audio level suffi-
ciently to overcome umbilical cable IGsses and minimize other distortion and noise ef-
fects incidental to wire distribution. At the surface additional amplifiers and attenuators
were employed to permit high-quality sound distribution in the behavioral monitor
station.
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Fig. BZ_, Comtuuntcations umbilical cabk.:
A-- 102 No. 2Z AWG 7/0.0.010 "I,C., BIW (Boston

Insulated Wit-t, attd Cable Co.) _-08 insulation,

BIW N-01 jacket of 0.052-in. O.D. (51 pairs),

BIW T-31 tape binder, No. 30 AWG T.C. shield,

BIW T-3,t pt'inted tape, atx<l BIW N-06 jacket of

0.145-in. O.I).; B--twt, ivo 75-ohn't triaxial, No.

2Z AWG (,-30 T.C. ovt.," 1-30 T.C. WLD, BIW

P-02 insulation, No. 3t) A_.%'G T.C. shi,:ld, BIW

E-08 insulation, BIW N-06 jacket, No. 3(J AWG

T.C. shield, and BIW 1_;-08 jacht.t of 0.2_8-in.

O.D.; C--BIW i-IF l'ubbt'r core and fill,.rs;

D --'BIW AF-| 7 b|ocking compound; I;2 -- BIW

T-34 printed tape binder; F--BIW T-39C tapt:
binder; G -- BIW :-:-09 hi.it; H-- BIW A-44 flat

SST armor; I--13IW V-19 I_VC jacket

B3.4.5.2 Closed Circuit TV

Four TV cameras, one in each habitat comp,'u'tment, fed a video distribution system
similar to the open microphone audio system. Two more cameras were available for use
outside the habitat. The video system was used for mission operations and control as
weIl as for behavioral observations, and for this reason dual monitors with separate
video switches were furnished in the watch director's station in the van and also o,A the

bridge for aquanauts. The TV cameras in the compartments were commercial v_decon
types provided with wlde-angle lenses to permit a large compartment viewing a:'ea and

to avoid crew distraction_ from pan and tilt camera motion.
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B3.4.5.3 Intercom

The prinmry voice communication link was the intercom. The van was connected via
tile communication umbilical to the habitat bridge (which functioned as the habitat com-
munication control center). The intercom was powered by a custom-designed sealed 12-
volt nickel-cadmium battery equipped with an accessory two-level charger. The battery
was designed to survive accidental overcharging without the need for outgassing ports. It
could also survive repeated full discharges. An intercom station was furnished in each
compartment, ti_e cupola, and each way station. Master stations were located at the

watch director's station in the van and on the habitat bridge.

B3.4.5.4 Private Phone

A common battery telephone was available in the crew quarters for private conver-
sations with a companion instrument at the surface. A two-wire/two-wire telephone re-
peater was provided in tile van for commercial telephone system interfacing.

B3.4,5.5 Sound-Powered Plmnes

Bachlp voice comnmnication between the bridge and the watch director's station or
the way stations was by :,ound-powered phones. In normal operation the way stations

were connected into the intercom system. For emergency operation the way stations
could be patched into the habitat-van sound-powered phone link using a patch cord pro-
vided at the bridge. Tiros communications could be maintained behveen the surface and
crew inside or outside the habitat during a complete powox loss.

Sound-powered phones were the only device that could meet the requirements for a
voice communication instrument that would function in the event of a power loss, would
be economical, survive the marine environment, and integrate ir,_o the intercom system
with minimum interface impact. The unit selected had provisions for plug-in transducer
elements, since this was the part most likely to fail. The sound-powered handsets in the
way stations were stored in dry boxes, which were merely inverted containers designed
to trap air to protect the handsets from immersion when the way stations were flooded
after use. The dry boxes were provided with underwater pluggable connectors permitting
easy removal of the boxes and at the same time permitting closure of the party-line link
by joining the mating line connectors.

B3.4.5.6 Links

Analog output voltages in the 0-to-V-de range from the mass spectrometer were fed
to the surface for meter display at the watch director's station through isolation ampli-
fiers. The same ¢:'-'plays were available on the bridge. Discrete voltages were also fed
to the van over the umbilical cable to furnish records for behavioral accounting of se-
lected housekeeping and other activities. These were recorded by a Franklin printer lo-
cated in the behavioral monitor's station.

B3,4.5.7 Entertainment

Entertainment radio and TV sets were provided in the crew quarters. The signals
were transmitted from the surface antenna to the lmbitat using tria.xials in the umbilical.

B.3.4.5.8 Morale Telephone

A morale telephone link was provided in the field by adapting the intercom to a
,'eared VHF mobile communications system. This 3ystem had interface capabilities with
the local Virgin Islands Telephone Company.
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B3.,t.5.9 Way Station Audio

The five way stations were equipped with sornd-lmwered handsets. Each station was
connected as a party line and then tied into th, van-habitat intercom to boost the line
levels. In an emergency lhe system could fum.tion without external power. It could also

be patched into the sound-powered phone link be.ween the habitat and the watch director's
sta lion.

B3.4.6 Other Communication Networks

B3.4.6.1 Supper t Barge-Base Camp

The support barge communicated to the base camp using an AN/PRC-47 IIF single-

side:band field radio set. Two sets were available to provide for backup operation.

B3.4.6.2 Support Barge-Safety Boats-Crane Barge

The diver safety boats, the support barge, and the crane barge were linked in a VttF
net which employed military VHF for portable transceivers. Nei control was the watch
director on the support barge.

The crane barge was moored away from the support barge and operated in the VIIF
net with the safety boats and the support barge. Wire communications were a secondary
means using an EE8 military Iield telephone, and voice communication was also possible
._tnce the distance between the support barge anti the crane barge was in tens of yards.

B3.,_.6.3 Habitat-Swimmer

An Aquason!e 420 acoustic communicator was pruvitle:l lor habi_at-diw r and diver-
diver communications. This unit operates using AM modulation ot_ a 42 kHz carrier.

B3.5 Ancillary Equipment

B3.5.1 Transfer Pots

Two sizes of transfer pots were used during the Tektite 1 mission to make dry
transfer of materi:ds between the surface and lbe habitat. Two of the smaller size and

one of the larger size were used; an intermediate size was available but not used because
of the greater hand',ing ease of the smallest pot.

The small pots were commercial paint tanks of 3-gallon capacity. A valve was in-
stalled in the lid to permit pressure equalization after each transit. The lid was secured
with four T-bolts having large wing nuts that were tightened to effect a seal. The lid
aiso incorporated a wire-rod handle. Lead weights were added inside the pot as required
so that it was close to ne'atral buoyancy. Tha small pots proved to be extremely useful
:rod saw much service during the startup and checkout ph,',_e as well as during the mis-
sion. The only difficulties encountered were procedural problems. After several occa-
sions when the pot was flooded, a more thorough check procedure was adopted before
each transfer; the wing nuts and equalizat_.on vah,e wero verified as secure.

The lar_er pot (Fig. B27) was fabricated from 2-foot-diameter steel pipe and incor-
porated a standard hinged closure, secured by T-bolts. A pressure equalization valve
was installed in the closure. The inside height of the pot was approximately 3 Ieet, sized
to take the lar,,;est replaceable component in the habitat. The pot was intended to be neu-
lral}y buoyant but was made overweight in error. As a resell the pot was awlnvard to
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Fig. B27 - "rhc large dry-tran._h'r pot used;

two sIlu"tl[ pots wL, r_. it|so its_,¢l

handle in the water. To facilitate handling, a raft was moored on the surface near the
habitat so that the pot could be lowered on a line. The pot was then manhandled by divers
into the entry trunk, where it was lifted by the chain hoist installed over the hatch in the
wet room.

Despite its awkwardness the large pot proved to be invaluable, and saw almost daily
use during the mission. Its most significant role was enabling the mass spectrometer to
be returned to the surface for repairs during the early part of the mission. As with the
small transfer pots it became necessary to adopt a rigid procedure of checking the bolts
and equalization valve before each transfer to prevent accidental flooding of the pot.

B3.5.2 Way Stations

Each of the five way stations provided as part of the ancillary equipment for the
habitat consisted of a base structure, cage enclosure and Plexiglas dome {Fig. B28).
side the dome a sound-powered phone was mounted.

Ill -

The base structure c.onsisted of a square steel plate, 1-1/4 inch thick, providing
sufficient ballast to maintain negative buoyancy of the way station when the dome was
filled with air. The cage structure was fabricated from I/2-inch-diameter steel rods,
welded tn 4-foot-diameter riugs and bolted to the base structure. A section of the cage
structure was hir=ged to swing outward as a door. A stainless-steel-bar latch on the
door was located so that it would be easily operated from either side of the door. The
hinges for the door consisted of sip_ple stainless ._teel pins. On the door was mounted a
plate with a number, from I to 5, identifying the particular way station.
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Fig. BZ8 - One of the five way stations, which
_ervcd as shark cages and as rest a:_d cozl_-
munication stations. The spare scuba tanks
were maintained by surface support divers.

The dome was clamped to the upper ring of the cage enclosure at its flange. The
dome was 4 feet in diameter, free blown from I/4-inch-thick acrylic sheet (Plexiglas O).
Inside the dome was mounted an inverted box that enclosed the sound-powered phone.
This enclosure trapped air to keep the handset th'y when the dome was flooded with water.
This approach was chosen as being more economical ikan providing a phone desig'ned to
withstand immersion in the water. The p}_ozms in the five w,_y stations were wired into a
patch panel in the habitat in such a way that they tied in with the intercom system and
hence to the surface support bP.rge, and yet they could be operated independently of habi-
tat power. A small brass valve was located inside the dome of the way station at the
apex, so tlmt the air in the dome could be vented.

All steel parts of the way station were painted with a nonmarine anticorrosive paint,
the finish coat being a black enamel to pL-ov]de a visible contrast with the sandy bottom.
Because the steel parts did not receive the appropriate surface preparation prior to
painting, it w',ts not possible to apply the same anti.corrosive, antifouling paint system
that the Imbitat received. The Plexiglas domes received no special treatment prior to
emplacement, other than a strippable protective coating Ihat was removed at the last
possible opporbmity.

The way statio:_8 were used as a temporary shelter by the aquanauts when working
outside the habitat. ¢3ae way station was located z:ear the habitat and the other four ,sere
located in the most freouently visited work sites remote from the habitat. During the
Tektite I mission thr. way stations were used by the aquanauts to rest, converse, and ad-
ju3t breathing equipmen:. Spare scuba bottles were kept at the way stations to extend the
excursions of the oquanauts and to fill the dome of the way stati,:n with air before each
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use. Tim spare bottles were delivered and tile empties returned by surface support
divers. The way stations provided emergency protection from sharks and a means of

calling for assistance for an injured diver. Fortunately no such emergency conditions
occurred during the mission.

The way stations performed satisfactorily during the mission. Difficulties that were
encountered with the sound-powered phones were in most instances procedural problems.
On one occasion the phones were removed from all five way stations and returned to the
surface for inspection. Two of the phones showed indications of damage due to accidental
immersion, and the other three were in proper operating condition. The vent valve in a
dome was replaced on one occasion because of a missing handle.

Postm,:ssion inspection of the way stations revealed that they were coated with an
easily removable marine growth. No attempt had been made during the mission to clean
the way stations, with the result that the domes were clouded with marine growth.

B4 SUPPORT BARGE

W. J. Eager, M. Yachnis, D. H. Potter,F. L. Allen,and M. Sassnni,

Naval FacilitiesEngineering Command, Washington, D.C.

B4.1 Introduction

The support barge supplied the habitat with breathing gases, electrical power, and
potable water. It provided for several forms of audio and visual communications between

the aquanauts ,'rod personnel located at the support barge, the crane barge, the base camp,
and the outside world. It provided for readout of scientific, engineering, and opcrational
data from the habi:a_. It served as a center for monitoring and controlling all primary
mission operatinr:s and safety.

B4.2 Dcsign Conditions

A set of conditions was preselected which had to be met in the design of the support
barge and its systems. Tim design conditions were divided into the following categories:

1. Vertical loads, movable as well as static, which included the weight of the struc-
ture, equipment, facilities, and supplies. A list of the design vertical loads is given
below:

Weight of structure

Generators, transformers, and distribution panel

Control van with instrumentotion and TV

Two main-sopply air compressors

Purge air compressor

Purge _,ir ,_P.ercooler

Twc s_.t:l . .chargin,_ air compressors

Bank of fi : nitrogen bottles and one emergency air botile

85,120 Ib

13,440Ib

13,440 Ib

224 Ib

3,000 Ib

896 Ib

448 lb

31.360 Ib
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Control console 291 lb

Fresh-water pillow tank (full) 29,120 lb

224 lb'lhvo fresh-water pumps

Fuel tanks (full) 4,480 lb

Piping and valves 2,240 lb

Outfitting 8,960 lb

Gear 2,240 Ib

Personnel 2,240 lb

Total vertical load 197,723 lb

2. Lateral loads, which included wind, waves, hydrostatic pressure, currents, tides,
earthquake forces, berthing impacts by support vessels, and other lateral loads due to
operating equipment. Environmental data for the site were meager. The historic
weather data collected for the months of operation involved, January through May, were:
maximum wind velocity, 10 to 15 knots; predominant wind direction, east; average tides,
1 foot; maximum tides, 2 feet; maximum current, 1 knot', and predominant sea state, 0
to 1. The parameters used for design were: maximum wind velocity, 20 knots from any
direction; maximum wave height of wind-generated surface waves. 3 feet; maximum pe-
riod o( wind generated surface waves, 6 seconds; maximum height of swells, 6 feet;
maximum period of swells, 15 seconds; hydrostatic pressure, from 0 to 10 feet in depth;
cl_rrents, 1 lmot; tides, 2 feet; earthquake zone, 1; and berthing impact, 500 pounds per
linear foot. The disturbance generated by the swells close to shore line presented acute
problems during the site preparation. The day before the emplacement of the support
equipment center the tide was approximately 2 feet. During the emplacement of the sup-
port barge the maximum swell observed was 2 feet with a period of 15 seconds, and the
wind veloc|ty was 8 knots in the bay with gusts up to 12 knots. Outside of the bay the
wind velocity was between 20 and 25 mph.

3. Ocean bottom soil and topography. The near-shore ocean bottom in the vicinity
of the habitat site was predominantly coral and rock, with many outcroppings of each and
some limited areas of coral sa;_d.

4. Water temperature. The average surface temperature of the water was 75 to
80°F; the average bottom temperature was 70 to 75°F.

5. Underwater visibility.The visibilitywas 20 to 40 feet.

6. Surface topography. In the vicinity of the habitat site nearly vertical rock cliffs
lined the shore. Farther into the bay the land became flat and low. This area was filled
with an overgrowth of large and small trees, shrubs, and plants.

B4.3 Siteand StructuralConcept Selection

During the selection of the site for the support equipment center various functional

requirements, specific conditions, and specific constrai_ts had to be taken into con3ider-
ation. The functional requirements included ample space for equipment and personnel.
berthing of support boats for tr,'msfer of personnel and supplies, and replenishment of
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water and fuel. Some of the specific conditions which had to be dealt with were wave ac-
tion, wind action, surface and subsurface currents, the soil conditions, and the bottom
and shore topography.

Three alternatives were possible for the support center: an onshore platform, an
offshore floating platform, or an offshore elevated platform. Two constraining factors
led to dropping the floating platform from further consideration. These were stability
considerations and noise and vibration. An elevated platform wouid provide a more
stable platform for the control van with all its instrumentation. It would also keep the
noise and vibration transmitted into the water to a minimum and thus prevent any gross
disturbances to the ecology of the reef which the aquanauts wanted to study, and it would
be less disturbing to the aquanauts themselves.

There were other conditions and constraints which affected the final choice of site
and type of platform. Procurement of umbilicals had to be initiated in advance of site
selection due to a long lead time. The specified 1000-foot length of the umbilicals made
it mandatory to locate the support equipment center within 900 feet of the habitat. The
Tektite I operation was in a U.S. National Park. To preserve the natural beauty of the
area, no clearing of sites of their nabaral vegetation could be done without the consent of
the Park authorities.

Three sites were investigated (Fig. B29). On each site tile possibilities of using an
onshore platform or an elevated platform above the water were considered. To make a
sound decision, tile following evaluation was necessary:

At site 1 the advantages of an onshore platform were that it would be outside the in-
fluence of waves, sv.'ells, and current; construction would be easier out of the watel ; and
it would be within the limit of 900 feet from tile habitat site (450 fl). The disadvantages

were a rough terrain, expensive construction, and problems in transferring equipment
and personnel. The advantages of an elevated platform were the availability of an el-
evated platform, ample area to work, accessibility by boats and platforms for transfer
operations, and a location within the limit of 900 feet (400 feet). The disadvantages
were cc_:struction problems in water, a rough ocean bottom, requirement of mocving,
and exposure to wi._.d, waves, swells, and current.

At site 2 the terraria was too rough for an onshore platform, and the approaches were
blocked by large rock_. The advantages of an elevated platform were that the area

seemed to be protected by a natural breakwater and the platform would be within the
limit of 900 feet (750 feet). The disadvantages were a rough ocean bottom; requirement
of mooring; construction problems in water; swells that were chaneled into a smaller
opening resulting in their magnification; a longer distance from the habitat site than
site 1: and hazardous conditions for small-boat operations.

At site 3 the advantage of a:_ oushore platform was a level terrain. The disadvan-
tages were that the distance from the habitat was greater than 900 feet and that clearing
of trees and plants from the site was not allo_,ed by Park authorities. The advantages of
an elevated elatform were a smooth bottom and small waves and swells. The disadvan-
tage was that the distance from the habitat was greater than 900 feet.

Site 3 was luled out completely, si,_ce it was outside the 900-loot radius f,'om the
habitat. At site 2 there was no possibiIitv of an onshore pla*.form due tG the rough ter-
r;lin. There were more disadv_tages a_d fewer advantages for an offshore elevated
f_latlorm at site 2 than at site 1; therefore sLte 1 WaS chosen. The next problem was to
cheose between tile onshore platform and the offshore platform at site 1.
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Fig. B7-9 - Three sites investigated in

selecting the site of the support barge
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The site for the onshore platform was at the mouth of a draw which ended in Beehive
Cove. This spot offered the only relatively fiat area in the vicinity, the remaining area
being the steep rock cliffs mentioned, b._ter a further on-site survey of the area it was
determined that at least one leg of any platform built there would have to be out in the
water in order to have the estimated deck area required for all of the support equipment.

To make a final choice the time element had to be taken into account. There were 6
months at the maximum in which to do all design work, site layout, procurement, assem-
bly, and on-si.te constructien. This time frarae was not just for the habitat support cen-
ter but for all of the support systems for the project. This time limit made for very
tight scheduling of all phases oi the project. It w._s, therefore, mandatory in the design
etage to go to off-the-shelf or all-ready-built items as much as possible. The time ele-
ment would not allow time for the proper testing of new or improved hardware or con-
struction methods.

Another problem was logistics. The location of the project was in an isolated area
with access by ship only. There were no wholesale or retail distributors of most mate-
rials for labrlcaUon in the area. The closest naval base was at Roosevelt Roads, Puerto
Rico. For all practical parposes all materials and hardware would have to be procured
in the continental United States.

Cons__deratlon of the time element, tight scheduling, and logistics problems and other
problems involved in building an onshore platform on site and transferring all of the ma-
chinery, the control van, and other support items to the platform discouraged use of this
scheme. It was decided to use an offshore elevated platform at site 1 with all support
systenm preassembled in the continental United States. This site (Fig. B1) was approxi-
mately 400 feet from the habitat site, near shore in Beehive Ccve. Fig_we B30 shows the
sttc as photographed during the initial site survey.
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Fig. B30 - Site selected for tilt. support barge

The support center subsystems would be mounted on a,_Ammi pontoon and would be

assembled at the PhiladelphiaNaval Shipyard,where adequate facilitiesand logistics

were available. Tim whole barge-mounted system couldbe trnnspm'ted toSt.John,

Virgin Island,inan LSD and then towed to itsfinalsiteand hoistedup on piles.

The finalpositionOf the supportbarge was determined in the followingmanner: The

Ammi pontoon has sLx 24-inch-I.D.spudwells init. These are holes through the pontoon,

top tobottom, tlu'ot,gh which pilelegscan be placed. The four corner spudwells would

be used on the supportbarge. A template was made using four inflatedinner tubes with

connecting lines. The inner tubes were spaced the same distancesapart {length,beam,
and diagonal)as the four corner spudwells of the Ammi pontoon. The template was
floatedover tllesiteand manipulated by swimmers untila positionwas found at which all

four pilelegs would be sittingon a relativelyflatsurface amid the rocks and coral out-

croppings on the bottom (Fig.B31). Markers (plastic-bottlefloats)were then placed at

the pileleg spots for futurereference in positioningthe supportbarge.

A topograplkvofthe bottom was obtainedby Seabee divers using elevationsof the

tops of large rock and coral outcroppings. This was done tobe sure thatthe support

barge would not come in contact with any obstruction while floating over its site and suf-
fer possible damage. The divers also marked with plastic floats the rock outcroppings in
the vicinity whicl_ would be hazardous to sma:l-boat operations.

B4.4 Barge Structure

The su.)portbarge platform was a 90-foot-longby 22-foot-wideby 4-foot-deepAmmi
pontoon. Itweighed 38 tons,drew 9 inchesof water unloaded,and was capable of sup-

porting 172 tons with 10 inches of freeboard. This pontoon, one of a family of sizes, is
named after its principal designer, De. Arsham Amiriidan of the Naval Facilities Engi-
neering Command. The Ammi pontoon was concei"_.d as a cargo offloading functional
component for use in advance base areas lacking deep-water port facilities. This pen- '
teen furnishes the Navy's Seabces with a unique component f'.r rapid port construction.
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Fig. B31 - Template for locating the positions
of the support barge logs

The shell and interior bulkJ'_cnds are 1/4-inch steel plating. The framing members

(Fig. B32) of the Ammi pontoon are unique sections formed of 3/16-ioch steel plate ser-
rated along both edges and bent to form a U shape. This configuration gives high strength
while decreasing the total weight of the structure. Spudwells are provided in the pontoons
through which pipe piles can be driven into the ocean bottom to provide secure anchoring
of the pontoon. The pontoon may also be raised on the pile legs by the use of hoisting pile
caps and a tackle arrangement and winching the pontoon up.

_- .o.o¢o, • _,.

__._yX .':I'''"'""!" " ....-'"
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Fig. B32 - Typical Ammi pontoon
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_s_''_"'_.......v.._'ntho.. pontoon were _! of Lhe o,,ho.,o,.....o ....,,_._.l r... oh ........ , ..A
monitoring of the habitat and its occupants. Supports, connection methods, and tledowns
were designed for all pieces of equipment or subsystems, piping, and other appurtenances.
These supports were desltmed not only to witltstand the on-site design load but also to
withstand the forces during transit from Philadelphia Naval Shipyard to St. John, Virgin
Islands (Fig. B33). Typical support types used were skid mounts, bolted bases, column
bases and vibration isolators. All connections made between base plates and pontoon
deck were by welding.

Fig. 1333 - Habitat support syst,'.m_s on
bargcs aboard the. USS ll_.r,nitag(, for ihc

,.. ,q ,t, I n t, .'-;tripto the'Virghl'"" .i.

The 100-kW diesel-electric generators were fastened to the deck of the pontoon

through vibration spring isolators. The base of the isolator was welded to a larger plate,
which in turn was welded to the deck of the pontoon. The larger plates were used to dis-
tribute the load over a larger area a_ thus decrease the pressure on the pontoon deck-
ing. The purge air compressor was mounted in the same manner. The electric trans-
formers and distribution panel were mounted chest high on frames made up of braced

steel-pipe legs. The base plates of the legs were welded to the deck of the pontoon. The
antenna support consisted of short sections of pipe. to receive the three legs of the an-
tenna, welded to a base plate, which was welded to the deck of the p,mloon.
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The 275-gallon fuel tanks were elevated on their usual steel-pipe legs. For trans-
portation, flat steel bar braces were used across the legs. The bases of the pipe legs
were welded to the deck of the pontoon. The 3000-gallon fabric pillow tank for fresh
water was placed on the pontoon deck with no supports required, since the tank was
empty during transit.

The support van was tied down using wire rope and turnbuckle guys. Both vertical
and liagonal tiedowns were designed. The guys consisted of 3/8-inch-diameter wire
r...e and 5/8-inch jaw-ended turnbuckles. Each guy was connected to the van through a
1/2-inch ar, chor shackle to an eyebolt connected to a girder of the vau_s deck framing.
At the other end of the guy the jaw end of the turnbuckle was connected to a padeye
welded to the pontoon deck.

_,11 other equipment used one of the typical skid, bolted, or column bases. Equip-
ment having a bolted base was bolted to I-beams welded to the deck. All piping and con-
duit were raised off the deck to decrease corrosion. The piping way clipped r,nto short
pieces of channel welded to the pontoon deck. Sanitary facilities were provid,..d on the
barge by a portable, skid-mounted chemical toilet.

All tiedowns and supports were either designed for or analyzed using forces devel-
oped by a 15-degree roll with a period of 2.091 seconds. Capability of the supports was
also analyzed for the forces from the wind and wave loadiugs on site.

Strain reliefs for the umbilicals were provided on the side of the pontoon. For the
power umbilical the armor was peeled back and clamped betaveen two collars in turn
bolted to the fuse. The pneumatic umbllicals were secured to the side of the support
barge with hose clamps. An alternate method designed for the strain reliefs, but not
used, was a method h_corporating woven cable grips.

Other appurtenances included towing padeyes, mooring bitts, chocks, and cleats.
'rhe chocks were placed at the ends of the pontoon with the towing padeyes in line behind
them. The mooring bitts were placed along the sides of the pontoon at intermediate dis-
tance_ from the ends. These l_ardware items were used during towing, for mooring the
pontoon in position, for mooring :we barges together, and f,'r use in mooring small boats
to the pon_,_on. They were all welded to the deck of the pontoon.

A guard rail consisting of pipe stanchion,_ arm fiber ropes was provided around the
perimeter of the pontoon for safety. Lighting for the barge was provided by light poles
around the perimeter of the pontoon. For fire protection dry-chemical and water extin-
guishers were mounted at various places c,n the barge.

A steel lookout tower with a searchlight was erected on site on the barge so that the

watch personnel would have good visibility of the water surface in the vicinity of the habi-
tat. The tower'was located over the pneumatic control console with its leg base plates
welded to the pontoon deck. The intermediate bracing on the tower provided a framework
over which a tarpaulin could be stretched to keep the sun and rain off of the console ,and
its operator. A tarpaulin was also stretched across the pipe frame built around the pil-
low tank for potable water to keep the sun from excessively heating the water.

Various arrangements of the equipment on the pontoon were stud__ed. The final ar-
rangement used (Fig. B34) was based on stability considerations, minimizing list and
trim, and providing as much space as possible around equipment for operation and
maintenance.

Tim measured total weight of the support barge with a full load of water and fuel w_s

88.?.'/t,)ns. The poz'.toon had an average draft of 1 foot 8 inches, 3.68 inches of trim, anti
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Fig. B34 - Support barge layout

list of 1._ inches. With no water or fuel aboard, which was the condition most of the
dine while afloat on site, the total weight of the barge was 70.47 tons. In this condition
the mean dr,fit was 1 foot 4 inches, the avera_,e trim was 3 inches, and the average list
was 10 inches.

B4.5 Foundation and Elevating Mechanism

The Ammi pontoon containssLx 24-1nch-l.D.slmdwells through which pipe pilescan

be inserted,and since tl_esupportplatform was tohave legs at only the four corner

spudwells, the remaitJng two were covered over with platefor safety. Moments, shears,
mud deflectionsof the pcutoon were analyzed based on the four leg supports, and all

stresses were within allowableworking strength limits.

Tl_elegs tobe used were 20-inch-O.D. pipe pileswith a 3/8-inch wall thickness.

Normaliy the piles for th.'Ammi pontoons (and for most nonfloatingocean platforms} are
driven intothe bottom, but a_ the support barge sitethe ocean bottom was hard rock.

Since the legs would be sitting_n the bottom, a bracing arxangement was designed to

hold the legs plumb whlie the pontoon was being winched up. Out of seven methods of

support investigated,a guy cable system was chosen for ease of fabricationand assem-

bly. Each leg was to have three guys 120 degrees apart. The guy cables were made up
of I/2-1nch 6 by 19 wire rope and 3/4-1richshackle-end turnbuckles. Three-quarter-inch

anchor shackles were used on theends tomake the connections. With the bottom being

rock, the bottom connectionpointfor the guys would incorporaterock bolts. The three

holes per pileleg would be drilledinthe bottom rock by divers. Rock boltswere tobe
insertedin the holes,and bent plates,with holes burned inthem toreceive a shackled

end of the guy, would be bolted to the bottom (Fig, B35). For the pile-leg connection of

the guys, a connecting ring (two half rings) was designed to fit around the pipe leg. The
rings were made of l-inch plate. Padeyes were welded on the rings to take the guy-
connecting shackle. The two half rings would be bolted around the pile legs by divers
after tile piles had been inserted tl'.rough the spudwells. To keep the rings from sliding
down the p'les, four stopper plates would be welded on the pile at the proper elevation
for the ring to rest on.

The ele,_ttingn'_echanismforthe support barge consisted c_fa pilecap, a ten-part

lineasse:_bly,a winch, and safetyc;mins (Fig.B36). There was a complete mechanism

on each pilele_. The pilecaps were made up c t i8-h_ch-O.D, pipe and I/2-inch steel

plate. I{eirdorcedholes were provided for shezve _nd chain copneetions. 'rltewinches
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were 10-kip, hand-operated gear winches welded to the pontoon deck in such a position
that they would be in line with the wire rope coming off the last sheave. Single, double,
and triple 8-inch heavy-duty blocks were used to make the ten-part line system. Sor._e
of the blocks were connected to the pile caps and the others to the pontoon through rein-

forced eyes provided around the outside of the spudwells. The line for the hoisting ar-
rangement was 1/2-inch 6 by 19 wire rope reeved through the blocks to form tne ten-part
line. This arrangement provided a mechanical advantage of about 10 to 1, not consider-
ing friction. The line loads were calculated to be about 6 kips. To chec'_ this during
lifting, a tensiometer was placed in the system on one of the legs. Two 3/4-inch safety
chains were connected to the pile cap on opposite sides of a leg, were run through an
anchor shackle connected to the pontoon, and were attached to themselves by grab h-_o_s.

During the liRing operation the chains were designed to hold the pontoon and keep it from
falling if one of the elevating mechanisms failed.

Welding rings with wedges were providee to m',}-e a more permanent structure. The
plate rings, with wedges at_ehed, could be placed around the pile at the barge deck and
bottom, with the pontoon at its final elevRtion, and welded tr both the pipe legs and the
pontoon to form a rigid structure.
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Fig. ]536 - Heist, with safety chains, at
each of the four legs to lift the support
barge out of the water

B4.6 Electrical Power Subsystems

B4.6.1 Design Conditions

The peak electrical load for the habitat, support barge, and crane barge was ex-
pected to be in excess of 50 kilowatts. The habitat demanded a 480-volt three-phase
supply at the support barge end of the 1000-foot, three-wire power cable. Provisions
existed in the habitat for voltage transformation for those systems requiring lower volt-

ages. The support barge and crane barge systems required 208-volt and llS-volt supply,
all at 60 hertz. Habitat power consumption was to be monitored. The loads were to be

balanced, insofar as practicable, across the three phases of the generator supply. The
generator regulation was not to exceed _1%.

Penetrations of the support barge were not permitted; therefore, all electrical in-
stallations were abovc deck and exposed to the marine atmosphere. Normally the mate-
rials and installations would have been the types suitable for exposure to this environ-

ment. However, due to the limited time schedule for procurement, colisiruetton, and
operations the majority of the materials specified were weatherproof commercial types.

B4.6.2
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B4.6.2 Power Source

Two portable weather-protected diesel-engine generator sets rated 100 kW at 0,8
power fa,ctor, 208Y,/120 volts, COheriz were specified fin" installation on the support
barge. These units, part of the Seabee Functional Component System, contain synchro-
nizing equipment to permit parallel operation or transfer of loads from one to the other.
Normally one set was to be operating and the other used a:_ a st,'mdby for unscheduled
outages and preventive nmintenaace. These function, s were interchanged between the

o" "y
units on a 661o-33 t, time basis. This time sharin[_ tends to prevent simultaneous failure
of the same part on each generator which could result h'om 50 '_ thne simring and,
thereby, provides for timely procurement of .,',stocked parts.

B4.6.3 Distribution System

The 208Y/120-volt service from the swiicil-gear of each generator was connected to
the main lugs of the main distribution circuit breaker panel. From this panel, circuits
were installed in rigkl steel conduits to deck lights, receptacles, searchlight, air com-
pressors, fresh-water pumps, crane barge recepta.-'le, inslrument and control v,'m, and
stepup transformers for 480-volt, three-phase service to the lmbitat The habitat serv-
ice was provided via a three-connector submarine-type cable from 3-25-KVA, one-plmse,
120/240-480-volt, dry transformers eonnecied _Te-delta. The circuit breaker in the
main distribution circuit breaker panel for this bank of transformers was provided with
a 12-volt dc shunt trip with the trip energy supplied from the instrument and conh'ol van.

This trip was energized when a sig_ml from the Ilabitat indicated flooding. All three-
pimse motors on the support barge were provided with a combination nml,metic motor
starter and disconnect A watt-hour meter was provided at the support barge terminus
of the habitat power cable.

134.6.4 Assembly and Testing

The instaIIation of electrical equipment aboard the support barge was in accordance
with the design and applicable portions of the National Electric Code. Prior to operating,
the following sysiem tests were performed: (a) a check to assure that the system and
equipment were properly grounded, (b) a check for circuit continuity and insulation integ-
rity, (c) a check to assure tl:r,t the circuiting, loading, wire sizes mid protective devices
are in accordance with the design. (d) a check to assure that the proper motor starters
are installed for the hinters involved, (e) a check of the generator phase rotation, lead
connections, and synchronizing equipment to assure proper operation for paralleling or
transfer of loads, (f) a check of the phase rotation at tlu'ee-phase nmtors to assure
proper operation, (g) energizing of the system and cheek of all components for proper
operation, and (h) paralleing of the generators, under load conditions, to assure proper
operations.

B4.7 Breathing Gas Sktbsystems

B4.7. I Introduction

Breathing gases were provided to the habitat under controlled conditions to (a) purge

the habitat with Imre air after inadvel't¢nt contamination, (b) dilute the habitat atmosphere
to approximately 9% oxygen with pure nitrogen, (e) supply the habitat with low-pressure
air to compensate for metabolic oxygen consumption and volume decreases due to tem-
perature and tide, and for surge-caused pressure changes, (d) make up habitat atmo-
sphere vc.lume for emergency compensation of rapid leakage, and (e) provide high-
pressure air to storage bottles in the habitat used for scuba bottle charging, tethered
breathing systems, and emergency supply. All ga_ systems were cleaned with detergent
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andhot water and dried with oil-free air. All systems were open-flow checked for ob-
structions and leak checked with liquid detergent.

B4.7.2 Purge Air Supply

Habitat purge air was supplied by a diesel-drlven Ingersoll Rand compressor
(IR-105). To compensate for the high oil contamination associated with this compressor,
a water-cooled trap, dessicant filter assembly was installed (Fig. B37). From the filter,
purge air was routed through a pneumatic control console, designed and fabricated by
General Electric. The console monitored and manually controlled flow rate to the habi-
tat. S _tandard 3/4-inch, schedule-40 galvanized piping and 150-psi fittings were used be-
tween the purge compressor and the console. The line from the console to the low-
pressure umbilical was also fabricated from these materials.

Fig. B37 - Purge air alter-cooler and filter

B4.7.3 Nitrogen Supply

Nitrogen for habitat atmosphere dilution was provided by five flasks which contained
8500 standard cubic feet at 2450 psi. The flasks were manifolded as shown in Fig. B_.
Schedule-160, 3/4-inch steel pipe and 3000-psi" fittings conducted the nitrogen to the
pneumatic control console. A regulating valve reduced the pressure of the nitrogen,
which then passed through a fIowmeter, manual control valve, the common low-pressure
line, and the low-pressure umbilical to the habitat. Through use of the nitrogen supply
system the habitat atmosphere was reduced to approximately 9[ oxygen. With the habi-
tat ambient pressure at 43 feet of water this percentage corresponded to an oxygen par-
tial pressure of approximately 160 torr, considered suitable for long-duration, satura-
tion exposure.
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B4.7.4 Low-Pressure Air

To replenish oxygen consumed in the habitai, and to compensate for water level
rises in the entry trunk due to habitat tempera#ure and pressure changes, low-pressure
air was supplied to the habitat under controlled conditions. The source was two electric-
driven Johnson Model M600 78F-RE, low-pressure, diaphragm compressors, each capa-
ble of 2.1 cfm at 50 psi (Fig. B6). Each compressor was equipped with a volume tank
which additionally served as a moisture trap. Air was conducted from one of these

pumps through 3/8-inch, schedule-40, black steel pipe and 150-psi firings to the pneu-
matic control console. In the console, air passed through a regenerable desstcant filter
to a volume tank. Flow was controlled by a manual valve and flowmeter. Pressure was
also monitored, so that umbilical leakage could be detected. The common low-pr_ssure
line and umbilical conducted flow to the habitat. A weather cover was provided for the

compressors, since their motors were not weatherproof.

B4.7.5 Emergency Air Supply

An 8500-standard-cubic-foot, 2450-psi flask, identical to the nitrogen flasks, sup-

plied the emergency air supply to the habitat (Fig. B6). This supply backed up the low-
pressure compressor supply. With a high flow capability it cou!d be used to prevent
flooding in the habitat in the event of a large leak. Air from the flask passed through a
manual pressure regulating valve and flowed to the pneumatic control console through
3/8-inch, schedule-40, black steel pipe. A manual pressure-regulating valve in the con-
sole reduced its pressure to the desired level. The low-pressure line and umbilical
carried emergency air to the habitat as shown in Fig. B15.

B4.7.6 Scuba Air Supply

Volume tanks inthe habitatbase were used tocharge scuba bottles. These bottles

were supplied with 2600-psi air from two scuba compressors on the support barge. This
same system was used tocharge an emergency air bank in the habitatbase. This bank

provided makeup air to prevent floodingor terminations of operations in event of tempo-

rary interruptionofthe surface,low-pressure supply. This bank also supplied air for
tethered,open-circuitdivingapparatus.

The :_cubacompressors were electricallych'ivenMake Model K14.f5EI unitso_
8-cu-ft,/mincapacityat 3200 psi. They supplied high-pressure air through flexiblepig-

tails,stop valves,and a brass high-pressure manifold to the high-pressure umibilical.

,2

Bd.8 Potable Water Subsystem

B4.8.1 Design Conditions

Potable water was required at a maximum flow rate of 10 gallons per minute with a
total capacity of 280 gallons per day. The water pressure at the umbilical was to be
100 :t 10 psi. Habitat water consumption was to be monitored.

B4.8.2 The System

The reservoir was chosen to be the 3000-gallon fabric, collapsible pillow tank, an
element in the Seabee advanced-base functional component system. It was positioned on
the support barge and filled approximately every 10 days from shore with potable water.
Two Colt hdustries Model BR615-AB-6830, K?N3-476331 pumps were provided to take
suction h-om a common pipe header connected to the bottom of the water tank by a 2.-inch
hose. Each _ump had a capacity of 10 gallson per minute against a total dynamic head of
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250 feet (107.5 psi). Because the pumps cavitated under no-flow conditions, a small flow
of water was continuously discharged back to the water t.'mk tlu'ough a throttling _,alve on
the bypass line. Water flow was routed through a filter unit, water meter, stop valve,
and wab:r umbilical to the habitat. A deck outlet was provided ahead of the water meter.

The Imbitat was furnished potable water :it a maximum rate of 10 gallons per minute
at the 43-foot back pressure. Only one pump was operated at a time, and the pumps
were akernated on a 66(_-33 ;_ time sharing.

B4.8.3 Assembly and Testing

The system was assembled according to standard practice. It was cleaned with de-
tergent and hot water and flushed with fresh water. All fittings and external seams were
covered with soapsuds and the tank examined for leaks. The piping system was tested
for 1-1/2 times the worldng pressure of 125 psi, or 180 psi, from the discharge of the
pumps to the fixtures in the l_abitat.

B5 CONTROL VAN

C. C. Meigs, General Electric Company, Missile and Space Division,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Lt. Richard Mach, Behavioral Sciences
Department, Naval Medical l_eseavch Insfitute, Bethesda, Maryland

B5.1 Introductio,t

Tee surface support barge served as the control center for the entire Tektite I
project. The control functions were :aerformed in a standard 30-foot trailer which had
been outfitted for tiffs purpose, called the surface control center "van. Figure B38 shows
the general location of eqnipment in the surface control center. An artist's rendering of
this van was shown in Fig. 39 on page 41.

7

l.'ig. 1_38 - Hour plan ,)( the surfdc(, ct)ntroJ ¢cntt.r van
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Tile surface control center van was divided Into two compartments: the watch di-
recto,"s station and the behavioral monitor's station.

B5.2 Watch Director's Station

The watch director's station was equipped to provide continuous monitoring of aqua-
nauts and their environment. The following equipment was provided for this purpose.

B5.2.1 TV Monitors

Two TV monitors were used in conjunction with selector switches to display the
video on the camera in each compartment of the habitat and on tbe outside camera. Two
monitors proved quite adequate to cover the activity of four men at four primary (habitat)
stations and one secondary (outside) station.

B5.2.2 Meter and A:a, _'" P'.rcl

Tne meter an-,._k,rmp'.:,,:lprovided continuous remote readout from the mass spec-

trometer co'.'e__ng paraal pcessu,'esof N2, O_, CO 2, and H20. For thispurpose four

edge meters, driven from the panel in the habitat,were provided. The panel,inaddition,

was equipped with a two-way intercom stationwhich could communicate with each com-

partment ofthe habitator with all compartments at once. This intercom was the primary
linkbet_veenthe surface watch and tim aqmmauts.

A ,,peaker was located in the panel and could be cut in to any one or all open micro-
phone circuits usivg a selector switch on the panel. This speaker normally was cut out
to preserve the privacy of the aquanauts. It was used on occasion as an alternate to the
intercom for receipt of messages from the habitat.

B5.2.3 Alarms

The panel was equipped with switches to sound a bell in the bridge and wet room, a
buzzer in the bridge, and a horn on the exterior of the van.

B5.2.4 Telephones

Adjacent tothe panel was a sound-powered phone connecting to the bridge in the

habitat. This phone was used for communications between surface personnel in commu-

nicatingwith aquanauts withoutinterferencewith operationalcommunications over the

intercom.

On the wallb,'hindthe NASA EEG was a privatephone connecting tothe livingcom-

partment inthe habitat. This phone was used for private and semiprivate communica-
tionsbetween the surface and the habitat.

B5.2.5 Communications Electronics

Between the NASA EEG and the meter and alarm panel was the communications
electronics rack for the audio and video circuits. This rack contained all electronic
components used on the surface to condition signals coming in from the umbilical. These
components were in replaceable modules to facilitate maintenance or repair.

At the bottom of the communications electronics rack was a voltmeter to indicate

potential in the battery which furnished bacivzp power to the instrumentation in the
habitat.

,_v ¸.
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B5.2.6 NASA EEG

The NASA EEG was used dtu'ing the first and last 10 days of the mission to record
the sleep characteristics of one aquanaut. It was operated by NASA personnel.

B5.2.'IGas Analysis Equipment

The control room was equipped with the following instrumentation to monitor habitat

breathing atmosphere: a gas chromatograph, a Lira CO 2 analyzer, a Beckman 02 ana-
lyzer, and a General Electric 02 analyzer. The instruments received gas from a 1/2-
inch atmosphere sample line from the habitat. The accuracy of the instruments was
checked using samples bottled in the habitat and analyzed in a chemical laboratory.

B5.2.8 Communications Equipment

The watch director's station was equipped with the following voice communications
equipment: For surface operations, VHF/FM equipment (N=vy PT 200 Handi-Talldes)
was used to communicate with the crane barge, diver boats, the base camps, and the
control van. For local operations, 3HF singlo-sideband equipment (Navy AN/PRC-47
SSB transceivers) was used to communicate with the base camp and the control van.
For administration, local marine radio was used to cor._municate with St. Thomas con-
trol and the control van. This equipment was used for telephone cal; = .;ntil the tele-
phones were installed at the base camp. It was then connected to the intercom so that
aqtmnauts could use it for telephone contact to Iamilies.

B5.3 Behavioral Monitor's Station

B5.3.1 Introduction

The behavioral monitor's station of the support van contained a variety of electronic

monitoring equipment in the 8 by 15-foot area occupying the back half of the van (Fig.
B38). These devices for maintaining ,Rsual, audio, and automated monitoring of the
aquanauts included TV monitors, video and andio tape recorders, dynagraphs, and a digi-
tal printer.

B5.3.2 Bioelectric Monitoring

Immediately to the left as one entered the behavioral sectic.r, was the Navy Medical
Neuropsychiatric Re._earch Unit's bioelectrical monitoring and recording system equip-
ment. This system monitored two aquanauts, Edward Clifton and John Van Derwalker,
and was d_vided into two distinct subsystems, one in the support van and one in the
habitat.

Sensor signals were accepted by in-habitat equipment (Tektronix Differential Ampli-
f:era type 2A61) which magnified the brain-wave, eye-movement, and heartbeat signals
and then channeled them topside tl_ough the power communication umbilical. The top-
side system served primarily to record the incoming information. Two Beckman Type-R
dynogr_.phs (with type-9806A dc/ac couplers and dual amplifiers type 482M8) recondi-
tioned and rerouted +.he incoming signals to two folded-chart drives and two Hewlett-
Pacl_rd Model 3917B seven-channel FM magnetic Lape recorders. An IRIG compatible
time code translator/generator (Astrodata Model 5400) i:_sured later _nchrontzation of
paper and tape recordings by coding both in clock time. '}ther tnstrumeuts were avail-
pb!e ,o a_sure system calibration and maintain FM tape recorders.
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B5.3.3 BehavioralMonitoring

The remainder of the equipment in the behavioral monitor's station supported the
Naval Medic.'d Research Instttute's behavioral observation program.

B5.3.3.1 Video and Audio Monitoring

Six 14-inch Conrac CKD TV monitors were mounted on the far wall of the van in a

three wide by two deep configuration. These screens pro,haled real-time displays of in-
coming signals "xom four habitat TV cameras as well as from two, usually unoperative,
underwater TV cameras positioned near the habitat. Three of the tour compartment
cameras were individually fitted with a wide-angle lens with 96 degr_.e horizontal by 76
degree vertical coverage. Trained Eavy enlisted personnel seated at a wvrldng table
systematically recorded a selected varie_r of aquanaut activity using _:t on-line data
card punching system described in detail in section A4. The majority rf data was de-
rived from the closed circuit TV display of on..going observable crew behavior as well
as the crew conversations. Such conversations were monitored through the use of a

centraliy located supercardiod mic:'ophone in each compartment; each microphone was
connected to a central, high-fidelity, audio distribution network.

Two observer control consoles at the working table provided selector switching ac-
cess to any hablL'tt microphc.ne, with separate volume controls for headphone output and
an external speaker. The console also supplied rem,_te controls for the Ampex PR10-2
(two-channel) audio tape recorder and backup, located in equipment racks behind the ob-
servers. These recorders tapped back into the consoles and incoming signals f,'om the

habitat microphones. While samples of aquanaut cor.versation were recorded on one
cha.,mel of the audio recorder, the parallel channel w'is recording tones generated by a
bank of tnned solid-state audio oscillators (B.R.S. Electronics Model AO-201), controlled
and routed to the recorder by pushbutton switching located in a small, sep,'u'ate control
box. Each unique tone identified a different aquanaut. Only during hi.,, actual speech was
that acuanaut's tone recorded. Such a record first coded by an elapsed time device al-
lows computer evaluation of the duration and sequencing of each aquanaut's conversa-
tional c_ntribution. An observer's desk microphone allowed on-line identifying com-
ments to be placed on the conversation channel.

During d_tta collection the observers used Penwood Model 100 real-time digital
reado._t clocks s.o.t atop the consoles for time pi._cement of each record. Also for per-
manent visual records a Sony" video tape recorder (Model TCV 2110), with remoted video
switcher, permitted selection of desired source camera input and provided video record-

ing .ns well as playback capabilitT.

B5.3.3.2 Automated Electronic Monitoring

An event-reco'umg subsyszem, in a rack alongside the audio recorders, allowed
automated mon!_ering and recording of individual aquanaut diving time and bunk head-

phone usage as ,vc.: as c_ew usage of the entc,'tainment facilities and the stove. Habitat
switches, topside, logic moo'ales, and a digital printer maintained an around-the-clock
record.

Near the rim of the ingress-ogress hatchway in the habitat each aquanaut had a per-

sonal switch to push when entering the water and another when leaving. Each bunk was
provided with a private headl.hone tapping into the radio and TV in the crew quarters. An
attached microswitch activated when the headband was stretched. The stove, radio, and
TV were each modified with a relay switch oP the power line. Onset of the respective
relayv Yndtcated which appliance was on. Finally an operator switch controlled by the
te})_id_ observer served as a real-time stopwatch for timing aquanaut work performance.
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Each switch was wired to close a -12-volt dc line to a separate buffer module, which in
turn produced a shaped trigger pulse for each circuit (-12 V dc to ground, 1 microsecond
wide).

Topside a package of B.R.S. Electronics (Series 200) solid-state logic modules was
used as central control system of all switch lines. Each separate line triggered unique
binary i,fformation, which the digital _rinter (Franklin Model 1200) with its logic cir-
cuitry converted to a decimal pri:jtrut. The paper-tape printout provided a continuous
record of each switch modification in the form of 12 digits worth of coded information
indicating an indiv|dual switch being on or off; the operator aquanaut when por.sible; the
date; and the real time to the nearest second, deri-ed from ,a B.ILS. Electronics (Series

200) binary clock.

B5.3._.3 Support Accessories

The primary storage area allowed a space for boxes and other large items, a cup-
I_oaxd for storage of recording materials, and two small drawers for incidentals. A
small elevated desk immediately to the right and behind the observer team with matching
stool provided a supervisory position for over-the-shoulder viewing of recordings, espe-
cially during the observer training phase. The behavioral section of the van was Kept
cool and dry by an 18,000-BTU wall air conditiolier. The incandescent, 30-it-candle il-
lumination of the statiou was usually dimmed to fairly low levels to insure optimum tele-

vision viewing. Finally R small refrigerator below the TV monitors allowed temporary
food storage for watch-standing personnel.

B5.4 Discussion and Recommendations

Th._ consensus of the behavioral investigators is that the behavioral monitoring sec-
tion provided, on the whole, reasonable accommodations. The location of the see'lion
away from the entry door insured in most cases no unauthorized entries during nl¢.nitor-
ing hours, thus maintaining the conversational privacy of _r.e aquanauts. Having no win-
dows in thL,: section proved to be of considerable value. Int_.rested visitors and reporters
peering iri:o the van would have distracted the observers. The heat of the afternoon sun
streami_ _hrough such windows would have greatly elevated the interior temperatures.
The only price paid was having an observer, during low-density crew activity, momen-
tarily leave the somewhat claustrophic environment.

Hooded overhead van lighting would have prevented considerable reflectance off the
TV monitoring screens, a difficult situation when the TV signals were somewhat less
than optimal. Appreciable dimming of the lights was not practical, since the observers
needed to see and read the recording they were accomplishing at the work table. Habitat
camera controls remoted to topside would have allowed adjustment by topside technicians
and have prevented requesting aquanaut adjustment of a camera drifting off optimal
settings.

_afety monitoring for the watch-director personnel could be implemented by adding
cuc lights topside responding to signals from the habitat dive panel. Such an aid would
provide excellent backup monitoring in the future if the dive panel is configured _roperly.
During the actual mission the aquanauts punched in and out on dives less than 50'_ of the
time. For the most part this was due to an unusual disregard for panel design on the
part of the contractor. Separate pushbutton swilching for each aquanaut (an in and out
button with an adjoining cue light which lit up upon punched out into the water and re-
minded the incoming aqu,_u_aut to punch back in) had been specified but was omitted. In-
dependently the aquanauts commented while in the habitat on the difficulty of knowing
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what the status of th, ,_. buttons was, since no cue lidht had been provided and the push-
buttons immediately returned to a full-out status after being punched.

The other switching, problem encountered was a spurious number of stove switch
signals being printed topside, the result of either a short or the actual stove setting
switch being multidirectioned.

The section had a capacity for only three working personnel; often six individuals
were required in the space. The present configuration and amount of equipment in a
wider van would have eased the space shortage considerably. Storage areas were rela-
tively inadeql:ate. The tops of equipment racks preyed to be favorite places for storage,
since accessibility to available storage was difficult.

Overall, however, the station and instrumentation therein combined to form an out-
standing system. Other titan the space problem this complete environment provided an
excellent ba_e for collecting behavioral data - much beyond that hoped for.

.L

B6 ASSEMBLY OF TEKTITE HABITAT

L. Goldstein, C. Lorenz, and C. C. Meigs, General Electric Company,
Missile and Space Division, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

B6. i General

The assembly of the Tektite habitat consisted of two major phases: (phase A) As-
sembly of tank 1 (crew quarters and bridge), Lank 2 (wet root.1 anE engine room), and the
control van from April 15, to November 15, 1968, in Genera) Electric facilities at Valley
Forge, Pennsylvania, and (phase B) m:.ting of tl:e tankF to the base and the lnterconneetion
of the Itabitat systems to tile control v;m and su"._'. ' barge from November 13, 1968, to
January 5, 19S9, in the PhiladelpMa Naval Ship:'_crd. The schedule is outlined in Table B3.

B6.2 Phase A

Phase A started with fabrication of a full-size mockxtp consisting of lumber and
cardboard. The visualization and familiarization gained with tl_is mockup aided consid-

erably in getting the hardware portion of the progTam otf to a fast start.

The tanks used for the habitat were purchased from a local steel fabricator and hy-
drostatically tested prior to deli ve)'y to General Electric. In parallel with the tank fabri-
cation, in-house activity was devoted to the prefabrication of cabinets, bunks, counter-
tops, shower, and a variety of brackets, ducts, etc.

Tank 1 arrived on May 25, 1968. As received the tank had been assembled with the
legs, the three port flanges, the entry scuttle flattge, and the tunnel mounting flange, all
of which had been sandblasted and painted with one coat of red lead vinyl primer. Front
this point the logical sequence of assembly would be vary similar to building a house
once the framing and eneiosir, g was complete, that is, install the services (plumbing,
heating, wiring, wall cover!ng, and ti,.i._h work). '_:.'ortunately, due to schedule require-
ments, design complet:on date. and matex_al availability, a logical assembly sequence
was often not possiblr, Tlwre were continual de;lsions regarding schedule versus cost
and schedule versus estheti-.,;, without comprumising quality and reliability. For exam-
Fie, cabinetry was inst.alle{t prior to plumbing and wiring, because the cabinets were
available several weeks ahead of wiring an0 plumbing information and material. Another
assembly planning problem was to schedule manpower to keep personnel ft.lly utilized
without losing wo):k continuity. Although this is a natural assembly problem, it was
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Table B3

Fabrication and Assembly Schedule, 1968-19_9

,_'.

I'i
(

!

,.

i

/

Schedule Element

Time Stay During Which Work
Was Accomplished

Phase A- Assembly in GE Facility at Valley Forge

Receive tank 1
Weld bracketr.v to walls
Paint interior walls
Fabricate and install floors
Install cabinetry
Plumbing
Wiring
Envtronmenta! control system
Communications and alarm
Ceiling and trim parts
Paint interior cabinets, etc.
Changes, modification, rework
Paint exterior

Receive tank 2
Fabricate and install floors
Install cabinetry
Plumbh_g
Wiring
Environmental control system
Install ceiling
Communications _nd alarms
Paint interior
Paint exterior

Join tanks 1 and 2 togetl-_er
Interconnections

Receive van
Insulation, floor, ceiling
Install equipment, and wire

Test all subsystems
Pack for slfipment
Ship to ]._hiladelphia Navy Yard

A

m

m

m

m

m

w

A
!

u

A

A

m_

Phase B -Assembly at the PhiladelphiaNavy Yard

Reinstallequipmentremoved
Check ,rothabitatsubsystems
Paintbase and assembleballasttanks
Mount base on bargeand tanksonbase
Interconnectallsystems
Testand training
Changes,modificationand rework
Leave PhiladelphiaNavy Yard A
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magnified dm'ing tile early assembly stages, as a 12-1/2-foot-diameter tank provides a
limited work area. It was advantageous to keep a small group of people throughout the
program with overtime rather than crash some phase of the work bF applying additional
manpower unfamiliar with the habitat and the prior work effort. As the work progressed,
few prefabricated components fitted as planned and most required on-the-scene modifica-
tion._. Ill most cases, sheet metal work and fabrication of panels, drawers, sliding doors,
etc., was best done oa a make-to-fit basis rather than prefabricated-to-prlnt dimensions.
Ready access to shop equipment and facilities was a necessity,

Tank 2 was received on July 2, 1968, and work progressed more smoothly. The
majority of material had been received, the lessons learned from tank 1 were not lost,
and more work space was available.

By early September both tanks had been essentially assembled as individual compo-
nents. Or. September 5, 1968, the tanks were joined together with the crossover tunnel
installed as shown in Fig. B39. The necessary power, plumbing, and communication
connections between the two tanks were then made so the various subsystems could be
tested.

Fig. B3') - The tekt;te habitat under

con.'ttruction _lt the General Electric

plant in Valley Forge. This view

shows the crossover tunnel being po-

sitioned between the habitat cylindurs.

Tim final assembly task at General Electric was outfitting the control van, intercon-
necting the van with the habitat, and testing the complete system. The van as received
was a standard 8-by-30-foot trailer van. The first step was to insulate it and furnish the
interior, since the van would be occupied continuously for the period of the mission, and
the general comfort level of the occupants was of some importance. As a consequence
some thought was given to layout, decor, and work volume to provide the best conditton_
wtthin the consh'aints of cost and space.

O_t October 24, 1968, a 4-hour live-in was conducted with h'tsks assiLmed similar to
those performed by the aquanauts. Based on the live-in minor modifications were sug-
gested: removal of locking pins from the dra_ers in the crew quarters; mounting of
towel bars, paper-cup dispensers, tooth-brush holder, and paper-towel dispensers; in-
stallation of a fan in the cupola; mounting of a curtain between the engine room and the
bridge; replacement of the cooking unit.

After removing some of the electronics, disconnecting the two tanks, and shoring
some of the heavier items such as the freezer, and the refrigerator, each tank was laid
on its side and moved by truck to the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. Figure B40 shows one
tank being lifted prior to loading on a trailer, and Fig. B41 shows the cabin on the trailer.
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Fig. B40 - Habitat cylinder being
lifted aboard a truck for trans-

portation to the Philadelphia Naval

Shipyard

Fig. B41 - Habitat aboard a truck

ready for transportation to the

Philadelphia Naval Shipyard

B6.3 i._hase B

Upon arrival at the shipyard the habitat tanks were set up on stands at the east side
of drydock 5. Thp trailers (control van, storage van, and office trailer) were located
nearby. The habitat and trailers were unloaded, the crates were unpacked, and outfitting
of the habitat was resumed. Hajor installations at this stage were the mass spectrome-
ter and all view ports.

While tl, e tanks were being outfitted, the base and ballast were brought to the ship-
yard. The base was sandblasted and painted in drydock 5. At the same time,the Ammi

barges (launch barge and support barge) were located on keel blocks in the drydock.
Upon completion of painting, the base was weighed and placed on the launch barge and
secured with turnbuckles. Chocks were used to compensate for irregularities in the
deck of the support barge. Once the base was located on the barge it was loaded with
steel ballast p_,nchings. The total weight of punchings, 113,280 pounds, was distributed
in the base to compensate for unbalance between tanks. Next the deckplates were welded
in place over ti.e ballast holds.
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Tanks 1 and 2 were lifted, weighed, and placed on the base, held by elam_s on the
feet. The crossover tunnel was attached tc ':uk 1. Tank 2 was attached to the crane

using foul' chain falls and was lifted just enoug,. - '--%= l slight load on the feet. It was
then rotated (by chain falls) around the axis of t. _ c. o,.._o 'er tunnel to align bolt holes in
tunnel and tank flanges and rotated around tile _auk _is lot parallelism of flanges using
chain falls attached between tank legs and base. _/hen flange face alignment was correct,
tile flanges were bolted together.

The position of the tanks had been maintained temporarily by steel ch,mks under the
feet when crane and chain falls were removed. It now was necessary to attach the tanks
permanently to the base in the alignment and position existing at conclusion of attach-
ment of the crossover tunnel. This was done by shoring the tanks in position, cutting off
the feet (Fig. B42), adjusting leg length, and rewelding tank legs to feet. The tanks were
now secured firmly to the base with their axes perpendicular to the base. The entire as-
sembly weighed 277,240 pounds divided as fol!o_vs: taltk 1, 34,760 pounds; tank 2, 40,020
pounds; base, 69,180 pounds; and ballast, 133,_;30 pounds.

Fig. B42 - Tcmporar/ feet of the
habitat. These were cut off accord-
ing to the scribe m;.u'ks and re-
welded to ti_e proper length for
permanent attachment to the base.

As soon as the crossover tunnel was in place, the plumbing and wiring between tanks
was connected, making the habitat ready for test. It wa_ connected to yard services for
air and water, and the first test was a pneumostatic pressure test of the structural

envelope.

While the habitat was being assembled, the support barge was outfi[ted by techni-
cians from Amphibious Construction Battalion Two, and the control van outfitting was
completed by G.E. technicians. The diesel generators on the support barge were con-
nected to the habit._t using a short section of the power umbilical (the umbilical itself
could not be used as it was on a reel and inductive heating would have resulted). The
communications umbilical was partly unreeled and connected to the habitat and control
van. After the pressure test was completed, each subsystem was given an operational
performance test aud rot,mr deficiencies were corrected.

Upon arrival of the USS llermitagc (LSD 34) the habitat on the launch barge and the
support barge were flo:tted in the drydock and towed to pier 4, where they _vere loaded
irto tire ship. The storage van, house trailer, umbitie,_3s, extra ballast, and other mis-
cellaneous gear were loaded onto pontoon causeways and into the ship. Food for the
aquanauts was purchased at the commissary store and delivered to the ship, frozen food
being pieced in the reefer.
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During the voyage from Philadelphia to St. John the first 2 days were mainly occu-
pie_ in securing equipment in the control van and habitat against heavy rolling. Although
some equipment received rough treatment, none was damaged. The habitat and control
van were connected to ship power for lighting and for operation of equipment.

Work continued in readying th_ habitat for emplacement. Food was inventoried and

stored, habitat equipment and lockers were labeled, the intercom system was checked
out, and subsystems were rechecked.

B7 CRANE BARGE
W. J. Eager and D. H. Potter, N,tv;tl Facilities Engineering Command,
_Vashington, D.C.

BT.1 Introduction

The crane barge was the safe._y and decompression center but was called the crane
barge, since its 35-ton crane was used in support of underwater construction and to
lower and raise th_ personnel transfer capsule. A system was required to respond to

the aquanaut-related emergencies of (a) atmospheric contamination in the habitat, (b) in-
jury or disease, (c) decompression sickness or air embolism, (d) inadvertent excursion
above the upward depth limit, (e) shark attack, (f) loss of scuba air, and (g) Ics_ of
bearings. The corresponding action may have been removal, treatment, __nd decompres-
sion of the aquanants for events (a) tb__ough (e), dispatch of filled scub_ bottles for event
(f), and presentation of direction and guidance for eve't (g). The system used for this
function consisted of qualified safety divers, specific operational procedures, and facili-
ties to support these divers. The system had also to provide for decompression of the

aqum_auts at the end o_ their mission.

B7.2 Mooring Conditions

The crane barge (safety diving and decompression center) was required to remain
on shatio, ne_ the habitat site throughout the operational phase of the project except un-
der severe storm. Under severe storm the habitat was to be evacuated and the aquanauts

_l_'ced i_ the decompression chamber; then the crane barge was to be moved to a pro-
tooted loc:ttlon. Under normal conditions the crane barge was to be moored in water

about 26 feet deep, which was the minimum depth for a'._!_ng r'._l: of decompression
sickness as the aquan_._.._ moved from the habitat to the personnel transfer capsule.

The equ!?ment was to be securely mounted on the barge to withstand the environ-
mental cond,tions, and a mooring system was to be designed which would hold the crane
barge secur_ un'ler these conditions. From historic weather data the environmental
conditions ior the _onths of operation involved, January through May, were as follows:
maximum wind velocity, 10 to 15 lmots; predominant wind cRrection, east; average tides,
1 foot; max;mt,.m tides, 2 feet; current, less than 1 knot; and predominant seastate, 0 to
1. The desig._ o[ the mooring was based on loading from a 20-1mot wind and 4-foot wave

height.

The mooring configuration used was a four-leg spread mooring with each leg coming
off a co_'r._r of the b:_ge at 45 degrees. The legs were made up of anchors, chain, buoys
and w_.re ro_e. The two legs off the shoreward end of the barge used 500-pound anchors.
These were'positio:.ed on the rocky bottom by divers to insure that they were placed in a
position to develop the!r capacity. Between the anchor and the barrel buoy, was one shot
of 1-incl, ch._in, One-balf-i_ch wire rop_ w_s ,,_ed from the buoy to the barge; it was

passed through a chock on the end of the barge and connected to a cleat. Five-inch nylon
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had been tried for the buoy-to-barge connection, but after excessive rubbing and chaffing
was noted, the nylon line was replaced by wire rope. The seaward legs were identical to
the shoreward legs except that 1500-pound Dantorth anchors were used. The ocean bot-
tom at these anchor locations was sand.

B7.3 SafetyCenter

The crane barge (Fig. B43) was an Atom! pontoon measuring 90 feet by 28 feet by
5 feet deep. Mounted on the crane barge as part of the safety center was a diving system
consisting of a deck decompression chamber, a personnel transfer capsule, a control
console van, a base collar for mating the personnel transfer capsule to the deck decom-
pression chamber, an air compressor, banks o£ oxygen and air bottles, a spare parts
chest, and an air conditioning unit. An air line was run from the purge compressor on
the support barge as a backup to the diving system compressor.

f

.,

Fig. B43 - Crane barge prior to mooring
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L_ounted on the crane barge was a 35-ton P&H 640 crawler crane with an 80-foot

boo,'_.. The crane, used in the construction operations, was used on the safety center for
handling the personnel transfer capsule. A van was mounted on the barge for storing
safety diving equipment, first aid equipment, and spare parts. It also provided a suitable
me_ntenance space. A 15-kW generator was provided as an emergency backup to the
power line from the support barge.

To provide for mooring and moving the crane barge and to provide for docking boats
up to the size of an LCM-6, mooring bitts, chocks, cleats, and rubber-tire fenders were
installed on the barge. Equipment installed on the crane barge was arranged to insure a
positive stability, to keep list and trim to a minimum, and to provide compatibility be-
tween the components of any particular system such as the decompression complex. The
total weight of the barge with installed eqnipment was 116 tons.

Maintai_:ed at the crane barge were two 18-foot outboards used by the s',Jety divers
to follow the aquanauts on r.ll excursion dives from the habitat.

A wooden platform, constructed using 55-gallon ,trums for floatation and propelled
manually with lines, provided transportation between the crane barge and the support
barge.

B7.4 Decompression Facilities

The aquanauts, saturated a_ 43 feet on the 92"_N_, 8,'_O._ mixture, were limited to
an upward no-decompression excursion of 23 feet to a 20-foot depth. From this depth,
they had to be transferred under pressure to the decompression chamber for either a

19-hour decompression at the end of the 60-day project or an emergency decompression
under the conditions stated.

The system used was the Ocean Systems, Inc., advanced diving system (ADS IV),
which is rated to 600 feet for helium-oxygen diving as well as for air div_r,g to shallow
depths. The ADS IV consisted of a double lock surface decompression chamber with
medical lock, a personnel transfer capsule, a breathing gas compressor, air conditioner,
a control van, and r_lated equipment. The transfer capsule was used to transfer the

aquanauts from their undersea environment to the deck decompression chamber, under
bottom pressure. The P&H crane would pick up the personnel transfer capsule from its
cradle on the barge deck and lower _t into the 26-foot depth of water over the port side of
the barge.

B8 UNDERSEAS CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS AND OPERATIONS

Cdr. W. J. Eager, Naval Facilities Engineering Command,
Washing*.on, D.C.

B8.1 Introduction

The functions of the undersea construction systems used in Project Tektite I were:
to _mp!ace msorings for all barges, to provlde for on-site checkout of surface support
barge systems prior to submerging the habitat, to submerge or launch the habitat to its
buoying.' posltion, to prepare a foundation for the habitat at its operational site, to move
the submerged habitat to this site and emplace it securely on the foundation, to prep,we
foundatior.s for the support barge, to emplace and secure the support barge on its founda-

tions, to emplace, anchor, and connect the habitat-support barge umbilicals, to emplace
and connect the habitat sewer outfall, to emplace the way stations, to install cable for and
connect the way station sound-powered phone system, and to inspect for damage or
malfunction.
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These functionswere performed by a detaclunentof Seabees from Amphibious Con-
structionBattaliouTwo augmented by 12 Seabee constructiondivers from Atlanticand

Pacificnmbile consh'uctionbattalions.They were directed by a Naval FacilitiesEngl-

neering Command Officer inCharge of Construction (Cdr. W. J. Eager).

Lt.Cch'.N. Monney was responsiblefor the initialsiteengineering survey. M. Yachnis
and D. H. Potter,who contributedtofacilitiesdesign,served as on-siteas technicalob-

servers and engineeringassistants. Lt. (jg)ScottStevenson was on-slteas a technical

observe'_"for the Naval CivilEngineering Laboratory and acted as the assistantdiving

officerfor certainoperations. LI. (jg)C. J. FuclUo supervised the base camp construc-

tion and operatioas,and power m,d communications cable laying. Lt. (jg)T. M. Fusby

was a general assistant..Senior Chief R. G. Miller was the constructiondiving super-
visor for ProjectTektiteI. Numerous other personnel of the Naval FacilitiesEngineer°

ing Command and Amphibiovs Construction BattalionTwo contributedto design and pro-
curement efforts.

The undersea constructionsystems were designed by the Naval FacilitiesEngineer-

ing Command and fabricated,tested,and assembled by personnel of Amphibious Con-
structionBattalionTwo under directionof the Naval FacilitiesEngineering Commhnd.

The crew wa,.'-trainedintensivelyprior to operations. Construction and integration

checkout was completed as originallyscheduled withinan extremely limited,30-day pe-

riod. Meeting optimisticschedules is an uncommon event inundersea operations. This
success resulted from: carefulplanning for equipment and material requirements, good

forecast of contingencies,carefulcritical-pathscheduling and reschedullng of equipment

and personnel for simultaneoua ol)erationsat tim Ilabitat-launch,support-barge, habitat,

and way-station sites,and good iortune.

The only problems with marine life occurred when exceptionally large (6-foot) rem-
oras, which resemble sharks, interrupted work operations by _ersistently trying to at-
tach to the construction divers. Unloaded bang sticks, which were maintained at each
site for protection from sharks, were used to prod the remoras away. Occasionally very
large baracuda momentarily interrupted work until their ferocity was determined to be
subordinate to curiosity. Although two close encounters with sharks were experienced
during the construction operations, neither evidenced hostility, and no interference with
construction operations resulted from sharks.

Except for ear infectious no sicPamss or accidents caused lost time. All diving was
accomplished on no-decompression tables, and work was scheduh:d to obtain efficient
and safe use of the sin:ill crew. Officer engineers c.losel;_ directed and supervised all
underwater work', officer and design engineers carefully inspected all work.

te
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B8.2 Habitat Launch

B8.2.1 Desig]l and Operatious Conditions

The habitat was a new development, and concel _ e:¢isted over the effects of vibration
aud dynamic forces induced by the transporting ship. An on-site checkout of the systems
on the habilaI and support barge x_as considered necessary before submerging the habi-
tat. The habitat was therefore mounted on a barge for movement to and from the well
deck of the transporting Iaudin_ _. ship dock {LSD) and remained on this platform during
on-site checkout. To avoid the high cost of a floating crane to lift the 310,000-pound
habitat from the barge into the water, an Ammi pontoon barge was used and the Amml
lift dock concept was employed for launching. The barge was progressively sunk through
controlled compartment flooding, thereby lowering the habitat into the sea. Cylinch'lcal
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steel piles were inserted tln'ough spudwells in tiw barge and driven into the seafloor.
Winch mechanisms attached to the piles maintained stability during lowering operations.

Other condit'_ons which influenced launch systems design, site selection, and launch
op _:'_ttions were: weights (habitat with punching ballast installed, 310,000 pounds; lazmch
baz oe, 120,000 pounds: support barge, 198,000 pounds; crane barge, 259,000 pounds), en-
viron_'nental ]oading, visibility (20 to 40 feet), and the minimum sedfment depth required
for piles (15 feet).

The habitat draft when floating was about 24 feet. The launch barge depth was 5 feet.
Therefore, a bottom depth of about 32 feet was required for the launch to provide a sepa-
ration of 3 feet. To prevent the barge from jamming on the piles at the bottom, the ocean
bottom pi!e pattern had to be within _1 inch of the barge spudwell pattern. These toler-
ances resulted from spudwell diameters of 22-1/2 inches and pile diameters of 20 inches.

Because Greater Lameshure Bay is part of a National Park all construction had to
be such that all launching foundations and structures could be removed and the seafloor
returned to its original condition at the end of the project.

B8.2.2 Site Selection and Preparation

Sits survey and selection for launch operations was accomplished during advanced
party operations before the faci!ities construction opera+.ions commenced. A prospective
32-foot-deep, level site was located in the approximate center of Greater Lameshure Bay
(Fig. B1) using standard diver depth gauges and confirmed by surveyor tape measure-
meats to the surface. The prospective location was selected for its approximate equal
distance between rock outcropping and coral reefs in the bay, suggesting maximum depth
of sand for pile emplacement. The launching site was about 1/3 mile from the opera-
tional site.

The barge spu_vell pattern was laid o_tt and marked on the ocean bottom using _.
steel surveyor tape. The pattern was directlonally oriented so that prevailing waves
would be taken on a corner of the launch barge. The sediment bottom was prover: at each
pile penetration print, using a water-jet-driven lm_ce. A lance could be driven fo the re-
quired 15-foot depth and was left in place to mark each pile point at the confl', med site.
SurIace sediment samples were taken and analyzed to be well-graded coral sand, suitable
for pile driving and retention. Bottom obstructions were removed, and a standard Seabee
fern'-point moor w:ts set using !500-pound Danforth anchors, chain, and mooring cans.
Five-inch nylon line was used between the cans and the barges.

B8.2.3 Launcil F_.cili_y" ,tnd Operations

Upon completion of the prclaunch systems checl_out the habitat hatches were sealed,
the habitat pressurized to 20 psi, and a check made for pressure loss in preparation for
launch. Using the concept called the Ammi lift dock the barge was lowered under con-
trolled conditions to the seafloor, permitting the habitat to float free.

Cylindricalpilesof 20-inchdiameter and 3/8-inch wall thicknesswere insertedby

the crane on the crane barge throughthe four corner spudwells of the launch barge (Fig.
B44). The pileswere lowered towithin1 footof the 32-footocean bottom, Construction
dJ.versplaced a 1/4-inch rectangularsteelplatewith a 22-1nch-diameter hole (Figs.B45

and B46) over the end of each rile,and the pilewas lowered tothe bottom, The four

plateswere co_cted by I/2-inch wire ropes with turnbuckles. Hand winches attached

tojettedanchors atone end and the platesat the other spread the four platesand the piles
with them intoa _-ectangularpatternwhich matched thatof the barge spudwells. The piles

were oriented verticallyusing a s_viritleveland then driven toapproximate refusaldepth
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Fig. B45 - One of the four corners of the template
fo,. the four pilt's to launch th,: habitat

of 17 feet using a diesel-driven pile driver. Using this technique the piles were era-
planted within _1 inch of the ideal pattern of the barge spudwells and within 1 foot in 100
in vertical position.

The interior of the barge was divided into 12 individual airtight compartments. Two

10-inch-dtameter holes through the bottom skin into each of the major compartments and

one 6-inch-diameter hole into each small end compartment were provided for flood-water
access. Casketed plates covering these holes were removed just prior to launch. To

vent air from each compa_'tment so that water could enter through the flood holes the
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Fig. B4o - Construction d_ver po._itionh_g a coz'ne.r of the ;

launch template ,,i-

f

_ upper skin of each compartment was tapped by a vent line, which ran to a commoi_ side of _
_ the launch barge and a stop valve (Fig. B47). Vent air from the line from each compart-

, ment passed through a hose to a control manifold on the crane barge (Fig. B48). In addi-
•,. tion to venting the latmch-barge compartmenis the manifold provided for blowing each, . _-'y

compartment individual]y. Air for blowing the launch-barge compartments was supplied
to the manifold by the 600-cu-ft/min diesel-driven compressor used later for pile

_,_ ex +--:, orion.

,,.:_ The Imbitat base was provided with access holes to make it free flooding. Therefore _
when the barge deck came awash the system would be unstable until the water line

reached _he habitat cylinders. This was compensated for by one string of 5-by-5 =by-7- _:
: foot pontoons, approximately 28 feet long by 5 feet wide by 5 feet high, installed across
_ each end of the launch barge (Fig. B49).

_: If small forces generated by wind, waves, and swell did not exist and great care was
_ takenm balanci_gthefloodingofsymmetricalcompartments ofthebarge,thesystem "_:
_: described to this po_.nt could be used to launch the habitat. However, such forceg cause
_" differential motion of the sides, ends, or cornet's of the barge, Once the barge and pon-

toon strings are submerged, the habitat cylinders alone could not have produced the nec-. J

• essary restoring mom_ te to correct this motion. The water within the lart_,_ compart- ;_
_ ment_ would h_,vemoved toproduceadditionaldifferentialmotionand thebarge _putwells .

wottldhave jammed oh hiepiles.

_:. To overcome thesmall initiatorforcesand therebymaintainthelaunchbarge ina _-

• horizontalposition,themec.hanismsshown in Fig.B50 were used. A mmmal 4000=pound _:-
'_ winch was mounted on top of each pile. One-half-inch wire rope from each winch was ._

routed down through a block attached _o the deck of the barge and to a tensiometer at-
_ inched to the pile cap. As air was vented from selected, symmetrical compartments, ,_.
_. w_ter entering flood holes in the barge bottom produced forces on the wire rope that

!,

1974075304-316
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_"_ F_g. B47 - Vent linc_ from the launch-barge"
_'" compartments connected to noses running to
_:, thc crane barg,:

"_ _ were measured by the te,mic, meters. Balanced flooding of symmetrical compartments _,
_ could be achieved by balancing the tensiometer readings. Since wave and swell forces

_, were producing oscillations in the tensiometers readings, average forces lind to be ob- >
( ";_. served. When average forces on all tensiomet_rs approached 3000 pounds, operators on

'_ command wmched out equal amounts of w.tre rope, and the barge would be moved to a •
• , "," lower horizontal position {Fig. B51). !

' "' To ascertain that the barge was advancing equally on all four corners, depth- :"
. marking-tape readings were observed and compared before flooding was repeated, Dif- - _"

ferential elevatio _ o_ the corners was corrected by winch adjustment. The process was ;

t/ repeated until th_ habitat approached its buoyant cb'aft (Fig. B52L At this point 12 l=inch _'

turnbuckles holding the habitat to the launch barge were released, and constraining lines ' '-
"_:_/ were att_.ched from the habitat to the piles. The launch barge was then lowered to rest J,

on the ocean bottom, allowing the habitat to float free. Observations of habitat pressure

,i' loss was made throughout launch an_ enaplacenaent operations. " i"

; _..
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Fig. BS0 - Launch system mechanism

The self-propelled diving barge was used to tow the habitat from the launch site to a
position over the habitat site (Fig. B1). A personnel boat was attached by tow line to
trail the habitat. Thus fore and aft control of its motion was provided. The tow path had
been checked by construction divers, who again scouted for obstruction during the tow.

B8.2.4 Performance Evaluation

Environmental data on Greater Lameshure Bay was sparse. All observations and
reports inciicated calm conditions. With trade winds and waves blocked by htgh land
masses, 5-foot swells with 30-second period were not expected until the summer months.
However, such conditions worked against the assembled 400 tons of barges and equip-
ments over a S-day period to produce fatigue failure of the first set of launch system
pilings a few inches below the sea floor. The natural period of the system approximated
the long period swells. Pile failure was produced by a combination of inadvertent stress
raisers in the piling, delayed delivery of 1/2-inch wall piling, and unexpected delays in
completing the prelaunch habitat system tests, and the unexpected sea conditions, Spare
piling sections on hand were welded into the required 60-foot lengths in the field with
superior alignment. Stress raisers were eliminated, and the replacement piles were
driven the day prior to predictable completion of systems checkout and during a predicted

i'-,
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Fig. B51 - Tcnsionometer in use to

control the descent of the launch barge
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period of good weather. The result was a successful and timely launch of the habitat at a
cost substantially lower than for known alternatives.

Minor difficulties were encountered with winch cables jamming in pulley blocks of
the lowering mechanism when waves caused cables to go slack. Brackets to hold the
blocks in their inverted vertical positions were installed to correct the problem. One
jam-up of the barge on the piling was experienced as a resu!t of an avoidable operator
error. This was corrected by applying a force to the jammed corner with the 35-ton
crane.

Good information was not available on wave-imposed barge dynar_ics. In spite of
timing the launching with relatively calm seas, transient loads were experienced in ex-
cess of 4000-pound ratings of the lowering winches. Occasionally these dynamic forces
reached 10,000 pounds. This did not produce problems ia launch operattot_s. However, a
system for repetitive use would suffer. This could be ove:-come by increasing the winch
capacity.
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Fig. B5Z - Tektite habitat during launch
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B8.3 Habitat Emplacement

B8.3.1 Emplacement Conditions and Site Selection

To satisfy the requirements of the marine biolotD, program the habitat was to be lo-
cated within or adjacent to a biologically active, coral reef structure. The location was
tn permit saturated diver access to a broad expanse of reef at a depth below 20 feet.
Biomedical requirements for saturated divers set a 23-foot upward excursion dive limit
from the saturation depth (internal habitat pressure). These two requirements uniquely
determined that the water surface in the habitat access trunk had to be at a 43-foot depth.
Since the midheight of the trunk was 6 feet above the bottom of the habitat base, the habi-
tat was placed on the seafloor at an approximate 49-foot depth. A site at this depth, in a
:mrrow U-shaped valley between very abundant reefs, satisfied engineering requirements
as well.

The valley _vas relatively level with a coral-sand overburden about 2 feet deep, suit-
able for site grading. A continuously downward sloping path was available for routing the
sewer outfall. An inverted U in the line would collect sewer gases which would back up
to the habitat under certain circumstances.
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The habitat with water ballast tanks dry, when totally submerged, displaced 5000
pounds more than its weight. With the ballast tanks flooded it was 5000 pounds negative.
An additional _.5,000 pounds of pig iron ballast was available to .q_cu_e the I,nbitat to the
bottom. The bottom of the habitat base was a heavy flat steel plate, so no problems with
the bearing capacity of the coral-sand bottom were encoul:te."cd.

The environmental conditions at the site were appro::i_nately those cited in section
B4.2. The visibility at the habitat site was a minimum of 30 feet, Even during severe
storms significant currents were not experienced at the habitat site. S_nce the o_ra-
tional site was in a National Park, all construction teclmiques had to provide for easy
restoration of the nntur:d conditions at the end of the project.

B8,3.2 Site Preparation

During the advance party operations in November 1968, two 1000-pound concrete
clump anchors were placed 75 feet from the center of the habitat site at opposite ends.
They were to be used for mooring the habitat temporarily, while down-haul equipment
was being attached.

For use In leveling the bottom a rectanguV." aluminum frame was entrenched in a
level orientation. The frame, which lind the dimensions of the lmbitat base, was fabri-
cated from 4-inch square tubular stock. The tubular frame was provided with flood and
blow fittings to facilitate handing in the water. The sand bottom was graded by moving a
bar over the frame much as a concrete flood is leveled during pouring (Fig. B53). The

Fig. B53 - Habitat site being leveled by moving a screed
bar along a level frame
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Immediately adjacent to the frame four anchor clumps fabricated from steel plate
were emplaced. They were used to haul the habitat to the bottom and became part of the
foundation. Each weighed approximately 2500 pounds and were provided with two pad-
eyes for attachment (Fig. B54). They were l_wered to the bottom by the crane barge and
were moved into position by construction divers using six 500-pound lift bags. Stakes
cut from 1/2-inch pipes were driven through holes in the plates to hold them in tatera!.
positi,_n during habitat winch down.

Fig. B54 - Anchor ciuz_p used to hatll thc habitat to the bottom

B8.3.3 Emplacement Operations

With the habitat in its moor and floating at the surface, pig ballast was placed in
habitat ballast tr_ys to adjust its orientation and to give it a 5000-pound buoyancy when
wholly submerged. Upori completion of trimming operations, eight 3000-pound chain
falls were symmetrically attached and moused to shackles on the habitat base. The hook
end of the chain falls were attar:hod and moused to shackles on the steel anchor clumps
through nylon leaders. The latter were used to reduce surge forces on the chain falls.
As shown in Fig. B55, eight construction divers hand-winched the habitat 20 feet to the
bottom while spirit levels were used to ascertain level submergence.

When the habitat reached the bottom, vent and flood valves on the ballast tanks were
opened. The habitat went from 5000 pounds positive to 50C0 pounds negative buoyancy.
Winches were replaced one by one with turnbuckles. Steel (25,000 pounds in approximate
10-pound pigs) was lowered to the top of the habitat base and distributed in the ballast
trays. At first pallets of pigs were lowered to the habitat ballast trays from the diving
barge. Difficulties in this method were overcome through the use of a chute constructed
of 4-inch steel pipe (Fig. B56).

The habitat was periodically repressurized and checked for leal_.ge using the Bolstad
Lister breathing air compressor on the diving barge. The shark cage and three doors

,±
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were attached to the habitat with the aid of lift bags. The first sewer ouffall bose section

was connected to the appropriate fitting from the habitat and rolled out from its reel
along the course shown in Fig. B1. Additional sections were rolled out and connected at
the bottom to complete the ouffall.

B8.3.4 Performance Evaluation

The simple and low-cost site preparation and habitat emplacement systems worked
quite effecti,yely. By using this haul-down technique the motion of the habitat was coupled
with the bottom while it was still at the surface, thereby avoiding impact forces with the
bottom as is the case with objects lowered from the surface. Surface conditions were

very calm, which simplified the lowering operations.

B8.4 Support Barge Emplacement

B8.4.1 Introduction

The 22-by-90-foot support barge with all habitat support systems except the TV and
ra_o antennas, installed and checked out was to be emplaced as an elevated platform
about 15 feet offshore in Beehive Cove. Large boulders and coral which came within a
foot of the surface were immediately adjacent to the area where the barge was to be era-
placed. A few coral heads approached the surface in the area where the support barge
was to lie. Two-foot swells moved into this protected region. Prevailing open-sea
waves, swells, and wind _ :re blocked by a high land mass. The bedrock and boulders
had the hardness and strength of granite and were grown over with fire coral. This
stinging material forced construction divers to clothe in wet suits and gloves for protec-
tion in spite of high water temperatures.
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Fig. B56 - Ballast being placed on the habitat base
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B8.4.2 Site Preparation

During advance party operations a template was made using four inflated inner tubes
spaced by lines in the same pattern as the four-corner spudwells of the support barge.
The template was floated over _he proposed site until a position was found at which all
four piles would be sitting on a relatively flat bedrock surface and the barge would avoid
interaction with the rock and coral outcroppings. Markers were then placed at the pile
points for future reference in placing rock bolt anchors and in positioning the support
barge.

To stabilize the pile legs of the support barge for hoisting, the gu),ing system of Fig.
B35 was to be used. Three rock bolts were installed in the bedrock surrounding each
pile location. The rock was a metamorphosed lava and pyroclasttc deposit with great
strength and hardness. An electric underwater rotary tool, developed by the Battelle
Memorial institute, was used with tungsten carbide masonry bits to drill the holes for
3/4-inch bolt expansion jackets. A sample of the installed bolts was tested with a spe-
cially fabricated tripod tensiometer to 5000 pounds without evidence of pullout.

Two coral heads which would have interacted with the bottom of the support barge
were broken off with a sledge hammer on approval of the National Park Servlce's
representative.

Two 1500-pound anchor-surface can moors were emplaced to constrain the seaward
end of the support barge during emplacement operations. To constrain the shoreward

end a 75-pound anchor with a wlre-rope leader,was emplanted between boulders on

shore. For the other corner of the barge a wire rope was wrapped around and secured
toa 30-ton boulder.
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B8.4.3 Emplacement Operations

The support barge was moved into and connected to its moor by a .:auseway tender
boat. This is a modified ',anding craft mechanized (LCM-6) used by th_ Seabees in am-
phibious operations. It has a shallow draft, twin screws, and adeq,_ate power for moder-
ate surf operations. A standard LCI_I-6 assisted in positioning the; b_r_e. The crane

barge was then moved into a position adjacent to the support barge. Steel pilings, 20
inches in diameter, were inserted througl_ the support barge spu_,well.J using the 35-ton
crane. Swells caused substantial movement in the support barge. The mooring lines
were adjusted until the spudwell lined up with the pile point marked on the bottom. The
pile was dropped. This was repeated until all piles were in place.

The surge produced sufficient barge motion that installation of the guying system
(Fig. B35) on the shoreward piles for hoisting would have endangered the construction
divers. This plan was abandoned on the shoreward piles, although guys were installed on
the seaward piles. The barge elevation mechanism (Fig. 1336) was installed. In normal
operations the piles are driven into a sediment bottom, which constrains .'hem to a verti-
cal position when the barge is winched up. Tektite I was the first application in which the
piles were set on a rocky ocean bottom. Without pi!e _ys on the shoreward piles, it was
decided to jack the barge out of the water on the canted piles and attempt to erect the as-
sembly by pushing with the tender boats. Sleeves were to be welded in the spudwells to
maintain the vertical orientation.

The barge was jacked out until the lower side was 6 inches out of the water and the
high side P0 inches. At this point, binding in the spudwells became ex-essive. Attempts
to force the piles into an erect position were not successful. The bedrock possessed a

fracture plane at approximately the same angle as the pile cant a,.d piles penetrated ap-
proximately a foot into the ocean bottom along this plane. O'-serva,'ions and calculations
showed that the support barge was in a stable configuration wi'h the 4-ioot..long spud-
wells capable of balancing the moments caused by surf and wind conditions in this pro-
tected cove. It was decided not to attempt to correct the cant Jx raise the barge higher.
Four safety chains were attached between} barge padeyes and the pile caps at each pile.
The winch cables were slacke_l to approximately a half load. The support van was
shimmed to a level position compensating for the 4-degree lateral cant of the barge's
deck, to complete the support barge emplacement as shown in Fig. B57.

B8.4.4 Performance Evaluation

Preassembling the support system on a barge at a suitable fabrication facility rather
than attempting to assemble them in a remote area on a land-mounted platform was un-
questionably ad_anta_eous to operational schedules and construction costs. Also advan-
tageous was the elevation of the platform even apart from the requirements for mini-
mizing noise in the water. Continuous checking and adjustment of the moors and motion
of the operational platform was thereby avoided.

Development of the Ammi liftdock concept for use on rocky ocean bottoms is re-
quired. The ":alue of such development is in the large cost savings over drilling the piles
in. I, creasing the diameter of the piles or decreasing the spudwell diameter, providing a
bearing plate or shoe for the pile to set in and guying of the pile tops are to be consid-
ered in the development effort.

Techniques and equipment used for drilling into hard rock underwater were not ade-
quate. A minimum of 1 hour of hard work by three construction divers was required on
each hole drilled.
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Fig. B57 - Support barge in its final position

The tripod tensiometer developed specially by the Seabees for testing the static
pullout strength of water Jetted anchors works very well for that purpose. In shallow
water, however, it was difficult to position. For use on rock surfaces the forces do not
require spread footings, and a more compact unit could be developed.

B8.5 Umbilical Emplacement

B8.5.1 Introduction

The umbilicals consisted of two heavy armored cables and four air and water hoses
which float in water. The 1000-foot armored cables were to be laid on the bottom over
the 400-foot distance between the support barge and the habitat. To prevent navigational
dflfic_Ities and risk of severing hoses the air and water hoses, which could be swum out
on a straight path at the surface, had to be anchored to the bottom.

B8.5.2 Emplacement Operations

The electrical power cable and the communications cable were provided on their
reels with the habitat ends free. The reels were mounted on hvo reel stands by means of
a pipe shaft through the reel center. The reel stands were welded to the deck in the cen-
ter of a causeway section. A standard Naval Facilities Engineering Command fairlead
wa_ modified to suit and welded at one end of the causeway. A reel brake was to have
been provided with each reel but was not. Rather than delay the project, and in view of
the shallow water into which the cables were to be laid, a crude brake was devised from
a piece of timider. The causeway was maneuvered into a position adjacent to the strain
relief mounts on the habitat. The habitat end of the power cable was payed out to con-
struction divers. The strain relief had been previously connected to the armor on the
cable and the unarmored end had been waterproofed with shrink tubing. Seabee construc-
tion divers bolted the strain relief to the mount on the habitat base and threaded the un-
armored end up through the cable trunk into the habitat.

1

I
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The causeway was maneuvered in a flanking pattern to lay the 1000-foot cable over a
400..foot distance and place the end at the support barge with no substantial excess. The
bottom throughout the area was composed of very rugged bedrock and coral formations.
An error in laying would hay9 taken substantial tlme and effort to co_reet. At the sup-
port barge the strain relief on the cable end was bolted to its mounting plate and the un-
armored end connected to tb_ habitat power distribution system. The communication and
signal cable was laid in the same way as the power cable. An attempt was made to avoid

crossing over the power cable, which may have produced signal interference, but once
crossover occurred. It was compensated for by installing a wooden separator.

The ends of the air and water hoses were secured in strain reliefs and connected at

the habitat. They were swum out individually in a straight path at the surface to the sup-
port barge, secured in strain reliefs there, and connected to the support barge fittings.
They were then married into a bundle every 20 feet, swum to the bottom, and tied with
manila line to coral heads and to the power and communicr, tton cables where they crossed
them. During systems integration checkout the hoses were inspected for leaks.

BB.5.3 Performance Evaluation

Umbilical laying operations were totally successful. No damage to hoses or cable
occurred, and the ends came out right on station. The presence of a substantial reel
brake or reel drtvc, such as was used to recover the umbilical, would have reduced the
overactivity of the adrenal glands of construction p_rs_nnel. Under the conditions of
having to flank, two h_a_/ 1000-foot cables over a 400-foot distance, a crossover was
vir_ally unavoldable but was easily remedied.

B8.6 Way 3ration !nstallation

B8.6.1 Introduction

The way stations (Fig. B28) were to provide a refuge for the aquanaut_ if they be-
cam_ tlu-eatened by predators while on excursion dives from the habitat and also allowed
aquanauts to communicate by voice with each other wi_iie diving and with aquanauts in the
hab tat. Each way station was equipped with a bang stick loaded with a 12-gauge shotgun
shell, and twin 72-cubic-foot scuba, tanks for displacing the water in the plastic dome.

B8.6.2 Emplacement Operations

The way stations were lowered to th9 bottom using a sling and the crane barge. The
units, with air _n the dorr.es, were t,_sitioned on the bottom by swimming them into posi-

tion using a lift baK.

Sound-r, owered phove._ were installed in each way station. Phone wire was spooled
,Jff along _e bottom from the farthest way station around the loop (Fig. B1) to the habitat
and cor__ected by co_structlon divers.

B3.6.3 Pe:formance Evaluation

Construction equipment and techniques were straightforward and adequate.
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B9 INSTALLATION, INTEGRATION AND CHECKOUT OF

THE HABITAT SYSTFM

J. B. Tenney, General :_lectric Company, Miseile and Space Division,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

At 9:00 p.m. on January 27, 1969, the Tektite habitat floated clear of the Ammi Imrge
used to transport and launch it. The habitat wae sealed, internally pressurized to 20 psig,
and positively buoyant by 15,000 pounds. On the following day the Tektite habitat was

tmved to its emplacement site at Beehive Cove, where it was secured to preplaced bottom
anchors made from steel plates. At this point, cast-iron ballast pigs were added by Sea-
bee construction divers to reduce the reserve buoyancy by 10,000 pounds. With the habi-
tat positively buoyant by 5000 pounds it was winched to the bottom, where ballast tanks in
the base were flooded to reverse the buoyancy to 5000 pounds negative.

Additional ballast pigs were added and the habitat was secured to the bottom anchors
using turnbuckles. At 10:30 a.m. on January 30 General Electric divers opened the habi-
tat and began the installation and checkout procedures that were completes on February 14.
The mission began on February 15.

All integration and checkout tasks were accomplished in accordance with prepared
checklists that reflected careful study of e:_erience in Sealab II. Checksut tasks during
various conditions of the habitat, both above and below the surface, required close coop-
eration between all of the participating agencies.

The checklist for when the habitat was on the deck of the Ammi barge with its base
secured to the barge, had been removed from the well deck of the LSD, was in its ship-

ping configurat!on including protective coverings on the windows, did not have the power
line connected, and had the shark doors and screens in place but did not have the cage at
the entrance to the wet room attached was as follows:

1. "low the Ammi barge and the habitat to the launch site.

2. Moor the Ammi barge on prep!seed moors.

3. Locate the template.

4. Thread and drive the four piles.

5. Inspect the piles for depth and perpendicularity.

6. Connect temporary lights inside the habitat

7. Transfer to the habitat all spares not transferred at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard, all dry goods (excluding frozen food), all tools, and all expendables (e.g.,
linens, towels, baralyme, charcoal, and colorimetric tubes).

8. Check the pressure on all emergency scuba bottles and secure thv b_ttles to wall
brackets.

9. Check the pressure on all habitat fire extinguishers and secure them in the
habitat.

10. Stock spare coolant.

11. Install all charcoal in the filters of the environmental control system.
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12. Install fresh batteries in all emergency lighting devices and secure the devices in
the habitat.

13. Transfer the aquanauts' personal gear to the habitat.

14. Transfer spare scuba botties and equipment to the habitat.

15. Determine the weights for all components added to the habitat and adjust the bal-
last accordingly.

16. Install and test the Perkin-Elmer gas analyzer.

17. Preposition the O_ and CO 2 monitoring equipment in the crew quarters.

18. Perform a leak test.

19. Clean the windows with antistatic solution.

20. Check quantities and location for all supplies, including baralyme, food, expend-
ables, personal gear, and scientific mission equipment. Adjust ballast as required.

The checklist f_r when the outfitting was complete, all stores, personal gear,
spares, and dry (nonfrozen) provisions were stored aboard, all emergency air bottles
were charged, the Ammi was flnating __ecured on four piles, _,,.d leak tcsting was com-
pleted was as follows:

1. Check all windows and protective window covers.

2. Charge the coolant system to 50 psig.

3. Open the purge valve c,n the bridge and the valve at hull penetration. Close the
pressure equalization valve, the sea water inlet condenser, the sea water outlet con-
denser, the drain for tank 1 (crew quarters and bridge) under the sink in the crew quar-
ters, the drain for tank 1 below the floor at the outlet of the condensate pump, the fresh
water drain in tank 2 (equipment room and wet room), the sea water drain in tank 2, the
sea water inlet for the toilet in tank 2, the Freon overflow valve, the water inlet valve at
the umbilical plate, the three high-pressure inlet valves for emergency air, scuba air,
and bypass air, and the low-pressure air-return valve in the "sniffer" line.

4. Cap both differential-pressure penetrations (1/4-inch nipples) outside the habitat.

5. Close all handwheels on the 26 emergency air bottles.

6. Open all water faucets and assure that no water is present in the system or hot
water heater before closing the drain valves.

7. Operate pumps until the bilges are dry and the sump tank is emp.'y before closing
the drain valves.

8. Check the main power panel to assure circuit breakers CB1, CB2, and CB3 are
in the ON position. Check the main distribution panel to assure that the lighting breakers
are in the ON position.

9. Check each compartment breaker panel to assure that all breakers are in the
OFF position except the main lighting circuits in each compartment, the freezer circuit
in the equipment room, and the refrigeration circuit in the crew quarters.

: J
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ON

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.
opened.

16.

17.

10. Check the light switches to assure that all the overhead light switches are in the
position and all others are in the OFF position.

Close the 10-inch umbilical penetration.

Close the main umbilical plates and check the bolt torques.

Close the stuffing tube penetration.

Close the main entry trunk and check the bolt torques.

Locate the chain fall and wrench in the wet room for use when the habitat is

Check the condition of all batteries in the habitat.

Preposition all tools for startup of the environmental control system, commtmi-
cation cable installation, electric cable installation and packing, etc.

18. Remove temporary lighting equipment.

19. Exit via the scuttle and secure the scuttle tightly.

20. Close the pressure equalization valve.

21. Close the flood and vent valves in the base.

22. Connect the low-pressure air hose from the Bolstad-Lister compressor on the
diver barge. Check the hookup for leaks to the umbilical plate.

23. Pressurize the habitat to 10 psig.

24. Submerge the Ammt barge in accordance with the predetermined plan (extended
weather forecasts were obtained before beginning this phase of the emplacement).

25. Disconnect the low-pressure air umbilical at the quick disconnect on the habitat.

26. Add trim ballast as required for the habitat to float free of the Ammt barge with
15,000 pounds positive buoyancy.

The checklist for when the habitat was floating free of the Amml barge resting on
the bottom, the reserve buoyancy was 15,000 pounds, all umbilical cables at the emplace-
ment site had been prepared for subsequent laying, and the control center on the support
barge was operational was as follows:

1. Perform an external visual check of the habitat and the buoyancy tanks in the
base for leaks,

2. Attach two lines to the tender boat; cast off the mooring lines from the habitat.

3. Tow the habitat to the emplacement site. The speed should not exceed 2 lmot_,
and the sea should be calm.

4. Position the habitat over the emplacement site and secure it with nylon lines and
downhaul winches. Continue quickly with events 5 through 12 to minimize time at the
interface.

J
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5. Attach low-pressure air to the umbilical quick connect.

6. Pressurize to 20 psig.

7. Check the buoyancy.

8. Perform a visual check of the habitat and base for leaks.

9. Attach winches between the habitat base and the anchors.

10. Divers haul down on the comealonp until the habitat is on bottom.

11. Open the flood and vent valves to the ballast tank in base.

12. Connect the base to the anchors and check the connections.

13. Disconnect and return the winches (or comealongs) to the surface.

14. Blow the umbilical hunk.

15. Blow the main entry trunk.

!6: Shut off the low-pressure air at the surface.

17. Perform a visual inspection for leaks, anchor tightness, base location, etc.

The checklist for when the habitat was sealed, pressurized, secured to the sea bot-

tom 49 feet deep, negatively buoyant by 9.0,000 pounds, and low-pressure air had been
connected but there was no flow into the habitat was as follows:

1. Two divers from the surface perform visual inspection of the habitat.

2. Divers open the pressure equalization valve in the crew quarters.

3. Open the scuttle and enter the habitat.

4. Read the O 2 sensors in the crew quarters.

5. Enter the wet room and remove the bolts from the entry trunk hatch•

6. Use the chain fall or hoist to raise the cover approximately 45 degrees.

7. With the batch cover at approximately 45 degrees, lift the cover and push it back
against the tank wall.

8. Secure the cover to t_c _mll using the snap hook and remove the chain faiL

9. Use the shackle on the hatch cover to secure the cover to the wall bracket.

10. Remove the chain fall from its position over the trunk.

11. Install the divin_ ladder in the main entry trunk.

12. Close the scuttle and secure it, replace the floor cover over the scuttle, and re-

place the carpet over the hatch.

+

+

• :++•:+
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18.

19.
raised,

20.

21.
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Close the_pressure equalization valve.

Start the loi_-pressure air from the diver barge compressor on the surface.

Open th_ 26 emergency air cylinder valves.

Open the valve to the high-pressure air inlet line.

Secure the electrical cable to the strain relief fitting on the base.

Enter the habitat and connect the electrical umbilical from the inside.

Connect the electrical umbilical to the bulkhead fitting with the umbilical plate

Perform a resistanco check,

Energize the habitat by starting the generators on the support barge and closing
the breaker to the electrical umbilical.

22. Perform a vie_,al inspection (lights on in the habitat).

23. Start the CO2 scrubber.

24. Switch the mass spectrometer off battery power and on the main power.

25. Remove the plug from the stuffing tube in the umbilical plate.

26. Insert the end of the communications cable through the stuffing tube.

2% Connect the cable pull ring to the preplaced line from the equipment room,

28. Pull the communications cable into the habitat until the white line appears at the
top of the stuffing tube.

29.

30.

31.

32.

$3.

34.
nications circuit by closing circuit breaker CB-4 of the breaker panel in the bridge.

35. Verify communications with the control center.

36. Start up and calibrate the mass spectrometer gas analyzer.

3_. Connect the fresh water umbilical hose (quick disconnect fitting).

38. Open the water valve at the umbilical plate.

Position the packing in the stuffing tube.

Tighten the gland nut on the sleeve and pecking.

Secure the strain relief of the communications cable to ",he base fitting.

Secure the communications cable to the brackets in the equipment room.

Strip off the waterproof end of the communications cable,

Connect the communications umbiUcal in the Junction box. Energize tlw commu-

!I
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39. Connect the vent line to the disconnect fitting and strain relief.

40. Install the ladder In the wet.room entry trunk.

41. Install the diver handrail in the wet room

42. Install the water level detector in the wet room entry trunk and wire it Into the
Juliet'ion box,

43. Test the trunk water level detector.

44. Test the wet room water level detector.

45. Uncoil and deploy the preplaced habitat drain lines.

The checklist for when the habitat was secured to the bottom, the power was on and

all umblUcals were connec_d, the habitat was opened and illuminated but final adjust-
ments had not been made tothe environmental-control, communications, or other sys-
tems, and the bottom eomplex had not been completed was as follows:

1. Emplace way stations.

2. Connect communications wires between the way stations and the habitat.

3. Operate the intercom between the way stations and the habitat.

4. Connect all underwater lights mechanically and electrically and verify their
operation.

5. Emplace the underwater TV camera.

6. Connect the power and coaxial cables from the underwater TV camera to the
habitat.

7. Operate the underwater TV camera.

8. Emplace the navigation aids.

9. Remove the protective covers from the windows.

10. Attach the shark cage at the entry to the habitat base.

11. Set up the location for transfer pots.

12. Perform a final check of the environmental control system by a functional test of
all system elements: normal air, purge air, emergency air, scuba recharge, and built-in
breathing stations.

13. Adjust the thermal control system by operating as required and making final ad-
Justmeuts to thermostats, reheaters, etc.

'.4. Verify all alarm system elements: bell from bridge, buzzer for gas analyzer
power loss, and horn for wet room flooding.

15. Operate the gas analysis eqt:lpment.
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l 16. Verify the comr_unications system components: TV monitors, open mikes, all
intercom stations including the way stations, sound-powered phones, entertainment radio,
private phone, and entertainment TV.

17. Test the trunk flooding alarm.

18. Test the wet room flooding alarm.

19. Install the wet room flooding alarn,, iucluding a connection to the audible alarm
and power disconnect switch on the" a.mmilbarge.

20. Test the wet room flooding alarm after the installation.

With the successful operation of all on-board systems the habitat was ready for oc-
cupancy by the aquanauts. Many of the tests and checkout steps previously described re-
quired their own detailed checklists, and considerable reliance was placed on written
checklists. No unusual or unexpected problems were encountered during the checkout.

BIO SYSTEM CERTIFICATION

Leonard A. Melka, Naval Ship Systems Command,
Submarine Ship Acquisition Project Office, Washington, D.C.

B10.1 Need For Material Safety Review

The Department of the Navy, as the lead agency in the multiagency Tektit_ I project,
decided that to assure the maximum degree of safety of the four Department the Inte-
rior civilian aquanauts and to insure documentation of all appropriate feature_ which
might represent technological improvements in the growing field of ocean engineering, it
would conduct a material safety review of the habitat and the associated support systems.
Therefore, the Chief of Naval Research requested that the Commander, Naval Ship Sys-
tems Command, assi.;t in the establishment of a material safety reviev: board to deter-
mine the material adequacy of the habitat and its support systems. This responsibility
was delegated to the Supervisor of Salvage, Code OOC, who s_bsequently passed it to the
Deep Submergence Certification Group, code PMS381D, which L_LScogu_zance of material
certification for safety of deep submergence vehicles manned by Navy personnel.

B10.2 Procedures and Criteria

By strict interpretation of existing directives Navy material certification of Tektite I
was not required, since neither military nor civilian Navy personnel would occupy the
habitat at any time during the 60-day saturation diving experiment. However, the Navy
as lead agency was morally obligated to assure the same de_ee of material safety for
the four non-Navy aquanauts as would be afforded Navy per" nnel. To do this a material
review was conducted in accordance with Navy material c_.- _,'t _.tion criteria. The two
documents used for guidance were NavShips 0900o028-2010 ..... ,,terial Certification Pro-
cedures and Criteria Manual for Manned Non-Combatar _ ....bmersibles) and NavShips
0900-028-2020 (Pre-Survey Outline Booklet for Manned ._,on-Combatant Submersibles).

It was unfortunate that the decision for conducting a material safety review came so
late in the Tektite I schedule of events. The material certification process for assuring
people's safety is not something to be rushed through, and performing this task within
the remaining time frame was a real challenge. Working the project under a high prior-
ity allowed the NavShips safety review board to cover a great deal of the normal certifi-
cation process; however, even with this kind of priority it was soon evident that the
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remaining time frame would preclude them from carrying out the full Navy certification
effort. As a result the group was instructed to perform as much of the certification ef-
fort as was physically possible within the time remaining and to present a statement of
the f_edings on the material safety conditions prior to the submerged operation.

An initial project familiarization conference was held on November 25, 1968, at the
General Electric plant in Philadelphia, during which time a brief technical description of
the habitat and its support systems was outlined by the General Electric personnel and a
prelimina.,7 scope and schedule for the material safety review was established by the
NavShips representatives. In addition, the NavShips representatives explained the Navy's
procedures and criteria for noncombatant submersible certification.

A subsequent conference on December 6, 1968, was held in NavShips, Washington,
D.C., to acquaint the technical personnel of NavShips and the Naval Ship Engineering
Center with the design of the habitat and its support systems. NavShips noted that the
primary emphasis would be to review all aspects of the habitat relevant to the scope for
the material safety review; if thne permitted the review would include the support barge
s3,stems which affect the safety of the aquanauts. The conference also established Table
B4 by using NavShips 0900..028-2010 as a gnide. The scope was designed to include all
systems _-'_d components of systems of the habitat which through a noncatastrophic fail-
ure woul_ affect the safety of the aquanauts. Another accomplishment of the corderence
was a rerlew of NavShips 0900-028-2020 concerning its applicability and identification of
the reeordable evidedce that could be submitted by the General Electric Company in sup-
port of the material safety review. The habitat and its supporting systems were designed,
fabrit_.nt_.d_ and .-,._npmhl_d hy fi_a C.ana,,a! _la,,*_t¢ rs,.,..,,...,,.,,,,,............................................ _..,.., us'.ng standard commercial
methods of fabrication and testing. Also, General Electric documented all the areas of
design, fabrication, and testing which they deemed necessary.

Following the conference on December 6, documentation was forwarded by the Gen-
eral Electric Company to NavShips for evaluation. The General Electric Company was
most cooperative with NavShips In this effort. By submitting all of their documentation
in the scope areas to NavShips according to the prescribed methods of NavShips 0900-
_28-2010, the time required for review was minimized.

As part of the review two on-sRe surveys of the habitat and support system9 were
conducted at the Philadelphia Naval %ipyard (December 19, 1968, and January 6, 1969).
During these zurveys the NavShips and Naval Ship Engineering Center personnel in-
spected the systems and components aboard the habitat and the support barge and talked
with their General Electric systems engineering counterparts.

B10.3 Material Deficiencies

part of the material safety review, NavShips produced two reports of findings of
the material deficieactes identified on the habitat and its support systems. The first re-

port (Table B5) stated al! of the material deficiencies identified prior to the departure on
January 8, 1969, of the habitat and its support systems from the Philadelphia Naval Ship-
yard. This departure ,late was a very critical milestone in the review, because ft. there
were any material deficiencies in the habitat which were of sufficient inaptitude to stop
the program or require shipyard facilities for correction, they had to be identified prior
to the habitat leaving the shipyard. It was recommended by NavShtps that the Chief of
Naval Research correct the deficiencies noted prior to habitat occupancy. Admiral T. B.
Owen, the Chief of Naval Research, directed the General Electric Company to take posi-
tive action to either correct these deficiencies, provide the necessary data requested, or
conduct sufficient on-site monitoring, depending on the individual deficiency, and to have
the actions approved by the Operational Project Director of Project Tektite I, Cdr. F.
Looney.
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Table B4
Scope for Material Safety Review

?

¢:

1. Pressure hull: two habitat cylinders, cupola, and tunnel.

2. Vlewports: six hemisphical viewports and the fiat windows of the cupola.

3. Hatches: normal egress, emergency egress (scuttle), and tube turn.

4. Inserts (penetrations): air, communication , electrical, and water umbili-
cals; sanitary line; and sea water lines.

5. Support framing and foundations: legs, base, and anchors.

6. Surface air supply and surface emergency air supply _aclmp).

7. CO2 removal system: baraIyme canisters.

8. Monitoring system: pN2, pH20 , pO2, and pCO2.

9. Dilutent gas system: N2.

10. Emergency breathing systems: self,-contatned emergency air (built-in
breathing system) and emergency and scuba c_rglng air cylinders, _,d _s-
cape air bottles.

II. Contaminant removal system: charcoal filters (information only).

12. CO removal system: purge system.

13. Toxic and flammable material identification (information only): waste
management and food and water supply.

14. Noncompensated equipment subject to imploslon: six TV and movie cam-
eras (interior and exterior), three TV picture tubes, lights (interior and
exterior), and transfer (dumbwaiter) pots.

15. Four CO2 fire extinguishers.

16. Communication systems: open microphones, intercom, and sound-powered
phone; TV cameras and display units; and environment display console.

17. Accessibility to vital equipment, such as the emergency air system, and
fire extinguishers, and the ease of opening the emergency escape hatch.

18. Habitat stability and buoyancy.

19. Electric power systems (norm_ or emergency): transmission cable;
transformer box, distribution panel, and switch boxes; lighting systems;
and fusing lineup (fault isolation).

20. Operating procedures.

•! i

'i

i
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Table B5

Report of Findings of the January 6, 1969, Material Safety Review

1. Pressure Hull: The effects of sea water on the rubber expansion joint should
be determined. Also, a daily survey of this joint should be made during the
Tektite I operation.

Z. Viewports: The hemispherical viowports have numerous defects in the

Plexiglas x_hich may cause failure after long-term loads. The viewports
were never subjected to long-term loading nor can it be assured that all
existing defects were present before the hydrostatic test. One of the view-
ports which contains the worst defects should be tested under long-term
loading conditions similar to the Tektite I project conditions.

Hatches, Inserts, Support Framing and ]r'oundations: Satisfactory.

Life Support Systems: (a) Proof should be provided that all high-pressure
air and nitrogen cylinders have been hydrostatically tested and cleaned. The
proof should include the test pressure, the test date, and the cleaning proce-
dure. It was noted that the date on one air cylinder indicated it was tested
in 1962. ICC requires retesting every 5 years. (b) Proof should be pro-
vided that the high-pressure umbilical line has been tested to I-I/2 times

the wc_rking pressure. (c) All high-pressure air and nitrogen piping should
be hydrostatically tested to 1-1/2 times the working pressure. (d) Proof
should be provided that all high-pressure regulator valves have built-in re-
lief valves. (e) Tightness tests on all high-presst_re piping systems should
be completed. All leaks should be corrected and the systems retested.
During the on-site inspection of January 6, 1969, leaks were noted in the
high-pressure nitrogen system, and some test results indicated leaking in
the air ar,d nitrogen systems. Fox' system pressure over 1000 psi the
pressure-drop test should be a 24-hour test and the pressure drop should
not exceed 1_'_of the test pressure corrected for temperature.

14. Noncompcnsated Equipment ,Subject to Implosiop: The implodable items
have only been tested to 1.25 times the working pressure. This does not
meet NavShips criteria of 1.5 times working pressure for undersea habi-
tats. Therefore all glass noucompensated volumes should be contained by a
protective shielding for assurance of material adequacy.

15. Fire Extinguishers: Satisfactory.

16. Communication Systems: Inlormation should be submitted on the operation
and maintenance of the emergency battery for the alarm system. Informa-
tion should include the load on the battery, how long the load is expected to
be on the battery, and the charging characteristics of the batte:'y.

17. Accessibility. to Vital Equipment: Satisfactory.

18. Habitat Stability and Buo)'ancy: Satisfactory.

19. Electrical Power Systems: (a) At least one relay-operated hand lantern
should be added to cr.ch compartment to come on automatically upon failure
of power to the lighting system in the co_,partment. (b) The power failure
mode should be analyzed to show that a power l'ailure will not jeopardize the
aquanauts. There is a standby generator buc no sp,'u'e umbilical cable or
transformer. A casualty to the umbilical cable or one of the transformers
will result in loss of power to the habitat.

20. Operating Procedure: Satisfactory.
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Table B3

Final Report of Findings of the February 1!, 1969, M_terial SafetyICeview

B89

t'

6-13.

1-5. Pressure Hull and Appurtenances: Satisfactory except for the testing of the
hemispherical viewports and that the rubber expansion joint should have daily
surveillance noted in the report oI findings of January 6, 1969.

Life Support Systems: Satisfactory except for the items noted in the report of
findingsof January 6, 1969. Tilesubmittalof recordable evidence was incom-

plete. Detailed discussion o,'outstandingitems follows labeledas in the previ-

ous report: (a)The hydrostaticstrength testingcriteriaof the air cylindersat

5/3 times the maximum operating pressure per ICC Specificationsissatisfac-

tory,but PMS381D has not received the hydro stren_h testinghistory(pres-

sure and date)and the cleaninghistory (procedvre and date)of each aid"cylin-

der. (The high-pressure air system's maximum operating press,we is 2400

psi.) Even though ASME specificationsdo not require hh_ nitrogen cylinder

(sixpack tubes)which are designed for 2400 psi working pressure to be hydro-

staticallystrength tested,PMS381D believes thatto insure material adequacy
these cylinders should have been hydrostaticallystrength testedto 5/3 times

the system's maximum operating pressure. (The nitrogen system's maz.imum

op,_ratingpressure is 1100 psi.) Also, the cleaning history (procedure and
ante)of each of these nitrogencylinders should be submitted. (d)The Air

Products' letterdid not containa statement thatthe high-pressure air system
regulators have built-insafetyreliefvalves. Proof should be provided that

these built-inreliefvalves do exista_d are preset torelieve at20% above the

system's maximum operating pressure. (The high pressure air system's max-
imum operating pressure is 2400 psi.) The e,_j.....................L-_uuu_ ,_L ,,,_,"'"containa

statement thatthe nitrogen system regulators have built-insafetyreliefvalves.

The information i:,satisfactory,but proof should be provided thatthe relief
valves are preset to relieveat20°_ above the system's maximum operating

pressure. (The nitrogen system's maximum operating pressure is 1100 psi.)
(e)No data have been received on the tightnesstestingof the nitrogen system.

These data are requested by PMS381D. The data received on the tightness

testingofthe high pressure air system isalso incomplete. The leak testdoes
meet the criteriaof24 hours and a pressure drop not exceeding 1% of the test

pressure (thenressure drop was zero),but there was no correction for tem-

perature. The followinginformation should be submitted: Why there was not a
temperature correction,a diagram indicatingalignment of system for testing,

and a descriptionofthe pressure gage which was used includingitspressure
increments.

14. Noncompensated Equipment Subjectto Implosion: Satisfactoryexcept for the

items noted inthe report of findingsof January 6, 1969.

15. Fire-Fighting Provisions: Satisfactory.

16. Communication Systems: Satisfactoryexcept for the submittal of L_Iormation

voted inthe report of findingsof January 6, 1969.

17. Accessibilityto VitalEquipment: Satisfactory.

18. HabitatStabilityand Buvyancy: Satisfactory.

19. ElectricalPower Systems: Satisfactoryexcept for the items noted inthe re-

port of findingsof January 6,1969.

20. Operating Procedure: Satisfactory.
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The second report (Table B6) reported all of the material deficiencies of the habitat
and its support systems identified and the status of each of the material safety review
scope items given in Table B4. Furthermore, it was noted that there was only a partial
submittal of recordable evidence to NavShips on the disposition of the earlier findings of
Table BS. Also, NavShips requested results of the operational proof tests to the installed
systems under actual environmental conditions, and these were never received.

The report of findings of February 11, 1969 (Table B6) was not forwarded prior to

habitat occupancy, but instead a message was sent to report NavShtps disposition. The
message concurred with the Operational Project Director that no material deficiencies
were uncovered to preclude operations as planned and that the habitat and support sys-
tems had been evaluated and were operational but recommended surveillance efforts as

stated in the January 6 report.

Bll ENGINEERING EVALUATION OF HABITAT DURING OPERATIONS

J. B. Tenney, D. Withey, E. Batutis, R. Klammer, R. Swartley, and
R. Cockfield, General E!ectric Company, Missile and Space Division,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Bl1.1 Introduction

The 60-day saturation mission in Tektite I ended on April 14, 1969. After the aqua-
nauts had departed from the habitat, inspection teams from both the Navy and the General
Electric Company began an engineering evaluation which preceeded preparation of the
habitat for final pullout. This section oriefly describes this evaluation and is based on
observations made inside and outside the habitat, interviews with the aquanauts, and re-

corded data collected during the mission.

Bli.2 Structure

B11.2.1 Hull

The Tektite pressure hull was designed to be pressurized on the surface at full

working-depth pressure. In the initial phases of the program this working depth was as-
sumed to be 75 feet. However, as program definition improved, actual emplacement

depth was determined to be 49 feet. For convenience, the hull structure was hydrostati-
cally tested at an internal pressure of 50 psig. These tests were conducted at the fabri-
cator's plant, where all hull penetrations were blanked off. The fully assembled habitat
with all internal systems installed, the rubber crossover tunnel in place, and all Plexi-
_las viewing ports emplaced was pneumostatically tested at 28 psig in the Philadelphia
N..,.val Shipyard. For safety this test was conducted at the bottom of the drydock during
the night shift after the dock had been evacuated. No i_,'oblems were anticipated, and
none were encountered. Leak rates encountered during these preliminary tests were
relatively low and were qutckly stopped using permagum. After the habitat was deliv-
ered to the site at Lameshure Bay, a final leak test immediately prior to final pressuri-
zatior revealed a small leak at the handwheel in the emergency escape scuttle of the

crew quarters. The hand wheel spindle was repacked, and the leak was stopped. During
the mission no leaks were detected in the habitat. A light coating of growth thaz built up
on the structure during the mission was easily removed with a cloth. There was little
evidence of rusting on painted portions of the habitat, and paint adherence wls good.
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Bll.2.2 Ports

In spiteof theminordefectspointedout in Table B5, the six 2-foot-diameter hemi-
spherical vlewports performed well during the mission. There was no evidence of
cracking, crazing, discoloration, or heavy growth buildup. Growth occurred slowly and
was easily removed using a cloth. On two windows the aquanauts permitted growth to
occur so that growth rates of various marine organisms could be determined. On these
windov's the aquanauts recorded growth rates of the colonies by marking the windows
with ink. The eigt.t flat-plate windows in the cupola also performed well, and there was
no evidence of cr_c!_o, crazing, or growth buildup. At the end of the mission all windows
were carefully cleaned before the precise date for removal from the water of the habitat
was determined. To prevent marine organisms from building up again all windows were
lightly coated with vaseline. This technique was effective in preventing further growth
build-up. Bolts which held the flange rings securing the hemispherical windows were not
painted prior to emplacement, and these bolts rusted considerably.

BII.2.3 Access Openings

The cover tothe 4-foot-diameter entry trunk providing access tothe wet room re-

mained open and bolted tothe wall during the mission. The bolthole_ for the flanged
cover were therefore exposed tosaltwater dripping from the suitsand the equipment of

the aquanauts. These boltholes rusted,and at the end ofthe mission itwas necessary to

retap many of the holes before the cover could be bored shut.

On subsequent mlsstons where open tapped h_ies in flangesor other structuraleie-

ments are exvosed to sea water, itisrecommended that holes be cleaned and filledwith

threaded fillerplugs set in paintor similar suitableprotectivematerial.

The 3-foot-diameter hatch in the crew quarters was normally closed during the mis-
sion. There w_s concern that a buildup of marine growth on the spindle of this hatch
could intorfere _vith proper functioning after 60 days. To prevent growth buildup the
hatch trunk was blown dry at the beginning of the mission and was periodicalIy inspected

during the mission. No growth occurred in the hatch, and it functioned properly at the
end of ti_e mission.

EII.2.4 Shark Cage

The shark cage at the habitat entrance was constructed so that its bottom did not
rest directly on the sea floor. Consequently, there was no tendency tor sand or other
particles to accumulate inside the entry trunk. Some slight rusting occurred on the
shark cage but not enough to constitute a serious problem.

BII.2.5 Service Pen_tr.-.ttons

Hull penetrations functioned properly and presented no problems. Growth buildup on
quick-disconnect fittings was prevented by ._imply blowing the umbilical trunk dry. The
stuffing tt be used for the communication umbilical was not required to withstand a sig-
nificant pressure differential, and there were no leaks. To eliminate the requirement
for lines or cables passing through _he main entry trunk a separate 10-inch umbilic:d
trunk was provided in the wet room. This trunk was normally left open and was used for
cables to underwater lights, uvderwater TV cameras, plankton samplers, and ;'.lmllar
external equipments. This is considered to be a good feature of the wet room, and its
use is recow.mended Jr, subsequent habitat configurations.

_._

:i
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Bl1._.6 Ballast

The steel punchlngs used for ballast in the Tektite base rusted slightly. There was
some concern that these small punchings might in time rust together in such a manner as
to make subsequent removal difficult. How,_ver, these punchings had been lightly coated
with oil prior to del!.very, and their subsequent removal presenteci no unusual preblems.
Cast-iron pigs used for trim ballast rusted considerably, but no unusual problems were
encountered with the ballast. Steel ballast plates used to winch the habitat to the bottom

did not experience significant corrosion, showed no evidence of shifting, and showed very
little evidence of scour. On two of the four a,chor plates scour at one corner was on
about 3 inches, but in general these anchors were h ghly successful.

Bli.3 Umbilical Cables

Several characteristics of the umbilical cables are shown in Table B7. No problems
were experienced during the laying of the lal ge-diameter power cable and communication
cable from the support barge using the simple unsophisticated reel stands and braking
mechanisms. The smaller diameter water hose and high and low pressure air hoses and
a small-diameter air return line used under certain conditions to permit continuous gas

sampling from the habitat were easy to lay. All cables were stopped off at specially
prepared strain termination fittings at both ends. A cable route along the bottom was
surveyed in advance, and in certain areas where the cables were required to pass over
coral heads, protection in the form o_ boards or lashings were provided.

Table B7

Characteristics of Tektite I Umbilical Cables

Item

Communications cable
Fresh Water hose
Electrical cable

High-pressure air hose
Low-pressure air-supply hose
Low-pressure air-return hose

Outside

Diameter (in.)

2.5
1.125
2.1

_1.25
_0.687
_0.50

Dry Weight
(lb/100 ft)

979
31

390

44
64

Wet Weight
(lb/100 ft)

92

6.4
_50
10.6

47.6

Buoyancy

Neg.
N?g.
Neg.
Pos.

Neg.
Pos.

Durin_ the mission the cable was periodically inspected along its length for any

signs of chafing or damage. Marine growth was slight, and there was no significant chaf-
ing on any of the cables. At one point during the mission the water hose parted, causing
the loss of considerable fresh water from the pillow tank on the support barge. The
quick-connect fittings were simply reconnected and carefully observed in case of further
trouble. However no further problems were encountered. The high-pressure air hose
was observed near the end of the mission to be leaking small quantities of air through
pinhole leaks. But this did present a serious or significant problem.

Recovery of the small-diarf,._ter cables was simple and straightforward. To recover
the electrical cable and the communication cable a complex electromechanlcal cable
puller with provisions for coi,stant tension recovery was employed by the Navy. Recov-
ery of these cables was a simple and straightforwr_rd task using this equipment, and total
recovery occurred in approximately I hour,
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Bll.4 ElectricalPower DistributionSubsystem

BII.4.1 General

The electrical power distribution subsystem operated satisfactorily during the Tek-
tite I mission. No design deficiencies were revealed, and no failures occurred beyond
those normally anticipated.

The average power consumption was 700 kW-hr per day, with the greatest variations
from the average occurring during the early part of the mission (Fig. BSB). The mini-
mum daily consumption was 455 kW-hr, and the maximum consumption was 860 kW-hr.

The daily variation in power is shown in Fig. B59, based on readings of peak power taken
at 2-hour intervals through the day for the duration of the mission. The average power
load, shown by the data points, varied from 26 kW during the night, to 32 kW during the
daylight hours, with an average of 29 kW. The peak power never at any time during the
mission exceeded 38 kW, well within the design capacity of the electrical subsystem.
The power required for lighting was less than anticipated, since the large viewing ports
provided considerable light during the daylight hours. At night the lights were cut to a
generall7 low level to reduce fish attraction, and individual lights were used as required.
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Fig. B58 - Daily power consumption

Bll.4.2 Underwater Lights

All of the underwater lights mounted externally on the habitat operated satisfactorily,
and no bulbs required replacement. The lights ",ore connected at receptacles in the wet
ro._m and passed through the 10-inch service trunk, so that it was necessary to make
only a mechanical attachment to the habitat in the water.

B11.4.3 Power Losses

Electricalpower to the habitatwas loston fiveoccas.lonsduring the mission, for
durationo"ranging from 2 to 3 seconds to 13 minutes. Three instances of power loss for

short durations occurred when switching from one generator to another. On one occasion
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the day

the generator shut down due to failure of a fuel pump, and on another occasion the power
was interrupted by actuation of the wet room flood switch in error when a test of the en-
try trunk water level switch was called for. In every instance when the power loss was
complete, the audible alarm sounded as intended and the battle latterns operated auto-
rustically. Once power loss had occurred, it was necessary to shut down loads in the
habitat so that the generator could be put back on the line, using a procedure similar to
that used for the ori_In,'tl startup of the habitat subsystems.

Bll.4.4 Frequency Control

The frequency of the electrical power from the generators on the control barge was
adjusted to a nominal 60 Hz but varied as much as 0.5 Hz about the nominal setting. The
result was that electrical clocks in the habitat control center and'in the habitat did not

keep accurate time. A clock in the habitat lost approximately 1 hour during the first 28
days of the mission (approximately 0.1%), indicating that the average frequency was on
the low side. It is recommended that chronometers be usect/o keep official mission
times on subsequent missions.

BII.4.5 Bulb and Fuse Replacement

The frequency of replacement o! fuses and bulbs in the habitat did not exceed that
anticipated, The undercounter lights in the bridge and wet room were of a style that was
not optimum re'- 'onff bulb life, so that the bulbs in these fixtures required the most fre-
quent replacement. The spares provided in the habitat were adequate.

Bll.4.6 Une._ected Incidents

Dur'i:_ t_.e mission an aquanaut reported that the connector on the umbilical plate in
the ":_et _'_:m was hot to the touch, suspecting a short. A review of the power consump-
tier. and the extent of the heating led to the conclusion that the heating ,#as due to normal
I_R losses through the connector.

Early in the mission it was discovered that one of the heating elements in the oven
had a faulty connection. It was surmised that the terminal connection had been loosened
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during shipment and that the local high resistance had caused the wire to burn through.
The wire was redressed by one of the aqum'muts and the connec{lon secured.

Bll.5 Environmental Control Subsystem

BU.5.1 Air Supply, Pressure, and pO2 Control

The inlet air supply system (Fig. B6) was designed to supply a small (approximately
30 std cu ft/hr) air bleed into the habitat to both provide the makeup oxygen required and
maintain the habitat atmosphere pressure in equilibrium with the w'_.ter pressure in the
entry trunk. The inlet air flow rate was varied during the mission in accordance with
the pO_ of the habitat atmosphere. Increasing the flow rate would increase the pO_ and
vice versa. Because of the long time constant involved, due to the large free volume of

the habitat, the pO2 changed very slowly; thus frequent adjustments of the inlet air flow
rate were not required.

Figure B60 dhows the habitat pO2 plotted against mission time. In general, the pO2
was adequately controlled within the specified limits of 151 to 165 tort. The largest out-

o_-speciflcation reading occurred on day 19, when the mass spectrometer indicated a pO_
of 170 torr (5 torr over the specified limit). However, at the same time the Servomex
analyzer indicated a pO_ of 158 L,rr; hence this data point is questionable. Discounting
day 19 the pO_ varied• from a high of 166 torr to a low of 149 torr during the mission and
was within the specified limits of 151 to 165 torr approximately 93% of the total mission
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Calculations showed that the minimum inlet air flow required for pO_ control was
more than sufficient to maintain the lmbitat pressure in equilibrium with-the water pres-
sure under conditions of rising tide or barometric pressure. This w_ts verified by the
water level in the entry trunk remaining relatively constant.

.j
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Ox_two occasion.L t. _wever, the water level in the trunk rose and tripped the high-
level alarm, indicating a ] ss _ habitat pressure. On the first occasion it was discovered

that the valve on the end of the gas sample return line at the surface support center was
inadvertently left wide open, thus bleeding air from the habitat at a relatively rapid rate.
Adjustment of the valve to its r.,rmal, slightly opened, setting remedied the problem.
The second occurrence resulted from starting up the air conditioning after it had been
shut down for a period for repair. The air conditioning cooled the atmosphere and con-
densed water vapor, thus dr, _ping the internal pressure rapidly. In this case, the aqua-
nauts opened the scuba charging line and added compressed air to the habitat until the
air temperature and humidity stabilized.

Prior to the mission the inlet air supply system was leak checked, using a halogen
leak detectoi, soap bubble solution, and pressure decay methods. The system was also
checked at several points for proper operation of the components (valves, pressure
gages, flowmeters, compressors, etc), and the system as a whole was tested. The tests
indicated the need for a dessicant filter upstream of the flowmeters, as condensed mois-
ture was making the flowmeters erratic. A dessicant filter was therefore installed in
the system or. the surface support center. The dessicant was periodically ,'enewed and
regenerated by heating by the watch standers as part of their routine.

No problems were experienced with any components in the air supply system, except
that one small air compressors became noisy and was replaced during the mission. This
did not affect the inlet air flow in any way, _ince two air compressors were provided in
the system with one redundant for this very contingency.

BII.5.2 C02 Scrubber

The CO2 scrubber was designed to remove the CO 2 produced by the four aquanauts
and maintain the atmosphere pCO2 below 8 tort. The design air flow for the scrubber
was 40 cu ft/min, and the desi_,m CO_ removal rate was 2.25 lb/man-day.

The CO: removal system was testedprior to installationinthe habitat. The sys-

tem, consistingof the blower, baralyme cannister,and venturi flowmeter were con-
nected toa pressure chamber and internallypressurized to 18 psig (equivalentto 40 feet
of sea water). The blower circulatedthe air at 40 cu ft/min from the chamber through

the flowmeter and baralyme cannister,which held 15 Ibof baralyme and back to the

chamber. CO 2 was added to the chamber a_ the rate of 9 Ib/day, and the pCO 2 in the
chamber and outletof the baralyme cannister was monitored. Two runs were-made with

essentiallyidenticalresults. Chamber pCO 2 remained con.,;tantat 1.5 torr for 7 hours.

After 8 hours the pCO_ inthe chamber increased to 2.2 torr. The chamber pCO 2
reached 8 torr in 10.2S hours. Based on the testitwas cor.cludedthata change fre-

quency of8 hours for the _aralyme would be sufficientto maintain the habitatpCO 2 be-
low 8 torr.

During the miss(on, however, problems were experienced with the CO2 scrubber
from the start. The baralyme change frequency required to maintain a pCO 2 below the
specified upper limit of 8 torr was 3 to 4 hours. The air flow through the scrubber was
adequate; thus the problem w_s one of either inadequate canister capacity or overpro-

duction of CO2 within the h_.bitat. In attempting to solve the problem the pCO 2 was al-
lowed to exceed 8 torr on several occasions. Also, CO2 fire extinguishers in the habitat
were suspected of leaking and were removed. This helped some and allowed the canister
change time to increase to 4 to 5 hours while keeping the pCO2 to the 8 torr upper limit.
Since this change interval was still too frequent, additional portable baralyme CO2
scrubbers were obtained and installed in the habitat. Figure B61 shows the pLY)2 main-
tained in the habitat during the mission.
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The additional scrubber allowed longer change intervals; however, approximately 90
It, of baralyme per day was used to remove the CO2. Assuming an absorption efficiency
of 15,% (which is reasonable and is less than the 20% exhibited in the scrubber tests),
13.5 lb of CO2 per day would be absorbed. Obviously, either the CO2 production within
the habitat was higher than the design value of 9 lb/day or the baralyme adsorption effi-
ciency was very low or both.

Several lessons can be learned from thisexperience. First,itishighly desirable to

test a CO 2 scrubber in the habitat chamber in which it is used and under actual operat-
ing conditions. Second, consideration has to be made of possible CO 2 sources other than
metabolic within the habitat, such as cooking and plumbing vents. Investigation is re-
quired to determine the CO 2 production rates from these processes for use in determin-
ing a realistic design valve for CO 2 generation. Third, some analytical and experimen-
tal work is required to study the absorption efficiency of baralyme and canister designs
under conditions of varying total pressure. •That is, the absorption efficiency of the
baralyme, which theoretically should not be affected by total pressure, may be affected
by such factors as retention time, mass velocity, and temperature of the bed, which are
influenced by pressure. Optimum canister designs for hyperbaric use may therefore be
different tbzm those used at atmospheric pressure.

B11.5.3 Thermal Control System

The thermal control system (Fig. B10) waq designed to remove the total internal
heat load from the habitat while controlling and maintaining comfortable air temperatures
and relatP_e humidity. The total maximum sensible heat load was estimated to be,68,400
Btu/lu'. The latent heat load was more difficult to predict, due to the unimown influence
of the open hatch and the wet equipment carried into the habitat. The approach was taken
therefore of providing m;Lximum dehumidification under all conditions of sensible heat
load, minimum to maximum, by cooling the ._ir in the heat exchangers, condensing out

!
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the water vapor to maintain a relatively constant dew point, and adding reheat as re-
quired to maintain comfortable temperatures. During periods of maximum internal sen-
sible heat load, little or no reheat is required. Since the heat rejection by the heat ex-

changer is relatively constant, however, as the internal sensible heat load decreases,
reheat is added to maintain an even compartment temperature.

Each heat exchanger was designed for a total heat rejection capacity ::! 20,000 Btu/hr
at an air flow of 260 cu it/rain, coolant inlet temperature of 38°F, and coolant flow rate
of 4 gal/min. The nominal rating of the liquid chiller was 7 tons (8_t,000 Btu/hr). The
chiller operated between 2/3 capacity and full capacity, without shutting off. This pre-
ve,_.ed any shut-cycling effects. The coolant used was a mixture of 25% ethylene glycol
and water to guard against _reezing.

A three-stage electrical reheater was selected for each heat exchanger loop. Cycling
of the reheater was therefo_-e in increments of 1/3 the total capactty, rather than com-
pletely on or off. This prevented shut cycling of the reheater with attendant rapid varia-
tions in compartment temperature. Each stage of the reheater was controlled by adjust-
able separate room thermostats set at 2°F differentials. Thus there were three

thermostats in each compartment. The use of a single three-stage thermostat, which is
the normal approach to a system of this type, could not be applied in this case, since the
three-stage thermostats typically had either a mercury switch and/or a bellows rather
than bimetallic control.

The thermal control system was tested at Valley Forge, at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard, and at Lameshure Bay. The coolant system was leak tested by pressurizing
and observing for coolant leakage. All components were checked out for proper opera-
tion, and the thermostats and temperature gages were calibrated and adjusted. The air
flow through the heat exchangers was determined using a velimeter, and the dampers
were adjusted to balance the system. Since the capacity of the heat exchangers depends
on the total ambient pressure, the performance of the thermal control system could not
be tested in a 1-atmosphere environment. Therefore, the system was not performance
tested until the habitat was pressurized and emplaced.

After emplacement the controls of the liquid chiller were adjusted to compensate for
the increased ambient pressure. Adjustment and recalibration was required on the op-
erating temperature control, low temperature shutoff, and high and low pressure
switches. The suction and discharge prcessure gages were also recalibrated to allow use
of standard charts for evaluation of evaporator and condenser temperatures. The re-

frigerant charge (Freon 22) was also checked. The system performance was then evalu-
ated, and the air damper,1 were adjusted to balance the heat load in each compartment as
required.

The performance of the thermal control system was rated as excellent by the aqua-
nauts. Table B8 shows the temperatures and humidities maintained in each compartment.
Since the air temperature was adjustable by the aquanauts, the values can be considered
optimum for comfort under the Tektite i conditions. The total heat rejection by the sys-
tem is shown in Figure B62, and averaged 66,500 Btu/hr. The only criticism expressed
by the aquanauts concerning the system was the relatively high noise level in the engine
room due to the air conditioning fans, pumps, liquid chiller, and CO 2 scrubber. How-
ever, although distracting, the noise was not serious enough to affect their performance.

Two problems were experienced with the thermal control system during the mission.
The first occurred early in the mission, when condensate from the crew quarters heat
exchanger was blowing up the air duct and dripping from the ceiling. The problem was
fixed by propping up the duct at the exit of the heat exchanger to form a vertical slope,
thus allowing the condensate to drain back into the heat exchanger and ultimately flow out
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Table B8

Compartment Temperature and Humidity at 11:00 p.m.
(not valid as the daily average)

Compartment

Crew quarters
Bridge
Engine room
Wet room

Temperature
(°F)

M san Range

75-78
75-85'
76 -80
75-83t

Relative Humidity

Mean

77.4
81.2
78
78

57.3
46.4
55.2
50.3

=,

Range

55-60
42 -52
50 -60
42-58

D

/;

_The ±5 ° F temperature deviation in the bridge is believed due to sensor movement.
The ±4°F temperature deviation in the wet room is due to the clothes dryer.

r

Fig. B62 - Heat rejectionby
the thermal control system
in the habitat
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the drain in the bottom of the exchanger. The second problem involved failure of a flow

switch installed in the sea water condenser line. The switch was a safety interlock pro-
vialed to shut down the chiller ff the condenser coolant flow stopped. The switch failed
duc to a leaking seal, which allowed salt water to enter and short out the _witch. A

spare switch of the same type was installed, which operated for about 2 w_eks, when it
._ailed in the same manner. A third switch, procured in the meantime from a different
m._nufacturer, was then installed in the sea water line. No problems were experienced
wlU: the new switch. During the times the sea water switch was inoperative, the air con-
dition_.ng system was kept operating by electrically bypassing the switch.

Bll.5.4 Scuba TRuk Charging Subsystem

Tho scuba charging system was originally designed to charge two 72-cu.-ft scuba
tanks to 2250 psl in 5 minutes, with a 1-hour recovery before charging two additional
tanks. The original working pressure of the system was 2700 psi. However, the accu-
mulator tanks provided for the system were rated at 2400 psi; hence the maximum
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allowable working pressure was lowered to _00 psi. Because this incrpnsed the bottle

charging time, the procedure for charging was altered to include topping off the scuba
tanks from the emergency breathing supply, The scuba compressors on the surface
would then recharge both the scuba accumulator tanks and the small portion used from
the emergency supply. This allowed rapid recharge of scuba tanks and did not seriously
offset the emergency air supply, which was generously sized to provide 12 hours of
emergency breathing.

The system underwent pressure and leak-tightness testing at 2700 psi. These tests
were conducted pneumatically with air. As a n_te to future designers, this testing should
include a hydrostatic proof pressure test of 1-1/2 times operating pressure, in this case
2400 x 1.5 = 3600 psi, if Navy certification is required. (As was pointed out in section
B10,2 it was not strictly required for Tektite I.)

The performance of the system was satisfactory. The scuba bottles were charged

rapidly and conveniently. Topping the accumulator tanks with the surface compressor
did not require an excessive amount of time. The first of two problems experienced
during the mission occurred when the system was accidentally overpressurized with the
compressors. This caused the safety relief valve in the habitat to open. Unfortunately
the dust cap on the relief pot had not been removed, so that when the valve blew, the cap
became a missile. Although no damage _,'as done, the lesson from this experience is
obvious.

The second problem occurred when the _mt securing the charging chuck to the end of
the flexible charging line loosened an_ eventually fell off as a bottle was being charged.
Tl_e loose end of the line whipped around the wet room until the pressure was shut off.
The choker cable provided at the end of the charging line which would have prevented the
line fr'_m "whipping had not been _ttached to the bottle. Luckily no one was injured. This
exper_en:e points out both the need for and proper use of safety devices (the choker
cable) _,nd a deficiency in this _.,trticular charging chuck (the nut shou[_ not have come
off in hhe first place).

I3_L5.5 Emergency Systems

The surface emergel_cy air supply was designed as a backup for the normal air com-
pressors. The air supt:iy was to last a minimum of 24 hours. All lines and piping were
leak test_:d and subjected to a hydrostatic proof pressure of 1.5 times normal working
pressure. Aside from checkout tests to insure the functioning of the components, regu-
lators, valves, and gages the emergency air supply was not required to be used during
the mission.

The purge system \vas designed to change 90% of the a;_ wilt'in the habitat within 4
hours, requiring an air flow calculated to be 79 std cu it/rain. The main air umbilical
was sized to flow 70 std cu it/rain at an inlet pressure of 100 psig. Following the air
purge, nitrogen was added to dilute the atmosphere and restore an oxygen partial pres-
sure of 15_ torr.

The air compressor supplied for the purge system was a rotary, oil-flooded type.
Filters were therefore required to remove any oil carryover as well as possible CO or
NO_ from the air prior to delivery to the habitat, The purge system was leak and pres-
sure tested at 100 psi. The high-pressure lines of the N_ system were hydrostatically
tested to 1.5 times the working pressure. The purge system was checked out and ob-
._erved to deliver air flows lower than calculated, 62 std cu it/rain at 95 pstg. This in-
creased the estimated time for a purge from 4 to 5 hours. This was considered accept-
able, since an emergency built-in-breathing system was designed to last 12 hours.
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The uur_e system was not required during the mission, u ........... an" to the mis-
. _ _ AAt_qf'J _ w _A, I.eA a._a

sion N 2 was added w.tth the purge system to dilute the existing habitat compressed air
atmosphere to the proper O_/N2 level. No problems were experienced, and the quantity
of N 2 required closely matched predicted results. After the mission the habitat was
purged with compressed air. The purge required 4 hours for completion and was stopped
when the oxygen level approached 21%. This indicated the purge was more efficient than
the predicted results, due to the conservative method of calculation.

Tile emergency built-in-breathing system was designed to provide four aquanauts
with open-cycle demand breathing from a stored, compressed air supply for 12 hours.
The gas storage system consisted of 23 279-std-cu-ft compressed air tanks in the base
of the habitat. This supply could be supplemented by the scuba air accumulators and
could also be recharged by the scuba compressors on the surface. The lines and fittings
were leak tested but did not undergo the 1.5-times-working-pressure proof test neces-
sary if Navy certification were required.

Sys',em performance was tested by instructing four men to breathe simultaneously
from the system. The performance was very good, air flows were adequate, and the line
size, regulators, valves, etc., were large enough to provide minimal pressure drop.

Bll.6 Communications Subsystem

Bll.6.1 General

The performance of the communications subsystem, which included the various
alarms as well as the TV and voice Links between the habitat, way stations, and surface
control center, was generally adequate and met design requirements. The loss of one or
more modes of communication and the incidences of false alarms that occurred during
the mission were in most cases the result of human error or improper procedures. The

few instances of component failure were within the frequency of occurrence anticipated
for equipment of this type. In all cases where there was a loss of communications,
backup systems provided alternate modes of communication to permit continuation of the
mission without jeopardy. The experience of the Tektite I mission vindicated the degree

of redundancy provided.

Bll.6.2 Effect of Hyperbaric Environment

An unexpected benefit of the hyperbaric ehvironment was that the ambient noise ef-
fects on the open microphones in the habitat were significantly reduced over what had
been experienced in operating at 1 atmosphere. Whereas the pressure assisted in
squelching noise, the additional energy required to move air at hyperbaric pressure was
detrtmen_l to speakers in the same environment. As a result an amplifier substitution
in the intercom system was necessary to provide sufficient volume. The increased audio
level had the advantage of facilitating a link via radio to commercial facilities on St.
Thomas.

Bll.6.3 Equipment Operation

11/?B,,.,,.3.1 TV Came:'as

The interior TV cameras provided a satisfactory video link during the mission. Ad-

justments to the cameras to obtain clear and steady pictures were made by the aquanauts
to the extent practical, but on occasion it was necessary to transfer the camera via the
transfer pot to a technician on the surface. On only one occasion was complete video
contact with the habitat lost. Durinc the 24 minutes required to restore a picture, con-
tact with the habitat was maintained via the intercom.

.T
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Having the interior cameras easily accessible permitted the aquanauts to relocate
the cameras as required. On several occalons it proved extremely valuable to have a
camera located so that a particular gage could be monitored by personnel in the surface
control center van.

Bll.6.3.2 Underwater TV Cameras

Of the two underwater TV cameras furnished by the government for the Tektite I
mission one leaked and could not be repaired in time to be used during the mission. The

second cameras was inadvertently damaged by exposure to a photographer's flash bulb
and was available for only a short period during the mission. However, the lack of ex-
ternal video coverage of the habitat did not prevent achieving mission objectives. Ade-
quate monitoring of the aquanauts' arrivals and departures from the habitat ",;'ere pro-
vided by an internal camera, and observation from inside the habitat was more than
adequately provided by the viewing ports and cupola.

Bll.6.3.3 Alarms

The alarm to signal the rise of wat,_r level in the wet room entry trunk functioned as
intended end provided a useful warning on a couple of occasions. On one occasion the
valve on the air sampling line had been left open, allowing pressure in the habitat to drop.

A_! alarms were tested periodically throughout the mission. On two occasions the
_arms failed to operate because of low battery voltage. This was attributed to the bat-
tery charger switch in the surface control center van being inadvertently placed tn the
off position. Corrective action was taken by placing the battery on fast charge.

Bll.6.3.4 Sound-Powered Phones in the Way Stations

The most trequent difficulties in U_e communications subsystem were encountered
with sound-powered phones in the way station.% since they were subject to accidental
water immersion and most prone to failure due _n improper handling. On one occasion
none of the phones could be made to operate, and a!l were returned "o the _,Jrface for in-
epection. Of the five phones two were found to have _alt encrl:stment or, the grids of the
transducer units, indicating possible accidental lmwersion. The other three phones ap-
peared to be operable, with nt_ evidence of corrosion or marine growth. It was concluded
that the apparent inoper#ble condition of these phones was due to failure to follow proper
operating instructions.

Bll.7 Atmosphere Monitoring Subsystem

Bll.7.1 General

There was very littlereal concern with atmosphere monitoring during the mission,
_':enthough the mass spectrometer (prime major gas analyzer) malfunctioned on two
occasions. After the firstoccasion several additionalbackup instruments were obtained

to monitor CG 2 and 0_, so thatwhen the second failureoccurred, no effortwas made to
get the mass spectrometer back on the line.

The. mass spectrometer used was originally designed for an aerospace applicatiov.
anL_ was modified for Tektite I. This instrument still represents a most attractive
me<hod for major gas analysis by virtue of its continuous analysis, ease of calibrating,
stabiP.ty, versatility, and specificity. Several minor modifications to the same mass
spec'_rometer will be required for future Tektite missions or for similar habitats. Its
continued use was encouraged by the an.uanauts during postmissfon debriefing.
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During the two failuresmentioned oxygen was monitored on board by the Mine Safety
Appliance 02 meter and two General Electric oxygen sensors. The carbon d!_;ddewas

monitored on-board by using the MSA universal testkitwith hand pump and _rt 85976

CO2 detector tube. Both CO2 and 02 we'-emonitored on the surface via the gas sampling

umbilical using a Beckman 0 2 meter, Servomex 02 meter, and a Beckm_._ CO 2 analyzer.
An MSA Lira 300 CO 2 analyzer was delivered to the habitatas a standby _ck-up but wan

never put intouse during the mission. There were no particularproblems encotmt_red
with any of these backup instruments other than those which would normally be experi-

c_._._.":_._' _'._._'-,_:._f_'_'_t'_'l¢ _'l_._l_i_. In'_h_.v _0._ th#:.?_it_ .lO_'_Hnl_
conditionsdid not impose any new problems tn the u_e ot _e.Onc_up _yt_/_tti_/_. '.

B11.7.2 Trace ContumlnantrJ

lfUill _ilroWUu l_l,,:ll l,l g¥111_ll;lllll_ll;*!li*._ll,ll bl I#._i_I_l,,lqlSlilllillllltl_ l_ll_ll 11!_Ct)_ IW-
drocarbons, and dusts. All materials, paints, equipment, chemicals, etc., were carefully
selected beforehand. Painting was done well in advance of the mission, for example, to
avoid any buildup of paint solvents. Some chemicals such as tagging pain_ and formal-
dehyde were taken into the h_bitat as part of necessary mission items, bu'. earo was
taken to keep the potential spillage quantities low. Auxiliary charcoal scrubbers were
also kept on standby to alleviate any spillage problem, but none occurred. Also, the 22
pounds of charcoal in the environmental control system was sufficient to take care of a
large amount of contaminant.

Activated charcoal will take up to 2070 to 50% of its weight of most odor-causing

substances. Some reactive subst_r_<'es such as halogen acids, ammonia, and formalde-
hyde are not highlyabsorbed by charcoal but arc ta-kcnup "-'.nsufficientqu_-.t,._tobe sat-
isfactory. Gases such as CO2, CO, and methane are not satisfactorilyabsorbed by char-

coal;however, the CO and methane were never found to be present at levelshigh enough
tobe ofconcern.

Particulate contaminants were not very much in evidence. The dust content before
and after the mission was found to be qt?Ite low (< 0.I mg/cu ft). H_wever, baralyme
dust was found on _-Arious surfaces in the engine room and wet room. A_'p_rently this
dust becomes airborne during baralyme canister chan_es and apillage. Vacuum sweep-
ing of the work area after each barMyme change probably helped to hold this airborne
dust down.

Prior to the mission the quaii_" _f the air was checked by running through about 20
color detector tubes in the MSA universal test ldt (Table Bg). None of the tubes showed
any significant amount of contaminant. The same series was run after the mission, with
a few exceptions, with similar negative results.

k.

_:
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Bll.8 Operations Data

The Tektite I daily lofts were studied to identify trends developed during the mission
which could be used in subsequent habit_.t design and operations. These essentially cen-
tered on how the habitat design promoted ir,-water time for the aquanauts or, put another
way, how much attention the operation of the habitat required from the aquanauts at the
expense of in-situ mission time. (This is distinct from the hab!tability investigation,
which will be covered in Appendix C.)

Figure B63 gives the total aquanaut time spent in maintenance and repair actlvttios
during the 60-day mission. The shaded area is the time spent on night watch for the
first 18 days of the mission. What is interesting about this plot is the magnitude of the
time spent in habitat housekeeping and the extent of the break-in period. {The break-in
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Detector Tube Anal

Contamin,' .at

Ozone

SO2
Ammonia

Alcohols

Phosgene
Halogenated h) arbons:

Group A

Group B

Group C

Group D

Hydrogen suMde
Chlorine,bromine

Hydrochloric acid

Nitrogen dioxide

_%romatlc hydrocarbons

Butadiene, styrene

Acetaldehyde, _Idehyde

Diethyl-dimethyl Ifide

Table B9

rsos Before and After the IYiisslon

Before After
Detection Limit*

fppm)

NDt ND

ND ND

ND ND

ND ND

ND ND

ND ND

I0 ppm ND
ND ND

ND ND

ND ND

ND ND
ND ND

ND ND

ND ND
ND ND

ND ND

NI) ND

0.05

1

10

25

0.I

50
10
10
25

1
0.5
2
0.1

10
100

1
1

Ethylene,propylene, acetylene

Dimethyl sulfoxide

Organic nitrogen mpounds
Carbon disulfide

Lead inair

Mercury inair
Carbon monoxide

Carbon dioxide

ND

ND

ND

5 ppm
ND

ND

5 ppm
0.5%

ND

ND

ND

ND

ND
ND

5 ppm
0.5%

0,5
10

5
5

0.05 mg/m
0.05 mg/m

10
o.oi%

•*Based on I atmosphere pressure.
"_Notdetected.

Fig. B63- Maintenance nnd
repair time spent by the
aquanauts
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period is approximately twice as demanding on aquanaut time as the remainder of the
mission.) It indicates that an aquanaut training period in the habitat prior to operations
startup is essential to shorter missions (1 or 2 weeks). In fact during the postmisston
debriefing the aquanauts indicated a live-in prem|.ssion period _-ould have been profitable.
The magnitude of the matntenunce and repair curve suggests that a full-time habitat engi-
veer to replace one of the m.'trl,_P scientists may not bo warranted until a much greater
degree of habitat autonomy, with t:s subsequent complexity, is achieved.

Establishing the degree to which this maintenance and repair activity limited water
time is more difflculL However, in examining wet time the buddy pair which included
the informal habitat engineer had approximately 1/2 the water time of the second team of
divers. But it should be noted that this engineer-scientist also was prime topside com-
municator, and the demands of this function were almost as time consuming as habitat
maintenance. This emphasizes the inherent inefficiency of pairing a scientist full time
with someone serving as habitat engineer, and it is recommended that an engineer aqua-
naut for future missions rotate his spare time in teaming with the scientific investigators.

Examination of the program data also reveals the correlation of water consumption
with diver excursions. Figure B64 gives water consumption as a function of mission
date and shows the tread nf :ncreasing consumption with mission extent. Since most
fresh water consumption ze_zl*.ed from showers, it is directly relatable to water excur-
sions by the aquana_ds The grnph indicates that this is correct and that water consump-
tion correlates better _tth the number of excursions rather than total wet time.
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Fig. B64 - Habitat water consumption

Bll.9 Testing

With few e_:ceptions all of the equipment and components used on Tektite I were
tested thoroughly prior to starting the mission. More than 75 separate test_ of compo-
nents or subsystems were performed end documented, and a greater _mmber of tests
were performed informally by the engineer responsible for the subsystem.
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For example the installation of the communications and electrical umbilical cables
was required to take place on the bottom after the habitat was emplaced. Prior to em-

placement these cables were connected in a dry run of the proposed underwater sequence
by the people who would ultimately make the connections at the site. This simple infor-
mal test permitted the actual connection to be made in a smooth, routine fashion. Nu-
mei'ous similar informal tests were conducted, and it is recommended that maximum use
be made of this technique in subsequent habitat designs.

Noise testing of the habitat during a scheduled live-in test at Valley Forge indicated
that ambient noise in the immediate vicinity of the coolant flow pump was 74 dB (A scale
on a General Radio sound level meter Type 1551-A). This level, although not harmful
even for prolonged periods, was above the annoyance threshold and was considered
highly undesirable. Consequently the noisy pump was replaced, new mounting provi-
sions were made for several blowers fans, and sound insulation was placed behind
metal panels covering environmental control system equipment. Subsequent noise
testing was performed at the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, where the ambient noise
level surrounding the habitat was high (45 to 5I dB around the base). In this noisy
environment the highest noise level in the habitat was 56 dB (adjacent to the coolant

flow pvmp) and noise in the cr_w quarters was well below 38 dB.

Following _mplacement the sound-level meter on board consistently recorded much
higher levels, but this is attributable to increased pressure in the habitat. Noise was not
a problem, and it was possible to speak normally at all locations except in the immediate
vicinity of the equipment panel for the environmental control system.

It is recommended that in the design of subsequent habitats emphasis be placed on
testing all components subsystems and systems using techniques that closely duplicate
actual field service. It is also recommended that engineering personnel responsible for
system design be employed in the testing and field installation of underwater equipments
to the maximum possible extent.

J:
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BI2 FACILITIES NITFIDRAWAL
Cdr. W. J. Eager and H. E. Hedge, Naval Facilities Engineering Command.
Washin_on, D.C.

B12.1 Introduction

Facilitieswithdrawal was ingeneral the reverse of installation,but there were sev-

eral notableexceptions. All wooden buildingsinthe base camp were leftfor use by the
College of the Virgin Islands,as were sanitary facilitiesand the water supply sys[em.

The habitatlaunch system was not used torecover the habitat. Instead,the habitatwas

totallydeballasted,and flexiblepontoons were used todecrease the draftsufficientlyto

floatthe habitatdirectlyintothe LSD. The electricalpower and communication cables

were recovered using a powered reel drive inplace of the stands used for emplacement.

B12.2 Removal of Launch System

Insteadof using the launch system ina reverse mode to raise the launch barge,

four 8.4-tonrubberized-fabricNavy salvage pontoons were used to raise the barge a

portionof the distance tothe surface. This was accomplished as a test ofthe salvage

pontoons and the inflationsystem, preparatory tolateruse on the habitat. The pontoons
were attached tothe deck padeyes previously used to con_traln the habitat. The pile-

mounted winch system and the 35-ton barge-mounted :nobilecrane were used to augment
the lift.The launch barge was raised the rematnde_ of the distance to itsfloating
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position on the surface by tile normal launch system. In this system a 600-cu-ft/mtn
diesel.driven mobile compressor supplied air to the manifold on the crane barge. By
suitable positioning of three-way and stop valves air could be routed individually to each
of the barge compartments.

After the launch barge was completely dewatered, and gasketed cover plates were
installed over the holes in the barge bottom, the vent-blow system was disassembled.
Using the 35-ton barge-mounted mobile crane the winch mechanisms were removed from

the piles. Using the crane and an attached pneumatic extractor the four cylindrical piles
were removed. These, with the four barge moors, were lifted and loaded aboard the
launch barge and returned to the causeway pier.

One stub of 20-inch pile protruded from the bottom. This one pile bad failed at a
welded joint rather than at the bottom surface when the first set of launch system piles
fail,_d. It was cut off well below the sea flo_r by placing concentric charges of C--4 and
primac_rd at adjacent interior and exterior positions in the pile. Jetted anchors, used to
spread the pile-position template, were extracted with a tripod tensiometer as part of an
experimental test.

._;"

B12.3 Removal of Support Barge

To remove the support barge the habitat systems were secured and the power com-
munication_ umbilical were disconnected. The ends v,ere _vaterproofed and lifted to the
surface, where they were tied off to a replenishment system float. The habitat entry
trunks were secured, and _e habitat was pressurized to 20 psi. The water and air hoses
were disconnected and recovered. The support barge end of the power and communication
cables were disconnected and tied off to a float anchored near the support barge. Radio
and TV antennas were removed.

The support barge was winched up to remove the load on the _afety chains. The
chains were then removed. The barge was lowered to a floating condition by winch pay-
,_ut of wire ropes on all four corners of the barge. The barge was lowered in 2-inch in-
tervals. The piles were marked after each interval, so that differential lowering of
barge corners could be detected and corrected.

The mooring lines from the support barge were then tightened, and the crane barge
was used to remove hoist mechanisms and pile caps. Construction divers removed the
guying system o:_ the seaward legs. The piles were then lifted out of the spudwells and
aboard the cra:,e b.Rrge. The causeway tender boat w_.s used to move the support barge
to the causeway pier, and the crane barge, moved by an LCM-6, picked up the crane
barge and.'_:;portb_rge moors.

B12.4 Deballasting and Removal of the Habitat

The habitatsewer outfallwas disconnected and the habitatports were covered with

the_.rprotect(re cans. The habitatwas monitored for leaks tw_.ceeach day. Visual in-

spection as well as monitoring and replenishingof the pressure was accomplished. The

pressure loss was approximately 2 psi per day from a hatch-handwheel packing gland.

This leak,because of itslocation,and a pinholeleak in the rubber transfer tunnel,be-
cause of itssize,posed no floodingproblem.

The shark cages and doors were removed from the habit'tt base. The extra 25,000

po.nds of pig iron ballast were thrown from the ballast trays and i_ side the base to the
sea floor, where it would rust away. It was later neatly arranged to satisfy National
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Park Service requirements. The turnbuckles holdingthe steelanchor clumps were re-
placed with the hand winches used previously for hauldown. The habitatballasttanks

were blown, using air from the divingbarge compressors. With the habitatexerting
about a 5000-pound force againstthe eightchain fallsthe habitatwas winched tothe sur-
face. The two 1000-pound clump moors provided lateralconstraint. The chain falls
were removed when the habitatwas atthe surface.

The divingbarge took the habitatintow wifi_a personel boat in a towed trailingposl-

t.lon.With diver_ monitoring the course for obstructionsthe habitatwas moved toa pro-

tectedcove nearer the cau'_eway and on the east shore ofthe bay. The habitatwas an-

chored with two 1000-pow_d anchors ina region where the ocean bottom was sandy and

only a few feetbeneath itsbase. Itremained here, under surveillancefor pressure

leaks,untila few days before the LSD came topick itup.

The habitat was to be transported in the well deck of an LSD which could ballast down
to achieve a depth of water over sill of about 14 feet, The habitat base contained bins of
steel punching ballast weighing 160,000 pounds. These punching were removed and dis-
posed of overboard with an airlift and manually by divers to reduce the habitat draft to
about 16 feet. Stability calculations indicated a metacentric height of about 1.9 feet for
this condition. Six rubber collapsible salvage pontoons were symmetrically arranged and
attached by divers to brackets on the base structure, three on each side, with the bottom
of the pontoons about 7 feet above the keel of the habitat base. The pontoons were inflated
with air, and the habitat rose to a draft of about 13 feet, Stability calculations indicated a
minimum metacentrlc height of about 5.6 feet for this condition.

The habitat was taken in tow by a personnel boat with a second personnel boat in a
trailing tow. The LSD stern gate was held into the bay by a fleet tug. The personnel
boats towed the habitat directly aft of the open stern gate (Fig. B65). A light wind acted
on the large sail area of the habitat to move it gracefully into a positic.-, where line han-
dlers on the LSD could gain contr:)l of its movement and place it over cribbing installed
on the well deck. The LSD was then deballasted.

Fig. B65 - Habitat supported by salvage pontoons and being

{]oated into an LSD well-dec|_ for the return trip
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With the support barge, crane barge, and causeway sections forward of it in the LSD
well the habitat was transported to the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard. There it was ,"misted
out of the well deck using a high-capacity crane with belly bands placed under the ends of
the habitat base (Fig. B66).

Fig. B66 - Habitat being li£ted
from the LSD well-deck upon
return to the Philadelphia
Navy Yard
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B12.5 Removal of Umbilicals

While awaiting arrival of the LSD for transporting the habitat and other equipment
the power and communications cables were recovered through use of the equipment used
for laying, except that a powered reel drive was furnished by ONR. A 15-kilowatt
gasoline-driven generator was used to drive the unit. Construction divers freed the um-
bflicals from coral heads as the barge was maneuvered over the circuitous path, and a
combination of the reel drive and manpower placed the cables back on their reels. The
circuit breaker for the reel drive disengaged occasionally, indicating that the generator
was somewhat underrated for the job.

B12.6 Bottom Cleanup

After removal of the way stations, umbiUcals, floats, sewer outfalls, moors, and an-
chors a task remainsd uncommon to underwater construction operations. Because this
was a National Park, every unnatural object above and below the water line had to be

.f
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removed with the exception of designated base camp structure5, the steel pigs left neatly
p_.led at the lmbttat site, and steel punchings spread over and soon to the swallowed by the
sandy bottom at the habitat holding site, This was accomplished by a lormation of Seabee
construction divers swimming a search pattern hand-to-hand. The coup de grace oc-
curred when a Park Ranger (and former Navy man) became th? proud owner of a 50-
pound anchor overlooked in this search.

B12.7 Engineering Research Postscript

While awaiting ship arrival, evaluations were made on an underwater facilities com-
ponent and an underwater laser-beam surveying system. Both are under development for
Seabee use in underwater construction.

Seabees originateda concept for increasingthe holdingstrength ofjettedanchors.
Cement slurry was injectedthrough the anchor shaftby compressed air to bond the an-

chor cone toundisturbed sediment. Through use ofthis technique,staticpulloutforces

in excess of 7000 pounds _vereachieved incoral sand from thisinexpensive anchor.

The urderwater laser-beam surveying system, in a preliminary evaluation during
Tektite I, showed promise. Distances out to _0 feet were surveyed in spite of a visibility
limit at the time of the test of 20 feet. Improvements in stadia rod design are required,
and the laser unit m,lst be made rigid before this system can be used operationally.

B13 THE TEKTITE I BASE CAMP

Lt. (jg)Gerard J. Fuccillo,Amphibious Construction BattalionTwo,
Norlolk, Virginia

BI3.1 General Descriptlo,,

The Project TektiteIbase camp (Fig.4 on page II) ccnsisted of 13 Vietnam-type
tropicalhuts (Fig.39 on page 47) and one prefabricatedaluminum building (Fig.40 on

page 48). The camp was inlandfrom Great Lameshure Bay about 1 mile from the habitat
site. Itwas complete with itsown generators, water distributionand supply system, gal-

ley and freezer storage, toilets,showers, sick bay, laboratory,and bar. _he base camp

was builtby a constructioncrew of 45 Seabees from Amphibious Ccastruction Battalion
Two in 3 _,eeksduring November 1968.

B13.2 Buildings

Each typical hut of the base camp was constructed of wood treated against termites,
redwood ._iding, and transite roofing (Fig. B67). The huts used for barracks were 16 by
32 feet ,tud housed up to ten people. Eight people per barracks would have been more
comfortable, although the number of personnel required for Project Tektite I precluded
this. The galley was 16 by _.8 feet and could seat up to 36 people. All of the 11 barracks
plus the galley were fully screened and remained fairly cool with the addition of fans.
The 16-by-32 foot COD storage hut was insulated and air conditioned.

In the center of the base camp stood a 20-by-48-foot prefabricated aluminum build-
ing supplied by Naval Facilities Engineering Command. This was a relocatable
con_mcrcial-type structure which was being evaluated for future use in Vietnam. This

building was divided into three sections: sickbay, marine science laboratory, and recre-
atton'_l lounge (bar). All interior partitioning, shelving, and furnishings were built by the
Scabies on site. The marine science laboratory housed the aquanauts before and after
their underwater venture.
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B13.3 Water Systems

The base camp had two water systems: fresh water and slightly brackish. Fresh
water was stored in two 10,000-gallon bored steel tanks emplaced mostly below ground
level (Fig. B68) and filled on a weekly basis by a water barge through 1500 feet of 4-inch
invasion piping which connected the tanks with the causeway pier on the beach. Water
from the tanks was pumped to the galley and laboratories. The slightly brackish water
came from a well just north of the base camp and was used to supply water to the show-
ers and lavatories. This water was not potable and was used for washing purposes only.
Sanitary faci!ities in the base camp consisted of one eight-man shower with four lava-
tories and two four-man burnout toilets.

Fig. B68 - Watc:e tanks

B13.4 Electrical System

The base camp was powered by two Fermont 100-kilowatt generators, which were
alternately used. These generators were more than adequate, since the power consump-
tion of the camp varied between 20 to 30 kilowatts. Three overhead power lines were
strung throughout the camp to make up a 220-volt, three-wire system. By tapping a pair
of these lines, either 110 volts or 220 volts could be supplied to each building in the camp.
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B13.5 Causeway Pier

Although not a part of the base camp thecauseway pier (Fig.38 on page 47)was es-

sentialto itsconstructionand operation. Allmaterials and equipment used for the con-

structionphase of the project were initiallybrought toSt.John loaded on thisfloating
pier. Anchored with a TD25 bulldozer on thebeach and two 500-pound anchors seaward,

the causeway pier provided the necessary pier space for allwaterborne craftarriving at

the project and was also used as a helicopter-landingplatform. The pier was assembled

from three standard pontoon causeway sections each 21 by 90 feet.• Each causeway sec-
tionismade up of 45 individualpontoons, which makes itunsinkable. Pontoon causeways

are normally deployed by Amphibious Construction BattalionTwo as part of an :Lmphibi-
ous assauR force.

!.

B13.6 l_ase Camp Operation

The base camp provided food,berthing,and transportationfor up to 80 militaryper-
sonnel and 40 civiliansattached to Project TektiteI. The galleyoperated as a Navy-

commissioned general mess, and allfood was purchased through Navy channels. Frozen

food was requisitionedthrough the Navy supply system and delivered toSt.John by vari-
ous ships inthe area. Fresh food and other supplies were locallypurchased through

Navy blanket-purchase agreements with S.A.L. and Quality Fc,ods, Inc.,inSt.Thomas.

Water was supplied by the Public Works Department c.[the Virgin Islandsgovern-
ment at no cost tothe Navy and was deliveredby water barge on a weekly basis. The

water consumption for the base camp was about 20,000 gallonsper week, although itis

feltthatalmost halfof thisfigurewas lostdue to leaks in the tanks.

Diesel fuel and gasoline were procured through government contracts with The West
Indian Company, Ltd., and The Caribbean Merchandising Corporation respectively. De-
liveries were made by tank truck to the Natioval Park Service pier at Red Hook, St.
Thomas, where the LCM-6 boat from the base camp would meet it with empty drums.
Diesel and gas consumption for the project were 2200 gallons per week and 500 gallons

per week respectively.

Transportation to and from the project was provided by Navy boats and trucks at-
tached to the base camp. Boats were, run from Lameshurc Bay to the National Park
Service pier at Red Hook, St. Thomas, twice daily. Trucks were run from the base camp
to Cruz Bay, St. John, also twice daily.

The 46 personnel required for the operation of the base camp are listed below. The
number and rates of the personnel represent an ideal crew which would have operated
most efficiently and does not represent the actual short-handed crew used on site. The
crew is for base camp ope,:ations only anddoes not include watch standers and mainte-
nance personnel for the s'._l_port barge, crane barge, and habitat.

1. Base camp stvff: one Lt. (Jg) base camp commander, one CWO4 maintenance of-
ficer, one CPO chiefmaster-at-arms, one YN3 yoeman, two RM3 radiomen, one SK2 lo-

gisticspettyofficerinSt.Thomas, and three EO3 truck drivers.

2. Base caP._pmaintenance: one EO2 leading pettyofficer,two BU3 builders,and
four CN/SN no_,ratedworkers.

3. Equipment maintenance: one CMI leadingmechanic, two CM2 mechanics, two

UT3 utilltiesmen,hvo CE3 electricians,and two SW3 steelworkers.
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4. Galley operation: one CS1 leading cook, one SIL'3storekeeper, two CS3 cooks, and
four CN/SN messcooks.

5. Waterfront and boat operation: one B_i2 le:tding boatswain's mate, Utree BM3
coxswains, one EN2 engineman, two EN3 er.,._,inem.en,one FN fireman, and four SN non-
rated workers.



Appendix C

SUPPr)RTING ACTIVITIES

C1 COMMUNICATIONS, LOGISTICS, AND TRANSPORTATION

Cdr. F. L. Looney, Naval Administrative Command, Great Lakes,
Illinois, and Ocean Science and Technology Division, Office of
Naval Research, Wasbirigton, D. C.

CI.1 Communications

CI.I.1 External Communications

External communications were by radio, telephone, and Virgin Islands communica-
tions.

Two AN/PRC-47 radios located in the base camp and the support barge maintained a
24-hour watch on 2114 kHz. Primary contact was the Navy representative at the Coast
Guard Station, St. Thomas; however, that station was only manned during normal working
hours. The Navy Radio Station at Ft. Allen, Puerto Rico, maintained a 24-hour watch on
this circuit as well as ships In the area. This circuit was unreliable to both stations.

The Virgin Islands Telephone Company (VITELCO) installed two telephones in the
base camp, which i'equired them to run lines about 5 miles to the nearest terminal. The
installation was complete February 15, 1969. These telephones were the primary means
of communication for Project Tektite I. Most message traffic was called to the Navy
radioman at the Coast Guard Station, St. Thomas, who forwarded traffic by teletype.
Telephone service was sporadic and frustrating. No records were kept; however, the

telephone service was out of commission about 15_ of the time. When in commission
the service was poor and the circuits were noisy or weak.

Radiotelephone service was leased from the Virgin Islands Communications Company
by General Electric Company and placed on the support barge. The system consisted of
a radio patch service located in St. Thomas connected with the VITELCO system. This
was more reliable than the telephone lines on St. John; however, itwas secured at 9:00p.m.

each evel_ing.

The Park Service furnished a portable radio capable of contacting the local ranger
station. This circuit was of little use.

C1.1.2 Internal Communications

Internal communications consisted of radio, field telephones, intercom units, and
sound-powered telephones.

Two radio circuits were manned on a 24-hour basis for internal communications.
AN/PRC-47 radios were located in the base camp, support van, and all LCPL boats,
tuned to 4073 kIIz. This was strictly an internal net for general and emergency commu-
nications. This net was very effective though noisy in the support van. Motorola PT-200
walkie-talkie radios were used in the 39-MHz range primarily to connect the watch
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director with the diving supervisor and safety diving boat. Additional sets were used on

an as-available k'_sis by the base camp and project director. These sets proved very
reliable; however, on one frequency severe interferenc_ was encountered from as far
away as New Mexico.

Field telephones were used between the causeway and the base camp office. They
were usually reliable and were useful for coordinating water deliveries and transporta-
tion reqt_lrements to the causeway. An additional field telephone was used as a backup
to the PT-200 radio communications between the support barge and the crane barge.

Primary communications with the habitat was by installed intercom units located in
the support van and bridge area of the habitat with stations in each compartment. Moni-
toring of any of the habitat compartments was possible via this circuit; however, moni-
toring was not routinely employed. This system ended up in a jury-rigged mode that was

barely acceptable due to inability of technical personnel to effect repairs i_ the habRat.

Sound-powered telephones provided backup communications for the intercom system.
The two-sound-powered telephone circuits were both located in the support van and ter-
minated at the habitat end in the crew quarters and the bridge.

C1.2 Logistics

CI.2.1 General

The remote location of Tektite I created a difficult problem in logistic support.
There was no regular Navy support short of Roosevelt Roads Naval Station. Limited
commercial support was available in St. Thomas, but no support was available in St. John.
The route to the nearest harbor in St. Thomas covered 8 miles of unmarked and unlighted
waters, most of it being open sea from at least one direction (Fig. 41 on page 49). All
supplies had to be brought in by boat. Visiting ships to Lameshur Ba3 and Charlotte
Amalie were used to the lullest when available.

CI.2.2 Provisions

An initialsupply ofprovisions to lastapproximately I month (exceptfresh)was

landed on arrivalJanuary 13, 1969. Resupply offresh provisions,bread, and milk was

procured from localvendors in St.Thomas on contract executed by the Supply Officer,

Naval Station,San Juan. Frozen and dry stores were obtained fro,nvisitingNavy ships.
Due toOperation Springboard a plentifulsupply of visitingships was always availablein
St.Thomas.

CI.2.3 General Stores

An initizlsupplyof general stores was landed on arrival. Resupply was from visit-
ing ships and by open purclmse on the localmarket. A small revolving cash fund ofabout
500 dollarswould have been a great help for these items.

CI.2.4 Fuel

Fuel was obtainedby Defense contractwith localpetroleum dealers. Diesel and

gasoline was loaded into55-gallon drums at.Red Hook and transported by an LCM to the
site. Diese_ deliverieswere made at leastweekly.
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C1._.5 Water

All potable water for the camp was supplied by the Virgin Islands government. De-
livery was effected by tug and barge from Charlotte Amalie. Initial deliveries were at
2-week intervals; however, due to a casualty to one water tank, weekly deliveries became
necessary. Potable water for the habitat was initially delivered by pillow tank aboard an

LCM; but sine_, this was tedious, a local water-delivery company was then employed.
The water delivery truck had its own gasoline-powered water pump, which required about
25 minutes to deliver 1500 gallons of fresh water. The truck was driven into the LCM,
and the whole delivery took about 1 hour as compared with several hours by pillow tank.

C1.2.6 Mail

The official mailing address for the project was in care of the Postmaster, Charlotte
Amalie. The postmaster maintained a special box for Tektite I mail, and relations with
the post office were excellent. In general air mail service was good; however, unex-
plainable instances were prevalent in which an inordilmte delay was encountered. Surface
mail service was very poor. Air mail was generally more reliable than air freight.

CI.2.7 Repairs and Miscelianeous Services

Through funds placed at his disposalby the Supervisor of Salvage, SupShip 10 per-

formed a myriad offunctionsfor TektiteI. Repairs to boats and electronicequipment,

services of a electronictechnicianon site,and procurement as well as delivery of mis-
cell_meous suppliescomprised most of these services. The efforto_ SupShip I0 was out-
standing at all times.

#,

CI.3 Transportation

C1.3.1 General

Transportation of men and materials to the site normally was by a combination of
_tir, water, and land modes. In all cases getting to and from the site was a chore that
meant putting up with poor and infrequent schedules, r_ -h water, rough roads, canceled
or late flights, lost baggage, and boat breakdowns. Air .ght had a tendency to become
lostin one of several air freightoffices.

C 1.3.2 Air

Commercial air transportation from the continental United States direct to St. Thomas

was available from Miami and New York. Other flights either stopped or made connection
with other carriers in San Juan. No regularly scheduled military flights were made to
St. Thomas except for a biweekly Coast Guard logistic flight from San Juan. There is no

air field on St. John. Military air service terminated at Roosevelt Roads and Ramey Air
Force Base in Puerto Rico. Commercial air freight had a tendency to be side-tracked in
San Juan, John F. Kennedy, and Miami cargo terminals. The most reliable way to ship
supplies or parts was to chock thegn as bag_ge and personally escort them to the site.

CI.3.3 Water

No regularly scheduled Navy water transportation existed to either St. Thomas or

St. John. Roosevelt Roads Naval Station sent YFU type vessels to the site on request,
and the Supply Officer, San Juan, effected a few shipments via commercial steamship
line. Water transportation from St. Thomas to the site was furnished by Tektite I boats.
Th_ Tel_tite I boat fleet consisted of: one LCPL Mk 1 for personnel and light cargo, one
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LCPL Mk 4 for personnel and light cargo, one LCPL Mk 11 for personnel and light cargo,
one LCM Mk 6 for cargo, one LCM Mk ._ for cargo and use as a causeway tender boat,
and two 18-foot outboard runabouts for sa:ety diving boats. Serveral ships were diverted
to Lameshur Bay to deliver miscellaneous =_upplies.

C 1.3.4 Land

Vehicle transportation was furnished by Amphibious Construction Battalion Two and
consisted of: one 6 by 6 truch for general use in the base camp, two 4 by 4 ordnance
carriers for general use in the base camp and transportation on St. Jehn, and one 4 by 4
ordnance carrier for cargo and transportation in St. Thomas. In addition, one jeep was
rented from a local agency for use on St. John.

The trip to Cruz Bay, St. John, from Lameshur took about 45 minutes by Jeep and
1 hour by 4 by 4 over "--rough and winding road on which four-wheel drive was a neces-

sity. The trip from Charlotte Amalie to Red Hook was usually about 30 minutes, depend-
ing on traffic conditions.

C2 AQUANAUT SAFETY
Lt. (jg) Joseph J. McClelland, U.S. Coast Guard Headquarters,
Washi.-gton, D. C., and Richard Waller, Bureau of Commercial
Fisheries, Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

C2.1 Introduction

The safety of the Tektite I aquanauts was a primary factor throughout the planning
and operational phases to both the :_quanauts themselves and to the surface watch direc-
tor and the surface diving watch. Comprehensive safety procedures and emergency bills
were formulated in accordance with the U.S. Navy Diving Manual to insure coordinated,
quick response by the surface watch to meet any situation. The aquanauts did not follow
as regimented a routine but were always motivated by their concern for the welfare of
their diving partners and themselves and by a desire to successfully complete the 60-day
mission.

C2.2 Aquanaut Safety Procedures

Before each excursion away from the habitat the aquanaut team would discuss their
objective and one of the members would be designated the lead diver for that excursion.
The team leader would outline the dive plan and effect any changes during the dive. After
the dive plan had been formulated, the team leader would inform the surface support per-
sonnel which quadrant they would be working in, how far away from the habitat they would
travel, and approximately how long they would be out. If they were to make a long excur-
sion away from the habitat, they could ask the surface support divers to place additional
air bottles at a designated location. It was the responsibility of the lead aquanaut to con-

firm the placement of these bottles before leaving on the dive. Failure to confirm a re-
quested deployment of additional air bottles before one excursion dive resulted in the
only emergency request for aid from surface support divers by the aquanauts.

After informing the surface support personnel of the dive plan, the aquanauts would
suit up. The gear normally worn was: a full 3/16-inch wet suit, a faceplate, fins, two
72-cubic-foot scuba bottles, two single hose regulators, a sea-vue pressure gage, a
weight belt, a watch, a compass, a depth gage, an emergency float, and a diver's knife.
Each of the 72-cubic foot bottles had its own regulator; one of the bottles also had a
sea-rue pressure gage connected to it. Using this system the aquanauts were provided
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with four complete breathing unit_ for each buddy-pair. If one unit were to fail, they still
had two units to use with one backup available.

In addition spe.cial equipment was available for night dives or excursion dives. This
included: sonic pingers and direction-sensing receivers for navigation, strobe lights
which attached to the scuba bottles to enable the surface support divers to track the
acluanauts at night, bang sticks to protect divers from sharks, battery-powered under-
water lights, and emergency floats, each with a strobe light attached.

After the aquanauts were suited up, each checked his gear and then checked his
buddy's gear. They then confirmed their dive plan with the surface and proceeded to
dive as soon as they were told the surface support divers were in position and ready to
follow them in the surface support boat.

The general rule during the first part of the mission was that the team would go out
and work until they were down to the reserve on their first tank. They would then switch

to the secc_nd tank and proceed back to the habitat. Later in the dive, after the aquanauts
had become familiar with the topography and the distances of various lar.dmarks from the
habit:,t, this rule was relaxed to the extent that if they were within 400 to 600 feet of the
bar list, they could work off the second tank until the sea-rue gage indicated approximately
10(,,; pounds in their second tank, with both reserve supplies intact, before proceeding to
the habitat.

Al_.hough working dives were conducied during the night as well as during d_ylight,
the navigational aids used were similar. If the aquanauts were going to stay on the reef,
they navigated by compass, but if they were going to make excursion dives out onto the
send-.algal plains, the sonic pinger-receiver homing device was used.

All other safety rules followed were those commoniy recommended to scuba divers.

cyi
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C2.3 Surface Safety Procedures

C2.3.1 Surface Diving Watch Organization

A commissioned officer was in charge of each of the four watch sections, and he re-
ported directly to the project director. The watch director functioned in an 00D capacity
and stood his watches in the control van on the support barge. At all times the watch
director was assisted in his duties by a diving or submarine medical officer who moni-

tored all life support readings, received the daily aquanaut heal.th assessments, and pro-
vided medical advice when necessary. Also on the support barge were a General Electric
represent_ative, who was to provide technical advice regarding habitat systems, and an
enlisted life support systems operator, who was responsible for maintaining the genera-
tors and air compressors on the support barge.

The crane barge was administered by a chief petty officer, who was the diving super-
visor or chief of the watch. The chief reported to the watch director and was responsible
for the correct operation of the safety diver organization and keeping the deck decompres-
sion chamber and the personnel transfer capsule ready. The section led by the chief of
the watch was comprised of a diving systems operator, a crane operator to handle the
personnel transfer capsule, two safety (rescue) divers, and a safety diving boat coxswain.
A second safety boat was maintained in a ready standby status.

Watches were 8 hours in duration, and each section stood 5 days of l-ln-3 duty, after
which they received a minimum of 48 hours on liberty, followed by a watch rotation.
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C2.3.2 Normal Operating Procedures

Prior to each excursion from the habitat the aquanauts advised the watch director
of the names of the aquanauts excursloning, the nature of the dive, the intended operating
area and expected duration of the excursion. The diving supervisor was notified, and
during excursions away from the habitat the aquanauts were escorted by a diving safety
boat carrying two safety divers. When the aquanauts were using shallow-water gear or
were using scuba within 100 feet of the habitat, the boat was not usually stationed over-
head, but lookouts were posted.

In addition to the safety diving organization the aquanauts had at their disposal the
five way stations provided for diver protection against aggressive marine life but whose
Plexiglas domes could be blown dry for diver-diver conversation. Auxiliary air bottles
and regulators were provided should the aquanauts overextend themselves or experience
equipment failure.

Upon relieving tile watch the chief of the watch would ascertain that the safety diving
boat was in immediate standby status, that the air bottles were gaged, that the safety
divers were properly equipped, and that the deck decompression chamber and personnel
transfer capsule were operational. A report of this informatioo would be made via rad!t.

or field telephone to the watch director.

C2.3.3 Emergency Procedures

During daylight operations the aquanauts were located and followed by the exhaust
bubbles from their scuba. The aquanauts were directed to stop swimming and to release

a yellow carbon-dioxide-Inflated float if they needed aid from the safety divers. In gen-
eral the release of a yellow float by an aquanaut required that the safety divers dive to

the aquanauts, determine the nature of the distress, provide assistance, return to the
boat for equipment, and advise the watch director. This general procedure was altered
as necessary to be best prepared for such emergencies as: aquanaut out of air, aquanaut
lost, mechanical injury, animal menace, and emergency surfacing. After an exc_trsion

time of 45 minutes the safety divers were instructed to assume that a yellow float would
indicate that the aquanauts needed air and to take fully charged bottles with rcgulutors to

the aquanauts.

At night,rescue or assistprocedures were essentiallythe same as for daylightop-

erations except thatthe aquanauts taped a flashingstrobe lightto theirtanks to make it
easy to locatethem. Also a strobe-floatcombination was rigged for nightdivers.

On one occasion the aquanauts released a balloon when they became disoriented and
required a heading back to the habitat. Accidental releases of the floats occurred sev-
eral times, and rescue divers were interrogating the aquanauts within 2_ seconds of
sighting the float.

C2.3.4 E _rcisesand Drills

When escortdutiespermitted, exercises and drills_.ere carried ou! during every
watch. These ezercises were for the most part concerned with recovering a surfaced

aquanaut and with bringing an aquanaut intothe deck decompression chamber via the

personnel transfercapsule.

During emergency surface drills a diver simulating a conscious or unconscious
aquanaut we,rid be pulled out of the water 100 yards or so from the crane barge, tran:-
ferrcd to the deck decompression chamber with a medical officer, and run to 60 feet _n
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the chamber on oxygen. Times for this exercise were frequently under 4 minutes from
the time the boat was called away to the time the standing aquanaut was at 60 feet.

For deck decompression chamber drills a diver would be put into the personnel
transfer capsule on the bottom, and then the capsule would be raisea and mated to the
deck decompression chamber. Then the two units would be equalized, and the diver would
be moved to the deck decompression chamber.

C2.3.5 Conclusion

Safety divers had to enter the water only once at the request of the aquanauts, and
this was just to indicate a return heading to the habitat. The safety divers had to spend
mvny long hours in the diving safety boat escorting the aquanauts, but they did a good Job
of staying prepared and retaining some enthusiasm for the job.

At times when one aquanaut was outside of the habitat on lightweight gear, no standby

diver was ready to enter the water; and it was not unknown for aquanauts to leave the
habitat alone on scuba for work in the immediate vicinity of the habitat. The watch direc-
tors were usually aware of these occurrences and always tried to prevent them from
happening, as they were contrary to the U.S. Navy Diving Manual, Tektite I divinj regula-
tions, and good diving practice. If contrary practice could not be prevented, the safety
diving crew was put on a ready status and a lookout posted, or the boat was sent out to

stand by overhead of the diver.

C3 WATCH STRUCTURE
Cdr. F. L. Looney, Naval Administrative Command, Great Lakes,
Illinois, and Ocean Science and Technology Division, Office of
Naval Research, Washington, D. C.

C3.1 General

An alert watch was maintained on a 24-hour basis, with its primary mission being

the safety of the aquanauts. This watch was under the supervision of a watch director.
The watcl_ director was s_lected by the project director from those qualified personnel

available to the project. The commanding officer of the experimental diving unit aug-
mented this watch at all times with a qualified diving officer and four divers. The watch
director'sauthorityand re._r,onsibilityw:'.sp_.rallelto thatofan underway officerof the
deck aboard a Navy silip.Four watch :-ec_lonswere maintained,which :allowedeach

arch section 2 days offaP.._r6 days of s!andin_watch.

J-

C3.20rg:tnizatiol_

The organization of the watch and a brief description of their duties are as follows:

A watch director was in overall charge of the watclt section.

A medical doctor was responsible to the watch director for treatment or advice on
medical matters. When qualified, this individual also assumed the duties as watch direc-

tor.

A General Electric engineer maintained console communications with the habitat,

recorded engineering data, and advised th: watch director on habitat systems.
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A support systems operator operated and maintained the support systems on the
support barge under the direction of the watch director.

A behavioral watch recorded behavioral data as directed by the scientific coordina-
tor and assistants. The behavioral watch was responsible to the watch director for all
other aspects of the watch.

A safety diving supervisor supervised the s_fcty divers, crane operator, safety boat
coxswain, and diving systems operator in providing alert coverage of the aquanauts at
all times. He reported directly to the watch director.

The teanl leader of the aquanauts reported directly to the watch director on planned
excursions, habitat atmosphere control, and other matters concerning the safety and

well-being of the aquanauts.

C3.3 Watch Instructions

The following are detailed instructions to the watch director which were supplemen-

tary to and updated those found in the Tektite I Operations Plan dated January 28, 1969.

• "1. General: The primary mission of the watch organization is the safety of the

aquanauts and other personnel at the site. The watch director will ensure an alert watch
is maintained at all times, ready to cope with any possible emergency.

"2. Watch Routine: Watches will be stood on an 8-hour shift basis and will be _li-

vided as follows: 0000-0800, 0900-1600, 1600-2400. Rations will be sent to the site for
those on watch at noon, and the evening and midwatches will take rations with them prior
to assuming the watch.

a. It is important that each watch relieve on time. Watches should depart the
base camp by 2330, 0730, and 1530 to ensure prompt relief. All watch standers should
be mustered in the base camp prior to leaving for the boat and vice versa prior to leav-

ing site.

b. Boat transportation will be determined by the base camp commander subject

to the availability of boats. The safety diving boat and standby safety diving boat will not
normally be used for transportation to and from the site and should be controlled by the
watch director through the diving supervisor. Only one crew member is necessary for
operation of this boat; however, he shall be fully qualified to run the boa*. and certified so

by the safety diving supervisor.

c. Waking of reliefswill be the responsibilityof the diving supervisor,who will

place a callwith the OOD officeintime to assurc he is able to callthe remainder of the
watch in t_me.

"3. Training: Each watch director shall conduct training and drills on each watch
to ensure proficiency of his watch section. Each exercise should be logged, and the
watch director should keep a record of drills and training held to ensure rotation of ex-
ercises. Every drill should be critiqued in order to achieve maximum benefits. Drill.Q
and training should include, but not be limited to: accidental __._,rf_c_.ng; injurad aquanaut
(emergency decompression treatment table), sick aquanaut, lost aquanaut, fire in habitat,
contaminated atmosphere, flooding of habitat, loss of power, and safety boat training.
When possible and consistent with the aquanauts' schedule, they should participate in
nonscheduled drills. Drills involving those outside the immediate on-site watch should

bc coordinated with the project director. Do not exercise the personnel transfer capsule

in rgugh weather.
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"4a. Atmospheric Monitoring: The atmosphere should be monitored at least hourly

for 02, CO2, and N2, and the results should be recorded in the atmosphere and medical
log. CO should be read daily. (Note that the MSA colorimetrlc tubes are calibrated at
1 atmosphere; therefore, when used at depth in the habitat, they must be corrected to in-
dicate the true value. This true value is determined by dividing the recorded (value

measured with the tube) by the absolute number of atmospheres of pressure. Example:
The Tektite habitat is in 38 feet of water, equivalent to 2.15 atmospheres absolute. If the
CO value recorded at depth is 25 ppm, the achml value is: true CO = 25 ppm/2.15 = 11.6

Gas

CO2

Primary Monitors

Van

IR215 and Mass spec. (remote read)

ppm .)

CO Gas chromatograph

02 Servomex, Beckman F-3, and Mass
Spec.

N _ Mass Spec.

H20 Mass Spec.

Secondary Monitors

CO 2 Gas chromatograph and Kitegawa
tubes

O 2 Gas chromatograph

N 2 Gas chromatograph

Habitat

Mass Spec., MSA Lira IR,
and CO2 analyzer

MSA (colorimetrtc tubes)

Mass spec.

Mass Spec.

Mass Spec.

MSA (colorimetric tubes)

GE and MSA meter

None

"4b. Atmospheric Limits: The atmospheric limits are the following:

Gas Optimum Acceptable ,Range

O _ 158 torr 15 I- 165 torr

CO 2 2 torr 0-8 torr

N 2 1470 torr 1450-1550 torr

CO 0 ppm 0-t5 ppm

Readings which are consistentlyoutsidethe given range,should be reporte_ tothe project
director and senior medical officer. The nitrogenvalue is an exception to thisrule. (The

nitrogen value depends on absolute pre3sure and willvary directlywith changes in sea

stateand ,_.tmosphericpressure.)

"4c. CO 2 readings which exceed 8 torr by eitherthe mass spectrometer or IR215

should require a baralyme change within I/2 hour.

- *_t_
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"5. Support Machil_ery: The watch director sJ_ould insure that the support systems
operator maintains an alert watch on the machinsry for life support and associated equip-
ment. He should ensure that all required readings are recorded, preventative malnte-

nar, ce is accomplished, and safety checks are thorough. The watch report should be
diligently filled out by each watch and turned into the support operations officer. This

shall not be a 9erfunctory task but shall insure fuel and water supply is accurately re-
corded and the watch is in readin,_o_ for the next section.

"6. Behavioral Studies: Tl,ebc:,,vioralportionof the support van is open toauthor-

ized per._onnelonly. Intrusionintothe van is disturbingto the behavioral monitors, who

must concentr,_.tecloselyto perform theirmission. Indiscriminateeavesdropping inthis

portionofthe van not only compromises the behavioral program but violatesthe confidence

ofthe aquanauts. Behavioral monitors shallbe instructedand reminded to report any

conversation or occurrence tothe watch director ifitappears a matter of urgency if

safetyis involved. The watch director and the assigned behavioral monitors are the only
members ofthewatch normally admitted tothe behavioral sectionof the support van.

Other individualswillenter on a ca._ebasis,subjectto the concurrence of the watch

director. When visitorsare in thissection,the monitors willuse earphones and turn the

audio speakers offuntilthe van is clear. Information learned from the behavioral section

will not be discussed or disclosed except by authorizationofthe projectdirector.

"7. Aquanaut Relations: Topside contact with the aquanauts must be tempered in
order to accomplish the different aspects of the Tektite I program. On the one hand the

study of isolated personnel must yield to the fact that the marine science and other phases
of the program require daily contact with marine scien'.-sts supporting the program from
topside and other logistic support required of technical and diving personnel. In this re-
gard the watch director shall exercise good judt_ment in controlling contact with the
habitat. Normal voice contact should be initiated by the habitat pe_'sonnel except for
necessary communications on operation of safety. Idle banter shall not be initiated by
topside or usually replied to from topside. Aquanaut spaces shall not be monitored by
audio means, either speaker or earphones, at the watch director's station except for pur-
poses of safety. Invasion of privacy by open mike monitoring will not be permitted at the
watch director's station. If aquanauts do not furnish diving information to the watch di-
rector before commencing to don diving gear, the watch director may, at his discretion,
monitor the wet room or request the systems monitor to monitor the wet room. Prior to
a dive the watch director shall request the aquanauts io provide vital diving information.
However, open-mike monitoring will be used when aquanauts are asleep and compart-
ments empty in order to enhance the safety of aquanauts.

"8. SafetyDivin_ Routine: Each time the aquanauts are outsidethe habitat,except
when using the hookah, a safetyboat shallcover theirexcursion. The safetyboat shall
normally carry a boat coxswain and t_:,odivers;however, ifthe coxswain is also a diver,

only two persons are required ifa shortage of personnel exists. The boat shallkeep as

far away from the aquanauts as possible as long as theirbubbles are in mght. During

choppy sea conditionsthe boat must, of necessity,remain closer to the bubbles. When

the SafetyDiving Boat is engaged in covering an excursion, the standby safetydivingbo_t

shallremain atthe cra_e barge unless specificallydispatched by the watch or project
director. The watch director shall insistthataauanauts follownormal diving safety

practices consistentwith the peculiar environment of the habitat. Each watch director,

safc).ydiving supervisor,and safetydiver willbe aware of the treatment table contained

inappendix Iftothe annex of the Operations Plan, letterof January 28, 1969.* This table

shallbe a part of the on-watch trainin_program.

"_5eeTable A33.
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"Sa. Special Safety Instructions: When the aquanauts are sleeping at night, the fol-
lowing actions shall be taken prio_"to their turning In:

(1) Test all battle lanterns.
(2) Test the trunk high-water alarm.
(3) Test the CO2 alarm.
(4) Test the emergency general alarm from the van and the habitat.
(5) Record necessary engineering reading in the habitat, primarily !n the en-

vironmental control system.
(6) Turn on lights in all spaces except r.rew compartment.

(7) Record in the habitat and send to the van the CO2 and O2 readings, and corn-
pare them with those in the van.

(8) Enerztze the portable scrubber.

(9) Test the open mikes and intercoms from each space.

After these tests and checks and after the aquanat_ts have turned in, the wet room should
be continuously monitored and the other spaces monitored or, a rotat!o,,._l basis, using
open mike and video, until the aquanauts arise in the morning.

"9. Communications: It is important that all communication channels be kept opera-
ttve at all times. Frequent tests are necessary to insure reliable communications. Dur-
ing slack periods when normal communications are not used, an hourly check on all chan-
nels should be made. The primary means of communication are 4073, Motorola PT 200's,
field phones, and 2114. Frequency 2114 should be checked once each watch.

"10. Visitors: Vimtors to the support barge and crane barge will be cleared only by
the project director. The watch director will extend visitors every courtesy consistent
with operational requirements. He may limit the number of persons in the van at any one
time, and if necessary he may terminate the visit in order to carry on the mission effi-
ciently and sa_ely. Visitors may be permitted brief visits into the behavioral section,
provided the behavioral monitors are notified in advance and speakers are turned off."

•/i

C4 MEDICAL SUPPORT

Cdr. T. N. Markham, Naval Submarine Medical Center, New London,
Connecticut

C4.1 Habitat and Support Van

C4.1.1 Medical Facilities

The Tektite habitat was provided with three drawers, two in the bridge and one in
the wet laboratory, which were filled with a supply of basic therapeutic agents Each
drawer in the bridge contained a color coded styrofoam liner, and the drugs were re-
cessed into the liner (Fig. C1). Each drug was numbered, named, and grouped by f_on-
eral therapeutic purposed. These therapeutic categories were _hen color coded. The
drawer in the wet laboratory contained topical cleansing agents and Oressing supplle=.
Each drawer was prepared and the drugs packaged by Smith, Kline, and French Labora-
tories, Philadelphia. Although a large reserve of drugs was maintained in the support
van, the initial supply was sufficient except for additional tetracycline and supplemental
colymycin eric (Warner-Chilcott) introduced during the operation.

The bridge compartment also had an installedGultontelethermometer and a Beck-

man Type RS portabledynograph recorder with Interchargeableinputcouplers. Each

aquanaut was provided with an oral temperature probe I0r the Gulton telethermometer

and inrmtcouplers for electrocardiograms, and pulmonary functionstudieswere provided
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(a) Bridge

(b) Bridge

i, (c) Wet room

Fig. C1 - Habitat medical euppl_es.

located in styrafoam liners in two

drawers in the bridge and one in wet

room
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for the Type RS dynograph. _, stethoscope o.nd sphygmomanometer were supplied in an
equipment drawer in the bridge compartment.

A general Tektite Biomedical Information Manual was prepared with subsections
dealing with both the experimental studies and general health maintenance examinations
con d.ucted by the aquanauts themselves. These examinations were performed under ob-
servation by the medical officer of the watch via closed circuit television.

C4.1.2 Atmosphere Monitoring

In addition to the installed and portable atmosphere monitoring equipment detailed in
Appendix B, backup equipment was provided within the support van, and samples w_re
taken through the 3/16-inch-I.D. umbilical tube. This equipment included: a Perkin-
Elmer 810 gas chromotograph, a Beckman m215 infrared carbon dioxide analyzer, a
Beckman F-3 oxygen analyzer, a Servomex AO 150 oxygen analyzer, and Kitagawa carbon
dioxide detector tubes.

The samples were recorded at approximately i-hour intervals from the installed
mass spectrometer, oxygen analyzers, and/or Mine Safety Appliance portable detector
tubes in the habitat, while similar recordings were made in the support van through the
atmosphere gas sampling umbilical. Experience demonstrated that there was a lag of
approximately 6 to 8 minutes in the topside readings when flow was maintained at 500 wl
per minute through the sample line. Due to the large volume and adequate mixing of ga::
within the habitat, this lag was considered insignificant.

!

C4.1.3 Medical Support Personnel

The permanent on-site medical team consisted of at least three physicians and one
hospital corpsman at all times. The physicians were both military and civilian. A med-
ical officer of the watch was present in three of the four watch sections. When the sec-
tion not covered by a physician was on watch, a physician was available at the base camp
on immediate call. During the latter 2 weeks of the operation a physician was available
for each section.

C4.1.4 Daily Health Maintenance Examinations

Initially daily health assessment examinations were performed by the aquanauts
themselves, under direct observation by the medical officer of the watch via TV. This
examination consisted of a systemic review questionnaire with any positive responses
reported to the medical officer and further history obtained by him when considered nec-
essary. Following the systemic review the aqualmuts recorded their body weight, blood.
pre,ssure, pulse, temperature, skin condition, and results of an ear examination and a
mouth and throat examination. After a short period it was determined that these data
could be taken every 2 days rather than daily. Immediate medical coz_ditions were ex-
amined and discussed as required.

C4.1.5 Aquanaut Training

During the predive base-line study week in January at the University of Pennsylvania
Medical Center, familiarization instruction was given to both primary and backup aqua-
nauts in the use of a stethoscope, sphygmomanometer, otoscope and electrocardiography
attachment for the Type RS dynograph. The aquanauts then practiced the use of these
diagnostic instruments until proficient in their use. They further were shown the prep-
aration and operation of the Type RD dynograph, spirometer, and esophageal balloon and
pressure transducer required for the puhnonary ventilation and esophageaI pressure
,aeasurementz.
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During the predive period at Lameshur Bay the primary aquanauts practiced eerie-
puncture and microbiological sample collection.

Tile overall training required for the biomedical studies, although held several weeks
in advance, appeared adequate, and aquanaut performance was satisfactory.

C4.1.6 Potable Water Sampling

Bacteriological samples for coliform bacteria were collected from the water bag on
the support barge twice weekly and also each time the bag was resupplied. Following the
introduction of water purchased from a supplier on St. John Island midway through the
operation, h_.gh bacterial couuts were obtained from the supplier's tank. However, at no
time did coliform organisms appear, and chlorination rapidly reduced the total bacterial
count to Insignificant levels. Pathological organisms were never isolated from the po-
table water system on the support barge or within the habitat.

C4.1.7 Significant Medical Conditions

During the saturation portion of Tektite I two medical conditions arose of significant
note. These conditions were described in detail in section A3.2.1.2.

C4.2 Base Camp

C4.2.1 Medical Facilities

Tbe base camp was provided with 1/3 of the central building for a medical dispensary.
This facility measured 16 by 20 feet and was supplied with potable water, an autoclave,
and sufficient medical supplies to meet most general or emergency requirements. The
dispensary was supplemented by the laboratory facilities in the U.S. Army mobile labora-
tory in the camp used for the hematological and microbiological scientific experiments.
The dispensary contained four bunks used to house the medical staff and provided the
ability to handle inpatients, if necessary. Hospitalizations were referred to Knut Hansen
Hospital on St. Thomas. All radiological examinations _vere performed and interpreted
at this hospital.

C4.2.2 Medical Support Personnel

The same personnel described in section C4.1.3 were available to man the base camp
facilities. One of the physicians not on duty aboard the support barge was designated the
base camp medical officer. He remained in the immediate vicinity on call for either
emergency or routine conditions. Because of the limited number of personnel within the
camp, no specificsick callwas held daily. The hospitalcorpsman's prime responsibility

was the healthof the base camp personnel and maintenance of the dispensary. The hos-
pitalcorpsman conducted periodic sanitationinspectionsof base camp facilitiesand

brought any deficienciesto the attentionofthe base camp commander or the duty medi-
cal officer.

C4.2.3 Potable and Shower Water

P_rlodic samples nf both potableand shower water were collectedand cultured for

coliform or otherpathol%,icalorganisms. Initiallythe shower water contained an orga-
nism which gave presumptive evidence on culture of Pscl_domon_s. Due tolimited iden-

tificationfacilitiesa positiveidentificationcould not be made. Following thisisolation
both shower and potablewater was chlorinatedto a residual levelof greater than 2 ppm

chlori,le.The cldorinelevelwas then measured and replenished periodicallyto insure
sufficientresidual.
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C4.2.4 Significant Medical Conditions

The general health of base camp personnel was good during the entire operation.
Five men were evacuated to the continental United States over a 3-month period. The
conditions requiring evacuation included two knee injuries, a fractured femur, a trau-
maUc temporal hernianopsia, and ciwonic hypertensim. One automobile accident oc-
curred resulting in hospitalization of two men, one with a fractured femur and the other

with a concussion and temporal hernianopsia. Both of these men were subsequently
trannferred to the continental United States. The latter was treated with hyperbaric
oxygen therapy at the Tektite I _ite in an attempt to clear his hernianopsia. Following
his first treatment he showed improvement in his central vision, but no further improve-
ment was demonstrated with subsequent treatments over a 4-day period.

Base camp personnel and support divers acquired a significant number of external
otitis infections which cultured a presumptive Pseudomonas organism. These infections
responded poorly to cortisporin eric drons (Burroughs Wellcome) but responded well to
coJymycin otic drops {Warner-Chilcott). In one case system colymycin was required
along with frequ,mt local debridement of the external auditory canal to bring the external
otitis under control.

C5 PUBLIC AFFAIRS

R. S. Grecnbaum and A. M. Sinopoli,PublicAffairsOffice,

Officeof Naval Research, Washington, D. C.

C5.1 General

The public information operation for Tektite was unprecedented in that it was the
first time in which a group of major federal agencies (Navy, Interior, and NASA) were
joined by industry (General Electric Co.) as partners in a major field operation expected
to receive first-hand coverage by national news medi._. The Navy was designated as the
lead agency, and the Office of Naval Research specifically had the chief managerial re-
sponsibility for the program, although it was accepted that no individual group, agency,
or activity would serve as a unilateral source of news. The goal was to focus the atten-
tion of news media on the Tektite I program as a whole, with credit for the operation
dispersed equally among the four organizations.

The official public-affairs plan far Tektite I stated that the public information pro-
gram would be a coordinated interagency effort under the direction of ONR. The head of
the ONR Public Affairs Office (Mr. R. S. Greenbaum) acted as public relations team
leader wRh the prime responsibilityfor allpublici._ormaticn matters. The plan also

statedthatallmaterial would be released tonews media in the name ofthe TektiteI pro-

gram. A specialTektiteIletterheadtogetherwith specialstationerycarrying the names

of all four organizationswas printed for thispurpose. The firstnews rele:xse,issued

before the specialstationerywas available,was made simultaneously by allfour activi-
ties.

R was planned that each organization would contribute equally in manpower and ef-
fort to the public _nformatioP. program. At least two information officers were to staff
the information center in the Virgin Islands at all times, starting about January 27 until
the end of the mission, a period of nearly 3 months. Personnel were to be provided by
the participating agencies on a scheduled rotation basis, with additional personnel avail-
able during key news-generating pe_'iods, particularly the start and end of the mission.
These staffing needs were not met, however, in the actual operation. NASA's Office of

Manned Space Flight, assigned the responsibility for the operation within NASA, provided
no tJersonnel at all for the information center. The Department of the Interior, drawing
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from the three major participating departments {Bureau of Commercial Fisheries, Geo-

logical Survey, and National Park Service) provided three men, with each staying 10 days
to 2 weeks hut none during the start and end of the mission. General Electric provided
personnel for longer periods, but the requirement fell upon ONR to provide the full-time
information officer (Mr. Anthony Slnopoli) to man the inlormatlon center continuously
from January 26 to April 21.

General Electric played a special role in the public information operation, using its
Madison Avenue public relations firm to provide assistance. General Electric also pro-
vided Tektite I letterhead stationery and Tektite I decals. General Electric leased quar-
ters on St. Thomas, which served as the public information center as well as quarters
for information officers and news media, and leased commercial boat_ which provided a
vital supplement to the limited boat transportation provided by the Navy. This additional
boat service was particularly useful in providing transportation for news media and tele-
vision camera crews to tile operation site on St. John.

Throughout tile operation personnel of all foul' organizations sincerely endeavored to
assure that all four received equal publicity and recognition and that no individual par-
ticipant would stand out more than any of the others. For example, major policy deci-
sions on public information matters were validated by agreement among the four program
managers. The Navy officer-in-charge at the site, however, had the sole responsibility
for deci:iing whether activities by news media might interfere with or hamper operations.
Concern with the safety and efficiency of the operati.',n led him o_ occasion to limit the
activities of news media in what appeared to some to be an arbitrary Navy decision to
bar newsmen on the grounds that they are an unnecessary nuisance. The Tektite I public
affairs group attempted to maintain cordial relations with the press to avoid any impres-
sion of managing the news or suppressing legitimate information.

General Electric adopted a dynamic, aggressive attitude in promoting publicity, tak-
Ing advantage oI the resources at its disposal not available to government public informa-
tion officers. This was done in the name of the Tektite I program and ill consultation
with ONR representatives, and the net result was that coverage by news media was sig-
nifically greater than migi_t otherwise have occurred. Close communications and liaison
were maintained at all times between G.E.'s public information coordinator, and G.E. was
careful to take no unilateral action in releasing information. Coordination was also good
with Interior, although that department tended to play a less active role than ONR or G.E.
Interior delegated tile chief responsibility Ior its participation in the program to its Bu-
reau of Commercial Fisheries, although the pt,blic affairs offices of the other Interior

departments involved in the program contributed personnel to tile Tektite I information
center and provided a photographer at the start of the mission.

C5.2 Preoperation Activity

Tile first release announcing the Tektite I program was made on April 25, 1968, 10
months before the scheduled start of the operation. This date was considered appropriate

both in permitting enough time for gradual buildup of press interest and to avoid gradual
leakage of news about the operation, which had started to occur. The relea-e avoided
reference to an exact aate _or tile start of tile operation and did not reveal tile names of
the four aquanauts, who had not yet been completely selected. Tile release also estab-
lished the name Tektite for lhc program.
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The next release was originally planned for July or August, at which time the names
of the aquanauts would be revealed. This was to be followed by a press conference in
November, where full details of the project would be announced. A delay in the aquanaut
selection procP, ss, however, delayed the release of these names. Further announcements
or release of information were postponed until the Tektite I press conference held on

December 17 at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, where the habitat was available for press
inspection prior to its shipment to the Virgin Islands. Presided over by the Chief of
Naval Research (R.Adm. Thorns Owen), the conference proved quite successful, resulting
in nationwide press, magazine, and television coverage.

C5.3 Tektite I Information Center

Early in the program it was determined that space would not be available at the base
camp on St. John, adjacent to the operation site, to provide quarters for information offi-

.+^_,..,t,_o for information officers to be quartered on St. Thomas,cers. it appeared more _ .............
where news media would be staying, thus assuring control of news media visits to the op-
eration site. The Tektite I Information Center on St. Tlmmas was located in a seven-

bedroom house, known as Berger House, leased by G.E. This residence provided quar-
ters for both information officers and news personnel, in addition to providing temporary
quarters to technical personnel on their way to or from the site. One room doubled as
the information officer's room. It also contained a portable electric typewriter and a
Telex machine, which did not work properly and was later removed. The house had one
telephone with an extension, with one of the instruments in the i._ormation officer's room.
Telephone service was erratic and unreliable and made communications with the base
camp and the operation difficult.

The boat dock where the Navy boat departed for St. John was about 15 minutes from
Berger House, and the trip to St. John was usually about 45 minutes, although sometimes
an hour. The boat was scheduled to leave at 9:15 a.m. but often left later. The Navy boat
returned to St. Thomas from St. John at 3:00 p.m. The short time between arrival and
departure was often insufficient fox" preparation of a daily report and its clearance for
release by the on-site commander. Tiros aaily releases could not always be made.
Occasionally, when circumstances permitted, the information officer stayed overnight at
the base camp. Ideally, one information officer at the base camp and one or two infor-
mation officers at the information center on St. Tlmmas would have improved the infor-
mation coverage. Aside from staff limitations mentioned earlier, however, the unre-
liable telephone service meant loss of communications at times between the base camp
and the information center. The only way to assure a steady flow ef news between the
operation site and the information center and stateside news media was for an infer:na-
tion officer to travel back and forth each day.

C5.4 Dissemination of News During the Operation

All three xmtional television networks, AP, UPI, Reuters, and several major news-
papers and magazines (including Life) had top correspondents at tim site covering directly
the beginning and termination of the mission. A key problem was arranging interviews
with Tektite I personnel and the filming of scenes by the TV networks without hindering
operations. Four information officers were available to handle this: two from ONR and
two from G.E. (including a representative of G.E.'s public .,'elations firm, Young and
Rubicam). There was some unhappiness among news media over limitations imposed on
coverage, particularly in the last hectic day or two before the operation began. Generally
speaking, however, v.]l news media got good stories, and excellent detailed coverage re-
sulted, including a front pa_e story in the New York Times and a major display in Life
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magazine. A major element inthissuccess was the availabilityofG.E.-leased boats to
transport the news media between St.Thomas and St.John.

The Tektite operations plan called for tile preparation of R daily progress report
which would be "mailed daily to the home public information offices of each participating
organization via overseas airmail," thereby giving those offices information to answer
queries from the news media. This proved to be impractical. No clerical help was
available at the information center to type out smooth copies and mail out the material.
The closest mail drop was in Charlotte Amalie, about an hour from the Berger House.
It proved to be more expeditious to phone in the daily report to the ONR public affairs
office. Ideally this should have been done the first thing every weekday morning, so that
ONR could then Send it out that day to the participating organizations, with a copy to
ONR's front office. The two major difficulties, however, were the mechanics of obtaining

daily report approved for release to news media and the unreliable telephone service.
The information officer visiting the base camp found that he could not always get a news-
worthy report (other than the routine "everything-is-going-fine") before he had to leave
on the boat back to St. Thomas at 3:00 p.m. When problems began showing during the
early days, although not serious, there was a reluctance to release this news. At the
same time, it became quickly apparent that daily press interest in the project dropped
off sharply after the first few days. The only press interested in a daily story on the
program was the Virgin Islands news media and the San Juan press. Th _. Tektite I infor-
mation center reported regularly to the AP stringer in St. Thomas and also to the Com-
mandant, Tenth Naval District, in San Juan, which relayed news to the San Juan press. It
turned out, therefore, that a daily report to Washington had liltle value as tar as servic-
ing news media was concerned.

As an alternate plan it was decided to prepare a long weekly report which would be
phoued into Washington on Monday mornings and then relayed to G.E., Valley Forge, for
reproduction and mailing out to the master mailir, g list. This meant a long telephone
call to ONR while dictation was taken over a sometimes bad connection and then a second
telephone call to G.E., Valley Forge, which was usually _tble to have the release in the
mail by the next day. (It should be noted that neither ONR nor Interior had facilities to
accomplish such a frequent rapid and massive mailout.) Ti_is system, as cumbersome as

it was, worked fairly well. Few national stories were carried, however, until Tektite I
passed th._ halfway mark, setting a new duration record, and as the mission and ap-
proached. On the other ha_d the Tektite I story blanketed the nation on those occasions,
with two and three-column headlines frequently used by the newspapers. Several stories
were carried abroad, particularly by the London press. Except for thes_ high points,
news media interest in the project was limited te magazine and feature writers, who
visited "he operation site at various times.

C5.5 Photography

Without question the most frustrati,.Jg public infezmation problem encountered
throughout the Tektite I operation was in photography, both still and motion pictures. In
planning the program it was assumed that the most spectacular photography would be the
underwater activities of the operation. However, since Tektite I was considered to be an
experiment in isolation, photography by divers coming down from the surface was not

allowed during the actual operation. All underwater photography was to be taken by the
aquanauts. In actual practice this did not work. Aside from a series of problem invoh, ed
in supplying the aquanauts with film, it became apparent that the aquanauts could not
regularly carry underwater cameras with them and still perlorm the work which was the
major purpose of the program. (In Sealab II, for in._tance, this problem was resolved by
assigning two Navy underwater photographers as members of the crew.) Some miner-
water photography was obtained by showing the backup aquanauts at work, although care
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was taken not to identify them as the four Tektite I aquanauts. Toward the end of the
mission the backup aquanauts were to photograph the four aquanauts both in underwater
scenes and inside the habitat. This was the primary source of still and motion pictures
of t e aquanauts themselves during the operation. One unfortunate result was that there
_as no film to release to the TV networks except at the end of the project.

A Navy combat camera group was a,_signed to photograph the operation prior to its
start primarily for technical documentation of the preparatory phase. The two-man team

took mostly motion-picture film. For some reason much of their surface photography
was out of focus, al:hough their underwater photography turned out well. G.E. and Interior
had still photographers shooting at the start of the mission, and the pictures shot by _.hv
Interior photographer were particularly good and readily accessible. However, every-
thing was shot in color, whereas most news media, particularly the daily press, required
black-and-white photographs. Printing in black and white from color slides was time
consuming and often unsatisfactory in quality. The result was that virtually no still
photographs taken o! _e actual operation were made available to the press during the
operation. Stories carried by newspapers throughout the operation (except at the end)
carried old photographs taken of the aquanauts inside the habitat back at the Philadelphia
Navy Yard.

There was no plan to provide surface photography throughout the operation, since it
was assumed there would be little of news interest to shoot on the surface or at the base

camp. About midway through the project, however, ONR did send down a still photogra-
pher from its Naval Research Laboratory to take photos for documentation purposes.
This turned out to be fortunate, because it resulted in the solution e_ the: problem of es-
tablishing a central place for processing stilt photography. The Nr_L photographer was
also an expert in processing color plmtography. He not only proce_s:-.d his own photo-
graphs at NRL but also began to gather the film shot by others, particularly the under-
water photography taken by the backup aquanauts. As a result the NRL photographic
laboratory acquired virtually a complete fileof all color and black-and-white still

l._hotography taken during Tektite I. Although the requirement for processing photography
had been discussed during the planning stages, it had never been pinned down. It was
understood, for example, that Interior was going to arrange for commercial processing
of the aquanauts' underwater photography, but this never materialized.

C5.6 End of the Mission

The news medm intere:;t in covering the end of the mission was quite high, For
technical reasons the aquan:mts were brought up from the habitat in the personnel trans-
fer capsule near midnight. Since the aquanauts would not be visible during this process
and would not be seen until they emerged from the fleck decompression ,:hamber some
19 hours later, it was assumed :hat there would be few news media interested in covering
the splashup directly. As it turned out, all three television networks sent crews down to
witness this, and a large group of national news media also wanted to cover this event as
well as the aquanauts' emergence from decompression the following night. General
Electric rezded a large boat for use on both nights for press transportation. The pres-
ence of high Navy and Interior officials at the end of the decompression, and a message
from Presid._r,: Ni>"n_. added news value to the emergence. The aquanauts made brief

statements, and _he nc-vs m,_cP,,_were willing to await a full-scale press conference fol-
lowing the 2..day debriefing _f the aquanauts.

The press conference was scheduled to be held on Friday morning, April 18, 1969,
the third day after the end of the mission and immediately following the aquanauts' de-
briefing. The most desirable and logical location for the press conference was a large
in the Govemmr's House, but there was some question as to whether the room would be
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available on Friday. The alternative was a restaurant where G.E. had scheduled a press
reception that afternoon. Fortunately the Governor's House was 9.vailable, and the par-
ticipation of the acting governor provided a satisfactory ceremonial flavor. Although the
press conference was recorded, no public address system was available. Only the major
participants had microphones hooked into the recorder, so that several questions and
comments from the floor were lost. The press conference resulted in another r,eries of
major nationwide stories.

Tile high point of publicity was achieved when Hugh Downs of NBC's Today show
came to the Virgin Islands and on the day after the press conference Interviewed the
chief aquanaut, who took him on a tour of the habitat. Since the habitat was still on the
bottom of Lamester Bay, this required Downs to dive down with Mr. Wailer. This major
feat was generated by the Nev, York office of the Chief of Naval Information with assist-
ance Irom General Electric. The Navy provided a special sound-on-film camera for this

interview and also contributed the services of an underwater photographer. The results
was an unusually long segment, about 18 minutes, which appeared on the Today show a
week later.

About a month later a final major flurry of publicity resulted when Vice President
Agnew presented special awards to the four aquanauts, followed the next day by a special
hearing before a Congressional committee. This cor._pleted about a 6-month period of
fairly steady and intensive publicity. As Rear Admiral Owen, Chief of Naval Research,

noted, never before had a government project costing so little received so much publicity.

C5.'/ Conclusions

The fact that by far the majority of news stories contained the names of all four
participating organizations demonstrated that the goal of equal credit was largely
achieved. The major failure was the lack of still and motion pictures available for re-
lease to news media during the operation. A problem of lesser magnitude but critical at
times was lack of sufficient personnel to staff the information center. There were ac-
tually three information officers, two from ONR and one from G.E., who carried the
major burden of the operation continuously throughout the program. The dedication and
energy of this small group w_.s tile key factor in achieving a high degree of success in
this pioneering public information effort involving an interagency prog:'am in conjunction
with industry.

C6 TECHNICS.I, ASSISTANCE
D. E. Ad:dns and A. J. Coyle, Batelle Memorial Institute,
C,?,unhus, Ohio

C6.1 Introductio.

Tektite I was a cooperahve program between government agencies and industry con-
ducted to determine the ,.apability of :L small group of men to satisfactorily perform a
scientific research missior, while living isolated on the ocean floor for a long period o!
time. Battede-Columbus participated in. :ira program under Navy/Industry Ccoperative
Research and Development Agreement R-485-91. Battelle-Columb'_s responsibilities in
Tel-tite I were to: (a) provide technical and engineering assistance to the Office of Naval
research, (b) coordinate the acquisition and deployment of a decompression complex, (c)
review the hab|tat systems and subsystems to assist in assuring proper performance,
(d) monitor the habitat systems and .¢uLsystems on site to provide an unbiased evalua-
tion, (e) prov_.de hardware integration and program planning support, (f) supply the hookah
system, two types of coring tools, and built-in-breathing equipment for habitat use, (g)
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coordinate on-site aquanaut training, (h) rebuild, modify, and test the dated two-man wet
submersible (mini sub) to be used by the aquanauts on excursions from the habitat, (i)
provide diving support during the construction and habitat deployment phase of the pro-
gram and during the research studies of the three standby aquanauts performed outside
their excursio_ limits, and (J) assist with responsibilities associated with the control van
and support cqt_'pment.

This section deals mainly wRh problem areas uncovered during the mission with
habitat and support equipment hardware as well as with the evaluation of certain proce-
dural items. Only the problem areas and possible improvements for future missions are
expounded herein. Although the remarks arc directed specifically toward the Tektite I
program, they also pertain to typical areas for improvement in equipment for other ex-
periments of this type.

C6.2 Mission Observations

•,,v_u,h,wl,_ observations were made.

1. The total aquanaut time on the bottom was divided into the f¢llowing general areas,
with each area assigned an approximate average percentage figure: scientific work, 32%;
sleep, rest, and relaxation, 22%; recreation, 16%; self-maintenance activities, 16%; habi-
tat maintenance and repair, 10_; and in transit, 4%.

2. The scientist/divers spent 432:15 man-hours in the water during the 60-day mis-
sion. This represents an average of 7.2 man-hours per day.

3. The hookah arrangement of full-face mask with communications was usable up to
200 feet from the habitat. The mask and communications package were more than ade-
quat_ and were used more than 41 diving hours during the mission, about 1/1O of the total
diving time.

4. Saturated swimmers, in water with average visibility of 50 to 75 feet and between
depth limits of 21 to 100 feet, can.perform excursion dives from the habitat to distances
exceeding 1800 feet and return s_fely.

5. The performance by a number of support scientist-divers o[ research work to
no-decompression limits around the perimeter of aquanaut excursion limits significantly
adds to the total scientific coverage of the area.

C6.3 Recommendations

C6.3.1 Introduction

The recommendations that follow are based on a survey of the overall program.
Many of the suggestions deal with minor problems, but unless the small problems are
recognized at this time, they may become major problems in future programs. Although
specific suggestions included in this section are directly _tpplicable to the Tektite I habi-
tat, they may be used as typical examples for consideration during ret:'ofit or the design
of additional habitats.

-v_
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C6.3.2 Habitat Systems

Recommendation_ concerning the structure and interior design are as follows:

1. A hatch that oper, J from the cupola into the engine room that remains dogged when
the cupola is not in use could be installed for safety. If a cupola window were broken,
the hatch would seat firmly because of higher habitat pressure and prevent loss of gas
and flooding of the habitat.

2. Storage areas and work spaces could be redesigned to provide more study and
laboratory space.

3. Mechanical leveling legs could be installed to level the habitat base.

4. Holes in the base should be screened off to prevent dangerous marine animals
from entering the shark cage area.

5. Emergency air bottles could he placed other than in the passage under the wet
room, where they were obstacles.

6. The habitat decks should be primed and painted well in advance of mission start
to allow complete drying and eliminate peeling and formation of rust.

Recommendations concerning the environmental control system are as follows:

1. The CO2 scrubbtn_ system should be redesigned to include an efficient canister
to prevent channeling, to provide sufficient absorbent bed capacity, and to increase the
dwell time of g_s in the absorbent.

2. The use of Sodasorb or lithium hydroxide as the CO2 absorbent may be consid-
ered.

3. The NASA mass spectrometer should be analyzed, redesigned, and completely
evaluated for hyperbaric applications prior to the next mission.

4. To eliminate heavy gases layering and collecting in low points, adequate exhaust
and gas removal should be provided.

Recommendations concerning the thermal control system are as follows:

I. The sea-water switch used to control coolant flow to the compressor could be
made of corrosion-resistant material and be protected by a waterproof container to re-
duce maintenance time.

2. "l_he problem of dripping condensate water may be avoided by installing more in-
sulation on the a_.rflow ducts and drain lines and by more direct routing of heat-exchanger
drain lines to the sump.

3. Fuses should be protected from passible condensate formation, which causes fail-
ure, by enclosing them in a more tightly sealed fuse box.

4. Soundproof paneling could be installed in the engine room to attenuate machinery
noise.
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Recommendations concerning the scuba-charging, low-pressure, and emergency
air systems are ao follows:

1. The scuba-charging panel could be moved and plumbed in a more convenient
location.

2. Rather than using the emergency air bank to charge scuba tanks, a larger bank of
receivers could be installed topside to maintain a constant supply of high-pressure air to
the charging station.

3. Low-pressure air lines could be plumbed near tile 10-inch hunk to permit easy
exit of the hookah hoses.

Recommendations concerning the plumbing and sanitary system are as follows:

1. A gooseneck fitting should be installed in the sewer outfall line near the toilet
discharge to trap sewer gas and e!i,.ninate !:,.troduction of methane and other harmful

gases into the habitat atmosphere. In addition an air fitting may be provided on the out-
fall line to permit the aquanauts to blow out the line to remove built-up material.

2. The bilge pump in the wet room could be reoriented to allow the bilge to be
pumped dry. In addition, all components known to be vibration sensitive should be locked
or wired to prevent vibration failures.

3. The inlet to the sea-water pump could be screened to eliminate small fish from
being sucked !nte the rotor blades and possibly clogging the pump.

Recommendations concerning the communications system are as follows:

1. The intercom sets in the habitat should be reconditioned or replaced before the
next mission to eliwinate speaker noise and feedback.

2. Casings for sound-powered phones in the way stations could be redesigned to keep
the phones dry, and operating procedure to receive communications from way stations
should be clearly delineated.

3. Underwater TV cameras could be repaired and evaluated before they are brought

on the site. It may be possible to provide pan and tilt mechanisms for more effective
use of the cameras.

4. The sound-powered phone on the bridge should be replaced by a Bogen or equiva-
lent.

Rocommendations concerning the electrical system areas follows:

I. For future missions, habitat electricity could be grounded at the surface support
facilities.

2. The rehcater circuit breaker in the crew quarters should be replaced with a less

noisy model and/or be relocated in a more remote area.

3. The clothes dryer could be replaced with a washer/dryer combination for con-
venience. This change will take up very little additional space.

:_:!
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General recommendations concerning the habitat are as follows:

1. The aquanaut crew consisting of four aquanaut-scientists could be expanded to
include one engineer to assume responsibility for equipment maintenance, habitat re-
supply, and housekeeping chores, thus freeing the aquanauts to conduct their primary re-
search mission.

2. The habitat could be given a dry run in the shipyard at bottom pressure, tot only
to check the workability of the systems, but also to help train the new aquanauts before
the start of a future mission.

%

C6.3.3 Habitat Interfaces

may

Recommendations concerning habitat interfaces are as fodows:

1. The navigation grid system was not used by the aquanauts during the mission and
be eliminated in future programs.

2. Provisions could be made on or in the habitatfor stowing 200 feetof hookah hose
and the masks ina convenient manner.

3. More reliable,longer range, free-swimmer communications are needed for the
next mission.

d. New, noncorrosive transfer pots should be supolied.

5. A closed-circult,shallow-water dumbwaiter system could be designed and de-
veloped tospeed up transfer of supplies.

C6.3.4 Habitat Support Equipment

Recommendations concerning habitat support equipment are as follows:

1. Larger capacity pumps could be used to transfer water aud diesel fuel to the sup-
port facilities. This would significantly reduce transfer time.

2. A criticalSlxtre-partsinventory should be establishedfor important machinery,

such as the cran_ on the crane barge, to eliminate lengthydowntimes due to failures.

C6.3.5 Aquanaut Support Equipment

Recommendations concerning aquanaut support equipment are as follows:

I. Longer range, more accurate pinger/receiver sets would be useful for under-
water lobster research.

2. Additional equipment could be used for studying lobster habits, Including an under-

water photocell-light-source movement detector and a phosphorescent grease or paint
with a black light for identifying lobsters and landmarks at night.

3. Development of plankton-sampling equipment should continue.

4. Storage space could be made available in the wet room of the /mbltat for dry stor-
age of the underwater electric coring tool, if it is used on future missions.
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5. Research could be undertaken to develop a long-duration, semlclosed breathing
device capable of lasting 4 hours at 50 feet using an N2'O2 breathing m_xture.

6. Reliable, operational swimmer delivery vehicles could be provided/or aquanaut
excursions, which are capable of maintaining 3 to 5 knots for at least 4 hours.

C6.3.6 Habitat-Deployment Procedure

Recommendations concerning the habitat-deployment procedure are as follows:

I. When using the Tektite habitat for future missions where a landing ship dock must
be used for transportation, it is recommended that the same emplacement procedure be
used. The LSD does not have sufficient water depth in her launch well to float the habitat
out without being mounted on a sinkable barge.

2. A more efficient method of habitat ballasting could be incorporated for future
missions.

C6.3.7 Aquanaut Training

A longer, more extensive training per_.od could be provided for future aquanauts that
deals both with the habitat hardware and with aquanaut support equipment.

C6.4 Hardware Evaluation

C6.4.1 Introduction

Hardw_.re in the Tektite I program can be divided co_weniently into four main areas:
habitat syst_.ms, interf;tces, habitat support equipment, and aquanaut equipment. Base..
camp machinery will not be discu_med in this hardware evaluation.

A basic objective of the program was that minimum development money would be ex-
pended in an attempt to keep co,its low. Each habitat system was fabricated with many off-
the-shelf components; only the dual-can concept with a crossover tunnel indicated stgnif-

• leant change from previous habitat designs. In conjunction with this structure some of
the subsystem routings had to be different to accommodate standard conditions In e_ch
cabin. In addition the emplacement environment (shallow, warm water) allowed further
simplification in desiey.n, eliminating expensive breathing gas and extensive insulation and
thus further reducing costs.

C6.4.2 Habitat Systems

C6.4.2.1. Introduction

The habitat as a whole provided a comfortable and very livable home for long-
duration, shallow-water, saturation dives. As a laboratory it was not optimum, but ade-
quate. A number of small problems occurred, some caused by human error and some
by design or equipment faults, most of which required remedial action and some of which
caused a large degree of concern. In pointing out problems and faults, it must be borne
in mind that the majority of equipment fun:tioned as designed and that the design success
of most aspects of the habitat provided major contribution to the overall success of the

program.

_._2

?
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C6.4.2.2 Structure and Interior Design

The basic structuraldesign ofthe habitatwas gc?d. The brightness of the paint

clouded somewhat with marine growth over the 60-day duration,but no significantex-

ternalcorrosion was noticed. However, paintand primer flakedoffthe deck inthe wet
room, allowing rust toform on the exposed steel. This rust and paintfallingintothe

bilge clogged the strainerto the bilgepump and thus restrictedwater removal. The

problem can be eliminatedby priming and paintingthe decks well inadvance of mission
start.

Tilemost consistentcomplaint involvedlack of adequate work space and crowded

study conditionsin the bridge and the wet room. Since the habitatcannot be made larger

withoutexcessive expenditure,two avenues are open. First.storage areas and work
spaces may be redesigned so that seldom-used supplies are stored in remote areas (in

tanks below thecrew quarters) and seldom-used cabinetsare eliminated. The resulting
space may be used for separate work spaces. Second, a separate chamber (garage)

could be constructedto provide wet laboratory wGrk space having vented hoods or ab-

sorbents for use of toxicresearch chemicals as well as toprovide a service area for

charging and maintainingan excursion submersible.

Water collected in puddles behind the sinks in both the engine room and the wet
room, and the cabinet doors swung open in the same sloping direction both in the crew's
quarters and in the wet room. It may be that the habitat was not level on the ocean bot-
tom. Even though the bottom was leveled by the Seabees prior to emplacement, over the
74-day time the habitat was on the bottom, the habitat may have settled. Mechanical
leveling legs could be installed to level the habitat, and an internal needle valve in the
escape hatch could quickly equalize any pressure differentials that might occur due to
the habitat being out of level.

Holes in the base of the structure should be either screened off or welded shut to

prevent d_ngerous marine animals from entering the shark cage area. In addition to
covering the a_cess holes, the emergency bottles could be moved and plumbed for use in
the area under the crew's quarters, leaving clear space in the passage under the wet
room.

The crossover tunnelheld up well as a structuralitem. The four pinhole leaks

noticedin the beginning ofthe mission gave no trouble. However these should be repaired

for future missions. Inaddition,inconvenience in using the tunnelwas noted. The occu-

pants must duckwalk or crawl through the tunnelmany times a day. Since, functionally,

itproved effective,the probTem ofcrossing isa matter for personal adaptation.

The cupola was seldom used as an observationstationbecaus_ ofpoor visibility.If

the water were clearer or ifa sonar were availablefor signature studies,itwould have

been used more extensivelyin the marine sciences program. However, since the cupola

was the highestpointon the habitat,ifa window were broken the N2-O2 mixture would
escape and be displaced by water very quickly. A hatch thatopens [rom th_ cupola into

the engine room could be installedthatwould remain dogged when the cupola isnot being
used. Higher habitatpressure would seat the hatch and keep water from entering the open
trunk ifa window were broken.

C6.4.2.3 Envlronmcntal-Control System

C6.4.2.3.1 Introduction

The environmentnl-control system isdividedinto fiw subsystems: gas supply,CO2

scrubber, thermal control,scub,_charging, and emergency air.
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C5.4.2.3.2 Gas Supply

No problems occurred during the initial nitrogen fill or while supplying makeup air
at flow rates between 12 and 29 std cu ft/hr to the _)abitat. However, many times during
the program the dessicant container on the low-pressure compressors was not tightened
or the bleed valve was loose. This resulted in line leakages and high pressures when the
components were finally secured.

C6.4.2.3.3 CO._ Scrubber, Instruments, and Contaminant Gases

A signiIicant problem developed with the CO2 scrubber. The hab!tat was occupied
at 11:55 a.m. on Saturday, February 15, 1969. At 11:30 p.m. on Sunday, February 16,
1969, the CO2 level rose to 10.2 torr or 1.34 percent surface equivalent by volume.
Threshold limits for CO2 published by the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery are 3.8 tort
or 0.5 percent. In addition, it is generally accepted that the CO2 level should not rise
above 1 percent ,_urface _,quivaient in closed hyperbaric environments.

As seen in Fig. C2, both blowers were used, and eventually a vacuum cleaner was
connected to an auxiliary canister to supplement scrubbing, but still the baralyme had to
be changed twice as often as planned to keep the CO._ level under control. Habitat design
specifications indicate that the environmental-control-system canister, holding 15 pounds
of baralyme, should hold CO2 at a nominal operating level of 2 torr with changes every
12 hours. The aquanauts used from 40 to 45 pounds of baralyme daily, changing baralyme
more often to keep the nominal level at about 6 to 7 torr. At no time during the project
did the CO2 come down to the projected nominal operating value of 2 tort, even with small
auxiliary scrubbers helping out. Incidentally, both blowers were forcing air through the
single canister, and this was probably more harmful than helpful. Increased airflow de-
tracts from scrubbing in that it promotes channeling through the absorbent and reduces
dwell time, thereby reducing baralyme efficiency. This can be noticed in Fig. C2. Bara-
lyme was changed more h'equently, but the CO2 level continued to increase.

On the fourth day of the mission the aquanauts asked to be notified when the CO2 level
reached 7 tort so baralyme could be changed. They had noticed symptoms resulting from
a high concentration of CO._: shortness of breath, increased respiration, and v.ncomfort-
able feelings.

It is a foregone conclusion that the C02 scrubbing system should be completely rede-
signed. In addition, prior to shipping the habitat for new missions the habitat could be
given a dry run in the shipyard at bottom pressure, not only to check the workability of
the systems but also to help train the aquanauts before mission start.

On March I, 1969, an auxiliary scrubber from the U.S. Navy Experimental Diving
Unit (EDU) was installed in the engine room. Later in the program a scrubber from
Duke University replaced the EDU scrubber. These helped to keep the CO2 level in check,
allowing longer time periods between baralyme changes for primary mission research.
A comparison, made by the aquanauts on day 17, of the effectiveness of the environmental-
control-system scrubber and the EDU scrubber is shown in Fig. C3. Both scrubbers use
a 15-pound absorbent charge, but the EDU scrubber, quickly reduced the CO2 level to 1.5
mm Hg, while the environmental-control-system scrubber gradually lowered the level
only to 1.0 t-err.

At two different times during the project, samples of baralyme were analyzed at
Battelle to determine CO2 per pound of absorbent. The results are given in Table CI.
Reasons for subpar periormance include inefficient canister design, insufficient baralyme-
bed capacity, high flow rate of atmosphere gas through the canister giving rise to chan-
neling in the absorbent, and low dwell time of gas in the bed.
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Fig. CZ - Profile of the CO2 level early in the mission

Table Cl

Baralyme Analysis to Determine C02 Per Pound of Absorbent

Day the Sample
Was Taken From

the Habitat

February 20, 1969

Marc." 25, 1969

CO2 Content in the
Experimental Diving

Unit Scrubber

CO2 Content in the
Environmental-

Control-System
Scrubber

Weight Weight
Per- Lb C02/ Per-
cent Lb Baralyme cent

Not in use 11.6
i

13.2 { 1/7.6 14.9
I

Lb C02,1
Lb Baralyme

1/8.6_

1/6.72

Manufactured

Suggested
Perlormance

Weight
Per-

cent

3.9.0

Lb CO2/
Lb Baralyme

,_. ,,

I 1/2.56

I -
!

Three days into the mission the mass spectrometer malfunctioned. The fault was
determined to be an overheated transforxner. It was disassembled into two parts by the

aquanauts and sent topside for repairs. The fact that this complicated instrument could
be taken apart, sent up, and reinstalled is significant not only to underwater research,
but alan to sp_.ce exploration. If cquipmeut is even partialiy serviceable by inexperienced
researchers in isolation, then astronauts can perform similar work underanalogous space
conditions.
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Fig. C3 - Comparison of the effectiveneos of
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While the mass spectrometer was being repaired (11 days),colorimetrictubes,

infrared a.,mlyzers,and a gas chromatograph were used to monitor gas partialpressure

in the habitat. This equipment provided adequate,but not continuous,gas analysis,al-

though some discrepancies were noticedinthe gas values among the differentanalyzers.

Most significant,however, were the readings taken firstnear the floorand then near the
ceilingof differentrooms. These showed thatC02 stratifiedinthe cabins;on February

?.2, 1969, there was 7.6 torr at table level and 5.3 torr at the ceiling in the crew quarters.
The partial pressure of CO2 also varied between two rooms in the same cylinder; on
February 24, 1969, it was 6.1 torr in the crew quarter3 and 3.8 torr in the bridge. This
indicates that circulation in the cabins was not adequate to eliminate stratification of
heavier gases.
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l'he mass spectrometer malfunctioned again on day 46 of the mission. This time the
fault was attributed to failure of tile ion pump. It remained out of service for the duration
of the program. The mass spectrometer was down for 25 days of the 60-day mission.

Samples of the closed atmosphere gas from day 13 of the mission were taken to the

Naval Research Laboratory for breakdown a-_alysis. Results showed the following quan-
tities of undesirable gas present: 2.1 mg total hydrocarbon/meter _, 8.4 ppm methane,
and 9.3 ppm CO. The NASA specification fur breathing air in hyperbaric chambers lists

maximum allowable contamination to be: 50 ppm gaseous hydrocarbons (e.g., methane)
and 20 ppm CO. The Bureau of Medicine and Surgery has become even more stringent,
allowing no detectable gaseous hydrocarbons and 20 ppm CO.

C6.4.2.3.4 Thermal-Control System

The thermal-control system was used to maintain tile habitat air temperature and
humidity by cooling the gas flow in a heat exchanger and removing condensate, then pass-
ing the _s through charcoal filters to remove odors, and finally reheating it, when nec-
essary, to nominal cabin temperature. Sea water was pumped into the habitat to remove
heat from the Freon compressor. Cool glycol and water solution was then pumped from
the compressor to the separate cabin heat exchangers.

The thermostat in the crew quarters was lowered only once during the mission, and
the average habitat temperature fluctuated only a few degrees oll either side of 80°F.
Relative humidity averages varied from cabin to cabin (wet room 50 percent, engine room
55.4 percent, bridge 48.2 percent, and crew quarters 57,3 percent), and the average rela-
tive humidity was 52.1 percent.

Two times during the mission the sea-water-flow switch in the wet-suit cabinet
shorted out, blowing a fuse and automatically turning of! the environmental control sys-
tem. The first time, while investigating the failure, one of the aq_nauts received a
minor shock. The shock was not at all harmful, but It shows that the switch could be
dangerous. After each failure the switch was replaced with a now, copper-diaphragm
switch. A third time the aquanauts noticed the copper diaphragm was getting badly cor-
roded and eaten through by salt water. • It was replaced before failure with a flow switch
having a stainless steel diaphragm. Much time was involved in replacing this switch. In
the future, if the switch remains In the wet-suit cabinet, where it t s subject to saltwater
corrosion, it should be made of corrosion-resistant material and should be protected by
a waterproof container.

During the mission considerable condensate formed in the crew quarters, the cross-

over tunnel, and the engine room. Condensate formed at a rate of about 3 gallons per day
in the crew quarters, at times becoming a considerable nuisance. The highest humidity
and maximum heat toad occurred in the crew quarters and the engine room. When periods
of maximum heat load occurred (all four aquanauts aboard cooking dinner), temperature
and humidity increased. Cooler air coming through the ducts seemed to condense mois-
ture in the war::ler, more humid air surrounding the ducts, allowing condensate to run
down the outside of the ducts and into cabinets or through the acoustic tile. This problem
could be GIlminated by better insulation of air and drain ducts and more direct routing
of heat-exchanger drain tines.

While the condensate problem was being dealtwith,fuses startedblowing inthe re-
heater inthe crew quarters. After the fuses were changed a few times, itwas determined

thatthe conder,sate was shortingthe fuses. At thistime the heat exchanger drain ducts

were repositionedfor betterdrainage, the airflow damper was adjusted,and the fuse plugs
were dried. The aquanauts then turned all the thermostats down below ambient tempera-

ture and then raised them o_e ata time. All fuses held up, and the reheater was functional
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again. However, while adjusting temperature and gas flow from the heat exchangers in

the bridge and the crew quarters, disproportionate flow conditions resulted and humidity
began to rise. This caused rapid cycling of the compressor solenoid until, eventually,
the environmental control system shut off automatically. Adjustments were made for 30
minutes before the environmental control system was started again. Each time the en-
vironmental control system shut down, temperature would increase, expanding the gas in
the habitat. When the environmental control system was again started, the gas would cool
and water would rise in the trunk, thus tripping the flood alarm. High-pressure air from
the scuba line then would be released to restore habitat pressure.

In addition to the condensate problem, noise levels in the cabins were annoying to the
aquanauts. Noise from auxiliary scrubbers in the engine room in conjunction with in-
stalled equipment noise prohibited all but shouted conversation in the engine room. When
the reheater circuit breaker in the crew quarters closed, it was annoying to the extent

that sleep was disturbed. However, there is a breakeven point in system design where
the designer must weigh relative advantages and disadvantages between creating a cost-

effective system and providing creature comiorts. In the case of the engine room, sound-
proof paneling should be installed, but system redesign to reduce noise is probably not
in order.

C6.4.2.3.5 Scuba-Charging, Low-Pressure Air, and Emergency Air Systems

A suggestion was made by the aquanauts to provide more utility and increase avail-
able space by reorienting the scuba-charging and low-pressure air station. It was men-
tioned that gages and hose reels be mounted near the ceiling of the _et room over the
trunk with valves mounted on the trunk railing. The hoses would be reeled down and at-
tached to bottles for charging, and reeled back up when not being used. From an engineer-
ing standpoint, it would be difficult to reel high-pressure charging hose, but the charging
panel could be moved and plumbed in a more convenient location. Low-pressure air lines
could be plumbed near the 10-inch trunk to permit easy exit of hookah hoses.

Rather than permit emergency air to be used for normal charging purposes, a larger
bank of receivers should be installed topside to provide a constant supply of high-pressure
air to the charging station. The emergency air bottles could be moved under the crew
quarters to keep the lower trunk under the wet room clear.

C6.4.2.4 Plumbing and Sanitary System

Each ti_nc the toilet was flushed, gas bubbles backed up through the water. The gas
was described as server gas. Complete gas analysis performed 13 d_.ys after the mission
began showed 8.4 ppm methane in the closed atmosphere, indicating that sewer gas was
clearly detectable early in the program. Methane, formed by decomposin_ organic mate-
rial, is only a part of a group of gaseous hydrocarbons that NASA specifications indicate
should be less than 50 ppm in hyperbaric applications and that the Bureau of Medicine
and Surgery indicates should be undetectable (letter of June 7, 1968). A gooseneck in-
stalled in the sewer line to trap gas and an air fitting attached downstream to enable the
divers to blow air into the outfall line to remove built-up material would e!lmlnate the
problem on future missions.

The bilge pump in the wet room did not pump the bilges dry because the inlet orifice
w_s on the side of the pump. In addition, early in March, the allen screws that hold the
pump impeller tight vibrated loose. Before the problem had been diagnosed and rectified,
it was necessary to hand-lmmP the bilge. A similar problem developed with the blower
impeller on the CO_ scrubber from Duke University. All components known to be vibra-
tion sensitive should be locked or wired to prevent such failures.
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C6.4.2.5 Communications System

The intercom was the most critical -._,mmunications system in that it was the pri-
mary means of communication between the aquanauts and the test director. It was backed
up with the sound-powered phone in the bridge and the Bogen in the crew quarters. How-
ever, if the intercom were lost, verbal interaction would greatly decrease, impairing
safety as well as data collection. Five times during the mission the intercom went out of
service unexpectedly. In three of these cases the circuit breaker had snapped open. In
the first ease the batteries ran down, pr._viding a voltage too _mall to hold the breaker
in. The breaker was set again after the batteries were recharged. In the second case
the wet-room trunk alarm shorted out, throwing the circuit breaker in the bridge again.
The alarm was bypassed to restore intercom communications. In the third case the

breaker went out for no apparent reason; when the breaker was reset, communications
were restored. The other two intercom failures did not involve the habitat breaker. One

occurred when the press-to-talk switch in the van malftm_.tioned. It was replaced with a
hand microphone. The other involved loss of communication from the habitat for 90
minutes while communication from the van to the habitat remained in service. R was

found that the habitat console microphone was turned off to increase the clarity and vol-
ume from the bridge speaker.

The closed-circuit TV monitors were almost as important as the intercoms. They,
as well as the open microphones, provided the major input to the very successful be-
havioral program. The cameras functioned well throughout the mission, with oecasiona!
replacement of the videcon tubes. The engine room camera failed twice, After the sec-
ond iailure, all cameras had to be turned off for 24 minutes while repairs were made to
the panel.

The sound-powered phones in the way stations were used more by the surface sup-
port divers for communications checks than they were by the aquanauts. These phones
were seldom in working order. The protective casings, open at the bottom, were make-
shift and in many cases admRted water to the phone components. Conversations frcm
the phones that worked after emplacement were garbled and not easily understood. Half-
way through the mission all phones were removed from the way stations to determine
the reason for their failure. They were replaced, but they still did not work. Near the
end of the mission it was found that intercom key 8 must be depressed to receive the
way-station phones. Fo!lowtng this discovery, occasional repairs had to be made to keep
the phones working in a nominal fashion.

Although not specifically a habitat subsystem the underwater cameras will be men-
tioned here. One underwater TV worked for a short while near the middle of the mission,
and the other was never put into service. When the camera worked, it was not positioned
correctly to monitor diver egress and entry_ and it was of marginal use in the mar!ne
science program. The shark cage was adequate for determining whether dangerous ani-
mals were near; the camera was not needed for this purpose.

The intercom, the sound-powered phone, and the Bogen were unsatisfactory from a
habit_.bility standpoint. Much whining and screaming was reported coming throvgh the
intercom on the bridge, and the _.ntcrcom in the engine room was ineffective u.nless ear-
p_.c::es were used to reduce noise and f_edhack. The sound-r_owered phone on the bridge
was not as easy for communications as was the Bogen in the crew quarters. The Bogen
was intended for use primarily for personal outside telephone calls. Since the commer-
cial tc!ephone link was never completed, it served as a supplementary habitat/topside
communicator. One had to speak in a loud voice to talk over the sound-powered phone,
and communications were not clear.
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Convenience items (the commercial TV, the AM/FM radio, and the tape recorder)
did not provide the service intended. The TV was in good working order, but the antenna
was mounted in the wrong direction for receiving available stations. Since the antenna
was not moved during the mission, the TV was useless. The FM portion of the radio re-
ceived music only about 10 days, and it was used during that time. Then it ceased to
function. The volume control on the tape recorder appeared to need adjustment. The
music was either too low or so loud it was annoying. Since these are convenience items
and not critical to the mission, normal maintenance and repair between missions and
proper setup procedure on-site would restore the service.

C6.4.2.6 Electrical System

Before the mission began there was considerable discussion concerning the disad-
vantages of usir._ a center-Y ground to the habitat. It is considered safer to take the

ground back through the umbilical and ground to support facilities to eliminate not only
a potential mild-shock situation in the habitat, but also galvanic corrosion effects. AI-
thongh the grounding system was not ci-,anged, only ',he shock received from the sea-
water flow switch was reported, and only very mild corrosion was noticed.

Many times when the generators were switched over, a momentary loss of power
was experienced. On days 5 and 19 habitat power failed because of a generator fuel-
pump malfunction. All emergency systems worked well, and emergency procedures
were applied as plenned. Power was switched back within 15 minutes, and all systems
resu_ned normal _uncttontng.

It ha.,, been mentioned that the rehcater circuit breaker in the crtnv quarters had a
noisy and annoying action. This breaker could be replaced witlz a less noisy model in a
different location.

In terms of habitability, the dryer, which worked well throughout the mission, could
be replaced with a washer/dryer combination _or convenience. Only a nominal amount
of additior._l vertical space would be needed.

C8,4.3 Habitat Interfaces and Connected Equipment

C6.4.3.1 Introduction

A number of interfaces and government-furnish¢_ equipment have already been con-
sidered in the preceding section, as they seem an integral part of the habitat though not
specifically supplied with the habitat per se. These include the underwater TV cameras,
the NASA mass spectrometer, and the emergency air supply. Other items, to be consid-
ered in this section, include umbilicals, way stations, built-in breathing system, hookah
system, aquasontcs, and the dumbwaiter system.

C6.4.3.2 Uw.bilic_Is

?

i

All umbilicals were layed and connected at eitherend with few problems. In coxmect-

ing the communications umbilicalno strainreliefcould be found;thiswas corrected be..
fore the mission start. No chafing gear was provided for the plastic water umbilical on
the support barge, and ths connection at the habitat slipped off twice, once before the
m_s_ion and once during the mission. In each case this was corrected quickly and the
line was flushed. Prior to mission start the casing of the high-pressure-air umbilical
r_p_t_rod h_cnt_s_ of on_r_ined _.as, but it wa_ repaired and provided uninterrupted service
for the duration of the mission.
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C6.4.3.3 Way Stations and Navigation Markers

The five way stations in strategic positions on the ocean bottom were to be used to

resupply breathing air, to communicate with the habitat and the control van, and as pro-
tection against dangerous sea animals if encountered. The only use of the stations was

in transfer of air bottles, and this was done infrequently. As mentioned, the phones did
not work consistently and were used little by the aquanauts.

The way stations were used during the mission as landmarks to the aquanauts. Con-
versely, the navigational grid system, which took days to fabricate and days to lay out
properly, was not used. Obviously, considerable time and effort cap " saved by elim-
inating this system.

C6.4.3.4 Built-in-Breathing System

For some reason the built-in-breathing hoses and regulators in the bridge and engine
room were supplied by General Electric, and those in the crew quarters and wet room
were furnished by the Naval Facilities Engineering Command. During the construction
phase it was found that the latter were not of the water-immersible type. Since the main
reason for installing an emergency built-in-breathing system was to provide life support
in the event of flooding or contaminated atmosphere, last-minute procurement from
Battelle and replacement was necessary. This and similar problems may have been
avoided by disseminating a list of equipment to each agency for comment and return to
the central agency. In this manner each person in each agency would know his equipment
responsibilities, and d_screpancie_ could be ironed out in the planning phase.

C6.4.3.5 Hookah System

The hookah, supplied by Battelle, was a full-face mask with communications in each
mask (Fig. C4) and a central tender control unit on the bridge of the habitat. The system
was recently developed under con,raft with the U.S. Navy. It permitted tethered excur-
sions up to 200 feet from the habit_ ,.

The mask and communications worked well throughout the duration of the program,
but the hookah system could be made more convenient to use. In Tektite I the hookah
hose was attached to the low-pressure-air source in the habitat, routed through the 10-
inch truck from the wet room, and coiled on makeshift chocks outside the shark cage;
then the mask was brought hack into the wet room through a crack in the shark cage
door and hung on a bracket fcr the aquanaut's use. The hose leading through the shark
cage and wetur_om trunk, was fastened to the screening by short pieces of coated wire to
keep it out of the way of swimmer traffic. The hookah could have been either coiled and
stored inside the wet room or be wound on a reel outside the shark cage with cleats to
hold the hose to the side wall. Either of these methods would make the hookah more
convenient to rise.

The hookah waq used for 41 man-hours of diving, about one-tenth of the 453 man-
hours in the water.

C6.4.3.6 Aquasonics

Two eets of aquasonic gear were supplied to the project. These included three diver
units and two tender units. These underwater-commur, ication units were used infrequently

because of lack of reliability. More reliable, ionger range swimmer communications
are required.
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(a) Maok (b) Communication unit

Fig. C4 - Full-face mask with con_municatiori unit

C6.4.3.7 Dumbwaiter System

The large transfer pot, a heavy steel can, was overdesigned for use at 50-foot depths.
It was too heavy for convenient handling and had a tendency to rust. Considerable bottom
time and energy was expended in simply transferring materials. Constant maintenance
was necessary with each of the steel pots, not only to reduce external rust but also to
clean up sealing surfaces to effect proper seals. Furthermore, many items arrived in
the habitat wet or crushed.

It 19 suggested that new noncorrosive transfer pots be bought or fabricated which
are negatively buoyant when loaded. Small lead weights can be used to adjust the buoy-
ancy _o. light loads.

C6.4.4 llabitat Support Equipment

The variety of equipment on both the control barge and crane barge to supply power,
gas, water, and monitoring support to the aquanauts functioned very well and allowed few
interruptions in serv_ce.

The fabric piP.ow tank for fresh water and the redundant electric generators both
presented minor servicing problems. It took considerable time to replenish water to
the tank ant1 fuel to the deisel generators. During the time the supply boat wa_ moored
to the control barge, wave and wind action would knock the boat into the barge, jarring
sensitive instrumentation. On future missions, regardless of whether or not Ammi
bargcs are used, higher capacity pumps will be needed for transfers. In addition, as
mentioned before, the electric fuel pump on the generator failed twice durinz the mis-

sion, causing power outnges in the habitat.
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The decompression complex, supplied through the office of U.S. Navy Supervlzor of
Salvage, functioned well throughout the mission, and the Seabee divers and equipment
operators are to be commended on their proficiency gained over the short period of
time. However problems occurred with the lift crane. Two times during the project the
crane was inoperable for considerable periods of time owing to failure of parts, that re-

quired much time to procure. First the hydraulic accumulator failed; then midway
through the mission a hydraulic valve failed. Fortunately the crane was not needed dur-
ing these periods for emergency withdrawal of the aquanauts.

The support barge was raised out of the water away from wave action by winching
it onto piles in the corn,_r spudwc:ls. Since the bottom along the east shore was rocky,
the pil- Are to be held upright by guy wires attached to rock bolts in the bottom. Four-
teen holes were drilled underwater in the igneous volcanic rock for installing rock bolts.
Unfortunately the winches used to pull the barge out of the water did not have a capacity
..qual to tt,_. heavy load. The barge was barely out of the water in calm weather and was
cocked on the pilings. In heavy weather, the barge was shaken by wave action.

C6.4.5 Aquanaut Support Eq,,ipment

C6.4.5.1 Introduction

A variety of equipment was brought or shipped to the site to aid the aquanauts in
conducting their marine science program. Included were lobster detection and tagging
devices, plankton standpipe, coring tools, diving equipment, and the Aerojet General
mini sub.

C6.4.5.2 Lobster Detection and Tagging Devices

Two means were available for tagging the lobster population in Lameshur Bay and
surrounding bays: sonic p'mgers and barbed spaghetti tags {sphyrion tags) of different
color' combinations. The colored tags did a fine job of marking individual lobsters in
the population, but to find a particular lobster over and over again to study migration,
range, feeding cycles, etc., a sonic tag was used. The sonic tags had an effective range
of only 50 to 100 feet. Part of this problem may have been the extreme directionality of
the receive,', but most of the problem was the low-intensity output of the pinger.

Other equipment can be developed to study lobster habits. A small underwater
photocell and light source, when placed near the lobster burrow, can indicate entry avd
exit of the animal: Perhaps phosphorescent grease or paint applied to the animal would
permit simple detection of the lobster at night by means of an underwater black light.

C6.4.5.3 Plankton Standpipe

Near the start of the mission it was found that the plastic water pump for the stand-
pipe had been run dry and was useless. It was necessary to acquire another from the
mainland. On day 18 of the mission the plankton standpipe was carried away from its
moor by the current. It was recovered, cleaned, and placed in position once again. Half-
way through the mission the pump arrived and was installed, making the system opera-
ti_nal. The first plankton experiment was started with 15 days left in the mission. Owing
to the late date, the plankton experiment was cut short to allow more time for research
in a more productive area.

C6.4.5.4 Coring Tools

Two types of coring tools were supplied to the aquanauts.(Fig. 5). The first was an
electric underwater drill with two 14-inch diamond-tipped core barrels, 3/4 inch in
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(a) Underwater electric
coring drill

l
t

(b) Pneumatic coring
tool

Fig. C5- Coring Tools
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diameter. The electric tool was to be used primarily for taking geological core samples
in hard reck and coral. It worked well during training, and halfway through the mission
it was used to take rock core samples. During this experiment the diamond tip on the
barrel broke off. The spare barrel was located, but the corrlng tool was not ased again.

The second coring tool supplied was a _:neumatic impacting tool designed to operate
with air from a scuba bottle. One-inch-diameter plastic core barrels of varying length
were supplied with a core catcher. The air tool was to be used for coring in sand and
mud. This was the same tool that was used in Sealab II with much success. The geo-

logical research did not require the use of this tool during the mission, and it was r,ot
used except in training.

C6.4.5.5 Diving Equipment

The diving equipment available to the aqvmnauts consisted of open-circuit scuba and
the hcokah discussed previously. The scuba equipment functioned very well; however,
considerable time and energy was expended charging tanks. Furthermore, double-tank
scuba is limited to a little over an hours' duration at a depth of 50 feet. As a result,
working dives were short and excursions were limited. The bubbles from the regulators

frightened the animals being studied.

Future marine research could be enhanced by procurement of dependable semicloscd
breathing apparatus allowing dive times of up to 4 hours. Three brands of equipment
that may be satisfactory are the U.S. Navy Mark vI, the Drager, the Stark Eleetrolung,
and the G.E. backpack. In each case the duration of the dive is limited by CO_ removal.

It may be valuable to perform research to 0evelop a long-duration, semlclosed breathing
system using N2-O2 breathing mix. Tektite [ has proved the worth of shallow-water
saturation work for s,:ientific purposes, but without the use of dependable, inexpensive,
lot.g-duration breathing apparatus designed specifically for that purpose, progress could
be hindered.
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C6.4.5.6 Mini Sub

Since diving time was limited by the available breathing equipment, a swimmer de-
livery vehicle was procured from the Office of Naval Research to allow longer excursions
from the habitat. The sub was an Aerojet General free-flooding design (Mark VII, Model
P, 1955 vintage) propelled either by electric power or by foot pedaling.

The sub had not been overhauled or evaluated before it arrived on-site. As a result

l'. was foum _o be defective in many areas. The o'.'iginal batteries were useless, the old-
fashioned f.o:_ing switch gear for selecting motor speeds was corroded, interconnecting
wires were missing, steering linkages were disconnected, the steering wings were out
of adjustment, the variable water ballast tank had a hole in it, the dogs on the stainless
steel clutch in the electric motor were broken off, and insufficient Styrofoam buoyancy
materia Zwas included. The sub had to be completely overhauled from stem to stern be-
fore it wouJ4 be of any use, a difficult task without the proper tools and replacement
parts. BaL_rrios were replaced with semis,_aled lead-acid marine batteries, dogs were
welded on the clutch, and the switch gear '_as rebuilt and rewired so the electric mecha-

nism was in working order. Linkages were repaired and greased, the wings were aligned,
and the L_ilast tank was silver-soldered.

However, during the first trial run, acid leaked from the batteries, ruining much
interna_ wiring. No replacement batteries suitable for the job could be found in the area,
so electric power was not used. Packing Styrofoam was assembled in the sub to provide
neutral buoyancy; however, at a depth of 50 feet, this Styrofoam compressed, decreasing
buoyancy. An attempt was made to. eplace tlle Styrofoam with inflatable llfe jackets, but

none were available. Because o£ the poor condition of the sub and the unavailability of
replacement parts, the mini sub was not used by the aquanauts for excursions.

C6.4.6 Aquanaut Training

Habitat-system training was completed in Philadelphia, and support-equipment train-
ing and habitat refamiliarization were conducted on-site in the Virgin Islands.

Aquanaut training on habitat systems, 1 week in duration, was conducted by General
Electric engineers in the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard, where final assembly was being
completed. Classroom lectures discussing system and subsystem schematiz_ were fol-
lowed by familiarizatio_ with the actual hardware in the habitat. With the pressure of
many visitors and work still being corapleted on habitat assembly, training suffered
somewhat, but in general the acquainting of the aquanauts, standby aquanauts, and support
divers with hardware intricacies was successful. However, a longer, more intensive
training period, with fewer distraction.% possibly could have reduced some of the mainte-
nance problems encomltered at the start of the 60-day m_ssion.

Table C2 3hows the training schedule prepared for use on-site, rhe schedule was

not closely adhered to, but the major items were covered. Marine-science-equipment
preparation and study as well as aquanaut physical training was carried on at the discre-
tion of the individual aquanauts.

Habitat schematics were reviewed generally by the aquanaut responsible for respec-
tive habitat subsystems; however, the most useful experience was gained through two
short (no-decompression) habitat live-ins. During the first practice session the aqua-
nauts stowed gear, established contact with topside, filled out sample logs, changed
baralyme, charged scubas, used the hookah and checked communications, took CO2 read-
tngs With colorimatic tubes, had lunch, and conducted a simulated contaminated-atmosphere
drill before coming back to the surface. The second live-in occurred the day before mis-
sion start and include_, a startup of the environmental control system and practice
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Table C2

On-Site Training Schedule

Training Items

Review of habitat schematics

B:omedical items (EEG,
EKG, spirometer, first
aid, etc.)

Dumbwaiter operation

Hookah mask with communi-
cations

Aquasonics training

Underwater electrical tool

Mini-sub training

7 8 9 I0

Habitat live-in

Decompression complex

Start of experiment

I

Night

February

11 IS 13 14

Morning

Morning

Morning

Morning
@---4

Afternoon Afternoon

Afternoon Morning

@--4

Afternoon Morning

@--@

15

emergency procedures including habitat flooding, fire, and power loss. After each session
two of the aquanauts were picked up from the ocean bottom near the crane barge in the
personnel transfer capsule and were locked into the deck decompression chamber as a
training drill.

• Biomedical refamiliarization was accomplished on a casual basis between individual

aquanauts and the medical personnel on-site. This effort could have been more struc-
tured. Each Wednesday (biomedical day) during the mission completion of the biomedical
tests became more efficient, but for the first 2 or $ weeks, excessive time was expended

completing these tests.

Dumbwaiter-operation training was completed on schedule; however It was deter-
mined to be a difficult, Ume-consuming Job when using the large transfer pot. Interme-
diate size pots were procured and used much of the time during the mission.
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Experience was gained with the hookah during the habitatlive-insrather than at the

scheduled time. Most usefulexperience was obtained during the mission when the aqua-
uauts used the hookah for 41 totaldivinghours, I/I0 of the totaldive time. Much of this

on-the-job training with different items ironed out gray areas in the total training pro-
grams at some expense to the efficient use of saturated dive times.

Training with aquanonics units and with the miniature two-main submersible was

completed by_ only one aquanaut. At the time, lack of training with certain equipment
prior to mission start seemed u_ortunate, but in retrospect valuable time was saved.
Neither of these items were used to advantage during the mission. The aquasonics were
unreliable, and the mini sub could not be restored to a useful condition.

The electric coring tool also was used only by the lead aquanaut before the mission
started. It is important that the safety procedure is observed when the tool is used and
that the current leakage detector is on-line. Operating procedures for the electric tool
were reviewed before it was used during the mission.

A structure training program, however disagreeable, inconvenient, or distasteful,
could be planned and executed with care in future missions, especially where a number
of marine scientists may cycle through the habitat. When a group of people have differ-
ent levels of underwater experience, training can be adjusted to satisfy the needs of the
least experienced member at the unfortunate expense of the more experienced. No
training program can satisfy each participant, but valuable knowhow may be absorbed,
seeming unimportant at the time, that during the mission may help to evolve a more
meaningful and more efficient program. Training is an effort where, by organization,
doubtful and potentially dangerous situations can be avoided.

1
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Appendix D

AQUANAUTS

D1 BIOGRAPHIES OF A TEKTITE I AQUANAUTS
Richard Waller, Bureau of Commercial Fisheries,

Department of the Interior, Washington, D. C.

DI.1 Primary Crew Members

D1.1.1 Richard A. Waller,
Oceanographer, Department of the Interior

Fig. DI -
Richard Waller

Mr. Waller (aquanaut 1) has been with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries since
1961 and has worked In various research p')sitions with the Bureau's marine programs.
Currently he is attached to the Bureau Central Office staff in Washington, D. C. He was
the Project Manager for Interior's part of the Tektite I Project and served as crew chief
during the operation.

Mr. Waller grewup in Jacksonville, Florida, _nd took his B.S. and M.S. degrees in
marine biology at Florida State University. He was 34 years old during the mission and
is married to the former Marilyn Shepherd of Jacksonville, Florida. They live, with _eir

two children, ncar Washington, D. C., in Oxon Hill, Maryland.

DI
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Dl.I.2 ConradV.W.Mahnken,
Oceanographer,Departmentof theInterior

Fig. DZ-
ConradMahnken

Mr. Mahnken (aquanaut 3) has worked with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries since
1963. His principal research efforts have been in marine zooplankton studies, and he is
currently workin_ on a marine aquaculture project at the Bureau°s Biological Laboratory
in Seattle, Washington.

Mr. Mahnken grew up in Seattle, Washington, and earned his B.S. and M.S. degrees
in biological oceanography at the University of Washington. He was 31 years old during
the mission and is married to the former Tamsin Kirk of Glendale, California. They live

on Bainbridge Island near Seattle.

Dl.I.3 H. Edward Clifton,
Geologist, Department of t_e Intericr

Fig. D3 -
Edward Clifton

Dr. CliftorJ (aquanaut 2) has worked with the Geological Survey since 1963, assigned
to the Marinv Geology Labora_.ory in Menlo Park, California. For the past couple of
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years, his research efforts have been directed toward investigations of the origin and

economic potential of black-sand deposits on thz continental shelf of Southern Oregon.

Mr. Clifton grew up in Jefferson, Ohio, and earned his B.S. degree in geology at

Ohio State University and his Ph.D. in geology at the Johns Hopkins University. He was

34 years old during the mission and is married to the former Ann Pearch of Chagrin
Fails, Ohio. He and his wife and their three children live in Los Altos, California.

DI.I.4 John G. Van Derwalker

Fishery Biologist, Department of the Interior

Fig. D4 -
.rohn Van Derwa|ker

Mr. Van Derwalker (aquanaut 4) has been with the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries

since 1958 and has worked at various of the Bureau's field laboratories. He is presently

• assigned to the Bureau of Commercial Fisheries' Biological Laboratory in Seattle, Wash-
ingtov, where he has been studying the responsO of fingerling salmon to various hydraulic

conditions and to pressure and temperature changes.

Mr. Van Derwalker grew up in Pueblo, Colorado, and received his B.S. de_ree in

zoology in 1958 from Colorado State University. He was 32 years old dm'ing the mission

and is married to the former NormaKoch of Castleford, Idaho. They live in Lynnwood,

Washington, with their three children.

DL2 Alternate Crew Members

D1.2.1 R. Lawrence Phillips,
Geologist, Department of the Interior

Mr. Phillips has worked for the Geological Survey since 1966 and is assigned to the

Marine Geological Laboratory in Menlo Park, California. His primary research efforts

h_,ve been directed toward placer deposits off the Southern Oregon coast.

Mr. Phillips grew up in Vancouver, B.C., and Tacoma, Washington. He received his

B.S. in geology from the University of Puget Sound |u 1960 and his M.S. in geology from

the University of Oregon in 1966. He was _0 years old during the m_ssion and is married
to the former Carol Wiley of Tacoma, Washington. They have three children and live in

Cupertino, California.
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D1.2.2 Inn Gregory Koblick,

Marine Biologist, College of the Virgin Islands

Mr. Koblick is with the Caribbean Research Institute on St. Thomas in the Virgin
Islands where he is coordinator for field studies at the Virgin Island Ecological Research
Station. His research efforts have been directed toward marine ecological surveys on
the coastal shelf of the Virgin Islands.

Mr. Koblick was born in San Francisco, California, and received a B.S. in biology
from Chloe State University in 1964. He was 29 years old during the mission and is
married with two children. He and his wife. the former Tonya Ann Smithousen of Chloe,
California, live on St. Thomas, U.S. Virgin Islands.

DI.2.3 Gary Everett Davis
Park Ranger, Department of the Interior

Mr. Davis, an aquaticecologist,has been employed by the Park Service sin'_e1963.

He is serving inthe U.S. Army at Fort Ord, California. His primary research efforthas

been directed toward the development of computer models for predictingprimary produc-

tivi_.yin the lakes ofSouthern California.

Mr. Davis grew up in San Diego, California, where he received both his B.S. and M.S.
degrees in biology from San Diego State College. At 24 he was the youngest Tektite I
aquanaut. He is married to the former Deborah Friend.

D2 SELECTION CRITERIA

D2.1 General

Members of the Tektite 1 crew of aquanauts were all scientists actively engaged in
marine oriented research programs when selected to participate In the program. All had
used scuba to accomplish their particular research program. They were selected as
aquanauts primarily because thisprevious marine research experience wouM enable

them to conduct a validresearch program while livingon the ocean floor. The only

physical examinations they were required topass were the standard navy divingphysical,

pressure test,and 02 tolerance tests.

It was recognized before the dive that an aquanaut who is to be submerged for 60 days
must have, in addition to professional competence, a kind of personality that would enable
him to cope with the peculiar constraints of the Tektite I program. In addition to conduct-
ing a research program he would also have to cook, wash dishes, and do general house-
work. Every crew member had to be prepared to do his share of this kind of work. The
aquanauts also would be subjected to a program of psychological and biomedical research
which would be trying andwould take time away from their particular interests. This
meant the aquanauts would have to be patient and contribute to programs from which d,ey
would got no direct benefit. The aquanauts would also be expected to assume the respon-
sibility of troubleshooting the various habitat systems, since no engineer would be on
board during the mission.

Although no formal psycholot_icalselectiontestswere given to potentialaquanauts,
there was a subjective9valuationof theirpersonalitiesand these were relatedto the

unique problems thatwould occur during the TektiteI program.

r
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APPENDIX D-- AOUANAUTS

D3 TRAINING AND PREPARATIONS

D5

D3.1 Medical

Two months before the begilming of the Tektite I mission the aquanauts entered into
a program in which biomedical base lines were established. All seven aquanauts spent
I week at the University of Pennsylvania Hospital where the majority of the base-line
work was done. In addition aquanauts Clifton and Van Derwalker spent 2 nights at the
Medical Neuropsychiatric Research Unit in F_n Diego, California, where sleep records
(electroencephalograms) were recorded. Aquanaut Waller spent two nights at the Baylor
University Hospital establishing similar records.

D3.2 Habitat

All seven aquanauts also spent a considerableamount of time at General Electric,

Valley Forge, and at the PhiladelphiaN_val Yard becoming familiar with the various

habitatsystem.q and safetyequipment. Each aquanaut was assigned one or two specific

systems thathe was tohave a working knowledge of. As an example, one aqua,'mutwas

assigned the envlronmental controlsystem. He was instructedin itsoperationby the

General Electric engineer who was responsiblefor itsdesign. Tlleaquanaut was to be-
come so familiar with thatparticularsystem thatin case ofa system failurehe could
diagnose the problem and make minor repairs. Ifthe problem was serious,he could

consultwith the engineers on the surface before making repairs.

._':_;-_
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D3.3 Marine Scientific

In the early planning stages the selection of a suitable site for conducting a marine
research• program was given considerable attention. The Lameshur Bay site was selected
because it met all the requirements of the other cooperating agencies and because the
biological and geological information gathered in that area would have application to
other parts of the Caxibbean as well as parts of our southeastern coastlines.

About 3 weeks before the four primary aquanauts began the 60-day mission the ma-
rine scientists arrived on site and began preparing for the mission. A marine sciences
laboratory was set up in one of the huts, and the preliminary work began. The geologists
surveyed and mapped the shore line and adjacent parts of the island. Descriptions of the
topography and geologic formations were made. A system of buoys were placed in Lame-
shur Bay around the habitat site on a 1000-ft grid. They were to be used as reference
points during many phases of the program.

Itwas during thispredive period thatthe lobsterstudy area was definedand divided

intothe differentstudy sections. The sphyrion taggingof lobsterswas also startedduring

thisperiod.

These surface activities were continued by the surface scientific support personnel
throughout the program.

D4 DAILY ROUTINES

The 60-day ocean floor program can, for the purposes of describing daily routines,
be divided into three parts: the first 2 weeks when the aquanauts were becoming familiar
with the habitat and the various systems, the middle 4 weeks when they were allowed to
have one team in the water at a time, and the last 2 weeks when all the aquanauts could

be out diving at the same time.
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For the first 10 days of the 60-day program the aquanauts were instructed to main-

t_tin a bridge watch 24 hours a day. Bridge watches were manned during the day on an in-
formal basis, but from the hours of 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. an assigned watch schedule was
maintained. This period of 9 hours was divided into three watches, 11 p.m. to 1 a.m.,
I a.m. to 4 a.m., and 4 a.m. to 7 a.m. This enabled each crew member to get an unin-
terrupted nights sleep once every 4 days.

The amount of time spent on the marine research program war minimal during this
period for a variety of reasons. Besides spending time learning how to operate the habitat
systems, the aquanauts also spent a great deal of time repairing, replacing, or reealibrat-

lng many of the life-support systems. They also discovered that the CO2 scrubber system
was not as efficient as an'.icipated, which meant they had to spend more time maintaining
this system than was planned.

The aquanauts became more efficient operators of the various habitat systems, and
the frequency of equipment failure declined. At the end o! the day 10 they decided the
habitat systems and all safety devices were working properly, al_d the night watches were
suspended.

Starting about this time the amount of time spent in the water began to increase sig-
nificantly. The aquanauts were also becoming more aware of the potential of saturation
diving, and they began to change their research programs to take advantage of this new
insight.

On a typical day during the middle part of the missio,L they would rise between 8 and
9 a.m. Two members would plan the first dive and begin laying out their equipment, while
the other members fixed breakfast, changed baralyme, and made routine checks of the

habitat systems. After breakfast the first team would go out, while the ot|,er aquanauts
cleaned up the habitat and prepared for their first dive. No formal schedule of dives
were made; the teams might alternate dives during the day, or one team could dive in the
morning and th_ other in the afternoon and evening. A midday meal was eaten but not
necessarily together. While one team was out diving, the other maintained the habitat
systems and worked on the data they had collected on previous dives. The last dive of
the day ended between 5 and 7 p.m., and the aquanauts gathered in tl_e crew quarters for
the happy hour and dinner. After the dinner dishes were washed, a final check of the
habitat and the warning devices was made. On alternate nights a brief medical status

report of each aquanaut was given to the surface support personnel along with the normal
systems report. The aquanauts usually went to bed ,'ometime between 11 p.m. and 1 a.m.

On Wednesday of each week this routine was disrupted because of commitment to the
biomedical program. Until the aquanauts had refined their techniques of manipulating the
various pieces of equipment used in this program, it took the entire day to complete the
tests. There _vas a gradual improvement toward the end of the dive, and they were able
to complete the tests in time to make one or two dives before the day was over.

A typical day during the latter part of the dive wns similar to that just described ex-
cept all four divers could dive at the same time.
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D. C. 9null and H. A. Cole,
Ocean Technology Branch, Office of Naval Research,

Washington, D. C.

As discussed in Chapter 1 the first suggestion that behavioral studies of divers living
on the ocean floor would have value to the nation's space program as well as to undersea
program occurred at a NASA symposium on Isolation and Con/inement in November 1966.
In the following month the first of a series of meetings were held between NASA and ONR
to explore the possible types of behavioral studies which could be conducted and the vari-
ous approaches by which the studies could be implemented. The following chronology
starts after that initiating meeting and marks significant events which subsequently
occurred up through the completion of the Tektite I mission:

• January 16, 1967: First working meeting between ONR and NASA.

• June 1967: NASA study contracts let to General Electric and Grumman.

• October 30, 1967: A._siStant- secretary- level agreement between the Navy and the
Interior Department for a cooperative study of problems of mutual ihterest.

• November 27, 1967: Bureau of Commercial Fisheries requests to join Navy and
NASA in the study program.

• December 271 1967: Unsolicited proposal from General Electric to ONR for
Tektite I.

• January 7, 1968: Survey of potential sites, including Lameshur Bay, St. John,
Virgin Islands.

• January 10, 1968: Bureau of Commercial Fisheries invited by ONR to join the
Navy and NASA in Tektite I as a scientific participant.

• January 18, 1968: ONR initiates Tektite I contract with General Electric.

• Febr,.mry 20, 1968: Interior Department formally invited by Navy to help sponsor
the TekLite I project.

• M_rch 6, i966: Naval IVI,edic_l Research Institute invited by ONR to participate in
the development of the Tektite I behaviora] program.

• March 19, 1968: Participation of Navy amphibious construction battalions and mo-
bile construction battalions in Tektite I requested by ONR.

,_ March 22, 1968: Initial BuMed support requested by ONR re,-: (a) review of life
support _,ystems and operational procedures, (b) recommendation of decompression pro-
cedure_, (c) recommendations concerning personnel safety, and (d) BuMed participation
in the biomedical research program.

E1
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• April 5, 1968: ONR formally requests NASA support to Jointly sponsor Tektite I.

• April 11, 1968: February 15, 1969, established as the mission-start day.

• April 25, 1968: BuMed tasks the Naval Submarine Medical Center to assist ONR
as requested on March 22.

• April 26, 1968: NASA formally becomes a Tektite I sponsor.

• May 1, 1968: Interior Department formally becomes a Tektite I sponsor.

• June 11, 1968: Chief of Naval Operations aathorizes construction-battalion support
for Tektite I.

• June 25, 1968: ONR requests the Commander In Chief, Atlantic Fleet, for trans.
portation and logistics support for Tektite I.

• July 16, 1968: First draft of General Electric program plans submitted: (a) Pro-
gram Plan, {b) Safety and Emergency Procedures Plan, (c) Transportation and Assembly
Plan, and (d) Scientific Mission Requirements Plan.

• October 8, 1968: Chief of Naval Research invites Coast Guard participation in
Tektite I.

i

• October 16, 1968: CNO tasks the Commander in Chief, Atlantic Fleet, to provide
construction-battalion and fleet transportation and logistics support to Tektite I.

• October 24, 1968: Arrival of the Tektite habitat cylinders, base, and other major
components to the PhiladelphiaNaval Shipyard.

• October 26, 1968: Arrival of Amphibious Construction Battalion Two advance party
at St. John Island aboard the USS Casa Grande (LSD 13) to construct th2 base camp.

• October 29..1968: Operational readiness review group formed to review nonhard-
ware aspects of Tektite I.

• November 8, 1968: Coast Guard formally becomes a Tektite I participant.

i ob• November 13, 19_,.: Chief of Naval Research requests Secretary of Navy approval
on the use of hu:n._v subjects m the Tektite I project.

November 14, 1968: Aquanaut primary and backup crews officially designated.

• November 18, 1968: Arrival of the launch Ammi barge to the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.

• November 21, 1968: Arrival of the support Ammi barge at the Philadelphia Naval
Shipyard.

• December 2, 1968: Amphibious Construction Battalion Two advance party returns
h'orn St. John aboard the US,.q Shadwell (LSD 15).

• January 5-11, 1969: Physiological and psychological base-line studies conducted
on the Tektite I aquanauts at the University of Pennsylvania hospital.
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• January 8_ 1969: Tektite I habitat and support equipment depart from Philadelphia
to Lameshur Bay aboard the USS Hermitage (LSD 34).

• January 10, 1969:

• January 13, 1969:

• January 20, 1969:
Lameshur Bay.

• January 22, 1969:

• January 26, 1969:

• January 27, 1969:

The Tektite I base camp activat_.d at St. John.

Habitat and support equipment offloaded at Lameshur Bay.

Pilings, used for the lowering of the launch barge, driven in

Wave action shears off launch barge pilings at bottom of bay.

New launch barge pilings driven.

Tektite habitat successfully launched from launch barge.

• January 31, 1969: ONR promulgates the Tektite I Operation Plan. Tektite habitat
towed to site, b_llasted, and emplaced on ocean floor. Power, water, and air umbilicals
layed and secured from the support barge to the habitat.

• February 4, 1969: Instrumentation and communication umbilical layed and secured.

• February 11, 1969: Final report of the habitat material safety review issued.

¢, February I2, 1969: Habitat and _.upport systems become operational. Phase II
(see page 12) completed; Phase III begins. Aquanauts conduct the habitat-systems-check
live-in.

• February 13, 1969: Secretary of the Navy approves the use of human yubj_cts for
Tektite I.

• February 15, 1969: Aquanauts enter the Tektite habitat at 10:55 a.m., Eastern
Standard Time, to begin the 60-day mission.

• February 17, 1969: Carbon-dioxide fire extinguishers remox:ed from the habitat
due to possible leakage. Aquanauts use vacuum cleaner as a CO2 scrubber to lower CO_
level. Water umbilical parted, quic_y repaired.

• February 18, 1969: Mass spectrome'.er experiences its initial failure; backup
atmosphere monitoring systems used.

• February 21, 1969: First long excursion from the habitat by ti_e aquana,ts.

• February 22, 1969: Aquanauts disassemble the mass spectrometer and send itto

the surface for repairs. Gas chromatograph and IR-215 become operatio_mlas additional

a_mosphere monitoring equipmenz.

• February 24, 1969: Initial EEG recordings completed.

• March 1, 1969: Aquanauts kill a moray-eel interloper; additional CO_ scrubber
installed in h_.bitat.

• blarch 2, 1069: Aquanauts reinstallthe mass spectrometer.

• Marcia 4, 1969: Aquanauts send a good-luck message to 'J,e crew of Apollo 9.

gl.
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• March 8, 1969: Aquanaut Mahnken develops an infection in his right ear.

• l_arch 16, 1969: Aquanaut Waller develops an ear infection.

• March 18, 1969: Aquanauts receive a message from Vice PresidentAgnew mark-
ing the midpoint of the mission.

• March 21, 1969: Aquanaut Van Derwalker develops an ear infection.

• March 22, 1969: Aquanaut Clifton develops an ear infection.

• March 30, 1969: Mass spectrometer experiences its final failure.

• April 15, 1969: Aquanauts leave the habitat at the end of the mission, enter the
deck decnmnrp..qAinn oh_mh_ _t l_.ae _.._ _,^+., ,,..°_ ..., . , ...

Two days of medical and psychological debrlefings begin.

Phase HI ends; Phase IV begins.

USS Raleigh departs St. John with first of three return lifts.

Umbilicals recovered and support barge lowered from the support

• April 16, 1969:

• April 17, 1969:

® April 22, 1969:

• April _6, 1969:
pilings.

• April 28, 1969: Habitat raised from Lameshur Bay floor in preparation for return.

• May 14, 1969: Aquanauts and participants receive commendation awards from
Vice President Agnew _nd agency secretaries.

• May 22, 1969: Tektite habitat returned to the Philadelphia Naval Shipyard aboard
the USS Plymouth Rock.

• May 23, 1969: Custody of the Tektite habit,it returned to General Electric.

• June _, 19_: Lz,st _,_abee detachment departs from Lameshur Bay.

• June 10, 1969: Phase IV ends; Phase V begins, including preparation of this report.




